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C Tomb 45 (Trench XXII H) 
D Tomb 45 (Trench XXII H) 

Plate 13 A Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E) 
B Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E) 
C Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E) 
D Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E) 

Plate 14 A Tomb 49 (Trench XXII K) 
B Tomb 50 (Trench XXII K) 
C Tomb 50 (Trench XXII L) 

Plate 15 A Tomb 52 (Trench XXIII G) 
B Tomb 52 (Trench XXIII G) 
C Tomb 52 (Trench XXIII G) 
D Tomb 52 (Trench XXIII G) 

Plate 16 A Tomb 52 (Trench XXIII G) 
B Tomb 52 (Trench XXIII G) 
C Tomb 52 (Trench XXIII G) 

Plate 17 A Tomb 52 (Trench XXIII G) 
B Tomb 52 (Trench XXIII G) 
C Tomb 52 (Trench XXIII G) 

Plate 18 Gold Pot (1) 
Gold Cup (2) 
Gold Beaker (3) 
Gold Bowl (4) 
Base of Gold Bowl (4) 

Plate 19 Gold Cup (5) 
Gold Cup (6) 
Gold Cup (7) 
Gold Beaker (8) 
Gold Beaker (guilloche band) (8) 
Gold Beaker (base line) (8) 
Base of Gold Beaker (8) 

Plate 20 Gold Beaker with Unicorn (9) 
Base of Gold Beaker (9) 
Gold Cup (10) 
Base of Gold Cup (10) 

Plate 21 Gold Bowl (11) 
Gold Beaker (12) 
Gold Bowl (13) 

Plate 22 Gold Beaker (14) 
Gold Beaker 6 (2nd register) (14) 
Base of Gold Beaker (14) 

Plate 23 Silver Spouted Pot (16) 
Silver Spouted Pot (17) 
Silver Cup (18) 
Detail of Warrior on Silver Beaker (19) 
Detail of Tree on Silver Beaker (19) 
Silver Cup (20) 

Plate 24 Silver Pot (21) 
Detail of Lion and Prey on Silver Pot (21) 
Detail of Mythical Creature on Silver Pot (21) 
Bronze Cooking Pot (24) 
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Bronze Pot Handle (26) 

Plate 25 Bronze Bowl (27) 
Bronze Bowl (28) 
Bronze Tumbler (30) 
Bronze Tumbler (31) 

Plate 26 Bronze Plate (32) 
Bronze Cup (34) 
Bronze Cup (36) 
BronzeJar(37) 

Plate 27 Bronze Pot with Spout (43) 
Bronze Pot with Spout (45) 

Plate 28 Bronze Situla (46) 
Bronze Vase (47) 
Bronze Vase (49) 

Plate 29 Bronze Vessel (50) 
Bronze Pot (55) 
Base of Bronze Pot (55) 
Detail of Lions on Bronze Pot (55) 
Central Lion on Bronze Pot (55) 
Detail of Lion on Bronze Pot (55) 

Plate 30 Mosaic Glass Vase (fragments) (62) 
Mosaic Glass Vase (restored) (62) 
Mosaic Glass Beaker (63) 
Mosaic Glass Chalice (64) 
Frit Jar (65) 

Plate 31 Frit Jar (66) 
Frit Jar (67) 
Frit Jar (68) 
Frit Jar (69) 

Plate 32 Pottery Female Figurine (profile) (70) 
Pottery Female Figurine (back) (70) 
Pottery Female Figurine (71) 
Pottery Female Figurine (72) 
Pottery Male Figurine (front) (73) 
Pottery Male Figurine (profile) (73) 

Plate 33 Pottery Male Figurine (front) (74) 
Pottery Male Figurine (profile) (74) 
Pottery Male Figurine (front) (75) 
Pottery Male Figurine (profile) (75) 
Pottery Male Figurine of Archer (front) (76) 
Pottery Male Figurine of Archer (profile) (76) 
Pottery Male Figurine of Archer (back) (76) 

Plate 34 Pottery Figurine of Male Charioteer (77) 
Bronze Female Figurine (front) (78) 
Bronze Female Figurine (back) (78) 
Bronze Female Figurine (front) (79) 
Bronze Female Figurine (profile) (79) 

Plate 35 Bronze Mule and Rider (front) (80) 
Bronze Mule and Rider (profile) (80) 
Bronze Male Figurine (81) 
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Plate 36 

Plate 37 

Plate 38 

Plate 39 

Plate 40 

Plate 41 

Plate 42 

Plate 43 

Plate 44 

Gold Bust (front) (82) 
Gold Bust (profile) (82) 

Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 

Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 

Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
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91) 
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95) 
96) 
97) 
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Pottery Stag Figurine (100) 
Pottery Stag Figurine (101) 
Pottery Stag Figurine (102) 
Pottery Stag Figurine (103) 
Pottery Mule Figurine (104) 
Pottery Mule Figurine (105) 

Pottery Ram Figurine (106) 
Pottery Ram Figurine (107) 
Pottery Ram Figurine (108) 
Pottery Ram Figurine (109) 
Pottery Ram Figurine (110) 

Pottery Bear Figurine (111) 
Pottery Bear Figurine (112) 
Pottery Leopard Figurine (113) 
Pottery Dog Figurine (114) 

Bronze Humped Bull Figurine (115) 
Bronze Humped Bull Figurine (116) 
Bronze Humped Bull Figurine (117) 
Bronze Humped Bull Figurine Mounted on Wheels (118) 
Bronze Humped Bull Figurine (119) 
Bronze Humped Bull Figurine (120) 
Bronze Humped Bull Figurine (121) 
Bronze Humped Bull Figurine (122) 

Bronze Humped Bull Figurines (123) 
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Bronze Humped Bull Figurine (125) 
Bronze Humped Bull Figurine (126) 
Bronze Humped Bull Figurine (127) 
Bronze Humped Bull Figurine (128) 
Bronze Model of Oxen with Yoke and Plow (129) 
Bronze Model of Oxen with Yoke and Shaft (130) 
Bronze Model of Oxen with Yoke and Plow (131) 
Bronze Model of Oxen with Yoke (132) 

Plate 45 Bronze Stag Figurine (134) 
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Bronze Stag Figurine (135) 
Bronze Stag Figurine (136) 
Bronze Stag Figurine (137) 
Bronze Stag Figurine (138) 
Bronze Stag Figurine (139) 

Plate 46 Bronze Stag Figurine (140) 
Bronze Stag Figurine (141) 
Bronze Antlers (142) 
Bronze Mountain Goat Figurine (143) 
Bronze Mountain Goat Figurine (144) 

Plate 47 Bronze Mountain Goat Figurine (145) 
Bronze Mountain Goat(?) Figurine (146) 
Bronze Horse Figurine (147) 
Bronze Horse Figurine (148) 
Bronze Horse Figurine (148) 
Bronze Ram Figurine (149) 

Plate 48 Bronze Leopard Figurine (150) 
Bronze Dog Figurine (151) 
Bronze Boar Figurine (152) 
Gold Tiger Heads (153) 
Gold Tiger Head (154) 
Bronze Bird Figurine (155) 
Ram Figurine (156) 

Plate 49 Gold Necklace (157) 
Gold Necklace (158) 
Gold Necklace (159) 

Plate 50 Gold Necklace (160) 
Gold Necklace (161) 
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Gold Necklace (163) 

Plate 51 Gold Necklace (164) 
Gold Necklace (165) 
Gold Necklace (166) 
Gold Necklace (167) 
Gold Necklace (168) 

Plate 52 Gold Necklace (169) 
Gold Pendant (170) 
Gold Pendant (171) 
Gold Pendant (172) 
Gold Pendant (173) 

Plate 53 Gold Pendant (175) 
Gold Pendant (176) 
Gold Pendant (179) 
Gold Pendant (180) 
Gold Pendants (181) 
Gold Pendant (182) 
Gold Pendant (183) 

Plate 54 Gold Pendant (184) 
Gold Pendant (185) 
Gold Pendant (186) 
Gold Pendant (187) 
Gold Pendant (189) 
Gold Pendant (190) 
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Plate 55 Gold Pendant (191) 
Gold Pendants (193) 
Gold Pendants (194) 
Gold Pendants (196) 
Gold and Lapis Lazuli Pendant (197) 
Gold Pendant (198) 

Plate 56 Gold Pendants (199) 
Gold Pendants (200) 
Gold Pendant (202) 
Gold Pendant (203) 
Gold and Red Carnelian Necklace (204) 
Gold and Red Carnelian Necklace (205) 

Plate 57 Frit Necklace with Gold Pendant (206) 
Red Carnelian Necklace with Gold Pendants (207) 
Red Carnelian Necklace with Gold Pendant (208) 
Gold and Red Carnelian Necklace (209) 

Plate 58 Gold and Red Carnelian Necklace (210) 
Gold, Agate, and Red Carnelian Necklace (211) 
Gold and Red Carnelian Necklace (212) 
Gold and Red Carnelian Necklace (213) 

Plate 59 Gold, Agate, and Red Carnelian Necklace (214) 
Gold, Agate, and Red Carnelian Necklace (215) 
Gold, Agate, and Red Carnelian Necklace (216) 
Gold and Black Bead Necklace (217) 

Plate 60 Gold and Fired Clay Bead Necklace (218) 
Red Carnelian Necklace (220) 
Red Carnelian Necklace (221) 
Red Carnelian Necklace (222) 

Plate 61 Red Carnelian Necklace (223) 
Red Carnelian Necklace (224) 
Red Carnelian Necklace (225) 
Red Carnelian Necklace (226) 

Plate 62 Red Carnelian Necklace (227) 
Red Carnelian Necklace (228) 
Red Carnelian Necklace (229) 
Red Carnelian Necklace (230) 

Plate 63 Red Carnelian Necklace (231) 
Red Carnelian Necklace (232) 
Red Carnelian Necklace (233) 
Red Carnelian Necklace (234) 

Plate 64 Red Carnelian Necklace (237) 

Red Carnelian Necklace (239) 
Red Carnelian Necklace (240) 
Red Carnelian Necklace (241) 
Red Carnelian Necklace (242) 
Red Carnelian Necklace (243) 
Red Carnelian Necklace (244) 
Red Carnelian Necklace (245) 

Plate 65 Red Carnelian Necklace (246) 

Red Carnelian Necklace (247) 
Red Carnelian Necklace (248) 
Red Carnelian Necklace (249) 
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Red Carnelian Necklace (250) 
Red Carnelian Necklace (251) 

Plate 66 Red Carnelian Necklace (253) 
Necklace of Gold-Capped Red Carnelian Beads (254) 
Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads with Gold Decorated Centerpiece (255) 
Red Carnelian, Agate, and Transparent Stone Bead Necklace (256) 
Red Carnelian and Transparent Stone Bead Necklace (257) 
Red Carnelian and Transparent Stone Bead Necklace (258) 

Plate 67 Red Carnelian and White Stone Bead Necklace (259) 
Red Carnelian Necklace with Red Carnelian and Whitish Stone Pendants (260) 
Red Carnelian Necklace with Black Pendant (261) 
Red Carnelian Necklace with Agate and Red Carnelian Pendants (262) 
Red Carnelian Necklace (263) 
Red Carnelian and Glass Necklace (264) 

Plate 68 Silver Chain (265) 
Bronze Necklace (266) 
Bronze Necklace (267) 
Bronze Necklace (268) 
Bronze Pendant (269) 
Bronze Pendant (270) 
Bronze Pendant (271) 

Plate 69 Bronze Pendant (272) 
Bronze Pendants (273) 
Bronze Pendant (274) 
Bronze Pendant (275) 
Bronze Pendants (276) 
Transparent Stone Necklace (277) 
Hematite Necklace (278) 

Plate 70 Black Stone Pendant (279) 
Black Stone Pendant (280) 
Black Material Pendant (281) 
Black Material Pendant (282) 
Glass Necklace (283) 
Glass Necklace (284) 
Glass Necklace (285) 
Glass Necklace (286) 
Glass Necklace (287) 

Plate 71 Frit Necklace (288) 
Frit Necklace (289) 
Frit Necklace (290) 
Frit Necklace (291) 
Frit Necklace (292) 

Plate 72 Frit Necklace (293) 
Frit, Lime, and Clay Necklace (296) 
Gypsum Necklace (297) 
Gypsum Necklace (298) 
Gypsum Necklace (299) 
Gypsum Necklace (300) 
Gypsum Pendant (302) 

Plate 73 Lime Necklace (303) 
Lime Necklace (304) 
Lime Necklace (305) 

Plate 74 Fired Clay Necklace (306) 
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Fired Clay Necklace with Gypsum Pendant (307) 
Shell Necklace (308) 
Shell Necklace (308) 

Plate 75 Shell and Bone Necklace (309) 
Shell and Bone Necklace (309) 
Shell and Bone Necklace (309) 
Shell and Bone Necklace (309) 
Shell and Bone Necklace (309) 
Shell and Bone Necklace (309) 
Shell and Bone Necklace (309) 

Plate 76 Gold Centerpiece (310) 
Gold Centerpiece (311) 
Gold Centerpiece (312) 
Gold Centerpiece Beads (313) 
Gold Spacer Bead (314) 
Gold Spacer Bead (315) 
Gold Center Bead (316) 
Gold Center Bead (317) 

Plate 77 Gold Center Bead (318) 
Gold-Capped Agate Center Bead (319) 
Gold-Capped Agate Center Bead (320) 
Black Gold-Capped Center Beads (321) 
Gold Lion Head Bead (322) 
Gold Lion Head Beads (323) 
Mountain Goat Head Bead (324) 

Plate 78 Gold Pomegranate Beads (327) 
Gold Pomegranate Beads (327) 
Gold Spiral Bead (328) 
Gold Vertical-Ribbed Bead (329) 
Gold Vertical-Ribbed Bead (329) 
Gold Four-Sided Bead (330) 
Gold Flat Discoid Beads (331) 
Gold Flat Discoid Beads (331) 
Gold Spiral Beads (332) 
Gold Spiral Bead (332) 
Gold Globular Beads (333) 
Gold Globular Beads (333) 
Gold Wide Ring Bead (334) 

Plate 79 Gold Olive-Shaped Beads (335) 
Gold Truncated Conical Beads (336) 
Gold Three-Ring Reel Beads (337) 

Plate 80 Red Carnelian Beads (338) 
Red Carnelian Beads (339) 
Glass Frit Bead (340) 
Frit Beads (341) 
Fired Clay Beads (342) 
Agate Bead (343) 

Plate 81 Gold Lion Head Bracelet (344) 
Gold Horse Head Bracelet (345) 
Gold and Bronze Animal Head Bracelet (347) 
Silver Animal Head Bracelet (348) 
Gold Bracelet (349) 
Gold Bracelet (349) 
Gold Bracelet (350) 



Plate 82 Gold Bracelet (351) 
Gold Bracelet (352) 
Gold Bracelet (353) 
Gold Bracelet (353) 
Silver Bracelet (354) 
Bronze Bracelet (355) 
Bronze Bracelet (355) 

Plate 83 Bronze Bracelet (356) 
Bronze Bracelet (356) 
Bronze Bracelet (356) 
Bronze Bracelet (356) 
Bronze Circlet (357) 
Bronze Circlet (357) 
Bronze Bracelet (358) 
Bronze Bracelets (359) 

Plate 84 Gold Earring (360) 
Gold Earring (361) 
Gold Earrings (363) 
Gold Earring (364) 
Gold and Lapis Lazuli Earrings (365) 
Gold Earring (366) 
Gold Earring (367) 
Gold Earring (368) 
Gold Earrings (369) 

Plate 85 Gold Earring (370) 
Gold Earring (370) 
Gold Earring (370) 
Gold Earring (371) 
Gold Earring (371) 
Gold Earring (371) 
Gold Earring (372) 
Gold Earring (372) 
Gold Earring (373) 
Gold Earring (374) 
Gold Earring (376) 

Plate 86 Gold Earring (377) 
Gold Earring (378) 
Gold Earring (379) 
Gold Earrings (380) 
Gold Earrings (381) 
Gold Earrings (382) 
Gold Earrings (383) 
Gold Earrings (384) 
Silver Earring (385) 
Bronze Earrings (386) 
Bronze Earrings (387) 

Plate 87 Gold Ring (388) 
Gold Ring (389) 
Gold Ring (389) 
Gold Ring (390) 
Gold Ring (390) 
Gold Ring (391) 
Gold Rings (392) 
Bronze Rings (394) 
Bronze Rings (395) 
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Bronze Rings (396) 
Bronze Rings (396) 

Plate 88 Gold Diadem (397) 
Gold Diadem (398) 
Gold Diadem (399) 
Gold Diadem (400) 
Gold Diadem (401) 
Gold Hair Binder (404) 
Gold Hair Binders (404) 
Gold Hair Binders (405) 
Silver Hair Binder (406) 
Bronze Hair Binder (407) 
Bronze Hair Binder (408) 
Bronze Hair Binder (408) 

Plate 89 Gold Button (409) 
Gold Button (410) 
Gold Button (411) 
Gold Button (412) 
Gold Button (412) 
Gold Button (413) 
Gold Button (413) 
Gold Button (414) 
Gold Button (415) 
Gold Button (416) 
Gold Button (417) 
Gold Button (418) 
Gold Button (418) 

Plate 90 Gold Button (419) 
Gold Button (419) 
Gold Button (419) 
Gold Button (419) 
Gold Button (420) 
Gold Button (420) 
Gold Button (420) 
Gold Button (422) 
Gold Button (422) 
Gold Button (422) 
Gold Button (423) 
Gold Button (424) 
Gold Button (425) 
Gold Buttons (426) 

Plate 91 Gold Buttons (427) 
Gold Buttons (429) 
Gold Buttons (430) 
Gold Button (431) 
Gold Objects (432) 

Plate 92 Bronze Button (433) 
Bronze Buttons (436) 
Bronze Buttons (437) 
Bronze Button (438) 
Bronze Button (back) (438) 
Bronze Buttons (439) 
Gold and Bone Buttons (440) 
Frit Button (441) 
Frit Buttons (442) 
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Shell Buttons (444) 
Shell Button (444) 

Plate 93 

Plate 94 

Plate 95 

Plate 96 

Plate 97 

Plate 98 

Plate 99 

Gold Leaves (445) 
Gold Leaves (445) 
Gold Leaves (446) 
Bronze Fibula (448) 
Gold Pins (449) 
Gold and Bronze Pins (450) 
Bronze Pin (451) 
Bronze Pin (452) 
Gold Pin (453) 
Gold Pin (454) 
Bronze Pins with Gold Covers (455) 
Bronze Pin (456) 

Gold Pin (457) 
Gold Pin (458) 
Bronze Pin (459) 
Bronze Pin (460) 
Bronze Pins (461) 
Bronze Pin (462) 
Bronze Pins (463) 
Bronze Pin (464) 
Bronze Pin (464) 
Bronze Pin (465) 
Bronze Pin (465) 
Gold Sheet (466) 
Gold Sheet (467) 
Gold Pieces (468) 

Cylinder Seal 
Cylinder Seal 
Cylinder Seal 

Cylinder Seal 
Cylinder Seal 
Cylinder Seal 

Cylinder Seal 
Cylinder Seal 
Cylinder Seal 
Cylinder Seal 
Cylinder Seal 

Cylinder 
Cylinder 
Cylinder 
Cylinder 
Cylinder 
Cylinder 
Cylinder 
Cylinder 
Cylinder 

Seal 
Seal 
Seal 
Seal 
Seal 
Seal 
Seal 
Seal 
Seal 

469) 
470) 
471) 

472) 
473) 
474) 
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476) 
477) 
478) 
479) 

480) 
481) 
482) 
482) 
482) 
482) 
483) 
484) 
485) 

Stamp Seal (486) 
Base of Stamp Seal (486) 
Stamp Seal (487) 
Base of Stamp Seal (487) 
Stamp Seal (488) 
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Plate 100 

Plate 101 

Plate 102 

Plate 103 

Plate 104 

Plate 105 

Plate 106 

Base of Stamp Seal (488) 
Stamp Seal (489) 
Stamp Seal (490) 
Base of Stamp Seal (490) 

Bottle (491) 
Bottle (492) 
Botde (493) 
Bottle (494) 
Jar(495) 
Jar(496) 
Jar(497) 

Jar(498) 
Jar(499) 
Jar(500) 
Jar(501) 
Jar(503) 
Jar(504) 
Jar(505) 
Jar(506) 
Jar(508) 

Jar(509) 
Jar(510) 
Jar(511) 
Jar(512) 
Jar(513) 
Jar (514) 
Jar (515) 
Jar(516) 
Jar(517) 

Jar(518) 
Jar(519) 
Jar(520) 
Jar(521) 
Jar(522) 
Jar(523) 

Jar(526) 
Jar(528) 
Jar(528) 
Jar(529) 
Jar(530) 
Jar(530) 

Jar(531) 
Jar(532) 
Double Jar with Handle (533) 
Double Jar with Handle (534) 
Cubic Jar (535) 
Cubic Jar (536) 
Cubic Jar (537) 

Pitcher (538) 
Pitcher (539) 
Pitcher (539) 
Elongated Pitcher (540) 
Elongated Pitcher (541) 
Pitcher (542) 



Pitcher (543) 
Pitcher (544) 
Pitcher (545) 

Plate 107 Pitcher (546) 
Beaker(547) 
Chalice (548) 
Chalice (549) 
Mug (550) 
Mug (551) 
Mug (552) 
Mug (553) 
Cup (554) 
Cup (555) 

Plate 108 Cup (556) 
Cup (557) 
Cup (558) 
Pot (559) 
Cooking Pot (562) 
Cooking Pot (563) 
Round Pot (565) 

Plate 109 Round Pot (566) 
Round Pot (567) 
Round Pot (568) 
Round Pot (569) 
Dizie (571) 
Spouted Pot (572) 
Spouted Pot (573) 
Spouted Pot (574) 
Spouted Pot (575) 

Plate 110 Spouted Pot (576) 
Spouted Pot (578) 
Spouted Pot (579) 
Spouted Pot (582) 
Spouted Pot (583) 
Spouted Pot (584) 
Decorated Bowl (585) 
Decorated Bowl (586) 

Plate 111 Bowl with Tripod Base (587) 
Plain Bowl (588) 
Plain Bowl (589) 
Plain Bowl (590) 
Plain Bowl (592) 
Shallow Bowl (593) 
Shallow Bowl (594) 
Shallow Bowl (595) 
Shallow Bowl (595) 

Plate 112 Shallow Bowl (597) 
Plain Bowl (600) 
Plain Bowl (601) 
Plain Bowl (601) 
Shallow Bowl (602) 
Shallow Bowl (604) 
Shallow Bowl (605) 
Spouted Bowl (606) 
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Plate 113 Spouted Bowl (607) 
Spouted Bowl (607) 
Spouted Bowl (608) 
Spouted Bowl (611) 
Spouted Bowl (612) 
Spouted Bowl (613) 
Spouted Bowl (615) 
Spouted Bowl (616) 
Spouted Bowl (617) 

Plate 114 Basin (618) 
Basin (619) 
Basin (620) 
Basin (621) 
Basin (621) 
Basin (622) 
Plate (623) 

Plate 115 Plate (624) 
Plate (625) 
Plate (626) 
Plate (627) 
Plate (628) 
Plate (629) 
Plate (630) 

Plate 116 Vase (632) 
Vase (633) 
Vase (634) 
Sieve (636) 
Lamp (637) 
Lamp (base) (637) 

Plate 117 Bronze Macehead (638) 
Bronze Macehead (639) 
Bronze Macehead (640) 
Bronze Macehead (641) 
Bronze Macehead (642) 
Bronze Macehead (643) 
Bronze Macehead (644) 
Bronze Macehead (645) 
Bronze Macehead (646) 

Plate 118 Bronze Macehead (647) 
Bronze Macehead (648) 
Bronze Macehead (651) 
Bronze Macehead (652) 
Bronze Macehead (653) 
Bronze Macehead (656) 
Bronze Macehead (657) 
Bronze Macehead (658) 
Bronze Halberd (659) 

Plate 119 Limestone Macehead (661) 
Marble Macehead (662) 
Hematite Macehead (665) 
Basalt Macehead (666) 
Decorative Dagger (667) 
Bronze Dagger (668) 
Bronze Sword (669) 
Bronze Sword (671) 
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Bronze Sword with Iron Blade (672) 

Plate 120 Gold and Bronze Handle (674) 
Bronze Dagger (677) 
Bronze Dagger (683) 
Bronze Dagger (688) 
Bronze Dagger (690) 
Bronze Dagger (693) 
Bronze Dagger (696) 
Bronze Dagger (703) 

Plate 121 Bronze Dagger (704) 
Bronze Sword (709) 
Bronze Sword (712) 
Bronze Dagger (716) 
Bronze Dagger (720) 
Iron Blade (727) 
Bronze Blade (728) 
Bronze Spearhead (733) 
Bronze Spearhead (737) 

Plate 122 Bronze Spearhead (739) 
Bronze Spearhead (743) 
Bronze Spearhead (747) 
Bronze Spearhead (749) 
Bronze Spearhead (751) 
Bronze Spearhead (752) 
Bronze Spearhead (755) 
Bronze Spearhead (756) 
Bronze Spearhead (758) 
Bronze Spearhead (761) 

Plate 123 Bronze Spearhead (764) 
Bronze Spearhead (765) 
Bronze Spearhead (767) 
Bronze Spearhead (771) 
Bronze Spearhead (772) 
Bronze Spearhead (774) 
Bronze Spearhead (778) 
Bronze Spearhead (780) 
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Preface 

One of the most debated questions in the history 
and archaeology of Iran involves the reconstruction 
of movements of tribal groups speaking Indo-
Iranian languages onto the Iranian plateau in the 
second millennium B.C. The comparative study of 
these languages which began in the eighteenth 
century gave rise to various inferences involving 
areas of origin (generally southern Russia), 
directions of migration (south from the Caucasus, 
east from Central Asia, or from both directions 
separately), and date of separation of one dialect 
from another (generally estimated as second 
millennium B.C. or earlier). 
The archaeological evidence needed to test these 

linguistic speculations was largely absent in Iran 
until well after World W a r II. Prior to 1957 the 
Bronze Age in the north (3rd and early 2nd 
millennium B.C.) was known through the University 
Museum's excavations at Tepe Hissar (near 
Damghan) and at Tureng Tepe (near Gurgan). The 
following Early Iron Age (ca. 1500/1400-1200/1100 
B.C.) was known primarily from 15 graves excavated 
at Tepe Sialk (near Kashan), 14 graves excavated at 
Khurvin (west of Tehran), and unpublished material 
from Murteza Gerd (near Rayy). These excavations 
indicated that the painted pottery traditions of the 
Bronze Age had been displaced in western Iran by 
gray-black pottery assemblages. Pottery made with 
this firing technique was known at Tepe Hissar as 
early as the late fourth millennium B.C. It became the 
predominant pottery at that site around 3000 B.C. 
and was still the main ware w h e n the site was 
abandoned around 1700/1600 B.C. Thus the 
archaeological evidence, limited as it was, suggested 
some kind of east to west movement in the second 
millennium. The nature of this change remained, 
however, problematic since more than one 
explanation was possible and the relation of the 
material to the Caucasian area was unclear. 
After 1957 new surveys and excavations were 

undertaken in western Iran aimed at the 
development of stratified regional sequences and 
the exploration of single periods. This activity 
started in 1956 with the initiation of the University 

Museum's Hasanlu Project in southwest Azerbaijan 
and was soon followed by expeditions led by 
Austrian, Belgian, British, Canadian, French, 
German, and Japanese excavators. In 1961 the first 
major post-War excavation project was undertaken 
by the Iranian government at the site of Marlik Tepe 
near the Gohar Rud in Gilan province northwest of 
Tehran. The expedition, led by Ezat O. Neghaban, 
made the first controlled excavations and survey in 
the widely looted area and uncovered the so-called 
"Royal Tombs," the subject of the present volume. 
Aside from the extraordinary artifacts recovered, 
the excavation established for the first time in a 
context of associated materials for an otherwise 
blank area on the archaeological map. The cemetery 
area is adjacent to routes northward to the Caucasus 
and eastward to northeastern Iran—a highly 
strategic location in relation to movements of trade 
and tribes. Since they date to the Early Iron Age of 
the later second millennium B.C. and later, the 
contents of the tombs also fill a chronological gap in 
this region. Thus Marlik provides a major piece of 
evidence relevant to the whole problem of 
reconstructing the events of the second millennium 
on the plateau. 
It is for these reasons—the intrinsic value of the 

objects themselves, the light their association sheds 
on the cultural practices of the period, and the 
implications of their location and date for the 
broader interpretive questions outlined above—that 
the University Museum with the help of the Getty 
Trust has undertaken to publish the contents of the 
cemetery in one place, even though much of the 
material has been presented piecemeal elsewhere. It 
is the further analysis of the total assemblage, as 
well as the contents of the individual tombs, which 
will ultimately clarify our understanding of the 
second millennium events—an analysis which it is 
our hope the present publication will facilitate. 

Robert H. Dyson, Jr. 
Director Emeritus 

University of Pennsylvania Museum 





Foreword 

In the fall of 1961 a survey team from the 
Archaeological Service of Iran, under my direction, 
came to the region of Rahmatabad of Rudbar in 
Gilan as the first step in a projected archaeological 
survey of Iran (Map 1). W e began our work in Gilan, 
first, because of the almost complete lack of scientific 
knowledge about the ancient history of the area and, 
second, because of the extensive illegal digging and 
antique smuggling being carried on there. For 
several decades objects discovered through clandes
tine digging in the highlands of the Elburz Moun
tains, in the two provinces of Gilan and Mazanderan, 
had been appearing on the antiquities market under 
the general term "Amlash," derived from the name 
of the small market town to which they were taken to 
be sold to dealers. Little was known about these 
objects—neither their exact places of origin nor the 
context in which they were found. Our survey team 
was eager to identify the archaeological remains of 
this region in order better to protect them from 
illegal digging and at the same time to learn more 
about the litde-known ancient culture represented by 
this Amlash material. 

The highlands of the Elburz Mountains have 
fertile soil and plentiful rainfall, in contrast to much 
of the Iranian Plateau and consequently this area has 
been very productive agriculturally, in ancient as well 
as in modern times. The areas of lower altitude are 
under intense cultivation, while the higher slopes are 
covered with brush and trees. This has affected the 
condition of the ancient remains in several ways. The 
presence of natural forests has meant that most 
building has always been done with wood, sometimes 
on a low stone foundation, and these ancient wood
en buildings, and thus the traces of ancient settle
ments, have almost completely disintegrated and 
disappeared. Any ruins still preserved are now 
covered with brush and greenery and for this reason 
are difficult to find; when found, they are so entirely 
overgrown that digging a test trench is often 
necessary to produce enough material for the nature 
of the remains to be identified. 

Most of the archaeological objects discovered in 
this large area, perhaps as many as 95 percent, come 
from graves and tombs that are often excellently 
preserved under their cover of overgrowth. The 
presence of these ancient tombs with their rich and 

varied contents has led to the extensive illegal dig
ging and antiquities traffic to which I have referred. 

After our archaeological team had been working 
for more than two weeks and had surveyed many 
mounds, we entered the valley of the Gohar Rud, 
Crystal River. This beautiful valley contained five 
rather noticeable mounds, Pileh Qal'eh, Jazim Kool, 
Dura Bejar, Zeinab Bejar, and Marlik (or Cheragh-Ali 
Tepe, after its last owner). W e proceeded to survey 
these mounds, eventually reaching Marlik, a large, 
apparently natural m o u n d with a rocky crest, 
surrounded by olive groves and wild pomegranate 
bushes and overlooking the rice paddies that blanket 
the lower slopes of the valley. The surface of Marlik 
was covered by bush and contained few archaeo
logical traces, although on one slope it bore the scars 
of several ditches cut by unsuccessful antique 
hunters. 

W e proceeded to cut a test trench here that, 
during two days of excavation, yielded a variety of 
interesting objects including small bronze figurines 
of cows, two cylinder seals, and fourteen gold but
tons. Despite the natural appearance of the mound, 
the discovery of these objects gave an indication of its 
possible archaeological importance and pointed to 
the need for immediate scientific excavation because 
the site would have been quickly looted had we left it. 
W e promptly completed the required formalities and 
organized an excavation that continued from 
November 1961 to October 1962. 

As we began our work, we had, of course, little 
idea of what exactly lay below the surface of the 
mound. Gradually we began to realize that Marlik 
Tepe contained an ancient cemetery, the Royal 
Cemetery of a long-forgotten kingdom. Scattered 
over the crest of the mound were fifty-three tombs 
filled with a fascinating variety of gold, silver, bronze, 
and pottery objects, testifying to the wealth and 
sophisticated craftsmanship of a 3,000-year-old 
culture. 

The tombs of Marlik were formed by building 
connecting walls of broken stone and clay mortar 
between the large natural rocks of the mound. Some 
of these tombs were very roughly constructed, while 
others were made with slightly more care. For the 
most part, the natural stone of the surrounding area 
was used in building these connecting walls, but for 
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some of the tombs slabs of yellowish stone had been 
brought from the head-waters of the Gohar Rud, 
about 15 k m away. Often this yellowish stone was 
found only in a single wall or in slabs placed at the 
bottom of the tomb, but some of the richest tombs in 
terms of contents were built entirely of this special 
stone. 

In most of the tombs the skeletons had disin
tegrated, but those few tombs that still contained 
skeletons revealed an elaborate burial ritual in which 
the body had been carefully laid out on a long stone 
slab and surrounded by precious and useful objects 
that their owner would need in his life thereafter. 
Whether or not a skeleton still remained, the tombs 
were filled with a wide variety of objects: ritual ves
sels, figurines, jewelry, weapons and tools, domestic 
utensils, and, in some, models and toys. 

The people of Marlik, who left no written re
cords except for two broken cylinder seals (477 and 
478), seem to have belonged to that group of Indo-
Iranians, possibly Marda or Amarda, who entered 
Iran and settled along the northern slopes of the 
Elburz Mountains and the southern shores of the 
Caspian Sea during the second half of the second 
millennium B.C. They established a strong and 
flourishing kingdom in this area and used the 
mound of Marlik for their Royal Cemetery for at least 
two or three of the centuries between the fourteenth 
and tenth centuries B.C. 

At the end of this period the Marlik people 
apparently left the area, moving, I believe, to Sialk, 
near Kashan, where Sialk Cemetery B (Sialk VI) has 
produced many similar and sometimes identical 
objects to those found at Marlik, particularly in 
bronze vessels, weapons, tools, and kitchen utensils, 
which undoubtedly were produced by the same 
culture as were the artifacts of Marlik. Sialk Cemetery 

B belongs to a slighdy later date than Marlik, to the 
early first millennium B.C., and it seems likely that, 
under pressure from the west, probably from the 
Assyrians, who made repeated military expeditions in 
this direction to gather booty and expand their 
empire, the people of Marlik left their home in the 
highlands of the Elburz Mountains and moved away 
toward the east and southwest, settling temporarily at 
Sialk. Ultimately they were absorbed by the Medes, 
who, along with other Indo-Iranian tribes, formed 
the powerful Medean kingdom in the early first 
millennium B.C. 

The Royal Cemetery left behind at Marlik re
mained intact until the present day. Presumably, 
while the Marlik people controlled the area they 
were powerful enough to protect the tombs and their 
valuable contents, although it often happened in 
ancient times that tombs were looted within a gener
ation or two of the time they were filled, so strong 
was the lure of the valuables they contained. That the 
tombs of Marlik remained untouched even after 
their owners left is particularly unusual. It may be 
that the circumstances of the migration of these 
people from the region around Marlik were so a-
brupt and catastrophic that no one remained who 
remembered the tombs and what they contained. In 
any event, the cemetery, containing no monumental 
or even noticeable architecture, and dug into the top 
of a natural rocky mound that must soon have been 
overgrown with brush and weeds, sank into the 
oblivion in which it remained until the present day, 
when its discovery and painstaking excavation are 
only beginning to provide our first systematic infor
mation about an almost forgotten ancient civiliza
tion. 

Ezat O. Negahban 





Map 2. Gilan Province 
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Introduction 

The province of Gilan lies on the northern slopes 
of the Elburz Mountains, extending to the Caspian 
Sea, between 49° and 51° Longitude East and about 
36° North Meridian (Map 2). The climate of this 
region is quite different from that of the rest of the 
Iranian Plateau, which suffers from a shortage of 
water. Gilan receives precipitation from clouds that 
rise from the Caspian Sea to move southward until 
they are blocked by the Elburz Mountains, causing 
them to release up to forty inches of rainfall annually 
throughout the region. This ample precipitation 
produces a band of lush green vegetation that 
extends nearly 800 k m along the southern shores of 
the Caspian from Astara, on the Iranian-Russian 
border in the west, to Behshahr, at the southeastern 
corner of the Caspian Sea. The green belt occupying 
the flat plain between the southern shores of the 
Caspian and the foothills of the Elburz range varies 
in width from 2 to 50 km. The land is very productive 
agriculturally, with fertile fields of rice, tea, citrus 
fruits, and vegetables. In the past silk was also 
produced here, and in ancient times Gilan lay on the 
Silk Road from China to the west. Any undeveloped 
land is covered by thick forest. 
A second belt extends parallel to the first, from the 

southwestern to the southeastern corners of the 
Caspian Sea. This belt varies in width according to 
the natural formation of the land, beginning at the 
foot of the mountains and extending southward as 
they rise to higher altitudes, and includes the hilly 
region between the plain and the mountains. This 
land is also productive agriculturally, yielding wheat, 
barley, orchard fruits, vegetables, and olives, with 
hazel nuts, pomegranates, and figs also found in 
some parts. A third belt covers the highlands and the 
heart of the northern slopes of the Elburz Mountains 
with its many gorges and ravines. Here the land is 
mostly covered by deep forests to an altitude of about 
8,000 feet, with, above the tree line, bare and rugged 
mountain peaks that are sometimes covered with 
snow throughout the year. In this region farming is 

carried out in the valleys, wherever water is available. 
The higher altitudes provide rich grazing land for 
cattle, sheep, and goats, and the forest areas supply a 
variety of wood products, which are very important to 
the local economy. 
The southern part of the Caspian zone, located 

mainly in the provinces of Gilan and Mazanderan, is 
connected to the Iranian Plateau by two natural 
passes. The Firouz Kouh Pass on the east is reached 
from Tehran by a route that bypasses the town of 
Demavend, continues to Firouz Kouh, and proceeds 
through steep gorges to the northern slopes of the 
mountains and the town of Amol in Mazanderan. 
The second and better natural pass is located farther 
to the west; it travels northwest from Tehran to Karaj 
and then on to Qazvin, continues northward through 
steep gorges over the summit of the Elburz Moun
tains, and descends to the small town of Manjil. Here 
the two large rivers of the Shahrud, coming from the 
east, and the Qizil Uzun, coming from the west, 
merge into the Sefid Rud (White River), which 
irrigates this prosperous valley, flows on to the rich 
plain of Rasht (the capital city of Gilan), and even
tually empties into the Caspian Sea. This second pass, 
with its rich food and other natural resources, was 
the most important route in ancient times con
necting the western part of the Iranian Plateau to the 
Caspian Sea. As a result of the abundance of water 
from the Sefid Rud and its smaller tributaries, the 
broad valleys on the northern slopes of the Elburz 
Mountains have been very rich in produce and 
animal husbandry since ancient times. During the 
past fifty years new passes have been opened 
(including the Chalus and Haraz roads from the 
plateau to the Caspian), through the use of modern 
road construction techniques involving tunnels and 
bridges, but these are not natural passes and were 
not available in ancient times. 
Although the lower altitudes of the Sefid Rud 

region are rather sultry and humid during the 
summer, the highlands of this part of Gilan have a 
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mild climate, which makes the area very pleasant for 
summer living amid the scenic mountains with their 
snow-capped summits. The inhabitants of the area 
have adapted to this situation by moving with their 
animals to higher altitudes, where rich grazing can 
be found in the summer, and returning to the lower 
altitudes for the winter. 
The mound of Marlik is located in the valley of the 

Gohar Rud, one of the small tributaries of the Sefid 
Rud, in the region of Rahmatabad (Map 3). The 
mouth of the Gohar Rud is on the southeastern side 
of the Sefid Rud valley, opposite the small town of 
Rostamabad and about 14 k m north of the larger 
town of Rudbar (Rudbar-i-Zeitoon). The Gohar Rud 
Valley, about 1 k m across at its widest point, extends 
northward for 15 km. Marlik is located on the 
western side of the valley, about 1.5 k m from the 
junction with the Sefid Rud (Map 3). The largest 
village in the valley, Nesfi, is about 700 m south of 
Marlik (Color Plate VI A; PL 1A). 
The Gohar Rud Valley is extraordinarily scenic, 

with several small villages and their outlying fields 
located mostly in the lower, or northern, part while 
the upper, southern end is covered with scattered 
trees. The fertile lower land is covered with rice 
paddies (PL IB) interspersed with olive groves (PL 
1C), with small fruit orchards near the settlements. 
At higher altitudes the slopes on both sides of the 
valley are devoted to rainfall farming of wheat and 
barley. Undeveloped land is covered by sporadic 
zarbin trees, a type of evergreen (PL ID), along with 
wild bushes. O n its northeastern side the valley is 
dominated by the majestic mountain peak of Dolfak, 
which may be snow-capped throughout the year 
(Color Plate VI B). 
Rain in this region usually comes down in the form 

of a very mild drizzle, which provides plentiful 
moisture without producing flooding. This accounts 
for the n a m e of the Gohar Rud (Crystal River), 
which remains a very clear stream as it winds down 
through the steep valley over many small waterfalls. 
Along its banks bands of tall reeds with fluffy flower 
heads contribute their beauty to the scene. The 
Gohar Rud Valley has several natural hills with 
conical peaks, which at first glance look very much 

like artificial archaeological mounds. Some, although 
not all, of these natural hills were used by the ancient 
inhabitants of the region as burial grounds. Scattered 
over the lower part of the Gohar Rud Valley on the 
western side are five such conical projecting mounds 
containing ancient remains (PL 2A): Marlik, the 
most important (PL 2B); Zeinab Bejar; Dura Bejar; 
Pileh Q'al'eh (PL 2C); andjazim Kool. 
As a result of its natural advantages (including a 

mild climate, fertile soil, and abundant water), this 
area has been a base for the rulers of northern Iran 
since ancient times (Color Plate VII A). During the 
Marlik period the Gohar Rud served as a burial site 
for the inhabitants of the area. Most of the valley is 
covered with ancient burials, and it seems to have 
had a special religious importance, with the crest of 
Marlik itself reserved for interments of the ruling 
class and the rest of the valley allocated to less 
important burials. This suggests that the political 
center of the Marlik culture must have been located 
nearby, for although some ancient peoples carried 
their important dead long distances for burial, this 
was not true for ordinary persons. Our excavation 
concentrated on the crest of Marlik Tepe, but after 
our excavation had been halted and we were forced 
to leave the valley, the whole area was plundered by 
clandestine diggers seeking the objects contained in 
these lesser graves. 
Marlik Tepe is located in the middle of the lower 

part of the Gohar Rud Valley. Although at first 
glance it appears to be a large artificial mound, it is 
in reality a natural rocky hill with two high points on 
its crest, one on the southeastern and the other on 
the southwestern side. Dug into the top of this 
mound were fifty-three roughly constructed tombs of 
broken stone and m u d mortar that were built among 
and between the large natural boulders (PL 2D). The 
crest is encircled by an irrigation ditch, which sup
plies water to the surrounding olive groves. The area 
above the irrigation ditch has a length of about 135 
m east-west and a width of about 80 m north-south, 
with the higher southwestern peak about 1 1 m above 
the surrounding irrigation ditch and the lower 
southwestern peak about 8 m above (Map 4). 





II 

Excavation 

Although Iran was exposed to serious archaeo
logical activity as early as the latter part of the 
nineteenth century, it was some time before the 
discipline of archaeology developed within the 
country. A law governing the regulation of antiquities 
was passed by the Iranian Majlis in the early 1930s, 
leading to the formation of the Archaeological 
Service of Iran, located in the Ministry of Education, 
and later to the construction of the Iran Bastan 
Museum in Tehran; nevertheless there was still little 
systematic activity in survey, excavation, and field-
work. The Antiquities Law was not really enforced, 
neither to prevent clandestine digging nor to control 
the antiquities trade, which encouraged the illegal 
digging and the consequent illicit transfer of 
antiquities and items of cultural property out of the 
country. 
A n important reason for this neglect was that, on a 

national scale, the number of systematically trained 
archaeologists, at first zero, was still during the 1940s 
so limited that most of the positions in the 
Archaeological Service, from general director down 
to the technical levels, were occupied by nonspecial-
ists. Since the Archaeological Service was part of the 
Ministry of Education, these nonspecialists were most 
often former teachers w h o wanted to escape the 
drudgery of classroom teaching to find easier jobs 
and managed, through connections, to get them
selves transferred into Museum and Archaeological 
Service positions, which naturally they regarded as 
sinecures, worthy of little time or effort. 
While the service was filled by these untrained and 

uninterested people, the Antiquities Law permitted 
commercial excavation, under which half of the finds 
would go to the person paying for the excavation, 
w h o could dispose of them in the open market. 
These commercial excavations required the attend
ance of a representative of the Archaeological Ser
vice, but because the teachers-turned-archaeologists 
were not willing to go into the countryside to work at 
remote sites in dirty and difficult conditions, the 

Ministry of Education, under pressure from the 
commercial diggers, agreed that the schoolmaster in 
each district would be considered a representative of 
the Archaeological Service, with the power to certify 
the findings of the commercial excavations. The 
commercial diggers were very happy with this situ
ation because the local schoolmasters were always too 
busy to attend the digs, in which they had little 
interest in any case, and at the end of the season they 
would automatically supply the required certification 
on the unsupported statement of the digger. To 
illustrate the iniquitous results of this situation, prior 
to the year I began to work with the Archaeological 
Service more than 100 commercial licenses had been 
issued for excavations and 96 of these received a 
certificate from the local schoolmaster stating that 
nothing of antiquity was discovered at the site. 
Anyone familiar with the nature of the archaeo
logical sites of Iran, and indeed throughout the Near 
and Middle East, can understand how unlikely it was 
that these certificates were accurate. 
The existence of extensive illegal digging in many 

rich archaeological sites, together with this type of 
commercial digging, which was allied with a degree 
of corruption in the Archaeological Service, created 
a situation that was unbearable to any honest Iranian. 
In 1960 the director of the Archaeological Service of 
Fars Province, a famous national patriot and poet, 
Mr. Fereidoun Tavolloli, wrote several articles ex
posing this desperate situation of corruption and the 
consequent plundering of the national heritage. As a 
result of these articles the Royal High Inspecting 
Office became concerned and decided to take 
serious steps to clean up the Archaeological Service. 
Dr. Khosrow Behrun, High Inspector of the govern
ment, was appointed to carry out these changes. 
A m o n g the many improvements he initiated, the 
granting of commercial licenses was discontinued 
and those commercial licenses already granted were 
canceled. 
In the mid 1950s I returned from study in the 
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United States to teach in the Department of Archae
ology of the University of Tehran, and in 1960, as 
part of the reorganization plan initiated by Dr. 
Behrun, I was appointed Technical Director of the 
Archaeological Service. I was naturally anxious to 
cooperate in cleaning out the corruption and 
turning the energies of the service toward a more 
rational and more scientific program for the control 
and protection of the archaeological resources of the 
country. I felt that a necessary first step toward this 
objective was for the Archaeological Service to carry 
out archaeological surveys throughout Iran to give us 
some idea of the extent, type, and location of 
archaeological sites. However, since the Archaeolog
ical Service had not been accustomed to carry out 
such independent scientific work, as a newcomer to 
the service I felt it necessary to proceed rather care
fully, and I was on the lookout for an opportunity to 
initiate this survey in an area that would be certain to 
bring interesting results. 
One area for which a scientific survey was critically 

needed was the highlands of the Elburz Mountains, 
which, even though commercial digs had been 
canceled, by the beginning of 1961 was saturated 
with illegal excavators. Ancient sites full of 
documentary material and precious objects—all of 
great value both for history and as part of the 
national heritage—were being looted and despoiled 
by illegal antique hunters. During this period much 
archaeological material with great historic interest 
but no commercial value was completely destroyed. 
The news of these illegal digs was first carried to the 
Archaeological Service by some of the same persons 
who had previously held commercial licenses and 
who were either shocked by the scandalous activities 
of the illegal diggers or, more likely, disturbed by the 
competition. In any case reports began to come to 
the Archaeological Service of the tremendous scale 
of the destruction that was occurring. A m o n g those 
reporting these activities was Mr. Salmon Door-
Andish, who came frequently to our offices bringing 
reports of the extent of illegal digging, particularly in 
Gilan. At the same time other antique dealers who 
wanted a monopoly of the excavation in parts of this 
area repeatedly made attempts to obtain commercial 
licenses so that they might become rich through the 
destruction of part of the precious national heritage 
belonging to all Iranians. 
The Archaeological Service carried out an exten

sive correspondence with various government orga
nizations in an attempt to stop this illegal digging in 
the highlands of the Elburz Mountains. Unfortu
nately, because of the limitations on the activities and 
powers of government organizations as well as 
because of the poor roads and communication in 
this mountainous area, we had little success. At this 
time, during the summer of 1961, I began to receive 
a n u m b e r of unfavorable reports from local 

schoolteachers concerning the activities of some 
members of an Archaeological Service team working 
in the highlands of Gilan, and the Ministry of 
Education instructed m e to investigate this matter 
and if necessary make a trip to the region to report 

on the situation. 
Since this was m y first opportunity to become in

volved in the fieldwork of the Archaeological Service, 
before I left I looked through the file of illegal 
excavations in Gilan province, selecting those of 
importance to be investigated during m y trip. I was 
particularly interested in the region of Rahmatabad 
(Map 2), which I had earlier decided was the most 
important area to be considered for a serious survey 
and possible subsequent excavation because it had 
been the focus of much competition between various 
antique hunters, clandestine excavators, smugglers, 
and local landlords, all striving for rights to work in 
the area. I collected the files of several of the most 
interesting archaeological sites in the region of 
Rahmatabad, including Rashi, Juban, Khaskool, and 
Cheragh-Ali Tepe, since I hoped to be able to com
bine a quick survey of this area with m y mission of 
bringing the discredited expedition back to Tehran. 
As I studied this material, I saw that the site that had 
occasioned the most complaint reports and quarrels 
between people in the locality, particularly landlords 
and antique dealers, was the mound of Cheragh-Ali 
Tepe, which had already attracted m y attention. 
After I had arrived in Gilan, contacted the expe

dition, and arranged for its termination, I made my 
way to Rasht and began the return journey to Tehran 
with some of the younger members of the team, who 
were former students of mine. W h e n we arrived at 
Rostamabad in the region of Rahmatabad near the 
town of Rudbar, we stopped at a coffee shop. Here I 
gathered together the five expedition members who 
were making the trip back with m e and told them 
that I wanted to send them on another mission. Two 
of the members, whose health was not good, wanted 
to continue on to Tehran, but three of them, Mr. 
Seifollah Kambakhsh, Mr. Iraj Mafi, and Mr. 
M a h m o o d Kordovani, were willing to follow my 
instructions. I quickly wrote three letters authorizing 
them to make a two-week archaeological survey and 
investigation in the area, and I discussed with them 
the important sites, including Cheragh-Ali Tepe, 
about which many complaints had been received. 
I returned to Tehran where I eagerly awaited news 

from the survey team. After ten days, Mr. Kambakhsh 
called to tell m e that after surveying the region and 
investigating various sites about which there were 
records of illegal digging, they had come to Cheragh-
Ali Tepe in the Gohar Rud valley (Map 3). There, in 
a test trench, they had found a number of interesting 
and valuable objects including fourteen gold 
buttons, two cylinder seals, and a number of bronze 
animal figurines. H e went on to say that since these 
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objects had been found the team had been having 
problems with the local landowners, who claimed 
shares in the finds, and also with antique hunters and 
dealers, who wanted to evict them from the site so 
they could plunder it at will. I told him to get some 
gendarmes to guard them, which he had already 
done. I also told him not to leave the m o u n d , 
whatever the difficulties and dangers, but rather to 
cease surveying and to wait there, trying to avoid 
severe clashes with those persons opposed to the 
excavation by keeping them hoping for some 
favorable solution to their demands while I carried 
out the preparations for a major excavation to be 
started as quickly as possible. 
The next morning, as I was putting together m y 

proposal for the excavation, I was asked to go to the 
office of the General Director of the Archaeological 
Service, Mr. Nahvi. W h e n I arrived, he said that he 
had been informed of some finds made by our team 
working in Gilan, and that several landlords and 
antique dealers had phoned asking for permission to 
excavate the site, or to have a joint excavation with 
the Archaeological Service, paying all the expenses in 
order to share in the finds. I told Mr. Nahvi that I was 
in the process of preparing a report to him pro
posing a major excavation of the mound of Cheragh-
Ali Tepe, an excavation that I felt should be carried 
out by the government—that is, by the Archaeo
logical Service and the Institute of Archaeology of 
the University of Tehran—with a recommendation 
that all expenses be paid by the Archaeological 
Service. 

Mr. Nahvi was not happy with this suggestion. He 
pointed out that with all the financial problems of 
the Ministry of Education he hesitated to propose 
any additional expenditures. I repeated that I would 
send him m y proposal and he should not delay in 
passing it on to the Ministry, since this was a valuable 
opportunity for the Archaeological Service to con
duct a major independent excavation. I finished my 
report and sent it to the General Director's office. 
After waiting two days, I called the secretarial office 
of the Ministry of Education to inquire about its 
progress and learned that the report and proposal 
had not yet arrived. Controlling m y impatience, I 
called Mr. Nahvi to ask whether he had any questions 
about the report, and he replied that if I agreed to a 
cooperative project with persons willing to pay all the 
expenses for a share in the finds according to the 
antiquities regulations, he was sure that the proposal 
would be approved by the ministry. I rejected this 
idea at once and requested permission to contact 
either the minister or his administrative under
secretary about the excavation, but Mr. Nahvi quickly 
replied that that was not necessary and he himself 
would manage the preliminary contact to smooth the 
way before formally sending on the proposal for 
excavation. 

The next day Mr. Kambakhsh telephoned from 
Rudbar to say that the team was under great pressure 
from local landlords and other important and 
influential persons who claimed shares in the site 
and that some of the illegal diggers and landlords 
were even threatening to force the team to leave the 
mound. I again told him not to leave the site under 
any conditions and promised to contact the central 
headquarters of the gendarmerie in Tehran to have 
them instruct the local office in Rudbar to support 
and protect the team in this difficult situation. 
I waited several more days hoping that the General 

Director would send my excavation proposal on to 
the Office of the Minister, but I knew that I was 
coming to the point where the opportunity of 
carrying out the excavation might be lost if I waited 
any longer, and so I decided to contact the ministry 
official directly myself. I called Dr. Ghafouri, Under
secretary of the Ministry of Education, and went to 
his office that same night. I described to him in 
detail the excavation of the test trench at Cheragh-
Ali Tepe, and the discovery of valuable objects there, 
detailing the talks with Mr. Nahvi, the difficulties the 
survey team was suffering at the site, and the impor
tance of immediate action before a unique chance 
was lost. Dr. Ghafouri asked how much the exca
vation would cost, and I was able to assure him that it 
would be a minor item, not more than $2,500 to 
$3,000 per month (200,000 to 250,000 rials), for all 
the expenses including the extra salaries of the staff. 
H e immediately took m e to see the Minister of 
Education, Mr. M o h a m m a d Derakshesh, who had 
been anxious to see and question m e after he had 
seen my report on the trip to the highlands of Gilan 
and the return of the troubled expedition. 
I went through the whole story again while the 

Minister listened attentively, and as I expressed my 
feeling about the importance of the site and the 
necessity that it should be excavated by a national 
Iranian team, I could see that the proposal appealed 
to him. H e asked why I had not sent a report on this 
project to him, and I explained that my report had 
been stopped in the office of the General Director of 
the Archaeological Service, because of the expense 
involved or perhaps for other reasons. H e then 
turned to Dr. Ghafouri and asked whether the 
project could be financed, and Dr. Ghafouri assured 
him that if I kept to my promise to restrict expenses 
within the limits I had given him, he would be happy 
to arrange the financing. Mr. Derakshesh turned to 
m e and said, "What are you waiting for? You should 
begin at once. What do you need now?" 
I asked him to issue an order for my mission to 

carry out the excavation of Cheragh-Ali Tepe and 
orders for my three team members as well. Since it 
was late in the evening and the typist had gone 
home, these orders were handwritten in beautiful 
Persian by the calligrapher of the ministry, who was 
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still in his office. Mr. Derakshesh signed them and 
handed them to me, instructing his secretary to send 
letters to the gendarmerie and the local Department 
of Education in Gilan instructing them to support 
this government project and provide necessary 
facilities. I went home, quickly packed some clothes, 
and left the same evening for the site. 
As I drove through the night, I tried to organize 

m y thoughts on the excavation and the coming 
confrontation with the local people who wanted a 
share in the finds. I decided to begin work as soon as 
I arrived so that I could face the opposition with a 
project already underway. According to the Law and 
Regulation of Antiquities of Iran there was no profit 
or share due anyone, as antiquities were the national 
property of all Iranians, but the widespread illegal 
digging had brought about an atmosphere in which 
antiquities were felt to belong to anyone capable of 
enforcing his claims. I decided to try to avoid any 
involvement by the excavation team in the question 
of claims by blankly replying to all questioners that 
we had been ordered to excavate the site by the 
Ministry of Education, which they should contact 
about any problems they might have. 
I breakfasted in Qazvin and drove on to Rudbar. 

The road between Qazvin and Rudbar is quite 
different in setting and climate from the flat, dry 
expanse between Tehran and Qazvin. As I left Qaz
vin, the road closely followed the rolling hilly slopes, 
which were sprinkled with patches of greenery and 
wild flowers, particularly near the famous Quin Pass, 
a gateway to the rugged Elburz Mountains about 30 
km from Qazvin. After crossing the high passes of the 
Elburz, I descended to the small towns of Loshan 
and Manjil, where the modern Sefid Rud D a m is 
located. From this point on the scenery changed, and 
green valleys began to appear on each side of the 
river. When I reached Rostamabad, I asked about the 
survey team and was told to retrace my path almost a 
kilometer to a very small coffee shop opposite the 
mouth of the Gohar Rud, where I could park my car 
and cross the Sefid Rud by boat. 
The basin of the Sefid Rud is nearly half a kilo

meter wide at this point. Most of the riverbed was dry 
at this time of year, with water flowing through a 
small section near the southern bank. Although it 
was dry and brown on this side of the river, with no 
trees near the road, the opposite bank, where the 
Gohar Rud joined the Sefid Rud, was quite lush and 
green. The owner of the coffee house pointed out to 
m e the majestic mounds of Cheragh-Ali (Marlik) and 
Pileh Q'al'eh, surrounded by olive and evergreen 
trees, and told m e that the government team was 
stationed up there near the village of Nesfi. 
Cheragh-Ali Tepe was a high conical mound with a 

rounded top. As I stood looking at it with high hopes 
about my future work there, I had no idea that this 
mound would become an inseparable part of m y 

future life, in security and in danger, in prosperity 
and in adversity, in progress and in retreat, for 
several decades to come. I liked the appearance of 
the mound from first sight and, looking back after 
twenty years, despite all the problems that have 
confronted m e in connection with the excavation 
from the first moment I placed a pick in the mound, 
have never regretted m y choice. The excavation of 
Marlik affected m y profession and m y life strongly, 
benefiting as well as endangering m y archaeological 
career ever since, but altogether making an exciting 
and challenging existence. The excavation of Marlik 
was important in paving the way for national 
archaeological activity in Iran, and its success gave 
m e the opportunity to support many archaeological 
projects in later years. It became a powerful resource 
for m e to utilize in solving many problems in Iranian 
archaeology, a resource that I was to call upon many 
times. 
It was nearly noon when I crossed the river. O n the 

way I talked to the oarsman, Mashadi Aghajan, who 
owned a teahouse beside a small olive grove at the 
mouth of the Gohar Rud, operated by members of 
his family. After alighting on the opposite bank, I 
asked the way to the camp of the survey team, and 
Baba, the son of Mashadi Aghajan, a strong man with 
a cheerful face, came forward and offered to guide 
me, explaining that he had worked there for several 
days during the digging of the test trench. He picked 
up my small bundle of belongings and started off as I 
followed carrying m y briefcase. 
W e ascended a narrow winding path through olive 

groves and dried rice paddies. After climbing for 
nearly a kilometer, we met Mr. Kambakhsh, the head 
of the survey team, who was followed by a man with a 
canvas knapsack on his back. As we greeted each 
other, I could see in his face the strain he had been 
under. H e turned and introduced Shaban Kouch-
ekpour, w h o m he had hired as a bodyguard. Mr. 
Kouchekpour, a well-muscled local wrestler, from 
morning to night carried the precious finds of the 
test trench in the knapsack on his back, since there 
was no safe place to leave them. I told Mr. Kam
bakhsh that I had obtained official permission to 
excavate the m o u n d , and, as we discussed the 
situation, we reached the camp where the other 
members of the team, Mr. Kordovani and Mr. Mafi, 
awaited us. 
Cheragh-Ali Tepe appeared to be rather deserted, 

covered with scattered purplish broken stone and 
boulders and sporadic wild thorn bushes. O n the 
eastern side of the mound a partly destroyed stone 
room held some piles of rice straw in one corner. 
The tent of the survey team was not far from this 
half-destroyed room, which was being used by the 
three gendarmes assigned to protect the camp 
(Color Plate VII B). Traces of disturbances and 
digging by clandestine excavators could be seen on 
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the northern slope as well as some other parts of the 
mound. After a quick glance at the test trench, we 
retired to the tent, where I was shown the objects 
already found—gold buttons, bronze animal fig
urines, and cylinder seals—as the team members 
described the difficulties that they faced with local 
landlords, clandestine diggers, and antique dealers. 
Without further delay, we sent Shaban to Nesfi to 

tell the workers to begin digging immediately after 
lunch. In the afternoon I made a detailed survey of 
the mound and decided to open two trenches. The 
first, Test Trench I (Map 5), on the northern slope 
of the mound, was a continuation of the test trench 
already begun by the team. The second, Test Trench 
II, would be on the eastern side of the mound. W e 
outlined the areas for these two trenches with cords 
and trench pegs so that when the workers arrived 
they could start to work at once. Next I decided to 
make a topographic m a p of the mound with a sys
tematic grid division of the crest down to the sur
rounding irrigation ditch. W h e n Shaban returned 
with six workers, they were put to work in the two test 
trenches, and I felt more at ease since the excavation 
was now underway. The next morning we registered 
about thirty workers from Nesfi and from other small 
villages in the valley, and put them to work. 

I next decided to go to Rudbar to call Mr. Nahvi, 
General Director of the Archaeological Service, to in
form him that the excavation had begun and to let 
him know how to get in contact with us. Several local 
people were waiting at the edge of the m o u n d 
hoping to discuss their claims, but I told them that I 
had to go to Rudbar and they would have to contact 
m e later. In this way I postponed any possible 
confrontation with them until the excavation was 
clearly recognized to be established. I told m y col
leagues not to get involved in any discussion of their 
claims, but simply to tell inquirers that they had no 
responsibility and all questions should be directed to 
me. I also instructed the gendarmes not to let 
anybody come on the dig and disturb the work, and 
to make sure that any visitors had the permission of 
the team to approach. 
I left the mound, descended to the Sefid Rud, 

crossed the river, and went to Rudbar to contact the 
Archaeological Service by telephone, but since the 
line was not open, I had to drive on a further 20 k m 
to Manjil, where I informed Mr. Nahvi that I had 
started excavation the day before. H e was shocked 
and surprised, as I explained that I had obtained the 
necessary permission directly from the Ministry of 
Education. I went on to invite him to visit the 
excavation at any time. O n my way back from Manjil 
I stopped at the gendarmerie station in Rudbar to 
present a copy of our excavation permit and to ask 
for more protection, as well as to greet the director, 
Major Golbang, who had already given much needed 
support to the survey team. Unfortunately, he 

remained in the area for only about three months at 
the beginning of our work, during which we found 
him very helpful, fighting wholeheartedly against 
smugglers and clandestine diggers. His removal was 
sad news for us and signified a great loss of pro
tection for the excavation. 
W h e n I arrived back at the mound, I decided to 

make a general survey of the Gohar Rud valley. I was 
accompanied by two workers who were very inform
ative about the character and activities of influential 
landowners, and about the relations among various 
local families, both friendly and hostile. Throughout 
this tour of the valley I observed the traces of illegal 
trenches. At the mound we continued to be besieged 
by persons pressing claims to the finds; in fact so 
many of them came that I insisted they select a few 
representatives to speak for them. Even these 
representatives—the ex-kadkhoda (village leader), 
the present kadhoda, and a local landlord—had no 
title to Cheragh-Ali Tepe, But each claimed to have 
protected the mound from clandestine digging and 
to have been responsible for the fact that it was so 
little disturbed. After questioning them, I learned 
that the actual owners of the mound were the heirs 
of Cheragh-Ali, two daughters and a son, none of 
w h o m had made any attempt to cultivate the mound, 
which had been deserted for several years. 
According to the Law and Regulation of Antiqui

ties, all objects found in government excavations 
belonged to the nation, and the only compensation 
paid would be to the owners of the land. If it was 
farming land, they received twice the value of a year's 
production. The law stipulated that after the exca
vation was over the land should be returned to its 
original condition unless the government decided to 
make it a national monument, in which case the 
price of the land would be paid to the owners ac
cording to an evaluation by three experts. 
The false claimants besieging the mound con

tinued to believe that somehow they could take 
advantage of the situation and gain part of the 
valuable finds for themselves. Because the only way to 
pursue their claims with the government was through 
ownership of the land, each tried to curry favor with 
the daughters and son of Cheragh-Ali. This caused 
an uproar in Nesfi for several weeks, reports of which 
we would get daily from our workers. The three 
owners became the focus of interest, each being 
contacted by different persons, but it proved very 
difficult within the psychology of the village and its 
kinship systems to c o m e to any kind of firm 
agreement. Since in these small villages there was 
much intermarriage between families, so that in 
actuality each person was a relation to some degree 
of everybody else, in a few days the whole village was 
in a commotion, swirling around the heirs of the 
deceased Cheragh-Ali. The situation in the village at 
least kept some of the claimants from coming around 
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the m o u n d to bother the survey team. Others, 
however, came every day and caused disturbances to 
our routine, pressing their claims or trying to list 
each object found. Their presence interfered with 
the progress of our work, so I again instructed the 
gendarmes not to let any person enter the excavation 
ground without permission. This decreased the 
number of our visitors, but those who came were 
brazen and stubborn, arguing with the gendarmes 

After studying the mound, I had decided to begin 
excavation by opening two test trenches that I hoped 
would reveal the nature of the archaeological 
remains. At the same time we would also make a 
topographical map of the mound to which we would 
apply a grid division to be followed in future 
excavation. Test Trench I, on the northern slope of 
the mound, was supervised by Mr. Seifollah Kam
bakhsh, and Test Trench II, on the eastern slope, by 
Mr. Mahmood Kordovani; Mr. Iraj Mafi worked with 
m e in hiring the workers and collecting needed 
identification to process their wages. 
Test Trench I followed the course of the original 

test trench dug by the survey team, which, since it 
had already produced some interesting material, we 
expected would yield more objects and possibly some 
architecture as well. However, we uncovered neither 
architectural remains nor antiquities during the first 
two days, except for some sporadic broken pieces of 
pottery and, rarely, some small broken pieces of 
bronze, with neither the pottery nor bronze repre
senting enough of any item to reveal its shape or 
purpose. 
Test Trench II, on the eastern slope of the mound, 

in the course of a day reached the natural rock 
formation, which, although it was not solid but 
rather decayed and consequently not difficult to dig 
into except for some larger solid pieces of stone, 
nevertheless clearly constituted the original un
touched core of the mound. W e decided to extend 
our trench northward on the surface rather than to 
dig deeper into this decayed rock. Again no traces of 
objects or architectural remains appeared for three 
days, so that we had nearly reached the point of 
abandoning the trench when a very rough wall 
appeared with one face almost clear and the opposite 
face obscure. At first we thought it might be a very 
thick fortification wall, since it was located at the 
edge of the mound, but efforts to find the opposite 
face were unsuccessful. W e continued to work along 
this roughly constructed single-faced wall for nearly 2 
m, until we were quite certain that it backed against 
the natural rocky surface and that we were working 

and insisting on coming onto the dig. 
This commotion concerning the claims eventually 

died down somewhat, but we never were free from 
trouble caused by individuals who hoped somehow to 
benefit from the riches we were uncovering on the 
mound, and we had to be continually on the alert to 
protect the excavation and even our own lives (Color 

Plate VIII A). 

inside a roughly constructed enclosure dug into the 
mound. Eventually this wall met a second wall at a 
right angle, forming a corner, which made it certain 
that we were working inside an enclosed structure. 
W e cleared the limitations of this enclosure and saw 
that it was a rather large rectangular construction 
with some irregularities on the northern side. This 
ultimately proved to be T o m b 50 (Map 5). 
Although this test trench was not productive of 

objects and had no discernible relation to the first 
test trench excavated during the survey, the 
appearance of this rectangular enclosure indicated 
that Cheragh-Ali Tepe was not a completely natural 
rocky mound but contained remains of some sort of 
ancient construction. W e decided to continue to dig 
in this area according to our grid arrangement (Map 
5), which made these Trenches XXII K and XXIII K 
and XXII L and XXIII L. From this point on the 
excavation followed the normal course from the top 
surface down. As we proceeded downward, some 
traces of a solid rectangular platform appeared 
inside the enclosure, in the eastern part, with its 
northern side attached to the northern wall. This 
platform was paved on top by broken pieces of stone, 
with large pieces of rock in some parts (PL 3A). At 
the northwestern corner traces of a hearth with ash 
and charcoal were found on the floor, which was 
higher here than in the remaining area. As we 
reached the floor at the northwestern corner, traces 
of some objects also appeared. 
By this time our team consisted of the four staff 

members (PL 3B) and nearly thirty workers (PL 3C, 
Color Plate VIII B), established in a camp at the site 
(PL 3D). A m o n g these workers were some who had 
been employed by clandestine excavators in the 
region and were accustomed to dig as fast as possible 
seeking for objects of high value, which in this area 
were usually made of metal, with no concern for 
pottery or other materials that had little commercial 
value. Since the rest of the workers considered these 
m e n experienced in excavation, they followed their 
lead, attempting to show that they were hard workers 
by digging rapidly and directly to depth. It was a 

Test Trenches I and II 
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major task for our excavation team to teach them 
how to dig, and to show them that our concern was 
not mainly to find valuable objects but to carefully 
note and preserve every single fragment as well as the 
constructional remains. Gradually the workers 
became trained and the excavation settled to a more 
normal, even course. Ultimately, we worked at Marlik 
for fourteen continuous months, from the early half 
of 1961 to the late fall of 1962, in the process uncov
ering fifty-three tombs containing the immense 
number of objects described in this excavation 
report. 
At the same time that we worked at Marlik, we 

opened several trenches in other parts of the Gohar 
Rud valley (Map 3), to gain more information about 
the nature of the archaeological remains in the area. 
The most important of these subsidiary excavations 
was in the high mound of Pileh Q'al'eh, about one-
half kilometer east of Marlik (PL 4A). There we 
uncovered the topmost level and dug a test trench on 
the western slope, which revealed three major con
structional levels and seventeen strata from the top 
of the m o u n d to virgin soil. Strata 1-7 covered a 
period from the early second to the late second mil
lennium B.C. Strata 8-13 covered a period from the 
late second to the early first millennium B.C., con
temporary with the Marlik Royal Cemetery, and 
included the first architectural level on the mound. 
Strata 14-15 represented debris of the second arch
itectural level, which falls between the Marlik and 
Sassanian periods. Stratum 16 contained the latest 
architectural period, a Sassanian fort on the top of 
the mound, which can be dated, according to objects 
found, to the second to the sixth century A.D. 
Stratum 17 represented repair on the Sassanian fort 
and its continued use until the early Islamic period, 
nearly the eleventh century A.D. (Color Plate IX A). 
Another trench was cut on the southwestern side 

of the valley, about 300 m from Marlik, where traces 
of previous clandestine digging could be seen. In this 
trench at Ali Karam Bagh remains of a well-con
structed rectangular tomb appeared, with a partly 
preserved skeleton. Objects uncovered in this tomb 
suggest that it probably dates to the early period 
when the Marlik people settled in this region (PL 
4B). A rather large trench was also cut on the top of 
Zeinab Bejar, southeast of Marlik, which revealed 
several graves without construction. The objects 
found in these graves were contemporary with the 
Marlik Royal Cemetery, possibly with its later period 
(PL 4C). Two trenches were cut on the eastern side 
of the Gohar Rud, across from Marlik, in an area 
called Gheshlagh, where clandestine diggers were 
several times surprised and chased by the gendarmes 
(PL 4D). In one trench two strata were uncovered, 
with upper and lower graves containing objects con
temporary with Marlik, those in the upper level 

probably representing its later period. 
In the late fall of 1962, after a change of govern

ment that caused a change of personnel in the 
Ministry of Education, our excavation was forcibly 
terminated as a result of intrigues by influential 
persons in the government along with relatives of the 
royal family w h o were in league with the illegal 
diggers and smugglers. Although by this time we had 
practically completed the excavation of the Royal 
Cemetery on the crest of Marlik, other areas had to 
be abandoned when we were forced to leave the site, 
including the slopes of Marlik, almost all of nearby 
Pileh Q'al'eh, the mounds of Zeinab Bejar, Dura 
Bejar, and Jazim Kool, and the rest of the valley, 
which contained many scattered graves. For the next 
year I struggled to resume the excavation, fighting 
with the antique smugglers and their corrupt as
sociates in the Ministries of Justice and Education 
until finally the Ministry of Education was forced to 
respond to the order of the Shah and the Queen to 
reinstate our team for further excavation. 
Unfortunately, when I returned to the Gohar Rud 

valley after an absence of a year, I discovered that the 
whole lower part of the valley had been disturbed 
and plundered. Since it was no longer possible to 
carry out a systematic excavation, I decided to con
fine our activities to mapping and documenting this 
disastrous destruction of the cultural heritage. In a 
survey of the valley, we identified more than 2,000 
large and small ditches dug in the hectic search for 
valuable objects after the government team was 
forced to leave. When we questioned some of our ex-
workers from nearby Nesfi, they said that at times, 
when the weather was good, more than 400 persons 
had been employed in this clandestine digging, with 
the local gendarmes receiving a bribe of 5 rials per 
worker per day to look the other way. Most of the 
objects found were apparently smuggled out of the 
country and sold to museums and private collections 
abroad. 
Thus, only the Marlik objects, now in the Tehran 

Archaeological Museum (Muzeh Iran Bastan), re
main as an integral and cohesive group to document 
this once vital and flourishing culture. Several thou
sand objects were found in the fifty-three tombs of 
Marlik, of which a comprehensive selection is 
presented in the following chapters. Chapter by 
chapter these objects are compared to materials 
found at other sites in the Near and Middle East. In 
the final chapters of this report an attempt is made 
to throw some light on the Marlik culture, its origins, 
date, and place in the history of the ancient world, as 
well as its influence on subsequent cultures, and 
finally some suggestions are presented concerning 
the possible fate of this forgotten and vanished 
culture. 





Ill 

Tombs 

Introduction 

The excavation of Marlik produced j^niy__tomb 
construction, with no other architectural remains^ 
These tombs were^nTeTTwhTTinricri and varied mass 
of objects, including jewelry, weapons, human and 
animal figurines, and ritual vessels, which showed 
that they belonged to a prosperous and well-
established people who for some reason, possibly 
religious in nature, selected this site for their Royal 
Cemetery. The majestic rocky mound of Marlik (Map 
4) is excellently situated in the middle of a beautiful 
green valley covered by wild shrubs, plants and 
flowers, rice paddies, wheat fields, olive groves, and 
fruit orchards, a panorama possibly appreciated as 
m u c h by the ancient people w h o occupied this 
region as by the present- day viewer. 
Marlik, although seeming at first glance to be an 

artificial m o u n d of accumulated archaeological 
deposit formed over a long period of time, in actu
ality is a natural rocky m o u n d of rather crumbly 
stone, extensively cracked, and scattered with stones 
and boulders. Into the crest of this natural rocky 
mound fifty-thjrej^oughlyxQJQitructed tombsJiad_^ 
been dug, filled with a wide variety of beautiful 
objects. Although the richest tombsjwere^located on 
the^top^OdariilCr-th^vh^e^o^w^r^alley of the-
Gohar Rudj^Map-3_)__was essentially a contenvrjoraryj 
burial ground forless_important pergons^attracted ' 
perha^s^yTHej^sence ofthgJRoyal Cemetery. 
In contrast to the wealth placed in them, the tombs 

of Marlik were noMvell orgariizfed--aJid-jgexê iiile—-
roughly and carelessly built. Although the people of 
Marlik did not fashion a well-developed construction
al plan for the tombs, there seems to have been a 
precise pattern in their burial procedurejjiat was 
similar for all classes of people: the royaltywithjnuch 
more ̂ precious objects placed in their tombs and the 
c o m m o n peopkTwith Similar objects of less valuable 

material and a lower quality of workmanship. 
The crude nature of the stone construction used 

for the tombs may possibly be related to the natural 
environment, which provided an abundance of wood 
for building. Today wood is still the most common 
constructional material used in the region. The 
people of Marlik may have had little experience in or 
need for stone construction except in their tombs, 
which they hoped would last for a long time. There is 
no obvious pattern to the tomb distribution on the 
mound. Apparently, the layout of the top of the 
mound with its scattered boulders and broken rocks 
guided the placement of the tombs (Map 5), which 
were built between and around the natural rock (PL 
14B). The depth of the soil between the rocks also 
affected the placement of the tombs, which, 
consequently, vary between 1 and 3 m in depth, for 
there was little or no cutting down into the bedrock 
to produce a standard depth for the burials. Instead, 
natural surfaces were used, with walls built between 
rather large boulders in order to produce sufficient 
height for the tomb walls. Because the natural 
contour of the rock was followed, there is no 
particular geometric plan to the tombs, each of 
which has its own shape determined by the layout of 
the mound at the time of burial. 
Some attempt was made to build rather rectangu

lar tombs when the area in question permitted, as 
may be seen in Tombs 10, 13, 15, 21, and 23 (Map 
5). These all fall in the category of medium to 
smaller tombs, which did not require much area and 
could be built in more open spaces (PL 5D). The 
larger tombyvvhich. based pnjheir contents, seem to 
have^elonged to the most impojt^tJjguresui-eitheiL 
follow any clear geometric shape nor haye_ajcomroo-n-
asymmetrical pattern. Each tomb was strongly af
fected by the configuration of the open area between 
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the large boulders, as can be seen in Tombs 14, 25, 
26, 29, 38, 41, 42, 44, 45, 50, and 52 (Color Plate IX 

B). 
The spaces between these large rocks and boulders 

were filled by roughly constructed walls (PL 15A and 
111. 1), often built of stone broken from the mound 
itself, an iron sulfate, purplish in color, put together 
with clay mortar. Little attention was given to the 
careful fitting of the stone, although attempts were 
made to give the inner facade a more level surface 
(PL 5C). Besides the stone from the mound itself, a 
special type of yellowish stone was also used in the 
walls or placed on the floor or on top of the tomb. 
These yellowish stone slabs, which are not native to 
the mound, were brought from an area about 15 k m 
away, near the headwaters of the Gohar Rud.1 This 

The skeletons in the Marlik tombs were not well 
preIeTve7L~~plirtIcularly when they had been^aid^ 
directly on the ground, because of the nature of the 
soil and the marvy^cracks in the bedrock. In a few 
cases, however, fragments of bone or a crushed skull 
remained. In those tombs in which a large stone slab 
was laid on the ground underneath the body, the 
conditions for preservation were better and more of 
the skeleton remained, although still badly deteri
orated. Enough traces of the body remained in some 
of the tombs to reveal the burial procedure, in which 
various objects were placed along with the deceased 
in the tomb. The body, dressed in ceremonial clothes 
with decorative buttons and other ornaments, was 
either laid on the floor of the already constructed 
tomb or„placed on top of a large-Stone-slab-that lay 
on_the_floor, often at one side of_tiie^ojnb_(PLlj5B^.2 

Accompanying the body, in the case of females, were 
rings, earrings, necklaces, bracelets, and pins; in the 
case of males there were bronze weapons including 
swords, daggers, dirks, lances, arrowpoints, and 
maceheads, military equipment including quivers, 
helmets, protective bracelets, and belts and cymbals, 
along with a small amount of jewelry and valuables, 
with all these objects most often placed on or under 
the body (PL 13B). 

Because the skeletons were so badly disintegrated 
that their sex could not be determined, I have taken 
the presence of much jewelry of a delicate nature 
combined with a limited number of weapons to 
indicate that the tomb belonged to a woman and the 
presence of a large and varied number of weapons 
with limited jewelry to indicate that the tomb 
belonged to a man. Some jewelry does seem to have 
been worn by men, however, since rings, earrings, 
hairholders, and necklaces were found in tombs that, 

stone, which splits according to its natural layers into 
fairly flat slabs, is much more solid than the stone 
from the m o u n d and apparently had a particular 
meaning in the funerary pattern. In some of the 
tombs with very rich contents, entire walls were 
constructed of these yellowish stone slabs, with 
particular care given to the construction. In Tomb 
36, which although small was crowded with many 
valuable objects, this yellowish stone was used in the 
walls and large slabs were placed on the floor of the 
tomb (Color Plate X A ) . The difficulty of transport
ing this yellowish stone from a long distance, espe
cially in large slabs, seems to suggest the importance 
it had for the Marlik people. A piece of it was found 
in each tomb, if not incorporated in the walls, then 
placed on the bottom of the tomb. 

from the nature of the rest of their contents, seem 
definitely to belong to males.3 

In addition to these categories (i.e., jewelry for 
w o m e n and weapons for men), there was a common 
pattern seen in the majority of the tombs of the 
inclusion of kitchen utensils and vessels of metal, 
pottery, and stone (Pis. 8A, 8B), which had originally 
held food; bones of birds and animals sometimes 
remained in the larger cooking pots. Also included 
in the tombs were pottery and metal figurines 
representing different types of domestic and wild 
game, zoomorphological vessels, possibly intended to 
hold sacred liquid or wine (PL 10A), and male and 
female h u m a n figurines, usually of pottery, which 
apparently represented gods and goddesses of fer
tility. 
In some cases a large collection of these objects 

completely filled the tomb, laid above one another 
when the space on the floor of the tomb had been 
filled. T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C) a small tomb 
measuring 2.0 m by 1.5 m, was packed with hundreds 
of interesting objects (PL 11A). In addition, in three 
instances part of the skeleton of the special horse of 
the deceased was found buried in a small adjacent 
tomb with a few items of horse trappings. Afterthe 
funerary objects,"possnSly the finest of the~belongings 
of the deceased, had been placed in the tomb with 
the body, the tomb was sealed with a thick layer 
(20-30 c m in depth) of rather soft brownish red soil, 
quite different from the natural soil of the mound, 
which is purplish in color. Often several fragments of 
the yellowish imported stone were placed on top of 
this soil layer, and then the whole tomb was covered 
by the original purplish soil of the m o u n d mixed 
with small pieces of broken native stone. Because this 
general pattern held for most tombs, we gradually 

Burial Procedure 
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learned that the brownish soil underneath these 
yellowish pieces of stone contained funerary objects, 
although of course there were some exceptions to 
this pattern, since this brownish soil was often mixed 
with the natural soil of the mound and many small 
pieces of broken stone were used as tomb fill. In 
some tombs the arrangement of the objects was badly 
disturbed by a different or slanting floor level, which 
was apparently the result of a major disturbance to 
the mound, possibly from an earthquake or the 

sinking of the ground (PL 8D). 

There was a degree of variation in individual tombs 
in the quality and quantity of objects employed in the 
burial procedure. For instance, in the richer tombs 
precious gold beakers were placed at the hand in 
front of the face of the deceased near his mouth (see 
PL 13B), whereas in the c o m m o n tombs of Zeinab 
Bejar pottery vessels replaced the gold vessels. 
Nevertheless, the similarity in the burial pattern 
remained (PL 5A). 

Tombs 

Although the tombs were not built according to a 
rigidly standardized pattern, they may be classified 
according to their size, construction, and contents 
into several discrete categories (even despite the fact 
that certain elements tend to overlap between the 
different categories). Since this cemetery apparently 
was in use for two or three centuries, the tombs must 
represent the development or decline of a culture 
with which they share some general characteristics. 
Fifty-three tombs differing in size, shape, and 

quality and quantity of funerary objects were found 
at Marlik, scattered over the top of the mound and 
concentrated on the northern and eastern parts, 
although the highest parts of the mound fall in the 
western and southern sections. This concentration of 
tombs on the top part of the eastern slope of the 
mound may indicate some orientation in the dire
ction of the rising sun, although that would be highly 
speculative. Certainly the importance of the solar 
disk is suggested by the many geometric rosettes, 
more than twenty-five, seen on the bases of deco
rative vessels found in the tombs, which seem to 
represent the sun as a possible element in the 
religious beliefs. 

N o particular tomb type is associated with a distinct 
part of the mound, and the distribution of the 
various tomb types is mixed throughout the occupied 
tomb areas, with the preponderance of tombs 
crowded in the mid-northern part of the top crest of 
the mound. The tombs may be divided into four 
groups—large tombs, medium-size rectangular 
tombs, small, irregularly shaped tombs, and tombs of 
horses. Although the tombs of each group are 
generally similar in terms of their construction and 
contents, minor differences may be related to the sex 
or position of the deceased. All the tombs certainly 
represent the same culture; however, they are not 
exactly contemporary but rather fit within a time 
range of two or three centuries. T o m b type may 
therefore not be used to indicate either contempora
neity or disparity in time. 

TOMB1 

Roughly rectangular tomb, about 3.5 m long, 2.5 m 
wide, and averaging 1.5 m in depth, located in 
Trench III D . The walls consist of gravel mixed with 
small pieces of broken stone and clay mortar, with 
little effort to make them vertical. The contents 
include a considerable number of weapons and some 
jewelry and ornaments (Table 1), suggesting that the 
tomb's occupant was a warrior king. 

TOMB 2 

Irregular small tomb, about 3.0 m long and 2.5 m 
wide, with an average depth of about 1.5 m, located 
in Trench VI B + The bases of the walls are made of 
rather large broken stones held together with clay 
mortar, and the upper parts with small pieces of 
stone mixed with coarse clay. A large roundish 
boulder is located near the northeastern corner of 
the tomb. In contrast to the poor construction of the 
tomb are the valuable objects it contains (PL 5B). 
The contents include almost equal proportions of 
jewelry and weapons (Table 1), but the type of 
jewelry resembles that which may have been worn by 
men; therefore, this tomb may have belonged to a 
fairly rich king or prince. 

TOMB 3 

Rectangular tomb, about 4.5 m long, 2.5 wide, and 
averaging 1.5 m deep, located in Trench VI A. The 
walls are constructed of broken stone with clay 
mortar in a fairly regular rectangular shape. The 
inner faces of the walls are fairly even, while the 
backs are packed by gravel and coarse filling, with no 
attempt to produce a leveled surface. Judging by the 
contents, in which weapons and tools predominate 
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(Table 1), this tomb seems to have belonged to a 
warrior. 

TOMB 4 

Somewhat irregular lozenge-shaped small tomb, 
about 4.0 m long, 2.5 m wide, and with an average 
depth of about 1.5 m, located in Trenches VIII A + 

and B . The walls are made of broken pieces of local 
stone with clay mortar, and a large piece of boulder 
occupies the center of the tomb. There are no wea
pons or jewelry among the contents, which include 
some bronze hooks and a piece of stone shaped like 
a fish head (Table 1). Although it cannot be said that 
these objects connect the owner of this tomb with the 
occupation of fishing, they do suggest it as an 
interesting possibility. 

TOMB 5 

Rather large tomb, nearly 4.0 m long and 3.0 m 
wide, with an average depth of about 1.75 m, located 
in Trenches VIII C and D. The walls are constructed 
of rather large broken pieces of stone with some 
yellowish slabs of imported stone, and clay mortar. 
Two large pieces of rock disturb the level of the 
floor. The contents (Table 1) include objects that 
can be attributed to either men or women in almost 
equal quantity. 

TOMB 6 

Irregularly shaped tomb, about 4.0 m long north
west-southeast, 2.5 m wide, and with an average 
depth of about 1.5 m, located in Trenches IX/A 
and X A+. Except on the western side, the walls are 
built of broken pieces of stone, with chipped stone 
fragments mixed in the clay mortar. A large piece of 
natural boulder is located in the southeastern corner 
of the tomb. Of note in the contents of this tomb are 
many bronze bells (Table 1), similar to those still 
used today in this mostly mountainous forested area, 
where they are suspended on the necks of animals, 
particularly mules. The sound of these bells informs 
the natives of the approach of a mule or mule 
caravan, suggesting that the owner of this tomb may 
have been connected with such caravans. 

TOMB 7 

Located in Trench IX B; contained very few objects 
when excavated. The only items of note were a 
bronze sword hilt which may have held an iron blade 

and a large collection of broken pottery (Table 1). 
This paucity of objects raises the possibility that the 
tomb was looted at some unknown time in the past. 
Alternatively, the occupant may have been a person 
without much wealth. 

TOMB 8 

Fairly rectangular tomb, about 3.0 m long north
west-southeast, 2.5 m wide, and with an average 
depth of 2.25 m, located in Trench IX D. Its eastern 
wall is constructed of large broken stone and clay 
mortar, and its western wall of a mixture of chipped 
stone and clay. The contents of this tomb are very 
limited (Table 1), but it is the only tomb that 
produced some writing, which may be seen on two 
broken frit cylinder seals. These seals are in a rather 
bad state of preservation, particularly of the surface 
glaze. One had remaining traces of seven letters, and 
the other only two letters. Although these few letter 
did not have any particular meaning, they were iden
tified by George Cameron as a type of writing that 
vanished after the time of Adad Nirardi II, around 
the late second millennium B.C. 

TOMB 9 

Located mainly in Trench IX I but continuing into 
Trench X I; contained no objects when excavated. 
This may indicate that the tomb was looted, either in 
antiquity or in the more recent past. 

TOMB 10 

Roughly rectangular tomb, about 4.5 m long and 
4.0 m wide with an average depth of about 2.0 m, 
located in Trenches X A and B and XI A and B. The 
walls near the floor are made of large broken pieces 
of local stone, with much smaller pieces of broken 
stone mixed with clay mortar used on top (see PL 
5C). O n the floor of the tomb are three large boul
ders. The walls have a more even face toward the 
inside of the tomb, while the outside is backed to the 
mound, filled with coarse clay mixed with small 
pieces of gravel and broken stone. The contents 
include many pieces of jewelry with no weapons or 
figurines (Table 1), suggesting that the tomb 
probably belonged to a queen or princess. 

TOMB 11 

Located in Trench X C; contained only one object 
at the time of excavation—a pottery vessel with a 

spout (Table 1). 
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TOMB 12 

Almost rectangular tomb, about 5.0 m long, 3.0 m 
wide, and 2.0 m in average depth, located in 
Trenches XI D and E and XII D and E. The walls, 
which are made from broken stone and clay mortar 
with a rather level inner face, are filled and back to 
the mound on the outer side. Two pieces of large 
broken rock were located in one corner of the tomb, 
but no trace of a skeleton was found. The contents of 
the tomb (Table 1) suggest that it may have 
belonged to a male figure, with a limited number of 
weapons and little jewelry except for two gold fore
head bands and a gold pendant, both of which seem 
to have been worn by men as well as women. 

TOMB 13 

Roughly square tomb, 3.0 m long on each side and 
about 2.0 m deep, located in Trenches XII G and XII 
H. The walls are built of local broken stone with clay 
mortar, with the inner faces of the walls rather 
carefully constructed vertically, while the outer face is 
filled by gravel and coarse soil. The tomb contains no 
jewelry or ornaments and no metal vessels, but rather 
weapons, pottery vessels, metal and pottery figurines, 
two cymbals, and one bronze bell (Table 1). It seems 
that the owner of the tomb might have been a war
rior associated with animals. 

TOMB 14 

Irregularly shaped tomb, measuring about 8 m 
north-south in length and 6 m in width, located in 
Trenches XII A and B and XIII A and B. The walls 
are constructed of rather large broken pieces of 
stone with clay mortar. Within the tomb are several 
large pieces of boulder, which could not have served 
as a platform because they are irregular in shape and 
do not have a flat surface. Although the tomb is 
large, the contents were not extensive and included 
mostly jewelry (Table 1). 

TOMB 15 

Roughly rectangular tomb, about 4.0 m long, 3.0 m 
wide, and averaging 1.5 m in depth, located in 
Trenches XII C and XIII C and D. The walls are 
constructed of rather large broken pieces of stone 
near the bottom and much smaller pieces above, 
mixed with coarse clay and pebbles. A solid piece of 
stone was located at the northern end of the tomb, 
with no traces of a skeleton or objects on it. The 
contents included mainly jewelry, suggesting that the 
tomb may have belonged to a queen, although a 

number of weapons were also found in the tomb 

(Table 1). 

TOMB 16 

Irregular small tomb, about 2.5 m long, 2.0 m 
wide, and averaging 1.5 m deep, located in the 
southeastern section of Trench XIII F. The walls are 
crudely constructed of small pieces of broken stone 
and clay mortar. A large boulder disturbs the floor of 
the tomb. The contents (Table 1) can be attributed 
equally to a man or a woman. 

TOMB 17 

Roughly rectangular tomb located mainly in 
Trench XIV C but continuing into X V C. At the time 
of excavation, it contained five pottery vessels (Table 

1). 

TOMB 18 

Irregular small tomb, about 3.0 m long and 1.5 m 
wide, with an average depth of 1.5 m, located in 
Trenches XTV D and X V D. The tomb construction is 
very poor, with the walls built of small broken pieces 
of stone mixed with clay mortar. Among the contents 
of the tomb, along with weapons and jewelry, are 
many pottery figurines of bulls (Pis. 6A, 6B), a model 
of oxen with a yoke, many vessels, and several bronze 
bells (Table 1), indicating that the owner was a king 
with an interest in agriculture and animal husbandry. 

TOMB 19 

Fairly small irregular tomb, about 2.5 m long 
northeast-southwest, 1.5 m wide, and averaging about 
1.5 m deep, located in Trenches XIV E and F. It is 
constructed of broken local stone with clay mortar, 
and at one side of the tomb is a large piece of boul
der. There is no stone slab in the tomb or any 
leveling of the floor. The contents of the tomb are 
predominantly delicate jewelry (Table 1), seeming to 
indicate that the owner was a queen or princess. 

TOMB 20 

Small tomb located in Trench XIV H. Its contents 
include several burnished or incised pottery vessels, 
fragments of several other pottery vessels, and two 

bronze bracelets (Table 1). 
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TOMB 21 

Rectangular tomb, about 4.0 m long and 3.0 m 
wide, with an average depth of about 1.0 m, located 
in Trenches XIV G and X V G and F. The walls were 
constructed of broken stone and coarse clay mortar 
mixed with small pieces of stone (Map 7), and there 
was no paved floor or stone terrace in the tomb. Two 
bodies were buried on the floor of this tomb; their 
skeletons were well enough preserved to provide a 
rather clear view of the burial positions. The bodies 
had been laid parallel to each other, one behind the 
other, on their left sides with the heads toward the 
north and faces toward the east. The legs were turn
ed toward the south with one bent at the knees and 
the other more contracted (see PL 6C), while the 
arms of the front skeleton were bent at the elbow. 
The only objects in the tomb were a pottery plate 
placed on the chest of the back skeleton and a 
broken bowl (Table 1). 

COMMENTS 

Multiple burials have been found in other 
excavations in this region. A dual or multiple burial 
characterized by a different position of the skeletons 
and with funerary objects was found at Ghalekuti 
T o m b C-l4 and at Ghalekuti I, Area G,5 in the 
Dailaman region of Gilan in northern Iran. 

TOMB 22 

Small tomb located mainly in Trench XV I but 
overlapping slightly with Trench XIV I. It contained 
no objects upon excavation, suggesting that it may 
have been looted at some point in the past. 

TOMB 23 

Roughly rectangular tomb, about 3.5 m long, 2.5 m 
wide, and 2.0 m in average depth, located in 
Trenches X V D and XVI D. Its walls are built of 
broken stone and clay mortar, following the pattern 
of construction of other tombs of this type. Larger 
pieces of broken stone are found in the bottom of 
the walls, while smaller pieces were used above, 
mixed with clay, coarse pieces of stone, and pebbles 
or gravel. The contents include jewelry and vessels, 
without weapons (Table 1), suggesting that the tomb 
belonged to a queen or princess. 

TOMB 24 

Rather small irregular tomb, about 3.0 m north
east-southwest in length, 2.0 m in width, and 
averaging about 1.5 m in depth, located in Trenches 

X V D and E and XVI D and E, with the largest part of 
the tomb in X V E. The walls, which are partly built of 
yellowish stone slabs with clay mortar, do not 
continue down to the bottom of the tomb (PL 7A). 
There was no trace of any platform or any leveling of 
the floor, and the skeleton is almost completely 
decomposed. The rich contents of the tomb include 
considerable quantities of both jewelry and weapons, 
as well as decorative metal vessels (PL 7B; Table 1). 
The tomb could be attributed to either a male or 
female member of the royal family, or it could have 
contained a double burial, consisting of one male 
and one female. Gold, bronze, and pottery figurines 
and a bronze humped bull mounted on four wheels 
suggest that the owner may have been a young prince 
or princess (PL 7C; Color Plate X X V B). 

TOMB 25 

Large, irregularly shaped tomb, about 6.5 m long, 
5.5 m wide, and averaging 1.5 m in depth, located 
mainly in Trenches XVI E and F; roughly rectangular 
in shape with large round corners. The construction 
is very poorly executed, consisting mainly of rough 
coarse clay mixed with small broken pieces of the 
natural stone of the mound, although some parts are 
better constructed using broken pieces of stone. The 
tomb is rather large, but not very rich in contents 
(Table 1). Judging from the number of weapons, it 
seems to have belonged to a warrior. A model of an 
oxen team wearing a yoke may indicate that the 
deceased also had interest in agriculture. 

TOMB 26 

Six-sided tomb, with different measurements on 
each side, encompassing an area about 6.0 m long, 
4.5 m wide, and 2.5 m deep, located partly in Trench 
XVII B and partly in XVI B (Map 5). The tomb 
incorporates three large boulders in walls that are 
roughly built of coarsely mixed clay and pieces of 
broken stone with some parts filled with mud and 
gravel (111. IB and PL 8C). The contents of this tomb 
were badly disturbed when found, possibly by an 
earthquake or other natural action, and they were 
not in a horizontal layer as was the case in some of 
the other tombs. N o skeletal remains were found 
except for small chips of somewhat perished bone 
visible in the filling. Because of the disturbed 
condition of the tomb, there was little evidence of 
the original orientation and layout of the body, and 
there was no stone slab or level platform arranged to 
hold it. However, the very rich and varied contents of 
the tomb indicate that it must have belonged to a 
powerful warrior, possibly a warrior king, with great 
physical strength, accustomed to using a large variety 
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of weapons (Table 1). 
There was also a fairly rich collection of ornaments 

and jewelry in the tomb, but the emphasis seems to 
have been given to a number of heavy and varied 
weapons (PL 9B), including a dagger about 82 cm 
long, weighing 1,830 grams, which could have been 
used only by a truly fearsome warrior. Other weapons 
include twelve maceheads, twenty-five daggers, three 
large swords, fourteen spearheads, more than 200 
arrowheads of various shapes and sizes, two large 
conical helmets, three wide bronze belts, a protective 
bronze wristlet, and a bronze quiver. Pieces of textile 
and fifty-eight large and small gold buttons indicate 
that the occupant of the tomb was buried in full 
ceremonial costume as was the occupant of T o m b 52. 
Tools and personal equipment including ear clean
ers, needles, simple and decorative pins, chisels, 
sledgehammers, whetstones, and metal sticks may 
indicate other interests of the deceased (PL 9A). The 
existence of a rich collection of decorative jewelry 
and ornaments in addition to two gold vessels (PL 
9C), with winged bulls in high relief, shows that the 
owner of the tomb must have been particularly 
wealthy and powerful. 

TOMB 27 

Small, rather unevenly rectangular tomb, 3.0 m 
long and 2.0 m wide, with an average depth of about 
1.5 m, located in Trenches XVI D and XVII D. The 
tomb is roughly constructed of broken local stone 
and coarse clay mortar. Several large boulders form 
the foundation of the southern and eastern walls. 
This tomb was filled with objects, including jewelry, 
weapons, vessels, figurines, and a model of an oxen 
team pulling a plow (PL 10B, Table 1). The many 
weapons suggest that it belonged to a warrior king 
with an interest in hunting and agriculture. 

TOMB 28 

Located in Trench XVI G; contained no objects at 
the time of excavation. 

TOMB 29 

Large irregular tomb, measuring, about 5.5 m 
north-south in length and 4.5 m in width, with an 
average depth of about 2.0 m, partially located in 
Trench XVI G but mostly in Trench XVI H. It is 
constructed of rather large pieces of broken boulders 
and clay mortar. Two large natural boulders disturb 
the floor of the tomb. The contents, in contrast to 

the size of the tomb, are very limited, including only 
several weapons and pottery vessels (Table 1), 
suggesting that its owner was a warrior without much 

wealth. 

TOMB 30 

Oval-shaped tomb located in Trench XVI L. 
Among its contents are several pottery vessels and a 
number of objects made of bronze (Table 1). 

TOMB 31 

Medium-sized rectangular tomb located in 
Trenches XVI N and XVI O. It contained no objects 
at the time of excavation, suggesting that it may have 
been looted at some point in the past. 

TOMB 32 

Very small, irregularly shaped tomb, about 3.0 m 
long, 1.5 m wide, and averaging 1.5 m deep, located 
in Trench XVII E. The walls are made mostly of 
broken stone and clay mortar, but in some parts yel
lowish slabs of imported stone are also found (111. 
1 A). Several larger slabs of this yellowish stone were 
placed above and around each other on the floor of 
the tomb with crushed objects in between (PL 10C), 
suggesting that there may have been some sort of 
disturbance to the tomb to bring such disorder to the 
contents. This disturbance may have been an earth
quake or other natural action with no connection to 
tomb robbery, for the valuable contents of the tomb 
remain. Another possibility is that the large slabs 
formed some sort of roofing to the tomb, which fell 
and crushed the objects beneath. Because a wide 
variety of jewelry is predominant in the contents of 
the tomb (Table 1), it may have belonged to a 
wealthy queen. The inclusion of gold forehead bands 
and gold leaves, which would have decorated a crown 
or diadem, supports this suggestion. 

TOMB 33 

Irregularly shaped tomb, about 3.5 m long and 3.0 
m wide, with an average depth of about 2.0 m, 
located in Trench XVII F, extending slightly into 
Trench XVIII F. The walls are built of broken stone 
and clay mortar. Included among its contents are 
both jewelry and weapons in almost equal quantities 

(Table 1). 
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TOMB 34 

Small tomb located in Trench XVII J; it contained 
no objects at the time of excavation. 

TOMB 35 

Roughly rectangular tomb located in Trenches 
XVI M-N and XVII M-N. It contained no objects at 
the time of excavation, indicating the possibility that 
it was looted at some point in the past. 

TOMB 36 

Fairly irregular small tomb, about 2.0 m long, 1.5 
m wide, and 1.25 m in average depth, located in 
Trench XVIII C. Its walls are constructed completely 
of yellowish slabs of imported stone (111. lc), and 
lying haphazardly on the floor were three large slabs 
of the same yellowish stone (Map 8, Color Plate X A). 
Although there were no skeletal remains, funerary 
objects filled the tomb, with no particular arrange
ment except that different types of objects were 
placed together or above one another. The rich and 
varied contents of the tomb include jewelry, figur
ines, vessels, tools, and equipment, with few weapons 
(Table 1), suggesting that the tomb may have 
belonged to a prominent queen or princess. The 
many figurines in gold, bronze, and pottery along 
with some gaming pieces, all apparently toys, suggest 
that it may have been the tomb of a young princess 
or queen of such importance that her tomb was filled 
with more than 200 valuable objects (PL 11B, 11C). 

TOMB 37 

Located in Trenches XVII-XVIII E, it contained 
only one object, a gold cup (Table 1). 

TOMB 38 

Roughly circular tomb located in Trenches XVII I 
and XVIII I; it contained no objects at the time of 
excavation. 

TOMB 39 

Roughly rectangular tomb, about 4.0 m long and 
nearly 4.0 m wide, with an average depth of about 2.0 
m, located in Trench XVIII L. The walls consist of 
large broken stones near the bottom and smaller 

ones higher up, mixed with clay mortar. A large oval 
boulder is located in the southeastern corner of the 
tomb. There was no trace of any funerary arrange
ment, and only four objects were found in the tomb, 
all rather decorative vessels (Table 1). 

TOMB 40 

Irregularly shaped small tomb, about 2.5 m long, 
1.5 m wide, and averaging 1.5 m in depth, located in 
Trench XVIII N. The walls were built between large 
boulders with connecting walls of broken boulders 
and clay mortar; a large piece of boulder is located 
on one side of the tomb. Among the contents are a 
number of stone tools, including whetstones, pestles, 
and pounders (Table 1). N o weapons were found in 
the tomb. 

TOMB 41 

Irregularly shaped small tomb, about 3.5 m long 
northwest-southeast, 2.5 m wide, with an average 
depth of about 2.25 m, located in Trench XIX K. 
The walls are constructed of large broken pieces of 
boulders with clay mortar, and a very large boulder is 
located in the middle of the tomb occupying most of 
the floor area. A m o n g the contents of the tomb, 
consisting mainly of pottery vessels and gold jewelry, 
is one unique bronze spindle whorl Table 1). The 
limited number of weapons in the tomb suggests that 
it belonged to a woman, possibly one connected with 
the production of yarn or textiles. 

TOMB 42 

Irregularly shaped tomb, about 5.0 m long and 5.0 
m wide, with an average depth of 2.5 m, located in 
Trench X X F and includes part of the first test 
trench of the excavation, where the earliest finds 
from Marlik occurred. The lower portion of the walls 
is constructed of large broken pieces of local stone, 
with smaller pieces in the upper walls. N o leveled 
floor or platform was found in this tomb, but three 
large irregular boulders disturb the evenness of the 
floor. The contents of this tomb (Table 1) do not in
clude much jewelry, except for gold buttons, or many 
weapons, although two cylinder seals with hunting 
scenes may associate the owner with hunting. 

TOMB 43 

Small tomb located in Trench XX J; it contained 
no objects at the time of excavation. 
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TOMB 44 TOMB 47 

Rather large, roughly oval tomb, nearly 7.0 m long 
and 4.0 m wide, ranging in depth from about 2.5 m 
on the northwestern side to around 1.5 m on the 
eastern side, located in Trenches X X M and N and 
XXI M and N. The walls are constructed mainly from 
the original stone of the mound with the addition of 
a few pieces of imported yellowish stone. A rather 
large boulder, cracked from the middle, forms part 
of the northwestern wall (PL 12A). There is no 
evidence suggesting leveling or paving of the floor, 
nor was a stone slab placed for a burial terrace. 
However, two larger pieces of stone, one above the 
other, produce a sort of double step descending to 
the tomb (Map 5). There is almost no trace of a 
human skeleton except for very small chips of badly 
deteriorated bone, which turned to powder at the 
slightest touch. There was no evident burial pattern 
except for that revealed by the contents of the tomb, 
which were not arranged in a horizontal level but 
placed between large pieces of boulder. The contents 
included weapons, tools and equipment, bronze and 
pottery vessels (PL 12B), and a very limited amount 
of jewelry, suggesting that the tomb belonged to a 
warrior or warrior king (Table 1). 

TOMB 45 

Very large five-sided tomb, about 10.0 m long 
southeast-northwest, 5.0 m wide, and 1.5 m deep, 
located in Trenches XXI G and H and XXII G and 
H. It is poorly constructed, with the areas between 
the large pieces of stone filled by clay mortar mixed 
with small stone fragments. N o trace of any leveled 
platform or stone slab was found in the tomb except 
for a large irregular piece of gypsum with a coarse 
and uneven surface, which might have served as 
some sort of paved floor for a small part of the tomb, 
although nothing was placed on it (PL 12C). N o 
traces of bone were found in this tomb, nor is there 
any arrangement of the funerary objects. Therefore, 
any suggestion as to the nature of its owner relies 
solely on the contents, which include a great deal of 
jewelry, a limited number of weapons of an extraor
dinarily decorative nature, and several decorative 
metal vessels (PL 12D; Table 1). It might be sug
gested that the owner of this tomb was a rich and 
important queen who had a few decorative weapons 
for her personal defense and protection. 

TOMB 46 

Located in Trench XXI J; it contained no objects 
at the time of excavation. 

Rather large, irregularly shaped tomb, about 5.5 m 
long, 4.5 m wide, and ranging from 2.5 m deep on 
the western side to 1.5 m deep on the eastern side, 
located in Trenches XXII E and F. Its construction is 
similar to that of the other large tombs, with walls 
made from rather large broken pieces of stone and 
clay mortar. At the northern end of the tomb three 
large slabs of stone were placed on the ground, form
ing an even platform, which was extended by leveling 
the surrounding area (PL 13A). The body of the 
deceased was placed on this platform. Enough pieces 
of the badly preserved bone remained to identify the 
position and orientation of the burial. 
O n the terrace a row of five parallel large bronze 

daggers had been placed with their pommels toward 
the west and points toward the east. Opposite the 
daggers seven large and small bronze spearheads had 
been laid parallel to one another with their ends 
toward the east and points toward the west, with one 
bronze spearhead laid between these rows of daggers 
and spearheads at a 90° angle (Color Plate XI A). 
The body of the deceased had been placed on top of 
these special weapons, eternalizing his pride in his 
battle prowess and his fame as a warrior. The skele
ton lay on its left side with knees half bent, head 
toward the north, and face toward the east. Although 
not well preserved, remnants of the skeleton in
cluded a crushed skull with some teeth in situ; the 
neck, backbone, and ribs quite decayed; some parts 
of the bones of the hand still evident, reaching 
toward or holding a gold beaker that may have held 
sacred water or wine; and the thigh and shin bones 
in a much better state of preservation than the rest of 
the skeleton. 
O n and around the upper torso were twenty-eight 

gold buttons originally attached to ceremonial burial 
clothing. Other jewelry and ornaments included 
earrings, beads of various materials, and pendants, all 
suggesting the wealth and power of the deceased. 
Scattered around the terrace were weapons and 
items of military equipment including maceheads, 
arrowheads, bronze belts, and a bronze quiver (PL 
13D). O n the western side of the tomb many pottery 
and bronze vessels were placed inside each other (PL 
13C), possibly originally filled with food. Funerary 
objects placed in other parts of the tomb included 
jewelry, gold sheet, and bronze figurines, including a 
model of an oxen team wearing a yoke. 
The contents of this tomb with its large quantity of 

weapons matched by a very rich collection of jewelry 
and ornaments (Table 1) raised the question of 
whether it was customary to put so much jewelry in 
the tomb of a warrior king or whether the tomb may 
have contained his queen as well. The lack of any 
evidence of a second skeleton in the tomb does not 
support the idea of a joint burial, however. Certainly 
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the arrangement of the weapons on the top of the 
terrace under the body of the deceased leaves no 
doubt that the tomb belonged to a very active and 
strong warrior who, as is evident from the rich and 
varied jewelry, was also very wealthy. 

TOMB 48 

Located in Trenches XXII-XXIII J; this tomb was 
devoid of contents at the time of excavation. This 
suggests the possibility that it may have been looted 
at some point in the past. 

TOMB 49 

Very small irregularly shaped tomb, about 1.5 m 
long, 1.0 m wide, and with an average depth of 1.0 m, 
located in Trench XXII K, adjacent to and actually 
encroaching on the northeastern corner of T o m b 50. 
The walls are crudely constructed of broken stone 
mixed with clay mortar built between several very 
large natural boulders. A bronze horse bit, horse 
teeth, and a horse neck bone were found in the tomb 
(PL 14A and Table 1). 

TOMB 50 

Almost rectangular tomb, somewhat distorted by 
the construction of a rather small horse tomb at one 
corner (Tomb 49), located in Trenches XXI K and L, 
XXII K and L and XXIII K and L. It measures 7.0 m 
long on one side, 5.0 m wide, and varies between 1.5 
m deep on the eastern side and 1.0 m deep on the 
western side. The walls of this tomb are fairly care
fully constructed with an almost vertical leveled 
facade. A rectangular terrace, about 3.0 m long 
northeast-southwest, 1.20 m wide, and 75 cm high, 
built of several large boulders with filling walls of 
yellowish stone slabs and clay mortar, is connected to 
the northern wall of the tomb (see PL 14B). Al
though the top of the terrace was partly leveled with 
stone slabs, no funerary objects were found on it. 
Located at the northwestern corner of the tomb, 
near the tomb of the horse, was a roughly con
structed hearth consisting of several pieces of stone. 
Remains of ash and charcoal associated with the 
hearth indicate that cooking or burning took place 
during the burial ceremony. Although there were no 
stone slabs on floor of the tomb, it had been hori

zontally leveled. 
Artifacts were scattered over the floor in a hap

hazard way (PL 14C), without any particular 
grouping of the objects such as was found in Tombs 
52 and 47, in which each group of similar objects was 

placed together in the tomb, with the body buried on 
top of the terrace in an organized manner. The 
mixture of different types of objects without arrange
ment in this tomb may indicate a disturbance during 
the burial procedure or even later by such an event 
as an abortive tomb robbery in ancient times; the 
lack of any skeletal remains or bone chips might 
support this possibility. Although there were no 
funerary objects on top of the terrace, a very large 
number of valuable objects were scattered on the 
floor around the terrace as well as throughout the 
rest of the tomb (see Table 1), including many dif
ferent types of jewelry. Of special note is a collection 
of gold leaves that would have been used in a queen's 
diadem and seem to be particularly women's orna
ments, which may point to the identity of the owner 
as a wealthy queen. The existence of some weapons 
may indicate that the owner of the tomb was a 
warrior as well as a queen, or there may have been a 
joint burial of a woman and a man in the tomb, with 
the great emphasis on the richness of the woman's 
funerary objects pointing to her as the essential 
figure in the ownership of the tomb. 

TOMB 51 

Small tomb, located in Trenches XXI-XXII M, 
adjacent to the much larger T o m b 44. Although it 
contained no objects indicating its function, it may 
have been a horse tomb as were two parallel exam
ples (Tombs 49 and 53). 

TOMB 52 

Roughly oval tomb, oriented northwest-southeast 
and measuring about 7.0 m long and 4.5 m wide. It 
lies on the eastern slope of the mound with a depth 
varying from 2.5 m on the western side to 1.0 m on 
the eastern side. The tomb is located mainly in 
Trench XXIII G, with part of the tomb extending 
into Trenches XXIII F and XXIV G (Map 4). Con
necting walls of broken stone and clay mortar were 
built between several large boulders (see PL 15C). 
These walls are almost even on the underface of the 
tomb but roughly built and backed into the mound 
on the outside, filled by gravel and dirt with no 
attempt to make them smooth or level. At the 
northwestern end of the tomb are two separate 
parallel small stone walls built to provide a firm 
foundation for a very long slab of yellowish imported 
stone, about 2.60 m long, 70 cm wide, and 20 cm 
thick, oriented in a northeast-southwest direction 
about 35 cm above the floor of the tomb (PL 15D). 
The unpaved floor was leveled by filling the spaces 
between the large pieces of stone with soil. The area 
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behind the long slab of stone was evenly paved by 
pieces of slab stone to enlarge the space for the body 

and funerary objects. 
Judging by the contents of this tomb (Table 1), it 

apparently belonged to a warrior and hunter of great 
wealth who was buried according to an organized 
burial procedure based on traditional religious 
beliefs. O n the leveled terrace, partly covered by the 
long stone slab, were placed special weapons of the 
deceased, including two large daggers or dirks and 
three large spearheads, with their points meeting in 
the center far enough apart to provide space for the 
body to be placed on top (Color PL X B, PL 16A). 
The body was placed over these special weapons, on 
its left side with the head toward the northeast, the 
face toward the south, the legs partially contracted, 
and the knees half bent (PL 16B). The skeleton was 
very badly affected by its long span of time 
underground, although the stone slab protected the 
body from below and kept it in m u c h better 
condition than many others in the Marlik tombs. 
Many textile fragments and gold buttons on top of 

and around the upper torso indicate that the body 
had been covered by elaborate burial clothing 
decorated by many gold buttons. Special weapons 
had been placed not only under the body but also in 
other parts of the tomb, including four bronze 
maceheads, two of which were behind the body on 
the terrace and two more under the long stone slab. 
Many bronze arrowpoints of various shapes, possibly 
having different uses in battle and in the hunt, were 
piled a short distance behind the skeleton on the 
terrace. Also behind its back was a gold bowl with 
designs of imaginary combined male and female 
deities, which was broken into two pieces, both badly 
damaged, about 70 cm apart. The condition of this 
gold bowl seems disproportionate to the possible 
damage caused by earth pressure, and it may have 
been destroyed or sacrificed by being cut into two 
pieces during the funeral ceremony. Gold, red 
carnelian, and shell beads, along with gold earrings, 
a gold chain, a gold hair binder, bronze buttons, and 
silver loops on and around the body (PL 16C), 
suggest that m e n as well as w o m e n used these 
ornaments, although possibly in lesser quantity. 
Alongside and on the long stone slab were pieces 

of leather with many star-shaped small bone buttons 
and small bronze riveting pins, which were part of 
the decorative leather cover of a bronze quiver lying 
nearby. Under the stone slab were pottery figurines 
of humans and pottery vessels (PL 17A); bronze 
cymbals, belts, and small bronze tools and equipment 
were also placed on and under the stone slab. O n the 
western side of the tomb were large numbers of 
pottery and bronze vessels, more than thirty in all, 
including two large bronze cooking pots that had 
originally been filled with food. Bird and animal 
bones were still in situ, indicating that the Marlik 
people believed it was necessary for food to be placed 

in the tomb for use in the life hereafter. A bronze 
model of an oxen, yoke, and plow (PL 17 B) may 
indicate an interest in agriculture. O n the eastern 
side of the tomb were twenty-four beautifully made 
cast bronze animal figurines, representing at least six 
species of wild and domesticated animals, which 
along with three pottery figurines suggest the 
deceased's devotion to hunting (PL 17C). Cooking 
equipment including a bronze ladle and skewer were 
also found in the tomb. 
A n adjacent small tomb, T o m b 53, apparently held 

the special horse of this warrior king, with a set of 
horse teeth, a bronze horse bit, and bronze loops 
constituting its contents (Map 5). 
The orientation and position of this terrace, the 

placement of the deceased, the burial costume with 
its decorative buttons, the arrangement of the food 
supply along with cooking vessels and other kitchen 
equipment, the placement of the animal figurines, 
and the inclusion of a bronze model of a team of 
oxen wearing a yoke and plow all illustrate the burial 
procedure and reveal characteristics and interests of 
the deceased. The Marlik people held a belief in a 
continuation of life in the hereafter similar to what 
they had known in this world, and they felt it nec
essary to provide the same type of utensils, weapons, 
and other tools and equipment for that life, with an 
emphasis on those objects most representative of the 
role and interests of the deceased. 

TOMB 53 

Small tomb, located in Trench XXIII-XXIV H, 
abutting the m u c h larger T o m b 52. Its contents 
include a set of horse teeth, a bronze horse bit, and 
several bronze loops (Table 1), suggesting that the 
tomb originally contained a horse burial. 

TOMB ATALIKARAM BAGH 

Well-constructed rectangular tomb containing a 
partially preserved skeleton, contents include gold 
and carnelian jewelry (see Table 1 and also p 51). 

TOMBS AT GHESLAH 

Several graves with large bracelets and an 
assortment of pottery (See Table 1 and p. 51). 

TOMBS AT ZEINAB BEJAR 

Several burials with no discernible construction 
contained objects contemporary with Marlik Royal 

Cemetery (see Table 1 and pp. 51, 52). 
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Chapter III Notes 

1. This yellowish stone comes from a mine about 15 km south 

of Marlik, beyond the village of Soughestanak at a much higher 

altitude than Marlik and about four hours walking distance 

from it. This area serves as a summer camp for the inhabitants 

of the valley from late spring to early fall. 
2. Traces of well-woven textile fabric to which many gold 

buttons had been attached were found in several tombs. In 

Tomb 52, Trench XXIII G, more than fifty gold buttons lay 
on the disintegrating skeleton along with textile fragments. 

3. The gold bust of a king (Color Plate XXII E,F) has pierced 
ears with gold earrings. In Tomb 47, Trench XXII E, which 
apparently belonged to a male, jewelry was found (see Fig. 

6). 
4. Egami, Fukai, and Masuda 1965: PI. LXXI. 
5. Fukai and Ikeda 1971: PI. LVI. 
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Table 1. Tomb Groups 

Description Cat. # Marlik # 

Bronze Vessel Fragments 

Pottery Ram Figurine 

Red Carnelian Necklace 

Bronze Bracelet 

Bronze Bracelet 

Gold Hair Binder 

Gold Button 

Cylinder Seal 

Bronze Sword 

Bronze Sword 

Bronze Sword 

Bronze Dagger 

Bronze Dagger 

Bronze Dagger 

Bronze Dagger 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Stone Mortar and Pestle 

Bronze Skewer 

Gold Forehead Band 

Red Carnelian Necklace 

Frit Beads 

Stone Beads 

Gold Beaker 

Bronze Vase Fragment 

Gold Pendants 

Gold and Black Bead Necklace 

Red Carnelian Necklace 

Gold-Capped Agate Center Bead 

Gold-Capped Agate Center Bead 

Gold Horse Head Bracelet 

Bronze Bracelet 
Gold Earring 

Gold Inlaid Belt Buckle 
Cylinder Seal 

Cylinder Seal 

Spouted Pot 

Bronze Dagger 

Bronze Dagger Hilt 

Bronze Dagger Hilt 

Bronze Dagger 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Arrowhead 

Whetstone 

Whetstone 

Stone Mortar 

60 
110 
252 
356 
358 
404 
418 
473 
669 
671 
711 
719 
720 
721 
724 
743 
744 
762 
804 
805 
806 
807 
808 
809 
901 
928 
-
-
-
-

14 
47 
196 
217 
237 
319 
320 
345 
356 
371 
447 
469 
471 
575 
714 
722 
723 
725 
729 
748 
862 
892 
896 

1396 M 
759 M 
1426 M 
758 M 
715 M 
1072 M 
1035 M 
1091 M 
740 M 
751 M 
742 M 
738 M 
750 M 
752 M 
739 M 
756 M 
757 M 
755 M 
741 M 
746 M 
747 M 
748 M 
749 M 
754 M 
710 M 
753 M 
1071 M 
1425 M 
1427 M 
1428 M 

610 M 
712 M 
644 M 
1202 M 
1412 M 
1070 M 
1069 M 
608 M 
642 M 
1065 M 
609 M 
1094 M 
1093 M 
1297 M 
736 M 
1528 M 
1491 M 
1502 M 
1482 M 
737 M 
1525 M 
620 M 
621 M 
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Table 1. continued 
Tomb # Description at.# 

934 
939 

-

224 
356 
356 
476 
501 
630 
637 
716 
718 
745 
746 
747 
800 
803 
898 
903 
905 
908 

-

-

29 
33 
470 
554 
612 
893 
920 
958 

38 
40 
51 
52 
53 
56 
57 
92 
238 
250 
309 
309 
309 
327 
330 
335 
371 
371 
371 
440 
480 
493 

Marlik # 

640 M 

641 M 
643 M 

682 M 
720 M 
721 M 
1096 M 
673 M 
707 M 
1533 M 
719 M 
1501 M 
716 M 
717 M 
718 M 
713 M 
714 M 
711 M 
708 M 
614 M 
706 M 
1033 M 
1034 M 

631 M 
723 M 
1089 M 
629 M 
626 M 
630 M 
633 M 
628 M 

1399 M 
1400 M 
1392 M 
1393 M 
1397 M 
1325 M 
1391 M 
617 M 
1418 M 
1415 M 
1416 M 
1419 M 
1456 M 
1201aM 
12016M 
1201cM 
1066 M 
1067 M 
1068 M 
1201dM 
1166 M 
1300 M 

2 
2 
2 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

Bronze Chisel 

Bronze Adze-Ax 

Bronze Beads 

Red Carnelian Necklace 

Bronze Bracelet 

Bronze Bracelet 

Cylinder Seal 

Jar 
Plate 

Lamp 
Bronze Dagger 

Bronze Dagger 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Whetstone 

Stone Mortar 

Stone Pestle 

Stone-Grinding Set 

Gold Bracelet 

Gold Button 

Bronze Bowl 

Bronze Plate 

Cylinder Seal 

Cup 
Spouted Bowl 

Whetstone 

Bronze Hook 

Frit Chariot Knob 

BronzeJar 

BronzeJar 

Bronze Vessel Base 

Bronze Vessel Base 

Bronze Vessel Fragments 

Bronze Chalice 

Bronze Vessel 
Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 

Red Carnelian Necklace 

Red Carnelian Necklace 

Shell and Bone Necklace 

Shell and Bone Necklace 

Shell and Bone Necklace 

Gold Pomegranate Beads 

Gold Four-Sided Beads 

Gold Olive-Shaped Beads 

Gold Earrings 

Gold Earrings 

Gold Earrings 

Gold and Bone Buttons 

Cylinder Seal 

Bottle 
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Tomb # 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 

7 
7 

8 
8 
8 
8 

Table 1. continued 

Description 

Jar 
Cubic Jar 
Cup 
Cooking Pot 
Shallow Bowl 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Iron Spearhead 
Bronze Shield 
Bronze Belt 
Whetstone 
Bronze Gears (?) 
Bronze Bell 
Bronze Bell 
Bronze Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Shell and Bone Necklace 
Red Carnelian Necklace 

BronzeJar 
Gold Pendants 
Bronze Pendant 
Bronze Pendant 
Bronze Bracelets 
Bronze Arrowhead 
Whetstone 
Bronze Hook 
Bronze Bell 
Bronze Bell 
Bronze Bell 
Bronze Bell 
Bronze Bell 
Bronze Arrowheads 
Bronze Arrowheads 

Bronze Sword Hilt 
Bronze Arrowhead 

Cylinder Seal 
Cylinder Seal 
Plain Bowl 
Bronze Blade 

Cat.# 

526 
537 
557 
563 
597 
726 
739 
740 
758 
759 
761 
810 
811 
820 
867 
885 
898 
931 
951 
952 
-
-
-
-
-
-
. 
. 
. 
_ 
-

37 
181 
269 
270 
356 
836 
893 
919 
953 
954 
955 
956 
957 

-

673 
848 

477 
478 
591 
916 

Marlik* 

672 M 
616 M 
1269 M 
1274 M 
681 M 
1500 M 
666 M 
667 M 
664 M 
663 M 
668 M 
665 M 
669 M 
670 M 
647 M 
1512 M 
622 M 
1079 M 
1080 M 
1081 M 
1389 M 
1270 M 
1271 M 
1272 M 
1273 M 
1275 M 
1276 M 
1277 M 
671 M 
1420 M 
1447 M 

619 M 
1198 M 
634 M 
1018 M 
1021 M 
636 M 
657 M 
632 M 
1016 M 
1032 M 
1017 M 
1019 M 
1020 M 
635 M 
637 M 

1490 M 
1523 M 

1167 M 
1168 M 
1285 M 
1011 M 
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Table 1. continued 
Tomb# 

10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 

11 

12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 

13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 

13 
13 

Description 

Red Carnelian and Transparent Stone Necklace 

Fired Clay Necklace 

Gold Flat Discoid Bead 

Gold Spiral Beads 

Gold Wide Ring-Shaped Bead 

Gold and Lapis Lazuli Earrings 

Gold Earring 

Gold Earring 

Gold Earrings 

Gold Button 

Gold Pin 

Gold Pin 

Gold Pin 

Bronze Pins 

Cylinder Seal 

Cylinder Seal 

Cylinder Seal 

Jar 
Bronze Chisel 

Bronze Mirror 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 
Carnelian, Agate, and Glass Necklace 

Spouted Pot 

Gold Pendant 

Basin 

Vase 
Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Arrowhead 

Bronze Arrowhead 

Bronze Ear Cleaner 

Gold Forehead Band 

Gold Forehead Band 

Bronze Figurine of Mule and Rider 

Bronze Male Figurine 

Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 

Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 

Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 

Jar 
Jar 
Elongated Pitcher 

Cooking Pot 

Spouted Pot 

Plain Bowl 

Spouted Bowl 

Spouted Bowl 

Basin 

Plate 

Sieve 
Bronze Dagger 

Cat.# 

257 
306 
331 
332 
334 
365 
366 
375 
384 
415 
454 
458 
458 
463 
472 
483 
484 
496 
937 
971 

-
-
-
-

580 

186 
618 
632 
786 
787 
788 
856 
861 
967 

-
-

80 
81 

95 
121 
122 
505 

530 

541 

564 

578 

591 

607 

615 

620 

629 
636 
707 

Marlik # 

1194M 
1083 M 
1192aM 
11926M 
1192cM 
960 M 
964 M 
961 M 
962 M 
959 M 
1193 M 
957 M 
958 M 
1027 M 
1092 M 
1097 M 
1098 M 
1282 M 
1028 M 
1029 M 
1280 M 
1283 M 
1284 M 
1183 M 

1279 M 

1064 M 
676 M 
722 M 
683 M 
684 M 
685 M 
1526 M 
1521 M 
1024 M 
1084 M 
1085 M 

931 M 

932 M 

1278 M 
1075 M 
1076 M 
618 M 
623 M 
627 M 
1291 M 
1298 M 
1286 M 

1302 M 
1296 M 
583 M 

1303 M 
1304 M 
727 M 
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Table 1. continued 
Cat.# Marlik* 

13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 

14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 

15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 

• • 

Bronze Dagger 

Bronze Dagger 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Pomegranate Bell 

Bronze Cymbal 

Bronze Cymbal 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Red Carnelian Necklace 

Red Carnelian and Transparent Stone Necklace 

Shell and Bone Necklace 

Gold Centerpiece Beads 

Fired Clay Beads 

Gold Earring 

Gold Earring 

Gold Diadem 

Gold Piece 

Cylinder Seal 

Gold Pendant 

Gold and Lapis Lazuli Pendant 

Red Carnelian Necklace 

Gold Spacer Bead 

Gold Center Bead 

Gold Vertical-Ribbed Bead 

Bronze Bracelets 

Gold Earring 

Gold Earring 

Gold Diadem 

Gold Diadem 

Gold Hair Binder 

Bronze Button 

Gold Sheet 

Jar 
Pitcher 

Pitcher 

Spouted Bowl 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Arrowhead 

Bronze Arrowhead 

Bronze Arrowhead 

Bronze Adze-Ax 

Pottery Vessel 

715 
717 
742 
756 
946 
984 
984 

240 
258 
309 
313 
342 
379 
384 
403 
468 
485 

187 
197 
239 
314 
317 
329 
356 
379 
379 
397 
400 
405 
435 
467 
497 
539 
539 
608 
749 
751 
768 
789 
790 
818 
825 
831 
858 
939 

743 M 

726 M 

745 M 

744 M 

933 M 

612 M 

613 M 

1290 M 

1292 M 

1293 M 

1294 M 

1295 M 

1301 M 
1334 M 

1422 M 
1423 M 
1424 M 
547 M 
1478 M 
551 M 

1204aM 
12046M 
1204cM 
1099 M 

554 M 
553 M 
1421 M 
555 M 
556a M 
5566 M 
689 M 
557 M 
558 M 
560 M 
559 M 
561 M 
680 M 
552 M 
1287 M 
675 M 
677 M 
1306 M 
697 M 
701 M 
698 M 
699 M 
693 M 
692 M 
1522 M 
1524 M 
1527 M 
700 M 
674 M 
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Tomb# 
Table 1. continued 

Description Cat.# Marlik # 

16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 

17 
17 
17 
17 
17 

18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 

19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 

Gold and Frit Necklace 

Gold and Red Carnelian Necklace 

Gold, Agate and Red Carnelian Necklace 

Red Carnelian Necklace 

Red Carnelian Necklace 

Red Carnelian and Agate Necklace 

Red Carnelian Beads 

Gold Earrings 

Hematite Macehead 

Bronze Dagger 

Bronze Dagger Hilt 

Bronze Spearhead 

Iron Spearhead 

Jar 
Spouted Pot 

Shallow Bowl 

Shallow Bowl 

Jar 

Bronze Cooking Pot 

Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 

Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 

Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 

Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 

Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 

Bronze Model of Oxen with Yoke 

Red Carnelian and White Stone Necklac 

Bronze Bracelet 

Gold Button 

Double Jar 

Plain Bowl 

Shallow Bowl 

Plain Bowl 

Shallow Bowl 

Shallow Bowl 

Plate 
Bronze Dagger 

Bronze Dagger 

Bronze Spearhead 

Iron Spearhead 

Whetstone 
Bronze Pomegranate Bell 

Bronze Pomegranate Bell 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 

Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 

Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 

Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 

Gold and Red Carnelian Necklace 

Gold, Agate and Red Carnelian Necklac 

206 
212 
216 
222 
231 
262 
339 
384 
665 
700 
701 
755 
819 

531 
579 
598 
604 

-

22 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
133 
259 
356 
431 
534 
592 
596 
601 
602 
603 
627 
705 
706 
750 
822 
898 
945 
946 

. 

. 
-
-

-

90 
91 
96 
99 
204 
211 

195 M 
192 M 

1436 M 
193 M 
199 M 

1073 M 
1476 M 
197 M 
196 M 
695 M 
1499 M 
694 M 
696 M 

1299 M 
1288 M 
1381 M 
1224 M 
1289 M 

172 M 
491 M 
493 M 
494 M 
495 M 
496 M 
487 M 
488 M 
492 M 
490 M 
611 M 
1223 M 
1225 M 
1222 M 
1336 M 
1329 M 
1544 M 
513M 
514 M 
512 M 
1487 M 
503 M 
498 M 
499 M 
1226 M 
1227 M 
1228 M 
1229 M 
1230 M 

501 M 
517 M 
502 M 
516 M 
478 M 
479 M 
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Table 1. continued 

Description Cat. # Marlik # 

Gold and Red Carnelian Necklace 

Red Carnelian Necklace 

Red Carnelian and Whitish Stone Necklace 

Hematite Necklace 

Lime Necklace 

Agate Bead 

Gold Earring 

Gold Earrings 

Bronze Rings 

Bronze Ring 

Bronze Pin 

Bronze Pin 

Jar 

Jar 
Plain Bowl 

Spouted Bowl 

Basin 

Stone Mortar and Pestle 

Stone-Grinding Set 

Bronze Hook 

Bronze Hook 

Bronze Adze-Ax 

Pottery Vessel 

Stone Macehead 

Bronze Bracelet 

Bronze Bracelet 

Jar 
Pot 

Pot 

Pot 

Jar Fragments 

Jar Fragments 

Jar Fragments 

Plain Bowl 

Plate 

Bronze Pot Handle 

Gold Pendant 

Gold Pendant 

Gold and Red Carnelian Necklace 
Black Material Pendant 

Gold Center Bead 

Gold Flat Discoid Beads 
Gold Spiral Bead 

Gold Earrings 

Gold Earring 

Gold Earrings 

Gold Earring 

Gold Earrings 

Gold Diadem 

Gold Piece 

Stamp Seal 

Jar 

Bronze Lids 

Bronze Loops 

213 
247 
260 
278 
304 
343 
374 
384 
394 
395 
464 
464 
506 
525 
590 
607 
621 
902 
910 
917 
918 
939 
-
-

356 
356 
495 
559 
560 
561 
-
-
-

589 
625 

26 
185 
189 
255 
282 
316 
331 
332 
370 
376 
380 
381 
382 
398 
468 
487 
528 
-

486 M 
472 M 
477 M 
481 M 
480 M 
484 M 
482 M 
483 M 
468 M 
1465 M 
475 M 
476 M 
500 M 
1249 M 
1248 M 
1246 M 
1247 M 
604 M 
473 M 
469 M 
600 M 
485 M 
1251 M 
603 M 

1008 M 
1009 M 
1261 M 
1265 M 
1266 M 
1267 M 
1262 M 
1263 M 
1264 M 

1339 M 
1543 M 

508 M 
448 M 
548 M 
447 M 
1459 M 
450a M 
549 M 
4506 M 
1203aM 
449 M 
451 M 
452 M 
550 M 
453 M 

12036M 
679 M 
678 M 
509 M 
510 M 
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Table 1. continued 
Tomb# Description Cat. # Marlik # 

24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 

Gold Bowl 
Silver Cup 
Bronze Plate 
Bronze Tumbler 
Frit Jar 
Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
Pottery Mule Figurine 
Pottery Bear Figurine 
Pottery Bear Figurine 
Bronze Humped Bull Figurine Mounted on Wheels 
Gold Tiger Head 
Gold Necklace 
Gold Necklace 
Gold Pendant 
Gold Pendant 
Gold Pendants 
Gold Pendant 
Gold Pendants 
Black Material Pendant 
Frit Pendant 
Gold and Bronze Animal Head Bracelet 
Gold Bracelet 
Silver Bracelet 
Gold Earring 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Buttons 
Shell Buttons 
Jar 
Jar 
Spouted Bowl 
Bronze Macehead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Arrowhead 
Bronze Arrowhead 
Bronze Arrowhead 
Bronze Arrowhead 
Bronze Arrowhead 
Bronze Arrowhead 
Bronze Arrowhead 
Whetstone 
Bronze Ladle 
Bronze Skewer 
Bronze Adze-Ax 
Bronze Cymbal 
Bronze Cymbal 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 

4 
18 
31 
31 
65 
94 
104 
111 
112 
118 
154 
158 
169 
174 
178 
193 
198 
200 
281 
294 
347 
353 
354 
378 
419 
419 
428 
444 
511 
512 
607 
643 
733 
760 
764 
770 
785 
824 
829 
837 
844 
845 
850 
857 
893 
926 
928 
939 
980 
980 

-

13 M 
14 M 
661 M 
728 M 
30 M 

1252 M 
H U M 
155 M 
1112M 

15 M 
2M 
12 M 
3M 
lflM 
17M 
9M 
16M 
10M 

407a M 
4076 M 
646 M 
4M 
5M 
11M 
6M 
7M 
8M 
16 M 
60 M 
142 M 
144 M 
120 M 
169 M 
171 M 
170 M 
1488 M 
168 M 
56 M 

328a M 
3286 M 
328c M 
328dM 
328eM 
328/M 
648 M 
166 M 
55 M 
121 M 
167 M 
662 M 
1253 M 
1254 M 
1255 M 
1256 M 
1257 M 
1258 M 
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Table 1. continued 

Tomb # Description 
Cat. # Marlik # 

24 Pottery Vessel 

24 Pottery Vessel 

25 Bronze Cup 
25 Bronze Model of Oxen with Yoke 

25 Gold and Fired Clay Bead Necklace 

25 Red Carnelian Necklace 

25 Bronze Bracelet 

25 Beaker 

25 Plain Bowl 

25 Basin 
25 Bronze Sword with Iron Blade 

25 Bronze Dagger 

25 Bronze Dagger 

25 Bronze Spearhead 

25 Bronze Spearhead 

25 Bronze Arrowhead 

25 Bronze Arrowhead 

25 Bronze Belt 

25 Bronze Ingot 
25 Bronze Spearhead 

26 Gold Pot 

26 Gold Beaker 

26 BronzeJar 
26 Bronze Mountain Goat (?) Figurine 

26 Gold Tiger Heads 

26 Gold Pendant 

26 Gold Pendant 

26 Gold Pendant 

26 Gold Pendants 

26 Gold Pendants 

26 Gold Pendant 
26 Red Carnelian and Glass Necklace 

26 Glass Necklace 

26 Glass Necklace 

26 Gold and Black Centerpiece 

26 Gold Center Bead 

26 Gold Globular Beads 

26 Gold Globular Beads 

26 Red Carnelian Beads 

26 Gold Button 

26 Gold Button 

26 Gold Buttons 

26 Gold Buttons 

26 Gold Button 

26 Gold Buttons 

26 Gold Buttons 

26 Bronze Pin 

26 Bronze Pin 

26 Bronze Pins 

26 Jar 
26 Spouted Bowl 

26 Vase 

26 Bronze Macehead 

26 Bronze Macehead 

-

35 
132 
218 
226 
355 
547 
600 
619 
672 
703 
704 
753 
754 
833 
849 
884 
974 
-

1 
8 
39 
146 
153 
177 
183 
184 
201 
201 
202 
264 
283 
284 
310 
318 
333 
333 
338 
410 
411 
419 
419 
421 
429 
430 
451 
461 
461 
517 
607 
633 
638 
640 

1259 M 
1260 M 

229 M 
227 M 
226 M 
225 M 
231 M 
1313 M 
173 M 
238 M 
228 M 
233 M 
511 M 
235 M 
234 M 
237a M 
2376 M 
1511 M 
230 M 
236 M 

31 M 
29 M 
44 M 
32 M 
20 M 
66 M 
62 M 
63 M 
28 M 
68 M 
19 M 

1443 M 
70 M 
25 M 
22 M 
67 M 
27 M 
69 M 
24 M 
64 M 
23 M 
18 M 
26 M 

1190 M 
21 M 
65 M 
71 M 
37 M 
72a M 
51 M 
580 M 
578 M 
80 M 
78 M 
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Table 1. continued 
Description Cat. # Marlik # 

Bronze Macehead 

Bronze Macehead 

Bronze Macehead 

Bronze Macehead 

Bronze Macehead 

Bronze Macehead 

Bronze Macehead 

Bronze Macehead 

Bronze Halberd 

Limestone Macehead 

Bronze Dagger 

Bronze Sword 

Bronze Dagger 

Bronze Dagger 

Bronze Dagger 

Bronze Dagger 

Bronze Dagger 

Bronze Dagger 

Bronze Dagger 

Bronze Dagger 

Bronze Sword 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Arrowhead 

Bronze Arrowhead 

Bronze Arrowhead 

Bronze Arrowhead 

Bronze Arrowhead 

Bronze Arrowhead 

Bronze Arrowhead 

Bronze Arrowhead 

Bronze Arrowhead 

Bronze Arrowhead 

Bronze Arrowhead 

Bronze Quiver 

Bronze Belt 

Bronze Belt 

Bronze Belt 

Bronze Wristband 

Bronze Helmet 

Bronze Helmet 

Whetstone 
Bronze Pipe Stick(?) 

Bronze Ladle 

Bronze Skewers 

Bronze Chisel 

Bronze Fingernail Cleaner 

Bronze Ear Cleaner 

Bronze Ear Cleaner 

Bronze Needles 

Bronze Cymbals 

Textile Fragments 

Bronze Spearhead 

641 
642 
651 
652 
653 
656 
657 
658 
659 
660 
668 
670 
677 
678 
679 
680 
681 
688 
694 
695 
709 
730 
734 
763 
769 
816 
826 
827 
828 
830 
835 
838 
841 
843 
847 
854 
859 
872 
875 
876 
882 
888 
889 
890 
897 
924 
926 
927 
933 
961 
963 

964 
970 
979 

987 

76 M 

77 M 

33 M 

79 M 

75 M 

34 M 

82 M 

83 M 

45 M 

81 M 
91 M 

1503 M 
53a M 
88 M 
39 M 
46 M 
146 M 
536M 
58a M 
586M 
86 M 
90 M 

1481 M 
54 M 
89 M 
40 M 
41aM 
416M 
41cM 
41dM 
41eM 

1181aM 
41/M 

11816M 
1181cM 
41gM 
41AM 
1517M 
200 M 
1504 M 
1184 M 

93 M 
92 M 
145 M 
43 M 
35 M 

584 M 
50 M 
189 M 
726 M 
42 M 

187 M 
87 M 
36 M 
57 M 
159 M 
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Tomb # 

Table 1. continued 

Descrip uon Cat. # Marlik # 

26 

26 

26 

26 

26 

26 

26 

26 

26 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

Bronze Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Bronze Arrowheads 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Cymbal 

Bronze Cymbal 

Bronze Ladle 

Whetstone 

Whetstone 

Gold Cup 

Bronze Cup 

Bronze Cup 

Bronze Pot with Spout 

Bronze Pot with Spout 

Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 

Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 

Bronze Model of Oxen with Yoke and Plow 

Gold Pendant 

Gold Pendants 

Gold and Red Carnelian Necklace 

Frit Necklace 

Gypsum Necklace 

Gold Lion Head Beads 

Gold Pomegranate Beads 

Gold Globular Bead 

Gold Olive-Shaped Beads 

Gold Earrings 

Gold Hair Binder 

Gold Button 

Bronze Button 

Bronze Button 

Frit Buttons 

Gold Sheet 

Stamp Seal 

Jar 

Jar 

Jar 
Cup 

Cup 

Spouted Pot 
Vase 

Limestone Macehead 

Bronze Dagger 

Bronze Dagger 

Bronze Dagger 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Arrowhead 

Bone Arrowheads 

Bronze Model of Bow 
Bronze Quiver 

Stone Mortar and Pestle 

Bronze Fingernail Cleaner 

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

2 
34 
36 
41 
43 
83 
84 
129 
179 
192 
208 
293 
298 
325 
327 
333 
335 
363 
405 
424 
433 
434 
442 
466 
488 
504 
508 
509 
556 
558 
573 
634 
661 
689 
697 
698 
752 
757 
813 
851 
863 
865 
869 
900 
961 

49 M 
52 M 
74 M 
465 M 
73 M 
38 M 
48 M 
47 M 
84 M 

150 M 
151 M 
1161 M 
1401 M 
154 M 
156 M 
182 M 
59 M 
126 M 
125 M 
116M 
117M 
574 M 
127 M 
124 M 
128a M 
1286 M 
122 M 
123 M 
138 M 
139 M 
180 M 
183 M 
1212 M 
601 M 
118 M 
148 M 
147 M 
149 M 
1162 M 
1323 M 
1536 M 
119M 
141 M 
160 M 
161 M 
504 M 
158 M 
1545 M 
181 M 
179 M 
157 M 
1514 M 
575 M 
140 M 
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Table 1. continued 
Description Cat. # Marlik # 

Chalice 548 1538 M 
Spouted Bowl 607 1314 M 
Spouted Bowl 614 1088 M 
Bronze Dagger 693 466 M 
Bronze Dagger 699 464 M 
Bronze Spearhead 767 463 M 
Bronze Spearhead 814 467 M 

Bronze Bowl 28 658 M 
Bronze Bracelet 356 1010 M 
Bronze Rings 396 1007 M 
Round Pot 567 1352 M 
Spouted Bowl 616 577 M 
Spouted Bowl 617 1539 M 
Bronze Dagger 708 724 M 
Bronze Pomegranate Bell 946 686 M 

Gold Cup 5 321M 
Gold Bowl 13 515 M 
Bronze Pot 55 178 M 
Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 97 262 M 
Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 98 263 M 
Gold Necklace 163 291M 
Gold Pendants 199 310 M 
Gold and Red Carnelian Necklace 205 299 M 
Gold and Red Carnelian Necklace 210 298 M 
Gold-Capped Red Carnelian Necklace 254 318 M 
Frit Necklace 288 130a M 
Frit Necklace 289 1437 M 
Gold Centerpiece 311 296 M 
Black Gold-Capped Center Bead 321 300 M 
Black Gold-Capped Center Bead 321 301M 
Gold Lion and Mountain Goat Head Beads 324 1195 M 
Gold Pomegranate Beads 326 302 M 
Gold Pomegranate Beads 326 303 M 
Gold Truncated Conical Beads 336 137 M 
Frit Beads 341 135 M 

Gold Rings 
Gold Ring 

392 320 M 
393 1197aM 

Gold Diadem 402 H75aM 

Gold Diadem 
Gold Button 
Frit Button 
Gold Leaves 
Gold and Bronze Pins 
Gold Piece 
Cylinder Seal 
Cylinder Seal 
Jar 
Jar 
Jar 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Belt 
Bronze Needles 

402 11976M 
425 297 M 
443 136M 
446 11756M 
450 322 M 
468 1197cM 
481 1169 M 
482 1306M 
507 152 M 
518 286 M 
529 153 M 
771 134 M 
874 133 M 
970 129 M 

Gold Necklace 168 264 M 
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Table 1. continued 

Tomb # Description 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 

33 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

Gold Pendant 

Gold Pendant 
Gold and Red Carnelian Necklace 

Gold Bracelet 

Gold Bracelet 

Gold Bracelet 

Gold Bracelet 

Gold Earring 

Gold Button 

Gold Button 

Gold Button 

Gold Button 

Gold Button 

Gold Button 

Gold Button 

Gold Button 

Gold Button 

Jar 

Jar 
Jar 

Jar 
Cup 

Gold and Bronze Handle 

Bronze Dagger 

Bronze Dagger Hilt 

Bronze Dagger 

Bronze Sword 

Bronze Blade 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Arrowhead 

Bronze Arrowhead 

Bronze Pipe Stick 

Bronze Skewer 

Bronze Skewer 

Gold Cup 

Gold Cup 

Gold Bowl 

Gold Beaker 

Bronze Bowl 

Pottery Female Figurine 

Pottery Female Figurine 

Pottery Female Figurine 

Pottery Male Figurine 

Pottery Male Figurine 

Pottery Male Figurine 

Pottery Figurine of Male Charioteer 

Bronze Female Figurine 

Bronze Female Figurine 
Gold Bust 

Pottery Stag Figurine 

Pottery Stag Figurine 

Pottery Mule Figurine 

Pottery Ram Figurine 

:at.# 

170 
182 
209 
349 
349 
352 
353 
360 
420 
420 
420 
420 
420 
420 
420 
420 
420 
510 
513 
530 
530 
557 
674 
682 
692 
696 
710 
728 
765 
766 
815 
846 
852 
923 
928 
928 

6 
10 
11 
12 
27 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
77 
78 
79 
82 
101 
103 
105 
106 

Marlik # 

268 M 
265 M 
266 M 
274 M 
275 M 
276 M 
267 M 
269 M 
270 M 
271 M 
272 M 
273 M 
278 M 
279 M 
280 M 
281 M 
282 M 
288 M 
283 M 
284 M 
285 M 
287 M 
289 M 
331 M 
1498 M 
324 M 
330 M 
333 M 
290 M 
332 M 
325 M 
326a M 
3266 M 
329 M 
334 M 
335 M 

354 M 
352 M 
353 M 
355 M 
412 M 
1120 M 
1117M 
379 M 
378 M 
518 M 
1113M 
519 M 
381 M 
380 M 
356 M 
505 M 
377 M 
1124 M 
506 M 
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Table 1. continued 

Description lt.# 

107 
108 
109 
113 
115 
116 
117 
134 
142 
142 
142 
142 
142 
143 
144 
145 
149 
156 
162 
164 
173 
175 
176 
194 
194 
194 
194 
203 
230 
263 
265 
266 
267 
268 
271 
272 
274 
276 
279 
280 
302 
312 
322 
327 
327 
328 
328 
336 
340 
344 
356 
356 
356 
356 
357 
362 

Marlik # 

1118M 
1123M 
1125 M 
1119M 
386 M 
387 M 
388 M 
390 M 
367 M 
368 M 
369 M 
370 M 
371 M 
389 M 
391 M 
392 M 
393 M 
376 M 
446 M 
358 M 
366 M 
359 M 

1199aM 
435 M 
436 M 
437 M 
443 M 
1480 M 
383 M 
444 M 
373 M 
1450 M 
1449 M 
1448 M 
433 M 
1460 M 
415 M 
1457 M 
374 M 
426 M 
406 M 
1196 M 
375 M 
1479 M 
445 M 

11996M 
441 M 

1199cM 
1477 M 
357 M 
414 M 
425 M 
690 M 
691 M 
688 M 
365 M 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

Pottery Ram Figurine 

Pottery Ram Figurine 

Pottery Ram Figurine 

Pottery Leopard Figurine 

Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 

Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 

Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 

Bronze Stag Figurine 

Bronze Antlers 

Bronze Antlers 

Bronze Antlers 

Bronze Antlers 

Bronze Antlers 

Bronze Mountain Goat Figurine 

Bronze Mountain Goat Figurine 

Bronze Mountain Goat Figurine 

Bronze Ram Figurine 

Ram Figurine 

Gold Necklace 

Gold Necklace 

Gold Pendant 

Gold Pendant 

Gold Pendant 

Gold Pendant 

Gold Pendant 

Gold Pendant 

Gold Pendant 

Gold Pendant 

Red Carnelian Necklace 

Red Carnelian Necklace 

Silver Chain 

Bronze Necklace 

Bronze Necklace 

Bronze Necklace 

Bronze Pendant 

Bronze Pendant 

Bronze Pendant 

Bronze Pendants 

Black Stone Pendant 

Black Stone Pendant 

Gypsum Pendant 

Gold Centerpiece 

Gold Lion Head Bead 

Gold Pomegranate Bead 

Gold Pomegranate Beads 

Gold Spiral Bead 

Gold Spiral Bead 
Gold Truncated Conical Beads 

Glass Frit Bead 
Gold Lion Head Bracelet 

Bronze Bracelet 

Bronze Bracelet 

Bronze Bracelet 

Bronze Bracelets 

Bronze Circlet 

Gold Earring 
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Tomb # 
Table 1. continued 

Descrip tion Cat.# Marlik # 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36" 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

Gold Earring 

Gold Earrings 

Bronze Earrings 

Bronze Earrings 

Gold Ring 

Gold Ring 

Gold Ring 

Gold Ring 

Bronze Ring 

Bronze Rings 

Bronze Rings 

Bronze Rings 

Bronze Hair Binder 

Bronze Hair Binder 

Bronze Hair Binder 

Gold Object 

Gold Object 

Gold Object 

Frit Button 

Bronze Fibula 

Bronze Pins with Gold Covers 
Bronze Pin 

Bronze Pin 

Bronze Pin 

Bronze Pin 

Bronze Pins 

Bronze Pin 

Bronze Pin 

Bronze Pin 

Cylinder Seal 
Stamp Seal 

Stamp Seal 

Stamp Seal 

Double Jar 

Chalice 
Cup 

Cooking Pot 

Round Pot 

Spouted Pot Fragment 
Decorated Bowl 

Spouted Bowl 
Vase 

Vase 

Bronze Arrowhead 
Bronze Ladle 

Bronze Skewer 
Bronze Bell 

Bronze Bell 

Bronze Spool 

Bronze Spool 

Bronze Fingernail Cleaner 
Bronze Ear Cleaner 
Gold Needle 

Gold Needles 

Bronze Needles 

Bronze Tweezers 

364 
384 
386 
387 
388 
390 
390 
391 
395 
396 
396 
396 
408 
408 
408 
432 
432 
432 
441 
448 
455 
456 
459 
459 
462 
463 
464 
465 
465 
479 
486 
489 
490 
533 
549 
555 
563 
566 
581 
586 
609 
631 
635 
855 
925 
928 
948 
949 
959 
960 
961 
965 
968 
969 
970 
973 

364 M 
442 M 
1470 M 
1471 M 
360 M 
361 M 
362 M 
363 M 
1463 M 
1461 M 
1462aM 
1464 M 
1466 M 
1469 M 
428 M 
438 M 
439 M 
440 M 
432 M 
1472 M 
385 M 
1475 M 
384 M 
410 M 
703 M 
1473 M 
411 M 
1474 M 
702 M 
1165 M 
405 M 
1390 M 
1170 M 
1218 M 
1221 M 
424 M 
1240 M 
1219 M 
1237 M 
1242 M 
1231 M 
576 M 
1241 M 
402 M 
397 M 
434 M 
403 M 
382 M 
430 M 
429 M 
404 M 
431 M 
413 M 
372a M 
3726 M 
61 M 
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Table 1. continued 
Tomb# Description lt.# 

975 
976 
976 
976 
976 
976 
976 
976 
977 
981 
981 
981 
981 
982 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
. 

Marlik # 

416 M 
417 M 
418 M 
419 M 
420 M 
421 M 
422 M 
423 M 
1214M 
398 M 
399 M 
400 M 
401 M 
409 M 
1220 M 
1232 M 
1233 M 
1234 M 
1235 M 
1236 M 
1238 M 
1239 M 
1243 M 
1244 M 
1245 M 
1131 M 
394 M 
395 M 
396 M 
1036 M 
704 M 
427 M 
1137 M 
520 M 

14626M 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

Bronze Ingot 

Bronze Ingot 

Bronze Ingot 

Bronze Ingot 

Bronze Ingot 

Bronze Ingot 

Bronze Ingot 

Bronze Ingot 

Bronze Plaques 

Bronze Cymbal 

Bronze Cymbal 

Bronze Cymbals 

Bronze Cymbal 

Bronze Cymbals 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Animal Figurine 

Bronze Animal Figurine 

Bronze Models of Oxen with Yokes 

Bronze Model of Oxen with Yoke 

Gold Buttons 

Silver Pin 

Bronze Ring 
Red Carnelian and Agate Beads 

Whetstone 

Bronze Buttons 

37 Gold Cup 1132 M 

39 

39 

39 

39 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

Silver Cup 

Bronze Cup 

Bronze Vase 
Bronze Vessel Fragment 

Bronze Humped Bull Figurines 

Frit Necklace 

Frit and Lime Necklace 

Frit, Lime, and Clay Necklace 

Gypsum Necklace 

Gypsum Necklace 

Gypsum Pendant 

Fired Clay Necklace 

Shell and Bone Necklace 

Gold Earrings 

Silver Earring 

Plain Bowl 

Plain Bowl 

20 
48 
49 
50 

123 
291 
295 
296 
297 
300 
301 
306 
309 
384 
385 
601 
601 

546 M 
1185 M 
1213 M 
1213aM 

85 M 
1444 M 
1441 M 
1440 M 
1442 M 
1446 M 
1458 M 
1077 M 
1451 M 
1187aM 
11876M 
1382 M 
760 M 
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Table 1. continued 

Tomb # Descrip tion Cat. # Marlik* 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

41 

41 

41 

41 

41 

41 

41 

41 

41 

41 

41 

41 

41 

42 

42 

42 

42 

42 

42 

42 

42 

42 

42 

42 

42 

42 

42 

42 

42 

42 

42 

42 

42 

44 

44 

44 

44 

44 

44 

44 

Plate 
Whetstone 

Whetstone 

Whetstone 

Stone Pestle 

Stone Pesder 

Stone Pounder 

Stone Pounder 

Stone Pounder 

Bronze Comb(?) 

Bronze Ingot 

Bronze Ingot 

Gold Necklace 

Frit Jar 

Frit Jar 

Gold Lion Head Beads 

Bronze Buttons 

Gold Pins 

Jar 
Spouted Pot 

Plain Bowl 

Plain Bowl 

Iron Spearhead 

Iron Spearhead 

Bronze Spindle Whorl 

Bronze Cymbal 

Bronze Plate 

Bronze Vase 

Bronze Vessel 

Gold Button 

Gold Button 

Gold Button 

Gold Button 

Gold Button 

Gold Button 

Gold Button 

Gold Button 

Gold Button 

Gold Button 

Gold Button 

Gold Button 

Gold Button 

Gold Button 

Cylinder Seal 

Cylinder Seal 

Whetstone 

Bronze Cooking Pot 

Bronze Vessel Fragments 

Bronze Vessel 

Red Carnelian Necklace 

Red Carnelian Necklace 

Red Carnelian and Black Stone Necklace 

Fired Clay and Gypsum Necklace 

628 
893 
894 
895 
906 
907 
911 
912 
913 
972 
976 
976 

68 
69 
323 
437 
449 
527 
572 
591 
591 
821 
823 
921 
985 

32 
54 
58 
413 
413 
413 
413 
413 
413 
413 
413 
413 
422 
422 
422 
422 
422 
474 
475 
898 

23 
59 
61 
234 
235 
261 
307 

336 M 
649 M 
655 M 
656 M 
651 M 
652 M 
650 M 
653 M 
654 M 
660 M 
730 M 
732 M 
1078 M 

1086 M 
1087 M 
1200aM 
995 M 

12006M 
1351 M 
1312 M 
1350 M 
1385 M 
991 M 
1520 M 
735 M 
734 M 

186 M 
98 M 

1394 M 
244 M 
245 M 
247 M 
248 M 
249 M 
250 M 
252 M 
253 M 
259 M 
254 M 
255 M 
256 M 
257 M 
258 M 
1090 M 
1095 M 
174 M 

176 M 
1395 M 
1398 M 
1406 M 
1407 M 
1408 M 
1439 M 
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Table 1. continued 
Description It. # 

356 
367 
452 
530 
536 
607 
621 
622 
644 
662 
663 
712 
713 
736 
737 
801 
802 
812 
817 
832 
866 
883 
899 
929 
939 
939 
942 
944 
961 
978 

-
-
-
-
-
-

-

9 
16 
17 
19 
44 
62 
63 
64 
159 
166 
167 
207 
221 
227 
229 
243 
246 
249 

Marlik # 

731 M 

348 M 

344 M 

1324 M 

597 M 

1311 M 
1122 M 
1121 M 
109 M 
143 M 
108 M 
342 M 
343 M 
341 M 
339 M 
340 M 
346 M 
1489 M 
349 M 
177 M 
337 M 

1507 M 
350 M 
351 M 
106 M 
596 M 
338 M 
729 M 
345 M 
1012 M 
347 M 
1322 M 
1409 M 
595 M 
593 M 
107 M 
594 M 

201 M 
162 M 
163 M 
202 M 
1403 M 
1114M 
1115M 
1116M 
224 M 
474 M 
462 M 
457 M 
219 M 
220 M 
223 M 
221 M 
459 M 
222 M 

44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 

45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 

Bronze Bracelets 

Gold Earring 

Bronze Pin 

Jar 
Cubic Jar 

Spouted Bowl 

Basin 

Basin 

Bronze Macehead 

Marble Macehead 

Limestone Macehead 

Bronze Dagger 

Bronze Dagger 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Arrowhead 

Bronze Shield 

Bronze Belt 

Whetstone 

Bronze Skewer 

Bronze Adze-Ax 

Bronze Adze-Ax 

Bronze Bell 
Bronze Pomegranate Bell 

Bronze Fingernail Cleaner 

Bronze Plaques 

Bronze Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Frit Necklace 

Bronze Pins 

Bronze Needles 

Bronze Adze-Ax 

Whetstone 

Gold Beaker 

Silver Spouted Pot 

Silver Spouted Pot 

Silver Beaker 

Bronze Pot with Spout 

Mosaic Vase 

Mosaic Beaker 

Mosaic Chalice 

Gold Necklace 

Gold Necklace 

Gold Necklace 

Gold and Red Carnelian N 

Red Carnelian Necklace 

Red Carnelian Necklace 

Red Carnelian Necklace 

Red Carnelian Necklace 

Red Carnelian Necklace 

Red Carnelian Necklace 
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Table 1. continued 

Tomb# Description Cat.# Marlik # 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

47 

47 

47 

47 

47 

47 

47 

47 

47 

47 

47 

47 

47 

47 

47 

47 

47 

47 

47 

47 

47 

47 

47 

47 

47 

Red Carnelian Necklace 

Gypsum Necklace 

Silver Animal Head Bracelet 

Gold Bracelet 

Gold Bracelet 

Gold Earring 

Gold Earrings 

Gold Diadem 

Gold Button 

Gold Button 

Gold Button 

Gold Button 

Gold Button 

Gold Button 

Gold Button 

Gold Button 

Gold Button 

Gold Button 

Gold Button 

Gold Button 

Gold Piece 

Gold Piece 

Basin 

Bronze Macehead 

Decorative Dagger 

Bronze Dagger 

Bronze Skewer 

Bronze Chisel 

Gold Button 

Silver Bracelet 

Gold Beaker 

Bronze Cooking Pot 

Bronze Situla 

Pottery Stag Figurine 

Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 

Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 

Bronze Model of Oxen with Yoke and Shaft 
Bronze Stag Figurine 

Bronze Stag Figurine 

Gold Necklace 

Gold Pendant 

Gold Pendant 

Gold Pendant 

Gold Pendant 

Red Carnelian Necklace 

Red Carnelian Necklace 

Red Carnelian Necklace 

Bronze Pendants 

Glass Necklace 

Glass Necklace 

Glass Necklace 

Glass Necklace 

Frit Necklace 

Gold Spacer Bead 

Gold Vertical-Ribbed Bead 

251 
299 
346 
353 
353 
370 
384 
402 
409 
412 
412 
412 
414 
416 
417 
417 
423 
423 
423 
423 
468 
468 
621 
639 
667 
702 
930 
935 
-
-

3 
24 
46 
102 
119 
120 
130 
138 
139 
165 
171 
172 
180 
195 
219 
241 
253 
273 
285 
286 
287 
287 
290 
315 
329 

1417 M 
1445 M 
458 M 
203 M 
460 M 
461 M 
218 M 

1207aM 
217M 
214 M 
215 M 
216 M 
207 M 
208 M 
205 M 
213 M 
209 M 
210 M 
211 M 
212 M 

12076M 
1216 M 
1215 M 
164 M 
165 M 
232 M 
598 M 
638 M 
206 M 
204 M 

761 M 
1061 M 
992 M 
819 M 
240 M 
241 M 
767 M 
243 M 
242 M 
261 M 
833 M 

1210aM 
12106M 
314 M 
312 M 
1429 M 
1430 M 
408a M 
784 M 
785 M 
1431 M 
1432 M 
132 M 

1211aM 
319aM 
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Table 1. continued 
T o m b * Description lt.# 

330 
331 
333 
334 
335 
353 
361 
383 
402 
404 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
468 
491 
492 
514 
516 
520 
526 
538 
569 
577 
586 
607 
645 
646 
675 
676 
683 
684 
685 
690 
691 
731 

Marlik # 

3196M 
12116M 
319cM 
1211cM 
1211dM 
292 M 
295 M 
836 M 

1211eM 
832 M 
838 M 
839 M 
840 M 
841 M 
842 M 
843 M 
844 M 
845 M 
846 M 
847 M 
848 M 
849 M 
850 M 
851 M 
852 M 
853 M 
854 M 
855 M 
856 M 
857 M 
858 M 
859 M 
860 M 
861 M 

1211/M 
994 M 
1532 M 
766 M 
1375 M 
763 M 
1378 M 
765 M 
829 M 
1377 M 
1031 M 
764 M 
771 M 
770 M 
1492 M 
1493 M 
775 M 
1494 M 
1495 M 
780 M 
1060 M 
1484 M 

47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 

Gold Four-Sided Bead 
Gold Flat Discoid Beads 
Gold Globular Beads 
Gold Wide Ring-Shaped Bead 
Gold Olive-Shaped Beads 
Gold Bracelet 
Gold Earring 
Gold Earrings 
Gold Diadem 
Gold Hair Binder 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Piece 
Bottle 
Botde 

Jar 
Jar 
Jar 
Jar 
Pitcher 
Round Pot 
Spouted Pot 
Decorated Bowl 
Spouted Bowl 
Bronze Macehead 
Bronze Macehead 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Spearhead 
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Table 1. continued 

Tomb * Description Cat. # Marlik # 

47 Bronze Spearhead 

47 Bronze Spearhead 

47 Bronze Spearhead 

47 Bronze Spearhead 

47 Bronze Spearhead 

47 Bronze Spearhead 

47 Bronze Spearhead 

47 Bronze Spearhead 

47 Bronze Spearhead 

47 Bronze Spearhead 

47 Bronze Spearhead 

47 Bronze Spearhead 

47 Bronze Spearhead 

47 Bronze Spearhead 

47 Bronze Spearhead 

47 Bronze Spearhead 

47 Bronze Spearhead 

47 Bronze Spearhead 

47 Bronze Arrowhead 

47 Bronze Arrowhead 

47 Bronze Quiver 

47 Bronze Belt 

47 Bronze Belt 

47 Bronze Belt 

47 Stone Pipe Stick 

47 Bronze Pomegranate Bells 
47 Gold Ear Cleaner 

47 Bronze Ear Cleaner 

47 Bronze Cymbals 

47 Pottery Vessel 

47 Pottery Vessel 

47 Pottery Vessel 

47 Pottery Vessel 

47 Pottery Vessel 

47 Gold Button 

47 Gold Button 

47 Gold Button 

47 Gold Bracelet 

47 Gold Tiger Heads 

47 Gold Tiger Heads 
4 7 Gold Ram's Head Bead 
4 7 Bronze Bracelet 

47 Bronze Beads 

47 Bone Button 
4 7 Bronze Spearhead 

49 Bronze Horse Bit 

50 

50 

50 

50 

50 

50 

50 

Silver Pot with Gold Spout 
Bronze Tumbler 
Frit Jar 

Frit Jar 

Bronze Stag Figurine 

Bronze Stag Figurine 

Bronze Stag Figurine 

732 
772 
773 
774 
775 
776 
777 
778 
779 
780 
781 
793 
794 
795 
796 
797 
798 
799 
840 
853 
873 
877 
878 
886 
914 
943 
962 
966 
986 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

1485 M 
772 M 
773 M 
774 M 
776 M 
777 M 
778 M 
779 M 
781 M 
782 M 
783 M 
1053 M 
1054 M 
1055 M 
1056 M 
1057 M 
1058 M 
1059 M 
769a M 
7696 M 
1518 M 
1505 M 
1506 M 
1513 M 
323 M 
239 M 
294 M 
1006 M 
768 M 
1003 M 
1373 M 
1374 M 
1376 M 
1380 M 
246 M 
251 M 
260 M 
293 M 
830 M 
831 M 
835 M 
837 M 
408 6 M 
1433 M 
1483 M 

941 327 M 

5 0 Gold Necklace 

21 
30 
66 
67 
135 
136 
137 
160 

277 M 
175 M 
94 M 
103 M 
539 M 
540 M 
541 M 
567 M 
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Table 1. continued 
Tomb# Description It. # 

188 
190 
191 
220 
225 
228 
232 
233 
242 
245 
248 
277 
292 
308 
350 
351 
355 
357 
368 
369 
370 
370 
370 
370 
373 
377 
377 
387 
389 
399 
401 
402 
402 
404 
405 
407 
418 
418 
418 
445 
445 
445 
453 
457 
464 
464 
468 
519 
539 
539 
568 
570 
571 
654 
655 
664 

Marlik # 

529 M 
308 M 
564 M 
537 M 
542 M 
571 M 
572 M 
545 M 
1434 M 
191 M 
568 M 
1435 M 
544 M 
573 M 
532 M 
533 M 
523 M 
99 M 
535 M 
526 M 
527 M 
528 M 
534 M 
536 M 
317 M 
306 M 
307 M 

1082aM 
565 M 
531 M 
563 M 

1208aM 
316 M 
304 M 
309 M 

10826M 
311 M 
313 M 
315 M 
562 M 
566 M 
934 M 
570 M 
569 M 
190 M 
530 M 

12086M 
96a M 
1354 M 
198 M 
522 M 
1355 M 
521 M 
113M 
114M 
115 M 

50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 

Gold Pendants 
Gold Pendant 
Gold Pendant 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Transparent Stone Necklace 
Frit Necklace 
Shell Necklaces 
Gold Bracelet 
Gold Bracelet 
Bronze Bracelet 
Bronze Circlet 
Gold Earring 
Gold Earrings 
Gold Earring 
Gold Earring 
Gold Earrings 
Gold Earring 
Gold Earring 
Gold Earrings 
Gold Earrings 
Bronze Earrings 
Gold Rings 
Gold Diadem 
Gold Diadem 
Gold Diadem 
Gold Diadem 
Gold Hair Binder 
Gold Hair Binder 
Bronze Hair Binder 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Leaves 
Gold Leaves 
Gold Leaves 
Gold Pin 
Gold Pin 
Bronze Pin 
Bronze Pin 
Gold Piece 

Jar 
Pitcher 
Pitcher 
Round Pot 
Dizie 
Dizies 
Bronze Macehead 
Bronze Macehead 
Limestone Macehead 
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Table 1. continued 

Tomb# Description Cat. # Marlik # 

50 Basalt Macehead 

50 Bronze Spearhead 

50 Bronze Arrowhead 

50 Bronze Arrowhead 

50 Bronze Quiver 

50 Bronze Quiver 

50 Bronze Skewers 

50 Bronze Adze-Ax 

50 Bronze Cymbal 

50 Bronze Cymbal 

50 Bronze Cymbals 

50 Gold Hair Binder 

50 Fossil 

50 Gold Button 

50 Pottery Vessel 

52 Gold Bowl 

52 Bronze Cooking Pot 

52 Bronze Cooking Pot 

52 Bronze Pot with Spout 

52 Bronze Pot with Spout 

52 Pottery Male Figurine of Archer 

52 Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 

52 Pottery Stag Figurine 

52 Pottery Dog Figurine 

52 Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 

52 Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 

52 Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 

52 Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 

52 Bronze Model of Oxen with Yoke and Plow 

52 Bronze Stag Figurine 

52 Bronze Stag Figurine 

52 Bronze Stag Figurine 

52 Bronze Stag Figurine 

52 Bronze Horse Figurine 

52 Bronze Horse Figurine 

52 Bronze Horse Figurine 

52 Bronze Horse Figurine 
5 2 Bronze Leopard Figurine 

5 2 Bronze Leopard Figurine 

52 Bronze Leopard Figurine 

52 Bronze Leopard Figurine 

52 Bronze Dog Figurine 

52 Bronze Dog Figurine 

52 Bronze Dog Figurine 

52 Bronze Dog Figurine 
5 2 Bronze Boar Figurine 
5 2 Bronze Boar Figurine 
5 2 Bronze Boar Figurine 
5 2 Bronze Boar Figurine 
5 2 Gold Necklace 
5 2 Gold Necklace 
2 Red Carnelian Necklace 

52 Shell and Bone Necklace 
52 Gold Globular Beads 
2 G o l d Three-Ring Reel Beads 

666 
741 
834 
839 
870 
871 
928 
939 
983 
983 
983 
-
-
-
-

15 
25 
25 
42 
45 
76 
93 
100 
114 
124 
124 
124 
124 
131 
140 
140 
140 
140 
148 
148 
148 
148 
150 
150 
150 
150 
151 
151 
151 
151 
152 
152 
152 
152 
157 
161 
236 
309 
333 
337 

607 M 
111M 
112aM 
1126M 
1515 M 
1516 M 
97 M 
110M 
524 M 
525 M 
605 M 
305 M 
543 M 
606 M 
95 M 

762 M 
1062 M 
1063 M 
1402 M 
822 M 
821 M 
818 M 
820 M 
815 M 
806 M 
807 M 
808 M 
809 M 
817 M 
794 M 
799 M 
800 M 
814 M 
786 M 
787 M 
798 M 
810 M 
795 M 
796 M 
797 M 
811 M 
788 M 
789 M 
790 M 
791 M 
792 M 
793 M 
812 M 
813 M 
802 M 
1205 M 
1410 M 
1411 M 
1206aM 
12066M 
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Table 1. continued 
Tomb# Description Cat. # Marlik # 

52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 

Gold Earring 
Gold Earring 
Gold Earring 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 

372 
372 
372 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 

803 M 
804 M 
805 M 
862 M 
863 M 
864 M 
865 M 
866 M 
867 M 
868 M 
869 M 
870 M 
871 M 
872 M 
873 M 
874 M 
875 M 
876 M 
877 M 
878 M 
879 M 
880 M 
881 M 
882 M 
883 M 
884 M 
885 M 
886 M 
887 M 
888 M 
889 M 
890 M 
891 M 
892 M 
893 M 
894 M 
895 M 
896 M 
897 M 
898 M 
899 M 
900 M 
901 M 
902 M 
903 M 
904 M 
905 M 
906 M 
907 M 
908 M 
909 M 
910 M 
911 M 
912 M 
913 M 
914M 
915 M 
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Table 1. continued 

Tomb# Description Cat. # Marlik # 

52 Gold Button 

52 Gold Button 

52 Gold Button 

52 Gold Button 

52 Gold Button 

52 Gold Button 

52 Gold Button 

52 Gold Button 

52 Gold Button 

52 Gold Button 

52 Gold Button 

52 Gold Button 

52 Bronze Buttons 

52 Bronze Button 

52 Bronze Buttons 

52 Bronze Pin 

52 Bronze Pin 

52 Bronze Pin 

52 Bronze Pin 

52 Gold Piece 

52 Jar 

52 Jar 

52 Jar 

52 Jar 

52 Pitcher 

52 Cooking Pot 

52 Cooking Pot 
52 Dizie 

52 Spouted Pot 

52 Decorated Bowl 

52 Bowl with Tripod Base 
52 Plain Bowl 

52 Plain Bowl 

52 Shallow Bowl 

52 Shallow Bowl 

52 Spouted Bowl 

52 Bronze Macehead 

52 Bronze Macehead 

52 Bronze Macehead 

52 Bronze Macehead 
52 Bronze Dagger 

52 Bronze Dagger 
5 2 Bronze Spearhead 
5 2 Bronze Spearhead 
5 2 Bronze Spearhead 
5 2 Bronze Arrowhead 
5 2 Bronze Arrowhead 
5 2 Bronze Quiver 
5 2 Remains of Quiver Cover 
5 2 Bronze Belt 

5 2 Bronze Belt 
5 2 Bronze Belt 
5 2 Bronze Belt 

Bronze Helmet (?) 

Bronze Spatula 

52 

52 

5 2 Bronze Ladle 
2 Bronze Skewer 

427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
436 
438 
439 
465 
465 
465 
465 
468 
515 
521 
521 
524 
539 
562 
563 
571 
574 
585 
587 
588 
591 
595 
595 
606 
647 
648 
649 
650 
686 
687 
782 
783 
784 
842 
860 
868 
868 
879 
880 
881 
887 
891 
922 
926 
928 

916 M 
917M 
918 M 
919 M 
920 M 
921 M 
922 M 
923 M 
924 M 
926 M 
927 M 
928 M 
948 M 
1467 M 
1468 M 
943 M 
945 M 
946 M 
947 M 

1206cM 
1315 M 
1342 M 
1349 M 
1319M 
1358 M 
1308 M 
1309 M 
1321 M 
816 M 
1030 M 
975 M 
1333 M 
1348 M 
1307 M 
1337 M 
969 M 
953 M 
954 M 
955 M 
956 M 
1496 M 
1497 M 
823 M 
824 M 
825 M 
951aM 
9516M 
1026 M 
1530 M 
1509 M 
1510 M 
1508 M 
1519 M 
826 M 
965 M 
949 M 
950 M 
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Tomb # 
Table 1. continued 

Description Cat. # Marlik # 

52 

52 

52 

52 

52 

52 

52 

52 

52 

52 

52 

52 

52 

52 

52 

52 

52 

52 

52 

52 

52 

52 

52 

53 

Ali Karam Bagh 

Ali Karam Bagh 

Ali Karam Bagh 

Ali Karam Bagh 

Ali Karam Bagh 

Ali Karam Bagh 

Ali Karam Bagh 

Ali Karam Bagh 

Ali Karam Bagh 

Ali Karam Bagh 

Ali Karam Bagh 

Ali Karam Bagh 

Gheshlagh 

Gheshlagh 

Gheshlagh 

Gheshlagh 

Gheshlagh 

Gheshlagh 

Gheshlagh 

Gheshlagh 

Gheshlagh 

Gheshlagh 

Gheshlagh 

Gheshlagh 

Gheshlagh 

Gheshlagh 

Gheshlagh 

Zeinab Bejar 1 

Zeinab Bejar 5 

Bronze Gear(?) 

Textile Fragments 

Bronze Pendant 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Gold Hair Binder 

Gold Button 

Gold Button 

Gold Buttons 

Bronze Beads 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Pottery Vessel 

Bronze Horse Cheekpieces 

Gold, Agate and Red Carnelian Necklace 

Gold, Agate and Red Carnelian Necklace 

Red Carnelian Necklace 

Red Carnelian Necklace 
Red Carnelian, Agate and Transparent Stone Necklace 

Shell Button 

Jar 
Spouted Pot 

Plain Bowl 
Bronze Spearhead 

Flint Arrowheads 

Bronze Chisel 

Bronze Bracelets 

Bronze Bracelets 

Bronze Bracelets 

Jar 

Jar 
Mug 

Cooking Pot 

Round Pot 

Round Pot 

Round Pot 

Dizie 

Dizie 

Spouted Pot 

Shallow Bowl 

Spouted Bowl 

Jar 
Plate 

932 
988 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
. 
. 

944 M 
1529 M 
1189 M 
1316 M 
1317 M 
1318M 
1320 M 
1347 M 
1360 M 
1361 M 
1362 M 
1363 M 
801 M 
925 M 
929 M 
952 M 
966 M 
970 M 
971 M 
982 M 
985 M 
986 M 
987 M 

940 538 M 

214 
215 
223 
244 
256 
444 
502 
584 
591 
735 
864 
936 

356 
356 
359 
503 
528 
553 
563 
566 
566 
568 
571 
571 
582 
599 
610 

499 
624 

1177 M 
1404 M 
1405 M 
1178 M 
1180 M 
1454 M 
1328 M 
1341 M 
1340 M 
1160 M 
1217 M 
1163 M 

1049 M 
936 M 
1048 M 
1338 M 
1346 M 
1041 M 
1327 M 
1364 M 
1542 M 
1038 M 
1025 M 
1039 M 
1043 M 
1369 M 
1331 M 

1015 M 
1014 M 
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Table 1. continued 

Description Cat.# Marlik # 

Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 

Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 

Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 

Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 

Bronze Stag Figurine 

Bronze Horse Figurine 

Bronze Bird Figurine 

Bronze Pendant 

Lime Necklace 

Lime Necklace 

Shell and Bone Necklace 

Silver Animal Head Bracelet 

Silver Hair Binder 

Bronze Pin 

Bronze Pin 

Bottle 

Jar 

Jar 

Jar 
Jar 

Jar 

Jar 

Jar 

Jar 
Cubic Jar 

Elongated Pitcher 

Pitcher 

Pitcher 

Pitcher 

Pitcher 

Pitcher 

Mug 

Mug 

Mug 

Round Pot 

Spouted Pot 

Spouted Pot 

Shallow Bowl 

Shallow Bowl 

Shallow Bowl 

Spouted Bowl 

Spouted Bowl 

Plate 

Plate 

Iron Blade 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Bronze Spearhead 

Stone-Grinding Set 
Flint Saw 

Bronze Adze-Ax 

Bronze Adze-Ax 

Bronze Pomegranate Bell 
Bronze Bell 

Bronze Bell 

Frit Beads 

125 
126 
127 
128 
141 
147 
155 
275 
303 
305 
309 
348 
406 
460 
460 
494 
498 
500 
522 
523 
526 
526 
526 
532 
535 
540 
542 
543 
544 
545 
546 
550 
551 
552 
565 
576 
583 
593 
594 
605 
611 
613 
623 
626 
727 
738 
791 
792 
909 
915 
938 
939 
946 
947 
950 
_ 

942 M 
941 M 
1128 M 
1130M 
940 M 
1129 M 
1186M 
939 M 
1438 M 
1179 M 
1455 M 
1188aM 
11886M 
1004 M 
1005 M 
1110M 
1106 M 
1534 M 
1133 M 
1105 M 
1100 M 
1101 M 
1305 M 
456 M 
454 M 
455 M 
579 M 
582 M 
976 M 
977 M 
1541 M 
1042 M 
1332 M 
1344 M 
993 M 
1102 M 
930 M 
1535 M 
984 M 
1108 M 
1356 M 
1023 M 
1537 M 
980 M 
188 M 
1486 M 
1052 M 
1051 M 
185 M 
1531 M 
102 M 
184 M 
937 M 
938 M 
1127 M 
131 M 
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Metal Vessels 

Introduction 

Many objects left by early m a n illustrate his delight 
in producing beautiful things. Striking cave paint
ings, delicately incised bone and wood utensils, and 
finely worked stone implements, remaining from the 
very early stage of development when he was still a 
cave dweller, all clearly reflect this inclination. At dif
ferent stages of human development, various mate
rials have been given a preponderant role, receiving 
the attention of the most highly talented artists and 
craftspersons, perhaps because the materials were 
recently discovered or developed, because they were 
more suitable for particular techniques, or because 
they were considered to be of intrinsically greater 
value. Various materials might also be used at the 
same time, with masterpieces of art produced in 
different mediums during the same period. 
As m a n left behind a food-collecting way of life and 

settled in early agricultural communities, he began to 
have more leisure time to devote to the decoration of 
the objects he produced, and the graceful stone 
bowls, often engraved with geometric patterns, that 
have been discovered in many prehistoric excava
tions are fine examples of his artistic talents. In addi
tion to the traditional raw materials of stone, wood, 
and bone, man, in the early village communities, 
learned to make pottery and soon, in addition to 
making vessels for practical use, began to produce 
pottery vessels with painted, incised, and applied 
designs. The painted pottery of the sixth and fifth 
millennium B.C. in Iran presents a magnificent illus
tration of the artistic capabilities of early man, and 
the graceful stylized designs of plants and animals on 
this early pottery have never been surpassed. 
Following this period of great creativity in pottery 

making, early m a n gradually turned his attention to a 
new material, metal. As early as the Paleolithic era, in 
the course of experimenting with various stones to 

make tools, utensils, and ornaments, he had become 
acquainted with stones bearing metal ores, and 
during the late Neolithic period he learned tech
niques for separating the metal from its ore and pro
cessing it into useful forms.1 This development took 
place very early in Iran, where traces of cold-ham
mered copper have been found at Deh Luran in 
Khuzistan dating to the eighth millennium B.C.2 Prim
itive drills consisting of a very small piece of copper 
installed at the end of a bird bone appear at Zaghe, 
in the Qazvin Plain of the central plateau, dating to 
about the late sixth millennium B.C.,3 and by the late 
fifth millennium B.C. copper was being smelted at 
Tell-i-Iblis near Kerman.4 At Qabrestan in the Qazvin 
Plain, a few kilometers from Zaghe, crucibles for 
smelting copper and molds for casting it have been 
found that date from the second half of the fifth 
millennium B.C.5 

From this early beginning, m a n engaged in a long 
process of development in metallurgy. Eventually me
tal became a very important material for the applica
tion of his artistic talents, to a certain extent displac
ing such accepted materials as wood, bone, stone, 
and pottery, and by the middle of the second millen
nium B.C. metal was of the utmost importance in the 
production of tools, weapons, and utensils as well as 
decorative objects including decorative vessels. 
Precious metal increased the decorative value of a 

vessel, and decorative vessels in precious metals 
reflected the wealth and power of the political center 
that produced them. During the latter part of the 
second millennium B.C. one of these strong political 
centers, possessed of enough wealth to enable its 
outstanding artists and craftspersons to fashion many 
beautiful works of art in precious metals as well as in 
other materials, was centered in Gilan in northwest

ern Iran. 
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Marlik, the Royal Cemetery of this ancient king
dom, produced beautiful metal vessels in gold, silver, 
and bronze. The sizes and shapes of these vessels, 
which include cups, bowls, pots with long spouts, 
beakers, and vases, are varied. Vessels range from 
plain and unadorned to pieces with a highly elab
orate, even narrative, design. These designs occur in 
a variety of techniques: dotted (PI. 18, 4), linear-
engraved (PI. 19, 7), and low- and high-relief 
repousse (PI. 19, 8), the latter exhibited in some 
vessels of a particularly sophisticated form in which 
an animal head is projected outward in the round 
from the body of the vessel (PI. 21, 13). The designs 
vary from extremely simple and crude patterns to 
highly elaborate naturalistic or stylized renderings of 
real mythical animals and humans (PI. 24, 21). 
Usually the designs encircle the vessel in one or 
more registers with a single repeated motif (Ills. 
2-12), but sometimes the motifs are varied, and these 
varied motifs may or may not possess an identifiable 
connection to our eyes. Some more elaborate vessels 
contain different segments of a single story with a 
coherent theme, forming a narrative in several parts 
(PI. 22, 14). 
One uniform characteristic of the designs on these 

Marlik vessels is their fluency, the quality of alertness 
and vitality conveyed. Nothing is static: an antelope 
leaps (PI. 23, 20); a unicorn prances (PI. 20, 9); 
winged bulls and phoenixes stride (PI. 21, 12); a lion 

Many of the decorative metal vessels found at 
Marlik are made of gold, in a wide variety of shapes 
including cups, pots, beakers, bowls, and vases. The 
gold is made of varying alloys, and both the softness 
of the metal and the color vary from vessel to vessel. 
Some of the gold vessels, made of a reasonably hard 
alloy with fairly thick walls, have remained almost 
intact (Color Plate XIX). Others, made with a higher 
percentage of gold in the alloy, were softer and more 
suitable for elaborate designs because the metal 
could be more easily hammered into shape by the 
goldsmiths. Because of the softness of the metal and 
the thinness of the walls, however, they did not hold 
their shape against the earth pressure and were 
found crushed or badly deformed. 

The gold vessels have been divided into several 
groups. The first group contains two plain undeco-
rated, or almost undecorated, vessels—a cup (1) and 
a pot (2)—which although simple are beautifully 
proportioned and worked. The cup is completely 
plain, but the pot, with its long spout missing, has 
very simple bands of decoration near the rim and 
base. 

paces (PI. 24, 21); an archer pulls on his bow; an 
eagle stretches his wings (PI. 21, 11); a ewe nuzzles 
her newborn kid (PI. 22, 14). Although many of 
these motifs can be traced through a long period of 
time in the ancient world and over a wide geographic 
area, here they appear still fresh and vibrant, never 
weakened or devitalized. 

A band of geometric decoration, bordering the 
main design, usually surrounds the rim and base of 
each vessel, most often a coil (PI. 23, 19) or guilloche 
band (PI. 19, 8). Most of the vessels also contain a 
geometric rosette on the bottom, varying from very 
simple (PI. 20, 10) to extremely elaborate forms (PI. 
19, 8). A very few vessels exhibit some other design 
on the bottom: a woven reed pattern (PI. 22, 14), a 
motif of curving inter-laced triangles (PI. 20, 9), or a 
circular design of birds. 
The condition of the metal vessels varies. Some are 

intact and almost in their original form; others are 
now scattered fragments from which little of the 
original design can be reconstructed. Even those 
vessels still in good condition are somewhat de
formed from earth pressure. The metal vessels of 
Marlik have been grouped, first of all, by the metal of 
which they are made—gold, silver, or bronze—and 
then the vessels in each grouping have been separat
ed roughly into several divisions according to the 
technique and complexity of their designs. 

The second group of gold vessels has crude dotted 
designs. Of the two vessels in this group (3 and 4), 
the first has designs so obscure that they can hardly 
be identified, while the second vessel has dotted 
designs that, although still crude, are clearly recog
nizable. Both these vessels have dotted bands around 
the rim and base and a dotted rosette on the bottom. 
Several gold vessels have designs in simple linear 

engraving. Three small cups (5, 6, and 7) fall into 
this group, all beautifully shaped and narrower at the 
rim than in the body, which balloons outward. Two 
of these vessels have fine gadroons converging to 
form rosettes on the bottom half of the vessel, while 
the third has a graceful animal design. 
The largest group of gold vessels, with designs in a 

finely detailed, elaborate style, includes some of the 
most beautifully decorated metal vessels found at 
Marlik. Cups, vases, and bowls have designs that cov
er the body of each vessel and include both natural 
and mythical figures, animal and human. Most often 
these elaborate gold vessels have intricate guilloche 
bands encircling the rim, other intricate bands 
encircling the bottom, and a beautifully detailed 

Gold Decorative Vessels (1-15) 
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rosette on the base. This group includes 8-15 (ills. 
2-12). 

PLAIN GOLD VESSELS (1-2) 

1 Gold Pot 
31 M 111. 12; Fig. 1; PI. 18 
About 9 c m high and 7.7 c m in diameter at the 

mouth, found in T o m b 26 (Trench XVII B). It has a 
convex globular shape with an outward-turning 
unreinforced rim and base. The gold is light yellow 
and rather hard, and the pot is almost intact except 
for its missing spout, which had been separately 
made, apparently of a different material, and riveted 
to the body. A projecting elongated triangle, point
ing downward and located opposite the spout, is the 
only decoration on the body of the vessel, which 
otherwise has a blank, smoothly polished surface. A 
band of crosshatching encircles the pot below the 
rim, and near the base, at the narrowest part of the 
pot, is another decorative band, this one of parallel 
elongated S shapes. 

COMMENTS 

Silver,6 bronze,7 and pottery vessels were found at 
Marlik in this same "teapot" shape, and some of them 
also had spouts made of a different material than the 
body of the vessel.8 

2 Gold Cup 
150 M PI. 18 
Small gold cup, about 5 c m high and 6 c m in 

diameter at the mouth, found in T o m b 27 (Trench 
XVII D ) , in several pieces and incomplete. It is made 
of thin sheet gold and has a rather straight neck with 
a slightly outward-turning unreinforced rim and a 
globular body with no flattening at the bottom. The 
surface of the cup is polished and completely undec-
orated. 

GOLD VESSELS WITH DOTTED 
DESIGNS (3-4) 

3 Gold Beaker 
761 M Ills. 8, 11, 12; Fig. 1; PI. 18 
About 13.5 c m high and approximately 13.5 c m 

across the somewhat deformed mouth, found in 
T o m b 47 (Trench XXII E). It is a rather tall vessel 
with a slightly thickened rim and small flat base, its 
shape that of a truncated cone. It contains a crude 
design, made of punched dots, divided vertically into 
several sections by parallel dotted lines. Concentric 
dotted circles, zigzags, lozenges, and angular dotted 
lines fill the surface of the vessel, sometimes forming 
rather obscure figures that, with a little imagination, 

may be viewed as snakes, snails, mountain goats, and 
camel heads, irregularly arranged. Three parallel 
dotted lines, the lower two of which form a band of 
open chevrons or herringbones, and the top a simple 
dotted line, encircle the vessel near the rim. A band 
of open chevrons also encircles the vessel at the base. 
O n the bottom is a simple, slightly irregular circle 
divided by straight dotted lines into ten uneven 
sections, the simplest form of the geometric rosette 
that is found on most of the Marlik vessels. 

4 Gold Bowl 
13 M Ills. 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 12; Fig. 1; PI. 18 
About 9 cm high and 5.5 cm in diameter at the 

base, found in T o m b 24 (Trench X V E), slightly 
broken and crushed from earth pressure. The bowl 
has a simple rim with no reinforcement and a small, 
flat ring base. The fairly crude naturalistic design, 
rendered in slight relief, is repeated three times. It 
consists of a h u m p e d or winged mountain goat 
facing a tree, with three standing birds filling the 
empty spaces. The mountain goat, shown in profile, 
is standing next to the tree with its muzzle touching 
one of the branches. Its head is plain except for a 
dotted oval encircling the round eye and simple lines 
indicating the nose and mouth. Its ear is an upward-
projecting pointed semioval with a line down the 
middle. From its forehead springs a large backward-
curving horn filled with straight vertical lines inter
spersed with horizontal lines, the divisions perhaps 
indicating the age of the animal. Under its neck is a 
pointed beard, and at the nape is a mane composed 
of slightly elongated triangles decorated with dots. At 
the shoulder is either a greatly exaggerated hump or, 
possibly, wings. The h u m p or wing is an elongated 
half oval divided by parallel vertical lines interspersed 
with parallel chevrons. The body hair is shown by 
parallel bands of short straight or wavy parallel lines, 
varying in direction on different parts of the animal. 
The short tail and hooves are plain. The tree which 
the mountain goat is facing, although somewhat 
naturalistic, is symmetrical in form. It can be identi
fied as a fir, locally called zarbin, which covers the 
hills around Marlik. Its bark is indicated by short ir
regular horizontal lines, and branches, filled by par
allel chevrons, sprout thickly along the trunk. Stand
ing birds, possibly eagles with hooked beaks and 
round eyes, appear as filling motifs above the moun
tain goat, below it, in front of it, and between the 
goat and the tree. Parallel wavy lines indicate the 
neck feathers, and parallel herringbone bands the 
wing feathers. The disproportionately large legs 
point straight downward, their wrinkled skin shown 
by short horizontal lines and the claws by vertical 

lines. 
This whole design is bordered near the rim by a 

thick band of short straight lines and near the base 
by two bands of parallel short, open crescents point
ing in alternate directions. The base of the bowl con-
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tains a double-petaled rosette, with an inner rosette 
of eleven petals around a central circle, and an outer 
rosette of sixteen petals. All the petals are decorated 
by lines or groups of dots. Three and sometimes four 
bands of parallel short curving lines, alternating in 
direction, surround the entire design. 

GOLD VESSELS WITH SIMPLE LINEAR 
DESIGNS (5-7) 

5 Gold Cup 
321 M Ills. 5, 11; Fig. 2; PI. 19 
Fragments of rather soft and very thin gold, 

incomplete so that exact measurements of the cup 
cannot be determined. It was found in Tomb 32 
(Trench XVII E) and has a narrow straight neck, a 
rim reinforced by rolling, and a globular body. It 
contains a design, in simple but fluent linear style 
with very slight projection, of a seated bull or cow, 
apparently repeated at least three times around the 
vessel, with the remaining part of the cup containing 
one complete figure and part of another. The nos
trils, muzzle, and eye of the bull are outlined, and 
small chevrons on the jowls indicate folds of skin. 
From the forehead a horn curves forward and up
ward, while the ear points backward. A heavy mane 
ends in a small hump. A prominent dewlap with a 
serpentine outline, filled with curving lines, extends 
from the throat down the chest. The body hair is 
shown by parallel wavy lines. The fore- and hind legs 
of the resting bull, tucked under his body, are more 
deeply outlined. The remainder of the vessel's body 
is plain and polished, with no filling motifs. The 
short straight neck of the cup contains a fish 
bordered above and below by double wavy lines, 
which represent water. The head of the fish is sepa
rated from the body by a crescent, and the eye is a 
small circle. The scales of the body are shown by 
overlapping semicircles. Two double circles, one with 
a handle and one without, appear in front of the fish. 
Possibly they represent a hook or trap for catching 
the fish, or they may be religious symbols or the 
maker's marks. 
Several broken pieces of the base remain. It seems 

to contain a central eight-petaled rosette encircled by 
a straight line, with a concentric double circle at the 
center. Around this central rosette is, apparently, a 
decorative band of several, possibly eight, smaller 
sixteen-petaled rosettes encircled by a line surround
ed by another outer decorative band formed of many 
half petals. This, then, although much broken and 
fragmented, is one of the most intricate and beauti
ful of the rosettes on the bases of the Marlik vessels. 

COMMENTS AND COMPARISONS 

Fish similar to those on the neck of this cup appear 

in a row around a shield discovered in Luristan and 
dated by the Godards to the tenth to ninth centuries 
B.C.9 Another similar fish design appears on the base 
of an electrum beaker found in northwestern Iran 
and dated to the ninth to eighth centuries B.C.10 A 
fish design connected with the body of a lion can be 
seen on a silver scabbard from the Litoj Treasure, 
considered by Culican to be Me do-Scythian, dated to 
600 B.C.11 

6 Gold Cup 
354 M 111. 11; Fig. 2; PI. 19; Color Plate XIIA 
About 3.5 cm high with a diameter of 8 cm at the 

base, found in Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C). The gold 
is yellowish and rather soft, and the cup has been 
crushed and flattened horizontally. The short, 
straight, wide neck, bent inward, is plain, with a rim 
reinforced by a wirelike rolled edge. The rounded 
body is also plain on top, but below, as it curves in
ward, deep gadroons, forming a large sixteen-petaled 
rosette, surround a smaller sixteen-petaled rosette, 
originally projecting slightly outward but now 
crushed inward, which becomes the base. This inner 
rosette surrounds a plain circle. 

COMMENTS 

A bronze vessel in the Adam Collection, similar in 
shape, has a plain rim, a body decorated with narrow 
parallel gadroons, and a flat base with a rosette on 
the inside.12 Similar rosettes also appear on pyxis lids 
found in the Southeast Temple, or Palace of Ashur-
nasirpal (883-859 B.C.), at Nimrud.13 

7 Gold Cup 
1132 M 111. 12; Fig. 2; PI. 19 
About 4 cm high and 9 cm in diameter at the 

mouth, found in Tomb 37 (Trench XVIII E). The 
cup, in almost perfect condition, has a rim reinforc
ed by rolling, a rather long vertical neck, and a short 
carinated body with a convex base. A thick band of 
plain guilloche encircles the neck, with each twist 
emphasized by small circles. The lower neck and 
shoulder are plain and polished. From the point at 
which the body curves inward, gadroons form a 
rosette of forty-four large petals, which are over
lapped by an inner smaller rosette also made of forty-
four petals. This forms the base, of which the central 
part is missing. 

GOLD VESSELS WITH ELABORATE 
DESIGNS (8-15) 

8 Gold Beaker 
29 M Ills. 5, 10, 11, 12 Fig. 2; PI. 19; Color Plates XII 

B and XIII 
About 17.5 cm high and 14 cm across the flattened 
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mouth, found in T o m b 26 (Trench XVII B). It is a 
tall beaker with slightly concave sides, a rim rolled 
for reinforcement, and a small projecting ring base. 
The gold of the vessel is rather pure and soft enough 
to be finely worked. The design, done in repousse 
with details in delicate linear engraving, consists of 
four winged bulls in relief, their hollow heads 
projecting outward in the round. The soft gold of the 
vessel has been flattened by earth pressure, and there 
is now a pronounced bend in the body of the vessel 
between each pair of projecting heads. This beaker is 
certainly one of the most outstanding of the Marlik 
gold vessels, in both the sophistication of the 
technique and the beauty of the design. The winged 
bulls form two pairs, each pair symmetrically flanking 
a decorative palmette. Each bull is a lively, vigorous 
beast, standing on its hind legs and placing its 
forelegs on the branches of the tree. The heads of 
the bulls, shown in front view, are pushed out almost 
in the round, while the bodies appear in profile. 
These heads are finely modeled, with the eyes, nose, 
and mouth precisely detailed. The mane, covering 
the neck and spilling over the forehead, is formed of 
parallel wavy grooves covered with one or two rows of 
short straight lines. The curving horns and leaf-
shaped ears are separately made and are attached 
with a circular wire at the base covering the juncture. 
The wings of the two pairs of bulls overlap on each 
side, one above the other, so that no blank spaces are 
left in the design. These wings are covered by four 
rows of wing feathers of varying size, from small 
feathers along the wing bone to very long feathers at 
the wing tip. Each feather contains a central dagger 
spine surrounded by fine straight lines. Parallel 
curving rows of fine elongated dotted short lines re
present body hair, which curves in different direc
tions to emphasize various parts of the body. The 
muscles and joints are more deeply outlined. The 
animal stands on its hind legs, with the male organ 
visible between them, one foreleg bent upward to 
rest on a tree branch and the other foreleg reach-ing 
downward to a lower branch. The long tail of the bull 
almost reaches the ground, ending in a fluffy bunch 
covered with rows of curving parallel elongated dots. 
Located between the two antithetical bulls is a 

highly decorative large palmette. The stem is a tall 
column filled with fine lines, from which, low down, 
two spiral branches curl off. More spirals curl off the 
lowest branches, ending on each side of the tree in 
three large horizontal ovate leaves with central dag
ger spines and many fine veins. O n e of the bull's 
forelegs rests on the lower spiral branches, and the 
other foreleg is bent to rest on the upper smaller 
spiral branches. The tall stem ends in a crown of 
leaves and flowers, which reaches to the guilloche 
band encircling the rim of the vessel. The stem itself 
ends in two small spirals above the irregularly shaped 
leaves. A small bud between the spirals opens into a 

coronet of elongated petals, double-lined, from 
which spring small, thick double crescents, each 
holding a large ovate leaf with a dagger spine and 
fine veins. 
Encircling the rim is a triple-lined guilloche band, 

and around the base, forming the ground on which 
the winged bulls stand, are overlapping semicircles, 
each filled with a central spine from which fine lines 
radiate. 
A lovely design appears on the base of this vessel. 

A n inner sixteen-petaled rosette is surrounded by 
sixteen double-lined petals. Around this small rosette 
is a circle of large leaves with dagger spines and many 
branching veins, like those found on the palmette, 
springing from the point of juncture of thick cres
cents whose ends turn inward. A small semicircle 
filled with a tiny circle is located on the inner side of 
the crescent junctures. 

COMMENTS 

A cylinder seal with an antithetical design of bulls 
climbing both sides of the tree of life has been 
classified as Kassite, belonging to the second millen
nium B.C.14 Several bronze rings, possibly from Luri-
stan, with a similar composition of two animals on 
both sides of a tree of life, are dated to the thirteenth 
to eleventh centuries B.C.15 Two bulls, without wings, 
climbing both sides of a decorative tree with similarly 
shaped leaves appear on a cylinder seal dated by Van 
Buren to the late second millennium B.C.16 Another 
cylinder seal, with bulls flanking both sides of a 
decorative tree, very similar to the tree on the Marlik 
beaker, is classified by Weber as an Assyrian seal of 
the fourth quarter of the second millennium B.C.17 A 
bronze quiver, possibly from Luristan, with an 
antithetical group of two winged bulls flanking a 
tree, has been dated by Godard to the twelfth to 
eleventh centuries B.C.18 Porada dates a ring found in 
Luristan with an antithetical scene of two bulls on 
both sides of a tree19 and a bowl with a similar scene20 

to around the twelfth to eleventh centuries B.C. A 
similar antithetical group on a relief from 
Carchemish is dated to around the beginning of the 
first millennium B.C.21 Another example occurs on a 
royal garment of Ashurnasirpal (885-860 B.C.) in a 
stone relief from Nimrud (Calah) .22 A glazed brick, 
also found at Nimrud, contains a scene of two bulls 
climbing both sides of a sacred tree of life.23 The in
scription on this brick dates it to the reign of Shal-
maneser III (859-824 B.C.). A bronze plaque found 
in Luristan with similar winged bulls is dated by 
Ghirshman to around the eighth to seventh centuries 
B.C.,24 and a similar design with much more stylistic 
elaboration in the rendering of the tree appears on a 
gold pectoral found in Ziwiye25 and now in the 
Tehran Museum. Although the antithetical group, 
the decorative coil band, and the details of the leaves 
all point to its relationship to the Marlik gold bowl, 
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its style reveals it to be a later continuation of this art, 
and it has been dated by Ghirshman to the seventh 
century B.C. 

A n embossed plaque in the collection of the Ori
ental Institute of Chicago contains a similar scene. 
Kantor, in a discussion of this plaque, suggests that 
antithetical animals flanking formal plants, 
particularly winged bulls in heraldic composition, 
have a close connection to Assyrian art.26 She is quite 
right in the typological and stylistic analysis, but, 
considering the date of the Marlik Royal Cemetery, 
another ancestor of this plaque can be found in 
Marlik Gold Bowl 8. T h e wings of the bull, the 
heraldic composition, and the antithetical animals 
flanking a sacred or formal plant all appear in the 
Marlik vessel, which was not yet known at the time of 
her study. Thus, this Marlik bowl may possibly be 
considered a prototype influencing N e w Assyrian art. 
This suggestion is strengthened when the second half 
of the embossed plaque of Chicago, containing 
winged bulls in a recumbent position, is considered. 
The position of their hooves overlapping each other 
reminds one of Gold Cup 10, which shows recum
bent mountain goats with the same composition of 
hooves above each other. The close relationship of 
the Marlik vessels with both sections of this plaque 
should lead us to consider seriously the possible 
influence of Marlik on the N e w Assyrians. 
A n important element in the composition of this 

scene is the central decorative tree. This motif, which 
is very familiar to students of ancient art and archae
ology, has been interpreted as a sacred, formal tree 
of life, and it played an important role in ancient art 
for several millennia. One cylinder seal with a similar 
sacred tree is classified by Frankfort as an Assyrian 
seal of around the thirteenth to tenth centuries 
B.C.,27 and another is classified by Porada as a mid-
Assyrian seal of around the twelfth to tenth centuries 
B.C.28 (although it is dated by Weber to the second 
quarter of the first millennium B.C.29). A rather 
closely similar formal tree appears on a seal from 
Assur, dated by Frankfort to around the end of the 
second millennium B.C., possibly not much later than 
1000 B.C.30 A bowl with leaves similar to those on the 
stem of the tree and surrounding the rosette on the 
bottom, said to have been found in the Kermanshah 
area along with two daggers, has been assigned to the 
second dynasty of Isiri, around the twelfth to eleventh 
centuries B.C.31 A similar decorative tree also appears 
on a vase fragment from Hasanlu.32 Many examples 
of such stylized trees, some more and some less sim
ilar to the Marlik tree, occur on bronze vessels of the 
tenth century B.C. from western Iran.33 

This type of decorative tree, forming the central 
element of a scene, occurred commonly in the deco
rative art of the first part of the first millennium B.C. 
throughout the Near and Middle East. A n example 
on an Urartian helmet found in Karmir Blur, belong

ing to King Arghisti of the eighth century B.C., is pos
sibly a later derivative of the Marlik type.34 Another 
possible derivative can be seen in a seven-petaled 
decorative plant that appears on a gold applique 
from Ziwiye, dated around the eighth to seventh 
centuries B.C.35 Several N e w Assyrian cylinder seals 
contain a similar decorative tree, one of which car
ries an inscription of Assur-Iddin (881 B.C.).36 An
other is classified by Frankfort as an Assyrian seal, 
dating to around 750-650 B.C.37 A decorative tree of 
life with more and longer branches appears on a 
cylinder seal classified by Weber as an Assyrian seal of 
the second quarter of the first millennium B.C.38 

This many-petaled decorative tree, or palmette 
tendril motif, has a long history of use in later 
cultures as well, again possibly showing the influence 
of Marlik design on the later art of the Assyrians, 
Scythians, Urartians, Medes, Greeks, and Achaemen-
ids. The palmette tendril motif has also been found 
in peripheral regions of these powerful empires, 
including Altai in southern Russia, and it appears on 
objects from Pazyryk. Guitty Azarpay compares the 
palmette tendril design on a leather horse trapping 
from Pazyryk with other material excavated from the 
ancient world.39 These palmette tendrils or hooks, 
which can be seen on several of the Marlik gold 
vessels, are one indication of a possible influence of 
the Marlik culture on Pazyryk art. 
Many comparable examples of the guilloche band 

encircling the rim of this gold bowl are found in the 
art of the ancient Near and Middle East, of which 
only a few will be mentioned. A seal with a similar 
guilloche band is classified by Ward as Syro-Hittite, 
dated around the middle of the second millennium 
B.C.40 Frankfort assigns other seals with guilloche 
bands to the First and Second Syrian group, dated 
around the middle of the second millennium B.C.41 

T w o seals with guilloche bands are classified by 
Hogarth as Hittite, Class III group I, dated to the late 
second millennium B.C.42 

The Hasanlu gold bowl has an almost identical 
guilloche band encircling the rim. It has been dated 
by Ghirshman to around the ninth to eighth cen
turies B.C.,43 by Porada rather earlier, to the twelfth to 
tenth centuries B.C.,44 and by Dyson, its excavator, to 
the Hasanlu Button Base phase, with a carbon 14 
determination of 1125 B.C. ±122 and 1042 B.C. +120.45 

However, this carbon 14 date refers to the layer in 
which the vessel was found, and Dyson points out 
that iconographically we should accept its 
relationship to the H u m a n tradition, which gives the 
bowl a rather early date, since there is no doubt that, 
for whatever reason, Hurrian elements were influ
ential in the art of the northern part of Iran for most 
of the late second and early first millennium B.C.46 

Guilloche bands also occur on many bronze vessels 
from western Iran, dated by Calmeyer to the tenth 

century B.C.47 
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The Kalardasht gold bowl exhibits particularly 
close similarities to this Marlik gold bowl, among 
them the guilloche band at the rim, the relief tech
nique, and the hollow animal heads projecting 
outward in the round (although the Kalardasht 
heads are separately made and riveted to the body of 
the vessel), all suggesting that it was produced in the 
same tradition. The Kalardasht bowl has been dated 
by Ghirshman to the eighth to seventh centuries 
B.C.,48 but Porada has given it a date in the thirteenth 
to twelfth centuries B.C.,49 a difference of about half a 
millennium. However, considering the technique, 
style, and workmanship, I would suggest a date be
tween these two extremes, i.e., the late second to 
early first millennium B.C., particularly because the 
Kalardasht bowl was found with a dagger typical of 
that time. 
A n engraved silver gilt mirror from Kelermes, 

Kuban, with the same guilloche design and rosette as 
well as several other motifs found on Marlik vessels,50 

has been dated by Rostovtzeff to the sixth century 
B.C.51 If one accepts this date, which seems reason
able since the mirror contains some design elements 
related to Greek iconography, it would seem that this 
illustrates a Marlik influence on Scythian art. Con
sidering the location and date of the Marlik culture, 
it would certainly be logical to find some Marlik 
influence on Cimmerian and Scythian art. 
The design of the flower or plant field encircling 

the bottom of the Marlik bowl also occurs in the 
embroidery of the royal garment of Ashurnasirpal 
(884-859 B.C.) in an Assyrian palace relief, together 
with a selection of palmettes and sacred trees.52 

The similarity of the design composition on a 
bronze plaque from Luristan53 to this gold bowl from 
Marlik is marked, as is the relationship of the plaque 
to designs on Sialk Cemetery B vessel (for instance 
the curve, movement, and length of neck of a 
unicorn, which is also very similar to Marlik Gold 
Beaker 954), illustrating a close contact between 
Marlik and Sialk Cemetery B on the one hand and 
between Marlik and Luristan on the other. This may 
mean, as I feel likely, that the people of Marlik, un
der attack from either the Assyrians or the Urartians, 
moved away in a southeasterly direction. 
The unusual technique employed on this vessel, 

with the head of an animal pushed outward in the 
round from the body, can be seen on a gold cup 
containing gazelles found in a clandestine excavation 
and dated by Crawford to the ninth century B.C.55 

This cup also has guilloche bands around the rim 
and base. Wilkinson, who has studied this cup, says 
that the heads look at first as though they must have 
been hammered out from the body of the cup, but 
instead they were made separately and then fastened 
invisibly by a method much practiced in ancient Iran, 
colloid hard-soldering, a process involving a copper 
salt and glue.56 In addition to the Kalardasht gold 

bowl, a bronze cup discovered many years ago in 
Susa, the Elamite capital, is decorated with projecting 
animal heads; this vessel is dated to the reign of 
Untashgal, who ruled Elam from about 1234 to 1227 
B.C.57 This bronze cup contains two rows of animals 
with projecting heads, couchant bulls above and 
standing horses below. The same decorative tech
nique occurs later in Urartian art, where a vessel with 
heads of an imaginary animal is dated to the early 
seventh century B.C., and a bronze pot, found in Altin 
Tepe near Erzincan, is dated to the seventh century 
B.C.58 

9 Gold Beaker 
201 M Ills. 6, 9, 10, 11, 12; Fig. 3; PI. 20, Color Plate 
XIVA-B 
About 17.5 cm high and 10.5 cm in diameter at the 

base, found in T o m b 45 (Trench XXII H ) . The gold, 
yellowish in color, is rather hard, and consequently 
the vessel is well preserved. The tall beaker, with its 
slightly concave sides, has a rim rolled for reinforce
ment and a protruding ring base. The design on the 
vessel, done in repousse with fine incised details, is 
divided into two registers, both containing the same 
motif, an extremely graceful and highly stylized 
unicorn (a stylized bull has also been suggested59), 
repeated three times, walking around the vessel, 
from right to left in the upper row and from left to 
right in the lower row. This is a very elegant animal 
with a long curved neck, slim waist, and powerful 
legs, which promenades with grace around the vessel. 
The unicorn has a long horselike head with a 

protruding round eye bordered by pronounced wavy 
eyebrows. The mouth and nose are finely detailed. A 
thick curving horn, finely pointed at the end, pro
jects from the forehead. Most of this horn, except for 
the curving point, is covered with fine diagonal lines 
forming a thick double-herringbone band. Extend
ing across the base of the horn is an elongated leaf-
shaped ear. From behind the ear a thick projecting 
band decorated with many diagonal short lines 
extends around the neck to the throat where it forms 
a knot, possibly representing a bell or decorative ball 
hung under the neck. The very long neck, gracefully 
curved, is covered by a checkered pattern of rectan
gular grids separated by thick cross-bands of parallel 
fine short lines. This pattern continues across the 
unicorn's neck and covers his rump. Extending from 
the ear to the base of the neck is a narrow mane, 
covered with parallel diagonal lines, forming a thick 
cord that ends at the back in a curving ball. Three 
more curving balls on herring-bone bands spring 
from the back of the unicorn. Two lines forming a 
ridge separate the throat, covered by cross-rows of 
short lines, from the back of the neck, covered by the 
grid pattern already described. This pattern of short 
cross-lines extends across the chest and along the 
stomach, and another curving ball on a herringbone 
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band springs forward from the chest. The approx
imately triangular shoulder area is covered with very 
fine dotted circles, intersected by a double, slightly 
curving line with parallel curving lines at the front 
and back points and at the base. The dotted circle 
pattern of the shoulder extends on the outside of the 
legs to the upper leg joint of the foreleg, and the 
checkered grid pattern of the back extends to the 
upper leg joint of the hind leg, which is deeply out
lined. The insides of both opposing legs are corres
pondingly covered with rows of dotted lines. The leg 
joints are encircled with several rows of curving lines, 
and the hock and hoof are also outlined by curving 
lines. Springing from the knee joints are more 
curving balls on herringbone bands. The long tail 
springs upward and then falls down from a sharp 
bend. Double lines encircle the base and bend of the 
tail, which is filled with a dotted zigzag line. The end 
of the tail is covered with encircling curving lines and 
then falls in a long shaggy point, filled with slightly 
curving vertical lines. The male organ is a projecting 
thick curving band under the body. 
A filling design, used above the unicorns, is an 

eight-petaled rosette similar to the wild morning 
glory.60 Around the rim is a thick, intricate triple 
guilloche band, and around the middle of the vessel, 
separating the two registers and forming the ground 
on which the upper row of unicorns parades, is a 
double cord or open herringbone band. Around the 
base, forming the ground for the lower row of 
unicorns, is a single coil band of triple parallel lines. 
The base of the vessel contains a rather unusual 
design of intricate interlocking triangles with curving 
points, wrapped together in a circle. 
Porada praises the workmanship of this beautiful 

gold beaker, saying that "such stylistic features as the 
articulation of the animal body by lines that recall a 
harness, or varying 'patternization' of different parts 
of the body, can be traced more directly to what we 
have called here the elegant, decorative and abstract 
style of Marlik."61 

COMMENTS 

The main motif of this vessel, a highly stylized 
unicorn, is unusual, and only a few closely related 
examples can be cited. The unicorn, although an 
imaginary figure, is represented in ancient myth
ology as the aristocrat of beasts, fearless, courageous, 
proud, and strong but gentle, the protector of other 
animals. Franklin Dove, in a discussion of the 
unicorn, says: "According to typical descriptions, he 
had the head and neck and fine-boned graceful legs 
of the horse; the beard and divided hoofs of (the) 
capridae; the tail of the oryx; and a single spike 
springing from the center of the forehead twisted in 
spirals, as the tusk of the narwhal (Monodon 
monceros). "62 

A creature somewhat similar to the Marlik unicorn 

occurs on some painted pottery of Sialk Cemetery 
B,63 where the filling motif of a many-petaled rosette 
also occurs on pots with long spouts. A horse with a 
long curved neck, but with two horns, appears in a 
hunting scene on bronze bands found in Maral 
Deresi, Caucasia, dated by Schaeffer to 1200 to 1000 
B.C.64 Found in the same tomb was a bronze plaque 
with a quadruple spiral design somewhat similar to 
the design on the base of this unicorn vessel, and it is 
obvious that a definite relationship exists between 
this tomb of Maral Deresi and the Marlik Cemetery. 
A horse is represented in a somewhat similar style 

on a silver beaker with applique electrum figures 
found in the Hasanlu excavation and dated to the 
early first millennium B.C.65 Although it has been 
suggested that this beaker may be of Urartian origin, 
it seems more closely connected to Marlik, which had 
not yet been discovered when the original attribution 
was made. The applique design on the Hasanlu silver 
vessel is closely related to that of Marlik Pot 21, 
although the workmanship of the Marlik vessel is 
finer than that of the Hasanlu beaker. Porada 
suggests that although there is a similarity between 
both vessels, it should be noted that the style and 
workmanship are different, with the Marlik vessel 
being earlier than the Hasanlu beaker.66 A similar 
unicorn horse appears on the lower register of a gob
let in the Louvre.67 

An embossed bronze quiver plaque from Surkh 
D u m in Luristan, containing a winged bull whose 
head and horn are similar to the Marlik unicorn, is 
dated by Porada to the early first millennium B.C.68 

The guilloche band encircling the rim of this vessel 
has already been discussed in connection with Marlik 
Vessel 8. The second decorative band separating the 
two main registers, which contains a herringbone 
design, is also found on many comparable examples 
from various sites. A gold cup and plate from Ras 
Shamra, with designs in several registers, is dated by 
Schaeffer based on Egyptian comparisons to the time 
of Ramses (13th or 14th cent. B.C.);69 the general 
composition of its design and the separating 
herringbone and coiled-serpent bands are somewhat 
similar to designs on Marlik gold vessels. Other 
designs on the Ras Shamra vessel, including an 
antithetical group of animals on both sides of a tree, 
a lion attacking a bull or deer, a decorative tree, and 
filling motifs that include rosettes, trees, and pome
granates, are all similar to designs on this and other 
decorative vessels of Marlik. The Marlik vessels on 
the whole represent a much higher artistic tradition, 
however. A similar herringbone band also appears on 
a gold dagger sheath in the Oxus Treasure, dated by 
Dalton to the Achaemenid period, the sixth to fourth 
centuries B.C., thus representing the continuation of 
this decorative motif into later times.70 

The serpent coil or twisted decorative band 
encircling the base of this vessel has been found over 
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a long period and throughout a wide area. It can 
contain a single, double, or triple coil, or even more 
parallel coils. It is a motif with an extremely long 
history of use and consequendy cannot be consider
ed to have much comparative value, but a few close 
examples will be mentioned here. Seals with coil 
bands, classified by Frankfort as Mitannian, Assyrian, 
First Syrian, Second Syrian, and Palestinean, are 
dated to the middle to late second millennium B.C.71 

Another cylinder seal with a coil band is classified by 
Moortgat as an Assyrian glyptic of the thirteenth 
century B.C.72 The excavation of Alishar Huyiik II 
produced a plaque with a coil band, dated to the 
Hittite New Kingdom, the last quarter of the second 
millennium B.C.73 Cylinder seals with coil bands in 
the Ashmolean Museum are classified by Hogarth as 
Hittite seals, Class III, group 1-4, dated to the late 
second millennium B.C.74 A m o n g other objects with 
coil bands, Andrae dates a ring from Susa to the end 
of the second millennium B.C., an ivory plaque from 
Nimrud to the ninth century B.C., and a broken 
object, possibly from Cyprus, to the beginning of the 
first millennium B.C.75 A coil band appears on a gold 
bowl obtained through clandestine excavation, dated 
by Goldman to the early first millennium B.C.76 In 
addition to the coil band, this bowl has morning 
glory rosettes like the ones on the Marlik vessel. Coil 
bands occur on the edge of a stele of Untashgal, on a 
fragment of a blue cup from Hasanlu, and on a 
Ziwiye band, dated by Porada to the thirteenth, 
ninth, and eighth centuries B.C., respectively.77 A 
large vessel from Caucasia with a coil band has been 
dated to the beginning of the first millennium B.C.78 

An ivory fragment of a box found at H a m a has been 
dated to the ninth century B.C., and ivory fragments 
with coil bands were also found in the Northwest and 
Southwest Palaces of Ashurnasirpal (883-859 B.C.).79 

Several objects recovered from unsystematic exca
vations, including a pectoral, gold plaque, and 
rhyton, all with coil bands, have been dated by 
Ghirshman to the ninth to seventh centuries B.C.80 

An incised panel from Kuyunjik in the Assyrian style, 
with a coil band, is dated by Barnett to the eighth 
century B.C.81 Rostovtzeff assigns an iron ax with a 
wooden scabbard, sheathed in gold, from Kelermes, 
Kuban, to Scythian art of the sixth century B.C.82 

Other objects containing coil bands include the gold 
bowl of Kalardasht; two chalices, dated to around 
1000 to 800 B.C. by Vanden Berghe83; an ivory plaque 
from South Russia, dated to the ninth century B.C. by 
Godard84; a bronze vase from Luristan dated to 1000 
to 800 B.C. by Schaeffer85; a vessel from Trialeti, 
Kourgan XVII Caucasia, dated to 1200 to 1000 B.C. by 
Schaeffer86; stone reliefs and other objects from 
Carchemish, dated to the late Hittite period by 
Woolley87; and a silver disc from the Oxus treasure 
dated around the sixth to fourth centuries B.C. by 
Dalton.88 The large number of comparable examples 

from different localities, belonging to a range of a 
thousand years, reflects the popularity of this motif, 
but it should be noted that the most frequent usage 
occurs during the latter part of the second millenni
u m B.C. 
The rosette used as a filling motif in this design, an 

eight-petaled morning glory, has already been 
mentioned as it appears in conjunction with other 
motifs. It appears on various Assyrian objects 
including fragments of pyxis lids from the Southeast 
Palace of Ashurnasirpal at Nimrud.89 

The base of this vessel contains a design of inter
locking triangles. This particular pattern of inter
locked and bisected spiral patterns is a special 
feature of Mycenaean art of the sixteenth century 
B.C.,90 while interlocked spirals with filled interstices 
are found frequently in later Mycenaean art91 and 
imitated in Egyptian painted ceilings.92 A spiral 
quadruple pattern also appears on seals from Egypt 
dated to the Twelfth and Thirteenth dynasties.93 

More complex quadruple spiral designs on ceiling 
fragments of Archamenos are dated by Schliemann 
to around the fourteenth century B.C., while a similar 
pattern on a painted stucco ceiling in the palace of 
Knossos belongs to the late Minoan A period. Other 
examples of this motif occur on a painted vase found 
on the island of Pseira, dated to Late Minoan I, and 
on the back of a terracotta "pan'' found at Syros, 
dated to the early culture of Cyclades.94 A rather 
closely similar design occurs on the base of a goblet 
in the Louvre, classified as a North Iranian vase from 
the end of the second millennium B.C.95 

10 Gold Cup 
352 M Ills. 4, 11, 12; PI. 20; Color Plate XIV C 
Almost undamaged, about 6.8 cm high and 5 cm in 

diameter at the mouth, found in T o m b 36 (Trench 
XVIII C). Its walls are very slightly concave with the 
widest diameter at the rim and protruding ring base. 
The design on this cup, executed in relief with incis
ed details, consists of two rows of three recumbent 
mountain goats in profile, the rows facing in oppo
site directions. The head of the animal is plain and 
smoothly polished except for lines indicating the 
eyes, nose, and mouth. The ear is leaf-shaped, divid
ed by a line with many short, straight, parallel 
branches. The long horn with a graceful S-shaped 
curve is divided into more than ten sections, which 
may indicate the animal's age. The body of the goat 
is decorated with rows of parallel elongated dots. The 
shoulder, rump, and legs are plain and highly polish
ed, except that parallel curving lines surround the 
shoulder points. The hind legs of the recumbent 
animal are turned to the front, and the forelegs to 
the back so that the hooves touch or even overlap. 
The space between these two rows of recumbent 
animals is plain, with no filling motif or band. The 
rim and base are encircled by a simple guilloche 
band bordered by straight lines. 
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O n the base of the cup is a geometric rosette of six 
long, pointed, oval petals, each petal divided by a 
central line. Between each two petals is a triangular 
area covered by fine dots. Around the central rosette 
is a band formed of six similar petals, each petal 
stretched between the points of two petals of the 
central rosette. 

COMMENTS 

Recumbent ibex, mountain goats, and sheep ap
pear on other products of the ancient world. An ibex 
with overlapping hooves appears on an object clas
sified by Ghirshman as Amlash, dated to the ninth to 
eighth centuries B.C.96 Another recumbent ibex with 
overlapping hooves can be seen on a gold ornament 
found at Ziwiye, dated by Ghirshman to the seventh 
century B.C.97 The same overlapping hooves occur on 
objects from Izmit in Anatolia, dated by Bossert to 
about 500 B.C.,98 although here the head of the 
animal is turned to the rear, resting on its back. A 
round bitumen plaque found at Haft Tepe, with a 
row of recumbent sheep with overlapping hooves, 
belongs to the second half of the second millennium 
B.C.99 

Recumbent animals, particularly with overlapping 
hooves, are considered to be characteristic of Scyth
ian art. Examples can be seen on gold plates dated by 
Borovka to the sixth century B.C.,100 and on a gold 
plaque found in a tomb at Kuban, attributed by Diez 
to the Scythians and dated to the seventh to sixth 
centuries B.C.101 In the collection of the Oriental 
Institute of the University of Chicago is an embossed 
plaque showing an animal in recumbent position 
with overlapping hooves. It was acquired through an 
unidentified source with no information as to its 
origin, and it apparently contained pieces of two 
separate authentic plaques. After being cleaned and 
separated, they were given a suggested date of 
around the seventh to sixth centuries B.C.102 Because 
the design of recumbent animals with overlapping 
hooves occurs at Marlik much earlier than it does in 
Scythian art, the background for this Scythian style of 
rendering animals may be said to have been found in 
the Marlik Cemetery. 
The triple-coil band bordering the top and bottom 

of this cup has been used in different times and 
regions. A similar coil band appears on a group of 
seals in the Ashmolean Museum, classified by Ho
garth as Hittite seals, Class IIO, group 1-5, dated to 
around the late second millennium B.C.103 Similar 
coil bands also border the top and bottom of designs 
on cylinder seals classified by Frankfort as Mitannian, 
Assyrian (13th-10th centuries B.C.), First and Second 
Syrian, and Palestinean groups, dating from the mid
dle to the late second millennium B.C.104 Although a 
variety of techniques have been used, the design 
motif in all these examples is the same. A similar type 
of coil banding occurs on a seal classified by 

Moortgat as Assyrian, dated to the thirteenth century 
B.C.,105 and another example of this coil band 
appears on a gold bowl found at Ras Shamra.106 Coil 
bands occur on many bronze vessels of the tenth 
century B.C. from western Iran.107 

A rosette similar to that on the base of this gold 
bowl appears on an ivory fragment found in the Nim
rud excavation at the Northwest Palace of Ashur
nasirpal (883-859 B.C.), and also on the Southeast 
Temple of the same king.108 

11 Gold Bowl 
353 M Ills. 4, 7, 10, 11, 12; Fig. 11; PI. 21; Color 
Plate XTV D 
About 8.5 cm high with a diameter at the mouth of 

13.5 cm, found in a somewhat crushed and deformed 
condition in Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C). The vessel 
has a wide open mouth with a rim rolled for 
reinforcement, a rounded body, and a small base. 
The gold, which is fairly pure and rather soft, is well 
suited to the repousse technique used here, in an 
antithetical scene of two rams walking away from an 
eagle with wings outstretched toward a sacred tree. 
The bodies of the rams, in relief, appear in profile, 
while their heads, in front view, are hammered out in 
the round from the body of the vessel. The horns, 
covered by many parallel wavy lines, curve to the 
front below their pointed oval ears. The eyebrows, 
nose, and mouth are simply outlined, and the oval 
eyes are bordered by short parallel straight lines. 
Narrow triangles with a downward and backward 
curling point, representing wool, cover the bodies of 
the rams, and on their stomachs and legs are parallel 
straight dotted lines representing hair. The eagle, 
supporting the rams with its outspread wings, is 
shown in front view, with its head also hammered 
outward in the round. The eagle has a sharply bent 
beak, and its round eyes are keen and fierce. Its 
wings are formed of four rows of feathers covered 
with herringbone decoration, three rows of short 
broad feathers, and one row of long pointed wing 
feathers. A thick horizontal band separates the tail of 
the eagle, composed of long pointed feathers 
covered with crosshatching, from its body. The eagle 
holds in its claws a fish whose scales are shown by 
crosshatching lines and tail by curved parallel lines. 
The tree of life, toward which the rams are walking, 
is set in a round pot covered with crosshatching, 
surmounted by two thick horizontal bands decorated 
by herringbone patterns. Large veined ovate leaves 
sprout symmetrically on both sides of the trunk, 
which, formed of two thick vertical bands decorated 
by simple hatching, ends in a flower bunch. The rim 
of the bowl is encircled by a triple-interlocking 
guilloche band, and the base by a single-coil band. 
O n the bottom is another version of the geometric 
rosette found on most of the decorative vessels of 
Marlik. A twenty-petaled rosette, each petal having an 
inner semicircle outlining the tip, radiates around a 
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central circle, part of which is missing. 

COMMENTS 

The main design of this vessel, a bird with open 
wings holding or supporting animals, is a traditional 
scene in the art of the ancient world. However, in 
each period it is characterized by a particular tech
nique and style, which is helpful in determining the 
dating of a motif such as this which was used over a 
long period. A seal of the post-Akkadian period, 
showing a lion-bird holding two mountain goats, is 
dated as early as the late third millennium B.C.109 An 
open-winged bird with an animal head, possibly re
presenting the divine bird Imdugud, can be seen on 
a limestone macehead from the third millennium 
B.C., and a bird of prey on two horned animals ap
pears on a broken piece of steatite from Khafaje, 
probably made in Susa in the third millennium B.C.110 

This scene also appears on Akkadian111 and Archaic 
cylinder seals classified as Mitannian, Hittite, and 
Assyrian112 by Ward, who suggests that the eagle or 
lion-headed eagle is an emblem of a protecting 
power. 
Porada suggests that a similar bird, possibly a fal

con, appearing on a gold inlaid ornament from Susa 
dated before the second half of the second millen
nium B.C., may indicate an Elamite influence on 
Marlik art.113 Similar rams occur on both the body 
and base of the Hasanlu gold bowl, discovered in 
Hasanlu level IV114 and dated by Porada to between 
1200 and 1000 B.C.,115 and on the Assyrian relief of 
the Central Palace of Tiglathpileser III at Nimrud.116 

Karasek suggests that highly stylized rams' heads on a 
bracelet from Ziwiye attest to the popularity of this 
animal as a motif in Iranian art of the first millen
nium B.C.117 However, the rendering of the rams' 
heads from Marlik is closer to the Assyrian and Ha
sanlu examples. 
A plant similar to the tree of life on this vessel can 

be seen on a seal classified by Weber as an Assyrian 
seal of the last quarter of the second millennium 
B.C.118 A similar tree also appears on the robe of the 
Babylonian king on a boundary stone dated to the 
reign of Marduk-Nadin-Akhke (ca. 1098-1081 
B.C.). 1 1 9 

The guilloche band encircling this vessel is iden
tical to the borders of some of the other decorative 
vessels of Marlik, including Gold Beaker 8. It was one 
of the most popular decorative bandings of the 
second half of the second millennium B.C. (For a 
complete discussion of comparable examples from 
other sites, see pp. 28-29.) 

12 Gold Beaker 
355 M Ills. 5, 9, 10, 11, 12; Fig. 3; PI. 21; Color Plate 
XV 
Vessel 16.5 cm high and flattened at the mouth, 

found in Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C). It is a fairly tall 

beaker with a flat base, and its rim is rolled for 
reinforcement. It is made of rather soft gold that has 
become somewhat deformed from earth pressure. 
The design on this vessel, in repousse with precisely 
incised details, is divided into two registers. The top 
register contains an imaginary creature, possibly a 
griffin or phoenix, repeated three times, striding 
from right to left around the vessel. This imaginary 
creature has a bird's head, an upstanding crest, 
powerful wings, and the body of a lion; it may be a 
female, representing a goddess. Its powerful hooked 
beak is open, showing the tongue hanging out and 
well-pronounced teeth. Three concentric circles 
form the eye, surrounded by many short straight 
lines. Sprouting from its forehead down its nape is an 
elaborate crest, the front section curling forward and 
the remaining sections pointed upward, each section 
filled with herringbone patterns. The feathers of the 
head, neck, chest, and stomach are indicated by 
overlapping semiovals filled with many short lines, 
similar to fish scales. The hair on the rest of the 
body, legs, and tail is shown by rows of short straight 
lines. The elaborately patterned wings are outlined at 
the front by a band of crosshatching and covered by 
three rows of progressively longer wing feathers, each 
filled with herringbone patterns. The leg muscles 
and powerful claws are outlined. The curving lion's 
tail ends in a small brush. A double ridge separates 
this register from the lower one. 
The lower register contains another imaginary 

figure, a winged bull, also striding vigorously from 
right to left around the vessel, repeated three times, 
with a filling design of a small plant pot between the 
figures. The eyes, nose, and mouth of the bull are 
outlined, and a large horn curves forward from its 
forehead. Rows of short parallel dotted lines indicat
ing hair cover the head, the upstanding ear, the 
neck, and the body of the animal, while its mane is 
filled with many short irregular lines above a row of 
chevrons at the base. The powerful wings are deco
rated in the same way as those of the griffin in the 
upper register. The small plant pot between the 
winged bulls is an almost circular container covered 
with crosshatching, a small neck, and an open 
mouth. The plant it contains is possibly the zarbin, or 
fir, with a central dagger stem and symmetrical short 
branches filled with herringbone patterns. The lower 
edge or ground of this scene has a ridge and below it 
a row of semicircles filled with simple stars. 
Around the rim of this beaker is a double guilloche 

band between the raised ridges. The base contains a 
geometric rosette encircled by a stylized plant loop 
formed of geometric leaves connected by semi
circular loops. The central sixteen-petaled flower, 
similar to a morning glory, is surrounded by a band 
formed of elongated half loops, with a very small 
circle in the center of each. Encircling this are 
fourteen oval pointed leaves, each with a central 
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dagger spine from which diagonal lines sprout 
forming herringbone patterns. The base of each of 
these fourteen leaves is covered by the inward spiral 
ends of the connecting loops, with the junction of 
each of the two loops filled with a hanging semicircle 
or oval filled with a very small circle. 

COMMENTS 

The bird griffin of the upper register can be inter
preted as a phoenix or as an other mythical crea
ture.120 Azarpay, discussing the motif of the bird 
griffin as it appears on some of the Pazyryk objects, 
points out that it occurs as early as the Ur period of 
the third millennium B.C.121 It was particularly well 
developed and extensively used in the second half of 
the second millennium B.C. The Marlik Cemetery has 
certainly produced extremely elaborate and precisely 
detailed versions of this imaginary figure, and it is 
possible that they influenced later portrayals. 
A similar creature appears on a seal classified by 

Porada as Neo-Assyrian, dated between 1000 and 612 
B.C.122 A somewhat similar griffin or phoenix, with 
the same mane, wing, animal body, and bird head, 
can be seen on a relief found on the southern wall of 
Hilani at Tell Halaf. Vieyra suggests that this motif 
was borrowed from Assyria; he dates this particular 
example to the ninth to eighth centuries B.C.123 It 
may indicate the remaining influence of Mitannian 
art in this area. 
The griffin appears on several objects from Ziwiye. 

A gold plaque with a generally comparable type of 
winged griffin and winged bull is dated by 
Ghirshman to the seventh century B.C.124 A similar 
griffin with an upright tail and the addition of a 
garment covering the chest, differing slightly from 
the Marlik example in style and technique, appears 
on part of a pectoral, dated by Godard to the ninth 
century B.C.125 Another griffin with the addition of a 
kilt or skirt occurs on a gold applique, dated by 
Kantor to the eighth to seventh centuries B.C.126 The 
continuation of this motif of a griffin-phoenix can be 
seen on a silver gilt mirror from Kelermes, Kuban, 
assigned by Rostovtzeff to Scythian art of the sixth 
century B.C.,127 and also on some of the Pazyryk 
objects.128 

The winged bull that appears in the lower register 
is also a common motif in ancient Near Eastern art. 
A similar winged bull, also walking, appears on many 
Assyrian palace reliefs at Nimrud129 and other sites 
covering a range of several centuries, although it 
should be noted that the bulls of Marlik are alt
ogether more lively and active than the calm winged 
bulls of Assyrian art. A bull pulling a chariot of the 
weather god on the Hasanlu gold bowl is similar in 
technique and decoration to the body of the Marlik 
winged bull.130 

The small plant pot with the zarbin tree, inter
spersed between the winged bulls, has been inter

preted by Karasek as a provincial version of the 
stylized flowing vase with combined tree and water 
elements rising above the rim. Flowing vases with 
tree and water combinations are held by heroes seen 
on an Akkadian seal131 and on wall paintings of the 
palace of Zimri-Lim at Mari,132 where they are held 
by a goddess. However, these early examples are 
quite realistic when compared to a stylized version of 
the same motif on a copper plaque of Shalmaneser at 
Nimrud from the late ninth century.133 The Marlik 
example is here assumed to be an imitation of such a 
stylized version, since the important feature of water 
descending on either side of the rim of the bowl has 
been omitted—presumably through a misunder
standing of this essentially Mesopotamian motif.134 

Many such plant pots, some with flowing water, occur 
on bronze vessels of the tenth century B.C. from 
western Iran.135 

Decorative leaves similar to those on the base of 
this bowl occur on a vessel found in Kermanshah, 
supposedly discovered along with two daggers. Cal-
meyer dates this find to around the eleventh century 
B.C.136 

13 Gold Bowl 
515 M Ills. 3, 11, 12; Fig. 3; PI. 21; Color Plate XVI 
Approximately 9 cm high and 7.4 cm in diameter 

at the mouth, badly deformed by earth pressure, 
found in Tomb 32 (Trench XVII E). The bowl has a 
wide, open mouth with a rim reinforced by rolling, a 
rounded body, and a small base. The gold of which it 
is made is reddish, rather soft, and a little thicker 
than in most of the Marlik gold vessels. The main 
design consists of a standing bird, possibly an eagle 
or falcon, repeated four times around the vessel, with 
no filling motif. The eagle's body, shown in profile, is 
worked in fairly deep relief, and its head, in front 
view, is hammered out in the round. The bird has a 
round eye and downward curving beak. Its body and 
head are covered by feathers, shown by small 
attached parallel zigzag lines forming small open 
triangles. The feathers on the wings, legs, and tail are 
parallel herringbone bands; the wing contains five 
progressively longer rows. The claws, covered with 
wavy lines, are strongly formed. The rim is encircled 
by a rather thick double guilloche band, and the base 
by a band of double semicircles, possibly represent
ing the ground on which the bird is standing. O n the 
bottom is a geometric rosette of sixteen double-lined 
petals connected to a central circle. 

COMMENTS 

The double guilloche band at the rim can be com
pared not only to guilloche bands on other deco
rative vessels from Marlik (including Gold Beaker 8 
and Gold Bowl 11), but also to bands on other ob
jects from the ancient world (see pp. 28-29). 

A rosette similar to that on the bottom of this cup 
can be seen on a silver mirror from Kelermes, 
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Kuban, classified as Scythian, dated to the sixth 
century B.C.137 Similar rosettes appear on the bases of 
many bronze vessels of the tenth century B.C. from 
western Iran.138 

14 Gold Beaker 

610 M Fills. 3, 4, 8, 11, 12; Fig. 4; PI. 22; Color Plates 
XVIII and XIX 
About 20 c m high and 14 cm in diameter at the 

mouth, found in T o m b 2 (Trench VI B + ) . It is made 
of rather soft and very thin gold, and the rim has 
been reinforced by rolling. This tall straight-sided 
beaker has been slightly flattened by earth pressure. 
The body of the vessel is covered by four registers of 
designs, in repousse with incised details, each design 
repeated around the vessel. Each of these rows of 
repeated designs contains part of a story, with the 
total forming an early example of a narrative compo
sition. O n the lowest register is a mother mountain 
goat suckling her young kid, as yet without horns. 
This design, repeated five times around the vessel, is 
the first stage in the story of the life of this young 
mountain goat. The hair on the body of both mother 
and child is indicated by many parallel chevron 
dotted lines, aside from the shoulder and fore- and 
hind legs, which are left blank. The corners of the 
shoulder triangle, where the hair often twists, 
contain con-centric parallel semicircular lines. O n 
some of the repeats of this motif the muscles on the 
fore- and hind legs are outlined. 
The next register contains the second stage of the 

animal's life, with the young mountain goat standing 
on his hind legs and eating the leaves of a tree. Here 
the mountain goat is slightly older than in the first 
row, for he has straight horns with two lines or 
intersections, indicat-ing that he is two years old. H e 
is vital and vigorous, shown in a position of action. 
His horns are straight and pointed, his ears erect, 
and his eyes oval. As in the first register, the hair on 
some parts of his body is shown by numerous parallel 
chevron dotted lines. H e has a long tail with a bend, 
from which it drops straight to the ground. The tree 
from which he is eating is a palmette with a very thick 
trunk, divided into three main sections and 
narrowing as it goes upward. Two branches shoot off 
from the top of each section of the trunk above the 
point where the outer edge of the trunk rolls, form
ing a spiral. The top of each branch has similar 
spirals, possibly representing bunches of flowers. The 
bark of the trunk is indicated by parallel straight ver
tical lines in sections. The branches are formed of 
several sections decorated internally by straight 
parallel dotted lines. The top of the palmette has two 
flowers symmetric-ally on each side and three 
pointed branches in the middle. Both flowers and 
branches are decorated with parallel chevrons. 
Herringbone designs border the thickest part of the 
trunk near the ground. 
The third register shows a wild boar, repeated six 

times, which now menaces the life of the mountain 
goat. The boar, easily identified by its sharp, upward-
curving tusks, walks with its head lowered, ready to 
attack. Its body hair is indicated by horizontal her
ringbone bands, and the rough hair on the nape and 
forehead by short parallel straight lines. The ears 
point backward, and the eye is a simple oval. The 
tusks and nose are outlined, as are the muscles on 
the hind legs. 
The top register contains a relatively complex 

scene, repeated three times, depicting the end of the 
mountain goat's life. In the foreground its carcass is 
stretched out and two enormous vultures eat its 
entrails. The eyes, beak, and claws of the vultures are 
simply outlined. The feathers of the neck and legs 
are formed of overlapping crescents resembling fish 
scales. The wings are divided into four rows of 
feathers: three rows of smaller feathers, each divided 
by a long pointed triangle with fine lines branching 
off in a chevron pattern, and a fourth row of longer 
pointed wing feathers, with each feather covered by 
herringbone designs. The carcass of the mountain 
goat is stretched out on its back, covered by simple 
dotted lines. The mountain goat is no longer young, 
for its long, backward-curving horns have eleven 
intersections, indicating that it was eleven years old 
when it was attacked and killed by the wild boar. 
Between this register and the one below are several 
small flying vultures with outspread wings. The flying 
vultures in the distance are shown as much smaller 
than the standing vultures in the foreground, a sort 
of primitive perspective. Above and between the 
standing vultures is a small figure squatting before a 
small stand in the form of a young tree. This figure 
has a shapeless head with an oval eye, joined by a 
thick neck to a body covered by bands of elongated 
dots, with the hands and feet left blank. The small 
tree is covered by overlapping crescents, like fish 
scales, with two small branches curling off from the 
middle of the stem. 
The small figure who squats before the small stand 

might be considered either a fetus or a monkey. If it 
is interpreted as a fetus, the complete scene on the 
vessel could be seen to represent the circle of life 
from birth to death to rebirth. If, however, it is 
interpreted as a monkey, a connection can be drawn 
to some of the ancient stories of the Indo-Iranians, 
such as Kalileh and Demneh, in which advice is given to 
human societies allegorically by depicting the life of 
animals in the jungle. In this story, which was first 
introduced to Iran from the Indus Valley in 
Sassanian times, around the third century A.D., but 
which undoubtedly had a much longer history, a 
monkey plays the role of the wise individual giving 
words of advice to the other animals, just as here he 
is sitting and giving words of wisdom, "This is the end 
of life, do not get too closely attached to it." 
The vessel is bordered at the rim by a double 
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guilloche band of four parallel lines, and at the 
bottom by a similar double guilloche band of three 
parallel lines. The base contains an unusual pattern 
for the decorative vessels of Marlik, a reed-matting 
design bordered by a band of parallel connected 
chevrons. 

COMMENTS 

The motif of the first register, a young animal 
suckling from its mother, is rather unusual. A gen
eral similarity can be seen in a seal of the Old 
Babylonian period, which shows cows nursing their 
calves.139 Ivory plaques from Nimrud140 and Arslan 
Tash,141 with a similar scene depicting mountain 
goats, are dated to the ninth century B.C. A silver 
beaker in the Adam Collection has two motifs almost 
identical to those on the Marlik vessel: a mother 
mountain goat suckling her kid on the upper reg
ister, and young mountain goats rampant on both 
sides of a stylized tree in the lower register.142 

The design of the second register is a traditional 
scene in the art of the Near and Middle East, con
sisting of an antithetical group of two animals, ap
pearing in profile, climbing symmetrically on both 
sides of a decorative, possibly sacred, tree of life. 
Although this antithetical group of two animals on 
both sides of a central decorative tree is found as a 
motif over a long period, the design of mountain 
goats in particular is more commonly found in the 
second and particularly in the early first millennium 
B.C. From this period a number of comparable 
examples can be pointed out. 
This scene composition is present in Middle As

syrian seals of the middle of the second millennium 
B.C.143 A plaque from Sinjerli, attributed to the 
second millennium B.C., with a similar composition 
but differing details of workmanship, contains a 
design of two mountain goats climbing both sides of 
a decorative tree.144 Bronze vessels of the tenth cen
tury B.C. from western Iran contain additional exam
ples of antithetical mountain goats.145 Two mountain 
goats climbing both sides of a tree with rather 
stylized elaborate branches suggesting a slightly later 
development appear on a gazelle-head rhyton from 
northwest Iran, dated to the eighth to seventh 
centuries B.C.146 A similar scene appears on an ivory 
plaque from the Fort of Shalmaneser III at Nimrud, 
dating to the ninth century B.C.147 The design also 
appears on a fragment of an Egyptian blue vessel 
from Hasanlu, dated by both Crawford148 and 
Porada149 to the ninth century B.C. A relief from 
Sinjerli, also dated to the ninth century B.C., contains 
a design of two mountain goats climbing both sides 
of a tree.150 

Other examples of antithetical groups of two 
mountain goats climbing both sides of a decorative 
tree were found at Nimrud: on the border of the 
royal garment worn by Ashurnasirpal in the Assyrian 

reliefs151 and on a fragment of pyxis from the 
Southeastern Palace of Ashurnasirpal, both dated to 
the ninth century B.C.152 Other similar examples 
occur on a pectoral found at Ziwiye,153 on a cylinder 
seal dated by Van Buren to the eighth to seventh 
centuries B.C.,154 and on an iron ax with a wooden 
scabbard covered with gold from Kelermes, Kuban, 
assigned by Rostovtzeff to Scythian art of the sixth 
century B.C.155 

The wild boar found in the third register of the 
Marlik beaker is not a common motif of ancient Near 
Eastern art, and Karasek suggests that it may be 
considered to be Iranian.156 It appears in early Iran
ian157 and Proto-Elamite158 art, and a similar design 
of a wild boar can be seen on an engraved silver 
vessel found in a narrow grave at Maikop, in the 
Kuban area of southern Russia.159 A boar with a 
forked tail curved down along its body appears on an 
orthostat relief from Alaca Hiiyiik that has been 
dated to the second millennium B.C.160 

In the top register vultures are the main motif, and 
they are shown both flying and standing. A similar 
bird can be seen on an Assyrian relief in the Palace 
of Sennacherib (705-681 B.C.) at Nineveh, where it is 
shown on an Elamite body. Another vulture,161 on 
the dead body of an Elamite officer slain by an Assyr
ian, appears in the Palace of Ashurbanipal.162 A vul
ture with open wings appears in a scene showing As
syrian cavalry pursuing the Urartians in the South
west Palace of Tiglathpileser III (745-727 B.C.) at 
Nimrud.163 A relief on the outer wall of Hilani, at Tell 
Halaf, contains a large bird, identified by Vieyra as an 
ostrich but similar to the vultures on the Marlik 
vase.164 Vieyra suggests that this element is a bor
rowing from Assyrian art, and he has dated the relief 
to the ninth to eighth centuries B.C. Vultures appear
ing on a Neo-Elamite relief from Susa, devouring the 
entrails of a corpse,165 have been dated by Amiet to 
around the eighth to seventh centuries B.C. The 
position of the vultures, the patterning of their 
bodies, and their folded wings are quite similar to 
the representation on the Marlik beaker. 
The vulture motif appears in another area of 

ancient Iran. O n a bronze quiver found in Luristan, 
dated to the eighth to seventh centuries B.C., are 
seated vultures, unlike in technique to those on the 
Marlik beaker.166 Another vulture appears on a 
bronze belt said to have been found in Kiklavand, 
Luristan, and assigned by Nagel to the Luristan 
culture.167 

The guilloche band bordering the rim and base of 
this Marlik vessel appears on many other decorative 
vessels from Marlik, and it has been discussed in 
connection with Gold Bowl 8. 

15 Gold Bowl 
762 M Ills. 2, 9, 11, 12; Fig. 4; Color Plate XIX A-B 
Badly crushed and broken, found in T o m b 52 

(Trench XXIII G ) . Although it could have been 
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crushed by earth pressure, the way in which it is 
damaged, with some pieces missing, suggests the 
possibility that a deliberate effort was made to break 
it before it was placed in the tomb, as part of some 
sacrificial ceremony. Its original dimensions cannot 
be determined, although it seems to have belonged 
to the group of larger gold vessels. The walls of this 
bowl are of very thin gold with a design in repousse 
with fine incised decoration that encircles the body. 
O n the part still remaining the design is repeated 
twice. Two imaginary combined human and animal 
figures face each other, holding hands, their bodies 
in profile and their heads in front view, with a plant 
pot between them. One of these imaginary figures is 
male, the other female. Although the design is re
peated, slight differences occur in the two repre
sentations. The male figure has a h u m a n body 
covered in feathers over the torso, two pairs of wings, 
and human hands and feet. H e is heavily bearded 
and wears a highly decorative cap or headdress. The 
female figure, who also wears a decorative headdress, 
has the body and legs of a lion, a torso covered with 
feathers, and a single pair of wings. Her body is 
remarkably like the body of the phoenix on Gold 
Bowl 12, except that the phoenix has the head of a 
bird, not of a human. The male figure is holding the 
female's left hand with his right hand, while his left 
hand is on the back of her head. This whole scene 
possibly illustrates a legendary tale of the relations 
between a god and goddess. 
The male figure has a full face with connected eye

brows, a sharp nose, and rather clear lines represent
ing the eyes, nose, eyebrows, and mouth. His thick 
curly beard and mustache are filled with parallel 
curvy bands formed of numerous short straight lines. 
Thick sideburns extend down to a heavy curl at each 
side of his face. The entire body of this figure is 
covered by open-ended ovals outlined by dotted 
lines, representing wool, feathers, or fish scales, 
except for the forearm, shin, and a small area over 
the stomach, all covered by dotted lines. The elbow 
and back of the shin are outlined. The figure has two 
pairs of wings, the upper pair open and the lower 
pair folded back to the sides of the body. Each wing 
is divided into several rows of feathers, small feathers 
decorated by parallel chevrons and long wing 
feathers with pointed ends filled by parallel chevrons 
together forming a fine herringbone pattern. 
The female figure has the body of a lion and the 

head of a human. She has an elaborate decorative 
headdress with a rather thick forehead band deco
rated by curving lines on each side of a straight mid
dle line. Her hair parted in a straight line, is formed 
of parallel curving bands of numerous parallel short 
straight lines. A hanging lock on each side, covered 
with parallel vertical lines, ends in a thick curl. The 
face is flat, with the eyes, connected eyebrows, nose, 
and mouth clearly outlined. The upper part of her 
body, from the neck down, is covered by overlapping 

open ovals similar to those on the male figure. The 
lower part of the body and forepaws are covered by 
parallel wavy dotted lines. T h e upper torso is 
birdlike, gradually changing into an animal body 
with a long curved tail and front paws outlined with 
double lines. A single pair of wings extends back 
from her shoulders, similar to the wings of the male 
figure, with several rows of short thick feathers and 
long pointed wing feathers, decorated with herring
bone patterns. 
The flower or plant pot between the figures, al

though rather small compared to other representa
tions of sacred trees, seems to serve as a central ele
ment in the scene. The pot is globular, decorated by 
very fine herringbone bands. The root of the plant is 
a circular bud with fine crosshatching. The vertical 
stem has two horizontal branches and bunches of 
leaves with a branched central vein. A n intricate 
double guilloche band encircles the vessel at the rim, 
while the ground below the design is a plant or 
flower field formed of parallel spotted cones with 
many short straight lines. 
The rosette on the bottom of this vessel is very 

similar to the rosette on the base of Gold Bowls 8 and 
12. It contains an inner rosette of sixteen petals 
surrounded by sixteen more double-lined petals, the 
whole surrounded by a circle of large leaves with 
dagger spines and branching veins springing from 
thick crescents with inward-turning ends. 

COMMENTS 

The male figure wears a conical cap with a rather 
thick band at the rim, decorated with semicircular 
lines possibly representing decorative knobs and 
buttons. Early examples of such decorative caps can 
be seen on plaques, dated by Van Buren to around 
2500 to 2000 B.C., although their origins are not 
certain.168 A similar headband with bronze decorative 
buttons appears on two statue heads found at Haft 
Tepe in Khuzistan, dating to about 1375 B.C.,169 and a 
headdress with a comparable horned cap occurs on a 
stone head from Syria, dated by Moortgat to around 
the middle of the second millennium B.C.170 A similar 
type of headdress appears on a helmet representing a 
divine figure holding a vase from which streams of 
living water issue, dated by Wilkinson to the late 
second or early first millennium B.C.171 This type of 
headdress with parallel thick ropes or horns became 
more c o m m o n during the first half of the first 
millennium B.C., and many later examples are found 
in Assyrian palace reliefs. A m o n g these, a horned cap 
on the head of a winged goddess holding a necklace 
before a sacred tree occurs on an Assyrian relief from 
Nimrud, attributed to the Palace of Ashurnasirpal 
(884-859 B.C.).172 Similar horned caps can be seen 
on stone reliefs from the Palace of Esarhaddon 
(681-669 B.C.) at Nimrud,173 of Tiglathpileser III 
(827-745 B.C.) also at Nimrud,174 of Sargon II 
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(722-705 B.C.) at Khorsabad (Dur Sharrukin),175 and 
of Ashurbanipal (668-626 B.C.) at Kuyunjik 
(Nineveh).176 A rather late example can be seen on a 
sculptured head, supposedly from Ecbatana, 
attributed by Culican to the Achaemenid period.177 A 
winged human-headed bull with a horned cap also 
appears on the Xerxes Gate at Persepolis.178 

A n imaginary creature with a human head and an 
animal body, wearing a kilt or apron, appears on a 
gold applique from Ziwiye, dated to around the 
eighth to seventh centuries B.C.179 Another similar 
imaginary figure with an animal body and human 
head occurs on the stand of a vessel dated to the 
beginning of the seventh century B.C.180 Imaginary 
feline-bodied, human-headed creatures can be seen 
on Pazyryk objects.181 Azarpay suggests that a close 
prototype of this monster is the Assyrian one because 
there is nothing similar in the art of Persia. With the 

Only a few silver vessels were found at Marlik. 
Silver is subject to deterioration through time, but 
the Marlik silver vessels, or at least the few that 
remain, are made of a rather hard and strong alloy 
and are consequently fairly well preserved, retaining 
their original shape quite well.. 
The first group of silver vessels contains fairly plain 

vessels, some with a special shape. Two are pots with 
attached long spouts (16 and 17). Another simple 
silver vessel (18), is a small cup with a punched 
decoration. 
A second group of silver vessels has a fluent linear 

decoration covering the body with geometric bands 
encircling the top and bottom of each vessel and a 
geometric rosette on the base. Examples are 19 and 
20. 
The third and most intricate category contains 

only a single example, a silver vessel with impressed 
designs in gold (21). This beautiful silver pot with an 
attached gold spout, very similar in shape to the 
simple long-spouted bronze, silver, and gold pots, 
contains elaborate designs in gold on the surface of 
the vessel. Coil bands surround the rim and bottom, 
and a geometric rosette decorates the base. 

PLAIN SILVER VESSELS (16-18) 

16 Silver Spouted Pot 
162 M PI. 23; Color Plate XIX C 
About 6.8 cm high and 5.4 cm in diameter at the 

mouth, with a spout approximately 8 cm long, found 
in T o m b 45 (Trench XXII H ) . It has an inward-
turned rim, a sharply carinated body, and a flat ring 

discovery of this motif at Marlik we may suggest it as 
another possible source for the Pazyryk type of 
monster, but the Ziwiye pectoral may also have had 
the Marlik monster as a prototype.182 A later example 
of a winged animal with a long tail and human head 
appears on an engraved silver gilt mirror from 
Kelermes, Kuban, dated by Rostovtzeff to the sixth 
century B.C.,183 where it probably is another indi
cation of the Marlik influence on Scythian art. A 
winged sphinx also appears on a carved tube from 
the Southeast Palace of Ashurnasirpal (883-859 B.C.) 
at Nimrud.184 

Plant pots, such as the one between the two 
imaginary figures, have been discussed under Gold 
Beaker 12. The rim of this vessel, as on many of the 
Marlik vessels, is encircled by a guilloche band. A 
complete discussion of this element may be found on 
pp. 28-29. 

base. The long open spout, which swells at its base 
where it is decorated by parallel grooves, is riveted to 
the body of the vessel. Pots of similar shape in gold, 
bronze, and pottery were also found at Marlik. 

17 Silver Spouted Pot 
163 M PI. 23; Color Plate XIX C 
About 7.4 cm high, 8.4 cm in diameter at the 

mouth, and with a spout about 6.5 cm long, found in 
T o m b 45 (Trench XXII H ) . The long open spout, 
swelling at the base, is riveted to the body of the pot. 

18 Silver Cup 
14 M PI. 23 
About 4.5 cm high, 6.0 cm in diameter at the rim, 

and 3.0 cm in diameter at the base, found in T o m b 
24 (Trench X V E). Its walls are thicker than in many 
of the other metal vessels, and the cup is well pre
served. It has a thickened rim, a rounded body, and a 
small flat base. The body is decorated with somewhat 
irregular rows of punched circles of varying size. 
Around the rim is a band of small circles connected 
with straight lines to form a zigzag band edged by 
simple lines above and below. 

SILVER VESSELS WITH FLUENT 
LINEAR DECORATION (19-20) 

19 Silver Beaker 
202 M Ills. 4, 8, 12; Fig. 4; PI. 23; Color Plates XIX C 
and X X A-B 
About 14 cm high and 7 cm in diameter at the 

base, found in T o m b 45 (Trench XXII H ) . Tall, with 

Silver Decorative Vessels (16-21) 
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slightly concave sides, it has a thickened rim and flat 
base. S. M. Alexander suggests that the silver of this 
vessel probably contains some admixture of copper, 
which gives a yellowish cast to the vessel.185 It is in a 
good state of preservation, only slightly flattened at 
the rim. The design is executed with great strength 
and vitality in a simple linear style. O n one side a 
warrior is subjugating two leopards with his out
stretched hands. The warrior's body appears in front 
view, with his head in profile, turned toward his left 
shoulder. The body of the warrior is powerfully 
delineated, and his face is strong, with a prominent 
hooked nose. H e has a broad chest, narrow waist, 
and strong muscular legs, wide-stretched with feet 
pointing outward in opposing directions. His cloth
ing is of particular interest. H e wears a conical 
helmet, similar to bronze helmets found at Marlik, 
decorated by parallel wavy dotted lines. O n the 
upper part of his body he wears a short-sleeved shirt 
of chain armor, filled with parallel herringbone 
bands. H e has a wide belt around his narrow waist, 
possibly a bronze belt like those found in the 
excavation. His short skirt, stopping at the thighs, is 
covered with vertical lines indicating folds. The 
beasts subjugated by the warrior can be identified by 
the triple dotted spots that cover their bodies as 
leopards, which still are found in Gilan. The two 
leopards are symmetrically positioned on each side 
of the warrior, facing him with their forepaws on the 
back of his shoulder. The beasts are very powerful 
and muscular, stretched full length, snarling and 
angry. Their tails point upward in a graceful curve. 
O n the opposite side of the beaker is a bare tree 

with a mountain goat perched on top of it. The tree 
has a thick wavy trunk with many branches growing 
irregularly along it, each crowned with a cluster of 
four small circles representing flowers, fruits, or nuts. 
Simple lines outline the eyes, nose, and mouth of the 
goat. The mountain goat's horns, filled with short 
parallel lines, are large, curving forward and back
ward in a double crescent. At its throat and chest is a 
band of short parallel diagonal lines. Its fore- and 
hind legs bend slightly toward each other to provide 
balance atop the tree. Vertical bands of parallel short 
diagonal lines cover its body. 
Considered together these two scenes suggest that 

the warrior is subjugating the leopards to protect the 
mountain goat, which has taken refuge atop the tree. 
The design is bordered above and below by a triple 
coil band. The base of the vessel is plain. 

COMMENTS 

The warrior's outfit can be compared in a general 
way to that of figures on two reliefs found in Babylon 
and Sinjerli, dated by Moortgat to the beginning of 
the first millennium B.C.186 O n a relief of a door 
found in Bogazkoy a similar figure of a warrior with a 
short skirt and tight wide belt can be seen, belonging 

to the thirteenth century B.C.187 It has been suggest
ed that this warrior, who wears a tight wide belt and 
short skirt, found at Babylon, Sinjerli, and Bogazkoy, 
may represent Tesulo, a god of the Mitannians and 

Hittites.188 

T w o plaques, one from Anatolia and the other 
from Sinjerli, show a similar figure with a short, 
unfolded skirt, dated by Bossert to the early first 
millennium B.C.189 A stone relief of the king's gate at 
Bogazkoy contains a figure of a warrior with a slightly 
different helmet and feet turning in the same 
direction rather than opposing, dated by Vieyra to 
the latter part of the Hittite N e w Kingdom, around 
the late second millennium B.C.190 Another similar 
figure, with feet turning in the same direction, 
occurs on a stone relief at Carchemish, dated by 
Vieyra to the reign of Katuwas, around 900 B.C.191 

Other figures with short skirt, tight wide belt, and 
feet pointed in the same direction occur at Baby
lon192 and Tell Asmar193 on a Hittite stele dated by 
Vieyra to the ninth century B.C. 

Poroda and Dyson suggest a link between the 
warrior on the Marlik vessel and the "hero" or 
"Weathergod" shown on the Hasanlu gold bowl in 
battle with the mountain monster, particularly be
cause of the precise decoration on his patterned 
garment and his stylized leg muscles. Especially to be 
noted is the resemblance of the punched herring
bone pattern on the kilt of the Hasanlu hero to the 
design on the shirt of the Marlik figure.194 

The triple-coil band bordering this vessel has been 
discussed under Gold Cup 10. 

20 Silver Cup 
546 M Ills. 4, 11, 12; Fig. 5; PI. 23; Color Plate X X C 

Cup, 8 cm high with a rim diameter of about 7.8 
cm, found in T o m b 39 (Trench XVIII L). Essentially 
intact, its walls are slightly concave, with the largest 
diameter at the rim and base. The design is executed 
in a simple linear technique with very slight relief in 
some parts. A leaping stag is repeated three times 
around the body of the vessel. The head is blank 
except for a double circle indicating the eye. The 
ears are leaf shaped and pointed backward. The 
antlers are formed of two thick main branches that 
broaden at the ends, with many smaller branches 
sprouting at intervals. The body of the stag is covered 
by overlapping semiovals except for the areas of the 
shoulder and fore- and hind legs, which are blank. 
This simply outlined stag is very fluent and graceful. 
The bowl is bordered near the rim and base by a 
double row of connected semicircles, possibly repre
senting a field covered by plants, mountainous rock 
and stone, or, in accordance with ancient Near 
Eastern convention, the mountain itself. The base of 
the vessel contains a geometric rosette of nineteen 
petals bordered by double lines around three 
concentric circles, altogether encircled by a single 

line. 
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COMMENTS 

A silver cup found in the Sefid Rud area, possibly 
in a clandestine excavation, with a stag design and 
similar border decoration has been dated to the late 
second or early first millennium B.C.195 A galloping 
stag also appears on the edge of a gazelle head rhy-
ton, found in northwest Iran and dated by Ghirsh
man to the eighth to seventh centuries B.C.196, and a 
beaker with a similar running stag whose place of 
origin is not certain has been dated by Goldman to 
the early first millennium B.C.197 

SILVER VESSEL WITH IMPRESSED 
GOLD DESIGNS (21) 

21 Silver Pot with Gold Spout 
277 M Fills. 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 11, 12; Fig. 5; PL 24; Color 
Plate X X D 
Height 7.5 cm, diameter 5 cm at the mouth, and 

attached gold spout about 8 cm long, found in T o m b 
50 (Trench XXI L). The silver is badly corroded, but 
the pot is intact except for the slightly broken base. 
The vessel has a "teapot" shape, with a rim rolled for 
reinforcement, a carinated body, and a flat base. The 
open gold spout, which curves and swells at its 
grooved base, is riveted to the body. Designs in very 
thin sheet gold with incised details are impressed 
onto the shoulder and body of the vessel. 
Around the shoulder a single scene is repeated 

four times, interrupted by the spout and opposite the 
spout by an elongated almond-shaped projecting 
knob. The design consists of a lion carrying his prey 
in his mouth. The lion's m a n e is indicated by 
overlapping triangles, and the hair on his stomach by 
rows of short straight parallel lines. The rest of the 
body is plain, with the muscles of the fore- and hind 
legs outlined and a swastika incised on his hind leg. 
The animal carried in the lion's mouth, possibly a 
mountain goat, has a forward-curving horn, with the 
hair of its body indicated by rows of short straight 
lines. 
The lower register, on the body of the pot, is more 

narrative and includes several motifs. A n imaginary 
figure has a bicephalic lion's head, the mouths of 
which are furiously open, outspread wings, a human 
upper torso and arms, a lower torso covered by either 
fish scales or feathers, and avian legs and feet. The 
lion's mane is covered by crosshatching and the 
feathers of the outspread wings by herringbone 
bands; the twisted torso has both a backbone, indi
cated by a curved double line intersected by straight 
lines, and breasts, indicated by small circles. 
Semicircles, either scales or feathers, cover the lower 
torso and upper legs, which end in prominent spurs 
and claws. A short bushy tail filled with short parallel 
zigzag lines curves upward. 

The different parts of this mythical creature pos
sibly represent the combined powers of the earth, 
with the lion heads for strength, the human torso for 
intelligence, the bird wings and feet for flight, the 
fish scales for swimming, and the horse tail for speed. 
This creature, repeated twice on each side of the 

vessel, holds in its open hands, symmetrically on each 
side of its body, the hand of a smaller imaginary fig
ure, possibly a sphinx, which combines a human 
female head, wings, and an animal, possibly a lion's, 
body with a long curving tail. The long hair of the 
female head is shown by a parallel curving lines, and 
the feathers of its wings by rows of herringbone pa
tterns. A band of crosshatching surrounds the body 
at the chest. One of the sphinxes wears a projecting 
cap, possibly a crown. 
Between the two pairs of mythical creatures is a 

man carrying an animal on his shoulders. H e has a 
round cap on his head and wears a short-sleeved shirt 
held tight around his waist by a thick belt. A short 
overlapping skirt with decorative zigzag bands at the 
edges stops short of his knees, indicated by con
centric semicircles. The animal he is carrying on his 
shoulders has a long curving tail and a cross on its 
hind leg. Below the spout is the final motif of this 
register, two long-necked standing birds facing each 
other. 
A serpentine coil band encircles the rim. O n the 

bottom is a geometric rosette formed of six oval 
petals outlined with a double line and bordered by a 
row of double leaves. The elongated curved triangu
lar area between the petals is filled with small circles. 

COMMENTS 

The spout of the pot is made of gold, but the pot 
itself is made of silver. Other examples of similar 
long-spouted pots made of two different materials 
have been found at Luristan and Sialk VI as well as 
Khurvin, where some pottery vessels with attached 
bronze spouts are dated by Ghirshman to the ninth 
to eighth centuries B.C.198 

Silver vessels inlaid with designs in gold, in a sim
ilar technique, were found in the Hasanlu exca
vation199 and also at Ziwiye.200 The Hasanlu vase of 
silver with impressed gold designs may be considered 
possibly contemporary in manufacture. 
The swastika or broken cross that appears on the 

hind leg of the lion in the upper register is found on 
many objects from various sites in the Near East and 
has a long history in various forms. It has been used 
in such different regions of Western Asia as Egypt, 
the Eastern Mediterranean shore, Mesopotamia, and 
Iran, occurring as early as the third millennium 
B.C.201 As a shoulder or leg ornament it appears on 
the Kalardasht202 and Hasanlu203 gold bowls, both at
tributed to the very late second and early first mil
lennium B.C. Swastikas can be seen on the fore- and 
hind legs of a bronze animal figurine, possibly the 
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lennium B.C. Swastikas can be seen on the fore- and 
hind legs of a bronze animal figurine, possibly the 
side of a horse bit, found in Luristan.204 

The design of the swastika itself, in free use and 
not only as a shoulder or leg decoration, has a much 
older background in prehistoric times. It appears in 
some beautiful Samarran pottery designs as early as 
the fifth millennium B.C.205 Since the designs on 
Samarran pottery tend to appear as if they are in 
motion, the swastika may have developed out of a 
simple fixed cross by the bending of the end of each 
radiant, guiding the eye around the cross. The swas
tika continued in use as late as the Sassanian period 
(2nd to 6th cent. A.D.), when it appeared on silver 
plates. 
The main design on the lower register, an 

imaginary figure holding two other imaginary figures 
symmetrically on each side of his body, has a long 
background in the art of the ancient Near East, with 
characteristic elements varying from period to 
period. This scene of a master or mistress of animals, 
composed of a human or combined imaginary figure 
standing and subjugating two beasts or holding two 
sphinxes, usually illustrates mythical stories connect
ed with legendary heroes. The motif is found as early 
as the protoliterate period, and it became very com
m o n in the Mitannian and Middle Assyrian glyptic.206 

Later the composition of the master of animals, 
particularly in a kneeling position, spread as far as 
Greece, an indication of the Oriental influence in 
Greek art. 
A n upright human-headed sphinx, wearing a spiral 

lock of hair and holding two reversed lions, appears 
in a seal from Saussatar, king of Mitanni around 1450 
B.C.207 The scene composition on this seal is similar 
to, although the details are different from, the design 
on the Marlik pot. A cylinder seal, assigned to the 
time of Eriba-Adad, king of Assyria around 

many other Marlik vessels has been discussed under 
Gold Cup 10. 

The largest number of metal vessels found at 
Marlik are made of bronze, both plain and decorat
ed. Although a few of these bronze vessels have a 
fairly heavy construction, many have thin walls and 
are, consequently, badly corroded, deformed, or 
crushed. The bronze vessels with elaborate repousse 
decoration have especially thin and fragile walls, and 
most of them are broken, particularly in the middle 
of the body, which contains the main part of the 
design and is often thinner than the rest of the 
vessel. In some cases the walls are so completely 
corroded that nothing remains to hold the vessel 

1412-1405 B.C., has a scene of a winged double-
headed lion symmetrically holding two griffins up
side down. 2 0 8 A similar scene occurs on a seal 
identified by Moortgat as Assyrian, of the time of 
Tukulti Ninurta I (ca. 1260-1115 B.C.).209 A gold cup 
found in western Iran and assigned by Porada to the 
thirteenth to tenth centuries B.C. has a somewhat 
similar scene of a monster symmetrically holding two 
animals.210 This type of design also occurs in later 
times, during the first millennium B.C. A winged lion 
with a single head symmetrically holding two griffins 
appears on a tablet fragment found in Nippur, dated 
around 650 B.C.211 A n Archaemenid cylinder seal has 
a man holding two lions upside down while standing 
on the back of two opposing sphinxes.212 Similar 
scenes occur in eighth-century B.C. North Syrian, 
Greek, and Phrygian art.213 

A rampant winged lion symmetrically holding two 
beasts in heraldic posture can be seen on a gold 
beaker in the Cincinnati Art Museum, which, if 
authen-tic, was apparently found in a clandestine 
excavation in the region of Gilan or Mazanderan. It 
has been dated by G o l d m a n to the early first 
millennium B.C.214 A double-headed lion-bodied 
monster, with human arms and the wings and talons 
of an eagle, lifting mountain goats by their tails, 
appears on an electrum beaker found in northwest
ern Iran, dated to the ninth to eighth centuries 
B.C.215 A silver gilt mirror from Kelermes, Kuban, 
assigned by Ros-tovtzeff to the Scythians and dated to 
the sixth century B.C., has a scene of a winged human 
holding two lions.216 

The figure of a m a n carrying an animal on his 
shoulders is reminiscent of the warrior on Marlik 
Silver Beaker 19. A similar scene of a man carrying 
an animal on his shoulder appears on a Sinjerli relief 
dated by Bossert to the ninth century B.C.217 

The coil band encircling the rim of this vessel and 

together, and only thicker fragments from the area 
around the rim and base remain. 
These bronze vessels from Marlik can be arranged 

into several groups, the simplest being plain vessels 
in various shapes. These plain bronze vessels include 
large cooking pots (22-25) with pot handle (26); 
bowls (27-29); tumblers (30-31); plates (31-33); 
cups (34-36); jars (37-40); one situla (46); and 
spouted pots (41-^45). 
Some have simple and utilitarian shapes that were 

produced over a long span of time so that it is 
difficult to assign them typologically to a definite 
period. Others have more distinctive shapes, such as 
the spouted pot or "teapot,'' which is one of the most 

Bronze Vessels (22-61) 
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A second group of bronze vessels, mostly cups and 
vases, have some simple linear decoration which 
occasionally has been slightly pushed out in relief. 
Simple geometric bands usually encircle the top and 
bottom of these vessels with the base containing a 
simple geometric rosette. Included in this group are 
47-53. 
The bronze vessels in the third group contain 

more elaborate designs that may cover the whole 
circumference of the body. Some of these designs 
have a narrative aspect and include motifs related to 
traditional myths and beliefs. In many the design is 
in very low relief, but on one vessel (55) the relief is 
pronounced with the heads of the animals adorning 
it pushed outward in the round from the body of the 
vessel, relating it closely to the elaborate gold vessels 
in the same technique. O n most of these bronze 
vessels an intricate geometric band encircles the rim 
and bottom, and the base contains a finely detailed 
rosette. Included in this group are 54-61. 

PLAIN BRONZE VESSELS (22-46) 

LARGE COOKING POTS (22-26) 

At Marlik food was often included among the 
contents of the graves. Most often it was contained in 
pottery vessels, but occasionally metal vessels, 
including large bronze cooking pots, were used. 
Some of these large cooking pots are crushed and 
deformed to a greater extent than seems likely to 
have been produced by simple earth pressure. It is 
premature to suggest that they were deliberately 
broken before being placed in the tombs, although 
this same condition of excessive damage can be seen 
in some other objects from the Marlik tombs. 

22 Bronze Cooking Pot 
172 M not illustrated 
About 30 cm in diameter at the mouth and 21.0 

cm high, found in Tomb 18 (Trench XTV D). Consid
ering its large size, the walls are rather thin. The pot 
has a globular body, rounded at the base and 
tapering slightly inward toward the rim, which is 
reinforced by thicker metal. Two opposing loop 
handles with cloverleaf bases are riveted near the 
rim. 

23 Bronze Cooking Pot 
176 M not illustrated 
About 26.5 cm in diameter at the mouth, found in 

T o m b 44 (Trench XXI M ) . It is similar to Cooking 
Pot 22, with a comparable type of loop handle. This 
pot is incomplete, however, with most of the lower 
part missing. 

24 Bronze Cooking Pot 
1061 M PL 24 
About 40 cm in diameter at the rim and 40 cm 

high, found in T o m b 47 (Trench XXII E). Even 
though it has thick walls, one side of the pot is badly 
damaged. It has a rounded base and straight sides, 
turned over at the rim to strengthen it and to hold in 
place a thick, wide reinforcing belt of bronze with 
opposing elongated loop handles; these handles 
were not separately made but are part of the band 
itself. The edge of the rim is turned over the 
reinforcing belt to produce a very strong support for 
handling. 

COMMENTS 

Several similar examples of large bronze cooking 
pots with belt-reinforcement bands, but with the 
handles attached by riveting, were found at Sialk 
Cemetery B (Sialk VI), assigned by Ghirshman to the 
beginning of the Iron Age.218 A large cooking pot 
with a similar reinforcement band and handles ap
pears on an Assyrian relief of Esarhaddon (681-669 
B.C.) in the Southwest Palace.219 Another can be seen 
on a stone relief of Sennacherib (705-681 B.C.) in 
the Southwest Palace, Court XIX, in Kuyunjik.220 

25 Bronze Cooking Pots 
1062 M and 1063 M PL 24 
Two large pots, almost identical in shape and in 

very bad condition, found in T o m b 52 (Trench 
XXIII G). They are very similar to 24, with reinforce
ment belts and loop handles, but they are too badly 
crushed for their exact dimensions to be determined. 
The approximate dimensions include a height of 40 
cm and a rim diameter of 40 cm. 

26 Bronze Pot Handle 
508 M PL 24 
About 15 cm across, found in T o m b 23 (Trench 

X V D). It is made of rather thick bronze wire en
larged at the ends, which are turned backward to 
enclose thin loop wires that, in turn, hold the 
attached loop handle. 

BRONZE BOWLS (27-29) 

27 Bronze Bowl 
412 M PL 25 
Simple rounded bowl, about 18 cm in diameter at 

the mouth and 6.0 cm high, found in T o m b 36 
(Trench XVIII C). Its walls are of rather thin bronze, 

reinforced at the rim. 

COMMENTS 

This is a common shape, made for several millen
nia, with a long history of use before the Marlik peri
od. A similar type of plain bronze bowl with a small 
dentation for pouring at the rim is in the Ashmolean 
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Museum.221 Because of its common shape and lack of 
decoration, neither Przeworski nor Moorey has given 
it a specific ascription. During the excavation of Tepe 
Giyan a plain bronze bowl with a round base but a 
slightly different, inward-turning rim was found at 
Level I.222 Another round bronze bowl of this type, 
said to have been found in Luristan, bears the 
inscription "Ilul, the mighty king of city of Akkad."223 

28 Bronze Bowl 
658 M PL 25 
About 11.5 cm in diameter at the mouth and 5.0 

cm high, found in Tomb 30 (Trench XVI L). 
Although the walls are rather thick, this smallish 
vessel is in a poor state of preservation. It has a flat 
base with very slighdy curving, outward-slanting sides. 

COMMENTS 

A similar bronze bowl with a flat base, found at 
Khinamin,224 is assigned by Calmeyer to Group 72 of 
his Bronze Classification.225 Another bowl of this type 
with a flat base, outward-slanting sides, and outward-
turned rim, is in the Serre Collection in Berlin.226 A 
third example, also with slightly outward-turning rim, 
was found in Giyan Level I, Tomb No. 34.227 The date 
given to Level I of Giyan varies slightly according to 
different scholars, but it falls during the second half 
of the second millennium B.C. 

29 Bronze Bowl 
631 M Fig. 5 
Medium-size, about 12.0 cm in diameter at the 

mouth and 4.0 cm high, found in Tomb 4 (Trench 
VIII A ). It is incomplete and has rounded sides and 
a ring base. 

BRONZE TUMBLERS (30-31) 

Two bronze tumblers with wide, very slightly 
rounded bases and concave sides, smaller in the 
middle than at the top and bottom, were found at 
Marlik. One fits in an accompanying plate. 

30 Bronze Tumbler 
175 M PL 25 
About 7.3 cm in diameter at the mouth and 7.0 cm 

high, found in Tomb 50 (Trench XXI L). The 
diameter of the slightly rounded base is larger than 
the diameter at the mouth. The sides of the tumbler 
are concave, with an outward-turned rim, overlapped 
inward for reinforcement. 

COMMENTS 

A bronze vessel of similar shape, with an extra 
decoration of double molding bands around the 
middle and near the base, is in the Adam Collection, 
dated by Moorey to the late second or early first 
millennium B.C.228 

31 Bronze Tumbler and Plate 

728 M, 661 M PL 25 
Both found in Tomb 24 (Trench X V E). The 

tumbler is about 7.8 cm in diameter at the mouth 
and 9.3 cm high. It has a very slightly rounded base 
and very concave sides that flare outward to a wide 
rim. The mouth is open with an outward-turned rim 
reinforced by overlapped turned metal. This tumbler 
fits well into an accompanying plate, about 19.0 cm 
in diameter, with a wide rim and central depression. 

COMMENTS 

A similar cup in the Ashmolean Museum is dated 
by Moorey to the early first millennium B.C.229 Other 
examples of this type of vessel were found at Tepe 
Giyan, Level I, dated by Contenau and Ghirshman to 
about 1400-1100 B.C.230 

BRONZE PLATES (32-33) 

32 Bronze Plate 
186 M PL 26 
Small enough to be the lid of another vessel, 7.0 

cm in diameter and 0.8 cm in height at the edge, 
found in Tomb 42 (Trench X X F). It is, in fact, one 
of the items found in the first test trench dug at the 
beginning of our excavation. The plate has a flat base 
and a straight low vertical edge or side. The metal is 
in a poor state of preservation and is badly corroded. 

33 Bronze Plate 
723 M Fig. 5 
Rather large round plate, about 42 cm in diameter 

and 5.2 cm in height at the edge, found in Tomb 4 
(Trench VIII A ). It is made of rather thin sheet 
metal and it is partly broken. The plate has a very flat 
base and a straight vertical edge. 

COMMENTS 

A bronze plate with a flat base and a vertical edge 
in the Adam Collection carries an inscription that 
has been dated by Lambert and Moorey to the peri
od between the late second and early first millen
nium B.C.231 

BRONZE CUPS (34-36) 

Three small bronze cups were found at Marlik. 
These are well-proportioned vessels with small bases 
from which the rounded bodies swell out, to taper or 
turn in to a narrower neck. Separate handles are 

riveted on. 

34 Bronze Cup 
151 M PL 26 
About 8.0 cm in diameter at the mouth and 5.0 cm 
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high, found in T o m b 27 (Trench XVII D). It is fairly 
well preserved and has a rounded body that tapers to 
a small flat base. The globular body curves inward 
and then turns straight upward to form a distinct 
angle at the short neck, which flares a little outward. 
The rim is thickened slightly for reinforcement. A 
separate rather large handle is riveted to the neck 
and lower body. 

COMMENTS 

A similar bronze cup with outward-turned rim and 
riveted handle was found at Sialk Cemetery B, dated 
by Ghirshman to the early first millennium B.C.232 

35 Bronze Cup 
229 M Fig. 5 
About 9.2 cm in diameter at the mouth and 6.5 cm 

high, found in T o m b 25 (Trench XVI F). Like 34, it 
is fairly well preserved and has a rounded body that 
tapers to a small flat base. A short neck spreads 
slighdy outward, and a large metal handle is riveted 
to the rim and lower body. 

36 Bronze Cup 
1161 M PL 26 
About 6.0 cm in diameter at the mouth, 2.5 cm in 

diameter at the base, and 8.5 cm high, found in 
Tom b 27 (Trench XVII D). Its walls are thin and the 
vessel is cracked, particularly around the base, part of 
which is missing. The rounded body tapers to a 
slightly outward-turning ring base. The vessel has a 
high shoulder from which it tapers inward to a large 
neck that turns sharply to an outward-flaring rim, 
now rather bent. A handle is riveted at the upper end 
to the neck below the rim, while the lower end is 
free. An impressed band encircles the body at the 
shoulder, emphasizing the very graceful outline of 
the cup. 

COMMENTS 

A bronze cup in the Adam Collection that is 
somewhat similar in shape but with animal figurines 
as handles is assigned by Moorey, on the basis of 
these decorative handles, to the Achaemenian 
period.233 This is probably a later and more elaborate 
example of the same type of cup. 

BRONZEJARS (37-40) 

37 Bronze Jar 
619 M PL 26 
About 5.5 cm in diameter at the rim and 15.7 cm 

high, found in T o m b 6 (Trench X A ). It is made of 
thin bronze, which is much corroded and broken. 
The jar has a carinated pear-shaped body, which 
tapers to a flat base. At the shoulder it curves in to a 
narrow vertical long neck that gradually enlarges 
toward the mouth where it flares outward at the rim, 

which is turned and reinforced by overlapped metal. 

38 Bronze Jar 
1399 M Fig. 5 
About 4.5 cm in diameter at the rim, 4.0 cm in 

diameter at the base, and 10.5 cm high, found in 
T o m b 5 (Trench VIII D ) . It has a very rounded 
globular body, which tapers in somewhat to a flat 
base. At the shoulder it curves in to a relatively broad 
high neck with an outward-turned, thickened rim, 
dented at one point to facilitate pouring. A molding 
band encircles the neck. 

39 Bronze Jar 
44 M Fig. 5 
N o w incomplete, probably about 3.0 c m in 

diameter at the rim and about 15.5 cm high. It was 
found in T o m b 26 (Trench XVII B) and has a 
tapering teardrop body, possibly rounded at the 
bottom, which is missing, although it could also have 
been flat. A long tapering neck turns slightly outward 
to form the rim. Two molding bands encircle the 
neck. Because it is deformed on one side, it is not 
now symmetrical in outline at the shoulder. The 
shape of this jar is very similar to some pottery jars of 
Marlik.234 

40 Bronze Jar 
1400 M Fig. 5 
About 5.5 cm in diameter at the mouth, 3.7 cm in 

diameter at the base, and 7.5 cm high, found in 
Tom b 5 (Trench VIII D). The walls, which are rather 
thin, are broken and partly missing. The jar has a flat 
base and rounded globular body, which curves in a 
little to a small short neck, and then immediately 
spreads outward to a flared rim. 
Similar vessels with outward-turned rims and flat 

bases in the Adam Collection are assigned by Moorey 
to the early first millennium B.C.235 

BRONZE SPOUTED POTS (41-46) 

At Marlik spouted pots were found in pottery236, in 
silver (16-17), and in a combination of silver and 
gold (21), as well as in bronze. The bronze spouted 
pots are sometimes rather plain and angular, in 
other instances rounded, with varying degrees of 
decoration at the base of the long open spout. This 
spout usually swells at the base in a very decided 
curve that distinctly suggests the curving contours of 
a bird head, neck, and crop, particularly that of a 
crane, which is found along the White River (Sefid 
Rud) near Marlik. 
Spouted pots of this type are one of the most 

characteristic vessels of the late second and early first 
millennium B.C. in northern and western Iran. 
Bronze pots with long spouts were found in Sialk 
Cemetery B,237 Luristan,238 Tepe Giyan,239 Tepe 
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Guran,240 Khurvin, and Hamadan. Examples of these 
bronze spouted pots can be seen in such museums 
and collections as the Hamburg Museum,241 the 
Musee d'Art et d'Histoire Geneve,242 the Brockel-
schen Collection,243 the Museum fur Vor- und Friih-
geschichte, in Berlin,244 the Werner Collection,245 the 
David Weill Collection,246 the Ashmolean Museum,247 

the Audouin Collection,248 the Stadtl. Museum fur 
Volkerkunde in Munich,249 the Adam Collection,250 

the British Museum,251 and in a private collection in 
Stuttgart252 

41 Bronze Pot with Spout 
1401 M Fig. 6 
About 7.2 cm in diameter at the mouth, 6.6 cm in 

diameter at the base, and 16.0 cm high, found in 
Tomb 27 (Trench XVII D). The walls are very thin, 
and the pot is badly corroded and incomplete. The 
vessel has a slightly outward-turning ring base and a 
rather angular carinated body with a high shoulder. 
A long open spout swelling at the base is riveted to 
the shoulder of the vessel. 

42 Bronze Pot with Spout 
1402 Fig. 6 
About 8.6 cm in diameter at the mouth, 9.0 in 

diameter at the base, and 15.0 cm high, found in 
Tomb 52 (Trench XXIII G). It has thin walls and is 
partly broken. The vessel has a flat base and a 
carinated body with a moderately high shoulder that 
turns inward in a distinct angle near the inward-
slanting rim. A long open spout with only slight 
swelling at the base, decorated with parallel molding 
bands, is riveted to the body above the shoulder. 

43 Bronze Pot with Spout 
154 M Fig. 6; PL 27 

About 10.0 cm in diameter at the mouth and 13.0 
cm in height, found in Tomb 27 (Trench XVII D). It 
is made of rather thin metal and is badly crushed and 
broken. The vessel has a ring base that slants slightly 
outward and a gently tapering slightly carinated body 
with a moderately high shoulder. There is a sharp 
angle at the short neck, which tapers slightly inward. 
The rim is turned over to reinforce the edge. This 
pot has a long, open, tapering, straight spout, which 
swells slighdy at the base, where it is riveted to the 
shoulder of the pot. 

44 Bronze Pot with Spout 
1403 M Fig. 6 

About 10.6 cm in diameter at the mouth, 8.0 in 
diameter at the base, and 10.4 cm high, found in 
Tomb 45 (Trench XXII H). It has thin walls and is 
much corroded, with parts missing. The vessel has a 
slightly concave base and a rounded globular body 
with a short vertical neck. The long open spout 
curves slightly downward at the end. This spout swells 
very decidedly at the base, which is riveted to the 
body at its widest point. 

45 Bronze Pot with Spout 
822 M Fig. 6; PL 27 
About 13.5 cm high and 9.0 cm in diameter at the 

mouth, with a spout 19.0 cm long, found in Tomb 52 
(Trench XXIII G). The body of this broken pot is 
round, the neck short and straight, and the base flat. 
Riveted to the body is a very long open spout, which 
swells and is decorated with knobs and parallel 
circular grooves at the place of attachment. 

COMMENTS 

Similar bronze pots with long spouts were found in 
Sialk Cemetery B,253 and a similar vessel with a high 
stand was found in Khurvin.254 Closely similar bronze 
vessels have also been found in Luristan.255 

46 Bronze Situla 
992 M PL 28 

About 16 cm high and 6.5 cm in diameter at the 
mouth, found in Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E). The 
bronze of the vessel is thickly corroded. It has a wide 
mouth, a beautifully proportioned concave neck, a 
small shoulder, and a long oval body that tapers 
inward at the bottom to end in a small knob. The 
situla must have had a support because it cannot 
stand alone. 

The shape of this vessel is very similar to Mosaic 
Vase 62, which also ends in a knob at the base.256 

Bronze vessels in this shape from western Iran, 
belonging to the tenth century B.C., are discussed by 
Calmeyer257 and Muscarella.258 The Adam Collection 
of Persian antiquities also contains bronze vessels 
with a similar knob on the base.259 

BRONZE VESSELS WITH LINEAR 
DESIGNS (47-53) 

47 Bronze Vase Fragment 
712 M 111. 12; PL 28 
Only one large piece of this bronze vase, originally 

about 13.0 cm high with its original diameter unde
termined, now remains. It was found in Tomb 2 
(Trench VI B ) and has a rather concave body with a 
small outward-turned rim and a projecting hollow 
ring base. Although the vessel is not complete, the 
entire repeating design can be determined, consist
ing of four rows of wild boars in slight relief, each 
row alternating in direction. The boar bends his 
head toward the ground, probably searching for 
food. It is well fed, with a plump face and strong, 
husky body. The head is long and conical, with the 
muzzle outlined by three concentric circles and the 
tusk a simple upward line. The ear is an upward-
pointing oval with a line down the middle, and the 
eye a concentric almond shape. The head is sepa
rated from the neck by two parallel short diagonal 
lines. The body is covered by parallel herringbone 
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bands running lengthwise, the legs are undecorated, 
and the tail is short and thick, pointing upward with 
a bent tip. Simple coil or cablelike bands separate 
the rows of the design, and a triple coil band with a 
central point or small circle in each coil encircles the 
rim. The base is missing. 

COMMENTS 

The motif of a wild boar is discussed under Marlik 
Gold Beaker 14. In addition to its occurrence as a 
motif on decorative vessels, many bronze figurines of 
wild boars were found at Marlik. It is a local animal, 
still native to the forested highlands of Gilan.260 

Similar coil bands occur on various Marlik vessels as 
well as on objects excavated elsewhere in the Middle 
East, and the motif is discussed under Gold Cup 10. 

48 Bronze Cup 
1185 M Ills. 4, 11, 12; Fig. 6 
Fragments of a bronze cup, originally about 12 cm 

in diameter at the mouth, found in Tomb 39 
(Trench XVIII L). Although part of the vessel is 
missing, the design on the body can be determined, 
consisting, apparently, of a row of standing ante
lopes, two of which appear on the remaining 
fragment, done in a very simple linear style. The 
bodies of the animals are simply outlined. One is 
quite plain; on the other the hair of the chest is 
shown by short straight and curved lines, and a 
double line, probably a rope, encircles the neck. The 
antlers of both animals are large and branching, with 
each branch subdivided. Part of a body, possibly of a 
bird or small animal, covered with short parallel 
curving lines, appears behind one of the antelopes. 
This design is bordered at the top and bottom by a 
band of straight rectangular crosshatching. On the 
base of the cup is a simple geometric rosette of 
sixteen petals outlined with a double line around 
three inner concentric circles. 

49 Bronze Vase 
1213 M Ills. 4, 11, 12; Fig. 6 
Several pieces of a bronze vessel, approximately 

11.0 cm around the base, were found in Tomb 39 
(Trench XVIII L). They were originally part of a tall 
straight-sided vase with a thickened rim and a 
projecting ring base. Although it is broken and parts 
of the upper portion of the vessel are completely 
missing, much of the design can be determined. The 
body of the vessel is divided into two registers. The 
lower register, which is more complete, contains a 
row of four recumbent antelopes, simply outlined. 
Their eyes are concentric double-pointed ovals, and 
their ears are pointed ovals with an inner line. Their 
antlers are large and spreading, with each broad 
main branch divided into several smaller sub-
branches. The fore- and hind legs of the recumbent 
animal touch, with the hooves above each other. The 
top register contains another row of animals facing 

in the opposite direction. All that remains are parts 
of their heads, heads either of rams or of mountain 
goats, with large horns filled with parallel lines 
forming crescents pointing in opposite directions. 
This row of animals apparently is also in a recumbent 
position because part of their legs appear above the 
horns of the lower register, although their interven
ing bodies are missing. The vessel is bordered near 
the rim and base by decorative guilloche bands, and 
the base contains a geometric rosette of six oval 
petals around a triple concentric circle. Between 
each two petals another pointed oval stretches to 
form a chain around the rosette, and a band of 
semicircles surrounds the entire design. 

COMMENTS AND COMPARISONS 

The motif of animals in a recumbent position with 
overlapping hooves is discussed under Marlik Gold 
Cup 10. A six-petaled rosette, similar to the one on 
this Marlik vase, can be seen on the base of an 
electrum goblet in the Louvre, assigned by Amiet, 
based on the hatching and other details, to the 
Marlik type of work.261 

50 Bronze Vessel Fragment 
1213a M Ills. 4, 12; Fig. 7; PL 29 
Single fragment, including part of the rim, of a 

bronze vessel, approximately 12 cm across, found in 
Tomb 39 (Trench XVIII L). On this fragment three 
incomplete ibex or deer appear, rendered in a 
simple linear style. The walking animals are simply 
outlined, their bodies plain, and their eyes simple 
ovals. Thick branching horns point in opposing 
directions. A single coil band surrounds the rim. 

51 Bronze Vessel 
1392 M 111. 11; Fig. 7 
This broken bronze base, almost 7 cm across, was 

found in Tomb 5 (Trench VIII D). It contains a 
linear design of a geometric rosette with a six-
pointed star, each point formed of an elongated oval 
divided by a central line. Stretching between the 
outer points of the star and encircling it are six more 
elongated ovals. A similar rosette occurs on the base 
ofMarlikGoldCuplO. 

52 Bronze Vessel 
1393 M 111. 11; Fig. 7 
Broken base, found in Tomb 5 (Trench VIII D). At 

its center is a simple geometric rosette about 7 cm in 
diameter, with eight separated petals connected by a 
double inner circle. The area between the petals and 
between the two inner circles is filled with dots. 
Around the rosette is a zigzag band within a double 

line. 

53 Bronze Vessel Fragments 
1397 M Ills. 11, 12; Fig. 7 
A number of broken pieces of a rather large 
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bronze vessel with a linear design, found in T o m b 5 
(Trench VIII D ) . Although the complete design 
cannot be reconstructed, parts of it include a deco
rative band of elongated arches around the base, a 
small, twelve-petaled rosette, thick parallel bands, a 
hand, and a design of parallel wavy lines. 

BRONZE VESSELS WITH ELABORATE 
DESIGNS (54-61) 

54 Bronze Vase 
98 M Ills. 2, 3, 6, 11, 12; Fig. 7 
Fragments of what is apparently a large beaker, 

found in T o m b 42 (Trench X X F). Enough of the 
pieces remain to give some idea of the original 
design, which was precisely incised in two registers. 
The top register apparently contains a hunting 
scene. An archer and a charioteer can be seen. The 
archer, in front, stretches a bow with his left arm and 
aims with his right. H e wears a round cap with a 
forehead band tied with a hanging part behind and 
has a short straight beard with circular sideburns 
curling around his ear. His chest is covered by a 
garment filled with parallel double straight lines. The 
charioteer behind him is pulling on the reins. His 
beard and hair are straight and rather short, and he 
wears a simple round cap. A wide dotted band 
crosses his chest diagonally, and part of a quiver full 
of arrows appears at his back. Two projecting circular 
double lines bordering each shoulder outline his 
very muscular body. The lower part of the bodies of 
the archer and charioteer are missing as are the 
chariot and the animals pulling it. All that remains is 
part of the reins and the top of a decorative knob on 
the yoke of the harness. The scene in front of the 
chariot is a little more complete. Several large 
vultures surround a fallen animal, possibly a 
mountain goat of which the hoof and lower part of 
one leg can be seen. The vultures are carefully de
picted. Their eyes are circles surrounded by concen
tric pointed ovals, and their beaks are bent, one con
taining a small triangle. The feathers of their neck, 
chest, and shoulder are indicated by numerous 
semiovals with straight hatching, and the larger 
feathers of the wings have parallel herringbone 
bands. Their large claws are covered with short 
parallel lines. Two arrows appear either behind the 
vultures or actually hitting the body of one of the 
birds. Standing beside the vultures is a man holding 
up the hide or carcass of an animal. H e wears a small 
round cap, like the cap of the charioteer, a short-
sleeved jacket, and a short folded skirt. The jacket is 
decorated with parallel lines, and the skirt is covered 
with dots and bordered by a zigzag band. A long 
object, possibly a sword, appears in front of his 
forward leg, apparently hanging from his waist. The 

hide or carcass he holds up has no head or feet; he 
may have cut them off and left them for the vultures 
to eat. In his other hand he may be carrying a bow, 
part of which appears behind him. Little remains of 
the rest of this register, only bits showing the hooves 
and a little of the fore- and hind legs of horses, 
possibly pulling another chariot, a repeat of the first 
design. Ground level is shown by a fine band of 
parallel hatching that encircles the vessel and sepa
rates this register from the one below. 
Less of the lower register remains, and only a little 

of the design can be determined. One piece contains 
part of a chariot with an archer, apparently similar to 
the archer and chariot of the upper register, except 
that less of the archer, nothing of the charioteer, and 
m u c h more of the horses remain. The archer, 
wearing slightly more elaborate headgear, a beautiful 
cap or crown formed of several looping bands, is 
pulling tight on his bow. His beard and mustache are 
simple. Only one-third of a wheel of the chariot 
remains. The horses pulling it have a decorative 
band down their backs, and their bodies are covered 
by rows of parallel dotted lines. The joints of their 
forelegs are indicated by double lines, and their 
manes by bands of short straight diagonal lines. An 
elaborate yoke, through which the reins pass, is tied, 
possibly by leather straps, around the horse's chest, 
which is covered by a breastplate filled with parallel 
dotted lines. The archer may be aiming at a herd of 
antelope, whose branching antlers appear at the top 
of a broken fragment. The body of one of these 
antelopes seems to lie in front of the horses, with two 
arrows piercing it. Its carcass is covered by bands of 
short straight lines and is very similar to the animal 
carcass in the upper register. Other small pieces 
contain fragments of designs that no doubt form 
parts of this and similar scenes. The rim of the vessel 
has a band of connected double coils, with small 
circles emphasizing the point of each twist and below 
this a band of short diagonal lines. Under the horses' 
hooves is a bit of the band of parallel hatching that 
encircles the vessel at the bottom. 
Two broken pieces of the base remain, containing 

part of a geometric rosette apparently almost 
identical to the rosette on the base of Bronze Vessel 
51, a six-pointed star, each petal or ray a pointed 
oval, surrounded by a circle of six more petals or rays 
extending between the points of the star. The 
triangular area between the petals is filled by bands 
of short straight lines, with each point filled with a 
rounded petal design. The rosette is bordered by 
three concentric circles, the outer two of which form 
a band with a dotted line in the center. 

COMMENTS 

Many bronze vessels of the tenth century B.C. from 
western Iran contain archers, usually kneeling, rather 
than aiming from a chariot as in the Marlik vessel.262 
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55 Bronze Pot 

178 M Ills. 8, 10, 11,12; Fig. 8; PL 29; Color Plate 
XXIA 
Much broken, found in Tomb 32 (Trench XVII E). 

More than half of it was missing, and a master hand 
was needed to reassemble the remaining pieces.263 

Now that the work is done, it is possible to see the 
original shape and design of this outstanding piece 
of bronze work. As reconstructed, the pot is approxi
mately 11 cm high and 12 cm in diameter at the 
mouth, with a spout 8 cm long. The vessel, which is 
round with a simple outward-turned rim and a flat 
base, has the general shape of a "teapot." The body 
of the pot contains a row of lions in profile, with 
finely incised details, their heads projecting outward, 
walking toward the spout, two on each side. The 
walking lions on each side of the pot converge on a 
larger central lion, shown in front view, which carries 
in its widely extended jaws the spout of the vessel, a 
square hollow tube. The head of this central lion 
projects outward about 4 cm from the body of the 
vessel, much more than the heads of the subsidiary 
lions. Opposite the spout is a small decorative plant, 
the only part of the design completely reconstructed 
from a study of the other Marlik vessels, from which 
the two pairs of lions are walking away. The bronze of 
this vessel is very thin throughout, especially in the 
area of the lion heads, which were formed as part of 
the body of the vessel. 
The mouth of the central lion is forced wide open 

to hold the spout, revealing clearly the long incisors 
as well as other teeth. The skin folds and muscles are 
beautifully delineated to give an impression of the 
power and strength of the beast. The whiskers are 
indicated by parallel small lines on both sides of the 
nose above the upper lip, and a ring of muscle 
surrounds the head, separating it from the neck. The 
eyes are clearly detailed, with the pupil projected 
outward, and the eyebrows are well pronounced. The 
ears are small, a soft thick ring pointing backward. 
The long hair of the mane is precisely rendered by 
overlapped ovals, each covered by several wavy lines. 
The mane covers the area from the ears to the lower 
part of the neck, where it submerges into an elongat
ed dotted area representing the hair of the chest and 
forelegs. The edge of the mane is well differentiated 
by a row of concentric semicircular lines extending 
from the ears around the neck. A large well-pro
nounced rosette, possibly representing a twist of hair, 
is on each shoulder; it is formed of many curved lines 
radiating out from a central point, like a turning sun 
or star. 
The four subsidiary lions walking around the vessel 

have approximately the same details. They are shown 
in profile, with their heads pushed out in the round 
from the body of the vessel. Their mouths are closed, 
but they are very alert and attentive. The twisting 
many-pointed rosette appears on the shoulder of 

each lion. Body hair is indicated by numerous 
elongated dots, and the mane, back, and stomach are 
covered by overlapped semiovals, made of several 
wavy lines. The muscles and tendons of the fore- and 
hind legs are indicated by parallel lines, and the 
claws are carefully detailed. The long tail, parallel to 
the hind leg, turns up at the tip. 
The plant located opposite the spout was almost 

destroyed, but part of the trunk, a simple stem, re
mains. Under the feet of the lions, around the base, 
are rows of parallel connected semicircles, repre
senting the ground. The base of the vessel is deco
rated by a geometric rosette of twenty-three petals, a 
stylized form of the wild morning glory. The central 
rosette is surrounded by thirteen thick open loops 
with ends twisted inward, possibly representing 
flowerpots, each holding a branch of a tree or plant. 

COMMENTS 

A similar design of walking lions with heads 
projecting outward can be seen on the Kalardasht 
gold bowl, although there the heads are separately 
made and riveted to the body of the vessel, and on a 
bronze vessel from Susa, now in the Louvre, exhib
iting the same technique of projecting animal 
heads.264 The twisting star ornament on the shoulder 
has been discussed under Marlik Silver Pot 21. 

56 Bronze Chalice 
1325 M 111. 11; Fig. 8 
About 6 cm high, 14.5 cm in diameter at the 

mouth, and 7 cm in diameter at the base, found in 
Tomb 5 (Trench VIII D). Although broken and 
incomplete, the beautiful proportions of the vessel 
are still apparent. The rim is reinforced with a 
supporting ring, and rather thick projecting ring 
bands encircle both the rounded body where it joins 
the stem and the base of the stem. The body of the 
chalice is plain, but on the base is a finely detailed 
geometric rosette about 5 cm in diameter. At the 
center four rather thick crescents with curving ends 
face outward. Pointing outward from the middle of 
each crescent is an oval plant resembling a cedar, 
decorated with parallel herringbone patterns. At the 
juncture of each two crescents is a group of three 
similarly decorated leaves with rounded ends. 

57 Bronze Vessel 
1391 M Ills. 2, 4, 10, 11, 12 Fig. 8 
Two large pieces, originally about 8.5 cm in dia

meter at the mouth, found in Tomb 5 (Trench VIII 
D). They contain part of the rim and base of the 
vessel. Although the design is not complete, much of 
it can be determined. A hunting scene in linear style 
encircles the vessel. The existing fragment contains 
two incomplete leaping mountain goats. Their horns 
form large, opposing, open semicircles, covered with 
open parallel chevrons. The head and fore- and hind 
legs are outlined, and the eyes, nose, and mouth are 
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indicated by simple lines. Parallel vertical rows of 
short lines represent the body hair. Behind the two 
leaping mountain goats, and facing in the opposite 
direction, is an archer, only part of whose head and 
hand, grasping the upper part of his bow, remains. 
The archer wears a round helmet or cap rimmed by a 
double line. An arrow has cut through the body of 
the most complete of the mountain goats, entering 
his chest with the point coming out of its stomach. In 
front of the two goats, separating them apparently 
from another group of mountain goats as indicated 
by part of a horn, is a strange object, possibly a pine
apple-shaped tree. The rim of the vessel is bordered 
by three concentric bands: the uppermost is a double 
line, the middle one a beautiful coil or cable band, 
which is very finely done with tiny circles in each 
twist, and the lowest a row of straight parallel vertical 
lines set closely together. 
The bottom of the vessel contains a double con

centric geometric rosette. A n inner rosette with four
teen tiny petals surrounds three concentric circles 
around a central point. Around this inner rosette is 
an outer rosette of twenty-two petals. All the petals of 
both the inner and outer rosette are outlined with a 
double line. 

58 Bronze Vessel 
1394 M Ills. 3, 6, 11, 12; Fig. 8 
Fragments of a rather large bronze vessel, diameter 

about 11.5 c m at the base, found in T o m b 42 
(Trench X X F). Its walls are very thin and fragile, 
and the upper part of the vessel is completely 
missing, but the lower part, around a hollow ring 
base, is almost complete. The design around this 
lower part consists of a row of walking pack animals, 
either horses or mules, beautifully rendered in a 
simple linear style. The bodies of the animals, of 
which often only the lower portions remain, are plain 
except for the outlining of the muscles and joints. 
Only part of the head of one animal remains, and 
this also is simply outlined. In contrast to the simple 
outlining of the animals is the elaboration of their 
trappings: a zigzag-bordered saddle blanket; numer
ous straps for fastening the load, which is covered in 
larger zigzags; a curving breastplate over the chest; 
and a pomegranate bell hanging under the neck. One 
section of the body, better preserved than the rest, 
contains a tall pole with another hanging pome
granate suspended over the rear of one of the pack 
animals. A coil band similar to other coil bands on 
Marlik vessels borders the bottom of the design. 
About half of the base remains. It apparently con

tained, inside a cable circle, four birds, possibly vul
tures, of which parts of three remain. The feathers of 
the body are indicated by bands of short straight 
lines, and the wing and tail feathers are covered with 
herringbone bands. A fragmentary design in the 
center may be an imaginary four-headed snake, held 
by the vultures. 

59 Bronze Vessel Fragments 
1395 M Ills. 2, 3, 10, 11, 12; Fig. 9 
Many broken pieces of a rather small vase or cup, 

about 8.0 c m in diameter at the mouth, found in 
T o m b 44 (Trench XXI N ) . Although too fragmented 
to be assembled in one vessel, they show parts of a 
very elaborate design. A small portion of the rim 
contains a riveted handle, and below the woven reed 
band encircling the rim is a bit of the curving, 
crosshatched branches of a tree ending in hanging 
globular fruit. O n e fragment shows, below these 
hanging branches, a m a n with long hair pushed 
behind his head and long sideburns resembling 
woven rope. From the angle of his body, he may be 
driving a chariot. Other pieces contain a foot below a 
long decoratively edged skirt and an arm with part of 
a torso. A large fragment contains a flying bird with 
outstretched wings, elaborately decorated, and 
another head of the same bird appears on a smaller 
fragment. 
A remaining piece of the base contains part of a 

six-petaled geometric rosette about 7.0 cm across. 
The area between each two petals is filled either by 
parallel bands formed of many short curving lines or 
by scattered small circles. 

60 Bronze Vessel Fragments 
1396 M Ills. 10, 12; Fig. 9 
A few broken pieces, found in T o m b 1 (Trench III 

D ), insufficient to give any idea of the shape and 
complete design of this vessel. One piece contains a 
rather thick band with parallel rows of short straight 
parallel lines. A second piece contains a similar 
decoration at the top, and below another design 
representing part of a flower or plant. Parallel bands 
of straight lines decorate the curving stem, which 
separates into two curving ends enclosing a dotted 
bud. A third piece, including part of the rim, is 
especially illustrative of the high quality of work
manship on this vessel. Encircling the rim is a very 
intricate band of triple guilloche, the twists filled by 
circles with a central point. Below this guilloche band 
is part of a highly decorative tree whose branches, 
filled with bands of short straight diagonal lines, 
curve away from a center filled by four flower petals 
filled with dots and edged by a double line. 

61 Bronze Vessel 
1398 M 111. 11; Fig. 9 
Base of vessel, containing a rosette about 7.0 cm in 

diameter at the base, found in T o m b 44 (Trench 
X X I N ) . The base contains a six-petaled rosette 
inside a circle formed of six pointed oval petals, each 
petal stretching between the outer points of two 
petals. The area between the petals is divided by a 
curving double line, and the background is covered 
with dots. This rosette is very similar to the rosette on 
the base of Bronze Vessel 59, found in the same 
tomb. Possibly a pair of bronze vessels of similar 
shape and design were placed together in the tomb. 
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Comments and Conclusions 

Many of the Marlik metal vessels, whether gold, 
silver, or bronze, contain designs of varying degrees 
of elaboration, about which some further discussion 
on a number of points may be useful. 

DISTRIBUTION OF METAL VESSELS IN 
MARLIK TOMBS 

Metal vessels were found in fewer than half of the 
Marlik tombs, in twenty-two out of a total of fifty-
three tombs, and the number in a single tomb 
ranged from one to six. Vessels of a single metal 
tended to be clustered together, with T o m b 36 
containing four gold vessels, T o m b 5 containing five 
bronze vessels, and T o m b 45 containing one gold, 
one bronze, and three silver vessels, half of the silver 
vessels found at Marlik. In only two of the tombs, 
T o m b 24 and 45, were vessels of all three metals 
buried together. Moreover, only sixteen tombs pro
duced one or more decorative metal vessels. 

PROVENANCE OF MARLIK 
DECORATIVE VESSELS 

The first question involves the provenance of the 
vessels. Were they locally produced or were some at 
least imported? Some scholars have suggested that 
the more elaborate vessels, particularly the gold 
ones, were possibly imported while the cruder ones 
may have been locally made.265 Support for this 
proposition is found in a comparison of these vessels 
with objects previously found that have been 
attributed to other sites in the ancient world (Map 
5). 
Several circumstances, however, support the pre

sumption that all the decorative metal vessels of 
Marlik were locally made. First is the large number of 
such metal vessels found at Marlik,266 for no similar 
quantity have been uncovered at any other site of this 
period. All these Marlik vessels exhibit a remarkable 
uniformity of spirit, a liveliness, grace, and vitality 
that permeate all the designs, whether simple or 
elaborate, and that seem to mark them as the 
products of a single culture. There is a coherence of 
subject matter and artistry among various products of 
Marlik, and some of the pottery figurines and vessels 
from Marlik are quite as sophisticated in their own 
way as are these decorative metal vessels. The elabo
rate high-relief technique of Gold Beaker 8, one of 
the most beautiful of the gold vessels, also appears in 
a bronze vessel, 55. In fact, the bronze vessels, al

though m u c h fragmented and very incomplete, 
contain designs closely related to and equally as fine 
as those on the elaborate gold vessels. 
In recent years, both before and since the exca

vation of Marlik, more and more information has 
been revealed concerning the existence of a highly 
developed metal industry in the highlands of Gilan 
and Mazanderan during the late second and early 
first millennium B.C., a metal industry that, it seems 
probable, was centered around Marlik. 
Other scholars, after a study of the material, have 

also reached the conclusion that the decorative 
vessels are local products. Wilkinson, in an article in 
which he discusses two decorative metal cups from 
the region around Marlik, now in the Metropolitan 
Museum, says: 

The indication, therefore, is that there was 
more than one school of design in the Mar
lik area. This would seem more likely than 
the supposition that the Marlik vessels 
should simply be divided into two groups, 
one local and the other imported. One of 
the Marlik schools—that of the stag c u p — 
used a style that would appear to have been 
indigenous to the people occupying the 
area; the other, of which the gazelle cup is 
perhaps the most refined example, incorpo
rated traditions of both Mesopotamia and 
other parts of Iran.267 

This quotation from Wilkinson leads to the next 
point of special interest, a consideration of the de
signs on these decorative metal vessels from Marlik, 
some of which draw our attention because they 
contain traditional motifs with strong historical links 
to the ancient world, and others, conversely, because 
they are unusual and specific to Marlik and its 
culture. 

TRADITIONAL MOTIFS IN MARLIK 
DECORATIVE VESSELS 

GEOMETRIC ROSETTE 

One of the most commonly repeated motifs is the 
geometric rosette, found on the bases of almost all 
the decorative metal vessels of Marlik.268 The geo
metric rosettes vary in detail and degree of intricacy 
in accordance with the elaboration of the design on 
the body of the vessel, from a simple dotted circle 
roughly divided into sections on Gold Beaker 3; 
through a crudely punched rosette with two rows of 
petals on Gold Bowl 4; and a slightly more detailed 
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rosette filled with dots and encircled by a zigzag band 
on a broken base, 52; to more finely made rosettes of 
varying detail on Gold Cup 10, Gold Bowl 11, Gold 
Bowl 13, Silver Pot 21, Bronze Cup 48, and Bronze 
Vessels 49 and 57; and culminating in the exquisitely 
detailed rosettes on Bronze Chalice 56 and Gold 

Beakers 8, 12, and 15. 
The repetition of this motif has led us to consider 

whether it might have had a more than decorative 
function. Marlik, after all, is a cemetery, and all the 
objects found there were funerary objects, placed in 
the tombs during the burial ceremony and conse
quently illustrating something of the religious beliefs 
of their possessors. 
W e know that the early Indo-Iranians gave primary 

importance to the solar disk or sun as one of their 
deities or as a symbol of their ancient gods, continu
ing in this practice as late as the first half of the first 
millennium B.C. The geometric rosette found on the 
Marlik vessels in its more elaborate examples consists 
of a band of geometricized plant leaves surrounding 
a central solar disk or sun whose energizing rays 
spread outward, symbolizing the dependence of all 
living things on the central life-giving sun. It would 
seem that the people who buried their illustrious 
dead at Marlik, if not actually sun worshipers, at the 
very least gave the sun a place of great importance in 
their pantheon. 

STYLIZED PALMETTE OR TREE OF LIFE 

Another traditional design found on the Marlik 
vessels is the stylized palmette, or tree of life, whose 
leaves surround the most elaborate geometric ro
settes. Trees appear on many of the Marlik vessels, 
varying from the simple, fairly realistic trees on Gold 
Bowl 4 and Silver Beaker 19; to small stylized plant 
pots, sometimes used as a filling motif, on Bronze Pot 
55, Gold Beaker 12, and the upper register of Gold 
Beaker 14; and reaching their most elaborate form in 
the large stylized palmettes on Gold Beaker 8, the 
second register of Gold Beaker 14, and the fragments 
of Bronze Vessel 60 (111. 11). 
In its most elaborate form the tree of life is found 

in an antithetical grouping with animals flanking or 
approaching it. Porada, in discussing the art of an
cient Iran, says that "The most persistent motif is that 
of two-horned animals flanking a tree. The variant 
renderings of this and other motifs from the pre
historic period to Sassanian times provide a survey of 
the changing styles and of their basic traits."269 

This antithetical grouping of horned animals on 
either side of a tree of life occurs on two of the most 
striking of the metal vessels of Marlik, Gold Beakers 8 
and 14. The first shows the story of life, where in the 
second register a young goat stands on its hind legs 
as it eats from a highly stylized palmette, while the 

second portrays beautifully detailed winged bulls, 
their heads projecting outward in full relief, also 
standing on their hind legs flanking a very decorative 
palmette. 

EXCEPTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 
MARLIK DECORATIVE VESSELS 

ANIMAL MOTIFS 

Movement is found much more often on the Mar
lik vessels, however, than a stylized static design. All 
the animals (Ills. 3-8) in one register may move in 
the same direction around the vessel, as in Gold 
Beaker 9 with two rows of prancing unicorns; Gold 
Beaker 12 M with two registers of striding animals, 
griffins above and winged bulls below; Silver Cup 20 
with a row of leaping stags; Bronze Beaker 49 with 
four rows of wild boars sniffing the ground; and 
Bronze Vessel 58 with a row of walking pack animals. 
O n other vessels figures move away from a point on 
one side of the vessel to converge at an opposite 
point, as in Gold Bowl 11 M with rams walking away 
from an eagle with outspread wings toward a sacred 
tree; Silver Pot 21 with lions on the shoulder, each 
holding an animal carcass in its mouth, walking away 
from a small knob and converging on a long spout; 
and Bronze Pot 55 with lions moving away from a 
small plant pot toward a central lion holding a spout 
in his mouth. 
Whether simply outlined or decorated with stylized 

patterns on various parts of their bodies, these ani
mals always exhibit a natural and fluid movement 
and are usually clearly related to a ground line repre
sented by one of the decorative bands that encircles 
the vessel and separates the registers. Only a few of 
the vessels, including Gold Beaker 14 with the story 
of life, Gold C u p 10 with recumbent moun-tain 
goats, and Bronze Vase 47 with rows of wild boars 
(the same motif is also found on the third register of 
14), contain no such band separating the registers 
and forming a ground line, so that the motifs, to a 
certain extent, seem to float in the air. Even on these 
vessels, however, the motifs are placed in a clear, 
though not explicitly drawn, line in relation to one 
another. 

MYTHICAL AND IMAGINARY FIGURES 

In addition to realistic portraits of animals, most of 
them still native to the region around Marlik 
(including horned cattle, deer, mountain goats, 
sheep, wild boar, leopards, lions, eagles, and 
vultures) another type of creature, very characteristic 
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of the Marlik artists, appears on the decorative metal 
vessels—an imaginary figure that combines features 
of more than one animal or of animals and man. 
Some of these combinations are very simple, a 

fairly naturally depicted animal with a single feature, 
such as wings, horns, or hump, of another species, as 
for instance, the winged bulls of Gold Beakers 8 and 
12, the humped mountain goat of Gold Bowl 4, and 
the horselike unicorn of Gold Beaker 9. Other 
combinations are more elaborate, with a wholly new 
creature formed from the elements of different 
animals, as is the griffin of Gold Beaker 12, half eagle 
and half lion. The most complex mythical figures 
appear on Silver Pot 21 and Gold Vessel 15. The 
former contains two creatures, the larger with a 
double lion head, a human upper torso and hands, a 
feathered lower torso, and clawed feet, holding the 
hands of a smaller figure with a human female head 
and hands, wings, and the lower body and tail of a 
lion. Gold Vessel 15 also contains two imaginary 
figures, the larger with a male human head, hands, 
and feet, two pairs of wings, and a torso covered with 
feathers, whereas the smaller, similar to the smaller 
figure on the silver pot, has a human female head, a 
single pair of wings, a torso covered with feathers, 
and the body and legs of a lion. 
This combination of features from more than one 

animal occurs also in the bronze and pottery figur
ines of Marlik, where such imaginary creatures were 
found accompanying realistically depicted animals, 
just as both natural and imaginary figures occur on 
the decorative metal vessels. 
These imaginary creatures apparently reflect the 

mythology of their creators, and some have a long 
history of development in the ancient world, where 
the traditions on which they are based continued in 
the myths and literature of later times. For example, 
the griffin on the top register of Gold Beaker 12 can 
be interpreted as the phoenix or simorgh of later 
Iranian tradition. In the Shahnameh of Ferdowsi, 
based on older texts from the Pahlavi language of 
Sassanian and Parthian times, which, no doubt, in 
turn were based on an even older Indo-Iranian tradi
tion, the heroic bird, Simorgh, gives shelter to Zal, 
the father of Rostam, adopting him as a baby and 
serving him until he was grown. 

PORTRAYALS OF THE MARLIK PEOPLE 

Some of the decorative metal vessels of Marlik con
tain representations of human figures and conse
quently may provide some impression of the appear
ance and dress of the Marlik people, or at least of the 
men, since all the figures are male. 
Silver Beaker 19 contains a heroic figure subjugat

ing two leopards. H e has a strong muscular physique 
and a handsome face with a clear eye, prominent 

hooked nose, well-defined mouth, and shaven chin. 
H e wears a peaked conical helmet, a patterned short-
sleeved shirt, possibly of chain mail, a wide belt at his 
narrow waist, and a very short, probably pleated, kilt. 
H e has bands at his wrists, and his feet are bare. 
Similar conical helmets, wide belts, and wristbands, 
all of bronze, were found in the tombs of Marlik. 
Silver Pot 21, with impressed gold designs, has on 

the body another male figure, this one carrying an 
animal carcass on his shoulder. The figure is beard
less and wears a round cap and a short-sleeved shirt 
banded at the sleeve edges. His wrapped kilt, edged 
with zigzag bands, ends just above the knees, and his 
feet are bare. 
More figures appear on Bronze Vessel 54, which is 

unfortunately much fragmented and incomplete. In 
the upper register a bearded charioteer wears a 
round cap with a fringe of hair below. His powerful 
shoulders are doubly outlined and across his chest is 
the decorated band of a quiver, which can be seen at 
his back. In front of the charioteer is an archer, also 
bearded. His hair is short and straight with circular 
sideburns curling around his ears, and he wears a 
forehead band tied around his head and hanging 
behind. His shirt is covered with double vertical lines. 
The rest of these figures are missing. In the same 
register another m a n holds up an animal hide or 
carcass. Around his head is another forehead band, 
but the lower part of his face is missing so that we do 
not know whether or not he is bearded. H e wears a 
short-sleeved shirt, filled with straight lines, and a 
short folded kilt edged with a zigzag band. His feet 
are bare. The final figure on this interesting vessel 
appears in the lower register where the head of 
another archer, apparently also in a chariot, is all 
that remains. H e has a straight beard and rather 
more elaborate headgear than the upper figures, a 
cap or crown formed of several looping bands. 
Bronze Vessel 59, of which only small pieces 

remain, contains our final examples of the human 
figure. One fragment contains part of a man with 
long hair pushed behind his head, a long braided 
beard, and looping sideburns. Another fragment has 
part of a torso covered across the chest with a wide 
band filled with wavy decorated lines and an arm 
with a wristband or bracelet. Two other fragments 
contain the bottom edges of decoratively banded 
long gowns with a bare foot below. 
O n these figures the most common dress is a short-

sleeved patterned shirt with a short wrapped kilt, 
folded or decoratively edged, cinched in at the waist 
and worn with a round or conical cap with little or 
no hair showing. These simply dressed figures are 
usually clean-shaven. Those figures judged to be of 
higher social standing usually have straight beards 
covering the lower half of the face and longer and 
more elaborately arranged hair worn with decorative 
headbands. Little indication of their clothing re-
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Table 2. Comparative Chronology and Time Range of Some of Marlik Decorative Vessels with 
Comparable Material Produced in Other Archaeological Sites and Cultures 
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mains except for traces of a decoratively patterned 
shirt or jacket and bits of a longer, ceremonial-
looking decoratively edged gown, possibly worn by a 
figure with the most elaborate hair, sideburns, and 
braided beard. O n all the figures the feet are bare. 

INFLUENCE OF MARLIK CULTURE 
AND ART IN THE ANCIENT WORLD 

We have seen that with the excavation of the 
cemetery at Marlik evidence has been uncovered of a 
vigorous and technically outstanding school of art, 
previously little known, which obviously both in
fluenced and was influenced by the art of other 
cultures. W e are consequently faced with the prob
lem of harmonizing this new evidence with previous 
conceptions concerning the art of the ancient world. 
This will be a difficult and complicated task. A 

single example of a culture in which close relation
ships are evident is that of the Assyrians. The power
ful Assyrian empire attracted outstanding artisans 
from all over the ancient world, including Marlik, 
whose contributions were, naturally, absorbed into 
their imperial art. The Assyrian kings also made 
repeated military expeditions to this part of Iran, 
from which, undoubtedly, they carried back some of 
these beautiful objects as well as some of the crafts
men themselves. Thus it is clear that distinguishing 
the influence of Assyrian art on Marlik from Marlik 
art on the Assyrians will not be easy. 
O n e of the possible contributions of Marlik to 

Assyrian art is discussed by Professor Canby in an 
article on the sculpture of Ashurnasirpal in which 
she suggests that some of the designs decorating the 
garment of the king are not basically Assyrian. These 
include the standard seven-petaled palmette to which 
long, cone-tipped tendrils are added and nibbles on 
cones growing directly on palmettes. She suggests, 

It would seem possible then, to attribute 
the hybrid plant forms which appear on 
the embroideries to the mentality of the 
local craftsmen who produced the pieces 
found at Hasanlu and Marlik . . . The style 
of drawing and repertoire of motifs on 
some of the embroideries suggest that they 
were not carved on the reliefs by Assyrians 
but foreigners under Assyrian influence. A 
few unusual details suggest that the 
foreigners came from the northern areas 
where local artists were under the influ
ence not only of ninth century Assyrian art 
but Middle Assyrian traditions. Although 
the links to objects from Hasanlu, Marlik 
and later Urartu are specific, the exact pin
pointing of influence has to wait until the 
characteristics of the various art centers 

(or alternatively the possibility of a broad 
c o m m o n pool of motifs) can be defined 
for the ninth century in this northern 
area. . If these speculations prove 
correct the garment decoration on 
Ashurnasirpal's sculpture will have to be 
deleted from the corpus of Assyrian art 
and such elaborate textiles from the stock 
list of Assyrian trade items. Since the 
embroideries have been so listed for over a 
century some theories would have to be 
revised. Still the picture of foreign 
craftsmen working in Ashurnasirpal's 
palace under the supervision of Assyrian 
sculptors gives a vivid idea of how such 
craftsmen learned their Assyrian lore.270 

CHRONOLOGY AND DISTRIBUTION 
OF THE MARLIK CULTURE 

As these decorative metal vessels were described, 
they were compared with objects from various sites of 
the ancient world. The results of this detailed com
parison are shown in M a p 6, insofar as the distri
bution of cultural influence is concerned. 
Table 2 shows the time range and comparative 

chronology of the decorative metal vessels of Marlik. 
Here the largest group of comparable objects falls 
between the thirteenth and tenth centuries B.C. This 
dating derived from typology accords well with the 
carbon 14 analysis of remains from T o m b X V D, 
which yielded a date of 1457 B.C. ±55,271 as well as 
with the results of studies of other objects from 
Marlik, most particularly the cylinder and stamp 
seals.272 

O n M a p 6 we can see that some of the subject 
matter of the compositions as well as certain design 
elements and styles are found over a vast area with an 
existence in ancient art much earlier than the Marlik 
period, illustrating the use by Marlik artists of tradi
tional motifs of the ancient world, which they incor
porated in their own products. At the same time 
there are many elements of design, scene compo
sition, style, and technology that are quite unusual 
and unique to Marlik art. The distribution of mate
rial reflecting these unique characteristics of Marlik 
art may well be considered to give some indication of 
the extent both of the political ascendancy of the 
Marlik people during the period from the thirteenth 
to the tenth centuries B.C. and, more widely, of the 
extent of the influence of Marlik art in its own time 
and later, after the political coherence and unity of 
the culture had been lost. 
Our study indicates that the Marlik people settled 

in the highlands of the Elburz Mountains during the 
second half of the second millennium B.C., flourish-
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ing for several centuries between the fourteenth and 
tenth centuries B.C. They apparently established a 
strong and powerful kingdom extending from the 
northern slopes of the Elburz Mountains, covering 
the southern part of the Caspian Basin, and in
cluding Russian Talish, Iranian Talish, eastern Azer
baijan, Gilan, and Mazanderan. Here they estab

lished a great center of metal industry, particularly 
bronze, whose projects, by trade or by other means, 
reached as far as the Eastern Mediterranean and the 
Indus Valley. Their influence can be traced over a 
wide area of the ancient world and into succeeding 
cultures, most particularly those of the Medes and 
the Achaemenians. 
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Table 3. Specifications of Marlik Metal Vessels 

Cat. 

No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 

Description 

Pot (simple linear design) 
Cup (plain) 
Beaker (dotted decoration) 
Bowl (goat) 
Cup fragments (bulls) 
Cup (fluted) 
Cup (fluted) 
Beaker (winged bulls) 
Beaker (unicorns) 
Cup (mountain goats) 
Bowl (eagle/rams) 
Beaker (winged bulls/griffs) 
Bowl (standing eagles) 
Beaker (life motif) 
Bowl (gods/goddesses) 
Pot w/spout 
Pot w/spout 
Cup (punched decoration) 
Beaker (warrior) 
Cup (leaping stag) 
Pot w/spout 
Cooking pot 
Cooking pot 
Cooking pot 
Cooking pot 
Cooking pot 
Pot handle 
Bowl 
Bowl 
Bowl 
Tumbler 
Tumbler 
Plate 
Plate 
Plate 
Cup 
Cup 
Cup 

Jar 
Jar 
Jar 
Jar 
Pot w/spout 
Pot w/spout 
Pot w/spout 
Pot w/spout 
Pot w/spout 
Situla 
Vase (boar) 
Cup (standing antelopes) 
Vase (recumbent antelopes) 
Vessel fragment (ibex heads) 
Base fragment 
Base fragment 
Vessel fragments 

Exc. 

No. 
31 M 
150 M 
761 M 
13 M 
321 M 
354 M 
1132 M 
29 M 
201 M 
352 M 
353 M 
355 M 
515 M 
610 M 
762 M 
162 M 
163 M 
14 M 
202 M 
546 M 
277 M 
172 M 
176 M 
1061 M 
1062 M 
1063 M 
508 M 
412 M 
658 M 
631 M 
175 M 
728 M 
661 M 
186 M 
723 M 
151 M 
229 M 
1161 M 
619 M 
1399 M 
44 
1400 M 
1401 M 
1402 M 
154 M 
1403 M 
822 M 
992 M 
712 M 
1185 M 
1213 M 
1213aM 
1392 M 
1393 M 
1397 M 

Mus. 

No. 
14931 
25068 
14813 
14700 
25022 
14704 
25399 
14708 
14698 
14810 
14701 
14811 
14702 
14699 
14812 
25336 
25337 
14902 
14834 
14854 

25146 
38STO 
25423 
77STO 
77STO 
25017 
14607 
25355 
71STO 
25020 
25224 
25319 
25014 
38STO 
14589 
15STO 
25410 
14619 
31STO 
38STO 
31 STO 
38STO 
31 STO 
38 STO 
31 STO 
25421 
14614 
14608 
25441 
25468 
25468 
31 STO 
31 STO 
31 STO 

Tomb 

No. 
26 
27 
47 
24 
32 
36 
37 
26 
45 
36 
36 
36 
32 
2 
52 
45 
45 
24 
45 
39 
50 
18 
44 
47 
52 
52 
23 
36 
30 
4 
50 
24 
24 
42 
4 
27 
25 
27 
6 
5 
26 
5 
27 
52 
27 
45 
52 
47 
2 
39 
39 
39 
5 
5 
5 

Trench 

No. 
XVII B 
XVII D 
XXII E 
XV E 
XVII E 
XVIII C 
XVIII E 
XVII B 
XXII H 
XVIII C 
XVIII C 
XVIII C 
XVII E 
VI B+ 
XXIII G 
XXII H 
XXII H 
XV E 
XXII H 
XVIII L 
XXI L 
XIVD 
XXI M 
XXII E 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XV D 
XVIII 
XVI L 
VHIA+ 
XXI L 
XV E 
XV E 
XX F 
VIIIA+ 
XVII D 
XVI F 
XVII D 
XA+ 
VIII D 
XVII B 
VIII D 
XVII D 
XXIII G 
XVII D 
XXII H 
XXIII G 
XXII E 
VI B+ 
XVIII L 

XVIII L 
XVIII L 
VIII D 
VIII D 
VIII D 

Diam. 

cm. 
7.7 
6.0 
13.5 
5.5 

8.0 
9.0 
14.0 
10.5 
5.0 
13.5 

7.4 
14.0 

5.4 
8.4 
6.0 
7.0 
7.8 
5.0 
30.0 
26.5 
40.0 
40.0 
40.0 

18.0 
11.5 
12.0 
7.3 
7.8 
19.0 
7.0 
42.0 
8.0 
9.2 
6.0 
5.5 
4.5 
3.0 
5.5 
7.2 
9.0 
10.0 
10.6 
9.0 
6.5 

12.0 

11.0 
12.0 
7.0 

H. 
cm. 
9.0 
5.0 
13.5 
9.0 

3.5 
4.0 
17.5 
17.5 
6.8 
8.5 
16.5 
9.0 
20.0 

6.8 
7.4 
4.5 
14.0 
8.0 
7.5 
21.0 

40.0 
40.0 
40.0 

6.0 
5.0 
4.0 
7.0 
9.3 

0.8 
5.2 
5.0 
6.5 
8.5 
15.7 
10.5 
15.5 
7.5 
16.0 
15.0 
13.0 
10.4 
13.5 
16.0 
13.0 

Material 

gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
silver 
silver 
silver 
silver 
silver 
silver, gold 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 

bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
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Table 3. Specifications of Marlik Metal Vessels. 

Cat. 

No. 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 

Description 
Vase (hunting scene) 
Pot (lions) 
Chalice (plant motif) 
Vessel (hunting scene) 
Vessel (pack animals) 
Vessel fragments 
Vessel (incomplete) 
Base fragment 
Vessel 
Lids 
Vessel 
Vessel 

Exc. 

No. 
98 M 
178 M 
1325 M 
1391 M 
1394 M 
1395 M 
1396 M 
1398 M 
49 M 
509 M 
347 M 
1389 M 

Mus. 
No. 
53 STO 
25380 
31 STO 
31 STO 
31 STO 
31 STO 
31 STO 
31 STO 
31 STO 
21 STO 
14600 
31 STO 

Tomb 
No. 

42 
32 
5 
5 
42 
44 
1 
44 
26 
23 
44 
5 

Trench 
No. 
XX F 
XVII E 
VIII D 
VIII D 
XX F 
XXI N 
IIID+ 
XXI N 
XVII B 
XV D 
XXI N 
VIII D 

Diam. 

cm. 

12.0 
14.5 
8.5 
11.5 
8.0 

H. 
cm. 

11.0 
6.0 

Material 
bronze"-

bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
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Mosaic Glass and Frit Vessels 

Introduction 

Glazed pottery, frit, and glass have a long history of 
development in the ancient world. The first glazes 
may have been produced as early as the fifth mil
lennium B.C.,1 but it was some time before the 
problem of making the alkaline glazes adhere to an 
ordinary clay body was solved, and the earliest 
examples of glazed pottery vessels belong to the 
sixteenth century B.C.2 Glass also was developed over 
a long period of time, with the earliest products 
being thick glazes. Peltenberg suggests that the 
earliest glass objects produced in a discipline of glass 
making date to the mid-second millennium B.C.,3 a 
date supported by findings of early Egyptian glass.4 

The manufacture of polychrome into vitreous mate
rial was also developed around the sixteenth century 

Three mosaic glass vessels were found at Marlik, all 
of them in T o m b 45, pointing to the likelihood that 
all three were made by the same glass maker, in 
whose workshop the technique of making mosaic 
glass was well advanced. Comparable materials from 
Hasanlu in northwestern Iran, from Tell al Rimah 
and Aqar Quf in Mesopotamia, and from Egypt 
demonstrate that very highly specialized and ex
perienced glass makers were conducting workshops 
in different parts of the Near and Middle East at this 
time. Since the process was very delicate and conse
quently very expensive, it probably would have been 
taking place only at the seat or capital of a major 
power that had the treasury necessary to maintain 
this type of special court workshop. 

B.C.5 The techniques used to make ancient glass are 
described in detail by Schuler.6 

Marlik produced a relatively large number of mosa
ic glass, frit, and vitreous frit-glass vessels, eight exam
ples altogether. Although this might not at first seem 
to be a large number, it begins to appear more re
markable when compared to the one or two exam
ples produced in other excavated sites of the second 
half of the second millennium B.C. Found at Marlik 
were three examples of mosaic glass vessels, four of 
frit vessels, and one of a vitreous frit vessel, in some 
parts well vitrified like glass, which apparently 
represents an attempt to make a complete glass vessel 
rather than the mosaic glass for which the technique 
was already well developed. 

62 Mosaic Vase 
1114 M Fig. 10; PI. 30; Color Plate XXI B 
Badly broken and restored,7 about 17.0 cm high 

and 7.0 cm in diameter at the rim, with walls about 
0.4 cm thick. The vessel, which was found in T o m b 
45 (Trench XXII H ) , is made of an elaborate glass 
mosaic. Very fine small cylinders of blue and white 
stone, each about 0.275 cm in diameter, were laid 
next to one another in a mortar that vitrified to red 
or green upon firing, to form delicate geometric 
lozenges. This beautiful mosaic was used to produce 
a tall vase with a knob at the rounded bottom and 
very slightly outward-curving sides with a plain rim 
that has been ground smooth. The knob at the base 
fits into a hole in the center of a separate stand, only 

Mosaic Glass Vessels (62-64) 
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part of which was found, with a round base and 
projecting center with a cavity in the middle. 
The mosaic technique used in making this vase was 

very carefully carried out. The individual rods were 
precisely made, and the heating in the kiln well 
controlled so that the light-blue and white rods were 
not noticeably affected, and the red mortar used to 
bind the rods together flowed into the interstices of 
the pattern, becoming a little deformed and in some 
parts changing in color to green. Alternatively, the 
present greenish color of the mortar in some parts 
might have been produced during the long period 
underground. This mosaic vase has been studied by 
Von Saldern8 with several very small broken pieces 
left from the restoration analyzed at the Corning 
Museum of Glass Laboratory under the supervision 
of Robert H. Brill.9 

63 Mosaic Beaker 
1115 M Fig. 10; PI. 30 
About 9.3 cm high and 5.8 cm in diameter at the 

mouth, found in T o m b 45 (Trench XXII H ) ; cylin
drical shape with flat base. It is divided horizontally 
by rather wide bands of blue-white-blue glass into 
three main registers consisting of horizontal bands of 
multicolored glass in irregular red-white, blue-white, 
and yellow-blue chevron and vertical zigzag patterns. 
Each of these glass bands is constructed of two 
threads of contrasting color twisted together while 
soft and then flattened to form a ring, with the rings 
possibly placed one on top of the other around a 
solid cylindrical core and then surrounded by an 
outer mold containing the base to which the lowest 
ring was to adhere.10 

64 Mosaic Chalice 
1116 M Fig. 10; PI. 30 
Partly broken and restored, about 11.5 cm high 

and 6.0 cm in diameter at the rim, found in T o m b 45 
(Trench XXII H ) . Its tall bowl, rounded at the 
bottom and with a rim turned slightly inward, has a 
long cylindrical stem with a flat-bottomed solid 
pedestal base. Its design consists of white, gray, and 
yellow encircling horizontal bands of parallel con
nected semicircular and zigzag patterns set in a light-
bluish matrix. 

Although frit had been used for some time in the 
making of seals and beads, the second half of the 

COMMENTS 

Several ancient clay tablets discuss the making of 
glass, the earliest mention occurring on a few broken 
clay tablets found in the library of the Palace of Ash-
urbanipal at Nineveh, and on three more isolated 
tablets of the same genre, one acquired from a 
dealer and now in the British Museum, another 
excavated in Babylon and now in the Staatliche 
Museum in Berlin, and a third found at Bogazkoy 
and also in the British Museum.11 

Several examples of mosaic glass similar to 62 were 
found at Tell al Rimah, including a broken piece of a 
mosaic vessel that is technologically closely similar to 
this Marlik beaker but with a different design 
pattern, of parallel zigzag bands, found in Level I B 
and dated by Oates to 1400-1350 B.C.12 Other 
fragments of mosaic glass from Tell al Rimah are 
discussed by Von Saldern13 with a detailed scientific 
analysis of the pieces undertaken by Brill of the Cor
ning M u s e u m of Glass.14 Pieces of three badly 
crushed mosaic glass beakers found in Level IV of 
Hasanlu, dated to the ninth century B.C., which when 
restored apparently represented narrative scenes,15 

have also been analyzed in detail by Brill.16 

Zigzag patterns similar to those of 63 can be seen 
on a glass jar found in the Middle Assyrian level of 
Tell al Rimah.17 Soldern suggests, "The shape of the 
beaker resembles a type represented in the Nuzi 
ware. The bands are technically related to the twisted 
bands or ropes frequently laid around the rims of 
Egyptian and to a lesser degree Mesopotamian core-
formed vessels. They are also reminiscent of the 
black and white twisted rods from Tchoga Zanbil. 
Analogues seem to exist furthermore between 
them—when seen as a strip of two altering colors— 
and decorative painted bands on late Assyrian 
ceramics from Assur."18 

Several vessels with similarities to 64 have also been 
found. A somewhat similar technique was used in 
Egyptian core vessels from the Eighteenth Dynasty.19 

Other examples from Egypt belonging to the second 
half of the second millennium B.C. can also be com
pared to the Marlik vessel.20 A glass jar of unknown 
provenance in the Iraq M u s e u m is dated to the 
eighth to seventh centuries B.C.,21 and a somewhat 
similar glass jar, with a sand core, of similar tech
nique, from a later time was found in the Fortetsa 
tomb near Knossos in Crete, assigned to the Geo
metric Period with a suggested date of 750 B.C.22 

second millennium B.C. saw a great development in 
the application of frit to the making of larger objects. 

Frit Vessels (65-69) 
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The frit jars of Marlik, and one or two examples in 
particular, reveal a rather well-developed technology, 
which was used to produce vessels of great beauty of 
shape and proportion. These frit jars were found in 
three tombs, with T o m b 50 (Trench XXII I) and 
T o m b 41 (Trench XIX K) each containing two frit 
jars, and T o m b 24 (Tomb X V E) containing one. 

65 Frit Jar 
30 M PI. 31 
About 26.0 c m high and 2.5 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 24 (Trench X V E). The jar is 
made of light greenish blue frit, its surface in some 
parts aged with granulated effect. The oval body has 
its largest diameter in the middle, gradually decreas
ing toward the top and bottom, with a rather small 
flat base and a small shoulder, encircled by a band of 
connected parallel chevrons, that turns in a sharp 
projected angle to a long cylindrical neck. This jar is 
beautifully proportioned, with a graceful, elegant 
shape. 

66 Frit Jar 
94 M PI. 31 
About 15.0 cm high and 4.0 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in Test Trench 2, which is located in the 
area of T o m b 50 (Trench XXII L). It is made of 
whitish frit, which on some parts of the surface is 
pulverized and decayed with a granulated effect. The 
globular body has an almost round pointed base and 
a shoulder curving in an extension of the body to a 
rather concave neck, which in turn curves to an 
outward flat rim. The firing in some parts has pro
duced an effect of vitrification on the surface. This 
well-proportioned jar has a beautifully balanced 

shape. 

A glass jar similar in shape to 66 was found at Tell 
al Rimah, in the Mid-Assyrian level.23 

67 Frit Jar 
103 M PI. 31 
About 6.2 cm high and 2.8 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in Test Trench 2, which falls in the area 
of T o m b 50 (Trench XXII L). It is made of whitish 
frit, which in some parts has become well vitrified, 
almost similar to glass, and in fact, this jar may well 
represent a very early and primitive example of crude 
glass. Particles of frit and soil sediment produce a 
granulated effect on the surface. The jar has a cari
nated body with a flat base, concave neck, and out
ward-curving thickish rim. 

68 Frit Jar 
1086 M PI. 31 
About 10.5 cm high and 3.8 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 41 (Trench XIX K). It is made 
of whitish frit, which shows a granulated effect on 
some corroded parts of the surface. The body is 
globular with a round base and straight neck that 
slants outward toward a flat rim with a rather narrow 
mouth. 

69 Frit Jar 
1087 M PI. 31 
Broken with some parts missing, about 18.5 cm 

high and 2.4 cm in diameter at the mouth, found in 
T o m b 41 (Trench XIX K). It is made from a whitish 
frit so soft and powdery that it looks like gypsum. The 
jar has a fairly long body with a flat outward-turned 
base, and a long neck slanting inward near the rim, 
which is flat with a rather small mouth. A loop 
handle connects to the neck and shoulder. 
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Table 4. Specifications of Mosaic Glass and Frit Vessels 

Cat. 

No. 

62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 

Description 

Vase 
Beaker 
Chalice 
Jar 
Jar 
Jar 
Jar 
Jar 

Exc. 

No. 
1114M 
1115M 
1116M 
30 M 
94 M 
103 M 
1086 M 
1087 M 

Mus. 

No. 
14696 
14719 
14720 
25210 
25211 
25361 
25116 
30 STO 

Tomb 

No. 
45 
45 
45 
24 
50 
50 
41 
41 

Trench 

No. 
XXII 
XXII 
XXII 
XV 
XXII L 
XXI L 
XIX K 
XIX K 

Diam. 

cm. 
7.0 
5.8 
6.0 
2.5 
4.0 
2.8 
3.8 
2.4 

H. 
cm. 
17.0 
9.3 
11.5 
26.0 
15.0 
6.2 
15.0 
18.5 

Material 

glass 
glass 
glass 
frit 
frit 
frit 
frit 
frit 





VI 

Figurines 

A m o n g the many objects of artistic worth found in 
the Royal Cemetery of Marlik is a rich collection of 
human and animal figurines. All the h u m a n and 
most of the animal figurines are complete and 
formed in the round. A few of the animal figurines 
were made as part of another object, such as the 
handle of a vessel, the finial of a bracelet, or the head 
of a pin. In the last case, the animal may not be a 
complete figure but only a part of one, usually the 
head. 
These figurines are made in both pottery and 

metals, including gold, silver, and bronze. All the 
figurines are highly stylized, but some of the animal 
figurines appear more naturalistic, representing 
actual species, whereas others seem to portray myth-

Five male and three female pottery figurines were 
found at Marlik, all red in color. They were broken 
when uncovered, and the lighter lines and patches in 
the illustrations represent the repairs. Except for the 
small solid figurines of an archer and a charioteer, 
the pottery h u m a n figurines are hollow and fairly 
large, between 35 and 46 c m tall, and most were 
found in a single tomb, T o m b 36. 
Characteristically these figurines have triangular 

flattened faces with pierced ears, oval eyes that look 
almost closed, and strained open mouths. They have 
attenuated arms and somewhat slender upper 
bodies, which widen to massive buttocks and legs 
ending in very large flat feet, often with six toes on 
each foot. Sexual characteristics of both the male 
and female figurines are detailed and prominently 
displayed. The proportions of their bodies and the 
size and flatness of their feet make it possible for 
these figures to stand easily without support. 

ical creatures. A consistent artistic style is apparent 
for the whole collection of figurines, although they 
exhibit varying qualities of workman-ship. Groups of 
figurines coming from a single tomb show a common 
style and details of workmanship, indicating that they 
were most likely the product of a single workshop or 
even a single artist. 
O n the whole the animal figurines, both in pottery 

and in metal, are beautifully proportioned, finely 
worked, and highly stylized, whereas the human 
figurines are cruder and more awkward. The human 
figurines, less well proportioned and balanced than 
the animal figurines, are nude, with great emphasis 
placed on the male and female organs, and may 
represent gods and goddesses of fertility. 

The surface of most of the figurines shows some 
evidence of polishing and burnishing. Although 
nude, they are adorned with a variety of trappings. 
Four of the five male figures carry a large dagger at 
the waist, which, on three of the figures, is attached 
to a wide belt. The female figures are more variously 
decorated with hair, jewelry, some indication of a 
garment covering the lower body, and decoration 
around the ankles and over the tops of the feet. 
Helene Kantor, in discussing female fertility figures 

that have been found practically throughout the 
ancient world—in Syria, Mesopotamia, Anatolia, the 
eastern Mediterranean shores, and Iran—as early as 
the third millennium and as late as the early first 
millennium B.C., says: "Usually their hair, necklace, 
naval and pubic triangle are shown by incision or 
punctuation decoration. They often refer to human 
devotees under the protection of the goddess of 
fertility or to the goddess herself."1 

Pottery Human Figurines (70-77) 
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70 Pottery Female Figurine 
1120 M Fig. 11; PI. 32 
Dark red hollow pottery figurine, broken when 

found but later repaired, about 35.0 cm high, found 
in T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C ) . It has a rounded 
small head, a long triangular face with a pointed 
chin, roughly triangular projecting ears that are 
pierced, an almost nonexistent forehead, long oval 
eyes with a curve at each end, a large straight narrow 
nose, and an open mouth with a few traces of teeth. 
The attenuated arms have elbows reaching straight 
out from a triangular shoulder area and hands with 
well-pronounced fingers that touch above the small 
conical breasts with shallow holes in the center 
indicating nipples. The waist is fairly thick, and the 
buttocks are large and backward projecting. The 
female organ is carefully detailed and prominent. 
Short cylindrical legs end in large flat feet, with five 
cuts indicating six toes on each foot. 
The surface of this figurine is polished and bur

nished, and bands of elongated dots decorate various 
parts of the body. Hair is indicated by a circular band 
of elongated dots around the back of the skull, from 
which radiate numerous straight bands of elongated 
dots, reaching to the forehead in front and the nape 
of the neck in back. Two parallel bands of elongated 
dots encircle the neck, and one band encircles each 
wrist, probably representing a necklace and 
bracelets. Another band of elongated dots surrounds 
the body below the waist, with two extensions in front 
reaching to each side of the top of the pubic triangle, 
apparently representing some sort of female dress. 
Six parallel bands of elongated impressed dots cover 
the top of each foot, from toe to ankle, and two 
parallel bands surround the front of the ankle with 
one band continuing completely around it. 

71 Pottery Female Figurine 
1117 M Fig. 11; PL 32 
Hollow red pottery figurine', broken when found 

but later reassembled, about 37.5 cm high, found in 
T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C). The head of this crude 
figurine is small, with a rounded skull, an elongated 
triangular face with almost no forehead ending in a 
pointed chin, semicircular pierced ears, narrow oval 
eyes, an extraordinarily large nose with large nostrils, 
and an open oval mouth with no teeth. The atten
uated arms are raised, with the hands, having well-
pronounced fingers, clasping each side of the face. 
Small conical breasts have shallow holes in the center 
indicating nipples. A fairly slender waist slopes 
outward into massive buttocks. The female organ is 
carefully detailed and prominent. Short cylindrical 
legs end in large flat feet, with five cuts indicating six 
toes on each foot. 

O n the better-preserved fragments of this figurine 
the burnishing of the surface can be seen, and 
several parts of the body are decorated. At the back 
of the skull the hair is indicated by several bands of 

elongated dots, which radiate outward from a 
circular band of elongated dots. A band of larger 
elongated dots encircling the neck, from which two 
parallel loops of smaller dots extend to the chest, 
probably represents a necklace with pendants. Sev
eral unconnected elongated dots, large and small, lie 
parallel to the necklace and hanging bands. Another 
band of elongated dots surrounds the body below the 
waist, from which two more bands of dots reach to 
each side of the female organ, probably indicating a 
garment. Three more parallel bands of elongated 
dots decorate the top of the feet near the ankles, 
which are surrounded by two bands of dots. 

72 Pottery Female Figurine 
379 M Fig. 11; PI. 32; Color Plate XXIIA 
Hollow figurine of red pottery, broken when found 

but later reassembled, about 37.5 cm high, found in 
T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C). The head is rounded, 
with a flattened triangular face, somewhat triangular 
projecting pierced ears, pointed oval eyes, an out
ward-pointing large straight nose, and a strained 
open mouth with teeth indicated in the upper and 
lower jaws. The attenuated arms are upraised, and 
the hands, barely indicated with simple cuts for the 
fingers, clasp the cheeks on each side of the gaping 
mouth. The small projecting conical breasts have 
shallow holes in the center indicating nipples. At
tached between the breasts is an open-spouted vessel, 
which connects through a hole to the hollow body of 
the figurine. Although most of this attached vessel 
was missing, enough remained to reproduce the orig
inal. The figure narrows somewhat at the waist and 
then widens into massive hips rounded at the back. 
The female organ is carefully detailed and promi
nent. Massive conical legs end in large flat feet, with 
five cuts indicating six toes on each foot. 
The surface of this figurine is burnished, with 

particular care shown in the area of the waist. The 
hair is indicated by rows of short parallel elongated 
dots, which spread out from a circle of elongated 
dots at the back of the skull. Two rows of elongated 
dots around the neck probably represent a necklace, 
and many small short lines also surround the tops of 
the breasts. There is no indication of a garment 
covering the lower part of the body, but the tops of 
the feet are adorned with three rows of parallel 
elongated dots. 

73 Pottery Male Figurine 
378 M PI. 32; Color Plate XXII B 
Hollow red pottery figurine, broken when found 

but later reassembled, about 37.5 cm high, found in 
T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C ) . It has an elongated 
small head, which is very rounded at the back, a 
triangular face with a projecting sharp chin, 
projecting semioval pierced ears, a sharp nose with 
narrow oval nostrils, long narrow oval eyes that ap
pear almost closed, and an open oval mouth with 
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crudely cut teeth in both the upper and lower jaws. 
The simplified and attenuated arms hold a spouted 
vessel in front of and attached to the chest, with the 
left hand at the base and the right hand at the rim of 
the vessel. Simple cuts on the hands indicate fingers. 
This small spouted vessel is connected to the hollow 
body of the figurine through the chest. The broad 
buttocks project at the rear, separated by a sharp 
cleft. A prominent erect male organ points forward 
and slightly upward. The massive hollow legs, slightly 
parted, end in wide flat feet with five rough cuts 
indicating six toes on each foot. The surface of this 
figurine is rather smooth with traces of burnishing 
on some parts, but it is otherwise unadorned and 
there is no sword at the waist as on the other male 
figurines. 

74 Pottery Male Figurine 
518 M Fig. 11; PI. 33 
Hollow red pottery figurine, about 46 c m high, 

found in T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C). It has a head 
rounded at the back with a flat face sloping from a 
receding forehead to a pointed chin, widely project
ing crescent ears that are pierced at the bottom, slit 
eyes that appear to be closed, a short straight nose 
beginning at the top of the almost nonexistent 
forehead, and an open mouth with teeth indicated in 
the lower jaw. Crudely formed arms hold a spouted 
vessel in front of the chest, connected through the 
large hollow left arm to the hollow body of the 
figurine, with the slenderer solid right arm support
ing the vessel near the rim. The torso widens to mas
sive buttocks, projecting noticeably at the rear and 
separated by a sharp cleft. The carefully detailed 
erect male organ projects forward. Short cylindrical 
legs end in large flat feet on which four rough cuts 
indicate five toes. There is little surface polish. At the 
waist is a large undecorated dagger with part of the 
crescent handle broken off. 

75 Pottery Male Figurine 
1113 M PI. 33 
Hollow red pottery figurine, broken when found 

but later reassembled, about 38.5 cm high, found in 
T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C ) . It has a head that is 
slightly rounded at the back, a face that is triangular 
but not flattened, one rounded ear pierced in the 
center (the other ear is missing), eyes set very high, a 
large projecting nose, and an open oval mouth with 
no teeth. In profile there is an impressive force to 
this head, which is thrown back with the chin pro
jecting. Attenuated forearms come forward from the 
triangular shoulder and upper arm to meet in front 
of the chest, where two small knobs indicating nip
ples are set very low on the torso. The massive but
tocks are somewhat rounded at the rear and sepa
rated by a cleft. A large erect male organ points 
slightly downward. Heavy cylindrical legs, slightly 
parted, end in large flat feet, with five rough cuts 

forming six toes on each foot. 
The surface of some parts of this figurine, particu

larly the arms and hands, is highly polished and 
burnished. At the waist two rows of impressed circles 
indicate a very wide belt, such as the bronze belts 
found during the excavation, and attached to the 
front of the belt is a large dagger whose crescent 
handle contains two long grooves and whose blade is 
covered by three parallel rows of circles and dots 
apparently representing a decorated sheath. 

76 Pottery Male Figurine of Archer 
821 M Fig. 12; PI. 33 
Small, solid, red pottery figurine, about 23 cm 

high, found in T o m b 52 (Trench XXIII G); the only 
one of the human pottery figurines not found in 
T o m b 36. It is solid rather than hollow and more 
crudely made than the other figurines, with an 
extremely long torso and attenuated extremities, and 
a rough, unpolished surface. It was broken when 
found, but the pieces were reassembled with very 
little repair except for the bow and arrow shaft, 
which are new. The head of this figurine seems 
almost birdlike, with a rounded back extending in a 
long curved line to the end of the nose, flat leaf-
shaped ears located far back, pointed oval slits for 
eyes, a beaklike nose with nostrils at the sides, and an 
open mouth that is a simple gouge in the clay. This 
avian head is set on a very long neck. The long torso 
has crude arms raised in front of the chest and ends 
in short legs. The buttocks are rounded and slightly 
projecting at the back with a small cleft. The limp 
male organ points downward. The short thick legs 
end in rather small feet, with rough cuts indicating 
six toes on the left foot and four on the right. 
W h e n this little statue was first found, we could not 

understand the reason for the position of the arms or 
the purpose of a small pottery arrowhead found 
about 60 cm away. Once the figurine was reassem
bled, we saw clearly that it was intended to be an 
archer pulling on his bow, which was apparently 
made of some perishable material that had com
pletely disintegrated, leaving only the well-preserved 
pottery arrowhead. A new bow and arrow shaft were 
m a d e and placed in position to complete the 
figurine. 
At his waist the archer wears a wide belt, which is 

indicated by parallel rows of impressed circles. 
Attached to the front of this belt is a very large dag
ger. Two grooves at the end of the crescent handle 
are interspersed with impressed circles, and the 
blade is covered with rows of impressed circles 
apparently representing a decorated sheath. The 
figure also has several cuts or holes, two in the back 
and one on the outside of each leg. These may be 
wounds, with the figure representing the owner of 
the tomb who died in battle. 
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77 Pottery Figurine of Male Charioteer with Horses 
519 M Fig. 12; PI. 34; Color Plate XXII C 
Pottery model, badly broken when found but later 

restored with the missing parts filled by lighter clay, 
about 27.0 cm long and 19.0 cm high, found in 
Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C). It consists of two horses 
with a charioteer between, all mounted on four 
wheels, made of a dark, brick red color with a bur
nished surface. The small figure of the charioteer is 
solid and very crudely made, with a small round head 
with a beaklike nose pushed forward and almost no 
chin, elongated holes for eyes, and flat triangular 
pierced ears. The arms and hands, which are partly 
broken, extend forward as though holding the reins 
of the chariot or pulling on a bow. Small projecting 
knobs form the breasts. The lower body is short, with 
heavy projecting buttocks and solid cylindrical legs. 
The male organ is prominent and erect. 
A thick projecting ring around the waist suggests a 

wide belt. Attached at the front is a very large dagger 
with a crescent handle decorated by a projecting oval 
band surrounded by impressed dots, and parallel 
bands of impressed dots, representing a decorated 
sheath, cover the blade. In its crudeness and awk
ward proportions, shape of the head, position of the 
arms, and the large dagger at the waist, this figure is 
very similar to 76. 
The highly simplified and stylized horses have 

small heads with conical muzzles in which the mouth 
is a very small open hole in the center, circular holes 
for eyes, and thick, chunky, upward-projecting ears 
located right on top of the head. They have strong 
cylindrical necks, enlarging gradually toward the 
chest, and simple rounded bodies with projecting 
tails. In place of legs there are pierced loops in which 
the axle could be mounted, and on the inner side, 
between the two horses, a single loop at front and 
back joins the animals. The axles were made of a 
perishable material, probably wood, which has since 
disintegrated, and new wooden axles have been 
provided. The wheels are circular disks with four 
spokes, with the front wheels larger than the back 
ones. 

COMMENTS 

A few somewhat similar human pottery figurines 
have been found at related sites in Iran. A standing 
female figurine, similar to 70, with hands placed 
below the breasts rather than above and with bands 
of dots at the waist, supposedly acquired from 
Amlash, has been dated by Ghirshman to the ninth 
to eighth centuries B.C.2 

A pottery figurine similar to 73 in that the figure 
holds a cup was apparently found in a clandestine 
excavation. The figurine is of rather crude workman
ship and has been dated to the early first millennium 
B.C.3 Another figurine with general similarities, pos
sibly found in Luristan, has also been dated to the 
early first millennium B.C.4 A human figure holding a 
vessel appears on a multiple vase, or kernos, found at 
Hasanlu, dated by Ghirshman to the ninth to eighth 
centuries B.C.5 Two other vessels, one in the shape of 
a human holding a vase6 and the other crudely made 
in the form of a figurine, both from Luristan, have 
been dated by Ghirshman to the eighth to seventh 
centuries B.C.7 

A pottery figurine similar to 74, found at Daila-
man, is dated by A. Godard to the early first millen
nium B.C.,8 and a similar pottery figurine of a man 
holding a vessel with both hands, in the collection of 
Galerie Israel in Tel Aviv, is dated by Dubiner to 
1000-500 B.C.9 A somewhat similar warrior with a 
dagger at his waist appears on a painted vase from 
Sialk, dated by Ghirshman to the tenth to ninth 
centuries B.C.10 

A roughly made pottery figurine with an eagle 
head, a relatively large dagger at the waist, and an 
unusual position of the hands, somewhat similar to 
76, was found at Khurvin and has been dated by 
Ghirshman to the ninth to eighth centuries B.C.11 and 
by Vanden Berghe to the eleventh century B.C.,12 

contemporary with Sialk Cemetery B and A and 
Giyan I B. The earlier date would better accord with 
the contents of the Marlik tombs. Another similar 
pottery figurine of an archer in crude workmanship 
with a large dagger at his waist, from Khurvin, is 
dated by Vanden Berghe to the late second or early 
first millennium B.C.13 

Several models of a chariot and charioteer have 
been found in other excavations, none very similar in 
style to the Marlik model. A terra-cotta chariot drawn 
by cows, from Mohenjo-daro, belongs to the third 
millennium B.C.14 A pottery chariot with a standing 
figure on bars, without horses, was found in Level H 
of Haina, dated by Bossert to 2000-1750 B.C.15 

Another light chariot with two riders but no horses 
(although a broken piece of a horse's head appears 
in the picture) was found at Ras Shamra and has 
been dated by Bossert to the thirteenth century B.C.16 

Finally, a chariot rider with wheels and axles, found 
at Trialeti, Kourgane XXIX, in Caucasia, is assigned 
by Schaeffer to the end of the Bronze and the 
beginning of the Iron Age, ca. 1200-1000 B.C.17 
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Bronze Human Figurines (78-81) 

Four bronze human figurines were found at Mar
lik. A pair of medium-size bronze female figurines 
was found in T o m b 36, the tomb that contained the 
majority of the pottery h u m a n figurines, and two 
small bronze figurines of riders, both in a seated 
position and one with an accompanying mule, were 
found in T o m b 13. These bronze human figurines 
are crude and highly stylized, even more so than the 
pottery figurines, and they show the same 
exaggeration of the sexual parts. 

78 Bronze Female Figurine 
381 M PL 34; Color Plate XXII D 
Solid bronze, about 20.5 c m high and weighing 

about 950 gm, found in T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C). 
It has a conical cap or skull top with an oval face, 
large projecting ears, each pierced by two holes, 
large holes for eyes, a short nose, and a small straight 
horizontal line for the mouth. The small head sits on 
a very long, thick, cylindrical neck. The upper torso 
is flattened, with broad shoulders and projecting 
knobs for breasts set high. The arms are shortened, 
bent at the elbows, and the hands, each with five fin
gers, are placed below the breasts. A sharp line 
crosses the wrists, dividing the hands from the fore
arms. The waist is rather thick, with a hole indicating 
the navel, and the lower body widens to very thick 
hips. The groin is carefully outlined, and a horizontal 
line demarcates the pubic triangle. Conical legs end 
in very small feet. At the back of the figure a sharp 
vertical cut reaches from the base of the neck to the 
end of the spine, deepening where it separates the 
massive protruding buttocks. 

79 Bronze Female Figurine 
380 M PI. 34i8 
Solid bronze, about 21.5 c m tall and weighing 

about 1035 gm, found in T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C), 
quite similar to 78. It has a small head with a conical 
top, a small flat face with a straight nose, projecting 
elongated ears, each pierced with two holes and with 
part of a bronze earring still remaining in one, small 
dots for eyes, and a mouth that is a small oval depres
sion with a tiny hole in the center. This small head 
sits on a thick, long, cylindrical neck. The upper 
body is flat, with very broad shoulders tapering to a 
narrow waist and projecting conical knobs for breasts 
set rather high. The slender arms are bent at the 
elbows, and the hands, each with three fingers, are 
clenched in front of the stomach. The lower body is 
heavier and more rounded, with a narrow waist 
widening into massive buttocks with a clearly out
lined groin. The buttocks project markedly at the 
rear, with a line reaching from the neck to the end of 
the spine as in 78. Straight conical legs end in very 
small feet with some slight indication of toes. 

80 Bronze Figurine of Mule and Rider 
931 M Fig. 12; PL 35 

Small solid bronze, about 8.5 cm high and 6.5 cm 
long, found in T o m b 13 (Trench XII G). The rider is 
simplified and crude, with a very large head sur
mounted by a tall rounded cap and a fragmentary 
torso with no arms and short legs. A prominent nose 
projects from an otherwise indistinguishable face, 
with details of eyes and mouth unclear, and two large 
flat projecting pierced ears. The neck and upper 
body are cylindrical with no differentiation of parts. 
The torso widens slightly at the buttocks, ending in 
short small legs. The figure is seated, fitting sideways 
on the saddle of its accompanying mule. 

81 Bronze Male Figurine 
932 M PL 35 

Solid bronze, about 6.5 cm tall, found in T o m b 13 
(Trench XII G). The crudely made seated figurine 
has a round cap that extends to the nape of the neck, 
with a large nose and projecting ears the only 
distinguishable features of the face. The shoulders 
are rounded, and the right arm points forward while 
the left arm extends slightly downward. The middle 
of the torso is cylindrical and very much elongated, 
ending in very short and rudimentary bent legs. The 
buttocks and legs are flattened underneath, forming 
a solid base. Projecting upward from this solid base is 
a very large erect male organ. 

COMMENTS 

Several figurines somewhat similar to 78 and 79 
have been found, attributed to Amlash. A figurine 
from the Amlash area has been dated to 1000-800 
B.C.19 A terra-cotta statuette of a woman, somewhat 
similar in general composition and also found in the 
Amlash area, has been dated by Ghirshman to the 
ninth and eighth centuries B.C.20 Although different 
in detail, a steatopygous statuette, similar in general 
form and also described as being from Amlash, is 
dated by Ghirshman to the ninth to eighth centuries 
B.C.21 

Several figurines with riders somewhat similar to 80 
have also been found. A bronze horse and rider 
found in Tsageri and belonging to the so-called 
Colchian culture of the southeastern coast of the 
Black Sea has been dated to the thirteenth to twelfth 
centuries B.C.22 A somewhat similar horseback rider, 
astride with no saddle, found in a clandestine excava
tion near Amlash, has been dated by Ghirshman to 
the ninth to eighth centuries B.C.,23 and a similar 
figurine, found in the Dailaman region along with 
another example said to be from Amlash, has been 
dated by Terrace to the beginning of the first mil
lennium B.C. (1000-800 B.C.).24 
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Gold Human Figurine (82) 

A single gold human figurine was found at Marlik, 
a small hollow torso of a king wearing a separately 
made crown and earrings. 

82 Gold Bust 
356 M Fig. 12; PL 35; Color Plate XXII E-F 
Hollow gold bust, about 11.7 cm high, found in 

Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C). It is made from rather 
pure gold, which was soft enough to be shaped by 
hammering and was somewhat deformed by earth 
pressure, with some small parts missing. The 
repousse figure, shown in respectful or prayerful 
attitude, is looking almost directly forward with his 
hands crossed over his chest. The hair is indicated by 
thick projecting parallel bands decorated with many 
small parallel crescent lines above the forehead and 
on the sides. On the head is a small round cap with 
an elongated projecting triangular area pointing 
toward the nape. Encircling the head is a separate, 
rather simple, crown of twisted gold wire. The face is 
triangular, with well-pronounced features. The eyes 
are elongated pointed ovals surrounded by a pro
jecting line for eyelids and projecting bands con
nected at the top of the large pointed nose for eye
brows. Wrinkle lines across the forehead and below 
the eyes seem to indicate age. A broad upper lip 
surmounts a rather large closed mouth formed by an 
impressed line between the projecting relief of the 
upper and lower lips. The long narrow pointed chin 
is dented and deformed by earth pressure. Two holes 
pierce each of the large projecting ears, with a simple 
loop earring remaining in one ear. At the top of the 
nape are small parallel crescent lines with small 
impressed dots below. Two attached parallel rings 
form a simple necklace around the middle of the 
neck, possibly covering a joint between the neck and 

Although the Royal Cemetery of Marlik contained 
fifty-three tombs, human figurines were found in 
only three: Tomb 36, Tomb 52, and Tomb 13. Of 
these three tombs, a single one, Tomb 36, contained 
six of the eight pottery human figurines, two of the 
four bronze human figurines, and the hollow gold 
bust of a king, constituting by far the majority of the 
human figurines from Marlik. This tomb, although 
small, was one of the richest tombs at Marlik both in 
terms of the precious objects it contained and in 
terms of the unusual nature of many of the objects, 
of which these human figurines are one example. 
In all, eight pottery, four bronze, and one gold 

shoulder, and at the base of the neck are dotted lines 
representing a double-chain necklace, connected by 
four parallel vertical dotted lines, from which 
dangles a globular pendant with a long hanging tail. 
Reverse herringbone patterns of small crescents 
covering the torso represent chain armor. Skeletal 
arms are crossed in front of the body, with the palms 
flat against the chest and the fingers splayed outward. 
The upper arms are unadorned, but the forearms are 
covered by impressed elongated dots from elbow to 
wrist. On each side of the chest is a large pointed 
decorative button with a conical boss in the center, 
looking very like the embossed gold buttons found in 
the excavation.25 The bust narrows toward the 
bottom, which is encircled by a fluent double-coil 
band, similar to the twisted coil of the crown, 
bordered by double lines above and below. 

COMMENTS 

A coil band similar to that of the crown and lower 
edge of the torso appears on many decorative vessels 
from Marlik as well as on objects from other excava
tions.26 A somewhat similar coil band appears on a 
gold bowl from Ras Shamra.27 Similar coil bands can 
be seen on a group of cylinder seals from the Ash
molean, classified by Hogarth as Hittite seals of Class 
III, groups I-V, dated to the late second millennium 
B.C.,28 and on seals classified by Frankfort as Mitan-
nian,29 Assyrian,30 First31 and Second32 Syrian, and 
Palestinian33 groups, dated from the middle to late 
second millennium B.C. A similar coil band also 
appears on seals classified by Moortgat as thirteenth-
century Assyrian.34 Although the motif is similar on 
all these seals, the technique and quality of workman
ship vary. 

human figurine were found in the tombs of Marlik, a 
very limited number in comparison to the quantity 
and variety of animal figurines found there. The 
same small proportion of human to animal figurines 
apparently existed at other sites during the late 
second and early first millennium B.C., and conse
quently material comparable to these human fig
urines is not abundant. The few human figurines 
that have been found seem to have come from a 
region roughly including Caucasia and the Elburz 
and Zagros mountains and their immediate vicinity. 
This is the area in which a highly developed bronze 
industry flourished during the latter part of the 

Conclusions 
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Table 5. Specifications of Human Figurines 

Cat. 
No. 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 

Description 
Figurine (female) 
Figurine (female) 
Figurine (female) 
Figurine (male) 
Figurine (male) 
Figurine (male) 
Figurine (archer) 
Figurine (charioteer) 
Figurine (female) 
Figurine (female) 
Figurine (mule w/rider) 
Figurine (male) 
Figurine (human bust) 

Exc. 
No. 
1120 M 
1117M 
379 M 
378 M 
518 M 
1113M 
821 M 
519 M 
381 M 
380 M 
931 M 
932 M 
356 M 

Mus. 
No. 
25149 
25140 
14677 
14666 
25138 
14676 
14671 
14670 
25070 
25069 
25076 
25078 
14692 

Tomb 
No. 
36 
36 
36 
36 
36 
36 
52 
36 
36 
36 
13 
13 
36 

Trench 
No. 
XVIII C 
XVIII C 
XVIII C 
XVIII C 
XVIII C 
XVIII C 
XXIII G 
XVIII C 
XVIII C 
XVIII C 
XII G 
XII G 
XVIII C 

Diam. 
cm. 

27.0 

6.5 

H. 
cm. 
35.0 
37.5 
37.5 
37.5 
46.0 
38.5 
23.0 
19.0 
20.5 
21.5 
8.5 
6.5 
11.7 

Material 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
gold 

Table 6. Specifications of Animal Pottery Figurines 

Cat. 

No. Description 

Exc. 

No. 
Mus. 

No. 

Tomb 

No. 

Trench 

No. 

Diam. 

cm. 

H. 

cm. Material 

83 Figurine (bull) 

84 Figurine (bull) 

85 Figurine (bull) 

86 Figurine (bull) 

87 Figurine (bull) 

88 Figurine (bull) 

89 Figurine (bull) 

90 Figurine (bull) 

91 Figurine (bull) 

92 Figurine (bull) 

93 Figurine (bull) 

94 Figurine (bull) 

95 Figurine (bull) 

96 Figurine (bull) 

97 Figurine (bull) 

98 Figurine (bull) 

99 Figurine (bull) 

100 Figurine (stag) 

101 Figurine (stag) 

102 Figurine (stag) 

103 Figurine (stag) 

104 Figurine (mule) 

105 Figurine (mule) 

106 Figurine (ram) 

107 Figurine (ram) 

108 Figurine (ram) 

109 Figurine (ram) 

110 Figurine (ram) 

111 Figurine (bear) 

112 Figurine (bear) 

113 Figurine (leopard) 

114 Figurine (dog) 

156 M 

182 M 
491 M 
493 M 
494 M 
495 M 
496 M 
501 M 
517 M 
617 M 
818 M 
1252 M 
1278 M 
502 M 
262 M 
263 M 
516 M 
820 M 
505 M 
819 M 
377 M 
H U M 
1124 M 
506 M 
1118M 
1123 M 
1125 M 
759 M 
155 M 
1112M 
1119M 
815 M 

25359 
25364 
14667 
14679 
14669 
25187 
14672 
25188 
14610 
25379 
25418 
31 STO 
31 STO 
25135 
14674 
25189 
14609 
25144 
25133 
25226 
14678 
14664 
25222 
25134 
25141 
25209 
25233 
25393 
14673 
14665 
25143 
25157 

27 
27 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
19 
19 
5 
52 
24 
13 
19 
32 
32 
19 
52 
36 
47 
36 
24 
36 
36 
36 
36 
36 
1 
24 
24 
36 
52 

XVII D 
XVII D 
XIVD 
XIVD 
XIVD 
XIVD 
XIVD 
XIVE 
XIVE 
VIIID 
XXIII G 
XV E 
XII G 
XIVE 
XVII E 
XVII E 
XIVE 
XXIII G 
XVIII c 
XXII E 
XVIII c 
X V E 
XVIII c 
XVIII c 

XVIII c 

XVIII c 

XVIII c 

IIID+ 

X V E 

XV E 

XVIII c 

XXIII G 

25.0 

29.0 

28.0 

28.0 

26.0 

27.0 

26.0 

27.0 

27.0 

26.3 

33.5 

29.0 

28.0 

28.0 

28.0 

29.0 

26.5 

26.0 

29.0 

30.0 

27.5 

36.5 

33.0 

35.0 

30.0 

33.0 

37.5 

7.5 

34.0 

18.5 

16.0 

21.0 

25.0 

23.0 

19.0 

22.0 

19.0 

19.0 

20.5 

21.5 

27.5 

24.5 

21.0 

21.0 

23.5 

20.0 

21.0 

33.0 

27.0 

35.0 

30.0 

25.0 

26.0 

26.0 

27.0 

29.0 

34.0 

5.5 

27.0 

30.0 

27.5 

9.0 

pottery 
pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 
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second and beginning of the first millennium B.C. 
There must have been close relations and communi
cations throughout this region, and there may even 

Vessels formed in the shape of animals go far back 
in history. In Iran, as early as the prehistoric period, 
zoomorphic vessels of alabaster were produced in 
Elam.35 Early pottery vessels painted with birds and 
animals have been found in pre- and protohistoric 
excavations throughout the country. Gradually 
development took place toward molding part of the 
animal or bird, especially the head, on the vessel,36 

and eventually the beauty of the animal form began 
to dominate the vessel until, as we see at Marlik, the 
vessel itself came to be made in the form of an 
animal; that is, it became a hollow animal figurine. 
Sometimes the relationship to more ordinary ves

sels was retained, in that a jar neck projected from 
the back of the animal whose hollow body constitut
ed the container. Examples of this type appear in 
Anatolia by the beginning of the second millennium 
B.C., where, at Kultepe, a lion with a fiercely open 
mouth, hollow body, and long jar neck on its back is 
dated by Akurgal to the eighteenth century B.C.37 

Another example from Kultepe, with painting on its 
body, is in the Louvre.38 A slightly later pottery fig
urine of an animal with a jar neck on its back, from 
Razgour in Russian Talish, is dated by Schaeffer to 
1500-1400 B.C.39 

A number of animal figurines of this type, with a 
jar opening on the b a c k — m a n y obtained from 
dealers—have been attributed to the region around 
Marlik, most often to "Amlash,"40 but no animal 
figurines with these jar openings on their back were 
found at Marlik itself. There the progression toward 
vessels in the form of animals was carried a step 
further, in that the muzzle was formed as an open 
spout from which liquid contained in the hollow 
body could be poured. 
In the tombs of Marlik thirty-three of these pottery 

animal figurines were found, representing a variety 
of animals including the humped bull, stag, ram, 
mule and horse, bear, leopard, and dog. Of these the 
largest number by far, seventeen in all, are of 
humped bulls, the cattle native to the region. There 
are many fewer figurines of other animals: five of 
rams, four of stags, two of mules and bears, and a sin
gle figurine each of a leopard, a dog, and a chariot 
with a charioteer that incorporates two horses. Not 
only do the bulls constitute by far the largest group 
of figurines, but also their most noticeable feature, a 
large h u m p that is always exaggerated, has been 
added to figurines of other animals, such as stags and 

have been a c o m m o n group spreading gradually over 
the whole mountainous area. 

rams, which do not possess this characteristic in real 
life. 
These pottery figurines from Marlik are highly 

stylized, but also alert and vigorous. Both young and 
graceful as well as mature and powerful animals are 
depicted. Some, including many of the humped bull 
figurines, seem to be highly sophisticated versions of 
a developed style, whereas others, such as the leop
ard, bear, and dog, seem more individual and even 
experimental in their modeling. 
Of the thirty-three pottery animal figurines found 

at Marlik, thirty-one are hollow, and of these hollow 
figurines, twenty-six have a muzzle in the shape of an 
open tapering spout from which liquid held in the 
hollow body could have been poured. The single 
figurine of a leopard has a spout inserted in the neck 
below the head, and four other figurines have a muz
zle in the form of a truncated cone, with a mouth cut 
across the front that communicates to the hollow 
interior of the figurine. The remaining two pottery 
animal figurines, a playful dog and a small crudely 
made ram, are solid. 
Most of the animal figurines are made of red 

pottery, varying in color from a light brick red to 
dark reddish brown, with seven figurines gray or 
grayish brown in color. The surface is usually highly 
polished and burnished, and a few figurines are 
pattern-burnished or decorated with incised patterns. 
The main characteristics of these animal figures 

have been simplified and stylized. O n the horned 
animals, which form the majority, the head is always 
very simply modeled, with the horns, placed above 
the open spout or truncated cone of the muzzle, 
sometimes the only feature indicating the type of 
animal depicted. Eyes, when present, are simple 
circles. Most of the figurines have small projecting 
ears, which are usually pierced and sometimes still 
carry simple gold loop earrings. The body is always 
simple and streamlined, with a band tail and tapering 
conical legs without the joints or hooves that are 
often evident on the horned animals. A few of the 
figurines also have a male organ under the body, and 
one figurine, a bear, has female sexual charac
teristics. The more unusual animals, including the 
leopard, bear, and dog, exhibit much more indi
viduality in the modeling, such as the snarling mouth 
and curling tail of the leopard, the pronounced 
human characteristics of the two bears, and the lively 
appearance of the dog, which has a long tongue, 

Pottery Animal Figurines (83-155) 
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upraised ears, and pointing tail. 

These pottery animal figurine are moderately large 
in size. The thirty-one hollow animal figurines vary in 
length from 35.0 to 37.5 cm and in height from 16.0 
to 35.0 cm. Of the two solid figurines, one, the dog, 
is only slighdy smaller than the smallest of the hollow 
figurines, measuring 18.5 cm long, and shows a little 
of the same facility in modeling, but the other, a ram, 
is much smaller, only 7.5 cm long and 5.5 cm high, 
and much more crudely formed. 

HUMPED BULLS (83-128) 

Seventeen of the animal figurines from Marlik 
represent humped bulls (Color Plate XXIII A-B, 
which seem to have held a special meaning for the 
people of Marlik, perhaps as a symbol of power and 
fruitfulness. All of these bull figurines are hollow and 
have a muzzle in the form of an open spout. Ten of 
the figurines are of red pottery, and seven are gray or 
grayish brown in color. All are well burnished, and 
some are pattern-burnished. Two have some black 
spots on the red surface, and two have incised 
decoration in addition to the burnishing. 
The figurines vary in length from 25.0 to 29.0 cm, 

and in height from 19.0 to 25.0 cm, with one 
exception, 93, which is markedly larger: 33.5 cm long 
and 27.5 c m high. Both slender young and heavy 
mature animals are depicted, and on almost all of 
them the hump, a symbol of power and strength, is 
emphasized, sometimes to the point that the head is 
submerged in the massive pointed h u m p behind it. 
There is very little detailing of the head, the most 
prominent feature being the large upward- or slightly 
forward-pointing crescent horns. Most of the fig
urines have pierced ears, in some of which gold ear
rings still remain. 
The bull figurines typically have a massive chest 

with a ridge down the front that probably represents 
a dewlap. The body is simplified and streamlined, 
with tapering conical legs, a band tail, and, in one 
instance, a male organ under the body. These figur
ines of humped bulls, highly stylized as they are, are 
very effective in portraying the power and strength of 
the animal. 

83 Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
156 M PL 36 
Hollow pottery figurine, partly broken when found 

and later restored, about 25.0 cm long and 16.0 cm 
high, found in T o m b 27 (Trench XVII D). It is made 
of well-burnished red pottery, with the burnishing of 
the h u m p particularly noticeable. The muzzle is an 
open spout with joined crescent horns placed im
mediately above and no indication of eyes or ears. 
Curving upward to a point behind the horns is a very 
high hump, which descends in a straight line at the 

back. A central projecting band down the chest from 
the neck to the forelegs represents a dewlap. The 
narrow body swells to a rounded rump with a pro
jecting band tail and short conical legs with no 
indication of joints or hooves. This figurine suggests 
a strong but fairly young animal. 

84 Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
182 M Fig. 13 
Partly broken when found but later reassembled, 

about 29.0 cm long and 21.0 cm high, found in 
T o m b 27 (Trench XVII D). Closely similar in shape 
and details to 83, it has a red and brown surface, 
which is polished and burnished. The muzzle is an 
open spout with upstanding crescent horns above, 
but no eyes or ears. Behind the horns a backward-
pointing h u m p descends in a straight line to the 
back. Down the front of the throat and chest is a 
ridge, partly missing, representing a dewlap. The 
body narrows slightly at the middle and swells to a 
rounded h u m p with a long band tail and short 
conical legs. 

85 Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
491 M Fig. 13; PL 36; Color Plate XXIII C 
Hollow pottery figurine, almost intact except for a 

crack in one leg and one horn, about 28.0 cm long 
and 25.0 cm high, found in To m b 18 (Trench XIV 
D). It is brick red and burnished, with traces of the 
burnishing process particularly noticeable on the 
legs. O n some parts of the body this burnished coat 
has deteriorated. The face has an open-spouted 
muzzle with heavy tapering crescent horns above, no 
eyes, and ears that are small pierced knobs holding 
plain gold hoop earrings. Behind the horns the head 
swells to an extremely large conical pointed hump, 
so that the entire body, from the front view, is 
massive and pointed. Down the front of the almost 
vertical chest is a narrow ridge representing a dew
lap. The thick body is tubular, ending in a very 
rounded rump with tapering conical legs, longer in 
front than in back. 

86 Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
493 M PL 36 
Hollow pottery figurine of a bull, complete with no 

cracks or missing parts, about 28.0 cm long and 23.0 
cm high, found in T o m b 18 (Trench XIV D). It has a 
reddish color with some black spots41 and an even, 
burnished surface. Although the pointed h u m p is 
massive, the small head with a muzzle in the form of 
an open spout is independently modeled, rather 
than being submerged in the hump as in many of the 
other figurines. Crescent horns are placed above the 
open-spouted muzzle, the eyes are impressed circles 
on each side of the muzzle, and below the horns are 
semiconical pierced ears containing flattened gold 
loop earrings. A massive hump curves to a backward 
point, from which it descends to the back in a 
straight line, and the curving chest is intersected by a 
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high projecting band. The short thick body curves 
under at the rump with a short band tail and short 
conical legs, with the forelegs longer than the hind 
ones. This figurine portrays a mature and powerful 
beast, with a strong forceful posture. 

87 Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 

494 M PL 36 
Hollow figurine, almost completely intact except 

for the tips of the horns and a crack in one of the 
hind legs, about 26.0 cm long and 19.0 cm high, 
found in T o m b 18 (Trench XIV D). It is a beautiful 
reddish brown color and its surface is covered by a 
pattern-burnished coat formed of carefully arranged 
parallel zigzag lines. The muzzle is an open spout 
with crescent horns above small semioval projecting 
ears, pierced with gold loop earrings. The head is 
submerged in a massive hump, flattened at the top 
and pointing slightly backward, from which it 
descends in a straight line at the back. The chest 
curves under with a projecting line encircling the 
throat from ear to ear and descending in a straight 
line down the chest. The body is tubular, rounded at 
the rump with a fairly long projecting band tail and 
rather short, solidly placed legs adding to the overall 
impression of power and strength. 

88 Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
495 M PL 36; Color Plate XXIII D 
Hollow figurine, intact except for a small piece 

broken and missing from the end of the spout, about 
27.0 cm long and 22.0 cm high, found in T o m b 18 
(Trench XTV D). It is a light brick red in color with a 
very good burnished sheen and traces of the 
burnishing process visible on the surface. Black spots 
on the body probably represent the natural spots of 
the animal's coat. The head of this bull was modeled 
separately and is not completely submerged in the 
massive hump. Crescent horns are placed above the 
open spout forming the muzzle; the eyes, placed 
rather lower than normal on each side of the spout, 
are indicated by projecting knobs with a depression 
in the center; and projecting semicircular ears 
located below the beginning of the spout are pierced 
with flattened gold loop earrings, which remain in 
place. Behind the head a large h u m p curves to a 
backward point, from which it descends in a straight 
line to the back. A large projecting vertical band 
representing a dewlap stretches from the throat 
down the chest. The stocky, tubular, short body 
curves to a rounded rump with a short projecting 
band tail and short tapering legs. This is one of the 
finest of the animal figurines, highly stylized but 
strong and powerful, and an outstanding example of 
Marlik craftsmanship. 

89 Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
496 M PL 37; Color Plate XXIII E 

Hollow figurine, intact except for a few minor 
cracks and small chips off the points of the horns, 

about 26.0 c m long and 19.0 c m high, found in 
T o m b 18 (Trench XIV D). It is gray with patches of 
black and has a surface that is extraordinarily well 
burnished with a fine even sheen that is particularly 
noticeable on the horns and around the body. The 
head is modeled quite separately from the hump in 
an elongated triangular shape with an open spout 
forming the muzzle, above which are upstanding 
crescent horns. The eyes are indicated by impressed 
circles on each side of the spout, and projecting 
semioval pierced ears are located below the horns. 
Behind the head a massive h u m p curves backward to 
a rounded point, from which it descends in a straight 
line to the back. N o projecting band marks the 
center of the chest, which slopes backward to the 
body. The torso is small, tapering to a slender 
middle, from which it rounds over the rump with a 
small projecting band tail. Under the body in front 
of the hind legs is another projecting band, repre
senting a male organ. The legs are more carefully 
formed and more natural in appearance than is 
usual in the bull figurines, with a slight suggestion of 
hooves flattened underneath. 

90 Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
501 M PL 37 
Hollow figurine, broken when found but later 

restored with the missing pieces filled with lighter 
clay, about 27.0 cm long and 19.0 cm high, found in 
T o m b 19 (Trench XTV E). It is dark gray in color and 
well burnished. The muzzle is an open spout with 
large crescent horns above, the eyes are impressed 
circles on each side of the spout, and projecting 
semioval pierced ears are located below the horns. 
An extremely large, tall h u m p curves upward from 
the back of the head to a somewhat pointed top, 
from which it descends in a straight line to the back. 
There is no projecting band on the chest, which is 
rather full and curves inward to a relatively small 
body with a tapering middle and rounded rump 
having a projecting band tail and short cylindrical 
legs; the forelegs are longer than the hind ones. 

91 Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
517 M PL 37 
Hollow figurine, broken when found and later 

reassembled except for a few missing pieces 
including the tips of the horns, about 27.0 cm long 
and 20.5 cm high, found in T o m b 19 (Trench XIV 
E). It is a dark reddish brown color with a burnished 
surface that is now weathered and coarse. Above the 
long open-spouted muzzle are joined crescent horns 
with a projecting ridge in the center, and semi
circular pierced ears are located behind and below 
the horns. Behind the head a large h u m p curves 
upward to a point, from which it descends in a 
straight line to the back. A pronounced band curves 
from the neck down under the chest. The body is 
slender with a narrow middle that swells upward to a 
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rounded rump with a short projecting band tail and 
conical slender legs, flattened underneath. This 
seems to be a young animal, without the force and 
majesty of the more mature bulls. 

92 Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
617 M Fig. 13; PL 37 

Hollow figurine, broken when found but later 
reassembled with several pieces still missing, about 
26.3 cm long and 21.5 cm high, found in T o m b 5 
(Trench VIII D). It is grayish brown with a burnished 
surface that is now rough and coarse on some parts 
from weathering. Although it is similar in style to the 
other bull figurines, there is no exaggeration of the 
hump. The muzzle is a long open spout with upward-
pointing horns above, one of them broken off, con
nected to each side of the head, and semioval 
pierced ears below the horns. A very small, unnatur
al-looking h u m p is located at the back of the neck 
above the shoulders. The neck is elongated and 
thick, with a projecting ridge down the center front. 
The body tapers in at the middle and then swells 
upward to a very rounded rump with a short project
ing band tail and short conical legs, flattened under
neath. The modeling of this figurine around the 
head and h u m p is somewhat different from that of 
the other Marlik bulls. 

93 Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
818 M not illustrated 
Hollow figurine, intact except for a few cracks and 

some small pieces broken and missing, about 33.5 cm 
long and 27.5 cm high, found in T o m b 52 (Trench 
XXIII G ) . It is a rather light brownish color with 
traces of fine burnishing on the surface, particularly 
around the neck area. Several bands of impressed 
circles decorate different parts of the body, with two 
parallel bands of circles surrounding the neck, three 
encircling the shoulder, and two surrounding the 
flattened rump of the very cylindrical body. The head 
of this figurine, which is completely submerged in 
the hump, has a narrow open spout for a muzzle with 
horns attached above it forming a complete 
semicircle. Impressed circles located below the horns 
represent the eyes, and behind them are semioval 
pierced ears. Behind the horns a large hump rises to 
a conical point. The throat and chest curve markedly 
in front, intersected by a long vertical projecting 
band that begins just below the muzzle and extends 
to the forelegs, decreasing in size as it descends. The 
rather awkward body has a heavy cylindrical shape, 
flattened at the back, with short cylindrical legs 
placed at a somewhat unnatural angle. This figure, 
which is the largest of the humped bulls, seems 
rather awkward and unbalanced. 

94 Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
1252 M Fig. 13; PL 38 
Hollow figurine, badly broken when found but 

later reassembled with a number of pieces still 

missing, about 29.0 cm long and 24.5 cm high, found 
in T o m b 24 (Trench X V E). It is a light brick red 
color with traces of burnishing under a coat of 
sediment that now covers the surface. The head and 
h u m p form a well-balanced combination. The 
muzzle is an open spout with large crescent horns, 
with elongated tapering points above, and around 
the base of the left horn lies a ring, which probably 
represents a rope or other fastening. O n the fore
head below the horns are impressed circles repre
senting eyes, and at the sides are pierced semi
circular flat ears, which point forward to indicate 
alertness. The h u m p is broken and partly missing, 
but it seems to have been large. Two parallel bands 
of elongated dots beginning at the ears surround the 
throat, where they join and continue down both sides 
of a central ridge. Several parallel bands of impress
ed elongated dots also decorate the forehead. The 
well-proportioned body swells upward to a rounded 
rump with a projecting band tail and tapering con
ical legs. Although the figurine is broken and some 
parts are missing, it has the appearance of a strong 
stylized but well-proportioned animal in a natural 
posture. 

95 Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
1278 M Fig. 13; PL 38 
Hollow figurine, broken in many pieces when 

found but later restored with the missing parts filled 
in by lighter-colored clay, about 28.0 cm long and 
21.0 cm high, found in Tomb 13 (Trench XII G). It 
is a dark gray color with a burnished sheen over the 
surface. The head is somewhat independently 
modeled. The muzzle is a narrow open spout with, 
above, crescent horns that are joined by a projecting 
ridge in the center and, below the horns, projecting 
semioval pierced ears. A massive h u m p curves 
backward to a conical point. A long ridge runs down 
the center of the chest, which curves inward to the 
forelegs. The body tapers slightly in at the middle 
and then swells up at the rump with a projecting 
band tail and short conical tapering legs. 

96 Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
502 M Fig. 13; PL 38 
Hollow figurine, badly broken when found but 

later repaired, about 28.0 cm long and 21.0 cm high, 
found in T o m b 19 (Trench XTV E). It has a dark gray 
color with a burnished surface. The muzzle is an 
open spout with heavy crescent upward-pointing 
horns above and, below the horns, flat projecting 
rectangular pierced ears. Behind the head is a large 
conical hump, which descends in a straight line to 
the back. A ridge extends down the middle of the 
chest, from the throat to the forelegs. The narrow 
body swells up to a rounded rump with a projecting 
band tail and tapering conical legs, which are longer 
in front than in back. They show a slight shaping of 
hooves and are grooved in the center front. Another 
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projecting band under the body represents a male 
organ. This rather young animal with a massive 
hump has a strong and forceful stance. 

97 Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 

262 M PL 38 
Hollow figurine, about 28.0 cm long and 23.5 cm 

high, found in T o m b 32 (Trench XVII E). It is dark 
gray in color with a shiny burnished surface on which 
traces of the burnishing process can be seen. The 
animal has a very small head with a long muzzle in 
the shape of a spout and, above the spout, crescent 
horns joined across the forehead with a ridge and 
small, flat, projecting pierced ears at the sides. The 
head is thrown far forward, with the throat and chest 
sloping backward in a long curve to the body, and 
down the center is a projecting ridge representing a 
dewlap. At the shoulder is a very small hump, which 
may indicate that this is a young animal. The short 
body narrows at the middle with a rounded rump, a 
long projecting band tail, and elongated conical legs 
with a flat base. 

98 Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
263 M PL 38 
Hollow figurine of a bull, about 29.0 cm long and 

20.0 cm high, found in T o m b 32 (Trench XVII E). It 
is dark gray with a shiny burnished surface on which 
traces of the burnishing process are clearly visible. It 
has a small but independently modeled head with a 
long open spout for a muzzle, above which are cres
cent horns pointing upward with small, flat, pro
jecting pierced ears at the sides. Behind the horns a 
very tall conical hump curves upward and descends 
in a straight line to the back. A projecting band re
presenting a dewlap extends down to the chest from 
the middle of the neck to the forelegs. The body 
tapers to a narrow middle and then swells upward to 
a pronounced rump with a projecting band tail and 
conical legs, flattened underneath. 

99 Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
516 M Fig. 13; PL 38 
Hollow figurine, intact except for a missing piece 

at the top of the left horn, about 26.5 cm long and 
21.0 cm high, found in T o m b 19 (Trench XIV E). It 
has a surface that was originally burnished but is now 
badly weathered and deteriorated. The head, which 
is submerged in the tall hump, has an open spout 
muzzle with crescent horns above, meeting over the 
forehead with a projecting ridge in the center, and 
lightly marked eyes on each side of the muzzle. A 
very tall hump rises above the head and curves back 
to a slight point, from which it descends in a slightly 
concave curve to the back. A narrow projecting band 
extends from the neck to the forelegs. The normally 
proportioned body is slightly constricted in the 
middle and curves to a rounded rump with a thick 
projecting band tail and conical, moderately long 
legs, the forelegs angled slightly forward. With the 

exception of the tall h u m p the proportions seem to 
represent a young animal without the power and 
force of the more mature beast. 

COMMENTS 

A humped bull rather similar to 83 in the Museum 
of Fine Arts of Boston, said to be from Amlash or 
northwestern Iran, is dated by Culican to the tenth to 
ninth centuries B.C.42 Another similar example, in the 
Louvre, is assigned by Parrot to northern Iran, 
around the tenth century B.C.43 

A pottery figurine of a large humped bull in the 
collection of the Galerie Israel in Tel Aviv is said to 
derive from Marlik.44 Similar in style to the Marlik 
examples (particularly 84), it has a muzzle in the 
shape of a spout, a stylized hump, reversed horns, a 
body that is narrow in the middle and rounded over 
the rump, short conical legs, and suspension loops 
on the nape and rump with parallel bands of dotted 
lines all over the body. This figurine is dated by 
Dubiner to 1000-500 B.C.45 

A pottery humped bull somewhat similar to 85 with 
a muzzle in the form of a spout and short conical 
legs, said to be from Pile Kouh in the highlands of 
the Elburz Mountains, is presently in the collection 
of Galerie Israel in Tel Aviv. Like the previous ex
ample, it is dated by Dubiner to 1000-500 B.C.46 A 
highly stylized pottery figurine of a bull or bison with 
a very large h u m p and mane, small body, and rump 
with very short small legs is in the Foroughi Collec
tion in Tehran. This masterpiece of art, said to be 
from Amlash, is dated by Ghirshman to the ninth to 
eighth centuries B.C.47 

Another example, similar to 90, with a large 
stylized hump, a muzzle in the form of a spout, and 
short conical legs, said to be from Dailaman on the 
northern slopes of the Elburz Mountains, is dated by 
Godard to the early first millennium B.C.48 A similar 
example in the Louvre is attributed by Parrot to 
northern Iran, dated to around the tenth century 
B.C.49 

A final example, similar to 91 and characterized by 
a very large and stylized hump, a muzzle in the form 
of a spout, crescent horns, a band down the chest, 
short conical legs, a male organ under the rump, and 
impressed parallel lines of small triangles and short 
lines on the neck and around the rump, is in the 
Foroughi Collection in Tehran. It is said to be from 
Amlash and is dated by Ghirshman to the ninth to 
eighth centuries B.C.50 and by Porada to the twelfth to 
sixth centuries B.C.51 

STAGS AND MOUNTAIN GOATS 
(100-103) 

Four pottery figurines of stags were found at 
Marlik, all of them hollow and made of red pottery 
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with a well-polished and burnished surface. They 
have upstanding, almost straight, antlers, and three 
have the short straight points that are similar to the 
anders of the roe deer of the Caspian forest. 
In other details, however, they differ. One of the 

stags has a h u m p and a thick body, like the humped 
bulls of Marlik, whereas the other three are more 
slender and deerlike with no hump. Three have a 
muzzle in the form of an open spout, but the muzzle 
of the fourth stag figurine is a truncated cone, a 
feature found on several other animal figurines from 
Marlik. Three of the stags have the normal straight
forward stance of the Marlik animal figurines, but 
one has an asymmetrical position with the head 
turned to one side, an attitude found in two other 
Marlik figurines. 
These stag figurines, with their straight antlers and 

elongated necks, measure between 26.0 and 30.0 cm 
long and 27.0 and 35.0 cm tall, with height as their 
largest dimension. 

100 Pottery Stag Figurine 
820 M PL 39 
Hollow figurine, broken when found but since 

restored with the paler patches resulting from filling 
the missing parts with lighter clay, about 26.0 cm 
long and 33.0 cm high, found in T o m b 52 (Trench 
XXIII G). It is red in color with a burnished surface. 
There is almost no shaping of the head and no 
indication of eyes or ears. The muzzle is a narrow 
open spout, above which are long slender straight 
horns, joined at the base, with many small projecting 
points. The rather long slender neck, very straight at 
the back, curves under markedly at the chest. The 
body is long and cylindrical, swelling to a pronounc
ed rump with a small projecting knob tail and very 
short truncated conical legs. 

101 Pottery Stag Figurine 
505 M PL 39 
About 29.0 cm long and 27.0 c m high, found in 

T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C). It is a dark red color 
with a burnished surface. The rather long muzzle is 
in the shape of an open spout, with, above it, long, 
straight, upward-projecting horns without points. 
Below and in front of the horns are small impressed 
circular eyes, and behind them are small, flat, 
pierced upstanding ears. The cylindrical neck curves 
to a relatively small cylindrical body with a rounded 
rump, projecting long tail, and short conical legs. 

102 Pottery Stag Figurine 
819 M PL 39; Color Plate XXIV A 
Hollow figurine, broken when found and later 

reassembled, about 30.0 cm long and 35.0 cm high, 
found in T o m b 47 (Trench XXII E). It is brick red in 
color with a well-burnished surface. The muzzle is an 
open rather small spout, above which are long, 
slightly backward-curving horns with many short 
straight points. Impressed circles represent eyes. Be

hind the horns the head projects upward into a 
pronounced hump. The neck, thick and straight at 
the back, curves in front to a cylindrical thick body 
with a rounded heavy rump, a short projecting band 
tail, and tapering conical legs. Except for the antlers, 
this figurine seems more to resemble the strong and 
forceful bull figurines than the slender and graceful 
deer. 

103 Pottery Stag Figurine 
377 M PL 39; Color Plate XXIV B 
Hollow figurine, about 27.5 cm long and 30.0 cm 

high, found in T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C). It has an 
overall brick red color with traces of smooth 
polishing and burnishing on the chipped and 
damaged surface. The figurine is asymmetrical, with 
the head turned to the right side. The muzzle is a 
truncated cone with a sharply cut mouth extending 
across the front to the sides. Projecting from the 
forehead are slightly curving antlers with numerous 
small straight points, with impressed circles indi
cating eyes below and in front of these horns. Behind 
the eyes are flat semioval ears, the right ear pointing 
backward and the left ear bent and turned forward. 
The shapely neck, straight and long, swells a little at 
the breast with no trace of a hump at the back. The 
well-proportioned torso narrows a little at the middle 
and extends to a smooth rounded rump with a short 
projecting band tail. Under the body, another short 
projecting band represents a male organ. Well-
placed elongated legs are conical. This is a graceful, 
beautifully proportioned figurine with the unusual 
asymmetrical stance conveying an impression of alert 
watchfulness. 

COMMENTS 

There are a number of pottery figurines of stags 
and mountain goats in various collections through
out the world, most of uncertain provenance but said 
to have come from the highlands of the Elburz 
Mountains and assigned variously to Amlash, Rudbar, 
Kalardasht, and Dailaman. These have been dated 
sometime between the last half of the second to the 
first half of the first millennium B.C. Two pottery 
figurines of stags, one with a conical head, straight 
horns, hollow ovoid body, and long conical fore
legs,52 and the other with a muzzle in the form of a 
spout, many-branched straight horns, a short thick 
neck, hollow heavy body, short thick conical legs, and 
a long-necked jar opening on its back,53 both said to 
be from Amlash, are dated by Porada to the twelfth 
to sixth centuries B.C. A rather crudely made figurine 
of a young antelope with a hollow body and an open
ing hole on the back of the shoulder, not very similar 
to the Marlik figurines but also said to be from 
Amlash, is dated by Ghirshman to the ninth to eighth 
centuries B.C.54 All three of these figurines are in the 
Foroughi Collection in Tehran. 
A pottery figurine from Kalardasht of a mountain 
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goat with a conical muzzle, projecting knobs for eyes, 
crescent horns pushed backward, a long straight 
neck, and an oval body with short conical legs, an 
opening hole on the back with a short straight rim, 
and incised linear decoration representing the 
branches of a tree extending from neck to tail, is 
dated by Bussagli to the ninth to eighth centuries B.C. 
in a picture caption, but to the eleventh century B.C. 
in the text,55 and to 1200-1000 B.C. by Porada.56 A 
pottery figurine of a recumbent stag with crescent 
horns pushed backward, and a straight cylindrical 
body with an opening hole in the back with a short 
vertical rim, also from Kalardasht, is dated by Ghirsh
m a n to the eighth to seventh centuries B.C.57 A 
crudely made pottery figurine of a mountain goat 
with straight horns and an oval body, not very similar 
to the Marlik figurines, is said to be from Dailaman. 
It is dated by Godard to the early first millennium 
B.C.58 A crudely made pottery figurine of an antelope 
with a hollow body and straight antlers, painted with 
crosshatching and parallel lines, with the tail forming 
a spout at the rear, found in Cyprus, is dated by 
Bossert to the Older Iron Age, at the end of the sec
ond millennium B.C.59 

Several pottery figurines of stags are in the col
lection of the Galerie Israel in Tel Aviv. A crudely 
made pottery figurine of a stag with a hollow body, 
thick neck, open mouth, straight antlers, and a 
vertical jar neck on its back, said to have been found 
at Rudbar near the site of Marlik Tepe, is dated by 
Dubiner to 1000-500 B.C.,60 as is another figurine of a 
stag whose provenance is not known. This figurine is 
not similar to the Marlik figurines in style, having a 
muzzle in the form of a spout, short antlers, a thick 
neck, and a hollow oval body.61 Dubiner dates a third 
pottery figurine of a mountain goat with long 
crescent horns, a hollow ovoid body, two hind legs 
and one front leg on the ground, and two more short 
legs in the air, to the Achaemenian Period, ca. 400 
B.C.62 

A pottery figurine of a recumbent mountain goat 
with a small head, large flat ears, and a cylindrical 
thick body with a tall jar neck with an outward open 
rim on the back, said to be from Amlash, is dated by 
Porada to the twelfth to sixth centuries B.C.63 Another 
pottery figurine of a mountain goat, with a hollow 
body in three connected globular sections, a small 
conical muzzle, simple crescent horns, projecting 
knob eyes, a short tail, narrow bent conical legs, and 
an opening hole on the rump with a curved rim and 
incised decoration around the neck, also said to be 
from Amlash, is dated by Porada to the twelfth to 
sixth centuries B.C.64 These are both in the Foroughi 
Collection in Tehran. 

MULE FIGURINES (104-105) 

Two of the pottery animal figurines from Marlik 
represent pack animals, probably mules. Made of red 

pottery with a highly polished and burnished surface, 
they are very similar in general form and attitude 
except for a difference in the heads. O n one the 
muzzle is an open spout, and on the other it is a 
truncated cone. Mules, of course, are excellent pack 
animals in mountainous areas such as the highlands 
of Gilan where Marlik is located and are much used 
there to the present day. A third, most unusual 
figurine is a charioteer with two horses, all mounted 
on wheels, also of burnished red pottery (see discus
sion under 77). 

104 Pottery Mule Figurine 
H U M PL 39; Color Plate XXIV C 
Hollow figurine, broken when found but later 

reassembled, about 36.5 cm long and 25.0 cm high, 
found in T o m b 24 (Trench X V E). It has a rather 
dark brick red color, and its surface is extraordinarily 
well polished and burnished and shows visible marks 
of the burnishing process. The entire figure, highly 
simplified and stylized, stands as though bracing 
itself with both fore- and hind legs angled slightly 
forward. The muzzle is a long open spout with 
impressed circles for eyes behind the spout, and at 
the sides of the head are flat semioval ears pointing 
upward and backward. The skull projects backward 
in a slight point, a small vestige of the pronounced 
h u m p found on many of the Marlik animal figurines. 
A strong cylindrical neck curves in slightly to the 
chest. The body is fairly slender, rounding over the 
rump with a short projecting band tail and tapering 
elongated conical legs. 
This mule figurine carries a large load divided into 

three parts, with one large oval pack on each side of 
the body and a smaller oval pack on the back. Projec
ting bands across the chest and around the rump 
under the tail represent the leather straps that 
anchor the load securely. The placement of three 
packs in this position is known in Iran as "Shah-
neshin," or "the king's seat," since a rider can sit 
comfortably on the animal, supported at the sides 
and back by the packs. 

105 Pottery Mule Figurine 
1124 M PL 39 
Hollow figurine, about 33 cm long and 26.0 cm 

high, found in T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C). It is a 
dark reddish brown with traces of burnishing. Bro
ken into many pieces and very badly crushed around 
the middle when found, it has been reassembled, 
and the missing parts, mostly in the load area, have 
been reconstructed. It has the same braced stance as 
the other mule figurine, 104. The head is small, with 
a muzzle in the form of a truncated cone and a 
round open mouth extended to the sides by a sharp 
cut, similar to the head of Stag Figurine 103. The 
eyes are circular holes and the semioval ears are flat, 
pointing upward and backward. The thick neck is 
cylindrical, with very slight curving at the front, and 
the torso is long with a projecting knob tail. The 
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forelegs are tapering cones, and there is a definite 
backward stance in the rump and hind legs, which 
are much thicker. 

This mule carries a large rounded oval load at each 
side, but none at the back, with projecting bands 
representing the leather straps running across the 
chest and around the rump under the tail. 

COMMENTS 

A hollow pottery figurine of a loaded pack animal, 
its conical legs angled forward, said to have been 
found in the region of Dailaman or the highlands of 
the Elburz Mountains, is dated by Godard to the 
early first millennium B.C.65 Less closely similar is a 
pottery figurine of a horse with detailed decoration 
on the mane, impressed circles in the area of the 
neck, crown knobs on the head, back, and chest, and 
a hole in the rump, said to be from Amlash. The 
figurine is dated by Ghirshman to the ninth to eighth 
centuries B.C.66 

Two hollow pottery figurines of horses are in the 
collection of Galerie Israel in Tel Aviv. One, with a 
long neck, a muzzle in the shape of a spout, and a 
large hump on the back rather than the neck, said to 
be from Marlik, is dated by Dubiner to 1000-500 
B.C.67 He dates the other, a horse with a long bent 
neck, globular body, and a jar neck on top of the 
rump, to 1200-1000 B.C.68 This example is not similar 
in style to the Marlik figurines and is said to be from 
Ardebil in Azerbaijan. A pottery figurine from Cyprus 
of a horse or donkey with a vessel mounted on its 
back, also not very similar to the Marlik figurines, is 
dated by Bossert to the Old Iron Age, ca. 1100-750 
B.C.69 

A more geometrically shaped pottery figurine of a 
horse or mule with a short neck, straight body, short 
legs, and a large suspension loop on the back, 
painted in geometric checkered panels over the body 
with banded parallel lines on the neck and muzzle, 
housed in the Tehran Archaeological Museum, has 
been attributed to Luristan.70 A pottery figurine from 
Susa of a horse with a narrow neck, small head, 
straight body with broken legs, a painted blanket 
containing pictures of animals and birds, and a front 
chest cover with birds and rams is dated by Ghirsh
man to the seventh century B.C.71 and by Bussagli to 
the second millennium B.C.72 Finally, a pottery 
figurine of a horse with a small head, heavy body, 
and almost no legs, with a rather tall jar neck pro
jecting from the back and a painted blanket of 
animals and birds, found at Maku in Azerbaijan, is 
dated by Ghirshman to the eighth century B.C.73 This 
last figurine is in a rather different style from the 
Marlik figurines and should be later in date. 

RAM FIGURINES (106-110) 

Five pottery figurines of rams were found at Marlik, 
four of them similar to the other Marlik animal 
figurines in being hollow and manufactured of red 
pottery with a polished and burnished surface. These 
figurines are the largest in size of all the animal 
figurines, measuring between 30.0 and 37.5 cm long 
and 26.0 and 34.0 cm high, and were all found in the 
same tomb, T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C). Two of 
these hollow ram figurines have an open spout for a 
muzzle, and two have a truncated cone. Two have 
horns that curl back behind their ears, and two have 
rather different horns, curling or pointing outward. 
All of them portray powerful animals, one with the 
massive h u m p and heavy body of the mature 
humped bull. 
The fifth ram figurine is quite different, not only 

from the other ram figurines, but from all the pot
tery animal figurines of Marlik, as it is very small, 
solid, and quite crudely made. The characteristic 
horns curling around the ears are present, however. 

106 Pottery Ram Figurine 
506 M Fig. 14; PL 40; Color Plate XXIV D 
Hollow figurine, broken when found but later 

reassembled with the missing parts shown by lighter 
clay, about 35.0 cm long and 26.0 cm high, found in 
Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C). It is brick red in color 
with a polished and burnished surface. The head is 
an elongated triangle and the muzzle a long open 
spout. Small round eyes are located on each side of 
the head just under flat, triangular, outward-
projecting pierced ears. Graceful, well-formed horns 
make a loop on each side of the head, circling 
around the eyes and ears. The thick, powerful neck 
curves to the chest with two parallel bands of elon
gated impressed dots around the throat extending 
from the base of the horns on one side to the base 
on the other. The long body narrows slightly at the 
middle and sweeps to a rounded rump, with a short 
projecting knob tail placed rather low and, under the 
body, another projecting band representing a male 
organ. The short tapering legs are well placed. This is 
a graceful, well-proportioned animal with a firm, 
strong stance. 

107 Pottery Ram Figurine 
1118 M PL 40 
Hollow figurine, broken when found but later 

reassembled with the missing parts filled with light 
clay, about 30.0 cm long and 27.0 cm high, found in 
T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C). It is reddish brown in 
color with a surface burnished to a smooth sheen. 
The head is a truncated cone with the mouth formed 
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by a sharp cut continued to the sides of the muzzle. 
Graceful horns curve around the ears from the 
middle of the forehead. The eyes are impressed cir
cles below the base of the horns, and the ears are 
projecting pierced flat semiovals located in the 
center of the curving horns. A strong, thick neck 
curves slightly forward and under at the chest. The 
long body sweeps to a rounded rump with a pro
jecting band tail, and another projecting band under 
the body represents a male organ. The tapering 
conical fore- and hind legs are naturally positioned. 
This figure represents a young, strong, graceful 

animal. 

108 Pottery Ram Figurine 
1123 M PL 40 
Hollow figurine, broken when found but later 

reassembled, about 33.0 cm long and 29.0 cm high, 
found in T o m b 36 (XVIII C). It is rather brownish in 
color with burnishing over the entire surface. A n 
elaborate pattern of impressed dots covers the body 
with alternating straight and zigzag bands. The head, 
almost submerged in a large pointed hump, has a 
muzzle that is an open spout with no indication of 
eyes or ears. Above the spout heavy twisted horns 
curve outward and forward, and, behind the horns, a 
very long pointed hump descends in a straight line to 
the back. The neck and chest curve under, with a 
projecting band extending from the base of the 
throat to the forelegs. The long body narrows just 
behind the forelegs and then swells and thickens to a 
very heavy curved rump. The legs are tapering cones, 
and the hind legs are extremely short. This powerful, 
mature beast is very similar to the humped bull 
figurines in the details of its body. 

109 Pottery Ram Figurine 
1125 M PL 40 
Hollow figurine, broken when found but later 

reassembled, about 37.5 cm long and 34.0 cm high, 
found in Trench 36 (Trench XVIII C). It is dark 
reddish brown in color with a burnished surface. The 
muzzle is a truncated cone with a round notched 
mouth. O n top of the head sweeping horns curve 
forward, and, below them, are small, flat, projecting 
pierced ears. At the back of the head is a small 
projecting knob hump. The thick, strong neck curves 
slighdy to the forelegs. The long body is narrow and 
rounded at the rump with a projecting band tail, 
and, under the body, is another projecting band 
representing a male organ. The tapering conical legs 
have rather pointed ends. This is a young and slen
der but strong animal that might also be identified as 
a young bull except for the long upright neck, which 
is more characteristic of the mountain sheep. 

110 Pottery Ram Figurine 
759 M PL 40 

Solid, rather crude figurine, intact except for the 
ends of the legs and ears, about 7.5 cm long and 5.5 

c m high, found in T o m b 1 (Trench III D + ) . It is 
reddish brown in color. O n this small figurine, as in 
two other Marlik animal figurines, the head turns to 
the right side. There is an almost pointed round 
muzzle with small incised points representing eyes, 
circular horns attached to each side of the head, and 
small projecting ears, which are broken off. The body 
is crudely shaped with a thick, short neck and heavy 
torso with a projecting knob tail at the rear and 
rudimentary legs, broken at the ends. This small 
figurine differs markedly from the rest of the pottery 
animal figurines from Marlik. 

COMMENTS 

An animal-shaped vessel with a hollow body, small 
head, and jar neck with asymmetrical handles on the 
back, from Khurvin, is dated by Vanden Berghe to 
the late second to early first millennium B.C.74 An
other pottery figurine of a ram, of unknown origin, is 
housed in the Galerie Israel in Tel Aviv. This figurine 
is not very similar to the Marlik figurines in style, 
having a narrow head, a muzzle with a hole in the 
mouth, a long narrow neck, a straight hollow body, 
narrow spiral horns, and crude, unbalanced conical 
legs. It is dated by Dubiner to 1000-500 B.C.75 

BEAR FIGURINES (111-112) 

Two of the most charming animal figurines from 
Marlik represent bears. These two bears, one male 
and the other female, are portrayed as seated with 
jolly open faces and some decidedly human 
characteristics. Both were found in the same tomb. 

Ill Pottery Bear Figurine 
155 M Fig. 14; PL 41; Color Plate XXIV E 
Hollow figurine, broken when found and later 

reassembled with the joining and filling shown by 
lighter patches of clay, about 27.0 cm high, found in 
T o m b 24 (Trench X V E). It has a dark brick red 
color, burnished over the whole surface. The seated 
figure has a large round head with a triangular open 
spout for a mouth and a nose that is a small triangle 
with open nostrils. Oval holes represent eyes, and the 
ears are small, projecting, flat semicircles, pierced in 
the center. Two projecting bands joined at the top 
angle out to each side of the bridge of the nose, and 
around the back of the head are three more sets of 
projecting short bands joined at the top and 
radiating outward that probably represent fur. The 
figure has almost no neck, with the head sitting 
almost directly on a sturdy barrel-shaped body. 
Instead of forelegs, there are short human arms and 
hands, each with four fingers, held in front of breasts 
indicated by small projecting knobs. The barrel torso 
is flattened under at the rear to make a base for the 
seated figure. In front, small straight legs project 
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forward, ending in flat feet with no indication of 
toes. Between the base of the legs is a raised patch, 
apparendy representing a pubic triangle, with a small 
incised rectangle above whose meaning is not evi
dent. Many of the details of the head and body of 
this figure are similar to those found on the human 
pottery figurines of Marlik.76 

112 Pottery B ear Figurine 
1112 M Fig. 14; PL 41 
Hollow figurine, badly crushed and broken when 

found and later reassembled with the missing parts 
filled with lighter clay, about 30.0 cm high, found in 
T o m b 24 (Trench X V E). It has a light brick red 
color with burnishing over the surface. This seated 
male bear has a bulkier body than the female and 
appears somewhat less bearlike. Its head is round 
with a wide-open mouth with an upraised upper lip 
and a chin extending into a long beard. Above the 
mouth is a small protuberant nose with small round 
nostrils, and the eyes are large oval holes on each 
side of which are projecting small, flat, semicircular 
ears, partly pierced. Around the back of the head are 
projecting bands that probably represent fur. The 
body has a bulging barrel shape that is broader 
toward the bottom. The figure has a short neck with, 
just below the neck at the front, a projecting open 
spout that connects to the hollow interior. Below the 
spout flattened human arms ending in four fingers, 
indicated by three shallow cuts, reach forward in a 
curve in front of the body. The broadened rump is 
flattened underneath to make a firm base for the 
figure. Two small legs ending in small flat feet extend 
forward and outward. Above the base of the legs is a 
very large male organ projecting forward, with, below 
it, small knobs representing testicles. As with the 
female bear figurine, this male bear has many human 
characteristics. 

COMMENTS 

A crudely made hollow pottery figurine of a seated 
male bear holding a vessel in its hands, with an erect 
male organ, is housed in the Galerie Israel in Tel 
Aviv. It is said to be from Amlash and is dated by 
Dubiner to 1500-1200 B.C.77 

LEOPARD FIGURINE (113) 

113 Pottery Leopard Figurine 
1119 M Fig. 14; PL 41 
Hollow figurine, about 34.0 cm long and 27.5 cm 

high, found in T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C). It is the 
only example of a pottery leopard figurine found at 
Marlik. It is rather unusual among the pottery fig
urines in both color and appearance. It has a dark 

gray-brown color with burnishing over the entire 
surface, which is completely covered with impressed 
circles representing the leopard's spots. The figurine 
is asymmetrical in position, with the head turned to 
the right side, as is Stag Figurine 103, which was 
found in the same tomb. The round head has an 
open snarling mouth with a drooping lower lip and a 
small round hole in the center of the mouth con
necting to the interior of the figure. Above the 
mouth is a small nose with tiny nostrils, while the 
eyes are raised circles centered with shallow holes, 
and the large, flat, semioval ears are raised and alert. 
Below the head the neck pinches in slightly and then 
swells outward in an extremely long, thick cylindrical 
form that is straight at the back and curves into the 
breast in front. At the top of the throat is an open 
spout that connects to the hollow interior. The 
proportions of this figurine seem to suggest that it 
was originally intended to have a spout for a muzzle 
and that the leopard head was superimposed on top 
of the original design. The body of the leopard is 
slender in front, swelling upward to a rounded hump 
with a raised curling tail and a male organ below the 
tail in the cleft of the buttocks. The legs are short 
and curve forward at the paws, particularly noticeable 
in the forelegs. This is an unusual figure, which 
exhibits the snarling aggressiveness of the leopard 
very clearly. 

DOG FIGURINE (114) 

114 Pottery Dog Figurine 
815 M Fig. 14; PL 41 
Solid figurine, almost intact except for a few 

cracks, about 18.5 cm long and 9.0 cm high, found in 
T o m b 52 (Trench XXIII G). It is a rather light brick 
red color with no trace of burnishing on the surface, 
which is not smoothed or polished. The head and 
muzzle have an overall triangular shape. The mouth 
is open with a long tongue hanging out and sharp 
teeth indicated in the upper and lower jaws. Long 
cuts on the muzzle indicate nostrils; the eyes are 
elongated oval gouges with eyebrows marked by 
projecting bands; and projecting semioval ears angle 
forward, giving a quality of alertness to the figure. 
The long neck is slender, and the body swells to a 
large stomach and then tapers to the rump, from 
which a thick tapering tail curves upward. Simple 
thick forelegs bend forward, cut off at the end with 
no suggestion of paws, whereas the much smaller 
tapering hind legs are straight. The overall impress
ion, very effectively conveyed, is of a lively crouching 
puppy. This solid figurine is rather crudely made, 
although the modeling shows some facility. 
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Metal Animal Figurines (115-155) 

Metals, which were discovered as early as the sixth 
millennium B.C.,78 were in widespread use by the 
second millennium B.C. By the second half of the 
second millennium B.C. a bronze industry was well 
developed, with one of its major centers located in 
the highlands of the Elburz and Zagros mountains of 
northern Iran. The contents of the Royal Cemetery 
of Marlik, of which the many bronze animal figurines 
are an important part, illustrate the advanced state of 
bronze production there during the latter part of the 
second millennium B.C. (Color Plate X X V A). 
Sixty-eight metal animal figurines, mostly bronze 

with a few of gold, were found either at Marlik itself 
or in the nearby site of Gheshlagh. These include 
humped bulls or oxen, stags, mountain goats, rams, 
horses, leopards, wild boars, and dogs. In addition to 
the individual figurines, a number of objects found 
in the Marlik tombs are decorated with complete 
animal figures or with modeled animal heads. Some 
of these animal figurines, although simplified, are 
quite natural in form and attitude, but others are 
more stylized, often with an extreme exaggeration of 
a characteristic feature such as the hump or horns. 
The figurines remain in a good state of preservation 
except for the corroded and often granulated sur
face, in contrast to such items as the thin-walled 
decorative vessels, many of which have deteriorated 
into fragments. 
These metal animal figurines are usually rather 

small. All are freestanding except for the four largest 
figurines, one of which is mounted on wheels and 
three on rods. Many of the small animal figurines 
found at Marlik itself have a hole piercing the body 
or neck, probably for suspension, whereas all the 
Gheshlagh figurines, which are noticeably cruder in 
workmanship than those from Marlik proper, have 
suspension loops on the back of the animal. In addi
tion, many small animal figures were found at Marlik 
in the form of beads and other types of jewelry. They 
are discussed in Chapter 7. 

BULL FIGURINES AND MODELS OF 
OXEN WITH A YOKE AND PLOW 

(115-133) 

BRONZE BULL FIGURINES (115-128) 

The largest number of bronze animal figurines, 
like those of pottery, are of humped bulls or oxen. 
Twenty-nine bull figurines were found either at 
Marlik itself or in the vicinity of Gheshlagh. Ten of 
these figurines form part of small models that con

tain a pair of humped bulls with a yoke and usually a 
plow. In addition to these separate figurines, 
humped bulls appear as decorative additions to a 
long bronze pin (452) and a stamp seal (490). 
The age and type of animal depicted vary. Most 

c o m m o n is a heavy, mature bull or ox with a blunt 
muzzle and pronounced hanging dewlap forming a 
distinct triangular head profile, long tapering horns 
that may be twisted at the points, an exaggerated 
hump, and a stocky, powerful body. In contrast to 
these mature beasts are some figurines that seem to 
portray much younger animals, having a slender 
muzzle, short horns, slight or nonexistent dewlap, 
small hump, and slim body. 
These bronze bull figurines vary in length from 

about 2.5 to 11.5 cm. The largest figurine, 118, is 
unique in being mounted on wheels. 

115 Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 
386 M PL 42 
About 4.0 c m long and 4.0 cm high, found in 

T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C). It has a small head with 
a pointed conical muzzle and long upright crescent 
horns sprouting from the forehead. The thick, heavy 
neck has a prominent dewlap extending from the 
muzzle to the forelegs in a diagonal line in profile 
and, at the nape, a tall, backward-projecting hump 
with a rounded top. The short body narrows in the 
middle and rises to a small flat rump with a project
ing band tail. The legs are short and conical, with the 
forelegs slightly longer than the hind legs. A round 
hole pierces the bottom of the dewlap at the chest. 
This is a beautifully stylized figurine, exhibiting the 
strength and power of the mature bull. 

116 Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 
387 M PL 42 
About 4.5 c m long and 3.0 c m high, found in 

T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C ) . It is made of cast 
bronze, heavily rusted on the surface with granulated 
soil sediment adhering on some parts. The head of 
the bull is small, with a conical pointed muzzle and a 
thick forehead supporting heavy tapering crescent 
horns angled forward. A very large, heavy dewlap in 
which the neck is completely submerged extends 
from the muzzle, down the throat, and between the 
forelegs to the stomach. Sprouting from the back of 
the neck and shoulders is a thick conical hump, 
somewhat rounded at the top. The thick body has a 
flat rump, projecting band tail, and elongated taper
ing conical legs, which slant very slightly backward. 
The impression of strength and preparedness pro
duced by the slightly lowered head and braced legs 
of this figurine illustrates the expressive genius of the 
Marlik craftsmen. 
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117 Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 
388 M PL 42 

About 3.2 c m long and 3.8 cm high, found in 
T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C). It exhibits the distinctive 
triangular head profile of a mature bull carried to an 
extreme of stylization. From the point of the conical 
muzzle a large dewlap extends in a diagonal line to 
the forelegs. Long upstanding twisted horns, very 
thick and strong at the base, sprout from the sides of 
the head. Rising from the back at the shoulder is a 
large hump, rectangular at the base and curving 
backward at the top. The small body is cylindrical, 
with a flattened projecting rump, a short band tail, 
and tapering conical forelegs that slant slightly 
forward while the shorter, heavier hind legs reach 
slighdy backward. This is a highly stylized figure of a 
strong, mature bull with an alert braced stance. 

118 Bronze Humped Bull Figurine Mounted on 
Wheels 
15 M PL 42; Color Plate X X V B 
About 11.5 cm long and 11.0 c m high, found in 

Tomb 24 (Trench X V E). It has a blunt muzzle with a 
hanging dewlap extending in a diagonal line to the 
forelegs, producing the distinctive triangular head 
profile of all the mature bull figures. Projecting 
upward from the forehead are tapering crescent 
horns slightly curved at the tips, and below the 
horns, on each side of the head, are flat projecting 
ears. O n the back at the shoulder is a rather large 
conical hump bent backward near the tip. The small 
cylindrical body ends in a rounded rump, with short 
legs pierced near the ends by axles riveted to solid 
disk wheels. The largest of the bull figurines, this is a 
beautifully stylized portrait of a powerful, mature 
bull, probably mounted on wheels for use as a toy. 

119 Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 
240 M PL 42 
About 11.5 cm long and 9.5 c m high, found in 

T o m b 47 (Trench XXI E). It has a conical raised 
head with a round muzzle, eyes that are projecting 
knobs, and, above them, upstanding crescent horns 
sprouting from the forehead. The neck and throat 
are broad, with a large hanging dewlap extending 
from the muzzle to the forelegs. O n the back at the 
shoulders, distinctly outlined by a sharp edge, is an 
elongated conical h u m p with the top pushed slightly 
backward. The cylindrical body rises to a flattened, 
slightly curved rump with a small hanging tail. The 
legs are conical with the forelegs longer than the 
hind legs, and a hole pierces the body at the top of 
the shoulder. The front part of the body of this 
highly stylized mature beast is so emphasized that the 
figurine is almost unbalanced. 

120 Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 
241 M PL 42 
About 8.5 c m long and 6.8 c m high, found in 

T o m b 47 (Trench XXI E). It has a triangular head 

with a conical muzzle. Springing slightly forward 
from the forehead are short crescent horns with 
small projecting knob eyes below. A slight dewlap 
extends from the muzzle to the forelegs, and at the 
shoulder is a large conical hump. The body narrows 
in the middle, rising to a small flat rump with a very 
short tail. Conical forelegs are rather long and 
backward slanting, while the almost straight hind legs 
are much shorter. This figurine is very similar to, 
although smaller than, 119 and was found in the 
same tomb. It may well have been produced by the 
same artist. 

121 Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 
1075 M PL 42 
About 4.3 cm long and 3.0 cm high, found in 

T o m b 13 (Trench XII G). It has a lowered head set 
on an almost horizontal neck. Springing from the 
forehead are short, thick vertical horns, with, below 
them, slightly projecting eyes. The round neck has a 
slight dewlap reaching to the chest. At the shoulders 
is a tall conical backward-projecting h u m p with a 
rounded top. The body narrows in the middle and 
then enlarges to a flattened rump. The legs are thick 
and conical, with the forelegs rather longer than the 
hind legs. O n the back near the hump is a vertical 
hole. Both this figurine and the following one, 122, 
which came from the same tomb and is very similar 
in size, form, and attitude, are rather crudely made. 

122 Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 
1076 M PL 42 
About 4.2 cm long and 3.0 cm high, found in 

T o m b 13 (Trench XII G). It has a triangular head 
with a slightly rounded muzzle. Short, thick horns 
sprout upward from each side of the forehead above 
rounded, slightly projecting eyes. The lowered head 
is attached to the shoulders by a very short horizontal 
neck, with a small dewlap extending from the throat 
to the forelegs. At the shoulders is a tall hump with a 
backward-bending conical top. The long narrow 
body is pushed upward to a flattened rump. The legs 
are conical and very short. 

123 Bronze Humped Bull Figurines 
85 M PL 43 
Three very small figurines, about 2.5 cm, 2.7 cm 

and 3.0 cm long, respectively, found in T o m b 40 
(Trench XVIII N) . They are closely similar in size, 
form, and attitude, and only one will be described. 
The head is small and triangular with a conical 
muzzle. Small tapering horns sprout upward or 
slightly forward from the forehead. The neck is short 
and thick, with a small dewlap extending down the 
throat to the forelegs. At the shoulder is a small 
slightly backward-pointing hump. A narrowed body 
swells to a small projecting rump, flattened at the 
back with no sign of a tail. The legs are conical and 
tapering, with the hind legs rather pointed at the 
ends. These figurines, which are normally propor-
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tioned and well balanced, seem, with their small 
horns, h u m p , and dewlap, to represent young 

animals. 

124 Bronze Figurines of Humped Bulls 
806 M, 807 M, 808 M, and 809 M PL 43 
Four figurines, apparently of bulls, each approx

imately 8.5 cm long and 5.0 cm high, found in T o m b 
52 (Trench XXIII G). They are very similar in form 
and detail, and only one will be described. The long 
narrow head has a square muzzle with an open 
mouth. Projecting crescent horns sprouting from the 
forehead push forward on two of the figurines and 
backward on the other two. Below the horns the eyes 
are round holes surrounded by a slightly projecting 
ring. The raised neck has a slight dewlap at the 
throat, producing a curved line from head to chest. 
The slim elongated body, with a small hump at the 
shoulder, ends in a small rounded rump with a long 
bent tail reaching halfway to the ground. Long 
cylindrical legs, braced forward, end in well-detailed 
hocks and slit hooves. These four figurines are quite 
different from the bull figurines already described. 
With their small humps and slim elongated bodies 
they do not seem very bovine, but rather, in propor
tions and attitude, rather doglike. Nevertheless, the 
specific details of horns, hocks, and hooves have led 
to their inclusion with the bull figures. 

125 Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 
942 M PL 43 
About 7.0 cm long and 5.0 cm high, found in 

Trench 1 of Gheshlagh. It has a tapering conical 
muzzle and straight, thick, tapering horns sprouting 
from the top of the head, which is set on a short 
horizontal neck with no dewlap. A tall conical hump 
rises from the shoulder. The body is narrow and 
cylindrical, ending in a very high rump that is 
flattened at the back. Short straight legs are thick 
and conical. Some impressed lines at the shoulder 
may indicate muscles. A hole pierces the body at the 
base of the hump, and a suspension loop extends 
from the hump to the back. This is a rather crudely 
formed and badly proportioned figurine. 

126 Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 
941 M PL 43 

About 6.5 cm long and 5.0 cm high, found in the 
Gheshlagh area. It has a lowered triangular head 
with a round muzzle and open mouth. Slightly bent 
short horns point forward. At the shoulder is an 
extremely tall upright hump, rounded at the top. 
The long cylindrical body rises to a rather small, 
pointed, flattened rump with a projecting band tail. 
The legs are long and conical. O n the back behind 
the hump is a small suspension loop. 

127 Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 
1128 M PL 4379 

About 6.7 cm long and 5.3 cm high, found in 

Trench 1 of Gheshlagh. It has a triangular head with 
a conical pointed muzzle and crescent horns point
ing forward. The neck is short, with a dewlap at the 
throat reaching from the muzzle to the chest, and a 
large conical h u m p at the back extending from the 
nape to the shoulder. The straight cylindrical body 
points upward at the flattened rump, with a rather 
low projecting band tail. The straight round bar 
extends from the h u m p to the back, forming a 
suspension loop. 

128 Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 
1130 M PL 43 
About 9.2 cm long and 6.3 cm high, found in the 

Gheshlagh area. It has a very small head with a round 
muzzle and almost straight horns pushed slightly 
forward at the top of the head. The long neck has 
little indication of a dewlap in front, while on the 
back at the shoulder is a rather tall, conical, back
ward-pointing h u m p with a rounded top. The long 
body thickens as it extends toward a flattened rump 
with a short projecting band tail. The cylindrical legs 
have slight projections at the ends indicating hooves, 
with the forelegs angled forward and the hind legs 
straight, producing a braced stance. A suspension 
loop bent in the middle connects to the hump and 
back. As in the other Gheshlagh figurines, the work
manship is crude and the figure badly proportioned. 

BRONZE MODELS OF OXEN WITH YOKE, SHAFT 
AND/OR PLOW (129-133) 

129 Bronze Model of Oxen with Yoke and Plow 
59 M PL 43; Color Plate X X V C 
About 25.0 cm long overall and weight about 345 

gm, found in T o m b 27 (Trench XVII D). It has two 
similar oxen, and only one will be described. The 
face and head are formed of triangular flat sections 
that include the forehead, nose, and muzzle, with no 
details of features. Sprouting from the forehead are 
crescent-shaped forward-pointing horns. A pro
nounced dewlap extends from the muzzle to the 
forelegs along the almost horizontal thick neck, and 
on the back at the shoulders is a large conical hump 
holding the yoke in place. The cylindrical body ends 
in a projecting rump, and the straight cylindrical legs 
have small projecting points at the ends representing 
hooves. 
The yoke is a bronze bar curved to fit over the 

necks of the oxen with a downward-pointing projec
tion in the center holding the twisted wire fastening 
the yoke to the shaft of the plow, which is a very long 
bronze bar with a knob near the end where it is 
attached to the yoke. The plow end is bent and 
curved in an S shape to form the handle and hold 
the blade, a flat bronze bar with pointed ends con
nected to the shaft by a bronze loop. 
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Littauer suggests that harnessing was used as early 
as the middle of the second millennium B.C.80 Yokes 
were well developed by the time Marlik was in use 
(the latter part of the second millennium B.C.), with 
yokes and harnesses especially being used for horses 
and chariots or carts. 

130 Bronze Model of Oxen with Yoke and Shaft 
767 M PL 44 
Weight about 830 gm, found in T o m b 47 (Trench 

XXII E). It has two quite similar oxen, each about 
10.5 cm long and 10.0 cm high, and only one will be 
described. The head is triangular in front view, 
although the planes are not quite as flat as those of 
the oxen of 129, with tapering crescent horns spout
ing from the forehead. The thick horizontal neck has 
a hanging dewlap reaching from the top of the 
throat to the chest, and near the shoulder at the back 
is a tall tapering hump, pointing slightly backward, 
which holds the yoke in place. The narrow cylindrical 
body rises upward to a projecting flattened rump. 
The legs are cylindrical and straight with forward 
projections at the ends indicating hooves. The yoke 
and shaft are quite similar to 129 except that the wire 
loop connecting the yoke to the shaft is longer, with 
two twists. Another loop at the end of the shaft would 
connect it to the plow, which is missing. 

131 Bronze Model of Oxen with Yoke and Plow 
817 M PL 44 
Two very similar oxen, each about 10.5 cm long 

and 8.5 cm high, found in T o m b 52 (Trench XXIII 
G) (Fig. 17A). Only one will be described. The head 
is wide and flat, but not quite as triangular as in the 
two previous models. Upstanding crescent horns, 
pushed forward, sprout from the forehead above 
circular eyes. A short horizontal neck is submerged 
in a large dewlap that extends from the muzzle to the 
forelegs. O n the back at the shoulder is a tall conical 
h u m p that holds the yoke in place. The body is 
angular with a flattened rump, and the legs are 
truncated cones with no indication of hooves. The 
yoke is a flat bar curved to fit the necks of the oxen, 
with extensions in the center between which the 
bronze wire fastening the shaft is hooked. This shaft, 
differing from the shafts of the previous models, is a 
long thin double wire looped and bent apart at the 
ends. Two crossed bronze bars form the plow, one 
longer with a sharp point at the end and the other 
shorter and flat with a small projecting handle end. 

132 Bronze Model of Oxen with Yoke 
227 M PL 44 
Two quite similar oxen, each about 7.0 cm long 

and 5.0 cm high, found in T o m b 25 (Trench XVI F). 
Only one will be described. The small head has a 
conical muzzle and upstanding horns. O n the back at 
the shoulder is a small, elongated, backward-curving 
hump. The slender body rises to a rounded rump 
with a short drooping tail, and the conical legs are 

rounded at the ends. A very narrow flat bar, about 
0.8 cm wide and 8.0 cm long, forms the yoke. 

133 Bronze Model of Oxen with Yoke 
487 M not illustrated 
Two similar animals, the slightly larger one about 

7.3 cm long, found in T o m b 18 (Trench XIV D). 
Only one will be described. The small thin head, 
resembling the head of a goat more than that of a 
bull, has upstanding crescent-shaped horns. The 
cylindrical neck is nearly horizontal. A small back
ward-pointing h u m p on the back at the shoulder 
holds the yoke in place. The long narrow body ends 
in a small rump and short tail, with long cylindrical 
legs rounded at the ends. A straight long flat bar of 
bronze with globular ends forms the yoke, with no 
shaft or plow. Except for 132, which it somewhat 
resembles, this model is different in the type of 
animal depicted and much cruder in workmanship 
than those previously described. 

COMMENTS 

A bronze bull similar to 120, possibly from 
Dailaman, is dated by Terrace to 1100-800 B.C.,81 and 
another from Amlash is dated by Ghirshman to the 
ninth to eighth centuries B.C.82 A bronze figurine of a 
bull with a small hump and flattened rump, some
what similar to 123 although of poorer workmanship, 
is dated by Calmeyer along with other small finds 
from the Elburz region to around the early first mil
lennium B.C., although no exact date is suggest-ed.83 

A final example, characterized by a small hump like 
124, is dated by Moorey to the late second millen
nium B.C.84 

A model plow similar to 129 is dated by Moorey to 
Iron Age I (ca. 1200-1000 B.C.),85 while a bronze bull 
said to be from Amlash, similar to the bulls in 130, is 
dated by Ghirshman to the ninth to eighth centuries 
B.C.86 

STAG FIGURINES (134-142) 

BRONZE STAG FIGURINES (COLOR PLATE XXV 
D) 

Ten bronze figurines of stags together with five sets 
of bronze antlers were found at Marlik proper, and a 
single stag figurine was found at Gheshlagh. Most 
have a slender body and long legs, with particular 
emphasis given to the long many-pointed antlers. 
The figures exhibit a variety of poses from a vigorous 
animal with its head raised and alert to a creature on 
the defensive with its lowered head braced for attack. 
Some of the stags have very simple undifferentiated 
legs, whereas on others considerable attention has 
been given to a careful but often awkward delinea
tion of the joints, hocks, and hooves. Four of the fig-
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urines are pierced by holes, probably for suspension, 
and the single figurine from Gheshlagh has a 
suspension loop on the back. 

134 Bronze Stag Figurine 
390 M PL 45; Color Plate X X V D 
About 4.2 cm long and 5.1 cm high, found in 

Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C). It has a blunt triangular 
head with a conical muzzle. Sprouting upward from 
the top of the head are antlers with many forward-
curving points spaced at intervals, and below the 
antlers are small projecting knob ears. The thick, 
round, upright neck extends to a stocky body, which 
rises to a conical flattened rump with a slight project
ing tail. The legs are conical, the forelegs more 
slender, and the hind legs thicker with rounded 
ends. This is a well-proportioned alert animal ready 
for action. 

135 Bronze Stag Figurine 
539 M PL 45; Color Plate X X V D 
About 6.5 cm long and 4.0 cm high, found in 

T o m b 50 (Trench XXI L). It has a small, conical, 
downward-pointing muzzle. Many-branched antlers 
sprout upward and forward from the top of the head, 
all more or less having their base in a thick stem. 
These antlers, which are not symmetrical or balanc
ed, have some attachments that were either produc
ed by a defect in the casting process or added later. 
O n each side of the head are projecting ears. The 
almost upright neck is round and thick, extending to 
a cylindrical long body that narrows at the middle 
and ends in a rounded rump with a short projecting 
band tail. The legs are conical, with the long forelegs 
extended slightly forward, while the almost straight 
hind legs are shorter and heavier. This is a well-
proportioned animal, braced and ready for action. 

136 Bronze Stag Figurine 
540 M PL 45 

About 5.3 cm long and 5.0 cm high, found in 
Tomb 50 (Trench XXI L). It has a very small head 
with a flat thin muzzle and round mouth. Massive 
upstanding antlers with curving points, those near 
the base so large that they resemble a second pair of 
curving horns, surmount the head. Below the antlers, 
on each side of the head, are knob ears. The 
cylindrical neck extends to a long narrow body with a 
short, heavy bent-knob tail at the rump. The legs are 
unusually shaped, with a curved knee joint and a 
pronounced forward bend at the ends, apparently 
indicating hooves. Under the body is a prominent 
male organ. A hole pierces the back just behind the 
shoulder. This is a strong, alert figure with rather 
unusual detailing of several features. 

137 Bronze Stag Figurine 
541 M PL 45 

About 4.8 cm long and 5.0 cm high, found in 
T o m b 50 (Trench XXI L). It has a head with a 

round, thin muzzle and few detailed features. A 
group of antlers, curving forward and upward, 
unconnected to a main stem, sprouts from each side 
of the forehead. Below the antlers are projecting 
knob ears set low. The long neck broadens toward 
the chest and body, which is long and narrow with a 
short projecting tail at the rump. Straight legs have a 
hock and pointed ends without hooves. A large hole 
pierces the body near the shoulder. This long, low 
animal has a strong stance, ready for action. 

138 Bronze Stag Figurine 
243 M PL 45 
About 11.0 cm long and 11.0 cm high, found in 

T o m b 47 (Trench XXI E). It has a lowered head 
similar to the head of a moose, with a long rectangu
lar muzzle and open mouth. Rising from the top of 
the head are large, heavy, upstanding crescent 
antlers with many forward-jutting points. The lowest 
ones, which are particularly long, curve down over 
the forehead. Below the antlers on each side of the 
head are flat projecting ears. A long cylindrical near
ly horizontal neck extends to a slight body, which 
narrows in the middle and ends in an angular rump 
with a short bent tail. The long straight legs are 
outlined at the shoulder and haunch and have 
impressed bands at the ends indicating hooves. A 
hole pierces the lower neck. The stag represented in 
this figurine seems scarcely able to raise its head 
under the weight of its heavy antlers. 

139 Bronze Stag Figurine 
242 M PL 45 
About 8.5 cm long and 9.0 cm high, found in 

T o m b 47 (Trench XXI E). It is heavily rusted, with 
soil sediment adhering to the surface. The stag has 
an elongated muzzle, drooping slightly at the end. 
Extremely long heavy antlers with numerous pro
jecting points curve backward from the top of the 
head. In front of the antlers are round projecting 
eyes, and behind them flat ears extend outward from 
the sides of the head. The upright neck and body are 
long, narrow, and cylindrical. The body is slightly 
heavier at the shoulder and chest and ends in a short 
projecting tail at the rump. The legs are long and 
cylindrical with a slight outward curve and conical 
ends. Near the rump a hole pierces the body. This is 
a well-proportioned, alert figure, well balanced 
despite the exceptionally long heavy antlers. 

140 Bronze Stag Figurines 
794 M, 799 M, 800 M, and 814 M PL 46 
Four figurines, averaging about 8.0 cm long and 

6.5 cm high, found in T o m b 52 (Trench XXIII G). 
They are very similar in form, shape, details, and 
attitude, and only one will be described. The long 
narrow head with its round muzzle and open mouth 
is held upright and horizontal. Long, many-pointed 
antlers curve outward and backward from the head 
in a horizontal line, with round holes in front of the 
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antlers indicating eyes. The long upright neck, 
curving at the throat, joins a narrow elongated body 
with a band tail at the round rump. Cylindrical legs, 
angled outward and forward, have distinct details of 
hocks and split hooves. These four figurines all have 
a distinctive braced stance, with the head carried 
upright and the antlers almost horizontal. 

141 Bronze Stag Figurine 
940 M PL 46 

About 7.5 c m long and 7.0 cm high, found in Test 
Trench 1 of Gheshlagh. It has a slightly stocky body 
with a thick round head and a short muzzle with a 
wide-open mouth. Curving upward and backward 
from the top of the head are heavy antlers with many 
thick, tapering points. Below the antlers on each side 
of the head are flat projecting ears, angled forward. 
The cylindrical neck joins a round body, tapering in 
the middle and flattened at the rump with a short 
projecting tail. The legs are thick with rounded ends. 
O n the back at the shoulders is a suspension loop. 
The general workmanship and composition of this 
figurine from Gheshlagh are rather crude. 

142 Bronze Anders 
367 M, 368 M, 369 M, 370 M, and 371 M PL 46 
Five sets, each about 6.0 cm long, found in T o m b 

36 (Trench XVIII C). All have two main crescent-
shaped branches with many subsidiary points. At the 
base of each pair of antlers is a flat wide muzzle plate 
pierced by two holes like eyes. These well-formed sets 
of antlers were probably riveted around the circum
ference of a vessel made of some perishable material 
that has since completely disappeared. 

COMMENTS 

A number of stag figurines comparable to 134 have 
been found, for the most part attributed to areas 
near Marlik. A n example from the Caucasus is dated 
to 1400-1000 B.C. by Herzfeld;87 others from Kuban 
are dated by Hancar to around the early first mil
lennium B.C.;88 and another example from the 
Caucasus is attributed by Schaeffer to the beginning 
of the Iron Age, around 1200-1100 B.C.89 From Agha 
Evlar in Persian Talish is a rather similar antelope 
assigned by Schaeffer to Talish Recent 2, dating from 
1450-1350 B.C.,90 and similar examples from Russian 
Talish include figurines from Djonii, assigned by 
Schaeffer to Talish Recent 3, around 1350-1200 
B.C.91; others from Hiveri attributed to Talish Recent 
3 or Talish Iron I, ca. 1350-1000 B.C.;92 and still 
others from Tulu, dated to Talish Recent 3 or Iron I, 
ca. 1350-1000 B.C.93 Moorey dates a similar bronze 
figurine of a stag to Iron Age HI, ca. 1200-1000 B.C.94 

A bronze stag figurine somewhat similar to 135 is 
attributed to the Elburz group by Calmeyer, who 
suggests a tentative date in the early first millennium 
B.C.,95 and another somewhat similar figurine from 
Hiveri in Iranian Talish is assigned by Schaeffer to 

Talish Recent 3 or Talish Iron I, with a suggested 
date of 1350-1000 B.C.96 

A figurine similar to 138 with some differences in 
the antlers appears on a vessel from Trialeti in the 
Caucasus, dated by Schaeffer to the sixteenth to 
fifteenth centuries B.C.,97 and a similar figurine in the 
A d a m Collection in London is dated by Moorey, 
based on the Marlik examples, to Iron Age I, ca. 
1200-1000 B.C.98 Another, similar figurine, said to be 
from Amlash, is dated by Ghirshman to the ninth to 
eighth centuries B.C.99 

A bronze stag similar to 140 was found at Hasani 
Mahale T o m b 4 in the Dailaman region.100 Three 
other, similar figurines are categorized by Calmeyer 
as Elburz small plastic finds, with a tentative date 
around the early first millennium B.C.101 A figurine 
with a slimmer body and a suspension loop on the 
back is assigned by Moorey, based on the Marlik 
figurine, to Iron Age I, ca. 1250-1000 B.C.102 A 
standing animal from Gilan in a similar position, with 
its horns pointed upward, is dated by Nagel to ca. 
1000 B.C.103 

A stag figurine similar to 141 with a suspension 
loop on the back from Kuban is dated by Schaeffer to 
the second half of the second millennium B.C.104 

Several comparable examples come from Iran: one 
possibly from Luristan or northern Iran, according to 
Herzfeld;105 another from Dailaman, dated by Ter
race to 1000-800 B.C.;106 and a third discovered at Ta-
madjan in the highlands of Gilan in a fortuitous 
excavation.107 Less similar figurines found in the 
Kozbek treasure of the Caucasus are dated by Tall-
gren to 1000-600 B.C.108 

MOUNTAIN GOAT FIGURINES 
(143-146) 

BRONZE MOUNTAIN GOAT FIGURINES 

Another animal characteristic of Marlik is the 
mountain goat, found throughout the highlands and 
mountainous areas of Iran. From early times it 
attracted the attention of artists and craftsmen, and 
scholars have suggested that it was the symbol of a 
mountain deity. It can be seen in a variety of 
mediums, including cave paintings, rock carvings, 
and pottery designs. At Marlik mountain goats 
appear in the designs on decorative metal vessels and 
jewelry and are also modeled as individual figurines 
in pottery and metal. 
Six bronze figurines of mountain goats were found 

in the tombs at Marlik. Three small figurines, each 
quite different from the others but all natural in 
form, were found in T o m b 36, while three much 
larger figurines, highly stylized in form and features 
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with only the horns suggesting that they are intended 
to represent the mountain goat, were found in Tomb 26. 
Mountain goats also serve as decorative additions 

to several bronze objects. A small humped mountain 
goat perches on the handle of a bronze bell (947). 
O n other objects only the head with its characteristic 
sweeping horns is found. Mountain goat heads adorn 
the handle of a macehead (641), the finials of a 
bronze bracelet (347), and the end of a long bronze 
pin (451). In addition, several gold examples were 

found (324 and 372). 

143 Bronze Mountain Goat Figurine 
389 M PL 46 
About 3.7 cm long and 4.0 cm high, found in 

Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C). It is short and stocky 
with a small triangular head and a very blunt, almost 
nonexistent muzzle. Flat crescent backward-turning 
horns spring from the forehead, and below the horns 
are projecting knob ears. The neck and chest are 
thick, strong, and heavily muscled, as is the body, 
which ends in a projecting round knob at the rump, 
representing a raised tail. The short conical forelegs 
reach forward, but the narrower, longer hind legs are 
straight. This is a highly stylized and strong figure. 

144 Bronze Mountain Goat Figurine 
391 M PL 46 
About 5.0 cm long and 5.2 cm high, found in 

Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C). It has a raised head with 
a round tapering muzzle. Round eyes and small knob 
ears project outward. Attached low on the forehead 
are thick spiral-twisted horns, angled toward the side 
and back. The small head almost disappears in the 
thick round neck, which extends to a heavy chest and 
round body with a projecting band across the rump 
and a large projecting knob tail. The forelegs are 
straight, thick, and conical with some shaping of the 
hock; the shorter tapering hind legs slant backward. 
This is a powerful mature beast with a strong solid 
stance. 

145 Bronze Mountain Goat Figurine 
392 M PL 47 
About 4.4 cm long and 3.5 cm high, found in 

Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C). It has a highly stylized 
head with a pointed conical muzzle. Projecting 
sideways and backward from the forehead are very 
wide flat horns. The neck and body are rounded with 
a flattened rump and short conical legs. A hole 
pierces the back. This beautifully stylized figurine 
seems to represent a young kid. 

146 Bronze Mountain Goat (?) Figurines 
32 M PL 47; Color Plate X X V E 
Three figurines, averaging about 12.0 cm long and 

22.5 cm high, found in Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). 
They are the largest bronze animal figurines found at 
Marlik and are almost identical; only one will be 
described in detail. The figurine, which is very thin 

and elongated, is not very suggestive of a mountain 
goat except for the horizontal backward-sweeping 
crescent horns. The long muzzle has a downward 
droop rather like the muzzle of a camel. The mouth 
is a crescent line, the nostrils incised ovals, and the 
eyes incised circles. Springing outward and sideways 
from the forehead are crescent horns, which are flat 
on two of the figurines and very pointed on the third. 
Below the horns at the top of the neck are flat oval 
projecting ears. The very long cylindrical, almost 
vertical, neck extends to a narrow body. Straight legs, 
also very long and narrow, are outlined at the 
shoulder and haunch. The forelegs have a projecting 
hock above flattened, rather human-looking feet, 
and the hind legs have a middle joint in addition to 
the hocks and flattened feet. There appears to be a 
boot on the hind leg of one of the figurines. All 
three of these figurines are mounted on rods, one on 
front and two in back, which serve as stands. These 
figurines are highly stylized and bear little resem
blance to a real mountain goat or indeed to any 
other animal. 

COMMENTS 

A bronze mountain goat figurine similar to 143 
with a single horn is dated by Porada to 1200-1000 
B.C.109 and by Ghirshman to the ninth to eighth 
centuries B.C.,110 while another somewhat similar 
example from Kuban in the Caucasian region is 
dated by Hancar to the early first millennium B.C.111 

A mountain goat figurine similar to 145 from 
Khurvin is dated by Vanden Berghe to the late sec
ond to early first millennium B.C.112 A final example, 
somewhat similar to 146 with crescent horns and an 
elongated body, possibly originating in Luristan,113 

has been dated to the eighth to seventh centuries B.C. 
by Ghirshman114 

HORSE FIGURINES (147-148) 

BRONZE HORSE FIGURINES 

Several bronze figurines of horses were found at 
Marlik or in the vicinity of Gheshlagh. Most of these 
figurines were found in a single tomb, Tomb 52, and 
exhibit the same long narrow body and features and 
braced stance characteristic of all the animal fig
urines from that tomb. In addition, horses decorate 
several other objects, including a bronze horse 
cheekpiece (940), discussed in Chapter 11, and a 
gold bracelet (345), discussed in Chapter 7. 

147 Bronze Horse Figurine 
1129 M PL 47 
About 6.2 cm long and 5.0 cm high, found in the 

Gheshlagh area. It has a long head with a wide muz
zle and open mouth with rather thick lips. The 
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eyebrows are a projecting line and the ears point 
forward. The neck is thin and somewhat flattened, 
curving at the throat, with a mane indicated by small 
dentations at the nape. The long narrow body is 
straight and horizontal, with the rump pushed 
backward into an irregular projection. The straight 
narrow long legs, with no natural shaping, end in flat 
forward projections rather like small human feet. O n 
the back is a saddle formed of two vertically mounted 
flat semioval disks. The form, proportions, and work
manship of this figurine, as of the other figurines 
from Gheshlagh, are rather crude. 

148 Bronze Figurines of Horses 
810 M, 798 M, 786 M, and 787 M PL 47 
Four figurines, each about 7.5 cm long and 6.0 cm 

high, found in T o m b 52 (Trench XXIII G). They are 
very similar, and only one will be described. The 
raised long narrow head has a round muzzle and a 
round open mouth. The eyes are round holes with, 
above them, rather small flat upright ears. A very 
long neck has a gracefully curving throat emphasized 
by the upraised head. The body is slim and narrow 
with a rounded rump and a long downward-stream
ing tail. Long narrow legs ending in tapering points 
representing hooves are braced forward. Overall the 
animal appears braced and alert, possibly even 
shocked or frightened. These four figurines all have 
the distinctive elongated form and alert stance of the 
other animal figurines from T o m b 52 and do not 
seem notably equine in general form and attitude, 
although the details of the hooves and flowing tail 
account for their inclusion with the horse figurines. 
Indeed their proportions and attitude seem some
what suggestive of a dog baying at the m o o n or 
under attack from a wild beast. 

OTHER METAL ANIMAL FIGURINES 
(149-154) 

A few ram, leopard, dog, and wild boar figurines 
were found at Marlik. In addition, some of the jewel
ry, in particular the gold jewelry, contains modeled 
animal heads (see discussion in Chapter 7). 

149 Bronze Ram Figurine 
393 M PL 47 
About 3.5 cm long and 2.5 cm high, found in 

To m b 36 (Trench XVIII C). It115 has a round head 
that is reinforced by a projecting band across the 
forehead and a pointed muzzle. Springing from the 
forehead are forward-curving horns with twisted 
ends. The thick round neck joins a stocky body with a 
flattened rump and band tail. The short straight 
conical legs are strongly positioned, with the hind 
legs angled slightly backward. A hole pierces the back 
at the shoulder. This small stylized figurine is very 

strong and forceful. 

150 Bronze Figurines of Leopards 
795 M, 796 M, 797 M, and 811 M PL 48 
Four figurines of crouching leopards, each about 

10.5 cm long and 3.5 cm high, found in T o m b 52 
(Trench XXIII G ) . Like the other bronze animal 
figurines found in this tomb, they have long narrow 
bodies and limbs. The four figurines are almost 
identical, and only one will be described in detail. 
The head is round, with a wide flat muzzle and open 
mouth. The eyes are circular holes, and the raised 
ears are small and flat. The cylindrical neck is almost 
horizontal, in line with the body. Three parallel 
projecting bands across the shoulder represent the 
heavy shoulder and back muscles characteristic of 
the big cats. The long horizontal body ends in a 
rounded rump, from which a long straight horizontal 
tail projects, reflecting the tension of the animal in 
its crouching position. Very long forelegs are bent at 
the joints so that they rest on the ground with the 
claws of the flat forepaws indicated by incised parallel 
lines. Knobs at the front of the upper forelegs repre
sent knotted muscles. The shorter hind legs, also 
angled to the front, are flattened near the ends, and, 
like the forelegs, have incised claws. This is a strong, 
powerful beast, fully alert and ready to spring. These 
unique figurines of leopards are representative of the 
advanced craftsmanship and artistry of the Marlik 
artists. 

151 Bronze Dog Figurines 
788 M, 789 M, 790 M, and 791 M PL 48 
Four figurines, each about 7.0 cm long and 3.0 cm 

high, found in T o m b 52 (Trench XXIII G). They 
have the same long narrow bodies characterizing the 
other bronze animal figurines found in this tomb. 
The four figurines are closely similar, and only one 
will be described in detail. The head is long, with a 
round muzzle and an open mouth from which, on 
two of the figurines, a thick tongue hangs out. The 
eyes are round holes, and above them are small flat 
upward-projecting ears. The somewhat lowered neck 
is round with two thick projecting parallel bands, 
apparently representing a collar, encircling it. The 
body is long and narrow with a tail curling up over 
the rump in a semicircle. The thick cylindrical legs 
end in rudimentary paws and are braced rather far 
apart. This lively figure is alert and ready for play. 

152 Bronze Boar Figurines 
792 M, 793 M, 812 M, and 813 M PL 48 
Four figurines, each about 7.0 cm long and 3.0 cm 

high, found in T o m b 52 (Trench XXIII G ) . All 
exhibit the long narrow bodies characterizing the 
other bronze animal figurines from this tomb. They 
are very similar, and only one will be described in 
detail. The head is conical with a long round muzzle, 
and a large tusk projects upward from the end of the 
snout. The eyes are circular holes and, above them, 
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small flat ears project forward from the top of the 
lowered head. The almost horizontal round neck 
joins a long narrow body with a short projecting 
knob tail at the rounded rump. Long cylindrical legs, 
braced forward, end in hocks and hooves. This is also 
a strongly positioned animal, ready for action. 
A somewhat similar bronze figurine of a wild boar, 

said to be from Amlash, is dated by Ghirshman to the 
ninth to eighth centuries B.C.116 

153 Gold Tiger Heads 
20 M PL 48; Color Plate X X V I A 
Pair of hollow heads, about 4.0 cm long and 2.0 cm 

in diameter at the neck, found in T o m b 26 (Trench 
XVII B). The heads are very similar, and only one 
will be described. The head is round with a rather 
flat squared-off muzzle. The oval low-relief eyes are 
surmounted by parallel bands representing eyebrows, 
and incised pin marks indicate hair and eyelashes. 
The upper lip is wide and thick, and the nostrils are 
indicated by round impressed points. The whiskers 
on both sides of the nose are shown by parallel bands 
surrounded by punched incised points. The leaf-
shaped ears have oval depressions. A rather wide 
wavy band of parallel short crescent lines separates 
the head from the neck, which is covered by parallel 
bands of crescent-shaped lines forming the mane. 
The neck edge is bordered by two parallel coil bands. 
The head was originally fastened to a stick, probably 
made of wood, through holes at the neck edge. This 
pair of elaborately detailed tiger heads represents a 
high level of art and technology. 

154 Gold Tiger Head 
2 M PL 48 
Hollow head, about 3.0 cm long and 1.5 cm in 

In addition to the example discussed below, animal 
figures made of miscellaneous materials are incor
porated in the following items: a frit necklace with 
ram beads (290), a ram's head whetstone (896), and 
two red carnelian necklaces with bird-shaped pen
dants (246,247). 

156 Ram Figurine 
376 M PL 48 

About 5.0 cm long and 2.7 cm high, found in 
T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C). It is made of a black 
material like charcoal or possibly natural bitumen 
mixed with other substances, and is now badly 
cracked. The ram has a rather large head with a 
round muzzle in which the mouth is a circular slit. 
The horns are a projecting thick band encircling eyes 
indicated by large holes. The neck is round and the 

diameter at the neck, found in T o m b 24 (Trench XV 
E). It is hammered out in repousse. The head is 
round with a rather round muzzle, circular depress
ions for eyes, and a nose marked by a projecting 
band. Separately made pointed fangs are mounted in 
the mouth. Across the forehead and brows are pro
jecting thick bands. The ears are triangular depres
sions pointing backward. Short crescent-shaped lines 
in different directions represent the stripes of the 
tiger and the hair of the mane. The round neck has 
holes around the neck edge for mounting the head 
on top of a handle or other object. 

BIRD FIGURINE (155) 

Only one free-standing bronze figurine of a bird 
was recovered during excavations (see discussion 
below). In addition, birds decorate a number of 
other objects, most often the handles of bells (948, 
949, 952) and stamp seals (486, 488, 489) or items of 
jewelry (198 and 449). In some cases the head of the 
bird is in the round, with the rest of the body, if 
present, modeled in high relief. 

155 Bronze Bird Figurine 
1186 M PL 48 
About 7.0 cm long, found in Gheshlagh. It is made 

of cast bronze, now covered by rust, and has a stylized 
elongated body with a loop on the back. The features 
are not detailed, but an impressed line runs along 
the edge of the wing and the claws are made of long 
bent wires. 

body cylindrical, with a projecting thick band tail. 
The legs are short and thick with a flat base. A 
bronze ring hangs from a hole piercing the area be
tween the rump and the band tail, and several more 
bronze loops are set into the body of the animal, 
which apparently was attached to some larger object. 
A large hole piercing the side of the body may have 
been a suspension hole. 
The origin of the ram motif remains in question. 

Karl Jettmar discusses a stone slab decorated with a 
ram's head in the Rietberg Museum that may be a 
portable altar. Various scholars have suggested 
different dates from the early second millennium B.C. 
to the middle of the first millennium B.C. for the 
origin of the ram cult in the Ural and Altai moun
tains with subsequent Iranian migration. Neverthe
less, Jettmar concludes that "the ram's head slabs 

Animal Figurines Made of Miscellaneous Materials (156) 
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originated in western Iran even if they were known case, the suggested origin of the ram decoration i 
up to now only from a secondary centre."117 In any early Indo-Iranian art should be noted. 

Comments 

Sixty-one of the metal animal figurines described 
here were found in eleven Marlik tombs, and seven 
more were found in the nearby area of Gheshlagh. 
Three of the Marlik tombs, Nos. 18, 25, and 27, each 
produced only a single figurine. Six other tombs 
produced several figurines, including T o m b 13 with 
two examples, T o m b 24 with two examples, T o m b 26 
with five examples, T o m b 40 with three examples, 
T o m b 47 with five examples, and T o m b 50 with three 
examples. The great bulk of the metal figurines, 
however, were found in just two t o m b s — T o m b 36 
with thirteen figurines and T o m b 52 with twenty-five 
figurines. 
The figurines from each tomb are generally similar 

to each other in style and workmanship but differ 
from those found in other tombs. This suggests that 
different craftsmen produced the figurines for each 
tomb, pointing to the probable time differences 
between each burial. The differences in style and 
workmanship a m o n g the figurines from various 
tombs are noticeable enough to lend credence to the 
proposition that Marlik was used as a cemetery over a 
period of several hundred years. 
The number and quality of the bronze figurines 

found at Marlik present additional evidence of the 
flourishing state of the bronze industry in the Elburz 
highlands during the late second and early first 
millennium B.C. The largest number of figurines 
comparable to the Marlik animal figurines has been 
found in Gilan and Mazanderan, in the highlands of 
the Elburz Mountains. These are not only parallel in 
time but can be considered products of the same 
culture. A somewhat smaller group of comparable 

figurines has been found in Iranian and Russian 
Talish, parts of Azerbaijan, and Caucasia and may al
so represent an extension of the same cultural 
identity. The close similarity of figurines found at 
Marlik and in these surrounding regions suggests 
that a fairly cohesive culture covered the whole area 
of the southern and western part of the Caspian 
Basin in the late second and early first millennium 
B.C. This bronze industry continued for much longer 
in some of the peripheral areas after the people of 
Marlik had moved on or disappeared. 
The third group of examples comparable to the 

Marlik figurines comes from the Zagros Mountains 
and is usually referred to as "Luristan Bronzes." 
Three major categories of Luristan Bronzes are des
cribed by Vanden Berghe,118 who performed system
atic excavations in the Luristan area. It is the second 
group of his classification, dated to the second half of 
the second millennium B.C., that is comparable to the 
Marlik bronze figurines. Although the Marlik and 
Luristan bronze figurines seem closely related, there 
are regional differences. The Luristan Bronzes are 
much more stylized and imaginary than those from 
Marlik and other parts of the Caspian Basin, which 
are more natural and representational. Because 
there is a long history of bronze-working in Luristan 
that is absent at Marlik, the possibility is raised that 
Marlik received much of its bronze technology from 
Luristan. At Marlik, with the presence of both metal 
ore and abundant fuel in the forested mountainous 
region, this bronze industry took hold and 
flourished, spreading from Marlik to a larger area in 
the Caspian Basin. 
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Table 7. Specifications of Metal Animal Figurines 

Cat. 
No. 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
124 
124 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
140 
140 
140 
141 
142 
142 
142 
142 
142 
143 
144 
145 
L46 
L47 
148 
148 
148 
48 
49 
50 
50 
50 
50 
51 
51 
51 

Description 
Figurine (bull) 
Figurine (bull) 
Figurine (bull) 
Figurine (bull on wheels) 
Figurine (bull) 
Figurine (bull) 
Figurine (bull) 
Figurine (bull) 
Figurine (3/bulls) 
Figurine (bull) 
Figurine (bull) 
Figurine (bull) 
Figurine (bull) 
Figurine (bull) 
Figurine (bull) 
Figurine (bull) 
Figurine (bull) 
Figurine (oxen w/ plow) 
Figurine (oxen w/ yoke) 
Figurine (oxen w/ plow) 
Figurine (oxen w/ yoke) 
Figurine (oxen w/ yoke) 
Figurine (stag) 
Figurine (stag) 
Figurine (stag) 
Figurine (stag) 
Figurine (stag) 
Figurine (stag) 
Figurine (stag) 
Figurine (stag) 
Figurine (stag) 
Figurine (stag) 
Figurine (stag) 
Figurine (stag antlers) 
Figurine (stag antlers) 
Figurine (stag antlers) 
Figurine (stag antlers) 
Figurine (stag antlers) 
Figurine (mountain goat) 
Figurine (mountain goat) 
Figurine (mountain goat) 
Figurine (3/mountain goat) 
Figurine (horse) 
Figurine (horse) 

Figurine (horse) 
Figurine (horse) 
Figurine (horse) 
Figurine (ram) 
Figurine (leopard) 
Figurine (leopard) 
Figurine (leopard) 
Figurine (leopard) 
Figurine (dog) 
Figurine (dog) 
Figurine (dog) 

Exc. 
No. 
386 M 
387 M 
388 M 
15 M 
240 M 
241 M 
1075 M 
1076 M 
85 M 
807 M 
809 M 
808 M 
806 M 
942 M 
941 M 
1128 M 
1130 M 
59 M 
767 M 
817 M 
227 M 
487 M 
390 M 
539 M 
540 M 
541 M 
243 M 
242 M 
800 M 
799 M 
814 M 
794 M 
940 M 
371 M 
369 M 
370 M 
368 M 
367 M 
389 M 
391 M 
392 M 
32 M 
1129 M 
798 M 
787 M 
786 M 
810 M 
393 M 
811 M 
795 M 
796 M 
797 M 
789 M 
788 M 
790 M 

Mus. 
No. 
25101 
25102 
25103 
14682 
25073 
25075 
25111 
25111 
25110 
25085 
25087 
25086 
25082 
25079 

25388 
25390 
25071 
25120 
25121 
25391 
25112 
25105 
25099 
25100 
25098 
25072 
25074 
25081 
25084 
14683 
25095 
25050 
25002 

25002 
25104 
25106 
25107 
14680 
25389 

25096 
14687 
14684 
25158 
14685 
25083 
14686 
25016 
25090 
14688 
25091 

Tomb 
No. 
36 
36 
36 
24 
47 
47 
13 
13 
40 
52 
52 
52 
52 
1 

1 

27 
47 
52 
25 
18 
36 
50 
50 
50 
47 
47 
52 
52 
52 
52 
1 
36 
36 
36 
36 
36 
36 
36 
36 
26 

52 
52 
52 
52 
36 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
^9 

Trench 
No. 
XVIII 
XVIII 
XVIII 
XV 
XXI 
XXI 
XII 
XII 
XVIII 
XXIII 
XXIII 
XXIII 
XXIII 

XVII 
XXII 
XXIII 
XVI 
xrv 
XVIII 
XXI 
XXI 
XXI 
XXI 
XXI 
XXIII 
XXIII 
XXIII 
XXIII 

XVIII 
XVIII 
XVIII 
XVIII 
XVIII 
XVIII 
XVIII 
XVIII 
XVII 

XXIII 
XXIII 
XXIII 
XXIII 
XVIII 
XXIII 
XXIII 
XXIII 
XXIII 
XXIII 
XXIII 
VYTTT 

Material 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
hron7f» 
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Table 7 continued 

Mus. 

No. 
25092 

25089 

25093 

25094 

25088 

14693 

14691 

25442 

Tomb 

No. 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
26 
24 

Trench 

No. 
XXIII 

XXIII 

XXIII 

XXIII 

XXIII 

XVII 

XV 

Material 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

gold 

gold 

bronze 

Cat. 

No. 
151 
152 
152 
152 
152 
153 
154 
155 

Description 

Figurine (dog) 

Figurine (wild boar) 

Figurine (wild boar) 

Figurine (wild boar) 

Figurine (wild boar) 

Figurine (2/tiger head) 

Figurine (tiger head) 

Figurine (bird) 

Exc. 

No. 
791 M 
813 M 
792 M 
793 M 
812 M 
20 M 
2 M 
1186 M 
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VII 

Jewelry and Ornaments of 
Marlik 

Introduction 

It seems that h u m a n beings have always ap
preciated beautiful and colorful objects and used 
them for adornment. At first, such available materials 
as bone and stone were used until gradually the 
technology was developed that enabled man to use 
semiprecious stones such as red carnelian and agate, 
metals such as gold, silver, and eventually bronze, 
and such man-made materials as pottery, frit, and 
glass. With the introduction of metal technology and 
the knowledge of and access to semiprecious stones 
through trade and economic exchange, a tradition of 
fine jewelry making became established. 
By the second millennium B.C. there were many 

centers in the ancient Near and Middle East that 
produced masterpieces of art and technology in the 
form of personal jewelry, and Marlik must now take 
its place as such a center. In the tombs of the Marlik 
Royal Cemetery the deceased were laid out with their 
varied belongings, which included items of personal 
adornment. A n extremely rich collection of jewelry, 

Necklaces form the largest and most varied group 
of jewelry found at Marlik. Many of these necklaces 
are made of gold, elaborately worked into beautiful 
and unusual beads and pendants. Other necklaces 
combine gold with beads of other materials in
cluding red carnelian, agate, frit, and a black sub-

which included necklaces and pendants, buttons, 
bracelets, and earrings, with rings, forehead bands, 
hair binders, and pins in lesser numbers, was found. 
Much of this jewelry came from tombs that had 
apparently belonged to women, although some items 
of adornment were also found in tombs that have 
tentatively been classified as belonging to warriors 
because of the large numbers of weapons and 
hunting items found in them. 
Much of this jewelry is made of gold, sometimes 

combined with other materials. In the necklaces gold 
is often combined with beads of red carnelian and 
occasionally of agate and other materials. Some 
necklaces are made entirely of beads of red car
nelian, agate, frit, glass, and so forth. A very few 
pieces of silver jewelry were found at Marlik, and a 
few of bronze. A few items were also made of such 
materials as frit, bone, shell, lime, gypsum, and an 
unidentified black substance. 

stance. Some necklaces are made entirely of these 
beads, and a few necklaces are made of beads of 
gypsum, transparent stone, glass, shell, and so on. 
Many of these necklaces have pendants or large 
centerpiece beads, often also made of gold, and 
many separate pendants were found as well. 

Necklaces and Pendants (157-309) 
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NECKLACES AND PENDANTS MADE 
PREDOMINANTLY OF GOLD (157-203) 

These beautiful gold necklaces combine unusual 
quadruple spiral, pomegranate, and animal head 
beads with more c o m m o n shapes such as lentoid, 
globular, date shaped, lozenge, and double pyramid. 
The most common pendant is an embossed disk with 
a design of the sun or a central boss surrounded by 
smaller bosses. Other gold pendants are more 
unusual and elaborately worked, and they include 
designs such as a single pomegranate or cluster of 
pomegranates or grapes, finely granulated pieces in 
various shapes, and free-form rosettes. One unique 
example consists of a double eagle head; another is 
inlaid with lapis lazuli. 

GOLD NECKLACES (157-169) 

157 Gold Chain Necklace 
802 M PI. 49 
Broken into four pieces, found in T o m b 52 

(Trench XXIII G). It is formed of folded loops that 
are very regular in size. 

158 Gold Necklace with Mountain Goat Head 
Beads 
12 M PI. 49 
Contains ten gold beads in the shape of mountain 

goat heads, each about 1.6 cm long, interspersed 
with many small gold barrel-shaped beads, found in 
Tom b 24 (Trench X V E). The mountain goat head 
beads are made from very thin sheet gold filled with 
a black pigment similar to natural bitumen and, 
although very small, are carefully detailed, with a flat 
muzzle, a single line forming the mouth, and parts of 
the head indicated by soft projecting lines. A 
suspension loop is attached at the neck edge of each 
bead. 
Similar gold beads with animal heads in simple 

workmanship were found at Khurvin, dated by 
Vanden Berghe to the late second and early first 
millennium B.C.1 Another example, dated by Moorey 
to the same time period,2 is rather similar in shape 
and workmanship. Features were originally etched 
on the now damaged surface of the bead, which has a 
small suspension loop at the neck. Other animal 
heads made in repousse from sheet gold with a 
suspension loop at the neck, not very similar in shape 
or workmanship to the Marlik beads, are dated by 
Maxwell-Hyslop to the Late Cypriote II period3; while 
she assigns examples from Enkomi to the Late 
Cypriote la period.4 

159 Gold Necklace with Variegated Small Beads 
224 M Fig. 15; PI. 49 
Contains several types of small gold beads, found 

in T o m b 45 (Trench XXI H ) . O n e type consists of 
four-sided lozenge-shaped beads with ends rein
forced by rolling; a second of elongated and barrel-
shaped beads; and a third of spherical beads, some 
with parallel rib decoration encircling the bead. All 
three types of beads are graduated in size. 

160 Gold Necklace of Disk, Fluted, and Tubular 
Beads 
567 M PI. 50 
Contains several types of gold beads, found in 

T o m b 50 (Trench XXI K). One group consists of flat 
disk beads that are formed of two circles of plain 
sheet gold, soldered together, with a central tubular 
hollow through which a suspension cord could be 
threaded. Five beads, three narrow and two broad, 
are decorated with parallel vertical rib fluting, and 
have a collar at each end formed by rolling the edge 
inside. Other beads consist of spiral gold bands 
twisted into long cylinders. 
A gold necklace with similar oval-shaped flat disk 

beads was found at Tepe Hissar, Level III B.5 A gold 
necklace with flat disk beads from Khurvin is dated 
by Vanden Berghe to the late second to early first 
millennium B.C.6 

Fluted beads were made over a period of at least 
one and one-half millennia. Fluted gold beads ap
pear in a necklace in the British Museum, which is 
dated to the Sargonid period by Maxwell-Hyslop.7 

Similar beads with ribbed decoration were also found 
at Larsa,8 and other fluted beads are associated with 
the Third Dynasty of Ur.9 Fluted beads from Tell el-
'Ajjul are dated to the seventeenth to sixteenth 
centuries B.C.10 Gold fluted beads attributed to the 
Elamites are dated by Amiet to the early second 
millennium B.C.,11 while examples found at Ghalekuti 
I are attributed by Fukai to the end of the Bronze 
and beginning of the Iron Age.12 Globular gold 
beads with parallel rib decoration found in the 
province of Gilan in northern Iran are dated by 
Porada to 1000 B.C.13 

This type of bead continued to be produced for 
some time after the Marlik period. Fluted gold beads 
occur in a necklace from Ziwiye, dated by Maxwell-
Hyslop to the eighth to seventh centuries B.C.14 

Vertically ribbed biconical beads appear in a neck
lace attributed by Pierides to the Cypro-Archaic I 
period, with a suggested date of 700-600 B.C.15 He 
dates vertically ribbed beads from Royal Tomb No. 1 
at Salamis to the second quarter of the eighth cen
tury B.C.16 and a necklace with ribbed beads to Cypro-
Classic I, with a suggested date of 475-400 B.C.17 

These examples illustrate the long use of this type of 
bead in Cyprus. 

161 Gold Necklace of Lentoid and Globular Beads 
1205 M PI. 50 
Contains gold lentoid and globular beads, found 

in T o m b 52 (Trench XXIII G). The lentoid beads 
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have a rather sharp pronounced line at the middle of 
the bead where the two halves are joined. Both the 
lentoid and globular beads are hollow with holes at 
each end. 

162 Gold Necklace of Beads with a Butterfly Bead 
Centerpiece 
446 M PI. 50 

Found in T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C). It contains 
elongated barrel-shaped beads made from thin gold 
sheet combined with a butterfly bead centerpiece 
formed of a central tube with two spiral bands 
fastened at each end and soldered together to form a 
quadruple spiral. This type of bead is given further 
consideration under 163. 

GOLD NECKLACES WITH 
ACCOMPANYING PENDANTS (163-169) 

Gold pendants at Marlik were found both with and 
without the accompanying beads of a necklace. 
Those discussed below fall in the first category. 

163 Gold Necklace with Butterfly Beads and 
Pomegranate Cluster Pendant 
291 M PI. 50, Color Plate XXVI B 
Contains gold butterfly, globular, and oval beads 

with a pomegranate cluster pendant, found in T o m b 
32 (Trench XVII E). The butterfly or quadruple 
spiral beads consist of a long central tube with two 
tight spirals at each side formed of twisted square 
gold wire finely soldered together, possibly by a 
chemical process. Other beads are spherical and 
hollow, with a suspension hole at each end, and still 
others are elongated and oval, decorated by ribbing 
of parallel projecting bands, and also pierced length
wise by a suspension hole. The pendant is a cluster of 
pomegranates formed of four globular beads, with a 
small suspension loop on one, soldered together with 
their long conical necks or crowns hanging down
ward. 
Similar quadruple spiral beads found at Troy III18 

and at Alaca Hiiyuk19 are dated by Schaeffer to 
2300-2100 B.C., whereas somewhat similar butterfly 
beads found at Assur, Grave 20, are assigned by 
Maxwell-Hyslop to the Gut-Gudea period, about 
2250-1894 B.C.20 Similar butterfly beads of inter
locked gold wire in a less elaborate necklace were 
found in the Assyrian tombs of Mari, dated by Parrot 
to the fourteenth to thirteenth centuries B.C.,21 and 
similar beads were also found at Tell Brak.22 A n 
almost identical necklace with gold butterfly beads of 
twisted square wire formed in spirals, found at 
Hasanlu prior to the work there of the University of 
Pennsylvania,23 is suggested by Ghirshman to date to 
the ninth to eighth centuries B.C.24 A still later exam
ple of this type of quadruple spiral bead appears in 

the Treasure of Ziwiye, dated to the eighth to seventh 
centuries B.C.25 

Double spiral beads in a similar technique were 
found at Hissar IIIC26 and at Maral Deresi in Cau
casia, dated by Schaeffer to 1200 B.C.27 Double spiral 
beads found at Tepe Nush-i Jan are dated by Max
well-Hyslop to the ninth to seventh centuries B.C.28 

These quadruple spiral or butterfly beads are 
found at sites spread over a large area of the ancient 
world, covering a long span of time from the third to 
early first millennium B.C. Maxwell-Hyslop suggests 
that the gold- and silversmiths of the Highland Zone 
had easy access to their fellow craftsmen in Meso
potamia, whether by overland trade or by sea.29 She 
goes on to say that in the Mari series, as first noticed 
by Mallowan, unlike the Brak and Anatolian 
examples, 'The four coils or spirals, instead of being 
drawn out of the central tube, appear to be twisted or 
bound around the end of it."30 This is the technique 
used for the quadruple spiral beads of Marlik and 
Hasanlu and for many unstratified specimens at
tributed to "Amlash." A fourteenth- to thirteenth-
century date is suggested by Maxwell-Hyslop for this 
type of quadruple spiral bead, which probably con
tinued in use to the early first millennium B.C. 
The pendant of this necklace is a cluster of pome

granates. The pomegranate was a popular motif in 
the jewelry of Marlik, whose artists and craftsmen 
were strongly influenced by their natural environ
ment. To the present day the lower edge of the forest 
along the northern slopes of the Elburz Mountains is 
covered for several hundred kilometers by wild 
pomegranate bushes. 
Gold pomegranate beads appear in a necklace in 

the Cyprus Museum, attributed by Pierides to the late 
Cypriote II period, around 1400-1230 B.C.31 A 
pomegranate pendant of frit, found in Chapel III of 
Tchoga Zanbil, is dated by Ghirshman to around 
1250 B.C.32 A cluster of pomegranate beads of similar 
shape, made from fired clay, was found at Sialk Ce
metery B.33 A somewhat similar pomegranate pen
dant can be seen on a necklace worn by a bird-head
ed winged deity on a stone relief of the Ashurnasirpal 
II Palace,34 and another, similar pendant appears on 
a necklace in the Assyrian relief in the Staatlichen 
Skulpturen Sammlung in Dresden.35 

164 Gold Chain Necklace with Pomegranate 
Pendant 
358 M PI. 51 
Chain, about 51 cm long, with a gold pomegranate 

pendant about 4.5 cm in diameter, found in T o m b 
36 (Trench XVIII C). This finely made quadruple 
gold chain ends in two narrow gold tubes with rolled 
rims formed of sheet gold. Each tube is attached to a 
gold loop, and the two loops are joined to each side 
of the rolled rim of the vertical neck of a large pome
granate pendant. The pendant is a hollow sphere 
decorated with impressed designs of triangular, 
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elongated oval, parallel, and crossed lines divided 
horizontally into two sections. 

165 Gold Necklace with Pomegranate Beads and 

Disk Pendant 
261 M PI. 51 
Necklace with fourteen pomegranate beads and a 

disk pendant about 2 cm in diameter, found in 
Tomb 47 (Trench XXI E). The pomegranate beads 
have a hollow globular top with a small suspension 
loop attached and a long cylindrical neck. The 
pendant is a circular disk of gold with a projecting 
boss in the center circled by a dotted line and sur
rounded by two rows of smaller bosses, each also 
circled by an impressed dotted line. At the top of the 
pendant is a wide rolled suspension loop decorated 
by two impressed parallel lines. 
A similar gold pendant, found at Khurvin, is dated 

by Vanden Berghe to the late second to early first 
millennium B.C.36 

166 Gold Necklace with Two Embossed Disk 
Pendants 
474 M PI. 51 
Necklace with two disk pendants, each about 1.5 

cm in diameter, found in T o m b 45 (Trench XXII 
H ) . The necklace has fourteen four-sided bipyra-
midal beads, with ends reinforced by rolling inward, 
and three long cylindrical beads encircled by parallel 
impressed lines. Suspended from the necklace by 
broad rolled loops are two disk pendants, each with a 
central embossed knob circled by a dotted line 
surrounded by a row of smaller embossed knobs with 
an outer dotted line at the rim of the disk. 
A similar gold pendant from Khurvin is dated by 

Vanden Berghe to the late second to early first mil
lennium B.C.37 

167 Gold Necklace with an Embossed Disk Pendant 
462 M PI. 51 
Necklace with three types of gold beads and an 

embossed gold disk pendant approximately 1.8 cm in 
diameter, found in Tomb 45 (Trench XXII H ) . Sev
eral of the beads are large and have a barrel or thick 
ring shape. Others have a four-sided bipyramidal 
shape reinforced at the rim by rolling inward. Two of 
the beads are long, thin cylindrical tubes of gold 
decorated with parallel impressed lines circling or 
spiraling around the tube. The disk pendant has a 
large embossed knob in the center circled by a dot
ted line, with a row of smaller embossed knobs sur
rounding the pendant at the rim. Each of these smal
ler knobs is also encircled at the base by a dotted line, 
and a simple projecting band edges the pendant. 

168 Gold Necklace with a Free-Form Rosette 
Pendant 
264 M PI. 51 

Necklace of gold beads with a large gold disk 
pendant about 5.8 cm in diameter, found in T o m b 

33 (Trench XVIII F). Half of the beads are hollow 
and spherical with a hole at the ends, while the 
others are flattened elongated ovals with a rolled rim 
at each end. The central disk pendant is a flat plaque 
of gold encircled at the rim by a narrow projecting 
double band with herringbone hatching. O n the face 
of the plaque is a free-form rosette formed by a verti
cally soldered gold band. At the center is a rather 
large circle with three elongated triangular stems 
around it, each crowned with flowers formed of 
round and oval petals. Between the three main 
shapes are several rounded crescents with smaller 
triangular cores crowned by more petals. The top 
crowns of the main stems and the crowns of the 
crescents together form nine main flowers and six 
smaller inner ones. At the top of the plaque is a 
spherical bead through which a suspension cord 
could have been threaded, and two holes are also 
punched on each side of the pendant by which it 
could have been sewn onto a background. 
This particular motif, with vertical bands of gold 

soldered on a plain disk plaque to form an unusual 
free-form rosette, seems to be a unique and inno
vative design of Marlik. Two examples in addition to 
that currently under discussion (182 and 209) were 
found in the same tomb, all presumably products of 
the same artist. This necklace, along with a pendant 
of the same design also from Marlik, is dated by 
Maxwell-Hyslop to the thirteenth to twelfth centuries 
B.C., contemporary with the Mid-Assyrian period.38 

169 Gold Chain Necklace with Granulated Double-
Pyramid Pendant on a Loop 
3 M PI. 52 
Chain, about 56 cm long, with a pendant loop 

about 3.5 cm in diameter and a granulated double-
pyramid pendant, found in T o m b 24 (Trench XV E). 
The chain, formed of double folded loops, passes 
through a large loop of gold wire whose ends are 
hooked together. Fastened to the bottom of this loop 
is a small double-pyramid pendant formed of small 
gold balls that decrease in size from top to bottom. 
A similar type of granulated pyramid appears on a 

gold ring from Nymphaeum in the Crimea, dated by 
Rostovtzeff to the fifth century B.C.39 

GOLD PENDANTS (170-203) 

The pendants discussed below occur without the 
accompanying beads of a necklace. They have been 
divided into three groups for ease of discussion: (1) 
cluster pendants (representing pomegranates and 
grapes); (2) disk pendants in a variety of designs; and 
(3) a miscellaneous group including such shapes as 
animal heads and crescents. 
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GOLD CLUSTER PENDANTS (170-180) 

170 Gold Pomegranate Cluster Pendant 
268 M PI. 52 

Pendant consisting of a cluster of eight pome
granates with a suspension loop, found in Tomb 33 
(Trench XVIII F). Each pomegranate has a hollow 
spherical body, made of two hemispheres carefully 
soldered together, and a spreading conical neck 
vertically soldered to the bottom of the sphere. The 
junction of the neck and body is covered by a thin 
twisted square gold bar. The pomegranates are ar
ranged in four rows, one on top, three in each of two 
middle rows, and one on the bottom. Attached to the 
topmost pomegranate is a suspension loop in the 
form of a thick spool covered with parallel rib deco
ration, with the ends reinforced by rolling. Threaded 
through this spool is a larger suspension loop of 
thick plain gold wire in an overlapping circle. 

171 Gold Pomegranate Cluster Pendant 
833 M PL 52 
About 3.0 cm wide, found in T o m b 47 (Trench 

XXII E). The pendant, made from very thin sheet 
gold, is deformed and incomplete. The pomegra
nates around the outside of the cluster are highly 
stylized with relatively large necks or crowns, but the 
inner ones are hollow gold balls. 

172 Gold Pomegranate Cluster Pendant 
1210a40 M PI. 52 
Badly damaged and deformed, made from very 

thin gold, about 3.2 cm long, found in T o m b 47 
(Trench XXII E). The workmanship is quite similar 
to 171, which was found in the same tomb. Each 
pomegranate has a very long neck or crown. 

173 Gold Pomegranate Cluster Pendant 
366 M PI. 52 
Pendant with a large loop and chain, about 11.0 

cm in length, found in T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C). 
The pomegranates, which are stylized with large 
spreading conical necks, are well arranged in a 
cluster that is connected on top to a large plain gold 
loop. The loop is thicker in the center, where the 
cluster is attached, and narrower toward the ends, 
which hook over each other. It is fastened through a 
gold chain made of nine circular loops of gold wire 
whose ends overlap. 
A somewhat similar arrangement of a pendant with 

linked loops, in a mulberry rather than pomegranate 
cluster shape, was found at Mari. It is dated by 
Maxwell-Hyslop to the Mid-Assyrian period (thir
teenth century B.C.) .41 

174 Gold Pomegranate Cluster Pendant 
1 a M not illustrated 
About 3.0 cm long, found in T o m b 24 (Trench X V 

E). It is composed of globular spheres, with a single 
long-necked pomegranate at the bottom. 

175 Gold Pomegranate Pendant 
359 M PI. 53 
About 5.5 cm high, found in T o m b 36 (Trench 

XVIII C). It is made from rather solid sheet gold and 
consists of a plain globular sphere, formed of two 
joined hemispheres, with round soldering that is 
partly deteriorated. It ends in a neck with a suspen
sion hole on each side. 

176 Gold Pomegranate Pendant 
1199aM Fig. 15; PI. 53 
Made from sheet gold, deformed and broken, 

found in Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C). It has a long 
narrow neck with a dentated rim cut in sharp 
triangles at the edge. A suspension hole is drilled on 
each side of the neck near the top. 

177 Gold Grape Cluster Pendant 
66 M not illustrated 
About 2.5 cm long, found in T o m b 26 (Trench 

XVII B). This is the best preserved of several such 
pendants found at Marlik. It is made of hollow 
globules of very thin sheet gold finely soldered 
together to form the cluster. 

178 Gold Grape Cluster Pendant 
17 M not illustrated 
About 2.0 cm long, found in Tomb 24 (Trench X V 

E). It is incomplete and is similar to 177 in being 
composed of hollow globules of very thin sheet gold 
formed into a cluster. 

179 Gold Grape Cluster Pendant 
126 M PI. 53 
About 3.6 cm long, found in T o m b 27 (Trench 

XVII D). Incomplete, broken, and partly deformed. 

180 Gold Grape Cluster Pendants 
12106 M PI. 53 
Pair of pendants, one of which measures about 2.5 

cm long, found in Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E). Each 
pendant is incomplete and badly deformed and has a 
circular gold suspension loop on top. 
A grape cluster earring, with smaller grapes at the 

bottom gradually enlarging toward the top, found at 
Hasanlu Period V-IV, is dated by Maxwell-Hyslop to 
1200-800 B.C.,42 by Ghirshman to the ninth to eighth 
centuries B.C.,43 and by Vanden Berghe to Sialk 
Cemetery A-B or Giyan I period.44 A similar type of 
grape cluster earring in silver with a bronze suspen
sion loop was found at Sialk Cemetery B.45 

G O L D DISK P E N D A N T S (181-197) 

PLAIN GOLD DISK PENDANTS (181) 

181 Plain Gold Disk Pendants 
1198 M PI. 53 
Two pendants, each about 2.0 cm in diameter, 
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found in Tomb 6 (Trench X A +). They are made 
from thick plaques of solid gold without decoration. 
A thick curled wire tang forms a suspension loop at 
the top of each pendant. 

GOLD DISK PENDANT WITH A SOLDERED 

DESIGN (182) 

182 Gold Free-Form Rosette Pendant 
265 M PI. 53, Color Plate XXVI C 
About 5.7 cm in diameter, found in Tomb 33 

(Trench XVIII F). It contains a free-form flower 
design almost identical to that of 168. 

GOLD DISK PENDANTS WITH GRANULATION 
(183-184) 

One exquisite decoration used by the Marlik gold
smiths was granulation, a technique whereby designs 
are formed by soldering numerous tiny gold balls 
onto a base. In addition to the pendants described 
here, a number of beautiful earrings were made in 
this technique. 

183 Gold Granulated Disk Pendant 
62 M PI. 53 
About 4.8 cm in diameter, found in Tomb 26 

(Trench XVII B). The thick gold plaque has two 
large concentric circles in the center formed of 
vertically soldered gold bands. Between these two 
concentric circles is a file band of small gold balls 
soldered in a circle. A few extra balls occur as well, 
possibly indicating that there was originally another 
file, which fell out or was not completed. Four thick 
bands of three parallel files of small gold balls extend 
from the edge of the central concentric circles to the 
decorative border band, dividing the plaque into 
four equal sections. In the outer corners of each 
section are two round circles formed of vertically 
soldered gold bands. Between each pair of circles is a 
wavy band of three parallel files of gold balls, 
extending from the central circles to a decorative 
border that is also formed of three parallel files of 
small gold bands. At the top of the plaque is a 
suspension loop, which is made of a plain thick gold 
band. This finely worked pendant is unique in form 
and composition. 

184 Gold Granulated Rosette Pendant 
63 M PI. 54 

About 4.6 cm in diameter, found in Tomb 26 
(Trench XVII B). It is decorated with a geometric 
rosette in granulation. An eight-pointed star 
surrounds a rather large central ring made of a plain 
vertically soldered gold band. Decorating the inner 

side of the ring is a file band of small gold balls from 
which three triangles, each consisting of ten gold 
balls, reach toward the center of the point, marked 
by three gold balls. Some of the gold balls of the 
triangles are missing, as is one from the center point. 
Pointing outward from the outer side of the ring are 
eight granulated triangles, each with twenty-one 
small gold balls, forming the eight points of the star. 
Around the edge of the disk is a file band of small 
gold balls with larger and smaller triangles pointing 
inward spaced along it. The nine larger triangles 
each have twenty-eight small gold balls, seven on 
each side, and between each pair of larger triangles is 
a smaller triangle, also nine in number, containing 
fifteen small gold balls. The plain area between the 
outer band and the central star is filled by eighteen 
small triangles, each formed of six small gold balls, 
which are spaced between each larger and smaller 
outer triangle. Some of these gold balls are also 
damaged or missing. At the top of the plaque is a 
large, wide suspension loop reinforced by rolling at 
each end, and a large hole pierces the pendant near 
the bottom. 
A similar gold pendant with a triangular pattern in 

granulation and two suspension loops at the top, 
found at Tell el-'Ajjul in Palestine and discussed by 
Maxwell-Hyslop, is assigned by Tufnel to Middle 
Bronze Age II, with a suggested date of about the 
seventeenth to sixteenth centuries B.C.46 Granulation 
in a triangular pattern can also be seen on a ring 
from Susa, dated by Andrae to the end of the second 
millennium B.C.47 Triangular granulation appears on 
the gold cover of a turquoise scarab from Lachish in 
Palestine, dated by Bossert to the thirteenth century 
B.C.,48 and on a gold pomegranate-shaped pendant 
probably deriving from Enkomi and assigned by 
Pierides to Late Cypriote II period, with a suggested 
date of 1400-1230 B.C.49 Similar granulation appears 
on another pendant in the Cyprus Museum, found 
during the Markides excavation at Arses in the 
Lamaca District, and assigned by Pierides to Cypro-
Archaic I, with a suggested date of 700-600 B.C.50 A 
triangular pattern in granulation also appears on 
three gold earrings in the Louvre, classified as New 
Elamite and dated by Amiet to around the seventh 
century B.C.51 Additional examples of triangular 
granulation can be seen on an earring found at Sialk 
Cemetery A52 and on the cover of an iron dagger 
decorated in gold, found at Shumeyko's farm near 
Rommy. Rostovtzeff assigns this latter example to 
Scythian art of the sixth century B.C.53 

GOLD EMBOSSED DISK PENDANTS (185-197) 

A number of gold embossed disk pendants with a 
suspension loop at the top were found without the 
accompanying beads of a necklace. Although most of 
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these pendants share a common shape and style of 
workmanship, there is some variety in design details. 

PENDANTS WITH A SUN DISK OF MANY 
POINTED RAYS (185-190) 

185 Gold Embossed Disk Pendant 
448 M PI. 54 

Of sheet gold, about 5.0 cm in diameter, found in 
To m b 23 (Trench X V D). The pendant has a large 
hemispherical sun disk in the center surrounded by a 
single file of small projecting knobs with seven rather 
thick raised rays radiating outward. Each ray is 
oudined by a sharp projecting straight line down the 
center, with two chiseled smaller lines at each side. 
Between each two main rays are smaller projecting 
knobs circled by a row of small projecting points. 
The outer edge of the pendant is bordered by a 
projecting band decorated by a single file of small 
knobs. A rather thick tang of metal on top is rolled 
into a suspension loop. 

186 Gold Embossed Disk Pendant 
1064 M PI. 54 
About 6.5 c m in diameter, found in T o m b 12 

(Trench XII E). It is very similar in general design to 
185, with a rather smaller central embossed sun disk 
surrounded by seven long pointed rays, each out
lined somewhat more carefully, but in the same way, 
as 185. Between each two rays are two small knobs 
circled by a single file of small projecting dots. Cir
cling the edge of the pendant are four parallel 
chiseled lines, and at the top is a suspension loop 
with an embossed line near each end. 

187 Gold Embossed Disk Pendant 
554 M PI. 54 
About 4.0 c m in diameter, found in T o m b 15 

(Trench XIII C). It has a large embossed sun disk in 
the center with seven short rays radiating outward. 
The central sun disk has a conical embossed knob in 
the middle surrounded by a wide embossed band. 
Between the central sun disk and the wide band and 
around the outer edge of the band are single files of 
small dots. The seven short, thick rays each have a 
central raised line and double chiseled lines on each 
side. Between each two rays is an embossed pro
jecting knob surrounded by a single file of smaller 
dots. The pendant is bordered by two parallel 
chiseled lines, while a rather thick tang of metal on 
top is rolled into a suspension loop, now partly 
deformed, with straight chiseled lines at each end 
and crossed lines in the center. 

188 Gold Embossed Disk Pendants 
529 M not illustrated 
Three pendants, each about 1.8 cm in diameter, 

found in T o m b 50 (Trench XXI L). They have a 
design of a central sun disk surrounded by a single 

band of dotted lines with six sharp, pointed rays 
radiating outward. Each of these projecting rays is 
divided down the middle by a sharp ridged line and 
bordered by two parallel chiseled lines at each side. 
Between each two rays there is an embossed circle 
surrounded by a dotted incised line. Each pendant is 
bordered by three parallel incised lines and has a 
thick suspension loop on top reinforced at the ends. 

189 Gold Embossed Disk Pendant 
548 M PI. 54 
About 3.8 cm in diameter, found in T o m b 23 

(Trench X V D). It has a central embossed sun disk 
with six rays, closely similar to the design of 188. 

190 Gold Embossed Disk Pendant 
308 M PI. 54 
About 6.0 cm in diameter, found in T o m b 50 

(Trench XXII L). It is almost circular in shape and is 
made from thin sheet gold. The pendant has a 
slightly different design than those previously 
discussed—a central embossed knob with four 
outspreading rounded ovals that looks like a large 
four-petaled flower or possibly like four bees or 
beetles. Around the central knob is a band of small 
crescent-shaped chiseled dots, while the four raised 
ovals that are somewhat unequally spaced around the 
center are bordered by a line of small crescent dots 
with four parallel lines on average radiating outward 
from the sides of each oval, contributing to the 
insectlike appearance. The pendant is bordered by 
two parallel files of chiseled irregular dots, while a 
curled tang forms a suspension loop at the top, with 
five incised parallel, almost vertical, lines below 
reaching to the border band. This unusual design 
may be a rather crude version of the sun disk or star. 

COMMENTS 

The design of an embossed sun disk with rays or a 
star seems to have been used frequently in the 
ancient world, and many examples parallel to those 
from Marlik have been found. A pendant with a 
central boss of six rays, smaller bosses surrounded by 
punched dots between each two rays, and a curled 
tang for suspension, found at Alalakh Level IV, is 
dated by Maxwell-Hyslop to 1500-1300 B.C.54 Circular 
pendants with a central boss and eight rays, with a 
smaller knob between each two rays and a curled 
tang, found at Tell el-'Ajjul, are dated by Maxwell-
Hyslop to 1550-1300 B.C.55 Gold pendants with high-
relief embossed and pointed rays, found at Ras 
Shamra (Ugarit), are dated by Schaeffer to the four
teenth to thirteenth centuries B.C.,56 while Bossert 
dates similar examples from Ras Shamra to the 
fourteenth century B.C.57 Similar pendants found in 
Talish have been dated to the fifteenth to fourteenth 
centuries B.C. and to the late second millennium 
B.C.58 A gold pendant with minor differences of 
design, with a large central disk and small rays, found 
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in a funerary deposit in the Inshushinak Temple at 
Susa, is dated by Amiet to the end of the second 
millennium B.C.59 and by Herzfeld to about the 
thirteenth century B.C.60 A similar pendant in silver, 
found in the East Temple of Kiririsha at Tchoga 
Zanbil, is dated by Ghirshman to 1250 B.C.61 Similar 
pendants can also be seen on necklaces on a stone 
relief of Ashurbanipal (884-859 B.C.)62 and of 
Tiglathpileser III (746-729 B.C.)63 at Nimrud, while a 
later example appears in the Oxus Treasure, dated 
by Dalton to the Achaemenian period.64 

PENDANTS WITH A CENTRAL BOSS 
SURROUNDED BY O N E O R M O R E FILES OF 
SMALLER BOSSES (191-197) 

A number of gold disk pendants, such as the 
pendants of 166, 167, 207, and 208, have a large 
central boss surrounded by smaller knobs in one or 
more files. Those discussed below were found 
without the accompanying beads of a necklace. 

191 Gold Embossed Disk Pendant 
564 M PI. 55 
About 5.5 cm in diameter, found in T o m b 50 

(Trench XXI K). It has a central embossed knob 
circled by a file of impressed dots and surrounded by 
two parallel concentric rows of smaller knobs and 
four parallel concentric lines of impressed dots. A 
curled tang forms a suspension loop at the top of the 
pendant. 

192 Gold Embossed Disk Pendants 
125 M not illustrated 
Pair of gold pendants, similar in design to 191, 

found in Tomb 27 (Trench XVII D). Each pendant is 
about 2.0 cm in diameter and is made from a circular 
sheet of gold with a large central embossed knob 
surrounded by three files of smaller knobs covering 
the surface of the pendant to the rim. A curled tang 
forms a suspension loop at the top. 

193 Gold Embossed Disk Pendants 
9 M Fig. 15; PI. 55 

Five closely similar pendants, each about 2.4 cm. in 
diameter, found in Tomb 24 (Trench X V E). Each is 
a circular sheet of gold with a rather large central 
embossed knob surrounded by three files of smaller 
knobs which cover the surface of the pendant to the 
rim. A curled tang at the top of each pendant forms 
a suspension loop. 

194 Gold Embossed Disk Pendants 
435 M, 436 M, 437 M, 443 M Fig. 15; PI. 55 

Four somewhat similar pendants, found in T o m b 
36 (Trench XVIII C). They are all circular plaques of 
sheet gold with a large embossed knob in the center 
circled by a row of round dotted lines. A smaller file 
of one or two rows of smaller knobs, each circled by a 

single file of small projecting dots, fills the remaining 
surface of the pendant. Each pendant is bordered by 
a single file of projecting small knobs, with a curled 
tang forming a suspension loop on top and a hole 
piercing the disk near the bottom. 
A pendant similar to 437 M, with rows of small 

projecting knobs around a large embossed knob, 
found at Khurvin, is dated by Vanden Berghe to 
1300-900 B.C.65 

195 Gold Embossed Disk Pendant 
314 M not illustrated 
About 1.1 c m in diameter, found in T o m b 47 

(Trench XXI E). It has a large embossed central 
knob encircled by a single file of very small knobs, 
surrounded by a row of embossed knobs, each knob 
in turn surrounded at the base by small knobs. At the 
top is a curled tang. 

196 Gold Embossed Disk Pendants 
644 M PI. 55 

Pair of pendants, each about 3.0 cm in diameter, 
found in T o m b 2 (Trench VI B + ) . The pendants 
have plain embossed knobs in the center with four 
projecting bands radiating outward, dividing them 
into four sections. A smaller embossed knob appears 
in each section, with a single file of smaller knobs 
forming the border. Suspension loops at the top of 
each pendant are broken. 

197 Gold and Lapis Lazuli Pendant 
553 M PI. 55 
About 5.0 c m in diameter, found in T o m b 15 

(Trench XIII C). It is made from a circular plaque of 
gold inlaid with a large almost circular piece of lapis 
lazuli. The lapis lazuli is surrounded by a thick 
projecting circular band of gold, with each side of 
the projecting band surrounded by a delicate file of 
fine impressed dotted lines. Between this projecting 
band and the edge are embossed knobs encircled by 
impressed dotted lines and projecting short straight 
lines. Bordering the pendant is another thick pro
jecting band, and a wide curled tang at the top forms 
a suspension loop. Although little lapis lazuli was 
found at Marlik, another example of its use can be 
seen in Gold Decorative Buckle 447. 
Oppenheim discusses the origin of lapis lazuli. He 

notes that, according to Sumerian, Akkadian, and 
Babylonian texts, it must have come from some 
mountainous area, and that there were two types, 
one genuine and the other artificial.66 

MISCELLANEOUS GOLD PENDANTS 
(198-203) 

198 Gold Eagle Head Pendant 
16 M PI. 55 
Pendant with double eagle heads on a loop about 

5.5. cm in diameter, found in T o m b 24 (Trench XV 
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E). The double eagle heads, joined by an elongated 
neck, are made in repousse from sheet gold and are 
hollow and filled with natural bitumen. The well-
shaped heads have oval eyes, oval projecting bands 
for eyelids, and a sharp downward bent beak. The 
characteristically keen eye of the eagle is well repre
sented. The double eagle heads are suspended by a 
gold band from a large loop made from a twisted 
four-sided gold bar. The surface of the pendant is 
plain and finely polished. This double-eagle-head 
pendant is unusual, and the workmanship is very 
fine. 

199 Gold Crescent Pendants 
310 M PI. 56 
Five pendants, each about 4.7 cm in length, found 

in Tomb 32 (Trench XVII E). All five are closely 
similar in shape and technique. Each pendant is a 
crescent-shaped plaque of gold with a smaller cres
cent formed by a narrow, vertically soldered gold 
band as a decorative motif in the center of the pen
dant. Bordering each pendant is a double-twisted 
gold wire forming a double coil band, while a plain 
gold band suspension loop is attached to the center 
of the convex side of the crescent. 
Similar gold moon-shaped pendants with suspen

sion loops on the back were found at Mari and are 
dated by Maxwell-Hyslop to around 2017-1750 B.C.67 

200 Gold Pear-Shaped Pendants 
10 M PL 56 
Eight pendants, each about 2.8 cm long, found in 

Tomb 24 (Trench XV E). All are made from sheet 
gold with a hollow convex body resembling half a 
pear. The wider part of the body is covered with 
small projecting knobs, while the narrower upper 
part is plain with a smooth surface. Suspension holes 
are located on each corner at the top of the neck. 

201 Gold Pear-Shaped Pendants 
28 M and 68 M Fig. 15 
Several pear-shaped pendants, made from sheet 

gold, found in Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). 28 M (Fig. 
57) consists of three examples, each about 2.8 cm 
long, and 68 M (Fig. 58) also consists of three 
examples, each about 2.5 cm long. All are closely 
similar in shape and workmanship, with the pendants 
of 28 M having small repousse dot decoration. 

202 Gold Granulated Cage Pendant 
19 M PI. 56, Color Plate XXVI D 
On a gold loop, about 3.8 cm in diameter, found 

in Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). At the base of the cage 
is a flat circular ring to which twelve pyramids are 
soldered with their points hanging downward. Each 
of these pyramids is built up of finely soldered gold 
balls, four to each side. This circular ring with its 
attached pyramids is connected to the upper part of 
the cage by twelve long double bands or columns of 
twisted gold bars, which are bent slightly outward at 

the middle, in a carinated form. Each of these 
columns fits at the top into a small inverted cup on 
the bottom of the dome-shaped cap of the cage. 
Inside the cage a thick, round gold bar forms a cen
tral main column from the top through the bottom 
ring, ending in a pyramid of gold balls larger than 
the pyramids around the bottom edge of the cage. 
The rim of the dome is edged on top by a file of 
larger gold balls, while the central dome, which has a 
plain polished surface, has four equally spaced 
circular windows, each surrounded by a solid circular 
band in turn encircled by a file of gold spheres. The 
cage is topped by a large round gold ball formed of 
two halves connected by a pronounced narrow brim 
folded over to form a fine projecting band decorated 
by diagonal parallel impressed lines, like a single coil 
band. The connecting joint between the cage and 
this upper ball is encircled by double-twisted gold 
bars decorated with parallel diagonal lines forming a 
double-coil band. At the top of this ball is a loop 
formed by a quadruple band of twisted gold bars, 
with, threaded through it, a large circle of thick gold 
wire with overlapping ends. The workmanship of this 
pendant is extraordinarily fine. 
Similar granulation can be seen on a ring from 

Nymphaeum in the Crimea, dated by Rostovtzeff to 
the fifth century B.C.68 

203 Gold Double-Ball Pendant 
1480 M PI. 56 
About 2.5 cm long, found in Tomb 36 (Trench 

XVIII C). It is made from sheet gold in the form of 
two spherical gold balls connected by a small 
cylindrical tube. The lower, larger ball has a slight 
carination of the body where the two halves are 
joined, while the upper, smaller ball has a large 
suspension loop on each side. 

GOLD PENDANTS ACCOMPANYING 
NECKLACES MADE OF OTHER 

MATERIALS (204-211) 

204 Necklace of Gold and Red Carnelian Beads 
with a Gold Pomegranate Pendant 
478 M PI. 56 
Found in Tomb 19 (Trench XIV F). Two of the 

gold beads are shaped like four-sided double pyra
mids, one of which is reinforced at each end by rol
ling inward to form a projecting ring, while the other 
is much simpler in shape. The remaining gold beads 
have an elongated barrel shape. Some of the red 
carnelian beads are also barrel shaped, while others 
are globular. The gold pendant, in the shape of a 
single pomegranate, is hollow, with a globular body 
made of two joined hemispheres and a conical tube 
neck slightly larger at the outer edge. An elaborate 
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gold suspension band loop is soldered to the top of 
the pomegranate pendant. 
Pomegranate beads and cluster pendants have 

already been discussed under 163. Examples in silver 
were found in Tomb 123 of Sialk Cemetery B,69 and 
similar examples in bone with a more stylized and 
larger neck were also found in Sialk Cemetery B.70 

205 Necklace of Gold Pomegranate and Red 
Carnelian Beads with a Gold Pomegranate Cluster 

Pendant 
299 M PI. 56, Color Plate XXVIIA 
Found in T o m b 32 (Trench XVII E). The gold 

pomegranate beads, made from very thin sheet gold, 
consist of a globular base formed of two half spheres 
soldered together, with a tapering conical tube of 
gold forming the neck or crown of the pomegranate 
and a small suspension loop at the top of the sphere. 
The remaining beads are made of red carnelian, with 
the longer ones in a double-conoid shape and the 
shorter ones cylindrical or date shaped. These finely 
cut and polished beads have suspension holes run
ning lengthwise through the middle, and most have 
gold caps at each end. The gold pomegranate cluster 
pendant contains five globular spheres, one on top 
with an attached suspension loop, four in the middle, 
and at the bottom a single long-necked bead sol
dered upside down to the center of the four middle 
pomegranates. 
The long double-conoid carnelian beads recall 

Sumerian gold-capped beads attributed to the Third 
Dynasty of Ur and suggested to be even older by 
Maxwell-Hyslop.71 A biconoid bead with gold caps 
said to be from Ziwiye is dated by Maxwell-Hyslop to 
the eighth to seventh centuries B.C.72 Additional 
examples of pomegranate cluster pendants are 
discussed under 163. 

206 Necklace of Frit Beads with Gold Pomegranate 
Cluster Pendant 
195 M PL 57, Color Plate XXVII B 
Found in T o m b 16 (Trench XIII F). Most of the 

frit or primitive porcelain beads have an elongated 
barrel or ovoid shape and are decorated with parallel 
twisted spiral lines along the length of the bead and 
wide gold caps at the ends. The surface of these frit 
beads is damaged or broken in some parts and occa
sionally has deteriorated to a soft powderlike sub
stance. Two frit beads have a four-sided bipyramidal 
shape, resembling two pyramids connected at the 
base, with a rather pronounced projecting ring at 
each end. One has a quadruple spiral or butterfly 
shape with two sections on each side of a central 
tube, each decorated by an incised double concen
tric circle. Suspension holes run lengthwise through 
all these frit beads. The gold pendant is a cluster of 
pomegranates hanging upside down, their long, 
slightly conical necks at the bottom of the cluster and 
a single globular pomegranate at the top, with an 

attached suspension loop whose neck hangs down 
into the center of the middle row of four pomegra
nates. Between the hanging necks of the four middle 
pomegranates is a single pomegranate at the bottom 
of the cluster. 

207 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads with Four 
Embossed Gold Disk Pendants 
457 M PI. 57 
Found in T o m b 45 (Trench XXII H ) . Some of the 

red carnelian beads have an elongated ovoid shape 
with a well-polished surface, while others are 
globular. The largest of the four gold pendants, 2.2 
c m in diameter, has a rather large central boss 
surrounded by a dotted line with two rows of smaller 
embossed knobs around the rim, an outer row of 
fifteen slightly larger knobs encircled by elongated 
dotted lines, and an inner row of nine slightly 
smaller knobs. The rim is flat and simple, with a gold 
suspension loop formed at the top by rolling the 
metal. The three smaller gold pendants have the 
same decoration in simpler form. A main embossed 
knob in the center, encircled by a dotted line, is 
surrounded by a single row of smaller embossed 
knobs, each also circled by a dotted line. At the edge 
of each pendant is a projecting band; a suspension 
loop was formed at the top by rolling the metal. 

208 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads with an 
Embossed Gold Disk Pendant 
116 M PI. 57 
Necklace with pendant, 2.0 cm in diameter, found 

in T o m b 27 (Trench XVII D ) . The graduated red 
carnelian beads are flat, ring, and barrel shaped; they 
are not well cut and show much unevenness and den
tation on the surface. The gold pendant is a circular 
disk with a large embossed knob in the center sur
rounded by many smaller embossed knobs irregu
larly covering the surface to the rim. At the top of the 
pendant the metal is rolled into a suspension loop. 

209 Necklace of Gold and Red Carnelian Beads 
with a Gold Free-Form Rosette Pendant 
266 M PI. 57 
Necklace with pendant, 6.0 cm in diameter, found 

in T o m b 33 (Trench XVIII F). The gold beads are 
rather long and tube shaped, with narrowed ends 
reinforced by rolling; the red carnelian beads, in 
graduated sizes, are date shaped. The gold pendant 
contains a free-form geometric flower design almost 
identical to that of 168. 

210 Necklace of Gold Pomegranate and Red 
Carnelian Beads with a Spherical Gold Pendant 
298 M PI. 58 
Found in T o m b 32 (Trench XVII E). Some of the 

gold beads are shaped like pomegranates, with a 
hollow globular body formed from two hemispheres 
soldered together and a conical neck that spreads 
slightly toward the outer rim. At the end of the 
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globular base of each pomegranate bead is a fairly 
elaborate suspension loop. Other gold beads are 
globular and hollow, formed of hemispheres sol
dered together. Some of the red carnelian beads 
have an elongated ovoid shape, with gold caps at each 
end, whereas others have a double-conoid shape in 
various sizes, some with a rather sharp angular line 
encircling the center of the bead and some more 
date shaped with no central line. The gold pendant 
is a hollow sphere with suspension holes at the top. 

211 Necklace of Gold, Agate, and Red Carnelian 
Beads with a Gold Pendant 
479 M PI. 58 
Found in T o m b 19 (Trench XIV F). The gold 

beads are formed of spiral wire in a cylindrical tube 
shape. The thick gold wire is rather simply bent into 
a spiral. The beads vary in diameter and thickness, 
and one of the beads has a gold cap at one end. One 
type of agate bead, in various shades of black, brown, 
and white, has an elongated barrel shape, with one 
bead white with bands of black at each end. Other 
black and white agate beads are almost rectangular 
and have a thick center and rather thin edges at the 
biconvex sides. Both types of agate beads have 
lengthwise suspension holes. The red carnelian 
beads consist of disks of varying thickness, the thin 
ones being similar to a lentoid shape with a thinner 
edge. The gold pendant is gourd shaped with a wide 
bottom and smaller top. The bottom has a round, 
thick ring base distinguished by an incised band. The 
neck is encircled by two projecting parallel thick 
bands just above the shoulder, with a much larger 
and thicker ring above and a very thin ring on top, to 
which a solid suspension loop with a large hole is 
attached. Fine parallel vertical impressed lines 
decorate the surface of the pendant. 
Similar spiral wire tubular beads were found at 

Vadjalik in Persian Talish73 with material classified by 
Schaeffer to Talyche Moyen I, dated to 2100-1900 
B.C.74 Maxwell-Hyslop compares this type of spiral 
wire or coil bead to beads found at Ur in Early 
Dynastic and Sargonid graves and suggests some sort 
of contact between metalsmiths in Sumer and 
northwest Persia during the Sargonid period.75 Spiral 
wire tube beads were also found at Agha Evlar; these 
are assigned by Schaeffer to Talyche Recent 2, with a 
suggested date of 1450-1350 B.C.76 Spiral silver wire 
beads were found in T o m b 21 of Sialk Cemetery B.77 

NECKLACES MADE OF GOLD IN 
COMBINATION WITH OTHER 

MATERIALS (212-218) 
212 Necklace of Gold Butterfly and Red Carnelian 
Beads 
192 M PI. 58 

Found in T o m b 16 (Trench XIII F). The four gold 
butterfly or quadruple spiral beads consist of a cen
tral tube with four attached bands of gold forming 
tight spirals, two on each side. This central tube is 
reinforced at each end by metal rolled inward to 
form a projecting ring band. The red carnelian 
beads, graduated in size, have an elongated ovoid 
shape. 

213 Necklace of Gold and Red Carnelian Beads 
486 M PI. 58 
Found in T o m b 19 (Trench XIV F). Some of the 

gold beads have an elongated oval or date shape and 
are hollow with rather large openings at each end; 
others are globular and also hollow with large 
openings. Some of these gold beads are broken and 
damaged. 
There are also a few red carnelian beads, either 

disk shaped with rounded edges or globular in 
shape. 

214 Necklace of Gold and Agate Beads with a Red 
Carnelian Centerpiece 
1177 M PI. 59 
Found in the tomb of Ali Karam Bagh.78 The gold 

beads, made in a lentoid shape and varying in size, 
are hollow and biconvex, with a hole through the 
center of each bead. The agate beads, also graduated 
in size, are mostly globular and dark gray or brown in 
color with rather thick streaks of white. The red 
carnelian centerpiece is a long cylindrical tube that 
narrows slightly at each end, with a hole through one 
end by which it can be suspended vertically. 
Similar beads are found in a necklace in The 

University Museum of the University of Pennsylvania 
and are attributed by Maxwell-Hyslop to the Third 
Dynasty of Ur.79 

215 Necklace of Gold, Red Carnelian, and Agate 
Beads 
1404 M PI. 59 
Found in the tomb of Ali Karam Bagh. The gold 

beads are cylindrical except for one which is ovoid 
and reinforced at the rim by rolling inward. Some of 
the red carnelian and agate beads have an elongated 
olive shape, graduated in size, with a lengthwise 
suspension hole. Others, mostly of lighter and darker 
shades of red carnelian, are barrel shaped, and a few 
of the red carnelian beads have a lentoid shape. A 
closely similar necklace of gold, red carnelian, and 
agate beads was found at Dailaman, Ghalekuti I.80 

216 Necklace of Gold and Red Carnelian Beads 
with an Agate Pendant 
1436 M PI. 59 
Found in T o m b 16 (Trench XIII F). Some of the 

small gold beads have a lentoid shape, while others, 
also small, are globular and fluted. One plain glob
ular bead is bordered at each end by a rolled band. 
The finely worked red carnelian beads are barrel 
shaped. The pendant is a flat, roughly triangular 
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piece of streaky agate with a concave upper side and 
rounded points, with a suspension hole running 
from one side point to the other. The workmanship 
of this pendant is also very fine. 

217 Necklace of Gold and Black Decorated Beads 
1202 M PI. 59 
Found in T o m b 2 (Trench VI B +). Several of the 

gold beads, some of them damaged, are date shaped, 
hollow with large openings at the ends. Two of the 
gold beads have an elongated cubic shape, slightly 
narrower toward each end, which is rounded and 
reinforced by rolling inward. One bead, of thicker 
gold, is barrel shaped with impressed parallel vertical 
dentation running lengthwise, narrower toward each 
end, where circular necks are reinforced by a thick
ness of metal at one end and rolling inward at the 
other. Beads of very thin gold, with a long tubular 
shape that gradually narrows toward each end, and 
filled with natural bitumen, have a decoration of 
impressed vertical and horizontal lines forming a 
checkered pattern of square segments in a corncob 
design. Some parts of these beads are broken and 
slightly deformed. A fifth type of bead is made from a 
solid black, rather hard substance, which may be a 
mixture of natural bitumen and another material. 
These beads are oval with flat ends covered by gold 
caps and are decorated by rings of an inlaid white 
substance. 
Somewhat similar elongated barrel-shaped beads 

with corncob decoration were found in Grave 446 of 
Tell el-'Ajjul, dated by Maxwell-Hyslop to the middle 
of the second millennium B.C.81 

218 Necklace of Gold and Fired Clay Beads with a 
Gold Centerpiece 
226 M PI. 60 
Found in T o m b 25 (Trench XVI F). One group of 

beads, some of them damaged, are made from very 
thin sheet gold and have a date or elongated barrel 
shape. Other gold beads are cylindrical tubes, deco
rated with parallel impressed lines. A third group of 
beads, partly broken, are made from well-levigated 
fired clay in a double-conoid shape. The gold 
centerpiece is a large ovoid bead with spiral, almost 
horizontal impressed lines encircling the surface. 
This bead is hollow with suspension holes at each 
end. 

Somewhat similar shape and decoration can be 
seen in the centerpiece of a necklace found at Ur.82 

NECKLACES OF RED CARNELIAN 
(219-253) 

219 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads 
312 M not illustrated 

Contains beads in a dark shade of red carnelian, 

found in T o m b 47 (Trench XXI E). Some of the 
beads are ovoid with a six-sided shape, each side 
slightly concave. These beads, which are graduated in 
size, are extraordinarily well finished and polished. 
Others, of a much simpler type, have a date or elon
gated ovoid shape and are also well polished. Both 
types have a lengthwise suspension hole. 

220 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads 
537 M PI. 60 
Contains oval, six-sided beads of red carnelian, 

found in T o m b 50 (Trench XXI L). The sides of the 
beads are concave, as are the ovoid beads of 219. 

221 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads and 
Centerpiece 
219 M PI. 60 
Found in T o m b 45 (Trench XXI H ) . Some of the 

beads, which have a highly polished surface, are 
elongated and cylindrical, gradually narrowing 
toward each end, with a lengthwise suspension hole. 
Other beads are date shaped, while several are 
double-conoid. The centerpiece, of streaky red car
nelian, is long and tubular, narrowing toward each 
end, with a lengthwise suspension hole. 

222 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads 
193 M PI. 60 
Contains beads of light brownish carnelian, found 

in T o m b 16 (Trench XIII F). Some of the beads, 
graduated in size, have an elongated double-conoid 
shape and a lengthwise suspension hole; many of 
these are broken and incomplete. Other beads are 
rather small and globular. 
Similar types of beads can be seen in a necklace 

from Sialk Cemetery B, dated by Ghirshman to the 
first quarter of the first millennium B.C.83 

223 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads 
1405 M PI. 61 
Contains beads in both light and dark shades of 

red carnelian, found in the tomb of Ali Karam Bagh. 
Some of these are olive shaped and graduated in size, 
while others are very small and cylindrical. One bead 
is a thick circular disk, not well formed. 

224 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads 
682 M PI. 61 
Contains flat, thick, disk-shaped beads in different 

sizes and different shades of red carnelian from dark 
reddish brown to lighter brown, found in Tomb 3 
(Trench VI A). The beads are carinated, with a sharp 
line around the middle and a rather large suspension 
hole through the center of the disk. 

225 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads 
542 M PI. 61 
Contains graduated beads in different shades of 

light red carnelian, found in T o m b 50 (Trench XXI 
L). Most of the beads are olive shaped, but one 
darker bead has a six-sided date shape. 
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226 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads 
225 M PI. 61 

The only necklace found in T o m b 25 (Trench XVI 
F); contains red carnelian beads in shades from dark 
reddish brown to almost light cream, in such a 
variety of shapes and sizes that it seems to have been 
assembled from collected beads rather than from 
beads made specifically for a single necklace. Some 
of the beads are biconoid, with sharp angular lines at 
the middle on some and curves on others, whereas 
others are cylindrical and tube shaped, slightly 
smaller at each end; all have a lengthwise suspension 
hole. One bead is oval with six slightly concave sides. 
Another group consists of globular beads, some with 
a well-polished surface and others with a rougher cut, 
and one has incised circular bands engraved on the 
surface. Two beads have a flat circular disk shape 
with angular edges cut with great precision. 

227 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads 
220 M PI. 62 
Contains beads of a light brown carnelian, found 

in T o m b 45 (Trench XXI H ) . Most of the beads are 
globular, some of streaky carnelian, and are of very 
good workmanship with a suspension hole cut 
through the center of the bead. Other beads are 
barrel or disk shaped, of poorer workmanship with 
some irregularities in the cutting. 

228 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads 
571 M PI. 62 
Contains beads in a variety of light shades of poor 

quality red carnelian, found in T o m b 50 (Trench 
XXI L). One group consists of carefully made beads, 
somewhat damaged on the surface, which are olive 
shaped with a lengthwise suspension hole. The 
majority of the beads, however, have a flat circular 
disk shape with irregularities in the cutting and sur
face treatment. 

229 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads and 
Centerpiece 
223 M PI. 62 
Contains beads of brownish carnelian, found in 

T o m b 45 (Trench XXI H ) . Most of the beads, which 
are olive shaped with a lengthwise suspension hole, 
are well cut with a polished surface. A large oval flat 
disk bead with smoothly curved sides and a 
lengthwise suspension hole forms a centerpiece to 
the necklace. 

230 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads and 
Centerpiece 
383 M PI. 62 
Contains beads and a centerpiece in various shades 

of brownish carnelian with streaky lines on some 
pieces, found in T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C). Some 
of the beads are olive shaped and are well cut with a 
polished surface and a lengthwise suspension hole. 
Others are barrel shaped, graduated in size. Two 

beads are double-conoid with a rather angular line 
around the middle of the bead. The remaining beads 
have a flat disk shape, not all of them well cut. The 
centerpiece is a rectangular flat bead tapered at the 
edges with a lengthwise suspension hole. 

231 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads and 
Centerpieces 
199 M PI. 63 
Contains small, rather poor quality red carnelian 

beads and three centerpieces, found in T o m b 16 
(Trench XIII F). The beads are circular flat disks of 
rather crude workmanship with much undulation 
and irregularity and are not well polished. The three 
centerpieces, one partly broken, are olive shaped and 
better made, with well-polished surfaces. 
A similar type of simple plain necklace, found at 

Khurvin, is dated by Vanden Berghe to the late 
second to early first millennium B.C.84 

232 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads 
572 M PI. 63 
Contains small beads of rather poor quality red 

carnelian in shades of brown to light cream, found in 
T o m b 50 (Trench XXI L). Most have a flat circular 
disk shape with much irregularity, undulation, and 
dentation on the edges. 

233 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads 
545 M PI. 63 
Contains beads of poor quality red carnelian in 

various shades from dark to light brown, found in 
T o m b 50 (Trench XXI L). The larger beads are 
better made in an almost circular shape, while others 
have an irregular shape with much undulation and 
dentation at the edges. 

234 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads 
1406 M PI. 63 
Found in T o m b 44 (Trench XXI N). Some beads 

are olive shaped with some damage on the surface, 
one is biconoid, and the majority are globular, 
graduated in size, of poor workmanship. 

235 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads 
1407 M not illustrated 
Contains beads in a dark shade of red carnelian, 

found in T o m b 44 (Trench X X M ) . The beads are of 
different sizes, shaped like flat, irregular disks, and 
are rather crudely made with little attention to 
surface polishing. 

236 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads 
1410 M not illustrated 
Contains beads in both light and dark shades of 

red carnelian, found in T o m b 52 (Trench XXIII G). 
Some of the beads are olive shaped, well cut and 
polished, with a lengthwise suspension hole; others 
are globular, in darker shades; and a few have a 
biconoid shape. 
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237 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads and Centerpiece 

1412 M PI. 64 
Contains beads and a centerpiece in dark shades of 

red carnelian, found in T o m b 2 (Trench VI B ). The 
majority of the beads have a thick disk shape and are 
graduated in size. They exhibit workmanship of 
varying quality, with some beads having crude cuts at 
the edges. The centerpiece is a large globular bead 
with a finer cut and a polished surface. 

238 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads and Centerpiece 
1418 M not illustrated 
Contains beads and a centerpiece in dark shades of 

red carnelian, found in T o m b 5 (Trench VIII D ) . 
The beads, graduated in size, have a circular disk 
shape with many irregularities in cutting. The center
piece is a much larger date-shaped bead with a length
wise suspension hole. 

239 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads and 
Centerpieces 
1421 M PI. 64 
Contains beads and three centerpieces in light 

shades of red carnelian, found in T o m b 15 (Trench 
XIII C). Some of the beads are globular with a pol
ished surface; two are olive shaped; and the majority 
have a thick circular disk shape with some irreg
ularities and dentation. The three centerpieces, of 
much darker shades of carnelian, are cylindrical, 
with a well-polished surface and a lengthwise suspen
sion hole. 

240 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads 
1422 M PI. 64 
Contains beads in dark shades of red carnelian, 

found in T o m b 14 (Trench XIII B). Some of the 
beads are olive shaped and graduated in size; a few of 
them are globular; others are biconoid with some 
narrowing to an almost lentoid shape; and still others 
have an irregular thick disk shape, many with denta
tion at the edges. 

241 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads 
1429 M PI. 64 
Contains beads in both light and dark shades of 

red carnelian, found in T o m b 47 (Trench XXII E). 
Most are olive shaped, with a few examples showing 
angular carination. A suspension hole runs length
wise through the center of the beads. 

242 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads and Centerpiece 
1434 M PI. 64 

Contains beads and a centerpiece of dark red 
carnelian, found in T o m b 50 (Trench XXI K). Some 
of the beads are olive shaped, graduated in size, with 
a well-polished surface; others are globular, well cut 
and polished; one is cylindrical with a lengthwise 
suspension hole; and the remainder have a thick 
circular disk shape. The centerpiece is a larger glob
ular bead. 

243 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads 
221 M PI. 64 
Contains beads of light red carnelian, found in 

T o m b 45 (Trench XXI H ) . The larger beads have a 
thick lentoid shape and are well cut and polished, 
with a suspension hole through the center. The re
mainder of the beads are globular and graduated in 
size. 

244 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads and Pendant 
1178 M PI. 64 
Contains red carnelian beads and a pendant of ex

cellent workmanship, found in the tomb of Ali 
Karam Bagh. The beads are an elongated olive 
shape, graduated in size, and the small conical pen
dant has slightly convex sides with a suspension hole 
through the top. 

245 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads and Pendant 
191 M PI. 64 
Contains beads of a light brown shade of carnelian 

with some whitish beads, found in T o m b 50 (Trench 
XXI L). Several of the beads, graduated in size, are 
olive shaped with a lengthwise suspension hole; 
others are globular and very well polished; and one 
bead has a double-conoid shape. The pendant is 
made from light-colored stone in a conical triangular 
shape with convex sides and has a suspension hole 
through the point of the triangle. 

246 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads with a Bird-
Shaped Pendant 
459 M PI. 65 
Found in T o m b 45 (Trench XXII H ) . Not all the 

beads are carefully cut and polished, and some have 
rough surfaces. The larger beads are olive shaped 
with a lengthwise suspension hole, while others are 
barrel shaped with a rather well-polished surface. A 
third group is globular, a fourth has a thick circular 
disk shape, and a fifth is irregular in shape with little 
polishing. The pendant represents a bird, possibly a 
duck, with its head turned backward resting on its 
back, and a suspension hole running through the 
body from breast to tail. This pendant is well 
balanced and finished with a finely polished surface. 
A duck with its head turned and resting on its back 

was a common motif of the ancient world, used over 
a long period of time. It is found as early as the 
Sumerian period from Egypt to the Indus Valley, and 
appears not only in jewelry but also was made in 
larger sizes for other purposes (such as weight 
stones).85 Objects of this shape found at Nuzi are 
dated by Starr to around the late second millennium 
B.C.86 Duck-shaped beads in different stones inclu
ding natural bitumen, agate, carnelian, malachite, 
and hematite are attributed by Amiet to the Mid-
Elamite period, with a suggested date of the second 
half of the second millennium B.C. 
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247 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads and Pendant 
472 M PI. 65 
Contains beads and a pendant of light shades of 

red carnelian, found in T o m b 19 (Trench XTV F). 
Some of the beads are olive shaped with a well-
polished surface and a lengthwise suspension hole. A 
few beads, made from darker shades of carnelian, are 
spherical with a well-polished surface. Most of the 
beads, however, are rather rough, irregularly shaped 
thick disks, neither well finished nor well polished. 
The pendant is small, and like that of 246, is shaped 
like a duck with its head resting on its back. The 
details of the wings, head, and tail are finely worked. 
A suspension hole runs across the body of the duck 
from one wing to the other, in contrast to the posi
tioning of the suspension hole in 246. 

248 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads and Three 
Pendants 
568 M PI. 65 
Contains beads and three pendants in various 

shades of brown carnelian, found in T o m b 50 
(Trench X X I K ) . Several of the beads are olive 
shaped and are well cut and polished. One bead has 
a thick, flat circular disk shape with convex sides and 
a suspension hole through the center of the disk. 
Two other beads have a flat triangular disk shape, 
with a depression on each side of the center of the 
triangle that is pierced by a suspension hole. The 
convex sides of the triangle thin to a narrow, sharp 
border at the edge. Two of the pendants are made of 
a streaky red carnelian and have a thick, flat bell 
shape, with one side of the bell straight and coming 
to a curve at the top and the other side notched at 
the top. The edges of these pendants are narrowed 
and almost sharp, and suspension holes run through 
the area notched on one side. The other pendant is 
shaped like a vase with a large neck and a vertical 
small stand at the bottom. It is very well finished with 
a highly polished surface. 

249 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads and Pendants 
222 M PI. 65 
Contains beads and pendants of light shades of 

brownish red carnelian, found in T o m b 45 (Trench 
XXI H ) . The beads are barrel-shaped, graduated in 
size; some are well cut and polished, while others are 
not. The pendants have a flat, thick pear shape, 
tapering toward the top, which is pierced by a sus
pension hole. 

250 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads and Pendant 
1415 M PI. 65 
Contains beads and a pendant in dark shades of 

red carnelian, found in T o m b 5 (Trench VIII D ) . 
Some of the beads are olive shaped, graduated in 
size, and are well cut and polished, with a lengthwise 
suspension hole. Other beads, biconoid in shape, are 
also well cut and polished with a lengthwise suspen
sion hole. A few beads are globular with a well-

polished surface. The majority of the beads, however, 
are made in a thick, circular disk shape and are 
rather small, with many irregularities in the cutting. 
A broken rectangular flat pendant has a superfluous 
part on top housing the suspension hole. 

251 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads and Pendant 
1417 M PI. 65 
Contains beads and a pendant in shades of 

brownish carnelian, found in T o m b 45 (Trench XXI 
H ) . Some of the beads are olive shaped; they come in 
a variety of different sizes, the largest being the 
centerpiece, and have a lengthwise suspension hole. 
Other beads are globular with some variations in the 
middle, and still others have a thick circular disk 
shape. The pendant has an elongated pyramid shape 
with a suspension hole through the tapering top. 

252 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads and Pendant 
1426 M not illustrated 
Contains red carnelian beads and a pendant of the 

same material, found in T o m b 1 (Trench III D ). 
The beads have a thick circular disk shape and come 
in a variety of sizes. Most of the beads, which are 
poorly cut with little polishing, are marked by irreg
ularities. The pendant is a solid cylinder with a 
suspension hole cut through one end. 

253 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads and Pendant 
1430 M PI. 66 
Contains olive-shaped red carnelian beads, grad

uated in size, which are well cut and polished, and a 
conical pendant with a suspension hole near the base 
of the cone, found in T o m b 47 (Trench XXII E). 

NECKLACES OF RED CARNELIAN IN 
COMBINATION WITH OTHER 

MATERIALS (254-264) 

In addition to the examples included in this 
section, red carnelian beads occur in a number of 
necklaces incorporating gold as the primary material. 
These were discussed earlier in the chapter. 

254 Necklace of Gold-Capped Red Carnelian Beads 

318 M PI. 66 
Found in T o m b 32 (Trench XVII E). Most of the 

beads are double-conoid in shape and come in a 
variety of different sizes, some up to 6.0 cm long, 
with gold caps at each end. They are pierced by 
lengthwise suspension holes, indicative of the highly 
developed technology of the time, and are very well 
cut and polished. The two remaining beads are 
cylindrical in shape and are also well cut and pol

ished. 
A similar type of double-conoid red carnelian bead 

with gold caps is attributed to the Third Dynasty of 
Ur.87 Apparently this type of bead continued in use 
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to a much later date at Marlik. A still later example of 
elongated biconical beads with gold caps was found 
at Ziwiye, dated by Maxwell-Hyslop to the eighth to 
seventh centuries B.C.HH 

255 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads with a Gold 
Decorated Centerpiece 
447 M PI. 66 
Found in T o m b 23 (Trench X V D) . Most of the 

beads are globular and well polished, with a 
suspension hole running through their center. Some 
are date shaped, including two with an angular 
projecting line around the middle. The large center
piece, of red carnelian with wavy shades of color like 
an agate, is double-conoid in shape with a band of 
gold encircling the middle and is decorated with 
parallel impressed lines and a central row of short 
straight lines of 90° hatching. This centerpiece is very 
finely and elaborately worked. 

256 Necklace of Red Carnelian, Agate, and 
Transparent Stone Beads 
1180 M PI. 66 
Contains beads of red carnelian, agate, and a 

whitish transparent substance very similar to glass in 
appearance, found in the tomb of Ali Karam Bagh. 
Several of the agate and red carnelian beads have an 
elongated olive shape; they are graduated in size, 
with a well-polished surface and a lengthwise sus
pension hole. Others are globular or disk shaped. 
The transparent stone beads have a flattened glob
ular shape, while two beads, one of carnelian and 
one of transparent stone, have a conical shape like a 
pendant. 
A similar necklace of agate and red carnelian 

beads was found at Dailaman, Ghalekuti I.89 Similar 
transparent stone beads appear in two necklaces 
found at Tepe Hissar.90 

257 Necklace of Red Carnelian and Transparent 
Stone Beads 
1194 M PI. 66 
Contains beads of red carnelian and a semi-

transparent mineral, found in T o m b 10 (Trench XI 
B). The beads have a thick, round disk shape and are 
graduated in size. They are of poor workmanship 
with many surface irregularities. 

258 Necklace of Red Carnelian and Transparent 
Stone Beads 
1423 M PI. 66 

Found in T o m b 14 (Trench XIII B). Some of the 
beads are olive shaped, and others, including the 
semitransparent beads, have a thick circular disk 
shape. 

259 Necklace of Red Carnelian and White Stone 
Beads 
488 M PI. 67 

Contains beads of red carnelian, some of them 
gold capped, and of white stone, found in T o m b 18 

(Trench XIV D). All the red carnelian beads are well 
polished. Some have a long double-conoid shape 
with gold caps at the ends, and others are globular. 
The white stone beads have a cylindrical tube shape 
with a large central suspension hole. 

260 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads with Red 
Carnelian and Whitish Stone Pendants 
477 M PI. 67 
Found in T o m b 19 (Trench XIV F). Some of the 

beads, made from lighter shades of red carnelian, are 
olive shaped, well finished, and polished, with a 
lengthwise suspension hole; others are globular, also 
with a well-polished surface. However, the majority of 
the beads are thick circular disks with convex sides, 
in various sizes, on the whole neither well finished 
nor polished, with some examples very roughly cut. 
The largest pendant, of whitish stone, is triangular 
with rather uneven sides and a suspension hole near 
the top of the triangle. A second pendant, also from 
whitish stone, is pear shaped and smaller, with a 
suspension hole near the neck. A third, very small 
pendant has a rather flat conical shape, with a 
suspension hole near the base of the cone. The two 
remaining pendants are made from light brownish 
carnelian. One, shaped like an anchor, has con
nected double-ribbed wings, the lower wings much 
thicker and heavier than the upper wings. A sus
pension hole runs vertically from top to bottom 
between the wings of the anchor. This pendant is 
very well finished and polished. The second red 
carnelian pendant has a flat, thick, rectangular disk 
shape with a large stand at the base. The rectangular 
shape is divided vertically into two parts by a very 
smooth, low, wide groove down the center, and a 
suspension hole is cut through a superfluous knob at 
the top of the pendant. 

261 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads and Black 
Stone Pendant 
1408 M PI. 67 
Found in T o m b 44 (Trench X X M ) . Some of the 

red carnelian beads are olive shaped, graduated in 
size, with a lengthwise suspension hole. Others have 
a rather flat, thick disk shape; they are also graduated 
in size, but are of poorer workmanship. The pen
dant, of black stone with white spots, is a tapering 
rectangle with a truncated top pierced by a suspen
sion hole. 

262 Necklace of Red Carnelian Beads with Agate 
and Red Carnelian Pendants 
1073 M PI. 67 
Found in T o m b 16 (Trench XIII F). Some of the 

beads have an elongated narrow olive shape and are 
well cut and polished, with a lengthwise suspension 
hole; others are perfect spheres in much darker 
shades of red carnelian, also well cut and polished; 
and four beads of different sizes are five-sided with a 
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triangular profile truncated at the ends and a 
suspension hole running lengthwise near the base. 
Two pendants, in very light shades of carnelian, have 
a pointed double-oval obelisk shape, which is six-
sided with a neck at the top through which a suspen
sion hole is cut. Another pendant, made of streaky 
agate in shades of reddish brown and white, has a 
stylized broad triangular shape with a smoothly 
curved center and truncated points; a suspension 
hole runs across the pendant from side to side. The 
workmanship of this necklace is very fine. 

263 Necklace of Agate and Red Carnelian Beads 
with a Red Carnelian Pendant 
444 M PI. 67 
Found in T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C). Some of the 

beads have a uniform elongated olive shape, with 
one bead of this type in very colorful streaky shades 
of dark reddish brown to white. Other beads have a 
circular thick disk shape with convex sides; still 
others are globular; and one bead has a rectangular 
cubic shape with a suspension hole cut through the 
width of the bead in the center. The pendant is 
elongated and conical, with a round base and a 
suspension hole near the top. 

264 Necklace of Red Carnelian and Glass Beads 
with a Large Glass Pendant 
1443 M PI. 67 
Found in T o m b 26 (Trench XVII B). Most of the 

red carnelian beads are globular, but two are 
elongated and cylindrical. The glass beads are 
globular or oval with black and white decoration. 
The glass pendant, shaped like a boomerang or 
broad V, is white, with solid black at the ends and at 
the triangular bottom. 
A similar globular white glass bead with black 

decoration can be seen on a necklace in the Cyprus 
M u s e u m of unknown provenance,91 and other 
examples of this type of bead are in the Shoshin 
Collection in Japan.92 

SILVER CHAIN (265) 

A silver chain that may have been a bracelet, 
armlet, or necklace was found in T o m b 36, which 
contained a wide variety of jewelry and other pre
cious objects. 

265 Silver Chain 
373 M PL 68 
Broken into two pieces, originally about 44.0 cm 

long, found in T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C) . It is 
beautifully made in finely woven sextant herringbone 
bands. The ends are bound by silver wire, with a 
rather thick closed loop attached at one end and an 
elongated trapezoid hook loop at the other. 

A closely similar silver chain with loops for 
fastening was found at Sialk Cemetery B.93 A gold 
chain bracelet, similar in technique and connecting 
points, was found at Seven Brothers in Kuban; it is 
dated by Rostovtzeff to the fifth to fourth centuries 
B.C. The ends of this gold chain are decorated by 
snake heads,94 and its technique and composition 
suggest Marlik influence. 

NECKLACES AND PENDANTS MADE 
OF BRONZE (266-276) 

BRONZE NECKLACES (266-268) 

Only three bronze necklaces were found at Marlik, 
all in the same tomb (Tomb 36). 

266 Bronze Necklace 
1450 M PI. 68 
Contains circular band-shaped bronze beads of 

various sizes, together with a flat disk pendant with 
an embossed knob in the center circled by two rows 
of smaller knobs, found in Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII 
C). A suspension loop is located at the top of the 
pendant. 
The pendant of this necklace is very similar to 

many embossed disk pendants in gold found at 
Marlik (see, e.g., 165). 

267 Bronze Necklace 
1449 M PI. 68 
Contains many circular band-shaped beads, two 

elongated barrel-shaped beads, and a long, thick 
stick pendant with a suspension hole near one end, 
found in Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C). 

268 Bronze Necklace 
1448 M PI. 68 
Contains pear-shaped beads with elongated solid 

bronze necks pierced by suspension holes, small 
barrel-shaped beads, and two pendants, found in 
T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C). One of the pendants 
consists of a broken crescent with an added suspen
sion part on the back, and the other is a small plain 
disk with a suspension loop on top. 

BRONZE PENDANTS (269-276) 

Twelve bronze pendants were found at Marlik, in a 
variety of shapes and workmanship. 

269 Bronze Pendant 
634 M PI. 68 
About 5.0 cm long and 3.4 cm in diameter, found 

in T o m b 6 (Trench X A + ) . It has the form of a 
medallion consisting of a thick, almost circular band 
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of bronze with carination on both sides. The pendant 
is divided vertically by a double row of thick wire, 
each wire ending in a projecting knob at the top and 
bottom, and horizontally by elongated pear-shaped 
loops formed by thick bronze bars ending in circular 
knobs at the outside edge of the medallion circle. At 
the top of the pendant is a vertical suspension hook. 

270 Bronze Pendant 
1018 M PI. 68 
About 6.5 cm long, now covered in rust, found in 

T o m b 6 (Trench X A ). It is another, more 
elaborately decorated medallion made of a thick 
brass bar formed into a circle that is divided vertically 
and horizontally into four sections by two thick bands 
decorated with herringbone patterns. The cross-
point at the center of the medallion is decorated by a 
projecting round knob. The horizontal crossbars 
have pointed round ends that extend beyond the 
edges of the medallion circle. The vertical band, sur
rounded by thick bands above and below the circle, 
ends in a quadruple pointed knob at the bottom and 
a suspension loop at the top of the pendant. Three 
of the quarter sections of the medallion are filled 
with crescents formed of three parallel joined wires; 
the fourth crescent is missing. 

271 Bronze Pendant 
433 M PI. 68 
About 2.5 cm in diameter, now covered by rust, 

found in Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C). It is made from 
a circular piece of sheet bronze, and contains a large 
central embossed knob circled by a row of smaller 
knobs. A suspension loop is formed by a curled tang 
at the top. 
Many similar pendants in gold were found at 

Marlik, including 186-189. 

272 Bronze Pendant 
1460 M PI. 69 
Solid bronze, about 2.3 cm long and covered with 

a thick coat of rust, found in T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII 
C). It is pear shaped with a flat base and long neck, 
which is pierced by a suspension hole and ends in an 
outward thick rim at the top. 

273 Bronze Pendants 
408a M PI. 69 

Three pendants, all heavily rusted, found in T o m b 
47 (Trench XXII E). The smaller of these measures 
about 3.5 cm long and is pear shaped. The two larger 
pendants, each measuring approximately 6.0 cm 
long, have large conical heads with parallel spaced 
encircling bands that taper to a rounded end. Sus
pension holes pierce the pendants below the head. 

274 Bronze Pendant 
415 M PI. 69 

Solid bronze, about 4.0 cm long, found in T o m b 
36 (Trench XVIII C). It has an elongated pear or jar 
shape, with a narrow vertical neck and a suspension 

loop near the top. Like the other examples, it is 
heavily rusted. 

275 Bronze Pendant 
939 M PI. 69 
Solid bronze, about 3.5 c m long, found in 

Gheshlagh. Like the other examples, it is pear 
shaped, with a rather long neck pierced near the 
middle by a suspension hole, and is heavily rusted. 

276 Bronze Pendants 
1457 M PI. 69 
Three pendants, each about 2.5 cm long and 

heavily rusted, found in T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C). 
Each of the pendants is crescent shaped, with a 
trident bar hanging in the middle and a suspension 
loop on the back. 

NECKLACES AND PENDANTS MADE 
OF OTHER MATERIALS (277-309) 

AGATE 

Several necklaces incorporating agate beads or 
pendants in combination with gold and/or red 
carnelian were found at Marlik. These include 211, 
214-216, 256, and 262-263. 

WHITE STONE 

White stone beads and pendants occur in com
bination with red carnelian in several necklaces 
found at Marlik (see 259 and 260). 

TRANSPARENT STONE (277) 

277 Necklace and Pendant of Transparent Stone 
1435 M PI. 69 
Contains beads and a pendant made of a mineral 

that is semitransparent and looks very like glass, 
found in T o m b 50 (Trench XXI K). The beads, of 
various sizes, are globular with some irregularities. 
The pendant is somewhat conical, with irregular 
sides and a suspension hole near the top. 
Transparent stone beads also occur in necklaces 

incorporating other materials. Those discussed in a 
previous section of this chapter include 256-258. 

HEMATITE (278) 

278 Necklace of Hematite Beads 
481 M PL 69 
Contains almost shapeless pieces of well-polished 
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hematite of various sizes, each with a suspension hole 
cut at one end, found in T o m b 19 (Trench XTV F). 

BLACK STONE (279-280) 

In addition to the examples discussed below, a 
black stone pendant occurs in 261. 

279 Black Stone Pendant 
374 M PI. 70 
About 3.0 cm high, found in T o m b 36 (Trench 

XVIII C). It has a cubic shape, with a projecting 
suspension knob on top. 

280 Black Stone Pendant 
426 M PI. 70 
About 2.0 cm high, found in T o m b 36 (Trench 

XVIII C). It is pear shaped, with a suspension hole 
near the top. 

BLACK MATERIAL (281-282) 

281 Black Material Pendant 
407a M PI. 70 
Found in association with 294 in T o m b 24 (Trench 

X V E). It measures about 4.5 cm long and is similar 
in shape to 302; however, it is plain with no surface 
decoration. 

282 Black Material Pendant 
1459 M PI. 70 
About 2.5 cm long, found in T o m b 23 (Trench X V 

D). It is made from a black material, which may be 
natural bitumen mixed with other substances, and is 
cracked all over. The pendant is jar shaped, with a 
flat-based round bottom and a very thick long neck 
tapering inward toward the top, which is pierced by a 
suspension hole. 
Beads of a similar black material are found in 217, 

which also includes gold beads. 

GLASS OR GLAZED BEADS (283-287) 

Some necklaces of black and white glass or glazed 
beads were found at Marlik that in a limited way 
repeat the shapes of beads in other materials. Most 
commonly, these beads are barrel shaped with 
roughly parallel black bands encircling the white 
beads, but spherical and olive-shaped beads also 
occur, sometimes with almost straight, solid black 
bands. These necklaces of glass beads were con
centrated in Tombs 26 and 47, with a single necklace 
combining glass and red carnelian beads (264) 
found in T o m b 26. 

283 Necklace of Glass Beads 
70 M PI. 70 

Contains barrel-shaped white glass beads circled 
with irregular black lines, found in T o m b 26 (Trench 
XVII B). The centerpiece is a larger bead with black 
circles or dots of various sizes scattered over the 
surface. 

284 Necklace of Glass Beads 
25 M PI. 70 
Found in T o m b 26 (Trench XVII B). It contains 

black and white glass beads similar to those of 283, 
combined with a large, flat oval centerpiece bead, 
which is encircled by almost parallel black bands of 
uneven thickness. 

285 Necklace of Glass Beads 
784 M PI. 70 
Contains barrel-shaped beads with a fine deco

ration of parallel wavy black lines, found in Tomb 47 
(Trench XXII E). 

286 Necklace of Glass Beads 
785 M PI. 70 
Contains fine barrel-shaped glass beads with a 

glossy surface, found in Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E). 
The wavy black lines on some of the beads form a 
stylized herringbone pattern. 

287 Necklaces of Glass Beads 
1431 M and 1432 M PI. 70 
Two necklaces, containing spherical glass beads of 

various sizes, found in Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E). A 
broad white band encircles the middle of the beads 
with solid black bands on either side. 

FRIT, GYPSUM, AND LIME (288-305) 

Several necklaces and pendants of frit, whitish 
limestone, and gypsum were found at Marlik. The 
surface glaze is well preserved on some of the frit 
beads, but quite deteriorated on others. The lime
stone and gypsum beads are also decayed, with some 
examples badly powdered on the surface. All these 
beads were made in a wide variety of shapes, some of 
which repeat the shapes of beads of more precious 
materials, such as the quadruple-spiral or butterfly 
beads commonly found in gold. The most elaborate 
of these beads have an animal shape. 

FRIT (288-296) 

In addition to the examples discussed below, frit 
beads also occur in 206 in combination with a gold 
pomegranate cluster pendant. 
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288 Necklace of Frit Beads 

130a M PI. 71 
Found in T o m b 32 (Trench XVII E ) . It is 

composed of cylindrical beads with an incised 
decoration of parallel zigzag bands, bordered by an 
incised band at each end. The centerpiece is a large 
spool bead with thick parallel rings. 
A number of loose frit beads having similar geo

metric decoration were found in association with this 
necklace. These may have served as cylinder seals 
and are discussed in Chapter 8. A similar type of 
cylindrical bead was found at Manilbak in Delfan, 

southern Iran.95 

289 Necklace of Frit Beads 
1437 M PI. 71 
Contains flat circular disk beads of faded brown 

with dentation on the edges, found in T o m b 32 
(Trench XVII E). 

290 Necklace of Frit Beads 
132 M Fig. 15; PI. 71 
Contains some flat, circular disk-shaped beads, 

with a majority of the beads in a stylized ram shape, 
found in T o m b 47 (Trench XXII E). The body of the 
animal is composed of geometricized triangular 
blocks; the eyes are large, round holes; and stylized 
horns encircle each side of the bead with their tips 
pointing forward. The glaze on the surface of these 
beads is deteriorated and partly pulverized. 

291 Necklace of Frit Beads 
1444 M PI. 71 
Contains four ram-shaped beads along with many 

small disk-shaped beads, found in T o m b 40 (Trench 
XVIII N). 

292 Necklace of Frit Beads 
544 M PI. 71 
Contains lentoid beads with parallel vertical-ribbed 

decoration, found in T o m b 50 (Trench XXI L). This 
decoration extends around some beads lengthwise 
from one suspension hole to the other, but on others 
it only occurs on part of the bead around the edge. 
Similar beads with dentation at the edge were 

found Tchila-Khane in Iranian Talish, dated by 
Schaeffer to Talyche Recent 2, around 1450-1350 
B.C.96; at Minet-el-Beida, Ras Shamra, dated by 
Schaeffer to the fourteenth to thirteenth centuries 
B.C.97; and in Giyan Level I, dated by Contenau and 
Ghirshman to 1400-1000 B.C.98 

293 Necklace of Frit Beads 
117 M PL 72 

Found in T o m b 27 (Trench XVII D). It contains 
beads with ribbed decoration similar to those of 292, 
along with other vertically ribbed or dentated beads. 
Some of the beads are barrel shaped with vertical 
ribbing from one side to the other, and still others 
are circular, with one projecting band bordering 
each end and the middle dentated. A single bead has 

a rectangular cubic shape with concave sides. The 
centerpiece of this necklace is a cylindrical bead with 
incised crosshatching bordered at each end by a line. 
A similar type of circular dentated bead with a 

projecting border band was found at Giyan Level I, 
dated by Contenau and Ghirshman to 1400-1100 
B.C.99 

294 Frit Pendant 
407ft M not illustrated 
Found in T o m b 24 (Trench X V E) in association 

with 281. It measures about 3.0 cm long and is sim
ilar in shape to 302, but has no surface decoration. 

295 Necklace of Frit and Lime Beads 
1441 M not illustrated 
Composed of small disk-shaped frit and lime beads 

with fairly regular edges, found in T o m b 40 (Trench 
XVIII N ) . 

296 Necklace of Frit, Lime, and Clay Beads and 
Pendant 
1440 M PI. 72 
Found in T o m b 40 (Trench XVIII N). It contains 

many small disk-shaped beads of lime and clay, along 
with olive-shaped beads, several quadruple-spiral 
beads of frit, and a pear-shaped pendant. The quad
ruple-spiral beads have a pair of double concentric 
circles incised or impressed on each side of a 
lengthwise projecting band housing the suspension 
hole, a copy in frit of the gold quadruple-spiral beads 
found in several Marlik necklaces including 162, 163, 
and 212. The elongated pear-shaped pendant has a 
suspension hole through the neck. 

G Y P S U M (297-302) 

297 Necklace of Gypsum Beads 
1442 M PI. 72 
Contains various sizes of rectangular cubic beads, 

some with concave sides, and a single elongated 
barrel-shaped bead with vertical-ribbed decoration, 
found in T o m b 40 (Trench XVIII N ) . 

298 Necklace of Gypsum Beads 
574 M PI. 72 
Contains gypsum beads as well as several center

pieces, found in T o m b 27 (Trench XVII D). Some of 
the beads are circular with a dentated middle and 
projecting bands at each end, similar to the beads of 
293, and others are small and irregular. The 
centerpieces are long and cylindrical in shape with 
cross-parallel lines forming a checkered design 
similar to a corncob pattern. 

299 Necklace of Gypsum Beads 
1445 M PI. 72 
Contains several rectangular cubic beads along 

with irregularly shaped pendant beads having 
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suspension holes through one end, found in Tomb 
45 (Trench XXII G). 

300 Necklace of Gypsum Beads 
1446 M PI. 72 
Several partly broken pendant beads of gypsum, 

found in Tomb 40 (Trench XVIII N). The only 
complete one has a vertical olive shape with a large 
rounded base decorated by incised straight and 
zigzag lines with cavities cut in the upper, pointed 
oval shape on one side. A suspension hole pierces 
the pointed end of this pendant bead. 

301 Gypsum Pendant 
1458 M not illustrated 
About 2.5 cm long, also found in Tomb 40 

(Trench XVIII N). It is similar to the only complete 
bead of 300 and has an elongated oval body, pinched 
in below the middle, with incised V-shaped lines on 
the bottom and a broken cut on top. A suspension 
hole is located near the rather pointed top. 

302 Gypsum Pendant 
406 M PI. 72 
Solid gypsum pendant, about 5.0 cm long, found 

in Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C). It has a vertically 
ribbed globular bottom with a long neck pierced 
near the top by a suspension hole. Another gypsum 
pendant occurs in 307. 

LIME (303-305) 

303 Necklace of Lime Beads 
1438 M PI. 73 
Found in Gheshlagh. It is composed of small 

irregular disk-shaped lime beads. 

304 Necklace of Lime Beads 
480 M PI. 73 
Contains many small rounded disk-shaped beads of 

lime along with shell and stone beads and two 
spherical centerpieces, found in Tomb 19 (Trench 

XTVF). 

305 Necklace of Lime Beads 
1179 M PI. 73 
Found in Gheshlagh. It is composed of many small 

fine cylindrical beads of lime. 

FIRED CLAY (306-307) 

In addition to the examples discussed below, fired 
clay beads in a double-conoid shape occur in 218 in 
combination with gold beads and a gold centerpiece. 

306 Necklaces of Fired Clay Beads 
1083 M and 1077 M PI. 74 
1083 M (Fig. 145), found in Tomb 10 (Trench XI 

B), and 1077 M (Fig. 146), found in Tomb 40 
(Trench XVIII N). They contain olive-shaped beads 
of fired clay. 

307 Necklace of Fired Clay Beads with a Gypsum 
Pendant 
1439 M PI. 74 
Contains olive-shaped beads of fired clay and a 

finely made gypsum pendant in the shape of a 
mulberry, with a bronze suspension loop at the top, 
found in Tomb 44 (Trench XX M). 
Pendant earrings of silver in a similar mulberry 

shape were found at War Rabud, Luristan and are 
dated by Vanden Berghe to the eighth to seventh 
centuries B.C.100 

SHELL AND BONE (308-309) 

Shell and bone have been used to produce objects 
of beauty and ornament from early prehistoric times. 
Since shells are themselves decorative, most often the 
natural shape of the shell is used, with the only 
addition being a suspension hole cut in order to 
string the shells. Bone, however, is usually cut into 
ornamental shapes. 

308 Shell Necklaces 
573 M PI. 74 
Two shell necklaces, containing beads of natural 

and cut shell, found in Tomb 50 (Trench XXI L). 
One necklace is composed of snail shells cut through 
on one side to expose the spiral section, while the 
other side is left untouched, with the natural hole in 
the center used for suspension. The second necklace 
is formed of small shells, uncut except for some 
suspension holes. 
A similar type of snail shell necklace was found in 

Sialk Cemetery B.101 

309 Shell and Bone Necklaces 
1455 M, 1416 M, 1419 M, 1411 M, 1451 M, 1456 M, 
and 1424 M PI. 75 
The following necklaces contain beads of shell and 

bone, often combined: 1455 M (Fig. 156), found in 
Gheshlagh; 1416 M (Fig. 157) and 1419 M (Fig. 158), 
both found in Tomb 5 (Trench VIII D); 1411 M (Fig. 
159), found in Tomb 52 (Trench XXIII G); 1451 M 
(Fig. 160), found in Tomb 40 (Trench XVIII N); 
1456 M (Fig. 161), found in Tomb 5 (Trench VIII 
D); and 1424 M (Fig. 162), found in Tomb 14 
(Trench XIII B). 1455 M contains natural shell beads 
with suspension holes, and examples of this type of 
bead also appear in 1416 M, 1419 M, 1411 M, and 
1451 M. 1451 M contains, in addition to the natural 
shell beads, cut shell and cut bone beads. Flat, disk-
shaped cut bone beads appear in 1411 M and 1456 
M, and ring-shaped bone beads in 1424 M and 1416 
M. Cylindrical tube-shaped bone beads appear in 
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1416 M, 1411 M, and 1451 M. The latter also has 
some olive and biconoid bone beads. 1451 M has a 
ram-shaped pendant of soft lime with large stylized 
horns, similar to the ram-shaped beads of 290 and 

291. 

SEPARATE BEADS (310-343) 

CENTERPIECES AND SPACER BEADS 
(310-321) 

The majority of the centerpieces and spacer beads 
are made of gold. However, several examples of 
decorative center beads made of agate with gold caps 
were also found, as were two of a black material. 

G O L D CENTERPIECES A N D SPACER BEADS 
(310-318) 

310 Gold and Black Centerpiece with Granulation 
22 M Fig. 15; PI. 76 
About 3.0 cm long, found in Tomb 26 (Trench 

XVII B). It consists of a cylindrical tube of sheet gold 
filled with natural bitumen. Parallel files of gold balls 
in chevron patterns decorate the surface. At one end 
of the centerpiece is a double-twisted four-sided gold 
bar and at the other, a projecting round band 
formed by rolling the metal. 

311 Gold Centerpiece with Granulation 
296 M PI. 76 
About 6.0 cm long, found in Tomb 32 (Trench 

XVII E). It consists of a cylindrical tube of sheet gold, 
slightly tapering outward toward each end, filled with 
natural bitumen. Each end has a gold cap with a 
long, narrow suspension tube in the center rein
forced at the rim by rolling the metal outward. The 
edge is decorated by slanting parallel impressed lines 
giving a twisted-bar appearance. At each end of the 
centerpiece near the gold cap is a single file of small 
gold balls from which equally spaced elongated tri
angles, formed of eight gold balls each, point inward. 
The remaining surface is covered by widely spaced 
files of triangles formed of three small gold balls. 

312 Gold Centerpiece with Granulation 
1196 M PI. 76 

About 3.0 cm long, broken in the middle, found in 
Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C). Like 311, it is a cylin
drical tube of thin sheet gold filled with natural bitu
men. At each end is a flat gold cap with a suspension 
hole in the center. The centerpiece is bordered at 
the edge by a single file of small gold balls with hang
ing triangular motifs of small gold balls spaced a-

round the circumference; the remaining surface is 
plain. 
Granulation in triangular patterns also decorates 

the edges of 184. A bead of tubular sheet gold with 
gold wire around the edges and a triangular pattern 
of double lines of granules, made of electrum, was 
found in Level IV of Alalakh and is dated by Maxwell-
Hyslop to the fifteenth to thirteenth centuries B.C.102 

Gold beads with similar triangular decoration in 
granulation were found at Altin Tepe, dated by an 
inscription of Argistis II to around 713-697 B.C.103 

313 Gold Centerpiece Beads 
547 M Fig. 15; PI. 76 
Two centerpieces, each about 2.6 cm long, found 

in Tomb 14 (Trench XIII B); one is slightly broken 
and damaged. They are made from thin sheet gold 
in an elongated barrel shape filled with natural 
bitumen. Lengthwise parallel ribbed decoration en
circles the beads, with each separating line between 
two ribs decorated by an impressed dotted file band. 
At the ends of each centerpiece are two thick parallel 
projecting smooth bands. 
A pair of gold beads in a long tubular shape, with 

parallel vertical ribbing with a single file of dotted 
lines between the ribs and three parallel grooves at 
the ends, was found at Sialk Cemetery A.104 This 
example is dated by Maxwell-Hyslop to the twelfth to 
seventh centuries B.C.105 A somewhat similar center
piece is classified by Amiet as Elamite, dated to the 
early second millennium B.C.106 

314 Gold Spacer Bead 
555 M PI. 76 
Rectangular spacer bead of thin sheet gold, about 

3.5 cm long and 1.5 cm wide, found in Tomb 15 
(Trench XIII C). It consists of four long cylindrical 
tubes of gold, filled with natural bitumen, soldered 
side by side and bound together at each end by a 
wide supporting band. The tail end of each tube is 
turned partly over the outer edge of the bordering 
band, holding the centerpiece firmly together. Sus
pension holes pierce each of the four cylinders. 

315 Gold Spacer Bead 
1211a M PI. 76 
About 2.5 cm long, found in Tomb 47 (Trench XII 

E). It is made from sheet gold and has three long 
cylindrical tubes, with only one side covered by 
connecting plated gold. 
Similar spacer beads with three tubes were found 

at Hissar III C,107 and spacer beads with granulation 
were found at Altin Tepe.108 

316 Gold Center Bead 
450a M PI. 76 
Incomplete center bead, about 3.2 cm long, found 

in Tomb 23 (Trench XV D). It is made from thin 
sheet gold in a cylindrical tube shape and was 
originally filled by natural bitumen, a little of which 
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remains. The surface is decorated by parallel vertical 
and horizontal impressed lines crossing each other to 
form a rectangular checkered pattern. 

317 Gold Center Bead 
556a M PI. 76 
Cylindrical bead, about 3.9 cm long, found in 

Tomb 15 (Trench XIII C). It is made of thin sheet 
gold and is decorated by parallel impressed vertical 
and horizontal lines that cross each other at right 
angles to produce a rectangular checkered pattern. 
The bead is slightly flanged at the ends, forming a 
projecting ring that is reinforced at the edge by 
rolling inward. Similar decoration appears on 217 

and 316. 

318 Gold Center Bead 
67 M PI. 77 
Plain center bead with damaged surface, about 2.5 

cm long, found in Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). It is 
made from thin sheet gold in a cylindrical tube 
shape filled with natural bitumen. A gold cap with a 
wide overlapping brim covers each end of the bead. 

GOLD-CAPPED AGATE CENTER BEADS 

(319-320) 

319 Gold-Capped Agate Center Bead 

1070 M PI. 77 
Agate center bead, with wide streaks of brown and 

white, about 3.8 cm long, found in Tomb 2 (Trench 
VI B+). It has a cylindrical shape, tapering toward the 
ends, which are covered by wide gold caps crowned 
by a hollow neck with an outward rim. 

320 Gold-Capped Agate Center Bead 

1069 M PI. 77 
Agate center bead in shades from white to dark 

brown, about 4.0 cm long and 2.3 cm wide, found in 
Tomb 2 (Trench VI B+). It has a broad gold cap at 
each end with a rolled ring band at the border 
encircled by a single file of small gold balls. Attached 
to this granulated band is a row of hanging triangles 
pointing outward, made up of many small gold balls. 
The decoration of this colorful center bead is extra

ordinarily fine. 
The triangular granulation decoration of this 

center bead is similar to that of 184, 311, and 312. A 
similar bead with a plain gold band at each end 
found at Ur is classified by Maxwell-Hyslop to the Sar
gonid period, about 2370-2200 B.C.109 A similar cen
terpiece with gold caps at each end appears in a 
necklace assigned by Maxwell-Hyslop to the Third 
Dynasty of Ur,110 and she suggests that this type of 
bead continued to be used through the First Dynasty 
of Babylon and into the Kassite period. A later ex
ample of similar bobbin-shaped agate beads used as 

centerpieces appears in a necklace in the Cyprus 
Museum dated by Pierides to the seventh to sixth 
centuries B.C.111 This example features gold mount
ing decorated with similar triangular patterns in 
granulation along with more detailed decoration. 

CENTER BEADS OF BLACK MATERIAL (321) 

321 Black Gold-Capped Center Beads 
300 M and 301 M PI. 77 
Two center beads, 300 M, about 7.0 cm long, and 

301 M, about 6.5 cm long, both found in Tomb 32 
(Trench XVII E). They are made in a lozenge shape 
from a black material, possibly natural bitumen 
mixed with other substances, which is badly deteri
orated and cracked. Both beads have gold caps at the 
ends, with wide brims crowned by long, narrow tube 
necks with outward rims at the top through which 
the suspension holes run. The caps are decorated at 
the shoulders and ends by a twisted narrow four-
sided gold wire band. 

LOOSE NECKLACE BEADS (322-343) 

Many individual beads were found in the Marlik 
tombs, some of them in sufficient numbers that they 
could be strung together to form a necklace. 
However, because they were not found in an orderly 
pattern suggesting a necklace during excavation and 
their arrangement was obscure, they are listed here 
as loose beads. These loose beads occur in a variety 
of materials, including gold, carnelian, frit, and clay, 
and in a variety of shapes, which for the most part 
repeat the shapes of the beads found in the complete 
necklaces. Some of the most elaborate beads have an 
animal head or pomegranate shape, but others are 
more simple geometric forms. 

G O L D ANIMAL HEAD BEADS (322-325) 

322 Gold Lion Head Bead 
375 M PI. 77 
Bead or pendant, about 3.6 cm long, found in 

Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C). It is made from thin 
sheet gold in repousse. The bead is hollow inside and 
filled with natural bitumen. The lion head is round 
with a rather flat muzzle and a fierce wide-open 
mouth. The nostrils are shallow round depressions 
on each side of the straight projecting nose bone, 
which extends from forehead to upper lip. Whiskers 
and muscles on the muzzle are indicated by slightly 
projecting lines, the eyes are almost circular im-
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pressed shallow holes, and the ears are oval de
pressions. The eyebrows and forehead are almost 
parallel slightly projecting wavy lines. A projecting 
ring of muscle separates the muzzle from the head, 
and the mane is indicated by impressed circles with a 
dot in the center. At the end of the neck the metal is 
turned inward to form a soft rim, and a suspension 

loop is attached. 

323 Gold Lion Head Beads 
1200a M PI. 77 
Four hollow gold necklace beads in the shape of 

lion heads, each about 2.0 cm long, found in Tomb 
41 (Trench XIX K). They are made from very thin 
sheet gold hammered out in repousse and filled with 
natural bitumen. Although the lion heads are very 
small, the features are clearly shown. The round 
head has a wide round muzzle, round eyes, small 
lines indicating facial hair, and a thick band at the 
brow separating the head from the neck. This band is 
decorated by small straight short lines and round 
depressions. The round neck is finished with a 
bronze suspension loop. 
Similar animal head beads of gold with a sus

pension loop are dated by Moorey to the early first 
millennium B.C.112 

324 Gold Lion and Mountain Goat Head Beads 
1195 M PI. 77 
Gold necklace beads, each about 2.0 cm long, 

found in Tomb 32 (Trench XVII E). Nine of these 
are lion heads, made of very thin gold sheet, 
hammered out in repousse and then filled with 
natural bitumen. They are very similar to 323. 
The mountain goat head beads are each formed of 

a gold sheath filled with a black pigment, possibly 
natural bitumen mixed with soil. Most of the beads 
are deformed, but several that are fairly well pre
served show a long round head with a wide round 
muzzle, oval eyes indicated by dotted lines, horns as 
projecting curved bands on the head, and more 
bands of parallel dotted lines encircling the neck. 
Parallel straight lines appear on both sides of the 
muzzle and above the eyes. A bronze suspension loop 
is attached to the open neck end. 

325 Gold Lion Head Beads 
127 M not illustrated 
Hollow gold beads, each about 1.5 cm long, found 

in Tomb 27 (Trench XVII D). They are made of 
sheet gold hammered out in repousse and filled with 
natural bitumen mixed with other materials. The 
lion heads are round with very flat muzzles, pro
jecting circular rings for eyes, and other projecting 
soft areas and lines representing various parts of the 
face, forehead, and neck. A gold suspension loop is 
fastened at the neck edge. 

G O L D P O M E G R A N A T E BEADS (326-327) 

Many gold pomegranate beads were found in the 
Marlik tombs, often broken and incomplete. They 
are made from thin sheet gold and have a globular 
body formed of two halves joined together with an 
attached truncated conical crown or neck, which is 
topped with a suspension loop. This complicated 
construction makes them particularly fragile. 

326 Gold Pomegranate Beads 
302 M and 303 M not illustrated 
Gold pomegranate beads 302 M (Fig. 183) and 303 

M (Fig. 184), found in two groups in Tomb 32 
(Trench XVII E). 302 M consists of three beads, each 
approximately 1.5 cm in diameter, and 303 M of 
three beads, each about 1.0 cm in diameter. All of 
the beads were incomplete when found. 

327 Gold Pomegranate Beads 
445 M, 1479 M, 124 M, and 1201a M PI. 78 
The following gold pomegranate beads share a 

common shape and workmanship: 
445 M, five examples, each about 1.8 cm in diameter, 
Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C); 
1479 M, one example, 2.0 cm long, Tomb 36 

(Trench XVIII C); 
124 M, ten examples, 2.0 cm long, Tomb 27 

(Trench XVII D); 
1201a M, two examples, each about 2.0 cm long, 

Tomb 5 (Trench VIII D). 
Gold pomegranate beads or clusters also appear in 

163-165, 170-176, 204-206, 210, and 360-362. 

OTHER GOLD BEADS (328-337) 

328 Gold Quadruple-Spiral Beads 
441 M and 11996 M Fig. 15; PI. 78 
Two gold quadruple-spiral beads, 441 M (PI. 78), 

about 1.3 cm long with one spiral broken and 
missing, and 1199b M, about 1.4 cm long, found in 
Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C). On each side of a 
central suspension tube are two spirals of gold wire, 
with one end of the wire fastened around the tube. 
Similar quadruple-spiral beads also appear in 162, 

163, 206, 212, and 296. 

329 Gold Vertical-Ribbed Beads 
5566 M and 319a M PI. 78 
Gold beads 5566 M and 319a M are round vertical-

ribbed beads with slight differences in decoration. 
5566 M, found in Tomb 15 (Trench XIII C) and 
measuring approximately 1.0 cm in diameter, has a 
vertical-ribbed decoration bordered at the top and 
bottom by a projecting narrow band and edged by a 
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plain polished wide band with a central suspension 
hole. 319a M, found in Tomb 47 (Trench XXI E) 
and also measuring about 1.0 cm in diameter, is 
simpler in design, with vertical-ribbed decoration 
covering the whole surface. 
Vertical-ribbed beads were rather common at 

Marlik; examples include 160, 292, 293, 297, and 
298. 

330 Gold Four-Sided Beads 
3196 M and 12016 M PI. 78 
Gold beads 3196 M (Fig. 180) and 12016 M are 

four-sided with tapering ends encircled by a ring. 
3196 M measures approximately 1.5 cm long and was 
found in Tomb 47 (Trench XXI E), and 12016 M, 
which consists of seven examples, each measuring 
about 1.2 cm long, was found in Tomb 5 (Trench 
VIII D). Similar beads appear in 159, 166, 167, 204, 
217, 293, and 297. 

331 Gold Flat Discoid Beads 
1192aM, 549 M, and 12116 M PI. 78 
The following gold beads have a flat disk shape 

and are made from two sheets of gold with a central 
tubular suspension hole: 
1192a M, one example, about 1.9 cm in diameter, 

Tomb 10 (Trench XI B); 
549 M, two examples, each about 1.9 cm in 

diameter, Tomb 23 (Trench XV D); 
12116 M, two examples, each about 1.6 cm in 

diameter, Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E). 
Flat double-folded disk beads can also be seen in 160. 

332 Gold Cylindrical Spiral Beads 
11926M and 4506 M PI. 78 
Gold beads 11926 M and 4506 M are cylindrical 

spirals of gold wire. 11926 M consists of three beads, 
the largest about 1.5 cm long, found in Tomb 10 
(Trench XI B), and 4506 M consists of one bead 
about 1.8 cm long, found in Tomb 23 (Trench XV 
D). 
Although this was not a particularly common type 

of bead at Marlik, similar examples in gold can be 
seen in 160 and 211 and of bronze in 267. A similar 
type of cylindrical spiral gold bead was found at 
Vadjalik, Iran.113 

333 Gold Globular Beads 
319c M, 27 M, 69 M, 1206a M, and 128a M PI. 78 
The following gold beads have a simple hollow 

globular shape: 
319c M, two examples, each about 1.0 cm in 

diameter, Tomb 47 (Trench XXI E); 
27 M, four examples, each about 1.0 cm in 

diameter, Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B); 
69 M, three examples, each about 0.8 cm in 

diameter, Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B); 
1206a M, five examples, each about 1.0 cm in 

diameter, Tomb 52 (Trench XXIII G); 
128a M, one example, about 1.0 cm in diameter, 

Tomb 27 (Trench XVII D). 
Globular beads were very common at Marlik and 

were made of gold, red carnelian, frit, and fired clay. 

334 Gold Wide Ring-Shaped Beads 
1192cMandl211cM PI. 78 
Gold beads 1192c M and 1211c M have a flat, wide 

ring shape, which is unusual at Marlik. 1192c M 
measures about 1.2 cm in diameter and was found in 
Tomb 10 (Trench XI B), and 1211c M measures a-
bout 0.8 cm in diameter and was found in Tomb 47 
(Trench XXII E). 

335 Gold Olive-Shaped Beads 
1286M, UlldM, andl201cM PI. 79 
The following gold beads have a simple olive or 

oval shape: 
1286 M, five examples, each about 1.5 cm in 

diameter, Tomb 27 (Trench XVII D); 
1211a* M, nine examples, each about 1.0 cm long, 

Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E); 
1201c M, 22 examples, each about 1.0 cm long, 

Tomb 5 (Trench VIII D). 
This type of bead, found throughout the ancient 

world, was very common at Marlik. 

336 Gold Truncated Conical Beads 
137 M and 1199c M PI. 79 
Gold beads 137 M and 1199c M have a truncated 

conical tube shape and are made from thin sheet 
gold. 137 M consists of forty beads (not all repre
sented in Fig. 202), each about 0.6 cm long, found in 
Tomb 32 (Trench XVII E), and 1199c M consists of 
five beads, each about 0.6 cm long, found in Tomb 
36 (Trench XVIII C). 

337 Gold Three-Ring Reel Beads 
12066 M PI. 79 
These thirty gold beads, each about 0.7 cm long, 

found in Tomb 52 (Trench XXIII G), have a three-
ring reel shape. Few others of this type were found at 
Marlik. 

RED CARNELIAN BEADS (338-339) 

338 Red Carnelian Beads 
24 M PI. 80 
Eight red carnelian beads, the largest about 3.0 cm 

long, found in Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). These are 
cut in several shapes. Some are oval or biconical with 
a sextant cut, vertical slightly concave segments, and 
vertical suspension holes. Two of the beads have a 
circular disk shape with convex sides and a well-
polished surface, and three have a simple barrel 
shape. 
Similar oval or biconical red carnelian beads ap

pear in 219 and 220. Disk-shaped and barrel-shaped 
red carnelian beads appear in many Marlik neck

laces. 
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339 Red Carnelian Beads 

1476 M PI. 80 
Five spacer beads, the largest about 2.0 cm wide, 

found in T o m b 16 (Trench XIII F). Three of the 
beads, in a rectangular flat disk shape, are well cut 
and polished, with five parallel suspension holes, 
equally spaced, piercing the beads lengthwise for use 
in a five-stringed necklace. The other two beads, flat 
with deeply concave sides, are also well cut and 
polished. They have lengthwise suspension holes for 

use in a two-stringed necklace. 

GLASS, FRIT, CLAY, A N D A G A T E B E A D S 

(340-343) 

340 Glass Frit Bead 
1477 M PI. 80 
Cylindrical bead, with a glassy surface, about 1.5 

cm in diameter, found in T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII 
C). It is white, with a wide encircling black band at 
each end and a zigzag black band between. Similar 
glass frit beads appear in 283-285. 

341 Frit Beads 
135 M PI. 80 
Each about 1.5 cm in diameter, found in T o m b 32 

(Trench XVII E). They are made of glazed frit, with 
the glaze almost totally deteriorated. The beads are 
globular with a central suspension hole and have an 

A number of bracelets and armlets of gold, silver, 
and bronze were found in the Marlik tombs, some 
rather plain and others much more highly deco
rated. Most of these bracelets consist of an open loop 
of metal that fits around the wrist or arm. In its most 
elaborate form this type of bracelet is composed of 
two hollow curving pieces that fit over each other to 
make a join in the middle of the loop and are 
decorated at the ends by animal head finials. 

ANIMAL HEAD BRACELETS (344-348) 

344 Gold Bracelet with Lion Head Finials 
357 M Fig. 15; PL 81, Color Plate XXVII C 
About 7.3 cm in diameter, found in T o m b 36 

(Trench XVIII C). It is made from thin sheet gold, 
deformed and damaged on some parts, and is hollow 
and filled with natural bitumen. It consists of two 
pieces connected in the middle and adorned at each 

orderly pattern of sparsely projecting circular knobs 
with convex tops covering the entire surface of the 

bead. 

342 Fired Clay Beads 
1478 M PL 80 
Two large oval fired-clay beads, each about 1.4 cm 

long, with three very small round ring beads, found 
in T o m b 14 (Trench XIII B). 

343 Agate Bead (Cat's eye) 
484 M PL 80 
Round bead, about 3.0 cm in diameter, found in 

T o m b 19 (Trench XIV F). It is thicker in the middle, 
brown at the center, and is surrounded by a circle of 
white, which resembles an eye. A very slight engraved 
line encircles the middle of the white part, and a 
suspension hole is drilled through the center of the 
stone. 
Similar cat's-eye beads in the British Museum are 

assigned to the Sargonid and Third Dynasty of Ur 
periods by Maxwell-Hyslop,114 and a similar stone 
from Nuzi, Temple A, Hurrian period, is dated by 
Eliot to around 1475 B.C.115 A similar eye-shaped 
colored stone found in the Assyrian tombs of Mari is 
dated by Parrot to the fourteenth to thirteenth 
centuries B.C.116 Another similar example is a 
centerpiece of a necklace in the Tehran Museum, 
said to be from Ziwiye and dated by Ghirshman to 
the seventh century B.C.117 Another example of this 
type of stone was found at Tepe Hissar, Level III C.118 

end by a round lion head with an almost flat muzzle 
and a fiercely open mouth in which separately made 
fangs are mounted. Details of muscles, hair, and 
whiskers are indicated by lines and dots. The eyes are 
circular cavities, with a sharp line surrounded by an 
impressed file of small circles for eyelashes. The 
muscles encircling the face and separating it from 
the neck are shown by a rather thick projecting band 
in which the ears are indicated by large round 
impressed cavities surrounded by a flat band with an 
impressed file of circles. A single file of small 
impressed circles on the wide band represents the 
mane. The junction between the round neck and 
bracelet is covered by two double-twisted four-sided 
bars, together forming a thick herringbone band. 
The connection join of the two bracelet sections is 
also decorated by a double-twisted bar, with the 
overlapping loose tangs of the larger section left 

partly curled. 
Animal head bracelets, particularly lion head 

bracelets, have been found in many places in the 

Bracelets and Armlets (344-359) 
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Near and Middle East. A bronze bracelet with two 
lion heads in plated gold is attributed to northern 
Iran with a suggested date of the thirteenth century 
B.C.119 A similar bracelet from Ghalekuti I, T o m b No. 
5, of Dailaman is given a suggested date of Bronze 
Age l,120 and another found at Agha Evlar is assigned 
by Schaeffer to Talyche Fer I, with a suggested date 
of about 1200-1000 B.C.121 Pudelco discusses several 
armlets of similar composition found in different 
regions that are later in date, around the eighth to 
fifth centuries B.C.122 A similar bracelet with lion 
heads from Ziwiye is dated by Porada to the eighth to 
seventh centuries B.C.,123 and another bracelet of this 
type is dated by Bossert to the seventh to sixth 
centuries B.C.124 Bracelets with animal heads at each 
end are worn on an Esarhaddon (681-669 B.C.) relief 
of the South West Palace at Nimrud,125 on Ashur-
banipal (669-633 B.C.) reliefs of R o o m C at Nin
eveh,126 on an Ashurnasirpal II (884-859 B.C.)127 

relief, and on an alabaster relief from the Palace of 
Ashurnasirpal II at Nimrud.128 A similar lion head 
bracelet attributed to Ziwiye is dated to the eighth to 
seventh centuries B.C. by Kantor, who discusses the 
continuation of this type of bracelet in the Median 
and Achaemenian periods and its representation on 
the relief of Persepolis in the Scythian gift to the 
Achaemenian kings.129 

Bracelets with animal head finials are discussed in 
detail by Maxwell-Hyslop, who cites examples in gold, 
silver, and bronze, including bracelets assigned to 
Karmir Blur, Amlash, Agha Evlar, Pasargadae, 
Assyria, Zahleh, and Lebanon, along with others of un
known provenance. She suggests that these examples 
date to between the late second and first half of the 
first millennium B.C.130 

Bracelets with more stylized workmanship, which 
are later in date, include a gold Achaemenian 
bracelet from Susa II131; a bracelet found at Kourion, 
Cyprus, from an unknown site, dated by Bossert to 
the fifth century B.C.132; another from Cyprus 
attributed by Pierides to the Cypro-Classic I period 
(475-400 B.C.)133; one in the Brockelschen Collection 
attributed to the Median period by Calmeyer134; 
another in the Oxus Treasure, dated by Dalton to the 
fourth century B.C.135; and one in the A d a m Col
lection dated to the late Achaemenian period by 
Moorey, who suggests that the Achaemenian crafts
men owed much to a tradition that may be traced 
back to Marlik.136 Gold animal head bracelets from 
various archaeological sites are also discussed by 
Amandry137 and Vanden Berghe.138 

This brief survey of examples parallel in compo
sition and design to the Marlik bracelet (if not in 
detailed style and workmanship, which varied widely) 
suggests that this type of ornament with animal head 
finials was produced in a wide area of the ancient 
world over a long range of time, from the late second 
to just beyond the middle of the first millennium B.C. 

However, apart from one or two examples found in 
Talish and Dailaman that are given a suggested date 
corresponding to the Marlik period, most examples 
are dated from the first half to about the middle of 
the first millennium B.C. Considering the geographic 
location of Talish and Dailaman (on the southern 
shores of the Caspian Sea within the broad area of 
Marlik dominance), I would suggest that the earliest 
examples of this type of bracelet or armlet were pro
duced by Marlik craftsmen and that the design then 
spread throughout the ancient world, influencing 
later schools of art down into the Historic Period. 

345 Gold Bracelet with Horse Head Finials 
608 M PL 81 
Badly deformed gold bracelet, about 9.5 cm in 

diameter, found in T o m b 2 (Trench VI B ). It is 
made of a hollow gold sheath filled with natural 
bitumen, the ends of which are shaped into rather 
long horse heads with upright ears and a flat muzzle, 
with holes at the sides to indicate nostrils. Some 
other material, now disintegrated, had originally 
been inlaid on the top of the muzzle to complete the 
head. 
Bracelets with animal head finials were very com

m o n in the ancient world over a long period of time 
(see previous discussion), and many examples have 
been found. 

346 Silver Bracelet with Gold Animal Head Finials 
458 M not illustrated 
Semicircular bracelet, about 7.0 cm in diameter, 

found in T o m b 45 (Trench XXII H ) , made of silver 
alloy with gold animal heads, it is heavily rusted and 
partly deformed. Mounted at each end are rather 
round hollow animal heads of sheet gold. Because 
the details of these animal heads are not clear, it is 
impossible to identify the type of animal portrayed. 

347 Bronze Bracelet with Gold Animal Head Finials 

646 M PL 81 
About 7.5 c m in diameter, found in T o m b 24 

(Trench X V E). It consists of a bronze circlet deco
rated at each end with mountain goat heads of sheet 
gold. The bracelet is heavily rusted, deformed, and 
bent in the middle, and only certain features of the 
mountain goat heads are visible. The mouth is a 
simple impressed line, and small parallel impressed 
chevrons indicate the hair of the head and neck. At 
the neck are holes for riveting the head to the brace

let. 
A rather closely similar bronze bracelet with ani

mal heads of sheet gold is dated by Moorey to the 
twelfth to tenth centuries B.C.,139 although he dates 
other simpler examples in bronze to the long range 
of time from the late second to the middle of the first 
millennium B.C.140 Legrain dates bronze bracelets 
with animal head finials to the twelfth century B.C.141 

This type of bracelet with animal head finials contin
ued to be produced for some time. Later examples 
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include a bracelet from the Taman Peninsula that is 
classified by Rostovtzeff with Scythian art142 and other 
bracelets from Luristan.143 Still later bracelets in the 
Oxus Treasure are assigned by Dalton to the Achae
menian period,144 as is a bracelet with lion heads 
found at Susa.145 More examples of this type of 
bracelet from the Achaemenian period can be seen 
in the Louvre146 and in Karlsruhe.147 A gilded bronze 
bracelet with mountain goat head finials with very 
precisely worked details, found in T o m b No. 73 of 
Cyprus, is dated by Bossert to the fifth century B.C.148 

348 Silver Bracelet with Animal Head Finials 
1188aM PL 81 
About 5.0 cm in diameter, found in Zeinab Bejar, a 

very small mound beside the southeastern corner of 
the Marlik mound. It is badly corroded and encrus
ted with heavy particles of soil sediment. At each end 
is an animal head, which cannot be identified 
because the bracelet has not been cleaned. Cross-
lines are spaced sporadically around the bracelet. 

GOLD BRACELETS (349-353) 

GOLD FLAT-BAND BRACELETS (349) 

349 Gold Bracelets 
274 M and 275 M PL 81, Color Plate XXVII D 
Gold bracelets 274 M, about 13 cm long, and 275 

M, about 13.50 cm long, both found in T o m b 33 
(Trench XVII F). Almost identical, both are made 
from wide bands of sheet gold and are decorated by 
two rows of punched circles. The bracelets are wide, 
curving bands of gold with rounded ends and a 
double row of embossed knobs, each knob encircled 
by a file of impressed dots. Between the two rows of 
embossed knobs are two wavy, roughly parallel 
impressed dotted lines. Each bracelet has punched 
holes at the end, by which it could be fastened. 
A n almost identical gold bracelet, armlet, or 

diadem with rather similar decoration, in the Cyprus 
Museum, is classified by Pierides to the Late Cypriote 
II period, with a suggested date of 1400-1230 B.C.149 

It features two rows of small geometric rosettes, each 
formed of an embossed projecting knob surrounded 
by many smaller knobs. 

PLAIN GOLD BRACELET OF TWO JOINED 
HALVES (350) 

350 Gold Bracelet 
532 M PL 81 

About 7.0 cm in diameter, found in T o m b 50 
(Trench XXI L). It is made from thin sheet gold, 

damaged and deformed on some parts, and is 
circular and hollow, filled by natural bitumen. The 
two halves overlap each other at the join in the 
middle of the bracelet, and the overlapping end, 
which is larger in diameter, is decorated by parallel 
projecting narrow bands. 

GOLD TWISTED-BAR BRACELETS 
(351-352) 

351 Gold Bracelet 
533 M PL 82 
Circular bracelet, about 6.0 cm in diameter, found 

in T o m b 50 (Trench XXI L). It is made from a four-
sided twisted-gold bar, which forms a fluent twisted-
coil design. The ends are plain and square. 

352 Gold Bracelet 
276 M PL 82 
Circular bracelet, partly deformed, about 13.0 cm 

long, found in T o m b 33 (Trench XVIII F). It is also 
made from a four-sided twisted gold bar. The twisted 
pattern is followed to the ends. 
Similar bracelets made of twisted gold bar in the 

Cyprus Museum are dated by Pierides to the Early 
Roman period, around the first century B.C. to the 
first century A.D.; unfortunately, they are of unknown 
provenance.150 The appearance of comparable ex
amples from Marlik suggests the possibility that this 
date should be revised downward. Conversely, it may 
indicate the use of the same technique over a long 
period of time. 

PLAIN GOLD OPEN-LOOP BRACELETS 
(353) 

353 Gold Bracelets 
267 M, 460 M, 4 M, 203 M, and 292 M PL 82 
The following gold bracelets are all plain open 

circles of gold, some of them somewhat deformed. 
The larger ones may be armlets: 
267 M, about 6.3 cm in diameter, Tomb 33 

(Trench XVIII F); 
460 M, about 3.2 cm in diameter, Tomb 45 

(Trench XXII H); 
4 M, about 7.5 cm in diameter, Tomb 24 (Trench 

XV E); 
203 M, about 9.0 cm in diameter, Tomb 45 

(Trench XXI H); 
292 M, about 19.0 cm long, Tomb 47 (Trench XXI 

E). 
A similar bracelet was found at Tell el-'Ajjul in the 

cenotaph deposit that is dated by Maxwell-Hyslop to 
the seventeenth to sixteenth centuries B.C.151 
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SILVER BRACELET (354) 

354 Silver Bracelet 
5 M PL 82 

About 8.0 cm in diameter, found in Tomb 24 
(Trench XV E). It is partly damaged and corroded, 
with a granulated effect from soil particles. The 
circular bracelet, made in two halves, is hollow inside 
and filled by natural bitumen. One end of each half 
is narrow, encircled by a single projecting ring 
placed a little back from the end. This narrow end 
fits into the slightly wider end of the other half, 
which is decorated with two parallel projecting rings 
at the edge to form a junction with three parallel 
projecting rings. Near the ends are traces of riveting 
holes. 

BRONZE BRACELETS (355-359) 

A number of bronze bracelets or armlets were 
found at Marlik, mostly repeating the shapes of the 
gold bracelets. The most elaborate bronze bracelet, 
with gold animal heads mounted at each end (347), 
has already been described. Other bronze bracelets 
are of an open-loop and flat-band type. 

BRONZE OPEN-LOOP BRACELETS AND 
ARMLETS (355-356) 

355 Bronze Open-Loop Bracelets 
231 M and 523 M PL 82 
Bronze bracelets 231 M and 523 M are simple o-

pen loops. 231 M measures about 6.5 cm in diameter 
and was found in Tomb 25 (Trench XVI F); it is 
decorated with parallel engraved straight lines at 
each end. 523 M measures about 7.5 cm in diameter 
and was found in Tomb 50 (Trench XXI L). 
A similar bronze bracelet with an extra globular 

ending was found at Khurvin, dated by Vanden Ber
ghe to the late second to early first millennium B.C.152 

356 Bronze Open-Loop Bracelets or Armlets 
690 M, 1009 M, 720 M, 721 M, 731 M, 758 M, 642 M, 
1008 M, 1021 M, 1010 M, 492 M, 414 M, 425 M, 689 
M, 691 M, 1049 M, and 936 M Fig. 16; PL 83 
The following bronze bracelets or armlets are all 

single open loops: 
690 M, about 10.3 cm in diameter, Tomb 36 

(Trench XVIII C); 
1009 M, a pair of bracelets, each about 6.0 cm in 

diameter, Tomb 20 (Trench XTV H); 
720 M, about 8.5 cm in diameter, Tomb 3 (Trench 

VIA); 

721 M, about 8.8 cm in diameter, Tomb 3 (Trench 
VIA); 

731 M, four examples, each about 9.5 cm in 
diameter, Tomb 44 (Trench XX N); 
758 M, about 7.5 cm in diameter, Tomb 1 (Trench 

IIID+); 
642 M, about 6.8 cm in diameter, Tomb 2 (Trench 

VI B+); 
1008 M, a pair of bracelets, each about 6.5 cm in 

diameter, Tomb 20 (Trench XIV H); 
1021 M, three examples, each about 6.0 cm in 

diameter, Tomb 6 (Trench X A +); 
1010 M, about 6.5 cm in diameter, Tomb 30 

(Trench XVI L); 
492 M, about 7.5 cm in diameter, Tomb 18 

(Trench XIVD); 
414 M, about 7.7 cm in diameter, Tomb 36 

(Trench XVIII C); 
425 M, about 5.0 cm in diameter, Tomb 36 

(Trench XVIII C); 
689 M, five examples, each about 6.8 cm in 

diameter, Tomb 15 (Trench XIII C); 
691 M, two examples, each about 7.0 cm in 

diameter, Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C); 
1049 M, three bracelets, each about 4.5 cm in 

diameter, found in the upper tomb of Gheshlagh; 
936 M, a pair of bracelets, each about 5.5 cm in 

diameter, found in Test Trench 1 at Gheshlagh. 
1008 M has engraved zigzag and straight parallel 

lines at each end; one of the three bracelets of 1049 M 
has parallel engraved chevrons at each end; and 936 
M has wavy decoration at the overlapped ends. 
Engraved decoration similar to that of 1008 M 

appears on the ends of a bronze bracelet found at 
Sialk Cemetery B.153 Simple bronze bracelets with 
open ends were found at Dailaman in Ghalekuti I, 
dated by Fukai to the end of the Bronze and 
beginning of the Iron Age.154 

BRONZE CLOSED CIRCLETS (357) 

357 Bronze Circlets 
99 M and 688 M PL 83 
Bronze circlets 99 M, about 7.2 cm in diameter, 

found in Tomb 50 (Trench XXII L), and 688 M, 
about 6.7 cm in diameter, found in Tomb 36 
(Trench XVIII C). They are both closed loops: 99 M 
is rounded, whereas 688 M has a flat ring shape with 
traces of textile on the surface. These circles may 
have been bracelets or loops on horse trappings, or 
they may have served some other purpose. 

BRONZE FLAT-BAND BRACELETS 
(358-359) 

358 Bronze Bracelet 
715 M PL 83 
About 14.5 cm in diameter and 6.5 cm wide, found 
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in T o m b 1 (Trench III D + ) . It is formed of a rather 
thick band of rusted bronze strengthened by two 
parallel wide projecting embossed bands running 
lengthwise from one end to the other, decorated by 
parallel files of projecting small knobs at each edge. 
A strong fastening is formed by tangs at each end 
that curl over each other. In the middle of the 
bracelet are two small holes near each edge, indi
cating that it had probably been riveted or attached 
to another material, possibly a leather lining. Such a 
lining would have made this heavy-duty bracelet, 
which might have served as a protective armlet, 
shinlet, or wristlet, more comfortable to wear. 
Other examples of protective equipment (such as 

Protective Wristlet 888) found at Marlik are discussed 
in Chapter 10. 

359 Bronze Bracelets 
1048 M PL 83 
Two bracelets, each about 5.8 cm in diameter, 

found in the lower tomb of Gheshlagh. They are 
made from thick bronze plate in a wide band. One 
band is plain, with a double spiral at each end 
forming a fastening. The other, decorated with two 
parallel engraved straight lines at each side near the 
edge, overlaps at the ends. 
A similar type of double-spiral fastening appears on 

Bronze Belt 874, as well as on a bronze belt from 
Khurvin, dated by Vanden Berghe to the late second 
to early first millennium B.C.155 and by Ghirshman to 
the ninth to eighth centuries B.C.156 Another similar 
example can be seen in the Danish National Mu
seum.157 More decorative belts with double-spiral 
terminals, in the Ashmolean, have elaborate scenes 
and designs. Moorey discusses the development of 
this type of belt, dating it to the first quarter of the 
first millennium B.C.158 

Earrings (360-387) 

GOLD EARRINGS (360-384) 

Most of the earrings from Marlik are made of gold, 
some of them of an extraordinarily delicate and fine 
technique and workmanship. They range from plain 
and simple forms to very elaborate types decorated 
with granulation, fluting, and inlay. 

GOLD POMEGRANATE CLUSTER 
EARRINGS (360-362) 

The pomegranate cluster that appears in pendants 
was also used for earrings, three examples of which 
were found at Marlik. 

360 Gold Pomegranate Cluster Earring 
269 M PL 84 

About 6.0 cm long, found in T o m b 33 (Trench 
XVIII F). It consists of a cluster of five pomegranates 
in a loop. Each pomegranate has a globular body 
formed of two halves soldered together and a rather 
large emphasized neck or crown. This pomegranate 
cluster is soldered to the bottom of a large loop of 
simple gold wire, thicker in the center and thinning 
toward the ends, which turn in to form hooks that 
fasten together. 

361 Gold Pomegranate Cluster Earring 
295 M PL 84 

About 4.5 cm long, found in T o m b 47 (Trench 

X X I E ) . Like 360, it contains a cluster of five 
pomegranates, although on a somewhat smaller 
loop. Each pomegranate has a globular body of two 
joined halves and an oversized, slightly conical neck. 
The cluster is attached to the bottom of a loop made 
of a twisted-gold bar that thins considerably toward 
the overlapped ends. 

362 Gold Pomegranate Cluster Earring 
365 M not illustrated 
About 7.0 cm long, found in T o m b 36 (Trench 

XVIII C). It is very similar to the two examples just 
described, consisting of a cluster of five pome
granates on a large suspension loop with hook ends. 
A small gold ball is soldered to the inside of the loop 
at the top opposite the pomegranate cluster. 
Similar examples of pomegranate clusters appear 

as pendants on 170-174. 

GOLD EARRINGS WITH GRANULATION 
(363-365) 

In addition to the earrings described here, a num
ber of beautiful pendants were made in this tech
nique, including 169, 183, 184, and 202. 

363 Gold Granulated Pyramid Earrings 
122 M PL 84, Color Plate XXVIIIA 
Pair of earrings, each about 4.0 cm long, found in 

T o m b 27 (Trench XVII D ) . Each earring has a 
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granulated double pyramid suspended from a simple 
large loop. These double pyramids are formed of 
small gold balls that decrease in size from the 
topmost ball of the top pyramid to the bottom ball of 
the bottom pyramid. Each triangular side of the 
lower pyramid contains twenty-seven gold balls, 
twenty-one outlining the triangle and six filling the 
corners, while each triangular side of the upper 
pyramid contains nine large gold balls, with the 
largest, at the top, connected to a large suspension 
loop of overlapping gold wire. 

169 has a very similar double-pyramid pendant on 
a gold chain. A similar type of granulation can be 
seen at each end of a ring found at Nymphaeum in 
the Crimea, dated by Rostovtzeff to the fifth century 
B.C.159 This example suggests the possibility of Marlik 
influence on later Greek art via the Crimea and the 
Scythians. 

364 Gold Granulated Hemispherical Earring 
364 M PL 84 
About 2.3 c m in diameter, found in T o m b 36 

(Trench XVIII C). The earring is a granulated half 
sphere attached horizontally to a gold loop. The top 
edge of this hollow half sphere is decorated by a 
twisted-gold bar, and above and below this twisted 
bar are alternately spaced pyramids composed of 
four small gold balls with a slightly larger pyramid at 
the bottom of the half sphere. More pyramids of gold 
balls are attached to the inner side of the gold loop 
above the half sphere. This loop of thick gold wire is 
slightly heavier in the center, where the lower part of 
the earring is attached, and gradually narrows toward 
the ends, which are turned to form a hook fastening. 
This is an interesting and most unusual earring. 

365 Granulated Gold and Lapis Lazuli Earrings 
960 M PL 84 
Pair of gold earrings, each about 3.0 c m in 

diameter, found in T o m b 10 (Trench XI B). They 
have a crescent shape decorated with granulation 
and an inset with a four-pointed star of lapis lazuli. 
The flat, crescent-shaped base of the earring has a 
single file of very small gold balls around the outer 
edges, with sporadic attached triangles, pointing 
inward, formed of varying numbers of small gold 
balls. At the bottom of the crescent is a round gold 
knob surrounded on one earring by a single file of 
small gold balls and on the other by more files. 
Spaced along the inner edge of the crescent are 
small triangles of three small gold balls. Occupying 
the space inside the crescent is a large four-pointed 
star, the points outlined by a narrow vertical band of 
gold originally inlaid with lapis lazuli, of which traces 
remain in place. At the center of the star is a broad 
circular gold band inlaid with lapis lazuli on one 
earring, with traces remaining on the other. The 
ends of the crescent taper to round gold wire, and 
attached to the outer edge of the crescent in front is 

a large gold ball. 
The use of granulation in triangular patterns has 

many parallels at Marlik (see, e.g., 184). A similar 
lunar-shaped earring without the central four-
pointed star, found at Sialk Cemetery A, is dated by 
Maxwell-Hyslop to the twelfth to seventh centuries 
B.C.160 and by Ghirshman to the end of the Bronze 
Age.161 

GOLD PEN ANNULAR EARRING (366) 

366 Gold Penannular Earring 
964 M PL 84 
About 3.0 cm in diameter, found in T o m b 10 

(Trench XI B). It is made in a horseshoe shape with 
a wavy band decoration. Two plain projecting thick, 
rounded bands encircle the earring, the outer one 
slightly broader than the inner one. The thick groove 
between these bands is filled by a wavy vertical gold 
band, and another such band encircles the outer 
edge of the earring. At the inner edge of the earring 
is a twisted four-sided gold bar. A distorted tang 
attached to one end of the earring was possibly used 
for some sort of connecting suspension loop. 
Earrings of similar horseshoe shape, found at Tell 

el-'Ajjul, are dated by Maxwell-Hyslop to the seven
teenth to sixteenth centuries B.C.162 

GOLD BOAT-SHAPED EARRINGS 
(367-372) 

A rather large number of gold earrings are boat or 
crescent shaped. They may be plain or have added 
decoration in the form of granulation, large balls, 
round disks, and so on. 

367 Gold Granulated Boat-Shaped Earring 
348 M Fig. 16; PL 84, Color Plate XXVIII B 
About 2.0 c m in diameter, found in T o m b 44 

(Trench XXI N ) . It is boat shaped and hollow and is 
made from sheet gold. The body of the earring is 
decorated by sporadic embossed round knobs 
encircled at the base by a single file of small gold 
balls. Thin parallel gold wires border each end of the 
earring, to which suspension wires, one thicker than 
the other, are attached. Three large hollow gold balls 
decorate the front of the earring. 

368 Gold Boat-Shaped Earring 
535 M PL 84 
About 3.0 cm in diameter, found in T o m b 50 

(Trench XXI L). It is a simple type of hollow boat-
shaped earring, made from rather thin sheet gold. 
The surface is plain, with one large hollow gold ball 
in front. The ends of the earring are bound by two 
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narrow wires of gold, with a tapering fastening wire 
extending from outside the bound wires in front to 
the back end of the earring. 

369 Gold Boat-Shaped Earrings 

526 M PL 84 
Pair of closely similar gold earrings, found in 

Tomb 50 (Trench XXI L). They have a hollow boat 
shape with a plain surface. The front and back ends 
are bound by three parallel gold wires, and three 
fairly large connected gold balls are attached to the 
front end. A tapering gold suspension wire extends 
from front to back. 

370 Gold Boat-Shaped Earrings 
527 M, 536 M, 534 M, 528 M, 1203a M, and 461 M 

PL 85 
The following gold earrings all have a similar boat 

shape. They are either plain or have attached gold 
balls in front: 
527 M, one example, about 2.0 cm in diameter, 

Tomb 50 (Trench XXI L); 
536 M, one example, partly broken, about 2.0 cm 

in diameter, Tomb 50 (Trench XXI L); 
534 M, a pair, badly damaged, about 2.0 cm in 

diameter, Tomb 50 (Trench XXI L); 
528 M, one example, about 1.8 cm in diameter, 

Tomb 50 (Trench XXI L); 
1203a M, eight examples, badly damaged and 

incomplete, T o m b 23 (Trench X V D); 
461 M, one example, about 2.0 cm in diameter, 

Tomb 45 (Trench XXII H ) . 

371 Gold Boat-Shaped Earrings 
1065 M, 1066 M, 1067 M, and 1068 M PL 85 
The following gold earrings have a hollow boat 

shape with an attached disk at the front on a round 
cylindrical base: 
1065 M, about 1.7 c m in diameter, T o m b 2 

(Trench VI B +); 
1066 M, 1067 M, and 1068 M, each consisting of a 

pair of earrings, somewhat deformed and broken, 
about 3.0 cm in diameter, Tomb 5 (Trench VIII D). 
In each of these examples, the disk had originally 

been inlaid with colored stone, most of which is now 
missing. The boat-shaped body of each earring is 
bound at the ends by wire, with a suspension wire 
extending from front to back. 

372 Gold Boat-Shaped Animal Earrings 
803 M, 804 M, and 805 M PL 85 

Three gold mountain goat earrings, each about 5.0 
cm long and 4.0 c m high, found in T o m b 52 
(Trench XXIII G). Each is formed of a hollow gold 
sheath, now deformed and broken with some parts 
missing, which is filled with natural bitumen. All have 
the same boat-shaped body with a small animal head 
attached at the front. The head is conical, with a 
curving pointed muzzle that suggests the beak of a 
bird. Thick circular projecting bands with an im

pressed hole in the middle form the eyes, and 
projecting thick bands cross the forehead and nape. 
Short straight horns point upward from the back of 
the head. The neck narrows and is encircled by a 
thick ring where it joins the thick crescent-shaped 
body; the legs of the animal form the ends of the 
crescent. A suspension ring or wire, now missing, was 
originally attached through pierced holes at the ends 
of the crescent. 

COMMENTS 

Maxwell-Hyslop reports that this type of boat-
shaped earring and its variations lasted for a long 
period of time, from U r III down to the first 
millennium B.C., and occurred over a wide area of 
the ancient world from Iran to the Mediterranean 
Sea, being found at such sites as Ur, Assur, Karmir 
Blur, Ephesus, Trialeti, Mari, and Crete.163 Gold 
earrings of this type found in Troy Treasure A are 
classified by Maxwell-Hyslop as Anatolian, dating to 
2500-2000 B.C.164 She dates another similar example 
found in Assur to around 1500-1100 B.C.165 Boat-
shaped earrings found in Khurvin are dated by 
Ghirshman to the ninth to eighth centuries B.C.;166 

others found at Ur in Neo-Babylonian strata are 
dated by Maxwell-Hyslop to the eighth to seventh 
centuries B.C.;167 a similar earring found in War 
Kabud in Luristan is dated by Vanden Berghe to the 
eighth to seventh centuries B.C.;168 and a boat-shaped 
earring found in a nonstratified context at al-Mina is 
dated by Maxwell-Hyslop to the seventh to sixth 
centuries B.C.169 A pair of boat-shaped earrings from 
Amirat in Syria appears in the collection of the 
Comte du Putyison in Paris.170 A boat-shaped earring 
with granulation and attached knobs, said to be from 
Ziwiye, is dated by Ghirshman to the seventh century 
B.C.171 Later examples of this type of earring, one of 
which has granulation, are housed in the Cyprus 
Museum. They are classified by Pierides as Cypro-
Classic I, about 475-400 B.C., but their provenance 
remains unknown.172 Given these similar examples 
from Marlik, it is possible that the suggested dating is 
too early. 
Boat-shaped earrings in the form of an animal, 

similar to 372, were found at Khurvin. They are 
dated by Vanden Berghe to the late second to early 
first millennium B.C.173 

GOLD FLAT LUNATE OR CRESCENT-
SHAPED EARRINGS (373-375) 

Several flat lunate earrings of gold were found at 
Marlik, including some rather small examples that 
decorate the ears of pottery bull figurines (see 
discussion of 86 and 88 in Chapter 6). 
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373 Gold Crescent Earring 
317 M PL 85 

About 2.2 c m in diameter, found in T o m b 50 
(Trench XXII L). It is made from flat sheet gold in a 
crescent or lunate shape, broad in the center and 
tapering to a narrow elongated point at one end; the 
other end is broken. This earring is decorated by 
embossed parallel diagonal lines at the outer edge, 
with some short projecting straight lines near the 
inner edge at the middle. 

374 Gold Crescent Earring 
482 M PL 85 
About 2.0 cm in diameter, found in T o m b 19 

(Trench XTV F). It is made of rather thick sheet gold 
in a crescent shape, with a wider middle swooping to 
pointed overlapping ends. 

375 Gold Crescent Earring 
961 M not illustrated 
About 2.0 c m in diameter, found in T o m b 10 

(Trench XI B). It is made from sheet gold in a 
crescent shape, with a wide middle narrowing to 
overlapping pointed ends. 

COMMENTS 

Similar flat gold lunate earrings from Ghalekuti I 
in Dailaman are dated by Fukai to the end of the 
Bronze and beginning of the Iron Age.174 A parallel 
example with overhanging ends in the Cyprus 
Museum is assigned by Pierides to the Late Cypriote 
period, with a suggested date of 1400-1230 B.C.175 

Other examples in the Cyprus Museum are crescent 
shaped and end in a hook and loop with thin spiral 
wires; Pierides dates these unprovenanced pieces to 
the Roman period.176 

GOLD SPIRAL-TWIST EARRINGS 
(376-377) 

376 Gold Spiral-Twist Earring 
449 M PL 85, Color Plate XXVIII B 
About 3.0 cm in diameter, found in T o m b 23 

(Trench X V D). It consists of a loop of thick spiral-
twisted gold, which gradually narrows to a long 
round wire at one end and a narrow bar continuing 
the twist at the other. At the front of the earring, 
near the end of the spiral twist, is a large gold ball. 

377 Gold Spiral-Twist Earrings 
306 M and 307 M PI 86 
Two pairs of gold spiral-twist earrings—306 M, 

each about 2.2 cm in diameter, and 307 M, each 
about 2.1 c m in diameter—found in T o m b 50 
(Trench XXII L). The spiral twist tapers to plain gold 
wire with pointed ends, which, on 307 M, overlap. 

COMMENTS 

Gold spiral-twist earrings found at Tell el-'Ajjul in 
Palestine in Graves 1551 and 1532 are attributed to 
the Mid-Bronze Age II, with a date of about the 
seventeenth to sixteenth centuries B.C.177 Earrings of 
this type were found in Old Tombs 57 and 92 at 
Enkomi; Maxwell-Hyslop assigns those from Old 
Tomb 92 to the Late Cypriote period, around 1500 
B.C., and those from Old Tomb 57 to the Bronze II 
period, dating to the sixteenth to fifteenth centuries 
B.C.178 Earrings of twisted grooved strips of gold in 
the Cyprus Museum are classified by Pierides to Late 
Cypriote II, with a suggested date of 1400-1230 
B.C.179 Simple twisted earrings of Irish pattern found 
in the Treasure of Ancient Gaza are dated by Petrie 
to around the middle of the second millennium 
B.C.180 

GOLD LOOP EARRINGS (378-384) 

Fairly large numbers of plain gold loop earrings 
were found, often with solid-knob decoration. 
Additional examples decorate the ears of some of the 
pottery bull figurines (see, e.g., 85 and 87 in previous 
chapter). 

378 Gold Loop Earring 
11 M PL 86 
About 1.1 cm in diameter, found in T o m b 24 

(Trench X V E). A loop of rather narrow gold wire, it 
has a solid knob with two smaller attached knobs at 
the bottom of the loop. 

379 Gold Loop Earrings 
551 M, 557 M, and 558 M PL 86 
Gold earrings—551 M, about 2.5 cm in diameter, 

found in Tomb 14 (Trench XIII B), and 557 M and 
558 M, each about 2.3 cm in diameter, found in 
Tomb 15 (Trench XIII C). They consist of gold loops 
that taper from a slightly thick middle to narrower 
ends. Three gold balls are spaced around the loop, at 
the front, bottom, and back. 557 M has two parallel 
engraved lines at the front and back, while 558 M has 
three at the front and two at the back, with thick 
parallel engraved lines stretching between. 

380 Gold Loop Earrings 
451 M PL 86 
Pair of earrings, each about 2.3 cm in diameter, 

found in Tomb 23 (Trench X V D). They consist of 
loops of plain gold wire of almost equal thickness 
throughout, with three solid-gold knobs almost 
equally spaced around each earring, at the front, 
bottom, and back. 

381 Gold Loop Earring 
452 M PL 86 
About 2.0 cm in diameter, found in T o m b 23 
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(Trench XV D). It consists of a gold loop, thicker in 
the middle and tapering toward the ends, with a 
rather large solid-gold knob attached at the front 
where the loop is encircled by two parallel engraved 
lines. Other parallel engraved lines encircle the back 
of the loop near the tapering ends, with parallel 
engraved grooves extending from front to back. 

382 Gold Loop Earrings 
550 M PL 86 
Pair of earrings, each about 2.5 cm in diameter, 

found in Tomb 23 (Trench X V D). They consist of 
loops of plain gold wire, tapering at the ends, with a 
solid gold ball attached to the front. One earring has 
an additional, superfluous piece of gold at the bot
tom center, which gradually narrows toward the 
ends. 

383 Gold Loop Earrings 
836 M PL 86 
Pair of earrings, each about 2.5 cm in diameter, 

found in T o m b 47 (Trench XXII E). The earrings 
consist of loops of rather narrow gold wire with at
tached large decorative balls. Only one was complete 
when found. 

COMMENTS 

Oval earrings with attached mulberry pendants, 
found in Old T o m b 57 at Enkomi, are dated by 
Maxwell-Hyslop to around the sixteenth to fifteenth 
centuries B.C.181 Earrings with granulated hanging 
solid knobs, particularly similar to 378, were found at 
Tell el-'Ajjul in Grave 1551. They are dated by 
Maxwell-Hyslop to 1500-1200 B.C.,182 but she dates 
similar earrings from the Mid-Assyrian graves of Mari 
to the thirteenth century B.C.183 and attached single-
or three-knob earrings found at Tell ed-Duweir, Cave 
4004, of Lachish to the Late Bronze III period, about 
1225-1175 B.C.184 

Further examples found at Tell Fara, T o m b 605, 
are dated to the eleventh to tenth centuries B.C.185 

Gold earrings with a cluster of attached gold balls are 
assigned by Pierides to Cypro-Geometric III, with a 
suggested date of 850-700 B.C.186 

384 Gold Loop Earrings 

483 M, 1204a M, 197 M, 218 M, 442 M, 962 M, and 
1187a M PL 86 

The following simple gold loop earrings are all 
thicker in the middle and taper slightly to pointed 
ends, some of them overlapping: 
483 M, three examples, the smallest about 1.3 cm 

in diameter, Tomb 19 (Trench XTV F); 
1204a M, one example, about 2.0 cm in diameter 

Tomb 14 (Trench XIII B); 

197 M, three examples, the largest about 2.0 cm in 
diameter, Tomb 16 (Trench XIIIF); 

218 M, a pair, each about 1.7 cm in diameter, 
T o m b 45 (Trench XXI H ) ; 
442 M, four examples, the largest about 1.8 cm in 

diameter, T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C); 
962 M , two examples, each about 2.5 cm in 

diameter, T o m b 10 (Trench XI B); 
1187a M, four examples, each about 2.5 cm in 

diameter, T o m b 40 (Trench XVIII N ) . 

COMMENTS 

Pierides assigns simple gold earrings in the Cyprus 
Museum to Late Cypriote II, with a suggested date of 
1400-1230 B.C.187 Similar gold loop earrings found in 
Grave 1203 of Tell el-'Ajjul in Palestine are dated to 
around the middle of the second millennium B.C.,188 

while other simple gold loop earrings, found in Cave 
4004 of Tell ed-Duweir of Lachish, are assigned by 
Maxwell-Hyslop to Late Bronze III, ca. 1225-1175 
B.C.189 

SILVER EARRING (385) 

A single silver earring was found at Marlik, in the 
form of a spiral twist. 

385 Silver Spiral-Twist Earring 
11876M PL 86 
In two pieces, about 2.2 cm in diameter, found in 

To m b 40 (Trench XVIII N ) . 

BRONZE EARRINGS (386-387) 

Several bronze earrings were found at Marlik, in 
the spiral-twist and simple loop designs found also in 
gold and silver. 

386 Bronze Spiral-Twist Earrings 
1470 M PL 86 
Pair of bronze earrings, each about 3.5 cm in 

diameter, found in T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C). The 
earrings are formed in a spiral twist that narrows to a 
point at the ends. 

387 Bronze Loop Earrings 
1471 M and 1082a M PL 86 
Bronze earrings 1471 M and 1082a M consist of 

simple loops of bronze. 1471 M, of which there are 
three examples, each about 1.5 cm in diameter, was 
found in T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C); 1082a M, 
consisting of two examples, each about 3.5 cm in 
diameter, was found in T o m b 50 (Trench XXI K). 
An additional example of this type of earring is worn 
by Bronze H u m a n Figurine 79. 
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Rings (388-396) 

A number of gold and bronze rings were found at 
Marlik. The gold rings most often are flat bands, 
highly decorated in one case, more simply decorated 
or plain in others. Other gold rings are made in a 
serpentine form from gold wire, and one ring is a 
simple loop. The bronze rings are also made in flat 
band and simple loop styles. Gold rings were found 
in three tombs, 32, 50, and 36, and bronze rings also 
occurred in three tombs, 19, 30, and 36. T o m b 36, 
which was particularly rich in all types of jewelry, 
produced eighteen rings of gold and bronze. 

GOLD RINGS (388-393) 

388 Gold Animal Ring 
360 M PL 87 
About 2.8 cm in diameter, found in T o m b 36 

(Trench XVIII C ) . This is a wide band of gold, 
broader on top and tapering slightly underneath. 
Each edge is bordered by a projecting round band of 
rolled metal. Decorating the ring are linear designs 
of animals and birds divided into two registers by a 
central line. The upper register contains an imagi
nary birdlike creature in the center with an animal 
placed symmetrically on each side, and the lower 
register has a lion in the center with a bird behind. 
The hair on the lion's body is shown by parallel 
hatching lines, and the mane by a file of projecting 
triangles. The tail bends up over the rump. All these 
designs are rather crudely executed. 
A ring in a similar shape, workmanship, and 

design, containing a large central imaginary figure 
standing on two horned animals with birds on each 
side, said to be from Luristan, is dated by Porada to 
the tenth to ninth centuries B.C.190 

389 Gold Serpentine Rings 
565 M PL 87 
Two rings, each about 2.3 cm in diameter, found 

in T o m b 50 (Trench XXI K). They are made in 
serpentine form from gold wire soldered side by side. 
Encircling each ring are two parallel plain wires on 
one side and three on the other, enclosing three 
parallel twisted gold wires at one end and four at the 
other, finely soldered from the middle. 
Gold and silver rings in a similar type of work

manship are classified by Pierides to Early Cypriote 
III, with a suggested date of about 1900-1800 B.C.191 

390 Gold Band Rings 
361 M and 362 M PL 87 
Two rings, both found in T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII 

C). They are broad bands of gold with rolled edges: 
361 M measures approximately 1.9 cm in diameter, 

and 362 M approximately 2.0 cm. 361 M has a spo
radic file of small round embossed knobs encircling 
the middle of the ring. 

391 Gold Band Ring 
363 M PL 87 
About 1.8 cm in diameter, found in T o m b 36 

(Trench XVIII C). It is a plain band of gold, which is 
wider across the top and tapers somewhat under
neath. A similar bronze ring was found at Sialk 
Cemetery B.192 

392 Gold Band Rings 
320 M PL 87 
Two rings, each about 2.0 cm in diameter, found 

in Tomb 32 (Trench XVII E). They are rather wide 
bands of sheet gold with open curving ends, deco
rated over the entire surface with small embossed 
sporadic knobs. 

393 Gold Loop Ring 
1197a M not illustrated 
About 2.0 cm in diameter, found in T o m b 32 

(Trench XVII E). It is a simple loop of gold wire. 

BRONZE RINGS (394-396) 

Very simple bronze rings in the form of flat bands 
and round loops were found in several of the Marlik 
tombs. 

394 Bronze Flat Band Rings 
468 M PL 87 
Three rings, each about 2.0 cm in diameter, found 

in Tomb 19 (Trench XTV F). They consist of curving 
bands of flat sheet bronze with open ends tapering to 
rounded points. A similar flat bronze ring from 
Khurvin is dated by Vanden Berghe to the late 
second to early first millennium B.C.193 

395 Bronze Flat Band Rings 
1463 M and 1465 M PL 87 
Bronze rings 1463 M and 1465 M consist of wide 

flat bands of bronze with overlapping ends curved at 
the corners. 1463 M, measuring about 2.0 cm in 
diameter, was found in Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C), 
and 1465 M, which consists of two rings, each about 
2.0 cm in diameter, was found in Tomb 19 (Trench 
XIV F). One ring is outlined completely by a file of 
small embossed knobs near the edges. 

396 Bronze Loop Rings 
1464 M, 1461 M, 1462a M, and 1007 M PL 87 
The following rings are all simple round loops of 

bronze wire: 
1464 M, three examples, each about 2.3 cm in 
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diameter, Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C); 
1461 M, four examples, each about 2.2 cm in 

diameter, Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C); 
1462a M, five examples, each about 2.3 cm in 

diameter, Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C); 
1007 M, two examples, each about 2.3 cm in 

diameter, Tomb 30 (Trench XVI L). 

A number of gold diadems or forehead bands were 
found at Marlik. Some of these long narrow bands of 
gold are plain while others are decorated, most often 
with embossed knobs. These thin gold bands are 
rather fragile, and, in addition to the complete 
examples, many deformed and broken pieces were 
found. 

397 Gold Diadem 
560 M PL 88 
About 53.5 cm long and 1.5 cm wide, found in 

Tomb 15 (Trench XIII C). It is a long gold band that 
narrows slightly toward the rolled ends. It is finely 
decorated by a single file of small embossed dots 
near the edges, with groups of repeated motifs 
equally spaced down the center of the band. At the 
center front is a seven-pointed star or sun with seven 
rays, formed of an embossed round knob surround
ed by a very fine small file of impressed dotted lines 
with the points or rays defined by precise straight 
lines. Between each two rays is a fine embossed knob. 
This central rosette is circled by a sharp impressed 
line, and on each side are two embossed knobs, each 
circled by a fine impressed dotted line that continues 
from one knob to the other. Six units of almost 
identical geometric rosettes are spaced along the 
length of the forehead band, three on each side. The 
first two rosettes are accompanied by a single em
bossed knob on each side, while the final one, near 
the end of the band, is without accompanying knobs. 
The decoration of this forehead band is very fine. 

398 Gold Diadem 
453 M PL 88 

About 43.5 cm long and 1.4 cm wide, found in 
Tomb 23 (Trench XV D). It is a long band of gold, 
tapering near the ends, which are curled for fasten
ing. The band is decorated by seven embossed gold 
knobs encircled by impressed dotted lines, almost 
equally spaced along the length of the band. 

399 Gold Diadem 
531 M PL 88 

About 75 cm long and 1.0 cm wide, found in Tomb 

1462a M is composed of rather flatter loops than 
the other examples. 

A ring of bronze wire with overlapped ends similar 
to 1462a M,194 and a closed-loop bronze ring,195 both 

found at Khurvin, are dated by Vanden Berghe to the 
late second to early first millennium B.C. 

50 (Trench XXI L). It is a thin gold band, narrowed 
at each end and decorated around the edges by a 
fine impressed dotted line. Eleven embossed knobs 
are almost equally spaced along the center of the 
band, with vertical impressed dotted lines between 
them. At each end are holes for fastening. 

400 Gold Diadem 
559 M PL 88 
About 18.5 cm long and 1.0 cm wide, found in 

Tomb 15 (Trench XIII C). It is formed of a thin 
band of gold tapering to narrow ends, decorated by 
three groups of small embossed knobs, seven in line 
near the center front and three at each side near the 
ends that contain fastening holes. 

401 Gold Diadem 
563 M PL 88 
About 34.5 cm long and 1.0 cm wide, found in 

Tomb 50 (Trench XXI K). It is a rather fine band of 
gold, decorated at each edge by a very fine impressed 
dotted line. Eleven fairly small, delicate embossed 
knobs are spaced along the diadem, one in the 
center front and a group of four in line on each side, 
with a single one again near each end. 

402 Gold Diadems 
316 M, 1208a M, 1175a M, 1207a M, 11976 M, and 
1211 e M not illustrated 
The following diadems consist of thin bands of 

gold without any decoration: 
316 M, about 41.0 cm long and 0.8 cm wide, Tomb 

50 (Trench XXI K); 
1208a M, rather distorted and broken into two 

pieces, Tomb 50 (Trench XXI K); 
1175a M, deformed and folded, found with six 

gold leaves in Tomb 32 (Trench XVII E); 
1207a M, deformed and broken, Tomb 45 (Trench 

XXI H); 
11976 M, broken into several pieces, Tomb 32 

(Trench XVII E); 
121 \e M, rather deformed and broken, found in 

Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E). 
Most of these diadems have holes at each end for 
fastening. 

Diadem or Forehead Bands (397-403) 
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403 Gold Diadem 
12046 M not illustrated 
This diadem is similar to those described above 

except that it is decorated with a line of knobs. It was 
found, broken into several pieces, in T o m b 14 
(Trench XIII B). 

COMMENTS 

A diadem of gold leaves with high-relief geometric 
rosettes composed of dots and circles from Enkomi is 
classified by Schaeffer to the Iron Age with a sug
gested date of 1250-1050 B.C.196 Diadems with similar 
geometric rosette motifs also appear in the reliefs of 
Samshi Adad V (824-812 B.C.) in the Nabu Temple at 
Nimrud;197 Tiglathpileser III (746-727 B.C.)198 and 

Hair binders of gold, silver, and bronze were found 
at Marlik. One type consists of a spiral spring with 
several loops and another of a simple loop with 
widely overlapping ends. 

GOLD HAIR BINDERS (404-405) 

404 Gold Hair Binders 
304 M, 1072 M, and 832 M PL 88 
Hair binders 304 M, 1072 M, and 832 M are all 

spirals of gold wire. 304 M measures about 3.5 cm in 
diameter and was found in Tomb 50 (Trench XXII 
L); 1072 M measures about 3.0 cm in diameter and 
was found in T o m b 1 (Trench III D + ) ; and 832 M 
consists of two examples, each about 3.0 cm in 
diameter, found in T o m b 47 (Trench XXII E). The 
two hair binders of 832 M are rather shorter spirals 
than the others. 

405 Gold Hair Binders 
309 M, 123 M, and 561 M PL 88 
Hair binders 309 M, 123 M, and 561 M are each 

composed of broadly overlapping loops of gold. 309 
M, measuring approximately 3.5 cm in diameter, was 
found in T o m b 50 (Trench XXII L); 123 M, about 
4.0 cm in diameter, was found in Tomb 27 (Trench 
XVII D); and 561 M, which consists of four examples, 
each about 5.0 cm in diameter, was found in Tomb 
15 (Trench XIII C). The four hair binders of 561 M 
are made from gold bands rather than gold wire. 

Esarhaddon (681-669 B.C.),199 both in the Southwest 
Palace at Nimrud; and on a relief in Room C of the 
Palace of Ashurbanipal (669-663 B.C.) at Nineveh.200 

Simpler forehead bands have also been found. 
Ovoid forehead bands in the Louvre are dated by 
Amiet to the late third and early second millennium 
B.C.201 Simple gold bands found at Ghalekuti I in 
Dailaman are ascribed by Fukai to the end of the 
Bronze and beginning of the Iron Age.202 An ovoid 
frontlet of plain gold leaf with holes at each end is 
assigned to the Sargonid period by Maxwell-
Hyslop.203 She dates other examples from the Third 
Dynasty of Ur to the early second millennium B.C.204 

and two forehead bands from Tall Fara to the tenth 
century B.C.205 

SILVER HAIR BINDER (406) 

406 Silver Hair Binder 
11886M PL 88 
This silver hair binder, about 3.0 cm in diameter, 

was found at Zeinab Bejar, southeast of Marlik. 

BRONZE HAIR BINDERS (407-408) 

407 Bronze Hair Binder 
10826 M PL 88 
About 3.5 cm in diameter, found in T o m b 50 

(Trench XXI K). It consists of a long spiral of bronze 
wire. 

408 Bronze Hair Binders 
428 M, 1466 M, and 1469 M Fig. 16; PL 88 
Hair binders 428 M, 1466 M, and 1469 M, all 

found in Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C), are composed 
of overlapping bronze loops. 428 M measures about 
4.0 cm in diameter, 1466 M about 3.0 cm in 
diameter, and 1469 M about 2.0 cm in diameter. 428 
M is a wide loop with parallel engraved zigzag deco

ration. 

COMMENTS 

A coiled wire spiral hair ring of gold, found at Ur 
in a Sargonid grave, is dated by Maxwell-Hyslop to 
2370-2200 B.C.206 A gold and silver spiral band hair 
binder in the Cyprus Museum is attributed by Pier-

Hair Binders (404-408) 
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ides to Early Cypriote III, with a suggested date of 
1900-1800 B.C.207 Pierides assigns simple spiral gold 
rings to Late Cypriote II, with a suggested date of 
1400-1230 B.C.208 A spiral binder of coiled bronze 
wire from Chagoula-Derre in the Persian Talish is 

Buttons 

Many buttons were found at Marlik, where they 
apparently had a major decorative and ceremonial 
function. Most of these buttons are made of gold, 
although bronze, bone, shell, and frit buttons were 
also found in limited numbers. Altogether, 
approximately 250 buttons were found: 204 buttons 
of gold, 18 of bronze, and 21 of bone, frit, and shell; 
the majority of these are discussed below. Some of 
the gold buttons are very large, up to 16.5 cm in dia
meter, and others are as small as 1.5 cm in diameter. 
Some of these gold buttons, particularly the larger 
ones, are very elaborately decorated with geometric 
designs. 
Most of the metal buttons have punched holes on 

each side of the center by which they could have 
been fastened to textile or leather. Some idea of 
their use can be gleaned from T o m b 52 (Trench 
XXIII G), where 69 gold buttons were found lying on 
the skeleton of the deceased along with some partly 
deteriorated pieces of textile. Apparently these gold 
buttons were sewn down the front of the burial 
clothes; they may have had the ceremonial function 
of denoting rank and position. It is also possible that 
some were used to ornament horse trappings. 
The gold and bronze buttons have a rather uni

form round shape with an embossed knob in the cen
ter, surrounded by one or more files of design, the 
details of which vary to some extent. The few bone, 
frit, and shell buttons usually have a circular convex 
shape with a single hole in the center and are plain 
or simply decorated. 

GOLD BUTTONS (409-432) 

409 Gold Button 
217 M Fig. 16; PL 89, Color Plate XXVIII C-D 
Large button, partly broken and damaged, about 

16.5 cm in diameter, found in T o m b 45 (Trench XXI 
H ) . It is made from sheet gold. At the center is a 
large conical boss with a broad rim, surrounded by a 
single dotted line. This boss is encircled by a number 
of decorative file bands separated by rounded 
concentric rings. The first such ring is topped by a 
single file of projecting small knobs. Surrounding it 
is a second parallel ring decorated on top by equally 

classified by Schaeffer to Talyche Fer 1, with a sug
gested date of 1200-1000 B.C.,209 and a similar bronze 
spiral hair binder was also found at Sialk Cemetery 
B.210 

(409-444) 

spaced groups consisting of two files of embossed 
knobs spaced around the circle, each knob encircled 
by a file of impressed dotted lines. This band 
contains two pairs of punched holes almost opposite 
each other. Around this is an outer projecting ring 
also decorated by groups of a double file of equally 
spaced embossed knobs, which is surrounded at its 
outer base by a fine impressed dotted line. The outer 
decorative band has a single file of seventeen em
bossed round conical knobs, each encircled by an im
pressed dotted line. Between the knobs are seven
teen triangular motifs, each formed of ten small em
bossed knobs, four at the base, three in the next line, 
and so on, which point outward. The decoration of 
this button forms an interesting rosette possibly 
representing the sun and its constellations. 

410 Gold Button 
64 M PL 89 
About 8.5 c m in diameter, found in T o m b 26 

(Trench XVII B). It is a circular disk of gold with a 
large opening in the center surrounded by a vertical 
rim that originally held an inlaid stone. Remnants of 
the material backing this stone remain in place. 
Around this central inlay is a single file of impressed 
large dotted lines surrounded in turn by a plain band 
partly covered by a band of parallel short straight 
lines. Encircling this plain area are three parallel files 
of small crescent-shaped dots. Most of the button is 
covered by a wide band of parallel radiating curved 
lines of small crescent-shaped motifs. Near the edge 
of the button is an outer band of twenty-eight small 
rosettes, each rosette consisting of an embossed knob 
surrounded by a single file of impressed round dots. 
At the edge of the button is a final band of small 
crescent-shaped motifs surrounded by a single file of 
small knobs. Holes for attaching this button are 
punched irregularly on both sides of the central core 
and sporadically near the edge. The small crescent-
shaped motifs produce a pattern similar to fish 
scales. 

411 Gold Button 
23 M not illustrated 
This button, which is partly broken, measures 

about 10.5 cm in diameter. It was found in Tomb 26 
(Trench XVII B) and is made from fine sheet gold. It 
has a large, polished, embossed conical knob in the 
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center surrounded by an impressed elongated dotted 
line bordered by a band of impressed parallel short 
straight lines. Surrounding this is a broad band of 
eleven larger units separated by eleven subsidiary 
units. Each major unit consists of an embossed knob 
surrounded by an impressed dotted line bordered by 
a band of very thin impressed parallel short straight 
lines, with, at the outer side of this unit, two parallel 
bands of impressed elongated dots. Between these 
major units are subsidiary units of two small knobs 
surrounded by a single file of impressed dotted lines. 
Around the outer edge of the button is a band of 
impressed parallel short straight lines surrounded by 
a single file of small knobs. O n each side of the 
central boss are two holes for attachment. 

412 Gold Buttons 
214 M, 215 M, and 216 M PL 89 
Three slightly damaged buttons, 214 M, about 6.0 

cm in diameter, 215 M, about 5.3 cm in diameter, 
and 216 M, about 5.5 cm in diameter, found in 
Tomb 45 (Trench XXI H ) . They are each made from 
sheet gold and contain a similar design, featuring a 
large central embossed conical knob surrounded by 
two slightly projecting bands, each with a file of 
projecting knobs on top and a brim decorated by 
small round embossed knobs—seventeen on 214 M, 
nine on 215 M, and seven on 216 M. Each of these 
small knobs is surrounded by a single file of im
pressed dots, and a band of impressed dots also en
circles the edge of each button. The central conical 
knob of 215 M is topped by a small pointed knob. O n 
each side of each button in the center of the brim 
are two punched holes. 

413 Gold Buttons 
244 M, 245 M, 247 M, 248 M, 249 M, 250 M, 252 M, 
253 M, and 259 M PL 89 
These gold buttons, all found in T o m b 42 (Trench 

X X F, Test Trench 1), are of a very similar pattern 
with only minor differences. They range in size from 
5.0 to 7.5 cm in diameter. 

414 Gold Button 
207 M PL 89 
Partly deformed in the center, about 7.5 cm in 

diameter, found in T o m b 45 (Trench XXI H ) . Made 
from sheet gold, it has a large conical center, 
surrounded by a fine impressed dotted line, and is 
circled by two parallel large, thick concentric rings 
separated by a single file of twenty-seven repousse 
knobs. Each knob is surrounded by an impressed file 
of dotted lines bordered on each side by a single file 
of impressed dotted lines. The outermost band 
contains twenty-one units, each with an embossed 
knob surrounded by an impressed dotted line and 
separated from the next unit by a straight repousse 
dividing band decorated at the inner end by a rather 
small embossed knob circled by an impressed dotted 
line. The inner side of this decorative band is 
bordered by an impressed dotted line, and the outer 

edge by an embossed single file of fine knobs. Two 
holes at each side allow for fastening. 

415 Gold Button 
959 M PL 89 
Slightly damaged, about 5.0 cm in diameter, found 

in T o m b 10 (Trench XI B). Made from sheet gold 
with a star pattern, it has no holes for attachment nor 
loops for suspension, so its exact purpose (as either a 
button or pendant) is not certain. A large central 
embossed conical knob is surrounded by a file band 
of impressed parallel diagonal short straight lines, 
like a coil band, which is in turn encircled by a single 
file of small embossed knobs. Pointing outward from 
the central knob are six triangular rays or points, 
each side outlined by three parallel impressed 
straight lines. The area between these rays, which are 
not quite equally spaced around the button, is filled 
in three sections by two embossed knobs and in the 
other three by a single embossed knob. All of these 
knobs are in turn surrounded by smaller embossed 
knobs. The rosette is bordered by a single file of 
embossed knobs, with a projecting plain band at the 
edge of the button. 

416 Gold Button 
208 M PL 89 
About 8.6 cm in diameter, found in T o m b 45 

(Trench XXI H ) . Made from thin sheet gold, it has a 
large embossed conical knob in the center, 
surrounded by two projecting concentric rings, with 
the area between the rings filled by an embossed 
zigzag band. Encircling the outer ring are two 
parallel files of small knobs. Around the rim are ten 
equally spaced embossed knobs separated by an 
impressed zigzag line, which forms triangular points. 
O n each side of the button in the area of the parallel 
files of small knobs are two punched holes. 

417 Gold Buttons 
205 M and 213 M PL 89 
Gold buttons 205 M, about 8.5 cm in diameter, 

and 213 M, about 5.1 cm in diameter, both found in 
T o m b 45 (Trench XXI H ) . They are made from 
rather thin sheet gold and are somewhat deformed 
by earth pressure. Each has a central conical 
embossed knob (that of 213 M has a hole in top), 
which is surrounded by a double file of projecting 
small knobs. Around the brim of each button are 
four small round knobs, each confined by a straight 
double file of knobs extending to the edge of the 
button. Between these sparsely spaced knobs are 
large linear impressed "V" shapes with a band of 
zigzags or smaller "V" shapes at the edge. O n each 
side of the central knob of both buttons are two 
punched holes. 

418 Gold Buttons 
311 M, 313 M, 315 M, and 1035 M PL 89 
The following gold buttons, all partly broken 

around the edges, contain a similar design of a large 
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central embossed conical knob surrounded by 
triangular groups of small knobs and impressed 

triangles: 
311 M, about 4.1 cm in diameter, Tomb 50 

(Trench XXII L); 
313 M, about 3.6 cm in diameter, Tomb 50 

(Trench XXII L); 
315 M, about 4.0 cm in diameter, Tomb 50 

(Trench XXII L); 
1035 M, about 6.5 cm in diameter, Tomb 1 

(Trench III D +). 
The central knob is partly damaged in two of the 

examples (311 M and 315 M). In addition, 313 M has 
a file of impressed small holes, and 311 M more 
linear zigzag lines. Each button has two holes on 
each side of the central embossed knob. 

419 Gold Buttons 
18 M, 26 M, 7M, and 6 M PL 90 
The following buttons are made of sheet gold in a 

similar design: 
18 M, four examples, each about 5.6 cm in 

diameter, Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B); 
26 M, two examples, each about 7.0 cm in 

diameter, Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B); 
7 M, one example, about 5.6 cm in diameter, 

Tomb 24 (Trench XV E); 
6 M, one example, about 7.0 cm in diameter, 

Tomb 24 (Trench XV E). 
In each of these examples, a large central conical 

embossed knob is surrounded by a single file of 
impressed dots, with a broad encircling band of 
projecting round knobs and added decoration of 
lines and dots. The four buttons of 18 M and two of 
26 M, made from rather solid sheet gold, have a very 
large central knob and a brim with eight slightly 
projecting circular knobs. Each of these knobs is 
surrounded by an impressed file of round dots with, 
between them, a stylized elongated triangular pattern 
similar to a pine tree formed of impressed short 
diagonal lines. At the edge of these buttons is a 
single file of small knobs. 7 M and 6 M also have 
central conical knobs, that of 7 M slightly more 
rounded, with a brim decorated by equally shaped 
smaller projecting knobs. In 7 M the area between 
the smaller knobs is decorated by a band of parallel 
straight short lines and in 6 M by a triangular pattern 
of three small round projecting knobs. The edges are 
bordered by a single file of small knobs. All the 
buttons have two holes on each side of the central 
knob. 

420 Gold Buttons 
270 M, 271 M, 272 M, 273 M, 278 M, 279 M, 280 M, 
281 M, and 282 M PL 90 

Made from thick sheet gold, all found in Tomb 33 
(Trench XVIII F). They range in size from 3.7 to 5.1 
cm in diameter and have a common design of a large 
central conical embossed knob encircled by a dotted 
line and a brim decorated with smaller knobs encir

cled by dots with added raised dots and punched 
lines. At each side of the central knob are holes for 
attachment. 

421 Gold Button 
1190 M Fig. 16 
About 4.6 cm in diameter, found in Tomb 26 

(Trench XVII B). Made from solid sheet gold, it has 
a large conical embossed knob in the center, which is 
surrounded by an impressed dotted line and a single 
file of projecting small round knobs that are equally 
spaced around the brim. Each of these knobs is 
surrounded by a fine impressed dotted line. At each 
side of the central knob are two holes for attach
ment. 

422 Gold Buttons 
254 M, 255 M, 256 M, 257 M, and 258 M PL 90 
Ranging in size from 4.8 to 5.3 cm in diameter, all 

found in Tomb 42 (Trench X X F, Test Trench 1). 
They are made from sheet gold and share a similar 
design. This features a large embossed conical knob, 
in some examples with a small flattish top, 
surrounded by a projecting ring decorated at the top 
by a file of projecting small knobs. The moderate 
brim has varying numbers of small circular embossed 
knobs sparsely spaced around the button, each sur
rounded by a file of impressed small dots. On each 
side of the central knob are punched holes for at
tachment. 

423 Gold Buttons 
209 M, 210 M, 211 M, and 212 M PL 90 
All slightly damaged with part of the brim missing, 

found in Tomb 45 (Trench XXI H). Each button 
measures about 5.8 cm in diameter and is made of 
sheet gold. The buttons share a common design, 
consisting of a large central embossed conical knob 
surrounded by a single file of projecting dots with a 
brim decorated by five equally spaced round knobs. 
Cross-impressed dotted lines that encounter these 
knobs form a lozenge pattern that encircles the brim, 
at the edge of which is a fine dotted line. On each 
side of the central knob are two punched holes for 
attachment. 

424 Gold Button 
138 M PL 90 
About 6.0 cm in diameter, found in Tomb 27 

(Trench XVII D). It is made from rather solid gold 
sheet and has an extremely large central embossed 
knob, encircled by a single file of impressed dots, 
and a narrow brim with eighteen small, slightly 
projecting knobs. Each of these knobs is encircled by 
a single file of impressed dots and a single file of 
embossed dots at the edge. Two holes are punched at 
each side of the central boss. 

425 Gold Button 
297 M PL 90 
About 6.5 cm in diameter, found in Tomb 32 
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(Trench XVII E). It is made from solid sheet gold 
and has a rather simple decoration of a large central 
embossed conical knob surrounded by a line of 
impressed dots. The brim is decorated with small 
rosettes of several small projecting knobs equally 
spaced around the button and a file band of 
projecting small knobs at the edge. On each side of 
the button are two punched holes. 

426 Gold Buttons 
838M-861M PL 90 
All found in Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E). They are 

made from sheet gold, and they vary from 2.2 to 3.2 
cm in diameter, with some of the buttons being 
slighdy damaged, deformed, or partly missing. Each 
features a relatively large embossed conical knob, 
circled by an impressed dotted line, surrounded by a 
flat brim very simply decorated by projecting small 
knobs in single files around the central knob and at 
the edge of the button, or by "V"-shaped patterns of 
fine projecting dotted lines around the brim. The 
buttons have two holes for attachment on each side 
of the central knob. 

427 Gold Buttons 
862 M-924 M; 926 M-928 M PL 91 
Varying in size from 2.4 to 3.2 cm in diameter, all 

found in Tomb 52 (Trench XXIII G). They are made 
of sheet gold in a similar type of simple pattern. Each 
button has a relatively large embossed conical knob 
in the center surrounded by an impressed dotted 
line and a moderate brim encircled by a file of fine 
projecting small knobs, on many located near the 
edge of the button. The buttons have two holes for 
attachment on each side of the central conical knob. 

428 Gold Buttons 
8 M not illustrated 
Four buttons, one broken and damaged on one 

side of the brim, each measuring about 3.5 cm in 
diameter, found in Tomb 24 (Trench XV E). They 
are made from sheet gold with a very large central 
conical knob surrounded by an impressed dotted 
line, encircled by a narrow brim with sporadic single 
files of projecting small knobs. The buttons have two 
punched holes for attachment on each side of the 
central knob. 

429 Gold Buttons 
21 M PL 91 
Twenty-five buttons, averaging about 1.5 cm in 

diameter, all found in Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). 
They are made from rather thin sheet gold with a 
large round embossed central knob and a very 
narrow brim. On each side of the central knob of the 
buttons is a single hole for attachment. 

430 Gold Buttons 
65 M PL 91 
Twenty-five buttons, some damaged or partly 

missing, averaging about 1.5 cm in diameter, also 

found in Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). The buttons are 
made of thin sheet gold, and each has a central 
round embossed knob with a rather narrow brim. 
One hole at each side of the central knob of the 
buttons is for attachment. 

431 Gold Button 
490 M PL 91 
About 2.8 cm in diameter, found in Tomb 18 

(Trench XIV D). It is a circular disk of sheet gold 
with a large hole in the center. It has a rather simple 
decoration of large and small rosettes scattered over 
the surface of the button, each rosette consisting of a 
bunch of embossed knobs. 

COMMENTS AND COMPARISONS 

Similar gold buttons with a large central embossed 
knob and narrow brim from Dailaman are dated by 
Maxwell-Hyslop to the mid-second millennium B.C.211 

Other comparable examples are also ascribed to 
Dailaman by Terrace,212 who suggests a long range of 
use for this type of punched button, referring to 
comparable examples from Mari, Ras Shamra, 
Assyria, Giyan, Susa, and so on, dating from the third 
to the first millennium B.C.213 

432 Gold Objects 
438 M, 439 M, and 440 M PL 91 
Each about 1.5 cm in diameter at the larger end, 

found in Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C). They are made 
of solid gold with a round, almost flat base and a 
concave cylindrical handle or shank. They might be 
buttons or possibly gaming pieces. 

BRONZE BUTTONS (433-439) 

A number of simple bronze buttons, some of them 
rather large, were found at Marlik. Most follow the 
pattern of the gold buttons, with a central round 
knob and a flat brim. 

433 Bronze Button 
139 M PL 92 
About 6.7 cm in diameter, found in Tomb 27 

(Trench XVII D). It is made from cast bronze, with a 
large round embossed knob in the center and a plain 
brim. Three holes for attachment are spaced around 

the brim. 

434 Bronze Button 
180 M not illustrated 
About 5.0 cm in diameter, found in Tomb 27 

(Trench XVII D). It is similar to 433, with two 
attachment holes on each side of the brim. 

435 Bronze Buttons 
680 M not illustrated 
Pair of buttons, each about 10.5 cm in diameter, 

found in Tomb 15 (Trench XIII C). Each button has 
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a central embossed knob and a plain brim, with two 
attachment holes opposite each other on the em

bossed knob. 

436 Bronze Buttons 
948 M PL 92 
Two buttons, each about 8.5 cm in diameter, 

found in Tomb 52 (Trench XXXIII G). They have 
central embossed knobs and plain brims, with two 
attachment holes opposite each other near the edges 

of the central knob. 

437 Bronze Buttons 
995 M PL 92 
Two buttons, each about 14.0 cm in diameter, 

found in T o m b 41 (Trench XIX K) . They have 
central round embossed knobs with rims that are 
plain except for some small embossed decoration 
near the edges, which are reinforced by rolling. A 
single hole pierces the top of the central knob on 
each button. 

438 Bronze Button 
1467 M PL 92 
About 4.5 cm in diameter, found in T o m b 52 

(Trench XXIII G). It is made from cast bronze in a 
round convex shape with a rolled edge. There is a 
large hole in the center for a riveting nail, also made 
of bronze. This nail has a projecting knob on top and 
a broken point. Traces of textile can be seen inside 
the button, which had probably been laid on fabric 
and the whole nailed to a leather or wooden base. 
This is the only bronze button of this type found at 
Marlik. 

439 Bronze Buttons 
1468 M PL 92 
Three buttons, each about 1.8 cm in diameter, 

found in Tomb 52 (Trench XXIII G). They are made 
from cast bronze, with a round convex top in a shank 
that is pierced by a hole by which it could be sewn on 
a backing. 

BONE, FRIT, AND SHELL BUTTONS 
(440-444) 

A few bone, frit, and shell buttons were found at 
Marlik. They most often have a circular convex shape 
and may be plain or decorated. 

440 Gold and Bone Buttons 
1201dM PL 92 

Two buttons, each about 3.5 cm in diameter, 
found in Tomb 5 (Trench VIII D). They are circular 

disks of bone with a convex top, which is pierced by a 
hole. Each button is banded by gold at the edges. A 
remnant of fabric on the back partly covers the edge 
of the gold band. These are unique objects at Marlik, 
consisting as they do of polished bone, gold, and 
fabric. 

441 Frit Button 
432 M PL 92 
About 4.0 cm in diameter, found in T o m b 36 

(Trench XVIII C). It is made of frit with a convex 
circular top and a flat bottom, with a hole in the 
center for attachment. The glaze on the surface has 
partly deteriorated. 

442 Frit Buttons 
183 M PL 92 
Eighteen buttons, each about 4.0 cm in diameter, 

found in T o m b 27 (Trench XVII D). They are also 
made of frit in a circular convex shape, with a flat 
bottom and a hole in the center. Only three of the 
buttons are illustrated (PL 92). One, which is partly 
broken, is almost plain, with a slightly impressed 
circle around the central hole. Another has eight 
impressed straight lines radiating from the central 
hole to the edge, and the third has seven impressed 
straight lines radiating outward, with four rows of 
straight lines extending from line to line around the 
button, forming a cobweb pattern. 

443 Frit Button 
136 M PL 92 
About 7.5 cm in diameter, found in Tomb 32 

(Trench XVII E). It has a circular convex shape with 
a flat bottom and an attachment hole in the center, 
and is encircled by two rows of impressed circles with 
a point in the center; four circles form the inner row 
and nine the outer row near the edge. 

444 Shell Buttons 
16 M and 1454 M PL 92 
These buttons are made of shell in a circular 

convex shape pierced in the center by a hole: 16 M 
(Fig. 482), which consists of two buttons, each mea
suring about 4.5 cm in diameter, found in Tomb 24 
(Trench X V E); and 1454 M (Fig. 483), one example 
measuring about 4.0 cm in diameter, found in the 
tomb of Ali Karam Bagh. 

COMMENTS 

Less-round shells with circular decoration, found 
in Nimrud, Kuyunjik, Sippar, and Tepe Giyan, are 
discussed in detail by Barnett. The examples from 
Nimrud are dated to the ninth to eighth centuries 
B.C.214 
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Leaves, Belt Buckles, and Fibulae (445-448) 

GOLD LEAVES (445-446) 

Decorative gold leaves in simple shapes were found 
in several tombs at Marlik. Although their purpose is 
not definitely known, they were most likely used as 
hair ornaments, as similar gold leaves were used at 
Ur215 and Hissar.216 They could also have been used 
in necklaces (see 200 and 201) or as dress orna
ments, possibly serving to indicate rank or position as 
the gold buttons seem to have done. 

445 Gold Leaves 
562 M, 566 M, and 934 M PL 93, Color Plate XXIX 
A 
Found in T o m b 50 (Trench XXI K). They are 

made from thin sheet gold in a simple oval shape 
with an impressed rib down the center. 562 M (Fig. 
484) consists of two leaves, each about 11.0 cm long 
and 6.0 cm wide; 566 M (Fig. 485) of two leaves, each 
about 13.0 cm long and 6.0 cm wide; and 934 M (Fig. 
486) of five rather deformed leaves, each about 5.0 
cm wide. The leaves of 934 M are rather less 
elongated than the others. At the base of each leaf is 
a curled wire tang for suspension. 

446 Gold Leaves 
11756 M Fig. 16; PL 93 
Six leaves, each about 10.0 cm long and 4.5 cm 

wide, found in T o m b 32 (Trench XVII E). They are 
made of sheet gold in a simple oval shape with a 
central impressed rib and a wire tang for suspension 
at the base. They were found together with a long, 
folded forehead band, suggesting that they originally 
functioned as ornaments that hung from the 
forehead. Similar gold leaves, differing somewhat in 
shape, were found at Ur217 and Hissar,218 where they 
served a similar function. 

GOLD BELT BUCKLE (447) 

A single gold belt buckle was found at Marlik, 
inlaid with lapis lazuli and colored stones. This is a 
very unusual piece, and no similar object has been 
found in either the Marlik tombs or in any other 
excavation. The lapis lazuli was probably obtained 
from the mountains east of Marlik, possibly from the 
Radakshan mountain range of northern Afghanistan, 
which is still in active production. Oppenheim, aided 
by ancient records and texts from Mesopotamia, has 
discussed the question of the source of ancient lapis 
lazuli.219 

447 Gold Inlaid Belt Buckle 
609 M Color Plate XXIX B 
About 6.5 cm wide, found in Tomb 2 (Trench VI 

B ). It is made of gold inlaid with lapis lazuli and 

colored stone. The buckle consists of four circular 
parts, three joined together and the fourth 
connected by an open hinge that fastens the buckle 
together. Each circular section is made from gold 
wrought into a flat-based shallow box with vertical 
sides and a top pierced in a rosette pattern, which 
houses the lapis lazuli and colored stone inlay. The 
large central section is decorated with a rosette which 
has an almost circular core filled by a large piece of 
lapis lazuli and eight petals filled by oval stones of 
reddish brown and white. The connected sections at 
each side have a similar pattern, with one section 
broken and deformed and its central piece of lapis 
lazuli missing. The fourth and separate section also 
has an inlaid rosette pattern with a central core filled 
by a stone with a brownish central pupil surrounded 
by white, similar to an eye. The stone inlay of the 
petals is missing on this section. The edges of all the 
pierced holes for the stone inlays are bordered by 
delicate file bands of granulation, which also deco
rate the upper borders of the buckle. The back of 
each section of the buckle is made of rather thick flat 
sheet gold, which is well polished with a shiny 
surface. 

FIBULA (448) 

A single bronze fibula, used as a clasp for fastening 
garments, was found at Marlik, in the shape of a bent 
arm and hand. 

448 Bronze Fibula 
1472 M PL 93 
Covered with rust and some soil particles, about 

5.0 cm across the ends, found in Tomb 36 (Trench 
XVIII C). It is made of bronze in the shape of an arm 
with a bent elbow and a half-opened hand at one end 
and a rather large molding at the other end similar 
to the top of a shoulder. The base of a pin was 
installed in this end, and part of this broken base still 
remains in situ. The upper arm of this fibula is 
covered by three, and the forearm by four, sizes of 
bead molding, and the elbow or apex is also empha
sized by a low projecting bead molding. The forearm 
ends in a half-opened hand, which provides a resting 
place or catch for the pin. 

COMMENTS 

This fibula is the only one of its kind found at 
Marlik, and it is of great importance in dating 
because there has been considerable work on fibulae 
and their use in the Mediterranean Zone and the 
Near East during the second and first millennium 
B.C. Schaeffer, who has made a study of these fibulae, 
describes some early examples from Palestine, in-
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eluding a simple geometric bow shape, found in 
Jericho, T o m b 9, levels b, c, and e, dated to 1750-
1600 B.C.220; another early example in a simple bow 
shape found at Gezer, dated to 1750-1600 B.C.221; 
and one in the shape of a simple horseshoe arch 
found in Gaza, dated to 1350-1230 B.C.222 Fibulae 
have also been found in the Caucasian region, 
including a simple fibula from Samtavro, dated by 
Schaeffer to around 1300-1100 B.C.223; several 
decorated examples in a simple arch shape from 
Kuban, dated to 1200-1000 B.C.224; and a fibula with a 
simple arch and spring, found in Maral Deresi, dated 
by Kuftin to about the twelfth century B.C. and by 
Schaeffer to about 1250 B.C.225 Many fibulae, or 
brooches in a simple shape but with more decoration 
are in various Russian collections, including twenty-
two examples in the Moscow Museum, five examples 
in the Romanchenk Collection in the Hermitage, 
and eighteen examples in the Tiflis M u s e u m . 
Tallgren, who has studied brooches of the Caucasian 
type including some from Redkin Lager, Kuban, and 
the Kazbek Treasure, suggests a date of 1200-1000 
B.C. for the Caucasian-type fibulae.226 Schaeffer 
likewise suggests a date around the thirteenth cen
tury B.C. onward for this type of fibula. A similar 
fibula with some reed molding in addition to the 
bead molding, in the David-Weill Collection, is dated 
to the eighth to seventh centuries B.C.,227 and a 
similar example with some bead molding and minor 
differences of detail from War Kabud in Luristan is 
dated by Vanden Berghe to roughly the same time 
period.228 Maxwell-Hyslop, who has also studied these 
dress fasteners or fibulae, presents examples of sim
ple representative types in a chronological sequence. 
An early type is a silver dress fastener from Tell el-
'Ajjul Grave 1750, classified as Middle Bronze II of 
Palestine.229 She follows the development of this type 
of dress fastener down to the eighth to sixth cen
turies B.C.230 

Several other scholars have made rather detailed 
studies of fibulae leading to a precise classification 
and suggested dates for each category. Stronach 
discusses the appearance of fibulae in detail and 
divides them according to shape into four major 
categories including: I, Fibulae with Semicircular 
Bow; II, Fibulae with Arched Bow; III, Fibulae with 
Triangular Bow; and IV, Fibulae with Triangular 
Bow, in which the apex is accentuated by additional 
moulding.231 H e suggests that "the first two types 
appear to have developed out of older sub-Mycenean 
forms during the 1st quarter of the 1st mill. B.C., 
while earlier examples of the third and fourth types 
appear in the middle of the eighth to seventh 
centuries respectively,"232 concluding that fibulae 
were common in the Near East from the end of the 
second millennium onward. Since Stronach made his 
study, additional material has been found, and at 
present it does not seem reasonable to date the 

Marlik example, which is comparable to Stronach's 
Type III 6 and 7 and Type IV, to the end of the 
eighth to seventh centuries B.C.233 Rather, it seems 
that there should be some revision of the dating of 
this classification. 
Ghirshman also studied about twenty examples of 

fibulae from the Protohistoric period in the Fo
roughi Collection, which derive from Gilan, Amlash, 
Kurdistan, Kermanshah, and Luristan. Ghirshman 
dates these fibulae, which were not found through 
systematic excavation, to the ninth to eighth cen
turies B.C. In this group four examples, said to be 
from Luristan, are somewhat similar to the Marlik 
example, with some minor differences in the reed 
and bead molding, the bead molding having ribbed 
decoration.234 Calmeyer also discusses examples of 
fibulae that were found after Stronach performed his 
analysis.235 

Muscarella, in several articles concerned with an 
arched fibula from the Hasanlu III period, provides 
an extensive discussion of fibulae found throughout 
the Near East in which he suggests that "fibulae are 
unknown in Mesopotamia or Iran before the late 
eighth century B.C."236 Of course, this was written 
before the discovery of examples from Iran, 
particularly from northern Iran, including the Marlik 
fibula. In another article Muscarella, discussing a 
fibula with somewhat similar bead molding found in 
Hasanlu Level II, says, 'The belief . . . that fibulae 
were not generally in use in Iran before the late 
eighth century B.C. is thus reinforced."237 Later, he 
discusses representations of fibulae found on stone 
reliefs from Khorsabad, Persepolis, Bor, Sinjerli, 
Marash, Carchemish, and Nimrud comparable to 
those found in Tumulus M M at Gordion. He notes 
the similarity between those from the reliefs that 
postdate the eighth century B.C. and those from 
Gordion and other places in the Near East, including 
Iran.238 In a later article he discusses additional 
examples from Anatolia, and he dates two from a 
private collection and two from Tumulus M M at 
Gordion to the late eighth century B.C.239 

It can be seen that fibulae have been given rather 
extensive consideration and study, and consequently 
they can be used as a means to help date archaeo
logical strata and levels. The Marlik fibula, 448, was 
found in T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C ) , which, 
although small, was among the richest tombs at 
Marlik (it also contained four elaborate gold vessels). 
As a whole the objects found in this tomb suggest an 
earlier date than the eighth century B.C. Thus we 
should either believe that fibulae, particularly of this 
type, were in existence in Iran, specifically in the 
Marlik region, during the late second to early first 
millennium B.C., as indicated by other examples 
found in Luristan, Talish, Gilan, and Caucasia, or 
bring the date of T o m b 36 down to the late eighth 
century B.C. The probability that fibulae were known 
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in this area before the eighth century B.C. seems 
more likely, particularly when taking into consid
eration the fact that the region of the southern basin 
of the Caspian Sea, and in particular the provinces of 
Gilan and Mazanderan, has received little systematic 
scientific attention. T h e area has not been 
extensively excavated except for clandestine activity 
in which such small and apparently valueless finds as 
bronze fibulae are often overlooked. Future scientific 
excavation in this area may throw more light on this 
question. 

Recent studies have brought to light the close 
cross-cultural influences that existed between Cauca-

DECORATIVE PINS (449-456) 

A number of decorative pins were found at Marlik, 
of gold and bronze. The more elaborate pins are 
topped with an animal head. 

449 Gold Bird Head Pins 
1200* M PL 93 
T w o pins, each about 12.0 c m long, found in 

T o m b 41 (Trench XIX K). They are made of gold 
and are decorated at the end by a bird, possibly an 
eagle, head. The details of the features are not well 
pronounced. The eyes are marked by smooth high-
relief rings, and the beak is pointed. The bird head is 
made of sheet gold, partly filled with gypsum and 
partly with bitumen. 

450 Gold and Bronze Lion Head Pins 
322 M PL 93, Color Plate XXIX C 
T w o pins, each about 18.5 c m long, found in 

To m b 32 (Trench XVII E). They have long tapering 
tubular bodies topped with lion heads. The upper, 
thicker half of each pin is made from hollow sheet 
gold filled with natural bitumen. The lion head, 
partly damaged, is also made from sheet gold and 
filled with natural bitumen. It is round with a rather 
flat muzzle and an open mouth with whiskers and 
facial muscles shown by soft projecting lines. The 
nostrils are impressed holes; the nose bone is a 
projecting band; and the eyes are shallow oval 
depressions with the muscles around the eyes shown 
by projecting bands. At the side of the head are ears, 
which are pushed backward with a central round 
shallow depression. Projecting small wavy bands form 
the mane, and the neck edge is rolled to a projecting 
ring. This lion head is connected to the pin by a 
bronze wire installed in the bitumen filling of the 
upper shank. The cover between the neck edge of 
the lion head and the end of the pin was apparently 

sia, Talish, and Marlik during the late second and 
early first millennium B.C. These can be seen partic
ularly clearly in terms of the many comparable and 
even almost identical objects, particularly those of 
bronze, found in the three areas. Given our present 
state of knowledge, it is difficult to believe that 
fibulae were known in only one area, Caucasia, and 
not in others. One possibility is that the earliest 
examples of this type of decorative fibula in the form 
of a bent arm and hand with bead molding were 
produced at Marlik, and later this type spread into 
other cultural regions. 

made from some perishable material, which is 
missing. The upper gold shank is covered by a very 
fine elaborate granulated chevron pattern, the 
chevrons formed by single files of very small gold 
balls. A file of granulation encircles the junction of 
the gold and bronze lower part of the pin, which is 
distinguished by a projecting ring. The bronze part 
of the shank is plain and tapers to a narrow round 
point. 
A lion head that is similar in workmanship and 

decoration, attached to a whetstone found in a 
funerary deposit in the Inshushinak Temple at Susa, 
is dated by Amiet to the latter part of the second mil
lennium B.C., around the time of Shilhak-Inshu-
shinak.240 A plated gold pin from Khurvin, somewhat 
similar in composition to the Marlik example except 
for the lion head, is dated by Vanden Berghe to the 
late second to early first millennium B.C.,241 and 
similar bronze pins with lion heads at the end from 
Sialk Cemetery B are dated by Ghirshman to the 
early first millennium B.C.242 

451 Bronze Pin with Mountain Goat Head 
71 M Fig. 16; PL 93 
About 22.5 cm long, found in T o m b 26 (Trench 

XVII B). It has a quite small mountain goat head 
with a hemispherical knob muzzle on its end. This 
figure has oval incised eyes, long horns curving 
backward from the top of the head, and a beard or 
jowls under the jaw. The composition and details of 
this pin reveal fine craftsmanship. 
Because pins decorated with animal, bird, and 

human heads were made over a long range of time, 
there are many parallel examples. Pins of this type 
occur at Susa as early as the second half of the fourth 
millennium B.C.;243 at Kish Cemetery A, probably 
dating to Early Dynastic III;244 at Chagar Bazar, 
around 2900-2700 B.C.;245 in the fourth Shaft Grave 
of Mycenae, about 1600 B.C.;246 in Hittite remains at 

Pins (449-465) 
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Alishar;247 at Kuban, about 1500-1200 B.C.;248 in 
Luristan, about 1250-600 B.C.;249 at Tepe Hissar;250 

and at Harappa and Mohenjo-daro.251 

Several particularly close parallel examples of pins 
with mountain goat heads have been found. One 
from Sialk Cemetery B, which has produced many 
other bronze objects with extremely close similarities 
to objects from Marlik, is dated by Ghirshman to the 
early first millennium B.C., the Iron Age period.252 

Several pins with mountain goat heads in the David-
Weill Collection in Paris are dated to the late second 
to early first millennium B.C.253 Herzfeld describes 
pins with mountain goat heads from Gok Tepe near 
Lake Urmia, dated by Schaeffer to 1200-1000 B.C.,254 

as well as other pins from Luristan.255 Moorey assigns 
a pin with a mountain goat head a north Persian 
origin with a date in the early Iron Age (ca. 
1200-1000 B.C.), based on the Marlik finds.256 A pin 
with a rather more stylized mountain goat head is in 
the Boston Museum of Fine Arts.257 Another, in the 
Brockelschen Collection, is classified as Luristan 
Bronze, dated to the second half of the second mil
lennium B.C.,258 and a third in the Dr. Audouin Co
llection in Paris is dated to the beginning of the first 
millennium B.C.259 Two pins with mountain goat 
heads in The University Museum of the University of 
Pennsylvania are classified by Legrain as Luristan 
Bronzes,260 as is an example in the Hamburg Mu
seum, classified by Potratz, which he dates to the 
twelfth to seventh centuries B.C.261 

Examples in the David-Weill Collection are dated 
to the end of the second millennium B.C.;262 others in 
the Danish National Museum are categorized by 
Buhl as Luristan Bronzes;263 and several more, pos
sibly from Luristan, are dated to the fourteenth to 
ninth centuries B.C.264 Additional examples, in the 
Ashmolean Museum, are dated by Moorey to the 
early first millennium B.C.;265 another was found at 
Ghalekuti II, T o m b 5, in Dailaman by Fukai and 
Ikeda;266 other examples are classified by Schaeffer as 
Luristan Bronzes, dated to the second half of the 
second millennium B.C.;267 and still other examples, 
mentioned by Vanden Berghe, are dated to the late 
second to early first millennium B.C.268 

452 Bronze Pin with Humped Bull 
344 M PL 93 

Bronze stick, about 40.0 cm long, with a humped 
bull about 5.0 cm long at the end, found in T o m b 44 
(Trench XXI N). The triangular head has a conical 
muzzle and crescent horns. At the throat is a small 
dewlap, and on the back at the shoulder is a large 
hump. The short body has a flat rump that extends 
to the long stick on which the small figurine is 
mounted. The legs are short and conical. 
A very similar bronze stick with a humped bull on 

the end, from northern Iran, has been dated to the 
late second millennium B.C.269 

453 Gold Pin 
570 M Fig. 16; PL 93 
About 4.7 cm long, found in T o m b 50 (Trench 

XXI K). It is made of plated gold, with a circular 
body and a rectangular handle with a rolled tang at 
the end. The flat band tapers to a sharp point, and 
the circular body is decorated by a cross-file of small 
knobs with another file of knobs around the edges of 
the pin. 
A racquet copper pin in a somewhat similar style, 

with a flat handle with rolled metal at the end, was 
found in Tell Aswad and is dated by Maxwell-Hyslop 
to the Sargonid period, about 2370-2200 B.C.270 A 
similar spatulate hairpin ornament with a flat gold 
sheath rolled at the end was found at Ur.271 These 
may be prototypes of the decorative pins of Marlik. 

454 Gold Pin 
1193 M PL 93 
About 5.0 cm long, found in T o m b 10 (Trench XI 

B). It is made from a plated gold sheath with a plain 
rectangular body tapering to a rather long thin wire 
point. The shape is spatulate with soft rounded cor
ners. 

455 Bronze Pins with Gold Covers 
385 M PL 93 
T w o pins, each about 24.0 cm long, found in 

T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C). They have a narrow 
cylindrical shape tapering to a point. A bronze wire 
installed in the end of the pin probably held a deco
rative cover of some perishable material, which has 
completely disintegrated. The upper part of the 
shank has a thin gold cover bordered at the end by a 
file of small gold balls. A projecting ring divides this 
upper part from the plain lower part of the shank. 

456 Bronze Pin 
1475 M PL 93 
About 17.0 cm long, found in T o m b 36 (Trench 

XVIII C). It has a narrow tapering shape, with a 
bronze wire installed at the end and projecting rings 
both at the end and part way down the shank. 
A bronze pin with a carnelian end, somewhat 

similar in composition and decoration, is dated by 
Amiet to the Elamite culture of the early second mil
lennium B.C.272 

SIMPLE GARMENT PINS (457̂ 65) 

Many straight gold and bronze pins with knob 
heads, apparently used for fastening garments, were 
found at Marlik. Some are plain and others are 
decorated on the upper part of the shank by simple 
geometric bands with cross-hatching and parallel 

horizontal and vertical lines. 
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GOLD PINS (457-458) 

457 Gold Pin 
569 M PL 94 

About 10.9 cm long, found in Tomb 50 (Trench 
XXI K). It is solid gold with a conical knob head and 
a straight shank tapering to a point. Between the 
knob end, decorated with double concentric lines, 
and a suspension hole piercing the shank about one-
third of the way down, are parallel engraved pro
jecting bands of simple geometric designs. At the top 
and bottom are cross-hatching bands, with the area 
between filled by alternating bands of parallel hori
zontal and vertical lines. 

458 Gold Pins 
957 M and 958 M PL 94 
Two pins, 957 M (Fig. 501) and 958 (Fig. 502), 

each about 11.0 cm long, found in Tomb 10 (Trench 
XI B). They are made of gold with a knob head and a 
straight shank tapering to a point, with a suspension 
hole about one-third of the way down the shank. 
Between the knob head and the suspension hole are 
interval bands of simple geometric designs, very like 
those of 457. 

COMMENTS 

A similar but undecorated gold pin with a 
suspension hole in the Louvre is dated by Amiet to 
the middle of the second millennium B.C.273 Rather 
similar silver pins with decorative heads and 
suspension holes in the Brockelschen Collection are 
dated by Calmeyer to the first half of the first millen
nium B.C.274 A garment pin without a head knob but 
with decorative bands and a suspension hole near the 
middle, from the Treasure of Ancient Gaza, is dated 
by Petrie to around the middle of the second millen
nium B.C.275 

A cast bronze garment pin in the Adam Collection 
decorated with bead and reel moldings elaborated 
with traced linear patterns, possibly from Luristan, is 
classified by Moorey to Iron Age II-III.276 This type of 
pin, particularly in gold, may have been used for 
rolling cylinder seals. Gold pins with a cylinder seal 
attached by strings or small chains, belonging to the 
Early Dynastic period, were found in the Royal 
Cemetery of Ur,277 and seals mounted on pins have 
been found at Nuzi and other sites.278 

BRONZE PINS (459̂ 65) 

459 Bronze Pins 
384 M and 410 M PL 94 
Two pins, 384 M (Fig. 503), about 12.0 cm long, 

and 410 M (Fig. 504), about 11.5 cm long, found in 
Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C). They have spherical 
cage heads and plain shanks pierced by suspension 

holes. 410 M has an additional circular flange below 
the head. 

460 Bronze Pins 
1004 M and 1005 M PL 94 
Two pins, 1004 M (Fig. 505), about 16.0 cm long, 

and 1005 M (Fig. 506), about 13.5 cm long, found in 
Zeinab Bejar. They have flat oval heads with rolled 
ends providing suspension. 

461 Bronze Pins 
37 M and 72a M PL 94 
Bronze pins 37 M, about 15.5 cm long, and 72a M, 

which consists of several examples, the largest about 
25.0 cm long, found in Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). 
They have a four-sided shank, and some also have a 
large solid ovoid head. 

462 Bronze Pin 
703 M PL 94 
About 13.5 cm long, found in Tomb 36 (Trench 

XVIII C). It is mostly plain with a flat, slightly flanged 
head and interval reel and bead moldings. 

463 Bronze Pins 
1027 M and 1473 M PL 94 
These bronze pins both have a long head knob 

and simple geometric decoration on the upper shank 
ending at the pierced suspension hole: 1027 M, 
about 11.5 cm long, found in Tomb 10 (Trench XI 
B), and 1473 M, about 10.5 cm long, found in Tomb 
36 (Trench XVIII C). 

464 Bronze Pins 
411 M, 475 M, 476 M, 190 M, and 530 M PL 94 
The following bronze pins all have a rather small 

curved convex head knob and a suspension hole 
near the middle of the pin, with parallel moldings of 
simple projecting rings in the area of the upper 
shank between the hole and end knob: 
411 M, about 21.5 cm long, Tomb 36 (Trench 

XVIII C); 
475 M, about 18.5 cm long, Tomb 19 (Trench XTV 

F); 
476 M, about 18.5 cm long, Tomb 19 (Trench XIV 

F); 
190 M, about 19.5 cm long, Tomb 50 (Trench XXI 

K); 
530 M, about 17.5 cm long, Tomb 50 (Trench XXI 

K). 

465 Bronze Pins 
947 M, 946 M, 945 M, 943 M, 702 M, and 1474 M PL 

94 
The following bronze pins are all plain with very 

small end knobs and a suspension hole in the middle 

of the shank: 
947 M, about 22.5 cm long, Tomb 52 (Trench 

XXIII G); 
946 M, about 18.0 cm long, Tomb 52 (Trench 

XXIII G); 
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945 M, about 22.5 cm long, Tomb 52 (Trench 

XXIII G); 
943 M, about 14.0 cm long, Tomb 52 (Trench 

XXIII G); 
702 M, about 13.5 cm long, Tomb 36 (Trench 

XVIII C); 
1474 M, about 18.0 cm long, Tomb 36 (Trench 

XVIII C). 

COMMENTS 

Bronze pins with spherical cage heads in the Ash
molean are discussed by Moorey, who says that this 
type of pin is found in Luristan and West Persia and 
in sites northwest to the Caspian Sea, reflecting the 
development of a flourishing bronze industry in the 
tenth to seventh centuries B.C.279 However, the well-
developed objects of cast bronze found at Marlik 
indicate that this development started earlier, from 
the latter part of the second millennium B.C. 
A pin from Redkin Lager in Caucasia with a flat, 

almost oval head and a curled tang for suspension is 
dated by Schaeffer to 1200-1100 B.C.280 A hairpin in 
the Brockelschen Collection, similar to 462, is dated 
by Calmeyer to the early first millennium B.C.281 

Other similar bronze pins, with flat, slightly domed 
or flanged heads and interval decoration of striated 
beads and double reels around the upper shank, in 
the Ashmolean, are described by Moorey. He 
discusses in detail this composition of bead and reel 
molding and its background in the Near East from 
the mid-second millennium B.C. Examples occur 
from the Levant to Mesopotamia, in the Mitannian, 
Caucasian, Caspian, and West Persian regions, as well 
as at Marlik and later Sialk Cemetery B.282 

Also in the Ashmolean are large conical head 
bronze pins similar to 463.283 A comparable example 
from Khurvin, with reel molding and the end of the 
shank missing, is dated by Vanden Berghe to the late 
second to early first millennium B.C.284 Other pins, 

Many pieces of sheet gold were found, mostly bro
ken, deformed, or in pieces. These may have been 
placed in the tombs as objects of wealth; however, 
their exact use is unknown. 

466 Gold Sheet 
1212 M PL 94 

About twenty-one pieces of gold, found in Tomb 
27 (Trench XVII D). They had apparently been cut 
into pieces from some complete object or objects. 
The slightly curving fragments are covered by pro
jecting small knobs. 

like those of 464, have small curved convex head 
knobs and shanks decorated with simple projecting 
rings. Similar bronze pins from Khurvin are dated by 
Vanden Berghe to the late second to early first 
millennium B.C.285 Bronze pins with clublike heads 
and horizontal encircling lines on the upper shank 
in the Ashmolean are also discussed by Moorey, who 
suggests that this type of pin appeared in Elam in the 
later third millennium B.C., and afterward in Tepe 
Giyan in Luristan, Sialk Cemetery B, the area south 
of the Caspian Sea, Caucasia, and Khurvin.286 

465 includes plain pins with very small end knobs. 
A similar type of bronze garment pin in the Adam 
Collection is dated to Iron Age II-III B by Moorey, 
who suggests that it is from Luristan.287 Similar 
bronze pins with plain domed heads, slight necks, 
and pierced shanks with horizontal encircling lines 
on the upper part are housed in the Ashmolean. 
Moorey suggests that these are products of work
shops in the Caspian area dating to the late second 
to early first millennium B.C.288 A similar pin with a 
knob head, parallel grooves, and a suspension hole, 
found at Temple E of Nuzi, is dated to around the 
mid-second millennium B.C.,289 and a similar example 
from Veri in the Russian Talish is assigned by 
Schaeffer to Talyche Recent 2-3, around 1450-1200 
B.C.290 Another example, found at Hasan Zamini is 
dated to Talyche Recent 2, with a suggested date of 
1450-1350 B.C.291 Other similar pins, from Khurvin, 
are dated by Vanden Berghe to the late second to 
early first millennium B.C.292 

It can be seen that bronze hair or garment pins 
with a common shape, simple geometric decoration, 
suspension hole, and knob end were widespread 
during the late second and early first millennium 
B.C., being found in many excavations in Iran 
including Sialk, Giyan, Khurvin, Luristan, and the 
Iranian and Russian Talish, as well as in other excava
tions in the Near East. 

467 Gold Sheet 
552 M PL 94 
Two fragments of sheet gold, the larger about 9.8 

cm long, found in Tomb 15 (Trench XIII C), rolled 
together. 

468 Gold Pieces 
1211/M, 1206c M, 1216 M, 12036 M, 12086 M, 1197c 
M, 1204c M, and 12076 M PL 94 
The following pieces are all fragments of sheet 

gold, some with decoration on the surface. They 
were probably placed in the tombs as objects of 
wealth: 

Fragments of Gold Sheet (466-468) 
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1211/M, T o m b 47 (Trench XXII E); 
1206c M, T o m b 52 (Trench XXIII G); 
1216 M, T o m b 45 (Trench XXII H ) ; 
12036 M, T o m b 23 (Trench X V D ) ; 

By the second half of the second millennium B.C. 
the artists and craftsmen of Marlik, who produced 
masterpieces of great delicacy and beauty, were using 
a well-developed and advanced technology, parti
cularly in metals. By this time the area from the 
Mediterranean Sea to the Indus Valley had been 
sufficiently exposed to developments in various parts 
of the ancient world that it is now rather difficult to 
distinguish clearly between imported ideas and tech
nology and genuine local elements. 
By the second millennium B.C. this vast region al

ready had many overlapping contacts that facilitated 
the dispersal of the general cultural and techno
logical patterns of the great cultural and political 
centers of the ancient world. Both friendly and 
hostile relations and movements of people spread 
developments in technology as well as aesthetic 
patterns. However, it is still possible to distinguish 
some elements that appear more characteristic of 
certain major cultural centers and others that are 
more restricted to Marlik and its immediate vicinity. 
Of course, the material from the ancient world that is 
being used for comparison may represent only a very 
small and limited selection of what was produced at 
the time, and to a certain degree may have been un
covered due to the accident of history. Still, a com
parison of the Marlik finds with other excavated 
material from the ancient world points to some 
patterns that are widespread and others that are 
more local and confined to a more specific area. 
Some of the more distinctive pieces of jewelry from 

Marlik that can be compared to findings from other 
parts of the ancient world are the quadruple-spiral 
beads, the beads and pendants in the shape of a 
pomegranate or pomegranate cluster, others in the 
shape of grape clusters, pendants and earrings deco
rated with granulation, embossed sun disk pendants, 
and animal head and fluted beads. 
Beads in the shape of a quadruple spiral or 

butterfly, such as those occurring in 163, 212, and 
328, have also been found in other parts of the 
Caspian Zone and in the Iranian Plateau, as well as at 
Assur, Mari, and Brak in Mesopotamia and in Alaca 
Huyiik and Troy in Anatolia. They were produced 
over a long range of time from nearly the second half 
of the third millennium B.C. to the first half of the 
first millennium B.C.; Maxwell-Hyslop suggests a four
teenth- to thirteenth-century date for the type of 

12086 M, T o m b 50 (Trench XXI K); 
1197cM, T o m b 32 (Trench XVII E); 
1204c M, T o m b 14 (Trench XIII B); 
12076 M, T o m b 45 (Trench XXI H ) . 

quadruple-spiral bead in which, as at Marlik, the four 
coils appear to be twisted or bound around the end 
of a central tube. 
Pomegranate and pomegranate clusters are a com

m o n motif at Marlik, where they occur as beads, pen
dants, and earrings; examples include 163-165, 170-
176, 204-206, 210, and 360-362. Similar pieces have 
been found at Sialk in the Iranian Plateau, at Tchoga 
Zanbil in the southwestern alluvial plain of 
Khuzistan, and in Cyprus and Mesopotamia, where 
they can be seen in Assyrian reliefs. They occur over 
a time range falling between the second half of the 
second millennium and the first half of the first 
millennium B.C. Grape cluster pendants, such as 177-
180, have been found in a rather limited area of the 
Iranian Plateau (at Hasanlu and Sialk), in a time 
range between the late second and the early first 
millennium B.C. 
Granulation is found on a number of pieces of 

Marlik jewelry, including 169, 183-184, 202, 310-312, 
363-365, and 367. In Iran it is found at Susa and at 
Sialk, over a period from the second to the first half 
of the first millennium B.C. Disk pendants decorated 
with granulation similar to 183 and 184 have been 
found in a wide area of the ancient world from Tell 
el-'Ajjul and Lachish in Palestine on the eastern 
Mediterranean shores to Alalakh and Altin Tepe in 
Anatolia. 

Embossed sun disk pendants, such as 166-167, 185-
189, and 207-208, have been found in Iran at Talish 
in the Caspian Zone, and at Susa and Tchoga Zanbil 
in the Khuzistan plain of southwestern Iran, as well as 
at Nimrud in Mesopotamia and at Alalakh, Tell el-
'Ajjul, and Ras Shamra in the Eastern Mediterranean 
region; they also appear in the Oxus Treasure. This 
represents a range of production from the middle of 
the second millennium to the middle of the first 
millennium B.C. 
Animal head beads found at Marlik include 158 

and 322-325. This type of bead has been found at 
Khurvin in the Iranian Plateau and at Enkomi in 
Cyprus, dated to the late second and early first 
millennium B.C. Fluted or ribbed beads, such as those 
of 160, 313, and 329, have been found at Ghalekuti 
in northern Iran, at Elamite sites in southern Iran, 
and at Ziwiye in western Iran, as well as in a wide area 
of the ancient world including Tell el-'Ajjul in Pale
stine and Larsa in Mesopotamia. They cover a time 
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range from the late third millennium to the first half 
of the first millennium B.C. 
Other items of jewelry seem to be almost unique to 

Marlik, with no comparable material as yet found in 
other parts of the ancient world. Among these are 
Gold Pendants with Free-Form Rosettes (168, 182, 
and 209), the Gold Cage Pendant (202), the Gold 
Pendant with Double Eagle Heads (198), the Gold 
and Lapis Lazuli Pendant (197), the Gold Double-

Ball Pendant (203), and the Gold Pear-Shaped 
Pendants (200 and 201). 

Thus, although the jewelry makers and artists of 
Marlik were quite conversant with the technology 
available in the ancient world and were familiar with 
traditional patterns, they also produced some unique 
examples of art for which no counterparts have yet 
been found. 
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Table 8. Jewellery 

Cat. 

No. 

157 

158 

159 

160 

161 

162 

163 

164 

165 

166 

167 

168 

169 

170 

171 

172 

173 

174 

175 

176 

177 

178 

179 

180 

181 

182 

183 

184 

185 

186 

187 

188 

189 

190 

191 

192 
193 

194 

195 

196 

197 

198 

199 

200 

201 

202 

203 

204 

205 

Description 

necklace (chain) 

necklace (mt. goat beads) 

necklace (beads) 

necklace (beads) 

necklace (beads) 

necklace (beads w/centerpiece) 

necklace (beads w/ pendant) 

necklace (chain w/ pendant) 

necklace (beads w/ pendant) 

necklace (beads w/ pendant) 

necklace (beads w/ pendant) 

necklace (beads w/ pendant) 

necklace (chain w/ pendant) 

pendant (pomegranate) 

pendant (pomergranate) 

pendant (pomergranate) 

pendant (pomergranate) 

pendant (pomegranate) 

pendant (pomergranate) 

pendant (pomergranate) 

pendant (grape) 

pendant (grape) 

pendant (grape) 

pendant (grape/2) 

pendant (plain disks/2) 

pendant (disk w/ rosette) 

pendant (granulated disk) 

pendant (granulated disk) 

pendant (sun disk) 

pendant (sun disk) 

pendant (sun disk) 

pendant (sun disk/3) 

pendant (sun disk) 

pendant (disk w/ flower) 

pendant (embossed disk) 

pendant (embossed disks/2) 

pendant (embossed disks/5) 

pendant (embossed disk) 

pendant (embossed disk) 

pendant (embossed disk) 

pendant (embossed disk) 

pendant (embossed disk) 

pendant (embossed disk/2) 

pendant 

pendant (eagle head) 

pendant (crescent/5) 

pendant (pear-shaped/8) 

pendant (pear-shaped/3) 

pendant (pear-shaped/3) 

pendant (granulated cage) 

pendant (double ball) 

necklace (beads w/pendant) 

necklace (beads w/pendant) 

Exc. 

No. 

802 M 

12 M 

224 M 

567 M 

1205 M 

446 M 

291 M 

358 M 

261 M 

474 M 

462 M 

264 M 

3 M 

268 M 

833 M 

1210aM 
366 M 

laM 
359 M 

1199aM 

66 M 

17 M 

126 M 

1210b M 

1198 M 
265 M 

62 M 

63 M 

448 M 
1064 M 

554 M 

529 M 

548 M 

308 M 

564 M 

125 M 

9 M 

435 M 

436 M 
437 M 

443 M 

314 M 

644 M 
553 M 

lbM 
310 M 

10 M 

28 M 

68 M 

19 M 

1480 M 

478 M 

299 M 

Mus. 

No. 

14882 
25046 

14824 

14826 

25460 

14821 

14705 

14717 

14820 

14851 

14852 

14822 
14827 

14847 

14881 

25465 
14838 

14843 
14690 

25454 

25055 

14962 

25060 

25465 

25453 
14709 

14718 

14710 

14846 
14716 

14715 

25034 

14713 

14712 

14714 

14942 

25043 

14940 

14940 
14940 

14941 

14943 

14950 
14711 

14843 

14844 
25044 

25053 
25057 

14689 

31STC 
25013 

14837 

Tomb 

No. 

52 
24 

45 

50 

52 
36 

32 

36 

47 

45 

45 

33 

24 

33 

47 

47 
36 

24 
36 

36 

26 

24 

27 

47 

6 
33 

26 

26 

23 
12 

15 

50 

23 

50 

50 

27 

24 

36 

36 
36 

36 

47 

2 
15 

24 

32 
24 

26 
26 

26 

) 36 
19 

32 

Trench 

No. 
XXIII G 

XV E 

XXI H 

XXI K 

XXIII G 

XVIII C 

XVII E 

XVIII C 

XXI E 

XXII H 

XXII H 

XVIII F 

XV E 

XVIII F 

XXII E 

XXII E 
XVIII C 

XV E 
XVIII c 

XVIII c 

XVII B 

XV E 

XVII D 

XXII E 

XA+ 
XVIII F 

XVII B 

XVII B 

XV D 
XII E 

XIII C 

XXI L 

XV D 

XXII L 

XXI K 

XVII D 

XV E 

XVIII c 

XVIII c 
XVIII c 

XVIII C 

XXI E 

VI B+ 
XIII C 

XV E 

XVII E 
XV E 

XVII B 
XVII B 

XVII B 

XVIII C 

XIVF 

XVII E 

L. W Diam. 

cm. cm. cm. 

1.6 

51.0 

56.0 

5.2 

4.5 

2.0 

1.5 

1.8 

5.8 

3.5 

3.0 

3.2 
11.0 

3.0 

2.5 

2.0 

3.6 

2.5 

4.7 
2.8 

2.8 
2.5 

2.5 

2.0 
5.7 

4.8 

4.6 

5.0 
6.5 

4.0 

1.8 

3.8 

6.0 

5.5 

2.0 

2.8 

2.5 

2.5 
2.5 

1.8 

1.1 

3.0 
5.0 

5.5 

3.8 

H. 

cm. Material 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 
gold 

gold 
5.5 gold 

4.0 gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 
gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 
gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 
gold 

gold 
gold 
gold 

gold 

gold, lapis 

lazuli 

gold 

gold 

gold 
gold 

1 J 

gold 
gold 
gold 
~~1 A 
gold, 
carnelian 
gold, 
carnelian 
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Table 8 continued 

Cat. 
No. Description 

Exc. Mus. Tomb Trench L. 
No. No. No. No. cm. 

W. Diam. H 
cm. cm. cm. Material 

206 necklace (beads w/pendant) 
207 necklace (beads w/pendant) 

208 necklace (beads w/pendant) 

209 necklace (beads w/pendant) 

210 necklace (beads w/pendant) 

211 necklace (beads w/pendant) 

212 necklace (beads) 

213 necklace (beads) 

219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
225 
226 
227 
228 
229 
230 
231 
232 
233 
234 
235 
236 
237 
238 
239 
240 
241 
242 
243 
244 
245 
246 
247 
248 
249 

195 M 14707 16 XIIIF 
457 M 14850 45 XXIIH 

116 M 25023 27 XVIID 

266 M 14706 33 XVIIIF 

298 M 14831 32 XVIIE 

479 M 14849 19 XTVF 

192 M 25185 16 XIIIF 

486 M 14958 19 XTVF 

214 necklace (beads w/centerpiece) 1177 M 25432 AKB 

215 necklace (beads) 1404 M 31 STO AKB 

216 necklace (beads w/pendant) 1436 M 31 STO 16 XIIIF 

217 necklace (beads) 1202 M 25457 2 VIB+ 

218 necklace (beads w/centerpiece) 226 M 14853 25 XVIF 

necklace (beads) 312 M 25165 
necklace (beads) 537 M 25168 
necklace (beads w/centerpiece) 219 M 25180 
necklace (beads) 193 M 25182 
necklace (beads) 1405 M 31 STO 
necklace (beads) 682 M 14947 
necklace (beads) 542 M 25167 
necklace (beads) 225 M 25179 
necklace (beads) 220 M 25178 
necklace (beads) 571 M 25166 
necklace (beads w/centerpiece) 223 M 14966 
necklace (beads w/centerpiece) 383 M 25164 
necklace (beads w/centerpiece) 199 M 25183 
necklace (beads) 572 M 25037 
necklace (beads) 545 M 25170 
necklace (beads) 1406 M 31 STO 
necklace (beads) 1407 M 31 STO 
necklace (beads) 1410 M 31 STO 
necklace (beads w/centerpiece) 1412 M 31 STO 
necklace (beads w/centerpiece) 1418 M 31 STO 
necklace (beads w/centerpiece) 1421 M 31 STO 
necklace (beads) 1422 M 31 STO 
necklace (beads) 1429 M 31 STO 

necklace (beads w/centerpiece) 1434 M 31 STO 
necklace (beads) 221 M 1 4 9 6 8 

necklace (beads w/pendant) 1178 M 25433 
necklace (beads w/pendant) 191 M 25181 
necklace (beads w/bird pendant) 459 M 25177 
necklace (beads w/bird pendant) 472 M 25174 

necklace (beads w/3 pendants) 568 M 25169 
necklace (beads w/ pendants) 222 M 25184 

47 
50 
45 
16 
AKB 
3 
50 
25 
45 
50 
45 
36 
16 
50 
50 
44 
44 
52 
2 
5 
15 
14 
47 
50 
45 
AKB 
50 
45 
19 
50 
45 

XXI E 
XXI L 
XXI H 
XIII F 

VIA 
XXI L 
XVIF 
XXI H 
XXI L 
XXI H 
XVIII C 
XIII F 
XXI L 
XXI L 
XXI N 
XX M 
XXIII G 
VI B+ 
VIII D 
XIII C 
XIII B 
XXII E 
XXI K 
XXI H 

XXI L 
XXII H 
XIVF 
XXI K 
XXI H 

2.0 

6.0 

gold, frit 
gold, 
carnelian 
gold, 
carnelian 
gold, 
carnelian 
gold, 
carnelian 
gold, agate, 
carnelian 
gold, 
carnelian 
gold, 
carnelian 
gold, agate, 
carnelian 
gold, agate, 
carnelian 
gold, agate, 
carnelian 
gold, 
bitumen? 
gold, fired 
clay 
carnelian 
carnelian 
carnelian 
carnelian 
carnelian 
carnelian 
carnelian 
carnelian 
carnelian 
carnelian 
carnelian 
carnelian 
carnelian 
carnelian 
carnelian 
carnelian 
carnelian 
carnelian 
carnelian 
carnelian 
carnelian 
carnelian 
carnelian 
carnelian 
carnelian 
carnelian 
carnelian 
carnelian 
carnelian 
carnelian 
carnelian 
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Table 8 continued 

Cat. 
No. Description 

Exc. 
No. 

Mus. 
No. 

Tomb Trench 
No. No. 

L. W. Diam. H. 
cm. cm. cm. cm. Material 

250 necklace (beads w/ pendants) 1415 M 31 STO 5 VIII D 
251 necklace (beads w/ pendants) 1417 M 31 STO 45 XXI H 
252 necklace (beads w/ pendants) 1426 M 31 STO 1 III D+ 
253 necklace (beads w/pendants) 1430 M 31 STO 47 XXII E 
254 necklace (beads) 318 M 25163 32 XVIIE 

255 necklace (beads w/centerpiece) 447 M 25175 23 XV D 

256 necklace (beads) 1180 M 25435 AKB 

257 necklace (beads) 

258 necklace (beads) 

259 necklace (beads) 

1194 M 25449 10 XIB 

1423 M 31 STO 14 XIIIB 

488 M 25171 18 XIVD 

260 necklace (beads w/pendants) 477 M 25176 19 XIV F 

261 necklace (beads w/pendant) 1408 M 31 STO 44 XX M 

262 necklace (beads w/pendants) 1073 M 25186 16 XIIIF 

263 necklace (beads w/pendant) 444 M 25173 36 XVIIIC 

264 necklace (beads w/pendant) 1443 M 31 STO 26 XVII B 

265 
266 
267 
268 
269 
270 
271 
272 
273 

chain 
necklace (beads) 
necklace (beads) 
necklace (beads) 
pendant (medallion) 
pendant (medallion) 
pendant (disk) 
pendant (pear-shaped) 
pendants (3) 

274 pendant (pear-shaped) 

275 pendant (pear-shaped) 

276 pendant (crescents/3) 

277 necklace (beads w / pendant) 

278 necklace (beads) 

279 pendant 

280 pendant 

281 pendant 

282 pendant 

283 necklace (beads w/centerpiece) 

284 necklace (beads w/centerpiece) 

285 necklace (beads) 

286 necklace (beads) 

287 necklace (beads) 

necklace (beads) 

373 M 
1450 M 
1449 M 
1448 M 
634 M 
1018 M 
433 M 
1460 M 
408a M 

415 M 
939 M 
1457 M 
1435 M 

481 M 
374 M 
426 M 
407a M 

1459 M 

70 M 
25 M 
784 M 
785 M 
1431 M 
1432 M 

14954 
31 STO 
31 STO 
31 STO 
14986 
14989 
14588 
31 STO 
25340 

14592 
14979 
31 STO 
31 STO 

25253 
14936 
7 STO 
22 STO 

31 STO 

25121 
25050 
25246 
25245 
31 STO 
31 STO 

36 
36 
36 
36 
6 
6 
36 
36 
47 

36 
GH 
36 
50 

19 
36 
36 
24 

23 

26 
26 
47 
47 
47 
47 

XVIII C 
XVIII C 
XVIII C 
XVIII C 
XA+ 
XA+ 
XVIII C 
XVIII C 
XXII E 

XVIII C 

XVIII C 
XXI K 

XIVF 
XVIII C 
XVIII C 
XV E 

XV D 

XVII B 
XVII B 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXII E 

44.0 

5.0 
6.5 

2.3 
6.0, 
6.0, 
3.5 
4.0 
3.5 
2.5 

4.5 

2.5 

3.4 

2.5 

3.0 

2.0 

carnelian 

carnelian 

carnelian 

carnelian 

gold, 

carnelian 

gold, 
carnelian 

carnelian, 

agate, stone 
carnelian, 

stone 
carnelian, 

stone 

gold, 
carnelian, 

stone 
carnelian, 

white stone 
carnelian, 

black stone 

carnelian, 

agate 
carnelian, 

agate 

carnelian, 

glass 

silver 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

transparent 

stone 

hematite 

black stone 

black stone 

black 

material 

black 

material 

glass 

glass 

glass 

glass 

glass 

glass 
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Table 8 continued 

Cat. 
No. 
288 
289 
290 
291 
292 
293 
294 
295 
296 

297 
298 
299 
300 
301 
302 
303 
304 
305 
306 

307 

308 
309 

310 

311 
312 
313 
314 
315 
316 
317 
318 
319 
320 
321 

322 
323 
324 
325 
326 

327 

Description 
necklace (beads) 
necklace (beads) 
necklace (ram beads) 
necklace 
necklace (beads) 
necklace (beads) 
necklace (beads) 
necklace (beads) 
necklace (beads w/ pendant) 

necklace (beads) 
necklace (beads) 
necklace (beads) 
necklace (beads) 
pendant bead 
pendant 
necklace (beads) 
necklace (beads) 
necklace (beads) 
necklace (beads) 
necklace (beads) 
necklace (beads w/ pendant) 

necklaces (2) 
necklace 
necklace 
necklace 
necklace 
necklace (w/ ram pendant) 

necklace 
necklace 
bead (centerpiece) 

bead (centerpiece) 
bead (centerpiece) 
bead (centerpiece/2) 
bead (spacer) 
bead (spacer) 
bead (center) 
bead (center) 
bead (center) 
bead (center) 
bead (spacer) 
bead (center) 

bead (center) 

bead (lion head) 
bead (lion head/4) 
beads (lion & mt. goat) 
bead (lion head/2) 
bead (pomegranate/3) 
bead (pomegranate/3) 
bead (pomegranate/10) 
bead (pomegranate/5) 

Exc. 
No. 
130a M 
1437 M 
132 M 
1444 M 
544 M 
117M 
407b M 
1441 M 
1440 M 

1442 M 
574 M 
1445 M 
1446 M 
1458 M 
406 M 
1438 M 
480 M 
1179 M 
1077 M 
1083 M 
1439 M 

573 M 
1411 M 
1416 M 
1419 M 
1424 M 
1451 M 

1455 M 
1456 M 
22 M 

296 M 
1196 M 
547 M 
555 M 
1211aM 
450a M 
556a M 
67 M 
1070 M 
1069 M 
300 M 

301 M 

375 M 
1200aM 
1195 M 
127 M 
302 M 
303 M 
124 M 
445 M 

Mus. 
No. 
2396 
31 STO 
25250 
31 STO 
25243 
25248 
22 STO 
31 STO 
31 STO 

31 STO 
14967 
31 STO 
31 STO 
31 STO 
14586 
31 STO 
25012 
25434 
25252 
25247 
31 STO 

25251 
31 STO 
31 STO 
31 STO 
31 STO 
31 STO 

31 STO 
31 STO 
25048 

14836 
25451 
14869 
25032 
25466 
14969 
25039 
25056 
14829 
14828 
14871 

14872 

25066 
25455 
25450 
25061 
14739 
14729 
25059 
14963 

Tomb 
No. 
32 
32 
47 
40 
50 
27 
24 
40 
40 

40 
27 
45 
40 
40 
36 
GH 
19 
GH 
40 
10 
44 

50 
52 
5 
5 
14 
40 

GH 
5 
26 

32 
36 
14 
15 
47 
23 
15 
26 
2 
2 
32 

32 

36 
41 
32 
27 
32 
32 
27 
36 

Trench 
No. 
XVII E 
XVII E 
XXII E 
XVIII N 
XXI L 
XVII D 
XV E 
XVIII N 
XVIII N 

XVIII N 
XVII D 
XXII G 
XVIII N 
XVIII N 
XVIII C 

XTVF 

XVIII N 
XI B 
XX M 

XXI L 
XXIII G 
VIII D 
VIII D 
XIII B 
XVIII N 

VIII D 
XVII B 

XVII E 
XVIII C 
XIII B 
XIII C 
XXII E 
XV D 
XIII C 
XVII B 
VI B+ 
VI B+ 
XVII E 

XVII E 

XVIII C 
XIX K 
XVII E 
XVII D 
XVII E 
XVII E 
XVII D 
XVIII C 

L. W. Diam. 
cm. cm. cm. 

2.5 
5.0 

3.0 

6.0 
3.0 
2.6 
3.5 1.5 
2.5 
3.2 
3.9 
2.5 
3.8 
4.0 2.3 
7.0 

6.5 

3.6 
2.0 
2.0 
1.5 

1.5 
1.0 

2.0 
1.8 

H. 
cm. Material 

frit 
frit 
frit 
frit 
frit 
frit 
frit 
frit, lime 
frit, lime, 
clay 
gypsum 
gypsum 
gypsum 
gypsum 
gypsum 
gypsum 
lime 
lime 
lime 
fired clay 
fired clay 
fired clay, 
gypsum 
shell 
shell, bone 
shell, bone 
shell, bone 
bone 
shell, bone, 
lime 
shell 
bone 
gold, 
bitumen 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold, agate 
gold, agate 
gold, 
bitumen 
gold, 
bitumen? 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
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Table 8 continued 

Cat. 

No. 

327 

328 

329 

330 

331 

332 

333 

334 

335 

336 

337 

338 

339 

340 

341 

342 

343 

344 

345 

346 

347 

348 

349 

350 

351 

352 

353 

354 

355 

356 

Description 

bead (pomegranate/2) 
bead (pomegranate) 

bead (butterfly) 

bead (butterfly) 

bead (vertical ribbed) 

bead (vertical ribbed) 

bead (four sided) 

bead (four sided/7) 

bead (flat discoid/2) 

bead (flat discoid) 

bead (flat discoid/2) 

bead (cylindrical spiral) 

bead (cylindrical spiral/3) 

bead (globular/4) 

bead (globular/3) 

bead (globular) 

bead (globular/2) 

bead (globular/5) 

bead (ring shaped) 

bead (ring shaped) 

bead (olive shaped/5) 

bead (olive shaped/22) 

bead (olive shaped/9) 

bead (conical/40) 

bead (conical/5) 

bead (three-ring reel/30) 

bead (8) 

bead (spacer/5) 

bead 

bead (10) 

bead (5) 

bead? (cat's eye) 

bracelet (lion head) 

bracelet (horse heads) 

bracelet (animal heads) 

bracelet (mt. goat heads) 

bracelet (animal heads) 

bracelet 

bracelet 

bracelet 

bracelet 

bracelet 

bracelet 

bracelet 

bracelet 

bracelet or armlet 

bracelet 

bracelet 

bracelet 

bracelet (5) 

bracelet 

bracelet 

bracelet 

bracelet 

bracelet (5) 

bracelet or armlet 

Exc. 

No. 
1201aM 

1479 M 

441 M 

1199bM 

319a M 

556b M 

319b M 

1201bM 

549a M 

1192aM 

1211bM 

450b M 

1192bM 

27 M 

69 M 

128a M 

319c M 

1206aM 

1192cM 

1211cM 

128b M 

1201cM 

1211dM 

137 M 

1199cM 

1206b M 

24 M 

1476 M 

1477 M 

135 M 

1478 M 

484 M 

357 M 

608 M 

458 M 

646 M 

1188aM 

274 M 

275 M 

532 M 

533 M 

276 M 

4 M 

203 M 

267 M 

292 M 

460 M 

5 M 

231 M 

523 M 

414 M 

425 M 

492 M 

642 M 

689 M 

690 M 

Mus. 

No. 

25456 

31 

14965 

25454 

25065 

25039 

25065 

25456 

25035 

25447 

25466 

14969 

22447 

25052 

25058 

25062 
25065 

25461 

25447 

25446 

25062 

25456 

25466 

25064 
25454 

25461 

25049 

31 STO 

31 STO 

25063 

31 STO 

25254 

14816 

14857 

14585 

14949 

25444 
14748 

14754 

25030 

14757 

14756 

14752 

14750 

14749 

14753 

14722 

14864 

25006 

14973 

9 STO 

8 STO 

25010 

61 STC 

14978 

25325 

romb 

No. 

5 

36 

36 

36 

47 

15 

47 

5 

23 

10 

47 

23 

10 

26 

26 

27 

47 

52 

10 

47 

27 

5 

47 

32 
36 

52 

26 

16 

36 

32 
14 

19 

36 

2 
45 

24 

ZB 
33 
33 

50 

50 

33 

24 

45 

33 

47 

45 

24 

25 

50 

36 

36 

18 

• 2 

15 

36 

Trench 

No. 
VIII D 

XVIII C 

XVIII C 

XVIII C 

XXI E 

XIII C 

XXI E 

VIII D 

XIVD 
XI B 

XXII E 

XV D 

XI B 

XVII B 

XVII B 

XVII D 

XXI E 

XXIII G 

XI B 

XXII E 

XVII D 
VIII D 

XXII E 

XVII E 

XVIII C 

XXIII G 

XVII B 

XIII F 

XVIII C 

XVII E 

XIII B 

XTVF 

XVIII C 

VI B+ 

XXII H 

XV E 

XVII F 
XVII F 

XXI L 

XXI L 

XVIII F 

XV E 

XXI H 

XVIII F 

XXI E 

XXII H 

XV E 

XVI F 

XXI L 

XVIII C 

XVIII C 

XIVD 
VI B+ 

XIII C 

XVIII C 

L. W. 
cm. cm. 
2.0 

2.0 

1.3 

1.4 

1.5 

1.2 

1.8 

1.5 

1.0 

1.0 

0.6 
0.6 

0.7 

3.0 
2.0 

1.4 

13.0 
13.5 

13.0 

19.0 

Diam. H 

cm. cm. Material 

1.0 

1.0 

1.9 

1.9 

1.6 

1.0 

0.8 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.2 

0.8 

1.5 

1.5 
1.5 

3.0 

7.3 

9.5 
7.0 

7.5 

5.0 

7.0 

6.0 

7.5 

9.0 

6.3 

3.2 
8.0 

6.5 

7.5 

7.7 
5.0 

7.5 

6.8 

6.8 
10.3 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 
gold 

gold 

carnelian 
carnelian 

glass frit 
frit 

fired clay 

agate 

gold 

gold 
silver, gold 

gold, bronze 

silver 
gold 
gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 
silver 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 
bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 
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Cat. 
No. 
356 

357 

358 
359 
360 
361 
362 
363 
364 
365 

366 
367 
368 
369 
370 

371 

372 

373 
374 
375 
376 
377 

378 
379 

380 
381 
382 
383 
384 

Description 
bracelet (2) 
bracelet 
bracelet 
braceletor armlet (4) 
bracelet 
bracelet (2) 
bracelet (2) 
bracelet (2) 
bracelet 
bracelet (3) 
bracelet (3) 
bracelet? 
bracelet? 
bracelet 
bracelet (2) 
earring (pomegranate) 
earring (pomegranate) 
earring (pomegranate) 
earring (pyramid/2) 
earring 
earring (crescent/2) 

earring (pennannular) 
earring (boat shaped) 
earring (boat shaped) 
earring (boat shaped/2) 
earring (boat shaped) 
earring (boat shaped) 
earring (boat shaped) 
earring (boat shaped/2) 
earring (boat shaped) 
earring (boat shaped/8) 
earring (boat shaped) 
earring (boat shaped/2) 
earring (boat shaped/2) 
earring (boat shaped/2) 
earring (animal shaped) 
earring (animal shaped) 
earring (animal shaped) 
earring (crescent) 
earring (crescent) 
earring (crescent) 
earring (spiral twist) 
earring (spiral twist/2) 
earring (spiral twist/2) 
earring (loop) 
earring (loop) 
earring (loop) 
earring (loop) 
earring (loop/2) 
earring (loop) 
earring (loop/2) 
earring (loop/2) 
earring (loop/3) 
earring (loop/2) 
earring (loop/4) 

Exc. 
No. 
691 M 
720 M 
721 M 
731 M 
758 M 
936 M 
1008 M 
1009 M 
1010 M 
1021 M 
1049 M 
99 M 
688 M 
715 M 
1048 M 
269 M 
295 M 
365 M 
122 M 
364 M 
960 M 

964 M 
348 M 
535 M 
526 M 
461 M 
527 M 
528 M 
534 M 
536 M 
1203aM 
1065 M 
1066 M 
1067 M 
1068 M 
803 M 
804 M 
805 M 
317 M 
482 M 
961 M 
449 M 
306 M 
307 M 
11 M 
551 M 
557 M 
558 M 
451 M 
452 M 
550 M 
836 M 
197 M 
218 M 
442 M 

Table 8 

Mus. 
No. 
25001 
55 STO 
61 STO 
25150 
61 STO 
14995 
14994 
14994 
14994 
14993 
14937 
25351 
14981 
25321 
25115 
14726 
14825 
14848 
14738 
14742 
14735 

14740 
14746 
14910 
14745 
25009 
14912 
14913 
14734 
14911 
25458 
14904 
14723 
14732 
14903 
14883 
14884 
14916 
14746 
14736 
14888 
14741 
14905 
14724 
25045 
14744 
14737 
25033 
14908 
14909 
14743 
3101 
14907 
14961 
14964 

continued 

Tomh 
No. 
36 
3 
3 
44 
1 
GH 
20 
20 
30 
6 
GH 
50 
36 
1 
GH 
33 
47 
36 
27 
36 
10 

10 
44 
50 
50 
45 
50 
50 
50 
50 
23 
2 
5 
5 
5 
52 
52 
52 
50 
19 
10 
23 
50 
50 
24 
14 
15 
15 
23 
23 
23 
47 
16 
45 
36 

) Trench L. W. Diam. 
No. cm. cm. cm. 
XVIII c 

VIA 
VIA 
XX N 
IIID+ 

XIVH 
XTVH 
XVI L 
XA+ 

XXII L 
XVIIIC 

7.0 
8.5 
8.8 
9.5 
7.5 
5.5 
6.5 
6.0 
6.5 
6.0 
4.5 
7.2 
6.7 

III D+ 6.5 14.5 

XVIIIF 6.0 
XXIE 4.5 
XVIIIC 7.0 
XVIID 4.0 
XVIIIC 
XI B 

XI B 
XXI N 
XXI L 
XXI L 
XXII H 
XXI L 
XXI L 
XXI L 
XXI L 
XV D 
VI B+ 
VIII D 
VIII D 
VIII D 
XXIIIG 5.0 
XXIIIG 5.0 
XXIIIG 5.0 
XXII L 
XTVF 
XI B 
XV D 
XXII L 
XXII L 
XV E 
XIII B 
XIII C 
XIII C 
XV D 
XV D 
XV D 
XXII E 
XIII F 
XXI H 
XVIIIC 

5.8 

2.3 
3.0 

3.0 
2.0 
3.0 

2.0 
2.0 
1.8 
2.0 
2.0 

1.7 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 

2.2 
2.0 
2.0 
3.0 
2.2 
2.1 
1.1 
2.5 
2.3 
2.3 
2.3 
2.0 
2.5 
2.5 
2.0 
1.7 
1.8 

H. 
cm. Material 

bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold, lapis 
lazuli 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 

4.0 gold 
4.0 gold 
4.0 gold 

gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
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Table 8 continued 

Cat. 

No. Description 
Exc. 
No. 
483 M 
962 M 
1187aM 
1204a M 
1187b M 
1470 M 
1082a M 
1471 M 
360 M 
565 M 
361 M 
362 M 
363 M 
320 M 
1197aM 
468 M 
1463 M 
1465 M 
1007 M 
1461 M 
1462a M 
1464 M 
560 M 
453 M 
531 M 
559 M 
563 M 
316 M 
1175aM 
1197b M 
1207a M 
1208aM 
1211eM 
1204b M 
304 M 
832 M 
1072 M 
123 M 
309 M 
561 M 
1188bM 
1082b M 
428 M 
1466 M 
1469 M 
217 M 
64 M 
23 M 
214 M 
215 M 
216 M 
244 M 
245 M 
247 M 
248 M 
249 M 

Mus. Tomb 
No. 
14959 
14885 
25443 
25459 
25443 
31 STO 
14938 
31 STO 
14832 
14725 
14727 
14933 
14728 
14934 
25452 
25011 
31 STO 
31 STO 
14994 
31 STO 
31 STO 
31 STO 
14859 
14862 
14863 
14859 
14618 
25019 
25097 
25452 
25462 
25463 
25466 
25459 
14721 
14835 
14870 
14733 
14730 
25040 

[ 25444 
[ 14938 
5 STO 
31 STO 
31 STC 
14767 
14790 
14791 
14769 
14788 
14768 
14762 
14761 
14792 
14758 
14795 

No. 
19 
10 
40 
14 
40 
36 
50 
36 
36 
50 
36 
36 
36 
32 
32 
19 
36 
19 
30 
36 
36 
36 
15 
23 
50 
15 
50 
50 
32 
32 
45 
50 
47 
14 
50 
47 
1 
27 
50 
15 
ZB 
50 
36 

• 36 
> 36 
45 
26 
26 
45 
45 
45 
42 
42 
42 
42 
42 

Trench L. W. 
No. cm. cm. 
XIVF 
XI B 
XVIII N 
XIII B 
XVIII N 
XVIIIC 
XXI K 
XVIIIC 
XVIIIC 
XXI K 
XVIIIC 
XVIIIC 
XVIIIC 
XVII E 
XVII E 
XTVF 
XVIIIC 
XIVF 
XVIL 
XVIIIC 
XVIIIC 
XVIIIC 
XIIIC 53.5 1.5 
XV D 43.5 1.4 
XXIL 17.5 1.0 
XIIIC 18.5 1.0 
XXIK 34.5 1.0 
XXIK 41.0 0.8 
XVII E 
XVII E 
XXI H 
XXI K 
XXII E 
XIII B 
XXII L 
XXII E 
IIID+ 
XVII D 
XXII L 
XIII C 

XXI K 
XVIIIC 
XVIIIC 
XVIIIC 
XXI H 
XVII B 
XVII B 
XXI H 
XXI H 
XXI H 
XX F 
XX F 
XX F 
XX F 
XX F 

Diam. H. 
cm. cm. 
1.3 
2.5 
2.5 
2.0 
2.2 
3.5 
3.5 
1.5 
2.8 
2.3 
1.9 
2.0 
1.8 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.3 
2.2 
2.3 
2.3 

3.5 
3.0 
3.0 
4.0 
3.5 
5.0 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
3.0 
2.0 
16.5 
8.5 
10.5 
6.0 
5.3 
5.5 
7.5 
7.5 
7.5 
7.5 
7.5 

Material 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
silver 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
silver 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 

384 earring (loop/3) 

earring (loop/2) 

earring (loop/4) 

earring (loop) 

385 earring (spiral twist) 

386 earring (spiral twist) 

387 earring (loop/2) 

earring (loop/3) 

388 ring (animal) 

389 ring (serpentine/2) 

390 ring (band) 

ring (band) 

391 ring (band) 

392 ring (band/2) 

393 ring (loop) 

394 ring (band/3) 

395 ring (band) 

ring (band/2) 

396 ring (loop/2) 
ring (loop/4) 

ring (loop/5) 

ring (loop/3) 
397 diadem/forehead band 

398 diadem/forehead band 

399 diadem/forehead band 

400 diadem/forehead band 

401 diadem/forehead band 

402 diadem/forehead band 

forehead band (deformed) 

forehead band (broken) 

forehead band (broken) 

forehead band (broken) 

forehead band (broken) 

403 forehead band (broken) 

404 hair binder 

hair binder (2) 

hair binder 

405 hair binder 

hair binder 

hair binder (4) 

406 hair binder 

407 hair binder 

408 hair binder 

hair binder 

hair binder 

409 button 

410 button 

411 button 

412 button 

button 

button 

413 button 

button 

button 

button 

button 
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Table 8 continued 

Cat. 
No. 
413 

414 
415 
416 
417 

418 

419 

420 

421 
422 

423 

424 
425 
426 

Description 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button (4) 
button (2) 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 
button 

Exc. 
No. 
250 M 
252 M 
253 M 
259 M 
207 M 
959 M 
208 M 
205 M 
213 M 
311 M 
313 M 
315 M 
1035 M 
6M 
7M 
18 M 
26 M 
270 M 
271 M 
272 M 
273 M 
278 M 
279 M 
280 M 
281 M 
282 M 
1190 M 
254 M 
255 M 
256 M 
257 M 
258 M 
209 M 
210 M 
211 M 
212 M 
138 M 
297 M 
838 M 
839 M 
840 M 
841 M 
842 M 
843 M 
844 M 
845 M 
846 M 
847 M 
848 M 
849 M 
850 M 
851 M 
852 M 
853 M 
854 M 
855 M 

Mus. 
No. 
14793 
14794 
14797 
14777 
14766 
14845 
14764 
14763 
14773 
14786 
14808 
14809 
14944 
14771 
14778 
14782 
25051 
14787 
14803 
14804 
14805 
14799 
14798 
14800 
14801 
14802 
25446 
14774 
14775 
14779 
14776 
14789 
14770 
14806 
14772 
14807 
14760 
14784 
14892 
14892 
14892 
14892 
14892 
14928 
14899 
14928 
14899 
14928 
14899 
14894 
14894 
14894 
14894 
14894 
14875 
14895 

Tomb Trench 
No. 
42 
42 
42 
42 
45 
10 
45 
45 
45 
50 
50 
50 
1 
24 
24 
26 
26 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
26 
42 
42 
42 
42 
42 
45 
45 
45 
45 
27 
32 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 

No. 
XX F 
XX F 
XX F 
XX F 
XXI H 
XI B 
XXI H 
XXI H 
XXI H 
XXII L 
XXII L 
XXII L 
IIID+ 
XV E 
XV E 
XVII B 
XVII B 
XVIII F 
XVIII F 
XVIII F 
XVIII F 
XVIII F 
XVIII F 
XVIII F 
XVIII F 
XVIII F 
XVII B 
XX F 
XX F 
XX F 
XX F 
XX F 
XXI H 
XXI H 
XXI H 
XXI H 
XVII D 
XVII E 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXII E 
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Table 8 continued 

Cat. 

No. Description 
Exc. 
No. 
856 M 
857 M 
858 M 
859 M 
860 M 
861 M 
862 M 
863 M 
864 M 
865 M 
866 M 
867 M 
868 M 
869 M 
870 M 
871 M 
872 M 
873 M 
874 M 
875 M 
876 M 
877 M 
878 M 
879 M 
880 M 
881 M 
882 M 
883 M 
884 M 
885 M 
886 M 
887 M 
888 M 
889 M 
890 M 
891 M 
892 M 
893 M 
894 M 
895 M 
896 M 
897 M 
898 M 
899 M 
900 M 
901 M 
902 M 
903 M 
904 M 
905 M 
906 M 
907 M 
908 M 
909 M 
910 M 
911 M 

Mus. 
No. 
14895 
14891 
14876 
14896 
14896 
14877 
14926 
14926 
14926 
14926 
14899 
14925 
14925 
14925 
14925 
14900 
14924 
14924 
14924 
14924 
14924 
14900 
14927 
14900 
14927 
14898 
14898 
14923 
14890 
14923 
14923 
14923 
14923 
14923 
14922 
14922 
14878 
14922 
14922 
14900 
14922 
14889 
14900 
14922 
14893 
14893 
14893 
14917 
14917 
14917 
14917 
14917 
14918 
14918 
14918 
14918 

Iomb 
No. 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 

Trench L. W. Diam. H [. 
No. cm. cm. cm. cm. Materi; 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 

2.8 
2.4 
3.2 
2.7 
2.2 
2.3 
2.5 
2.5 
2.7 
2.7 
3.0 
2.7 
3.2 
2.7 
2.6 
2.5 
2.4 
2.7 
2.7 
2.8 
2.8 
2.8 
2.5 
2.5 
2.6 
2.7 
2.9 
2.6 
2.9 
2.7 
2.7 
2.7 
2.6 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.9 
2.6 
3.0 
2.6 
2.7 
3.2 
2.7 
2.6 
2.8 
3.2 
2.8 
2.8 
2.4 
2.5 
2.4 
2.8 
2.8 
2.8 
2.8 
2.9 

gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 
gold 

426 button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

427 button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 
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Table 8 continued 

Cat. 

No. 

427 

428 

429 

430 

431 

432 

433 

434 

435 

436 

437 

438 

439 

440 

441 

442 

443 

444 

445 

446 

447 

448 

449 

450 

451 
452 

453 

454 

455 

456 

457 

458 

459 

Description 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button 

button (4) 

button (25) 

button (25) 

button 

buttons or gaming pieces 

buttons or gaming pieces 

buttons or gaming pieces 

button 

button 

button (2) 

button (2) 

button (2) 
button 

button (3) 

button (2) 

button 

button (18) 

button 

button (2) 

button 

leaf (2) 

leaf (2) 

leaf (5) 

leaf (6) 

belt buckle 

fibula 

pin (bird head/2) 

pin (lion head/2) 

pin (mt. goat head) 

pin (humped bull) 

pin 

pin 
pin (2) 

pin 

pin 

pin 

pin 

pin 

pin 

Exc. 

No. 

912 M 

913 M 

914 M 

915 M 

916 M 

917 M 

918 M 

919 M 

920 M 

921 M 

922 M 

923 M 

924 M 

926 M 

927 M 

928 M 

8 M 

21 M 

65 M 

490 M 

438 M 

439 M 

440 M 

139 M 

180 M 

680 M 

948 M 

995 M 

1467 M 

1468 M 

1201dM 

432 M 

183 M 

136 M 

16M 

1454 M 

562 M 

566 M 

934 M 

1175bM 

609 M 

1472 M 

1200bM 

322 M 

71 M 

344 M 

570 M 

1193 M 

385 M 

1475 M 

569 M 

957 M 

958 M 

384 M 

410 M 

Mus. 

No. 

14897 

14897 

14919 

14919 

14919 

14901 

14919 

14919 

14919 

14920 

14901 

14920 

14920 

14920 

14921 

14921 

14970 

25047 

25054 

14695 

14866 

14867 

14868 

25377 

25377 

14990 

14991 

25376 

31 STO 

31 STO 

25456 

4 STO 

25337 

25360 

25348 

31 STO 

14856 

14855 

14946 

25097 

14697 

31 STO 

25455 

14906 

25122 

14605 

14935 

25448 

14957 

31 STO 

14819 

14817 

14818 

25130 

25132 

Tomb 

No. 

52 

52 

52 

52 

52 

52 

52 

52 

52 

52 

52 

52 

52 

52 

52 

52 

24 

26 

26 

18 

36 

36 

36 

27 

27 

15 

52 

41 

52 

52 
5 

36 

27 

32 

24 

AKB 

50 

50 

50 

32 

2 

36 

41 

32 

26 

44 

50 

10 

36 

36 

50 

10 

10 

36 

36 

Trench 

No. 

XXIII G 

XXIII G 

XXIII G 

XXIII G 

XXIII G 

XXIII G 

XXIII G 

XXIII G 

XXIII G 

XXIII G 

XXIII G 

XXIII G 

XXIII G 

XXIII G 

XXIII G 

XXIII G 

XV E 

XVII B 

XVII B 

XIVD 
XVIIIC 

XVIIIC 

XVIIIC 

XVII D 

XVII D 

XIII c 

XXIII G 

XIX K 

XXIII G 

XXIII G 

VIII D 

XVIIIC 

XVII D 

XVII E 

XV E 

XXI K 

XXI K 

XXI K 

XVII E 

VI B+ 

XVIIIC 

XIX K 

XVII E 

XVII B 

XXI N 

XXI K 

XI B 

XVIIIC 

XVIIIC 

XXI K 

XI B 

XI B 

XVIIIC 

XVIIIC 

L. W. 

cm. cm. 

11.0 6.0 

13.0 6.0 

5.0 

10.0 4.5 

6.5 

5.0 

12.0 

18.5 

22.5 

40.0 

4.7 

5.0 

24.0 

17.0 

19.0 

11.0 

11.0 

12.0 

11.5 

Diam. 

cm. 

2.6 

2.8 

2.5 

2.5 

2.4 

2.5 

2.7 

2.8 

2.7 

2.7 

2.8 

3.2 

2.8 

2.7 

2.7 

2.7 

3.5 

1.5 

1.5 

2.8 

1.5 

1.5 

1.5 

6.7 

5.0 

10.5 

8.5 

14.0 

4.5 

1.8 

3.5 

4.0 

4.0 

7.5 

4.5 

4.0 

H. 

cm. Material 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

gold, bone 

frit 

frit 

frit 

shell 

shell 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold, lapis 

lazuli 

bronze 

gold 

gold, bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

gold 

gold 

gold, bronze 

bonze 

gold 

gold 

gold 

bronze 

bronze 
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Table 8 continued 

Cat. 

No. 

460 

461 

462 

463 

464 

465 

466 

467 

468 

Description 

pin 

pin 

pin 

pin (6) 

pin 

pin 

pin 

pin 

pin 

pin 

pin 

pin 

pin 

pin 

pin 

pin 

pin 

pin 

sheet 

sheet 

sheet 

sheet 

sheet 

sheet 

sheet 

sheet 

sheet 

sheet 

(fragments) 

(2 fragments) 

(fragment) 

(fragment) 

(fragment) 

(fragment) 

(fragment) 

(fragment) 

(fragment) 

(fragment) 

Exc. 

No. 

1004 M 

1005 M 

37 M 

72a M 

703 M 

1027 M 

1473 M 

190 M 

411 M 

475 M 

476 M 

530 M 

702 M 

943 M 

945 M 

946 M 

947 M 

1474 M 

1212 M 

552 M 

1197cM 

1203bM 

1204c M 

1206c M 

1207b M 

1208b M 

1211fM 

1216 M 

Mus. 

No. 

14987 

14987 

25124 

25352 

15000 

14998 

31 STO 

25123 

14593 

25127 

25126 

25128 

15000 

14997 

25125 

14996 

14996 

31 STO 

25467 

25029 

25452 
25458 

25459 

25461 

25462 

25463 

25466 

25471 

Tomb 

No. 

ZB 

ZB 

26 

26 

36 

10 

36 

50 

36 

19 

19 

50 

36 

52 

52 

52 

52 

36 

27 

15 

32 

23 

14 

52 

45 

50 
47 

45 

Trench 

No. 

XVII 

XVII B 

XVIIIC 

XI B 

XVIIIC 

XXI K 

XVIIIC 

XIVF 
XTVF 

XXI L 

XVIIIC 

XXIII G 

XXIII G 

XXIII G 

XXIII G 

XVIIIC 

XVII D 

XIII C 

XVII E 

XV D 
XIII B 

XXIII G 

XXI H 

XXI K 
XXII E 

XXII H 

L. W. Diam. H. 

cm. cm. cm. cm. Material 

16.0 

13.5 

15.5 

25.0 

13.5 

11.5 

10.5 

19.5 

21.5 

18.5 

18.5 

17.5 

13.5 

14.0 

22.5 

18.0 

22.5 
18.0 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 

gold 
gold 

gold 
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Chapter VII Notes 

6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 

15. 

16. 
17. 

18. 
19. 
20. 

21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 

29. 
30. 

31. 
32. 

33. 
34. 

35. 
36. 

37. 
38. 
39. 

40. 

41. 

42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 

Vanden Berghe 1964: PI. LXIX, No. 354, PI. XL, No. 357, 

pp. 45-46, 70. 
Moorey 1971: PI. 83, No. 530, p. 311. This is now in the 

Ashmolean Museum. 
Maxwell-Hyslop 1971: PI. 85, p. 120. These are now in the 

Nicosia Museum. 
Maxwell-Hyslop 1971: PI. 99, pp. 129-130. Found in Old 
Tombs 24, 61, 67, and 58 and Maroni Tomb 2. These are 

now in the British Museum. 
Schmidt 1931-33: Fig. 138, p. 227. Maxwell-Hyslop 1971: 

PL 55, p. 79. 
Vanden Berghe 1964: PI. LXIX, No. 353, pp. 45, 70. 
Maxwell-Hyslop 1971: Pis. 19-20, pp. 24, 26. 

Huet et al. 1978: PL VI (L.76.93). 
Maxwell-Hyslop 1971: PL 46e. 
Maxwell-Hyslop 1971: PL 94b, p. 126. 
Amiet 1966: Fig. 195, p. 263. 
Fukai and Ikeda 1971: PL XXXIV, Nos. 2-3, p. 3. 
Porada 1964-65: Fig. 423, pp. 84, 144. 
Maxwell-Hyslop 1971: PL 165, p. 207. This is now in the 

Cincinnati Museum. 
Pierides 1971: PL XTV, No. 5, p. 27. This is now in the 

Cyprus Museum. 
Pierides 1971: PL XIV, No. 3, p. 26. 
Pierides 1971: PL XXII, No. 1, p. 33. Compare PL XIV 
Nos. 3 and 5 with PL XXII No. 1. 
Schaeffer 1948b: Fig. 168, Nos. 20, 132, p. 292. 
Schaeffer 1948b: Fig. 176, Nos. 12, 132, p. 292. 
Maxwell-Hyslop 1971: Fig. 460, p. 71. 
Parrot 1937: PL X V 2, pp. 81-82. Terrace 1962: Fig. 12. 
KH.A.A.:Fig. 769, p. 51. 
Hakemi and Rad 1950. 
Ghirshman 1964c: Fig. 27, p. 26. 
Kantor 1957b: Fig. 4, p. 14. 
Schaeffer 1948b: Fig. 239, Nos. 16, 193, p. 448. 
Schaeffer 1948b: Fig. 275, Nos. 1, 9, 214, p. 502. 
Maxwell-Hyslop 1971: PL 252, p. 267. Stronach 1969: PL 
Villa, p. 15. 
Maxwell-Hyslop 1960: pp. 108-109, PL XII 4, Figs. 2, 4. 
Maxwell-Hyslop 1971: Fig. 113, Pis. 136, 145, pp. 178, 188-
189. 
Pierides 1971: PL VIII, No. 4, p. 18. 
Ghirshman 1966: PL LXXVIII, No. G.T.Z.447; PL LXXIX, 
No. G.T.Z.535f. 
Ghirshman 1939: PL XVII, No. 7, p. 219. 
Weidner 1939: Fig. 76, p. 91. This is now in the 
Ashmolean Museum. 
Weidner 1939: Fig. 91, p. 115. 
Vanden Berghe 1964: PL L, No. 357 (below right), pp. 34-
35, 45, 70. 
Vanden Berghe 1964: PL XLIX, No. 354, pp. 34-35, 70. 
Maxwell-Hyslop 1971: PL 142, p. 192. 
Rostovtzeff 1932: PL XVI, No. 3. This ring is now in the 
Ashmolean Museum. 

The italicized letters were added by the editors in order to 
differentiate between different objects bearing the same 
Marlik number. 

Maxwell-Hyslop 1971: PL 131, pp. 177-178. This is now in 
the Louvre. 

Maxwell-Hyslop 1971: PL 135, pp. 188-189. 
Ghirshman 1964c: Fig. 27, p. 26. 

Vanden Berghe 1959: PL 148a, pp. 116, 118, 280. 
Ghirshman 1939: Vol. 2, PL X C V S.1476b. 
Maxwell-Hyslop 1971: Fig. 81, pp. 116-117. 
Andrae 1934: PL 512, No. 8, p. 681. 
Bossert 1951: Fig. 782, p. 52. 
Pierides 1971: PL VIII, No. 5, p. 18. 

Pierides 1971: PL XV, Nos. 1-3, pp. 27-28. 

51. Amiet 1966: Fig. 357 A, B, C, p. 475. 
52. Ghirshman 1939: Vol. 2, PL V, No. 7. 

53. Rostovtzeff 1932: PL VII, No. 3. This is now in the Kiev 
Archaeological Museum. 

54. Maxwell-Hyslop 1971: PL 100, No. 2, pp. 135-136. This is 
now in the British Museum. 

55. Maxwell-Hyslop 1971: Pis. 108-109, p. 141. This is now in 
the Palestine Archaeological Museum. 

56. Schaeffer 1938: Figs. 4, 8, Nos. 1, 3-4, 7, and 50, p. 319. 
Syria, Vol. XVIII, 1937, PL XVIII. 

57. Bossert 1951: Fig. 772, p. 51. This is now in the Damascus 
Museum. 

58. Maxwell-Hyslop 1971: PL 125, p. 162. This is now in the 
Fine Arts Museum of Boston. 

59. M D P 7, PL XII 5; Amiet 1966: Fig. 314 A, B, p. 413. 
60. Herzfeld 1941: Fig. 261 (right), p. 145. 
61. Ghirshman 1966: PL LXXXVI, G.T.Z. 201. 
62. Barnett 1960: PL 5, p. 27; N.A.R., Vol. II, p. 303. 

63. Smith 1938: PL VIII. 
64. Dalton 1905: PL XXI, p. 162. 
65. Vanden Berghe 1964: PL L, No. 357 (below right), pp. 39-

45, 70. 
66. Oppenheim 1970: pp. 9, 14. 
67. Maxwell-Hyslop 1971: Fig. 65b, p. 87. 
68. Rostovtzeff 1932: PI. XVI, No. 3. This is now in the 

Ashmolean Museum. 
69. Ghirshman 1939: Vol. 2, PL LXXIX, No. S.933 C, p. 246. 
70. Ghirshman 1939: Vol. 2, PL LV, No. S.593, p. 231. 
71. Maxwell-Hyslop 1971: Pis. 49a, 50b, pp. 68-69, 192. 
72. Maxwell-Hyslop 1971: PL 165, p. 207. 
73. M D P 8, pp. 238 ff. Schaeffer 1948b: PL LXI, p. 424. 
74. Schaeffer 1948b: PL LXI, 180, 191, pp. 426, 443. 
75. Maxwell-Hyslop 1971: p. 20. 
76. Schaeffer 1948b: Fig. 217, Nos. 20, 165, pp. 406-408. 
77. Ghirshman 1939: Vol. 2, PL LIX, No. S.645. 
78. The tomb of Ali Karam Bagh is located in olive groves 

about .5 km southwest of Marlik, in the valley of the 
Gohar Rud (Crystal River). 

79. Maxwell-Hyslop 1971: PL 48, p. 67. 
80. Fukai and Ikeda 1971: PL XXXTV, No. 4. 
81. Maxwell-Hyslop 1971: PL 94 C, pp. 112, 126. 
82. Maxwell-Hyslop 1971: PL 6b (centerpiece), p. 9. 
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Seals of Marlik 

Introduction 

From early times to almost the present day, man 
used stamp seals of baked clay, bone, stone, and later 
metal for the purpose of identifying ownership. 
Cylinder seals, on the other hand, were employed for 
only about three millennia, from the middle of the 
fourth millennium B.C. down to the middle of the 
first millennium B.C. They appeared as early as the 
protoliterate, or Uruk and Jamdet Nasr, periods, and 
gradually ceased to be used after the Achaemenid 
period. The reasons that cylinder seals were no long
er made after this time are still obscure, but certain 

The technique of making cylinder seals of very 
hard materials, including a variety of stones, was 
highly developed by the third millennium B.C. and 
continued to be used d o w n to the early first 
millennium B.C. The precise engraving of detail to 
produce the negative design is quite remarkable on 
some seals, particularly on those made of semi
precious stones such as red carnelian. In the middle 
of the second millennium B.C. a new substance, frit (a 
primitive porcelain with a rather smooth glaze on the 
surface), was introduced, and it soon became the 
most c o m m o n material used to make seals. These frit 
seals were much more easily produced than carved 
stone seals, but the highly precise workmanship used 
on seals of harder materials could not be applied to 
frit. The designs appearing on frit seals are therefore 
much less detailed than those on stone seals, with a 
simple linear technique prevailing on the frit 
cylinder seals of the second half of the second 
millennium B.C. 

relevant factors are obvious. More effort and skill are 
required to make cylinder seals than to make stamp 
seals. In addition, the material that receives the 
cylinder seal impression must be soft, like clay, and 
clay as a writing material was gradually replaced by 
parchment, papyrus, and later paper, which received 
the simpler stamp seal impressions more easily than 
cylinder seal impressions. 
Both cylinder and stamp seals were found in the 

Marlik tombs. 

Scholars have classified cylinder seals in detail 
according to their workmanship, design, and style, 
and they are consequently very useful for dating 
purposes. However, because they were made of long-
wearing materials, they may have been used for 
several generations, particularly those seals without 
inscriptions identifying the owner. This practice of 
reusing seals decreases somewhat their precise 
accuracy for dating, although not over a long period. 
Seals found in graves may be more reliable for dating 
than seals found elsewhere because they are likely to 
have been buried with their original owners. Because 
of the detailed classification that has been done, 
cylinder seals are valuable in dating the archaeologi
cal strata in which they are found, within the time 
limits of one or two centuries. This precision in dat
ing is very helpful, especially when compared with 
the dating of other types of objects that often cover a 
much longer time span typologically. 
Fourteen definite and several possible cylinder 

Cylinder Seals (469-485) 
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seals were found at Marlik (Tablet 10), made of frit, 
gypsum, and various types of stone and gold. Most of 
the cylinder seals are made of frit, and many of these 
frit seals have a badly damaged surface, so badly 
damaged in some cases that the design has entirely 
disappeared. Several seals incorporate gold, and one 
seal is solid gold. The frit and gypsum seals have 
simple linear designs, while the hard-stone seals 
contain more elaborate designs and more precise 
workmanship. Two of the cylinder seals contain in
scriptions, although the writing is only legible on 
one, and even on this seal the lines are broken and 
fragmented. Several of the objects included here may 
not actually be seals at all, but beads. They are 
described here because of the possibility that they are 
really cylinder seals with very simple geometric de
signs. 
These cylinder seals have been divided into several 

groups according to their technique and scene com
position. 

TYPE I: CYLINDER SEALS WITH SMOOTH 
LINES AND DRILL HOLES (469-473) 

The majority of the cylinder seals from Marlik are 
made of gypsum or frit. Their designs are character
ized by smooth lines with the use of drill holes, in 
what is termed the "Mitannian style." 

469 Cylinder Seal 
1094 M PI. 95 
About 2.9 cm long and 1.0 cm in diameter, found 

in T o m b 2 (Trench VI B ). It is made either of frit 
with a badly decayed surface or of very soft gypsum. 
The design consists of an antithetical group of two 
mountain goats or antelopes on each side of a 
palmette or plant, possibly representing the sacred 
tree of life. The animals are shown in profile, with 
their hind quarters next to the tree and their heads 
turned backward to face the tree. Their bodies are 
rendered in a smooth, stylized manner, with their 
heads made of concentric circles with drill hole eyes. 
Between the two antithetical animals is a palmette 
whose trunk ends in a circle separated by two parallel 
lines from the symmetrically placed branches, each 
of which also ends in a circle. A band of two rows of 
plants formed of three lines with circular drill hole 
flowers completes the design, which is bordered at 
the top and bottom by a simple line. This seal, with 
its smooth rendering of the design, concentric 
circles, and drill holes, is made in the Mitannian 
style. 

COMMENTS 

The antithetical group of two mountain goats 
placed on each side of a palmette or stylized tree 
appears frequently, not only on cylinder seals,1 but 

///. 13. 469 

also on many other objects belonging to the second 
half of the second millennium B.C., and can be seen 
on other objects from Marlik. A cylinder seal very 
similar in material, technique, composition of the 
main scene, position of the animals, and details of 
the central tree was found at Tepe Giyan.2 Except for 
its subsidiary design at the end of the main compo
sition, it is almost identical to 469. 
A scene of antithetical mountain goats on both 

sides of a sacred tree, rendered in a similar tech
nique but with the animals in a seated position, can 
be seen on a seal classified by Wiseman as Mitan
nian,3 while a seal with winged animals and a much 
more simplified tree is described as late Mitannian.4 

Similar seals with antithetical groups are attributed 
by Weber to the late second and early first millen
nium B.C.,5 and seals with similar antithetical groups, 
made in a technique termed by Porada "Mitannian 
Elaborate Style with use of fine drill," are attributed 
to the late Mitannian period.6 

Mitannian7 and Middle Assyrian8 cylinder seals of 
the Pierpont Morgan Collection, dated between 1500 
and 1000 B.C., show similar scenes of antithetical 
groups, some closely similar in technique to the 
Marlik seal. A cylinder seal from Tchoga Zanbil in a 
similar composition and technique is dated to the 
thirteenth century B.C.9 Mitannian cylinder seals with 
similar antithetical designs include a seal assigned by 
Heidenreich to the middle of the second millennium 
B.C.10 and a seal in the collection of the Louvre des
cribed by Delaporte as "a comparer avec les plates 
des tablettes de Kerkouk."11 This type of scene com
position can also be seen on Middle12 and Neo-
Assyrian13 seals. 
A n almost identical scene of antithetical animals 

around a tree, rendered in the same workmanship 
but without the subsidiary geometric plant band, ap
pears on a seal found at Tell Abu-Hawan.14 Another 
seal, excavated at Tell Beth Shan (Beisan) in the area 
of the Temple of Mekal in a level compar-able in 
time with Thoutmose III, is nearly identical in its 
scene composition and the rendering of the animals, 
tree, and geometric plant band to the Marlik seal. It 
is dated by Nougayrol to 1600-1200 B.C.15 These 
examples point to political or commercial connec
tions between the eastern shores of the Mediter-
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ranean and the area of Marlik at this time. 
A seal with a similar scene, from Beth Shamesh, 

has a human figure standing next to a sacred tree 
rather than an antithetical group of two animals.16 

Tell el Gezer has also produced seals in a rather 
closely similar technique and composition, dated by 
Nougayrol to 1600-1200 B.C.17; another from this site 
with a similar plant and animal is dated to about 
1000-550 B.C.18 A similar seal was found at Tell el-
Hesi in Cite 4, which dates to about 1300-1000 B.C.19 

Tell el-Far'ah also produced a seal with a similar 
antithetical group of animals, dated to around 1000 
B.C.20 Two seals in the Louvre with a similar scene 
and technique are classified by Contenau as Kirkouk 
style, dated to the late second millennium B.C.21 

The excavation of Nuzi has produced two seals 
with a similar antithetical group and plant band, 
described by Starr as typical products of the Hurrian 
inhabitants of the city.22 Also from Nuzi are num
erous seal impressions with antithetical compositions 
on both sides of the tree of life.23 Carchemish too has 
produced a cylinder seal with antithetical groups on 
both sides of a tree in a similar style of workmanship. 
This was found along with bronze and iron objects in 
the area of the inner town at the south side of the 
outer gate tower, dated by Woolley to the late- and 
post-Hittite period.24 A similar frit cylinder seal was 
found during the excavation of Norsuntepe, about 
30 k m southeast of Elazig in Turkey, and has been 
identified by Hauptmann as a Mitannian seal. It was 
discovered in a pit and must have belonged to a level 
later than that in which it was found.25 

Seals in a similar technique and composition with 
drill holes are found in the Newell Collection, 
classified by Von Der Osten as Kirkouk, and Hittite 
examples have also been found, dated to the late 
third quarter of the second millennium B.C.26 A seal 
in the Walters Art Gallery with a similar plant band is 
classified by Gordon as Kirkouk glyptic, of uncertain 
date since it was obtained through a dealer.27 A 
similar sacred tree appears on a seal classified by 
Moortgat as Middle Assyrian-Hurrian, dated to the 
late second millennium B.C.28 The same technique 
with drill hole eyes is also found on a seal from Agha 
Evlar, which Schaeffer compares to a seal from Ras 
Shamra, dated to 1450-1364 B.C.29 A similar 
technique is also found on a seal from Hasan Zamini, 
which Schaeffer compares to a seal from Gezer.30 

470 Cylinder Seal 
1089 M PI. 95 
About 3.0 cm long and 1.3 cm in diameter, found 

in T o m b 4 (Trench VIIIA+). It is made of gypsum or 
lime with a badly damaged surface. The main design, 
which runs vertically across the seal, consists of a 
recumbent mountain goat almost identical with that 
on the following seal, 471. Its body is shown in simple 
straight lines, with the face and eye in profile, 
formed of concentric circles in the Mitannian drill 

hole technique. A double zigzag band encircles the 
seal, divided from the main design by double lines, 
and a single line borders the top and bottom. 
The design of a recumbent goat is similar to 

designs found on Mitannian seals.31 This type of 
workmanship is usually found on frit or gypsum seals 
such as the Marlik seal. A seal impression found at 
Haft Tepe contains this same design in an almost 
identical style.32 

i _ / 

III. 14. 470 

471 Cylinder Seal 
1093 M PI. 95 
About 2.8 cm long and 1.0 cm in diameter, found 

in T o m b 2 (Trench VI B + ) . It may be made of 
gypsum with a badly eroded surface; alternatively, it 
is possible that the seal was made of frit, whose 
glazed surface has completely disappeared. The main 
design, which appears vertically across the seal, 
consists of a row of recumbent mountain goats with a 
simple plant band encircling the seal in place of the 
zigzag band of 470. Straight lines at the top and 
bottom encircle this very simple design, which is 
rendered in the smooth lines and drill holes of the 
Mitannian style. 

III. 15. 471 

COMMENTS 

A closely similar mountain goat or gazelle with a 
plant band in the same workmanship and style 
appears on a seal impression from Nippur, which, 
although classified by Legrain as a Hittite seal, seems 
typologically more like a Mitannian seal of a slightly 
later period.33 A seal found at the excavation of Tell 
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Abu-Hawan, Strata V (ca. 1400-1200 B.C.), contains a 
design very similar in its technique and the composi
tion of the animals and plant band.34 A n animal in a 
similar position and technique appears on a seal 
classified by Moortgat as a Middle Assyrian Hurrian 
seal of the third quarter of the second millennium 
B.C.35 Seals in the collection of the Danish National 
Museum classified as Hurrian are made in the same 
style, with the animal's eye made as a ring or circle 
with a drill hole cavity in the center.36 Similar design 
elements appear on other Mitannian seals with dif
ferent figure compositions.37 

A seal with a rather similar plant band is classified 
by Porada as Elaborate Mitannian style,38 and a seal 
impression with a somewhat similar design was found 
at Nuzi.39 Another example of a seal with a similar 
decorative plant band40 appears in the Louvre. Ho
garth classifies a seal in the Ashmolean with a decora
tive plant band as a Hittite seal, Class III, Group 5, or 
early Class IV, dated to the late second millennium 
B.C.41 Another seal with a plant band in the Walter 
Art Gallery is said by Gordon to resemble the 
Kirkouk glyptic style.42 

The naturalistic plant or flower band on this seal is 
possibly a prototype of a guilloche or earlier geo
metric band.43 Geometric bands first appeared on 
cylinder seals in the First Dynasty of Babylon, around 
the middle of the second millennium B.C., and they 
also appear on many seals classified as Mitannian.44 It 
seems likely that the natural band of plants or flowers 
formed of a row of separate rosettes or plants grad
ually developed into the more complicated and intri
cate guilloche band.45 This transitional process can 
clearly be seen on certain seals.46 

A simplified guilloche band appears on seals found 
in Anatolia and Syria,47 classified by Frankfort as 
Hittite and First, Second, and Third group Syrian 
seals, possibly dated to between 1700 and 1200 B.C. 
The guilloche band was especially well developed 
and repeatedly used in a variety of forms on the 
Marlik objects. The most elaborate guilloche bands 
can be seen on the rims of gold, silver, and bronze 
vessels from the site.48 

472 Cylinder Seal 
1092 M PI. 96 

About 3.0 cm long and 1.1 cm in diameter, found 
in T o m b 10 (Trench XI B). It is made of frit with a 
badly decayed surface. The single design, repeated 
twice around the seal, consists of an imaginary wing
ed figure with the body of an animal, four legs, a 
long upright tail, and a head which seems to resem
ble that of a bird, covered with a curious turbanlike 
cap or topknot. The head is somewhat similar to the 
head of a griffin or phoenix (also seen on Gold 
Beaker 12) ,49 Wings are indicated by parallel straight 
lines above the creature's back, and a straight line 
borders the design at the top and bottom. T h e 
design is rendered in a simple linear style with drill 

holes (the Mitannian style). 

This type of imaginary creature appears on rather 
older seals from the Akkad dynasty, where it repre
sents the dragon god of ancient Akkad. This creature 
generally appears seated on a throne on the back of 
an animal and, unlike the Marlik figure, does not 
have wings.50 A winged monster rather similar to the 
Marlik example appears on a seal classified by Porada 
as Elaborate Mitannian style,51 and a winged animal 
and monster are also present on many seal 
impressions from Nuzi. However, the style and 
technique of the pieces are somewhat different from 
that on the Marlik seal.52 

///. 16. 472 

473 Cylinder Seal 
1091 M PI. 96 
About 3.1 c m long and 1.4 cm in diameter, found 

in T o m b 1 (Trench III D ). It is made of gypsum or 
soft limestone with a badly eroded surface. The 
design, which extends vertically across the seal, 
consists of a row of three marching men, possibly 
soldiers, with a geometric band of divided lozenges 
and triangles at their feet. The m e n wear helmets 
with a hanging tail, helmet flap, or bunch of hair at 
the back. Their shoulders, indicated by straight lines, 
meet with what appears to be arms, represented by 
two parallel lines between adjoining figures and one 
line on the outside of each end figure. Their hips are 
formed by drill holes, and their legs are simple 
straight lines. The broad geometric band at their feet 
may represent the paved or mosaic ground on which 
they march. A straight line encircles the seal at the 
top and bottom. Although the technique of en
graving the seal with drill holes and smooth straight 
lines can be termed Mitannian, the design is rather 
unusual. 

COMMENTS 

The design of marching or standing soldiers seems 
to be a rather pure product, as far as can now be 
determined, of the second half of the second millen
nium B.C. It is rather striking to see an almost iden
tical design of three marching m e n on a seal clas
sified by Hogarth as a Hittite seal, Class IV, Group A, 
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III. 17.473 

dated to later than the middle of the tenth century 
B.C.53; however, this example features a recumbent 
animal rather than a geometric band. Another 
somewhat similar seal shows two standing m e n 
wearing armor and helmets and was found at Ras 
Shamra (Ugarit) in a room of a structure dated by 
Schaeffer to the late third quarter of the second 
millennium B.C.54 A row of five m e n in a much more 
simplified form appears on a Mitannian seal.55 Seal 
impressions from Nuzi also show a row of m e n , 
rendered in a different style from that of the Marlik 
seal.56 Another seal, similar in workmanship and 
technique, is classified by Legrain as Neo-Babylonian 
(600-400 B.C.), but possibly should be dated earlier. 
It features a row of four heads below four stars; each 
head has a round miter with a fillet or horns, a 
beard, and hair hanging in a tail. Legrain says the 
figures "perhaps represent vanquished Hittite ene-
mies. 3/ 

TYPE II: CYLINDER SEALS WITH 
NATURALISTIC DESIGNS (474-476) 

The second group of cylinder seals are made of 
hard stone and are rendered in a more naturalistic 
technique most closely related to Assyrian cylinder 

seals. 

474 Cylinder Seal 
1090 M PI. 96 
About 4.0 cm long and 1.4 cm in diameter, found 

in the first test trench, in the area of T o m b 42 
(Trench X X F). It is made of greenish stone en
graved in a rather simple technique and in flatter 
relief than most of the Marlik seals. The design is 
divided vertically by latticework panels into two main 
sections that are again subdivided. The top of one 
main section shows a kneeling archer in full armor, 
as indicated by parallel lines at his waist and leg. H e 
has a quiver at his back and wears a helmet with 
hanging earflaps similar to the bronze helmets found 
at Marlik. Above his knees are two well-pronounced 
concentric circles, possibly representing knee protec
tors. Below the archer in the same panel is a deco
rative tree with a very thick trunk, whose bark is 

indicated by short parallel diagonal lines, with highly 
stylized branches formed of concentric circles with 
flowers on them. The second panel, divided into 
three horizontal rows each separated by a straight 
line, contains two fallen animals with long horns in 
each row, with those in the middle row facing in the 
opposite direction from those in the top and bottom 
rows. Possibly these fallen animals were shot by the 
archer in the first panel. The two vertical panels are 
separated by a precisely rendered wide band of cross-
hatching, which also borders the fallen animal panel 
at the bottom, so that the fallen animals are border
ed on three sides by this wide latticework panel. This 
may indicate a fenced hunting area with the animals 
trapped inside, a reflection of the custom of bringing 
game into a fenced or enclosed target area.58 In some 
Neo-Assyrian59 and Neo-Babylonian60 seals, plants 
delineate the hunting area. 

III. 18. 474 

COMMENTS 

Although the design is rendered in a technique 
similar to the Mitannian style, the composition of the 
hunting scene is unique and can possibly be consid
ered a product of local influence. The representation 
of the tree may suggest a forested area, such as the 
one that exists in the region around Marlik. Of the 
limited number of cylinder seals found at Marlik, two 
show scenes of hunting, a favorite activity of the local 

inhabitants. 
Kneeling archers similar to the archer in the first 

section of this seal appear on Neo-Assyrian and Neo-
Babylonian seals in the Pierpont Morgan Collection61 

and also on Assyrian seals in the collection of the 
Musee Guimet discussed by Delaporte.62 The theme 
of hunting by an archer is rather a c o m m o n one, 
appearing on seals of such different periods as Ak
kadian,63 Kassite,64 Mitannian,65 Assyrian,66 and 
Achaemenian.67 The fallen position of the animals, 
although it appears on Mitannian seals,68 is more 

stylized on this seal from Marlik. 
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The stylized tree of life has a long history in the 
Middle East, beginning as early as Uruk,69 Akkad,70 

and the Third Dynasty of Ur71; it also constituted a 
c o m m o n design element of Mitannian art.72 It is seen 
later in Kassite,73 in Middle Assyrian,74 and partic
ularly in Neo-Assyrian art.75 It appears frequently at 
Marlik, not only on cylinder seals but also as part of 
the design of decorative vessels. 
The tree of life has a wide variety of forms. A 

design similar to that of 474 appears at Assur, dated 
by Weber to the middle or late second millennium 
B.C.76 A more stylized version is dated by Weber to the 
early first millennium B.C.,77 and the Nuzi excavation 
has also produced similar designs of the tree of life, 
associated with Mitannian glyptic work.78 Many seal 
impressions found there contain decorative trees that 
can be compared to the one on the Marlik seal.79 In 
the collection of the Pierpont Morgan Library 
comparable decorative trees appear on seals assigned 
to the Mitannian glyptic style80 and also to the 
Middle Assyrian style,81 dated to about 1500-1000 
B.C. Seals in the Louvre, with a similar type of deco
rative tree, are assigned by Contenau to the Kirkouk 
style, dated to the late second millennium B.C.82 A 
similar tree on a seal in the collection of Mrs. W . H. 
Moore is classified by Eisen as Kirkouk style83; the 
same style is called Popular Mitannian by Frankfort 
and Coarse Mitannian by Porada. Another seal with 
this sacred tree is classified by Moortgat as an 
Assyrian seal dating to the second half of the reign of 
Shalmaneser I or the first half of the reign of Tukulti-
Ninurta I, both falling in the thirteenth century B.C.84 

The sacred tree also appears on Hittite seals from 
Anatolia. O n e example may be seen in the Newell 
Collection; this seal, classified by Von Der Osten as 
Hittite, dates to the late third quarter of the second 
millennium B.C.85 The extension of this design can be 
found in much more remote areas as well. A some
what similar tree appears on Cypriote seals, dated 
between 1550 and 1050 B.C.86 Although the original 
motif of the Mitannian tree is reflected in these 
Cypriote seals, they are not exactly parallel, and local 
influence is discernible in their workmanship. 

475 Cylinder Seal 
1095 M PI. 97 

About 3.0 cm long and 1.1 cm in diameter, found 
in the first test trench, in grid X X F in the area of 
T o m b 42. It is m a d e of hard black hematite, 
decorated with a gold cap at each end. It contains a 
hunting scene in which a kneeling archer pulls 
powerfully on a bow, aiming at a lion standing on its 
hind legs. The lion has attacked an animal, possibly a 
bull or horse, which has fallen on its knees between 
the archer and lion. The archer wears a round cap 
with a little hanging tail at the back and a rather 
thick belt, possibly a bronze belt like those found at 
Marlik. The archer may be shooting the lion to 
rescue the fallen animal. Two birds appear at the top 

of the design, one flying toward the lion and the 
other toward the hunter; they may be falcons or 
hawks, birds that are often trained for hunting. A 
round disk (representing the sun) appears above the 
lion's head, and a crescent and many-pointed star 
above the archer's head. The signs of the crescent, 
star, and sun can be interpreted as symbols of dif
ferent deities; the sun disk as old Shamash, the 
crescent as Sin the m o o n god or Ningal the moon 
goddess, and the star as Ishtar.87 The design is lively 
and forceful, with well-proportioned figures made in 
a rather naturalistic style, and seems to fit with the 
Assyrian tradition of seal making. It may be a little 
later in date than the other Marlik seals. 

III. 19. 475 

COMMENTS 

A kneeling archer with a cap on his head, render
ed in a technique similar to 475, appears on a seal 
classified by Wiseman as Mitannian. However, there 
are no other scenes comparable in either composi
tion or technique among almost one thousand seal 
impressions found at Nuzi.88 A seal with a similar 
design of an archer is classified by Porada as Neo-
Assyrian, dated between 1000-612 B.C.,89 and a 
similar hunting scene with flying birds appears on a 
seal classified by Moortgat as Assyrian, dated to the 
second half of the reign of Adadnareris I or Shal
maneser I.90 Other seals featuring a similar archer 
are classified by Moortgat as Assyrian seals of the 
reign of Tukulti-Ninurta I91 and Adadnareris I.92 Two 
black steatite seals with a similar kneeling archer 
were found in the temple of Ninurta at Nimrud. One 
is dated by Parker to the ninth to eighth centuries 
B.C.93 and the other to the seventh century B.C.94 

Similar kneeling archers also appear on cylinder 
seals of the Neo-Assyrian95 and Neo-Babylonian96 

periods. 

476 Cylinder Seal 
1096 M Figs. 15 and 16 
Broken, about 2.3 c m in diameter, found in Tomb 

3 (Trench VI A ) . It is made of a hard light-green frit. 
T he design on the seal seems to consist of two 
registers, with the lower main register containing a 
god or king sitting on a bench. This figure is wearing 
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a long garment and a turban-shaped headdress and 
holds a stick or standard in his left hand; his right 
hand is bent from the elbow and points outward. In 
front of this figure is a table holding plants, flowers, 
or flames, with a single support, similar to a fire altar. 
Behind this main figure is a flying bird with open 
wings, and near the top of the register, almost above 
the table, is another standing bird. Behind the 
bench, near the broken part of the seal, the leg of an 
animal is discernible. Most of the top register is bro
ken off, but an imaginary creature, possibly a winged 
lion or cow, can be seen, somewhat similar to the 
grif-fin or phoenix that appears on other objects 
from Marlik. A straight line divides the two registers. 
This design is done in a simple naturalistic style. 

III. 20. 476 

COMMENTS 

A figure seated on a bench in front of a fire table 
or plant stand was a c o m m o n design over a long 
range of time, almost one and one-half millennia, 
and over a wide geographic area. A very closely com
parable design with a fire stand in front of a seated 
figure appears on a cylinder seal from Tell 
Fakhariyeh, found in the sounding of the VI floor, 
which is dated to the reign of Shalmaneser I, 
1272-1243 B.C.97 The very close similarity of this seal 
to the Marlik seal leads to the supposition that they 
must have been made at approximately the same 
time. A robed m a n seated on a chair with a fire stand 
before him appears on a seal that is unclassified but 
may be middle Babylonian,98 and a similar robed 
figure can be seen on a seal classified by Porada as 
Mitannian.99 Frankfort classified a similar seal as Mi
tannian; he suggests that this type of seal represents a 
transitional stage between those produced during 
the First Dynasty of Babylon and later Mitannian 
seals.100 

This scene composition apparently was used over a 
long period of time and may be found in Kassite, 

First Dynasty of Babylon, Isin-Larsa, Akkadian, and 
even earlier times. A comparable seated figure 
holding a plant appears on a seal classified by 
Frankfort as Mitannian.101 Another figure, seated on 
a bench representing a snake with a fire altar before 
him, appears on a seal assigned by Weber to the 
middle of the second millennium B.C.102 The same 
seated figure without the fire stand appears on seal 
impressions from Nuzi.103 Sometimes the seated 
figure holds a plant, possibly representing the god 
planting or holding the sacred tree of life. This may 
be the case on the Marlik seal, where the table may 
hold plants rather than flames. A seated figure with a 
tree, similar to that on 469, may be found in the 
Louvre and is classified by Contenau as Kirkouk style, 
late second millennium B.C.104 A seal with a similar 
seated figure and a row of three rosettes or flowers, 
along with a winged monster similar to that on the 
Marlik seal, is classified by Hogarth as Hittite Class 
III, Group 5, dated to the late second millennium 
B.C.105 

A similar seated figure with a fire or plant stand 
appears on a seal identified by Ward as containing 
Assyrian or Hittite deities, dated to around 2000-
1000 B.C.106 Another seal with a similar scene is clas
sified by Moortgat as an Assyrian seal dating to the 
time of Shalmaneser I.107 Near the water gate at 
Carchemish a relief with a similar design of a seated 
figure on a bench with a plant or fire table before 
him was found, dated by Woolley to after 1200 B.C.,108 

when the water gate was reconstructed. Another 
similar scene occurs on a relief funerary stele from 
Sinjerli, for which Vieyra has suggested a date of 
about 850 B.C.,109 and a seated figure before a table 
can be seen on a banquet relief from Carchemish, 
dated by Vieyra to the eighth century B.C.110 

TYPE III: CYLINDER SEALS WITH 
INSCRIPTIONS (477-478) 

Two cylinder seals from Marlik contain inscrip
tions. These also seem to be contemporary with 
Assyrian seals. 

477 Cylinder Seal 
1167 M PI. 97 
About 2.5 cm long and 1.0 cm in diameter, found 

in T o m b 8 (Trench IX D). Made of frit or a very soft 
stone such as gypsum, it is one of two seals with 
inscriptions found at Marlik and the only one on 
which the writing is at all legible. The seal is broken 
from the middle so that half of the lines are 
unfinished, and part of the surface is also damaged. 

This seal contains three unfinished lines111: 
1. possibly = d nin- [ ] ib 
2. possibly = i li [su] 
3. possibly = u (?) - hu (?) ] [...] 
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Another reading is112: 
L - d M ? X (lords like GIN) 
2.-l?li?su? 
3.-EdX 
Adad ?X? ilisu The temple of the god? X 

This seal is possibly contemporary with Middle 
Assyrian forms and probably dates no later than the 
reign of Adad-Niruri or Tiglathpileser I.113 

478 Cylinder Seal 
1168 M PI. 97 
About 3.1 cm long and 1.0 cm in diameter, found 

in Tomb 8 (Trench IX D). It is made of frit and is 
very badly broken. There are some traces of writing 
in a very bad state of preservation that cannot be 
clearly read.114 

TYPE IV: UNIQUE (POSSIBLY LOCAL) 
CYLINDER SEALS (479-480) 

These two seals are unique and likely to have been 
a local product of Marlik. Both incorporate gold, 
which was used lavishly there. 

479 Cylinder Seal 
1165 M PI. 97 
About 1.1 cm long and 0.7 cm in diameter, found 

in Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C). It is made of solid 
gold in crude workmanship. The design shows a 
large standing bird, difficult to identify but possibly a 
vulture or eagle, followed by an animal that may be a 
lion or a cow. Stretched above the bird and animal is 
a snake with a triangular head. The design is left 
open with no edge decoration. 
The fact that the seal is made of gold, a material 

commonly used at Marlik, and the design is unique 

and crudely made suggests that this seal was possibly 
made locally by craftsmen attempting to copy an 
unfamiliar form. 

480 Cylinder Seal 
1166 M PI. 98 
About 2.2 cm long and 0.7 cm in diameter, found 

in Tomb 5 (Trench VIII D). It is made of some 
material like natural bitumen and is covered with a 
gold sheath. The seal is so badly crushed that the 
design cannot be identified, but it is bordered at 
each end by a simple straight line. 

TYPE V: CYLINDER SEALS OR BEADS 
WITH SIMPLE GEOMETRIC DESIGNS 
(481-482) 

The objects falling in this group may have been 
very simple cylinder seals or beads. Only two exam
ples will be described here, but similar cylinders with 
geometric designs were found in large quantities in 
several of the Marlik tombs. It is possible that those 
made of frit, which abounded in the area, were used 
as beads (see Chapter 7) and those made of gypsum, 
found alone or in pairs, used as cylinder seals. 

481 Cylinder Seal 
1169 M PI. 98 
About 3.2 cm long and 1.0 cm in diameter, found 

in Tomb 32 (Trench XVII E). It is made of gypsum 
in a poor state of preservation. The design is divided 
into two horizontal bands, with, above, an open band 
of parallel chevrons and, below, unconnected lines of 
parallel zigzags. The two registers are divided by a 
straight line, and the top is also bordered by a double 
straight line; the lower edge is broken but possibly 
had a similar double line. 

482 Cylinder Seal 
130b M PI. 98 
About 4.0 c m long and 1.0 c m in diameter, found 

in T o m b 32 (Trench XVII E ) . M a d e of frit, it is 
arranged in three horizontal bands bordered by 
doubled parallel lines. The top and bottom bands 
contain open chevrons, the middle band has a line of 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ V ^ j ^ 

^fe^^^^>^Q^^?^< 
r>w 

III. 21. 482 
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III. 22. 288 

oblique slashes. This is one of the cylinders that may 
have been a bead, as many were found. It was found 
in association with a group of frit beads believed to 
have formed a necklace (288), of which the seal with 
two sets of parallel bands illustrated above was the 
centerpiece. 
Another group of these cylinders contains two rows 

of cross-hatching bands; a third is bordered at each 
end by projecting bands; a fourth contains open 
chevron bands; a fifth, open zigzag bands; a sixth, 
simple straight parallel bands; and a seventh, chev
ron and hatching bands. 

TYPE VI: CYLINDER SEALS WITH 
UNIDENTIFIED DESIGNS (483-485) 

Three cylinder seals had designs so worn that they 
cannot be identified. 

483 Cylinder Seal 
1097 M PI. 98 
About 2.8 c m long and 1.0 c m in diameter, found 

in T o m b 10 (Trench XI B) . It is m a d e of whitish 
stone with a design so worn that it is not recog
nizable. 

484 Cylinder Seal 
1098 M PI. 98 
About 2.2 c m long and 0.8 c m in diameter, found 

in T o m b 10 (Trench XI B). It is made of greenish 
stone with a design so badly worn that it cannot be 
identified. 

485 Cylinder Seal 
1099 M PI. 98 
About 3.0 c m long and 0.9 c m in diameter, found 

in T o m b 14 (Trench XIII B). It is made of pinkish 
stone, bordered at one end by a gold band, and the 
surface is so badly worn that the design cannot be 
determined. 

Stamp Seals (486-490) 

Five stamp seals were discovered at Marlik. They 
are made of cast bronze and seem to have been local
ly produced; they are very similar in design and work
manship to other bronze objects from Marlik. They 
have simple geometric designs, with handles at the 
back pierced by holes for suspension, and four of the 
five seals have a small bird or animal figurine at the 
end of the handle. 

486 Stamp Seal 
405 M PI. 99 
About 5.8 c m in diameter and 5.2 c m high, found 

in T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C ) . It is m a d e of cast 
bronze. The design on the seal face is a rosette four 
large three-ringed concentric circles around a smal
ler two-ringed circle. The pierced handle at the back 
ends in a small bird, identifiable by its long neck as a 
goose or similar fowl. 

III. 23. 486 
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487 Stamp Seal 
679 M PI. 99 
About 4.5 c m in diameter, found in T o m b 23 

(Trench X V D ) . It is made of cast bronze, and on its 
face is a three-part cloverleaf, each part formed of 
two concentric circles. The pierced handle is a plain 
shaft without the bird or animal decoration at the 
end found on the other stamp seals. 

III. 24. 487 

488 Stamp Seal 
601 M PI. 99 
About 6.1 cm high and 4.0 cm in diameter, found 

in T o m b 27 (Trench XVII D ) . It is made of cast 
bronze. The design on the face of this seal is similar 
to a Maltese cross, with four equal arms expanding in 
width outward. Each arm of the cross contains either 
parallel chevrons or straight lines, and a small circle 
is located at the center of the cross. The pierced 
handle on the back ends in a small bird, possibly a 
falcon, with parallel lines along the body indicating 
wing feathers. 

A similar bronze stamp seal with a bird on the 
handle is dated by Moorey, based on the Marlik 
example, to Iron Age I, about 1250-1000 B.C.115 

489 Stamp Seal 
1390 M PI. 99 

About 4.8 cm in diameter and 5.3 c m high, found 
in T o m b 36 (Trench XIII C ) . It is m a d e of cast 
bronze, ad its design is a rather more elaborate 
Maltese cross than that of the previous seal, having 
curving arms outlined with curving lines and tri
angles and a circle inside a square at the center of 
the cross. The pierced handle at the back ends in a 
small stylized bird with a long curving neck, with the 
hole in the handle piercing the body of the bird. 

490 Stamp Seal 
1170 M PI. 99 
Bronze seal, about 5.3 cm in diameter and 5.6 cm 

high, found in T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C). O n the 
face of the seal is a circle divided into four sections 
by parallel chevrons that become progressively smal
ler toward the outer edge of the seal. The handle at 
the back ends in a small bull with a long round muz
zle and conical upstanding horns. The short neck has 
a small hanging dewlap, and set on the back at the 
shoulder is a highly stylized hump, elongated and 
conical with a pointed top. The narrow body has a 
small rump and short tapering legs. A suspension 
loop is located on the back behind the hump. The 
handle of the stamp seal joins the figure under the 
body between the fore- and hind legs. 
Decorating the end of the upstanding handle of a 

similar bronze stamp seal is a bull figure with a 
suspension loop between the fore- and hind legs. 
This is dated by Moorey, based on the Marlik exam
ples, to Iron Age I, ca. 1250-1000 B.C. 

III. 26. 489 
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Conclusions 

The limited number of cylinder seals found at 
Marlik exhibit a variety of designs, workmanship, and 
techniques that point to the wide range of interrela
tionships throughout the ancient world, from the 
Mediterranean Sea to the Indus Valley. In some cases 
almost identical seals have been found thousands of 
kilometers distant from each other, and it is possible 
that some workshops were massively producing seals 
of a special type and design that were then traded 
throughout the ancient world. 

Although it is rather difficult to make judgments 
on the basis of such a limited number of seals, the 
Marlik examples have been divided into several 
groups according to their designs and workmanship. 
The first and largest group, including 469-473, 
consists of cylinder seals of gypsum or frit made in 
the Mitannian style, characterized by smooth lines 
with the use of drill holes and attributable to a time 
range of the fifteenth to eleventh centuries B.C. 
(Table 9). The second group, including 474-476, 
consists of cylinder seals of hard stone, which are 
rendered in a more naturalistic technique most 
closely related to Assyrian cylinder seals. These seals 
may be slightly later in date than the first group, 
falling into a time range between the twelfth and 
ninth centuries B.C. The third group includes the two 
cylinder seals containing inscriptions (477 and 478) 
which also seem contemporary with Assyrian cylinder 

seals. The fourth group contains two seals, 479 and 
480, which incorporate gold; they are unique and 
seem likely to have been a local product of Marlik. 
The fifth group, including 481 and 482 as examples, 
consists of cylinders of frit or gypsum with simple 
geometric designs, also apparently of local 
manufacture, for which a date of the late second 
millennium B.C. can be suggested. The final group of 
cylinder seals includes three, 483, 484, and 485, that 
are so badly worn that the design has entirely 
disappeared, and consequently they cannot be dated. 
In addition to the cylinder seals, five stamp seals of 
cast bronze, which also appear to be local products, 
were found. 
These comparisons show that the larger group of 

seals (in the Mitannian style) may be attributed to 
the fifteenth to eleventh centuries B.C., whereas those 
in the Assyrian style reflect a somewhat later date 
(the beginning of the first millennium B.C.). Because 
these two groups of seals were both found in the 
same cemetery in tombs dating to a comparable time 
period, we must accept the latter part of the time 
range as indicating the date of the burials. This 
suggests a date falling between the fourteenth and 
the tenth centuries B.C. O n this basis, the cemetery 
itself can be attributed to the late second to early first 
millennium B.C., a date well supported by the other 
available evidence. 
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Table 10. List of Cylinder and Stamp Seals of Marlik 

Cat. 

No. 

469 

470 

471 

472 

473 

474 

475 

476 

477 

478 

479 

480 

481 

482 
483 

484 

485 

486 

487 

488 

489 

490 

Description 

cylinder seal 

cylinder seal 

cylinder seal 

cylinder seal 

cylinder seal 

cylinder seal 

cylinder seal 

cylinder seal 

cylinder seal 

cylinder seal 

cylinder seal 

cylinder seal 

cylinder seal 

cylinder seal 

cylinder seal 

cylinder seal 

cylinder seal 

stamp seal (w/ bird handle) 

stamp seal 

stamp seal (w/ bird handle) 

stamp seal (w/ bird handle) 

stamp seal (w/ bull handle) 

Exc. 

No. 

1094 M 

1089 M 

1093 M 

1092 M 

1091 M 

1090 M 

1095 M 

1096 M 

1167 M 

1168 M 

1165 M 

1166 M 

1169 M 

130b M 

1097 M 

1098 M 

1099 M 

405 M 

679 M 

601 M 

1390 M 

1170 M 

Mus. 

No. 

2389 

2382 

2385 

2386 

2380 

2383 

2381 

2388 

2390 

2391 

2377 

2378 

2392 

2396 

2384 

2387 

2379 

2395 

14975 

2393 

31 STO 

2394 

Tomb 

No. 

2 

4 

2 

10 

1 

42 

42 

3 

8 

8 

36 

5 

32 

32 
10 

10 

14 

36 

24 

27 

36 

36 

Trench 

No. 

VI B+ 

VIIIA+ 
VI B+ 

XI B 

IIID+ 

XX F 

XX F 

VIA 

IX D 

IX D 

XVIIIC 

VIII D 

XVII E 

XVII E 

XI B 

XIA 

XIII B 

XVIIIC 

XV D 

XVII D 

XVIIIC 

XVIIIC 

L 

cm 

2.9 

3 
2.8 

3 

3.1 

4 

3 

4.3 

2.5 

3.1 

1.1 

2.2 

3.2 
4 

2.8 

2.2 

3 

Diam 

cm 

1 

1.3 
1 

1.1 

1.4 

1.4 

1.1 

1.5 

1 

1 

0.7 

0.7 

1 

1 

1 

0.8 

0.9 

5.5 

4.5 

6.4 

4.8 

5.3 

H 

cm 

5.2 

4.5 

6.1 

5.3 

5.6 

Material 

frit or gypsum 

gypsum or lime 

gypsum or frit 
frit 

gypsum or 

limestone 

green stone 

hematite, gold 
frit 

frit or gypsum 

frit 

gold 

bitumen?, gold 

gypsum 

frit 

white stone 

green stone 

stone, gold 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 
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IX 

Pottery Vessels 

Introduction 

The pottery vessels of Marlik were found in tombs, 
not in residential areas, and many seem to have been 
made for funerary purposes rather than for daily 
domestic use. Although these funerary vessels do not 
differ too widely from the pottery ordinarily 
produced, they tend to be rather more elaborate and 
ornamental in nature. At Marlik m a n y highly 
decorative and valuable objects were placed in the 
tombs, and the more finely made pottery vessels 
seem to fall in this category. The tombs also con
tained some plain pottery vessels apparently made 
for daily use. These had been filled with food before 
they were buried, as shown by the animal and bird 
bones remaining in them. 
Painted pottery was not found at Marlik. The 

period of the beautiful painted pottery of prehistoric 
times had passed, and painting was rarely done on 
the pottery of the second half of the second millen
nium B.C. Later, however, during the early first mil
lennium B.C., a revival of painted pottery appeared at 
such places as Sialk Cemetery B.1 The potters of 
Marlik expended their talent in making beautiful 
decorative and stylized forms that were well fired and 
had a polished and burnished surface, sometimes 
with the addition of pattern-burnished decoration. 

The clay of which these vessels are made is extra
ordinarily fine, well levigated and tempered with very 
fine grit. The firing was well controlled and pro
duced an even color, with the core and section giving 
evidence of the careful firing and excellent control 
of air currents in the kiln. The pottery appears in 
three main colors, red, brown, and gray, with each of 
these colors exhibiting a variety of shades. Whatever 
the shade, each vessel shows a very even color over 
the whole surface and through the core of the vessel. 
The surface treatment is also of high quality. A very 

fine and smooth slip covers the surface, and in 
addition to this slip, the surface is often highly 
polished and burnished to a lustrous sheen, with 
traces of the burnishing process still evident. Most of 
the pottery has an even burnished surface, but a few 
items are decorated with geometric burnished 
patterns. Some vessels are also decorated with simple 
incised geometric designs or bands of simple im
pressed designs applied on the surface, and one 
group has an unusual decoration of scratched or 
scraped geometric. 
The pottery from Marlik has been divided into 

fourteen types according to the shape of the vessels. 
Several examples of each type are described below. 

Bottles (491-494) 

491 Pottery Bottle 
994 M PI. 100 
About 46.0 cm high and 4.1 cm in diameter at the 

mouth, found in T o m b 47 (Trench XXII E). It is 
made of dark brownish gray pottery with a highly 
polished and burnished surface. The very narrow tall 

bottle has a larger diameter near the shoulder and a 
flat base with a somewhat concave body between. The 
shoulder curves gently inward to an upright neck, 
which slants slightly outward toward the rim. A ring 
handle is connected at the shoulder and near the 
rim. Animal designs of simple impressed dotted lines 
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cover the shoulder area. This vessel is so tall and 
narrow that it would easily topple over if set on its 
base, and it must have been laid in a diagonal posi

tion when at rest. 

492 Pottery Botde 
1532 M PI. 100 
Extremely tall botde, found broken in many pieces 

and later reassembled, about 57.0 cm high and 4.9 
cm in diameter at the rim, found in T o m b 47 
(Trench XXII E). It is made of dark brown pottery 
with a highly polished and burnished surface. It has 
the shape of a long tubular body set on four variously 
shaped globular containers, one balanced above the 
other. The base is flat, with the outer edge mostly 
broken, and would not have been useful, even when 
complete, in holding this very tall bottle upright. The 
shoulder slants inward to an upright outward-
slanting neck with a slightly inward rim. A ring 
handle is attached at the shoulder and near the rim. 
The body of the vessel, in the area of the globular 
containers, is decorated by simple parallel geometric 
bands of straight and zigzag impressed dotted lines. 
This botde could not have been of practical use and 
must have been made solely as a funerary object. 

493 Pottery Botde 
1300 M PI. 100 
About 22.0 cm high and 5.5 cm in diameter at the 

JARS WITH BURNISHED PATTERN 
DESIGNS (495̂ 97) 

These pottery jars have a ring base, a globular 
body, and an almost vertical large neck. The surface 
of these vessels is covered by a very smooth slip and is 
decorated, particularly on the shoulder, by bur
nished pattern geometric designs. 

495 Pottery Jar 
1261 M Fig. 17; PI. 100 
About 22.0 cm high and 8.7 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 20 (Trench XIV H ) . Broken 
when found and later restored with some parts 
missing, it is made of grayish brown pottery. It has a 
rather thick ring base, an onion-shaped body, and a 
large vertical neck, which gradually opens toward the 
plain rim. A loop handle is attached below the rim 
and on the shoulder, which is divided into wide 
vertical panels, each decorated by burnished pattern 
cross-hatching designs. 

mouth, found in T o m b 5 (Trench VIII D). Found 
broken in several pieces and later reassembled, it is 
made of dark gray pottery. It has a flat base, globular 
body, and long neck. A pottery pipe connected at 
one side of the inner neck extends much higher than 
the rim of the jar, with its lower end near the bottom 
of the container. Liquid could have been sucked up 
through this pipe as through a straw. 
A vessel with a drinking pipe that is similar in 

concept was found at Sialk Cemetery B, Tomb 7.2 A 
similar drinking vessel with a pipe, from Chandar in 
the area of Khurvin, is classified by Vanden Berghe to 
the style of Sialk Cemetery A and B and of Darouse, 
near Tehran.3 

494 Pottery Botde 
1110 M Fig. 17; PI. 100 
Small bottle, about 5.0 c m high and 1.2 cm in 

diameter at the rim, found in the wheat field of 
Gheshlagh. It is made of light reddish pottery with a 
very thin slip. It has a rounded base and a pear-
shaped body with a rather short, narrow neck. A 
rounded ring surrounds the rim, with two suspension 
holes, one at each side of the neck. 
A pottery botde with a handle was found at Gha

lekuti I in the Dailaman region of Gilan.4 

496 Pottery Jar 
1282 M Fig. 17; PI. 100 
About 23.5 cm high and 10.0 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 10 (Trench XI B). It is made of 
grayish brown pottery. It is rather similar in general 
shape and in its burnished pattern decoration to 495, 
with additional parallel burnished pattern bands on 
the loop handle. 

497 Pottery Jar 
1287 M Fig. 17; PI. 100 
About 21.5 cm high and 9.5 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 15 (Trench XIII C). It is made 
of grayish brown pottery, and is very similar in 
general shape and in its burnished pattern designs to 
495, but has a projected flat base and no handle. 

COMMENTS 

Burnished pattern decoration was highly devel
oped in the northeastern Central Plateau of Iran, 
and many pottery vessels of unique shape with so
phisticated burnished geometric patterns were found 

Jars (495-537) 
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in Levels III B and III C of Hissar, possibly repre
senting earlier examples than those from Marlik.5 

This technique was well developed in the Asterabad 
region of Gurgon, with examples found at Shah 
Tepe and Tureng Tepe.6 Ajar similar in shape and in 
its burnished pattern decoration was found at 
Ghalekuti I in the Dailaman region of Gilan, dated 
by Fukai and Ikeda to the end of the Bronze and 
beginning of the Iron Age;7 additional examples with 
burnished pattern decoration were found at Khurvin, 
dated by Vanden Berghe to the late second and early 
first millennium B.C.8 

JARS WITH TRIPOD BASES (498-499) 

498 Pottery Jar 
1106 M Fig. 17; PI. 101 
About 13.0 cm high and 4.5 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in the wheat field of Gheshlagh. It is 
made of dark gray pottery with a shiny burnished 
surface. The body of the jar is globular, with the 
shoulder slanting very gradually to a neck that 
spreads outward to a plain rim. Three short narrow 
conical legs are equally spaced around the flat base. 

499 Pottery Jar 
1015 M PL 101 
About 26.0 cm high and 5.3 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 1 of Zeinab Bejar. It is made of 
light red pottery with a cream-colored coat of soil 
sediment. It has a round base, a globular body with a 
vertical slightly projecting platform shoulder, and a 
tall vertical neck curving gently outward near the 
plain outward rim. A loop handle is attached to the 
lower part of the neck and at the edge of the circular 
platform shoulder. Three conical projecting knobs 
are equally spaced around the bottom of the jar. 

COMMENTS 

Several other tripod vessels were found at Marlik, 
including Pottery Bowl 587 and Pottery Plate 623. 
These are discussed in a later section of this chapter. 
Examples of tripod vessels from other sites include a 
rather more decorative vessel, found in Level III of 
Tepe Giyan, which Herzfeld describes as having legs 
resembling the legs and tail of a cow.9 Additional 
examples were found in Giyan Levels III10 and I,11 

Tepe Djamshidi Level III,12 and Tepe Bad Hora,13 as 
well as northern Iran.14 A comparable example with a 
tripod stand from Agha Evlar in Persian Talish is 
dated by Schaeffer to Talyche Recent 2, around 
1450-1350 B.C.,15 while he dates a bowl with a tripod 
stand from Djonu in Russian Talish is to Bronze 
Recent 3 or Talyche Recent 3, around 1350-1200 
B.C., and Talyche Fer 1, around 1200-1000 B.C.16 

Jars with tripod knob stands and long necks, 
particularly similar to 499 from Zeinab Bejar, were 

found in the upper level of Tombs C L and B III of 
Ghalekuti in the Dailaman region of Gilan.17 A 
shallow bowl with three stand legs from Khurvin in 
central Iran is dated by Vanden Berghe to the late 
second to early first millennium B.C.18 Ajar with a 
tripod stand was found at Sialk Cemetery A and is 
dated by Ghirshman to the end of the Bronze 
period;19 while a bowl with a tripod base was found in 
Sialk Cemetery B.20 Vessels with tripod legs from 
Kalardasht are dated by Vanden Berghe to 1000-800 
B.C.21 

JARS WITHOUT HANDLES (500-503) 

500 Pottery Jar 
1534 M PI. 101 
Found broken in many pieces and later 

reassembled, about 15.0 cm high and 5.0 cm in 
diameter at the rim, found near the surface in grid 
X X V L. It is made of gray pottery with a polished and 
burnished surface. It has a flat base and a globular 
body that curves into a rather long vertical neck, 
which turns out to a straight vertical rim. 

501 Pottery Jar 
673 M Fig. 17; PI. 101 
Small jar, broken when found and later restored 

with parts missing at the rim, about 9.5 cm high and 
6.0 cm in diameter at the rim, found in T o m b 3 
(Trench VI A). It is made of charcoal black pottery 
now covered by a cream-colored encrustation of soil 
sediment. The clay is extraordinarily fine and well 
levigated, and the vase is made with very thin walls so 
that it is light and brittle. It has a flat base, a rounded 
convex body, a rather tall concave neck, and an 
outward rim. From the top of the shoulder to the rim 
the vessel is decorated with parallel horizontal rib 
bands. 
A vessel of similar shape but with no decoration at 

the neck and not as thin and fine as the Marlik 
example was found at Sialk Cemetery A. It is dated by 
Ghirshman to the latter part of the second mil
lennium B.C.22 

502 Pottery Jar 
1328 M Fig. 17 
About 18.0 cm high and 9.0 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in the tomb of Ali Karam Bagh. It is made 
of dark charcoal gray pottery now covered with a 
whitish cream coat of soil sediment. It has a flat base 
and a convex body curving gently inward at the 
shoulder to the concave neck, which turns outward 
toward the beveled rim. A decorative ridge extends 
from the shoulder to near the base. 

503 Pottery Jar 
1338 M PI. 101 
About 18.0 cm high and 9.0 cm in diameter at the 
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rim, found in the upper tomb of Gheshlagh. It is 
made of dark gray pottery, and has a flat base and an 
oval body that curves gently inward to the almost 
horizontal shoulder. A rather large concave neck 
gradually opens toward an out-turned rim. Vertical 
impressed bands decorate the body of the vessel. 

JARS WITH HANDLES (504-532) 

OVOID JARS (504-508) 

This subtype includes jars of fine levigated clay 
with grit temper in brown, gray, and cream-colored 
pottery, which are well fired with a smooth, even slip 
and a very highly burnished shiny surface. These jars 
have a small flat base, an ovoid body, and a tall 
narrow neck that flares slightly toward the rim. A 
small loop handle attaches to the lower part of the 
neck and to the shoulder with projecting ring bands, 
sometimes decorated with impressed lines sur
rounding the neck at the junction of the handle and 
on the shoulder. 

504 Pottery Jar 
118 M PI. 101 
About 21.0 cm high and 4.0 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 27 (Trench XVII D). It is made 
of gray pottery from very fine levigated clay with grit 
temper, and the surface has a fine smooth slip. The 
vessel has a flat base, an elongated ovoid body with 
even convex sides, and a rather tall narrow neck, 
which gradually enlarges toward the inward-turned 
rim. A rounded loop handle is attached at the mid
dle of the neck and on the shoulder, with a plain 
projecting rounded band encircling the neck at the 
handle junction and another, wider band with 
impressed parallel short straight lines encircling the 
shoulder at the base of the neck. 

505 Pottery Jar 
618 M Fig. 17; PI. 101, Color Plate X X X A 
About 22.5 cm high and 3.5 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 13 (Trench XII G). It is made of 
dark reddish brown pottery with a highly burnished 
surface and is closely similar in shape and decoration 
to 504 except that it is somewhat wider in the middle 
of the body. 

506 Pottery Jar 
500 M Fig. 17; PI. 101 

About 22.0 cm high and 4.7 cm in diameter at the 
rim, found in T o m b 19 (Trench XIV E). It is made of 
dark brown pottery from fine levigated clay, which is 
grit-tempered with a fine smooth slip and a bur
nished surface. It has a flat small base and a broader 
body than the previous examples, with convex sides 

curving to a tall, narrow, vertical neck, which 
enlarges toward the plain, thin, slightly inward rim. A 
rounded loop handle is attached to the lower part of 
the neck at its narrowest point and to the shoulder. A 
projecting rounded ring surrounds the neck at the 
junction of the upper end of the handle, and 
another, decorated with short, straight impressed 
lines, encircles the shoulder at the base of the neck. 

507 Pottery Jar 
152 M Fig. 18 
About 20.2 cm high and 3.5 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 32 (Trench XVII E). It is made 
of brown pottery and is closely similar in shape and 
decoration to 500 M except that the body is more 
ovoid. 

508 Pottery Jar 
148 M Fig. 18; PI. 101 
About 17.0 cm tall and 3.0 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 27 (Trench XVII D). It is made 
of cream-colored pottery and is closely similar to 506, 
except that the body is more egg shaped and the 
rings that surround neck and shoulder are decorated 
with short, straight impressed lines with two more 
parallel rows of impressed lines on the shoulder. 

CONICALJARS (509-512) 

This group includes pottery jars similar to the 
previous examples, with a well-balanced body, a 
rather long vertical neck flaring slightly toward the 
rim, and a small loop handle. They differ from the 
previous examples in that they have extremely small 
flat bases and inverted conical bodies. Several 
examples are illustrated below. 

509 Pottery Jar 
147 M Fig. 18; PI. 102 
Broken when found and later reassembled and 

restored, about 16.0 cm high and 3.5 cm in diameter 
at the rim, found in T o m b 27 (Trench XVII D). It is 
made of gray pottery from fine levigated clay with a 
smooth slip and a burnished surface badly affected 
by corrosion. It has a very small flat base and a 
conical body, much broader near the shoulder, with 
convex sides turning in a gentle curve at the 
shoulder to a rather tall, narrow neck, which spreads 
slightly to the inward rim. Connected to the neck 
and shoulder is a loop handle with a projecting ring 
encircling the neck at the junction of the handle and 
another at the base of the neck that is ornamented 
by parallel impressed elongated lines. Around the 
base of the handle are more impressed parallel short 
lines. 
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510 Pottery Jar 
288 M Fig. 18; PI. 102 
About 15.0 cm tall and 4.0 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 33 (Trench XVIII F). Made of 
gray pottery with a smooth burnished surface, it is 
very similar to 509 except that it has more parallel 
decorative bands around the neck and shoulder. 

511 Pottery Jar 
60 M PI. 102 
About 15.0 cm tall and 3.5 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 24 (Trench X V E). It is made of 
dark gray pottery with a burnished surface, and has a 
conical body with a very small flat base that is almost 
rounded and a tall, narrow neck that flares slightly to 
a plain rim. A loop handle is attached to the middle 
of the neck and to the shoulder with a projecting 
band encircling the neck at the junction of the 
handle and another band impressed with parallel 
short lines surrounding the base of the neck. More 
rows of parallel impressed short lines decorate the 
shoulder and base of the handle. 

512 Pottery Jar 
142 M Fig. 18; PI. 102 
About 15.5 cm tall and 3.6 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 24 (Trench X V E). It is made of 
dark red pottery with a smooth slip and a burnished 
surface and is very similar in general shape and in 
the decoration of the neck and shoulder to 511. 

GLOBULARJARS (513-528) 

These well-proportioned pottery jars are similar to 
the previous examples, but have more globular 
bodies. Several subtypes are included in this 

category. 

SUBTYPE A (513-524) 

This subtype includes globular jars with a narrow, 
sometimes flaring neck and a loop handle that 
extends from the shoulder to midway or below on 
the neck. Certain of the examples are decorated with 
rounded bands and incised designs. 

513 Pottery Jar 
283 M Fig. 18; PI. 102 
About 14.5 cm high and 3.4 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 33 (Trench XVIII F). It is made 
of dark brown pottery with a smooth slip and a 
burnished surface, which has deteriorated. It has a 
globular body with a very small flat base and a tall 
neck spreading very slightly to a plain rim. A loop 
handle is attached to the middle of the neck and to 
the shoulder, and around the lower part of the neck 

are four parallel impressed bands with a projecting 
band decorated with impressed short parallel lines 
around the base of the neck. A number of parallel 
rows of impressed dotted lines decorate the shoul
der, with hanging circles of impressed short lines 
below. 

514 Pottery Jar 
766 M Fig. 18; PI. 102 
About 25.5 cm high and 5.5 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 47 (Trench XXII E). It is made 
of gray pottery and is similar in general shape and 
decoration to the other examples of this subtype. 

515 Pottery Jar 
1315 M Fig. 18; PI. 102 
About 25.0 cm high and 4.0 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 52 (Trench XXIII G). It is made 
of light gray pottery and is similar to 513 except for 
minor differences in the decoration. It has three 
rather sporadically placed impressed parallel bands 
around the lower part of the neck. 

516 Pottery Jar 
1375 M Fig. 18; PI. 102 
About 21.0 cm high and 4.2 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 47 (Trench XXII E). It is made 
of grayish brown pottery with a burnished surface 
and is very similar to the other examples of this 
subtype. It has two parallel impressed plain bands 
encircling the neck. 

517 Pottery Jar 
51 M Fig. 18; PI. 102, Color Plate X X X A 
About 15.0 cm tall and 3.5 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 26 (Trench XVII B). It is made 
of dark gray pottery with a burnished surface and is 
similar in general shape to 511 but has a more 
globular body. The decoration of the neck and 
shoulder is also similar except that the projecting 
band around the neck is decorated by parallel im
pressed short lines. 

518 Pottery Jar 
286 M Fig. 19; PI. 103 
About 22.0 cm tall and 4.1 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 32 (Trench XVII E). It is made 
of dark red pottery with a fine smooth slip and a 
burnished surface. It has a spherical body with an 
extraordinarily small flat base, which makes it 
difficult for the vessel to stand upright. 

519 Pottery Jar 
96a M Fig. 19; PI. 103 
About 28.5 cm high and 4.3 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in Test Trench 2 in the area of T o m b 50 
(Trench XXII L). It is made of dark red pottery with 
a rather smooth slip and burnished surface, and is 
similar to the other pottery jars of this subtype except 
that it has a somewhat more spherical body. The 
impressed concentric bands of parallel short lines 
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around the shoulder and base of the handle are very 

strongly pronounced. 

520 Pottery Jar 
763 M PI. 103 
Found broken in many pieces and later reas

sembled and restored, about 24.5 cm high and 4.5 
cm in diameter at the rim, found in T o m b 47 
(Trench XXII E). It is made of dark gray pottery with 
a smooth slip and a burnished surface. It has an 
almost rounded base, a rather large conical onion-
shaped body with gentle convex sides, and a narrow 
vertical neck with concave sides that enlarges toward 
the plain rim. A loop handle connects to the lower 
neck and to the shoulder with a rounded projecting 
ring encircling the neck at the point at which the 
handle is attached. Another, wider band impressed 
with elongated dots encircles the base of the neck. 
Two parallel bands of impressed elongated dots 
decorate the shoulder and the base of the handle. 

521 Pottery Jars 
1349 M and 1342 M Fig. 19; PI. 103 
These two jars are fairly similar in general shape to 

520: 1349 M, broken when found and later reas
sembled and restored with some parts missing, about 
24.0 cm high and 4.2 cm in diameter at the rim, 
T o m b 52 (Trench XXIII G) ; and 1342 M, broken 
with the middle part missing, about 22.0 cm high 
and 4.2 cm in diameter at the rim, dark gray ware, 
Tomb 52 (Trench XXIII G). 

1349 M has three parallel impressed bands around 
the lower part of the neck and three more parallel 
impressed dotted bands encircling the shoulder; 
1342 M has a more oval body with an emphasized flat 
base and three projecting parallel rings encircling 
the lower part of the neck. 

522 Potteryjar 
1133 M Fig. 19; PI. 103 
About 36.0 cm high and 7.0 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in the wheat field of Gheshlagh. Made of 
brick red pottery, it is rather similar to 520 except 
that the body is more spherical, the neck decorated 
by many parallel impressed bands, and the surface 
covered by a very thin washed slip. 

523 Potteryjar 
1105 M Fig. 19; PI. 103 
About 26.0 cm high and 4.5 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in the wheat field of Gheshlagh. It is 
made of gray pottery from well-levigated clay with a 
fine smooth slip and a burnished surface, which is 
badly affected and damaged by soil sediment. It has a 
very well-balanced spherical body with a rounded 
base and a relatively short vertical neck with concave 
sides that gradually open toward the plain rim. A 
rather short loop handle is connected to the lower 
part of the neck and to the shoulder. Two parallel 
impressed bands encircle the neck at the point at 
which the upper end of the handle is attached. 

524 Potteryjar 
1319 M Fig. 19 
About 35.0 cm high and 7.5 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 52 (Trench XXIII G). Made of 
brick red pottery, it is very similar in general shape 
and decoration to 523 except that it has three 
impressed parallel bands around the neck. 

SUBTYPE B (525-526) 

This group includes very large pottery jars with a 
flat, relatively small base, a rounded body, and a 
short vertical neck that is wider than on the vessels of 
the previous subtype. A loop handle extends from 
the shoulder fairly far up the neck, on some vessels 
reaching to the rim. Several examples illustrate this 
subtype. 

T525 Potteryjar 
I 1249 M Fig. 20 

Large jar, about 35.5 c m high and 8.0 cm in 
diameter at the rim, found in T o m b 19 (Trench XIV 
E). It is made of brick red pottery from a rather 
coarse but levigated clay with a solid slip. It has a 
rather small, very slightly concave base, a globular 
body, a rather short vertical wide neck with concave 
sides, and a solid loop handle connecting to the rim 
and shoulder. 

526 Pottery Jars 
672 M, 1378 M, 1100 M, 1101 M, and 1305 M Fig. 
20; PI. 104 
These jars are all similar in general shape to 525: 

672 M, about 35.0 cm high and 10.4 cm in diameter 
at the rim, brick red ware, T o m b 5 (Trench VIII D); 
1378 M, about 37.0 cm high and 8.5 cm in diameter 
at the rim, brick red ware, T o m b 47 (Trench XXII 
E); 1100 M, about 38.0 c m high and 11.0 cm in 
diameter at the rim, brick red ware, wheat field of 
Gheshlagh; 1101 M, about 35.0 cm high and 35.0 cm 
in diameter at the rim, brick red ware, wheat field of 
Gheshlagh; 1305 M, about 22.0 cm high and 7.5 cm 
in diameter at the rim, dark gray ware, area of grid 
XVIII G. 
672 M is less bulbous in the body than the others, 

with the upper end of the handle attached below the 
rim. 

SUBTYPE C (527-528) 

The vessels in this subtype are similar to those in 
the previous group except for having a flaring neck. 
In all cases, the handles extend to the rim. 

527 Potteryjar 
1351 M Fig. 20 
About 27.0 cm high and 7.0 cm in diameter at the 
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rim, found in Tomb 41 (Trench XIX K). Made of 
brick red pottery, it is rather similar in general shape 
to 520 except that the handle, with a projecting knob 
on top, is connected on the upper end to the rim. 

528 Pottery Jars 
678 M and 1346 M Fig. 20; PI. 104 

Both very similar to 527. 678 M, about 28.0 cm 
high and 8.3 cm in diameter at the rim, is made of 
dark gray pottery and was found in Tomb 23 (Trench 
XV D). 1346 M, about 23.0 cm high and 5.0 cm in 
diameter at the rim, was found in the lower tomb of 
Gheshlagh and is made of brick red pottery. 

COMMENTS 

A potteryjar with an outward neck and small 
handle, similar to 528, was found at Ghalekuti I in 
the Dailaman region of Gilan and is assigned by 
Fukai to the end of the Bronze and beginning of the 
Iron Age.23 

A large potteryjar with a globular body and small 
handle, similar to those in Subtype B, was found in 
Cemetery A, Sialk V and is classified by Ghirshman to 
the end of the Bronze Age.24 

DEPRESSED GLOBULARJARS (529-532) 

These pottery jars have a flat base, depressed 
globular body, vertical neck, and loop handle. Of 
brown, dark red, and gray pottery, they have a very 
smooth slip and a well-burnished surface. They bear 
some similarity to the previous type but have a much 
broader flat base, a neck that may be either short or 
long with a loop handle reaching the rim of the 
short-necked vessels, and less decoration, with many 
of the jars being completely plain. 

SUBTYPE A (529-530) 

These vessels have a depressed globular shape and 
feature a flat base, a short, wide vertical neck, and a 
loop handle that extends from the neck to the rim. 

529 Potteryjar 
153 M Fig. 20; PI. 104 
About 17.0 cm high and 6.5 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in Tomb 32 (Trench XVII E). It is made 
of dark brown pottery from well-levigated clay with a 
fine even slip and a highly burnished surface. It has a 
large flat base, a depressed globular body, and a 
vertical neck, which gradually opens toward a plain, 
slightly inward rim. A rather large curving handle is 
connected to the rim and shoulder, and two parallel 
rows of large impressed elongated dots surround the 
shoulder and the base of the handle. 

530 Pottery Jars 
623 M, 284 M, 285 M, and 1324 M Fig. 21; PI. 104 
The following jars are all similar in general shape 

to 529: 623 M, about 19.3 cm high and 7.0 cm in 
diameter at the rim, dark red ware, Tomb 13 
(Trench XII G); 284 M, about 7.5 cm high and 3.7 
cm in diameter at the rim, dark red ware, Tomb 33 
(Trench XVIII F); 285 M, about 8.0 cm high and 3.5 
cm in diameter at the rim, gray ware, Tomb 33 
(Trench XVIII F); 1324 M, about 20.0 cm high and 
6.5 cm in diameter at the rim, dark red ware, Tomb 
44 (Trench XX M). 
Except for 623 M, these examples are all plain with 

no decoration. 284 M and 285 M are much smaller 
than the others. 

SUBTYPE B (531) 

Only one vessel is included in this subtype. Like 
those in subtype A, it has a depressed globular shape 
and a flat base. Unlike the previous examples, 
however, it has a tall, flaring neck with the loop 
handle attached below the midway point of the neck. 

531 Potteryjar 
1299 M Fig. 21; PI. 105 
About 15.0 cm high and 4.0 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in Tomb 17 (Trench XIV C). It is made of 
gray ware. 

SUBTYPE C (532) 

Only one vessel is included in this subtype. It has a 
depressed globular body, a ring base, a short flaring 
rim, and a loop handle that extends from the 
shoulder almost to the rim. 

532 Potteryjar 
456 M Fig. 21; PI. 105 
About 27.0 cm high and a 9.0 cm in diameter at 

the rim, found in the area of grid XVIII G. It is made 
of brick red ware. 

COMMENTS 

Pottery jars similar to the depressed globular jars 
from Marlik have been found in northern Iran, south 
of the Caspian Sea. A similar example with a flat base 
and hatching decoration on the body was found at 
Tulu, and another with a similar general shape but a 
round base was found at Djonu, both in Russian 
Talish. They are dated by Schaeffer to Talyche 
Recent 3 and Talyche Fer 1, around 1350-1000 B.C.25 

A potteryjar from Khurvin, with a small base, 
carinated body, and handle, comparable to 532, is 
dated by Vanden Berghe to the late second and early 
first millennium B.C.26 
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DOUBLE JARS (533-534) 

Several sets of double jars, two almost identical 
small jars connected at the middle of the body, were 
found at Marlik. These double jars are well polished 
and burnished. Two examples are discussed below. 

533 Double Jar 
1218 M PI. 105 
Broken when found and later reassembled and 

restored, about 15.2 cm high and 3.2 cm in diameter 
at each mouth, found in Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C). 
It is made of dark grayish brown pottery of fine clay 
with a very smooth slip and a polished and burnished 
surface. The two similar jars, each with an ovoid body 
with a very small flat base and a rather tall, slightly 
tapering neck with a slighdy inward rim, are joined at 
the middle of the body. Attached to the middle of 
the neck and to the shoulder of each jar is a loop 
handle, with a projecting rounded band impressed 
with parallel short straight lines encircling the neck 
at the point where the handle is attached. Another 
projecting band decorated with short, straight 
impressed lines appears around the base of the neck. 
Each jar also has bands of double-impressed parallel 
short, straight lines in the area of the shoulder and 
the base of the handle. This double jar is finely made 
and well balanced. 

534 Double Jar 
611 M PI. 105 
About 11.2 cm high and 4.7 cm in diameter at 

each mouth, found in Tomb 18 (Trench XIV D). It is 
made of dark brown pottery with a burnished 
surface. Part of the body and handle is broken and 
missing. The two very similar jars, each with a wide 
flat base, a rounded body, and a tall, slightly concave 
neck that gradually extends outward toward a simple, 
slightly inward rim, are joined at the middle of the 
body. A flat handle with rounded edges connects to 
the rim and shoulder of each vessel, with a band of 
parallel impressed short, straight lines encircling the 
base of the neck and the base of the handle; the 
connection between the two jars is decorated in the 
same manner. 

COMMENTS 

Similar examples of double-bodied jars have been 
found at other sites. A double jar with a loop handle 
placed between the jars above the connection, found 
at Sialk Cemetery B, is assigned by Ghirshman to the 
beginning of the Iron Age.27 A double jar that is not 
exactly similar except in concept, found at the North 
East Court of Tchoga Zanbil, is dated by Ghirshman 
to 1250 B.C.28 

Examples similar in concept have also been found 
at more distant sites. A double jar from Beisan in 
Palestine is dated by Schaeffer to around the late 
third millennium B.C.29 Another example similar only 

in concept, consisting of two connected deep bowls 
with conical legs, a lid, and incised decoration, said 
to be from Yortan Tepe in Anatolia, is dated to the 
first half of the third millennium B.C.30 A triple jar 
with a large handle on top is dated by Forsdyke to 
the Late Mycenaean period, around 1400-1100 B.C.31 

Still another example, not similar in detailed shape, 
from Hissarlik, is assigned by Schaeffer to Troy II 
level ll.32 A rather later double jar, of which one 
container is broken and mostly missing, from Bastam 
in northwestern Iran, is assigned to Urartian times.33 

A double jar with similar elongated dotted 
decoration is dated by Dubiner to 1000-500 B.C.34 

Double jars from Cyprus are assigned by Bossert to 
the Early Bronze Age, around the early third millen
nium B.C.,35 and a double jar similar in concept was 
also found at Byblos.36 A final example, for which 
there could be no significant point of cultural con
tact, neither geographical nor chronological, is a 
double pottery jar, joined at the body, from Peru, 
classified by Weinberg to the Chimu period, around 
1300-1400 A.D.37 

CUBIC JARS (535-537) 

These vessels have a plain cubic body and a short 
neck set in the center of the flat shoulder. 

535 Cubic Jar 
454 M PI. 105 
About 12.0 cm high and 5.0 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found near the surface in grid XVIII G. Made of 
brick red pottery, it has a flat base, a cubic body, and 
a short neck, concave on the lower part and convex 
on the upper, extending to a plain simple rim. 

536 Cubic Jar 
597 M PI. 10 
About 21.5 cm high and 6.0 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in Tomb 44 (Trench XX N). Made of red 
pottery, it has a plain cubic shape very similar to 535 
except that the neck has concave sides. 

537 Cubic Jar 
616 M PL 105 
About 13.5 cm high and 8.5 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in Tomb 5 (Trench VIII D). It is made of 
gray pottery covered with a coat of soil sediment and 
is closely similar to 536. 

COMMENTS 

Several cubic vessels have been found in the 
Central Plateau of Iran. A comparable example with 
more decoration around the neck and rim was found 
at Sialk Cemetery B,38 while much smaller, crudely 
made cubic jars were also found at Khurvin, dated by 
Vanden Berghe to the late second and early first 
millennium B.C.39 
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Pitchers (538-546) 

SMALL PITCHERS (538-539) 

This group includes small pitchers with a flat base, 
an almost pear-shaped body, and a loop handle 
connected to the rim and shoulder. 

538 Pitcher 
765 M Fig. 21; PI. 106 

Small pitcher, rim somewhat damaged, about 13.0 
cm high and 5.5 cm in diameter at the rim, found in 
T o m b 47 (Trench XXII E). It is made of dark gray 
pottery from fine levigated clay with a very smooth 
slip and a burnished surface with a fine sheen. It has 
a flat base and a pear-shaped body, rather heavier in 
the lower part, with a neck that gradually opens 
upward reaching a simple turned-out rim. A rather 
large loop handle, thicker at the lower end, is at
tached to the rim and shoulder. Three parallel im
pressed bands surround the neck, with two parallel 
bands of impressed elongated dots encircling the top 
of the shoulder above a zigzag band of impressed 
elongated dots. 

539 Pitchers 
1358 M, 198 M, 677 M, 1354 M, and 675 M Fig. 22; 
PI. 106 
The following pitchers are all rather similar in 

general shape to 538: 
1358 M, about 13.5 cm high and 3.5 cm in 

diameter at the rim, dark gray ware with a smooth 
slip and burnished surface, Tomb 52 (Trench XXIII 
G); 
198 M, about 9.5 cm high and 4.5 cm in diameter 

at the rim, dark gray ware, Tomb 50 (Trench XXI K); 
677 M, about 9.5 cm high and 3.5 cm in diameter 

at the rim, gray ware, Tomb 15 (Trench XIII C); 
675 M, about 10.5 cm high and 4.5 cm in diameter 

at the rim, gray ware, Tomb 15 (Trench XIII C); 
1354 M, about 8.0 cm high and 5.0 cm in diameter 

at the rim, dark gray ware, Tomb 50 (Trench XXI K). 
On 1358 M a small loop handle is attached to the 

base of the neck and to the shoulder; 198 M has a 
more gentle concave curve to the rim and a loop 
handle extending to the rim; and 677 M and 1354 M 
have very short necks, with that of 1354 M wide and 
almost straight. 

ELONGATED PITCHERS (540-541) 

This subtype includes elongated pitchers with loop 
handles; they are not very well made or balanced. 

540 Elongated Pitcher 
455 M Fig. 22; PI. 106 
About 16.3 high and 5.5 cm in diameter at the rim, 

found near the surface in grid XVIII G. It is made of 
light gray pottery from crude clay with a rough 
surface. It has a flat base and a cylindrical body, 
narrower near the bottom, which tapers toward a 
rather rough rim slanting toward one side. A loop 
handle is attached to the rim and upper body. 

541 Elongated Pitcher 
627 M Fig. 22; PI. 106 
About 16.5 cm high and 5.9 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 13 (Trench XII G) . Made of 
light red pottery, it is similar to 540 except that it is 
better made, with no slanting of the rim. 

PITCHERS WITH A TREFOIL RIM 
(542-546) 

These pottery pitchers are rather crudely made, 
with a flat base, a globular body, a vertical neck with 
concave sides, and a trefoil rim. A loop handle, 
sometimes with a control knob on top, usually is 
connected below the rim and at the shoulder. Some 
of these pitchers are decorated with impressed, 
projecting, or simple dotted bands. They were not 
found in the tombs, but near the surface, and may 
have been left accidentally, possibly from a later 
period. 

542 Pitcher 
579 M Fig. 22; PI. 106 
About 21.5 cm high and 7.1 cm in diameter at the 

base, found near the surface of Trench X X V H. It is 
made of brick red pottery from rather solid levigated 
clay with a very thin slip. It has a flat base, a globular 
body, and a vertical neck, heavier on the lower part, 
which tapers upward to a rather thick vertical-sided 
trefoil rim. A loop handle with a projecting control 
knob on top is attached below the rim and on the 
shoulder. Somewhat irregular parallel bands of 
elongated dots surround the base of the neck. 

543 Pitcher 
582 M PI. 106 
About 23.0 cm high and 6.5 cm in diameter at the 

base, found near the surface in Trench XXII L. Made 
of light brick red pottery with cream-colored soil 
sediment on the surface, it is similar in general shape 
and in its trefoil rim to 542 except that it has a 
control knob on the handle. It is decorated by many 
parallel projecting bands encircling the neck. 

544 Pitcher 
976 M PI. 106 
About 22.0 cm high and 9.0 cm in diameter at the 

base, found near the surface in Trench X X V L. Made 
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of light brick red pottery, it is similar in general 
shape and in its trefoil rim to 542 except that it has a 
control knob on the handle. Parallel plain bands 

encircle the neck and body. 

545 Pitcher 
977 M PI. 106 
About 23.0 cm high and 7.5 cm in diameter at the 

base, found near the surface of Trench X X V L. It is 
made of light brick red pottery and is similar in 
general shape, handle, trefoil rim, and decoration to 

544. 

546 Pitcher 
1541 M PI. 107 
About 21.0 cm high and 10.0 cm in diameter at the 

base, found near the surface of Trench X X V L. It is 
made very crudely of light brick red pottery and is 
similar in general shape and in its trefoil rim to 542. 
It has no decoration and no central knob. 

COMMENTS 

A small pitcher similar to those in the first group 
was found at Ghalekuti I in the Dailaman region of 
Gilan, dated by Fukai to the end of the Bronze and 

547 Beaker 
1313 M Fig. 22; PI. 107 
Found broken in many pieces and later reas

sembled, about 24.0 c m high and 12.5 c m in 
diameter at the mouth, found in T o m b 25 (Trench 
XVI F). It is made of dark gray pottery with a highly 
burnished surface. The body has an outward-turned 
rim and slanting convex sides, rather straight on the 

Chalices 

The pottery vessels in this group have the shape of 
a chalice with a bowl-like body set on a stand. These 
chalices are made in different shades of gray and red 
pottery. Two examples illustrate this type. 

548 Chalice 
1538 M PI. 107 

Broken when found and later restored, about 16.5 
cm high and 15.0 cm in diameter at the rim, found 
in T o m b 29 (Trench XVI H ) . It is made of gray 
pottery with a burnished surface. The small, half-
globular body sits on a hollow conical base with 
convex sides; it has an angular narrow shoulder 

beginning of the Iron Age.40 Other comparable ex
amples were found at Khurvin on the Central Plateau 
of Iran, where a similar vessel with a flat base and 
convex body with a loop handle is dated by Vanden 
Berghe to the late second to early first millennium 
B.C.41 A vessel with a flat base and loop handle, almost 
identical to 539 (677 M ) , was found at Djonu, in 
Russian Talish, and is assigned by Schaeffer to Tal
yche Recent 3 and Talyche Fer 1, around 1350-1000 
B.C.42 

Elongated pitchers are rather rare, but an example 
similar in shape to the Marlik examples with a loop 
handle at mid-height was found at Ras-El-Ain in 
Palestine, assigned by Schaeffer to Ugarit Moyen 2, 
around 1900-1750 B.C.43 

A pottery vessel with a trefoil rim similar to the 
Marlik examples was found at Tamadjan in Mazan
deran.44 Another example, found at Agha Evlar in 
Iranian Talish, is classified by Schaeffer to Talish 
Recent 2, around 1450-1350 B.C.45 A similar vessel 
with a trefoil rim from Ras Shamra in Syria is dated 
by Schaeffer to the fourteenth to thirteenth centuries 
B.C.,46 and another from Anatolia is dated by Bossert 
to the seventh to sixth centuries B.C.47 

upper part, which join the flat base in a gentle curve. 
A large curving handle extends from near the base 
almost to the middle of the body. 
Two similar but less elegant beakers with a flat 

button base and a higher handle, one with painted 
geometric designs on the upper part and the other 
plain, were found at Sialk Cemetery B.48 

(548-549) 

slanting slightly inward to a very large neck, which 
extends upward in a slightly diagonal line to a simple 
plain rim. This unusual vessel is beautifully propor
tioned. 

549 Chalice 
1221 M PI. 107 
Found broken in many pieces and later reas

sembled and restored, about 9.0 cm high and 10.5 
c m in diameter at the rim, found in T o m b 36 
(Trench XVIII C). It is made of dark red pottery 
from very fine levigated clay with a fine smooth slip, 
which is highly burnished and polished. The almost 

Beaker (547) 
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hemispherical body sits on a hollow, slightly conical 
base with a rounded, well-polished edge. The body 
ends in a beveled rim, which is slightly convex on the 
outside but on the whole is turned inward. This fine 
chalice is well proportioned and balanced. 

COMMENTS 

A number of vessels similar to these pottery 
chalices have been found at other sites. Earlier 
examples with a similar general shape and stand but 
a slight difference in proportions occur in abun
dance in Tepe Hissar Level II in the Central Plateau 

Mugs 

These mugs have a flat base and straight or 
tapering sides, usually without a distinct neck, with a 
loop handle attached at mid-height. A similar vessel 
was found at Kalardasht.54 

550 Mug 
1042 M PI. 107 
About 13.0 cm high and 8.0 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in Zeinab Bejar. Made of red pottery, it 
has a flat base and a globular body curving gently to a 
rather vertical neck, which spreads slightly at the rim. 
A loop handle is attached at mid-height. 

551 Mug 
1332 M Fig. 22; PI. 107 
About 18.0 cm high and 8.0 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in Zeinab Bejar. Made of light red po
ttery, it is similar to 550 except that it tapers diago-

Cups 

These pottery cups are quite varied in shape. All 
have handles. 

CUPS WITH LARGE HANDLES (554-555) 

These pottery cups have a round base, 
hemispherical body, and a very large loop handle. 
Two examples are described here. 

554 Cup 
629 M PI. 107 
About 4.5 cm high and 7.3 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in Tomb 4 (Trench VIII A ). It is made of 

of Iran.49 An example comparable to 549 was found 
at Sialk Cemetery A,50 classified by Ghirshman to the 
end of the Bronze Age. Examples even more similar 
to 549 were found at Khurvin, dated by Vanden 
Berghe to the late second and early first millennium 
B.C.51 A vessel similar in general shape but not as 
elaborate as the Marlik examples was found at 
Ghalekuti I in Dailaman, dated by Fukai to the end 
of the Bronze and beginning of the Iron Age.52 A 
chalice comparable to 548 with a large open neck 
and button base and with an additional loop handle 
was found in Level IV of Hasanlu.53 

(500-553) 

nally from near the base to the rim, with a slight 
concavity near the neck. 

552 Mug 
1344 M Fig. 22; PI. 107 
About 9.0 cm high and 6.5 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in Gheshlagh. It is made of gray pottery 
with a very thin slip. It has a small flat base with a 
round body that tapers gradually to a plain, slightly 
outward rim. A loop handle is attached at mid-
height. 

553 Mug 
1041 M PI. 107 
About 8.0 cm high and 6.5 cm in diameter, found 

in the lower tomb of Gheshlagh. It is made of gray 
pottery, and resembles 552 both in shape and in the 
position of the vertical loop handle. 

(554-558) 

cream-colored pottery with a very thin slip and has a 
very small flat base, a hemispherical body, and a very 
large rounded loop handle connected to the rim and 

body. 

555 Cup 
424 M Fig. 23; PI. 107 
Partly broken when found and later restored, 

about 5.0 cm high and 7.0 cm in diameter at the rim, 
found in Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C). Made of gray 
pottery from a fine levigated clay with a smooth slip 
and burnished surface, it is closely similar to 554. 
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LARGE CUPS (556-557) 

These large pottery cups have a flat base, a 
rounded body, and a short vertical neck with a loop 
handle attached to the rim and the body on one side. 
Three examples are described here. 

556 Cup 
149 M Fig. 23; PI. 108 
About 11.0 cm high and 9.0 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 27 (Trench XVII D). It is made 
of reddish pottery, and has a large flat base and a 
globular body with a very short neck that turns to an 
outward rim. A loop handle is attached to the rim 

and body. 

557 Cups 
287 M and 1269 M Fig. 23; PI. 108 
These cups are similar to 556 except that 1269 M 

has a more oval body and a longer neck: 287 M, 
about 11.5 cm high and 10.0 cm in diameter at the 
rim, found in Tomb 33 (Trench XVIII F) and made 
of reddish pottery; and 1269 M, incomplete with a 
diameter of 11.0 cm at the rim, found in T o m b 5 
(Trench VIII D) and made of dark gray pottery. 

CARINATED CUPS (558) 

558 Cup 
1162 M Fig. 23; PI. 108 
About 10.0 cm high and 7.7 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 27 (Trench XVII D). It is made 
of gray pottery with a fine burnished slip; its surface 
is now strongly affected by soil sediment. It has a flat 

Pots 

POTS WITH INCISED DESIGNS 
(559-561) 

These pots have a ring base and a carinated body 
with simple geometric incised decoration on the 
shoulder. All three examples described here were 
found in the same tomb. 

559 Pot 
1265 M Fig. 23; PI. 108 

Broken when found and later restored with some 
parts missing, about 17.0 cm high and 7.0 cm in 
diameter at the rim, found in T o m b 20 (Trench XIV 
H ) . It is made of dark gray pottery with a smooth slip 
and burnished surface. It has a ring base, a carinated 

base and a carinated body that is diagonal on the 
lower side and rather convex on the shoulder. This 
carinated body curves gently to a large neck, which 
gradually opens upward to a fine thin rim. A loop 
handle is attached at mid-height on the neck and 
almost to the point of carination of the body. 

COMMENTS 

Cups with large handles have also been found at 
other sites. A n example was found at Sialk Cemetery 
B55 and another with a smaller handle at Khurvin, 
both dated by Vanden Berghe to the late second to 
early first millennium B.C.56 A similar example found 
at Djonu in Russian Talish is classified by Schaeffer to 
Talyche Recent 3 and Talyche Fer 1, around 
1350-1000 B.C.57 Comparable examples have also 
been found at more distant sites. A cup with a very 
large handle, from Vounous-Bellapais in Cyprus, is 
classified by Schaeffer to Ugarit Ancient 3, around 
the late third millennium B.C.58 Another similar 
example with painting around the rim and handle, 
found at Appolakia, is assigned by Bossert to the late 
Helladic period,59 while he classifies another some
what similar cup from Troy to Troy VII.60 Similar 
cups with large handles were found at Ialyson, dated 
by Fosdyke to the late Mycenaean period, around the 
fourteenth to the eleventh century B.C.61 

Pottery cups with a large open mouth and loop 
handle, similar to those from Marlik, were found at 
Khurvin, dated by Vanden Berghe to the late second 
and early first millennium B.C.62 Other similar 
examples with large open mouths and two loop 
handles were found at Sialk Cemetery A, dated by 
Ghirshman to the end of the Bronze Age.63 

body with convex shoulders and side walls, and a 
broken rim whose shape is not clear. The pot is 
encircled by horizontal bands of incised geometric 
decoration formed of reverse triangles, the lower one 
filled by parallel straight lines and the reverse upper 
ones left plain. Two parallel straight lines border the 
design above and below and distinguish the limits 
between the two major bands of the design. 

560 Pot 
1266 M Fig. 23 
Incomplete, about 8.0 cm in diameter at the base, 

found in T o m b 20 (Trench XIV H ) . It is made of 
dark gray pottery with a burnished surface and 
incised decoration and is very similar in general 
shape and decoration to 559. 

(559-584 
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561 Pot 

1267 M Fig. 23 

Broken vessel, found in Tomb 20 (Trench XTV H), 
made of brown pottery. It has a burnished surface 
and incised decoration similar to 559. 

COMMENTS 

Incised decoration similar to that of these Marlik 
vessels can be seen on a jar found at Ghalekuti.64 

This type of incised decoration also appears on a 
pottery bowl from Khurvin, dated by Vanden Berghe 
to the late second or early first millennium B.C.65 

COOKING POTS (562-571) 

This group includes small round pots with a flat 
base, resembling cooking pots. They may have a 
small loop handle on each side, or no handle at all. 
Some of these pots are rather crudely made. They 
are divided into three subtypes. 

FINE ROUND POTS WITHOUT HANDLES 
(562-564) 

These round pots are similar to those in the 
following subtype except that they are much finer in 
quality and are often decorated by fine parallel 
projecting bands around the neck. 

562 Cooking Pot 
1308 M Fig. 23; PI. 108 
Broken when found and later reassembled and 

restored, about 13.5 cm high and 11.5 cm in 
diameter at the rim, found in Tomb 52 (Trench 
XXIII G). It is made of brick red pottery with a 
burnished surface and somewhat irregular marks all 
over the body. It has a round base, a globular body, 
and a short, diagonally outward neck and rim. Fine 
projecting parallel bands decorate the neck. 

563 Cooking Pots 
1309 M, 1240 M, 1274 M, and 1327 M Fig. 24; PI. 
108 
The following pots are all similar in shape to 562: 

1309 M, about 15.0 cm high and 12.5 cm in diameter 
at the rim, light red ware, Tomb 52 (Trench XXIII 
G); 
1240 M, broken with the lower part missing, with a 
diameter of 13.0 cm around the rim, gray ware, 
Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C); 
1274 M, broken with the lower part missing, about 
13.0 cm in diameter at the rim, red ware, Tomb 5 
(Trench VIII D); 
1327 M, about 12.0 cm high and 11.0 cm in diameter 

at the rim, gray ware, upper tomb of Gheshlagh. 
1274 M has more pronounced projecting bands 

around the neck than the other examples, whereas 
1327 M has a projecting area at the bottom, which 
serves as a base. 

564 Cooking Pot 
1291 M Fig. 24 
Broken with the lower part missing, about 13.0 cm 

in diameter at the rim, found in Tomb 13 (Trench 
XII G). It is made of red pottery, and is similar in 
shape to 1274 M. 

ROUND POTS WITHOUT HANDLES 
(565-569) 

565 Round Pot 
993 M PL 108 
About 10.5 cm high and 8.5 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found near the surface in the area of Trench 
XXII E. Made of brick red pottery, it has a small flat 
base and a globular body with a rather short concave 
neck reaching a simple rounded outward-turning 
rim. 

566 Round Pots 
1219 M, 1364 M, and 1542 M Fig. 24; PI. 109 
The following pots are all rather similar to 565: 

1219 M, about 12.0 cm high and 8.5 cm in diameter 
at the rim, made of brown pottery, found in Tomb 36 
(Trench XVIII C); and 1364 M, about 14.0 cm high 
and 13.0 cm in diameter at the rim, made of light 
gray pottery, and 1542 M, about 13.0 cm high and 
10.0 cm in diameter at the rim, both found in the 
upper tomb of Gheshlagh. 1219 M has a slightly 
concave base, and 1542 has more diagonal convex 
sides than do the other examples, with a gentle curve 
on the shoulder. 

567 Round Pot 
1352 M Fig. 24; PI. 109 
About 15.0 cm high and 12.5 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in Tomb 30 (Trench XVI L). It is made of 
gray pottery with a rather smooth slip covered with 
granulated soil sediment. It has a round base with a 
spherical body, no neck, and a rim turned diagonally 
outward. 

568 Round Pots 
522 M and 1038 M PI. 109 
Both similar in shape to 1352 M except that 1038 

M has a rather concave neck: 522 M, about 10.0 cm 
high and 7.3 cm in diameter at the rim, made of 
cream-colored pottery, found in Tomb 50 (Trench 
XXI L); and 1038 M, about 9.5 cm high and 7.0 cm 
in diameter at the rim, made of gray pottery, found 
in the lower tomb of Gheshlagh. 
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569 Round Pot 
829 M Fig. 24; PI. 109 
About 31.0 cm high and 13.5 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E). Made of 
red pottery, it has a round base, a large oval body, 
and a short concave neck, which turns to a simple 

outward rim. 

ROUND POTS WITH HANDLES (DIZLES) 
(570-571) 

These pots have a flat base and a round body with 
two opposing handles, similar to the pottery known 
as "dizie" used in Iran for cooking bean and mutton 

stew. 

570 Pottery Dizie 
1355 M Fig. 24 
About 14.0 cm high and 9.5 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in Tomb 50 (Trench XXI L). It is made 
of gray pottery from rather coarse clay with a solid 
slip. It has a flat base and a globular body, with a 
rather short concave neck reaching an outward plain 
rim. Two loop handles, located opposite each other, 
connect the upper end to the rim and the lower end 
to the body of the vessel. 

571 Pottery Dizies 
1321 M, 1025 M, 1039 M, and 521 M Fig. 24; PI. 109 
The following dizies are all very similar to 1355 M: 
1321 M, about 20.0 cm high and 17.0 cm in 

diameter at the rim, red ware, Tomb 52 (Trench 
XXIII G); 
1025 M, about 14.0 cm high and 10.5 cm in 

diameter at the rim, dark gray ware, upper tomb of 
Gheshlagh; 
1039 M, about 12.0 cm high and 11.5 cm in 

diameter at the rim, gray ware, upper tomb of 
Gheshlagh; 
521 M, a miniature pot about 6.0 cm high and 5.0 

cm in diameter at the rim, gray ware, Tomb 50 
(Trench XXI L). 

COMMENTS 

Cooking pots without handles comparable to those 
from Marlik were found at Ghalekuti I in the 
Dailaman region of Gilan, dated by Fukai to the end 
of the Bronze and the beginning of the Iron Age.66 

Pots similar to 569 as well as dizies similar to the 
Marlik examples were found at Beshtasheni in the 
Caucasian region, dated by Schaeffer to the end of 
the Bronze and beginning of the Iron Age, around 
1200-1000 B.C.67 

POTS WITH SPOUTS (572-581) 

POTS WITH LONG BENT SPOUTS 
(572-573) 

572 Spouted Pot 
1312 M Fig. 25; PI. 109 
About 12.0 cm high and 5.8 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in Tomb 41 (Trench XIX K). It is made 
of charcoal gray pottery of very fine clay with a 
smooth slip and a beautiful burnished sheen. Except 
for having a shorter body, its general shape is very 
similar to Pottery Vase 633. It has a flat base, a 
convex body, and a half-closed, half-open spout swel
ling at the base just above the middle of the body 
where it curves upward to a narrower neck; this turns 
with a backward crest to a horizontal open beaklike 
end. Directly opposite the spout is a decorative 
vertical ridge. The rim is encircled by a rounded 
smooth projecting ring and the closed neck of the 
spout by seven parallel slanting smoothly impressed 
lines. 

573 Spouted Pot 
1323 M Fig. 25; PI. 109 
Partly broken when found and later restored, 

about 10.0 cm high and 5.2 cm in diameter at the 
rim, found in Tomb 27 (Trench XVII D). It is made 
of brown pottery from fine clay with a smooth slip 
and a burnished shiny surface. It is very similar in 
general shape to 572 except that the spout is con
nected much lower on the body. Three parallel 
slanting impressed lines encircle the neck of the 
spout. 

GLOBULAR POTS WITH LONG BENT 
SPOUTS (574-577) 

These pots are similar to those discussed above, 
except that they have a much more globular body. 
Several examples illustrate this group. 

574 Spouted Pot 
816 M PI. 109 
About 8.0 cm high and 6.0 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in Tomb 52 (Trench XXIII G). It is made 
of olive-brown pottery of very fine grit-tempered clay, 
with a well-polished and burnished surface. The 
globular body has a flat base and an inward-project
ing rounded rim distinguished by an impressed line 
around the mouth. The join between the body and 
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the swelling spout is not smoothly made. A single 
projecting slanting band encircles the top of the 
neck below the open part of the spout. 

575 Spouted Pot 
1297 M Fig. 25; PI. 109 

Found broken in many pieces, particularly in the 
spout area, and later restored, about 18.0 cm high 
and 9.0 cm in diameter at the rim, found in T o m b 2 
(Trench VI B ). It is made of dark gray pottery from 
fine levigated clay with a burnished surface, and is 
similar in general shape to 574 except for a slighdy 
curved carinated body and a less projecting spout. A 
rounded ring covers the join of the swelling spout 
and the body, while two parallel projecting slanting 
bands decorate the neck of the spout. The short 
upward rim of the vessel is distinguished by an 
impressed groove. Opposite the spout is a projecting 
vertical ridge extending from the rim halfway down 
the body. 

576 Spouted Pot 
1102 M PI. 110 
About 18.0 cm high and 10.5 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in Test Trench 2 of Gheshlagh. It is made 
of gray pottery from fine clay with a smooth slip and 
a polished and burnished surface. It is very similar to 
574 except for minor details of decoration. A 
rounded uplifted rim is distinguished from the 
shoulder by a very fine impressed line, with two paral
lel bands of elongated dots below. Parallel impressed 
slanting bands surround the closed neck of the 
spout. 

577 Spouted Pot 
1377 M Fig. 15 
Found broken with some parts missing, about 12.0 

cm high and 6.5 cm in diameter at the rim, found in 
T o m b 47 (Trench XXII E). It is made of olive-brown 
pottery from fine clay. It has a smooth slip and a 
highly burnished and polished surface, and is closely 
similar in general shape to 574. 

POT WITH RIM-CONNECTED BENT 
SPOUT (578) 

These pots are closely similar to those in the pre
vious group except that the backward-projecting 
point of the open top of the spout connects to the 
rim of the vessel. One example illustrates this group. 

578 Spouted Pot 
1298 M Fig. 25; PI. 110 
About 19.5 cm high and 13.0 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 13 (Trench XII G). It is made 
from reddish brown pottery of fine clay with a 
smooth slip and a highly polished and burnished 
surface. It has a globular body with a flat base and a 

rather short upright concave neck with a projecting 
rounded outward rim. The half-closed, half-open 
spout swells at the base, where it connects to the 
middle of the body and turns up to a vertical neck 
decorated by six parallel, slightly slanting, fine bands. 
Atop this vertical neck is the horizontal open part of 
the spout, which curves at the back to a crest 
attached to the rim of the vessel. Opposite the spout 
is a projecting ridge extending from the shoulder 
halfway down the body. 

POTS WITH LONG, ALMOST STRAIGHT 
SPOUTS (579-581) 

These pots have a rather globular body with a long, 
almost straight spout, which is open for the most part 
but closed near the body. It lacks the swelling at the 
base and bend of the previous subtypes. Several 
examples illustrate this group. 

579 Spouted Pot 
1288 M Fig. 25; PI. 110 
Mostly broken at the lower part and restored, 

about 19.0 cm high and 11.0 cm in diameter at the 
rim, found in T o m b 17 (Trench XTV C). It is made of 
dark gray pottery of fine levigated clay with a highly 
burnished surface. It has a convex barrel-shaped 
body with a flat base and a very thin, short, uplifted 
rim. A slightly curving open spout, closed near the 
body, is attached near the shoulder with a fine pro
jecting ring covering the join. 

580 Spouted Pot 
1279 M Fig. 25 
Broken with most of the body missing except for 

the spout and part of the rim, about 8.5 cm in 
diameter at the rim, found in T o m b 11 (Trench X 
C). It is made of brown pottery with a highly bur
nished surface. Attached to the shoulder is a long, 
slightly curving open spout, closed near the base, 
where it is encircled by three parallel impressed 
lines. Two graceful concentric grooves encircle the 
rim, a decoration closely similar to that of Pottery 
Vessel 722 M. 

581 Spouted Pot Fragment 
1237 M Fig. 25 
Mostly broken and missing except for the spout, 

found in T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C). It has a slightly 
curving open spout, closed near the base, where it is 
encircled by a rather thick band with two finer 
impressed bands on one side and one on the other. 

COMMENTS 

Examples similar to the Marlik spouted pots have 
been found at other sites. A vessel similar in par
ticular to 572, found at Sar in the Elburz Mountains, 
is dated to 1000 B.C. by Herzfeld. He suggests a rather 
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late development for these long-spouted vessels, 
which, he says, were very common both in metal and 
in pottery at this time throughout Iran, before 
occupation by the Aryans around the tenth century 
B.C.68 Other vessels, similar in particular to 572 and 
573, are attributed by Dubiner to the Pile Kouh area 
of Gilan and are dated to 1000-500 B.C. They have a 
body like a crane and a long open spout, one with an 
extra decoration of an animal figure on the spout69 

and the other with stands or legs.70 

A pottery vessel with a long open spout, similar to 
574, 575, and 576, was found at Khurvin and is dated 
by Vanden Berghe to the late eleventh century B.C.71 

Similar examples were also found at Geoy Tepe, 
T o m b K, which is considered to be contemporary in 
date with Hasanlu Level V, dated by Dyson to 
1250-1000 B.C.72 

Vessels similar to 578 from Khurvin are dated by 
Vanden Berghe to the late second and early first 
millennium B.C.73 Another vessel similar to 578 with a 
long open spout and flat base, and a silver vessel 
similar to 579, were found at Tepe Hissar III C.74 

Similar vessels with additional animal figures and 
geometric decoration were also found at Hasanlu.75 

Three other examples similar to 579, from Chandar 
near Khurvin, are described by Vanden Berghe as 
contemporary with the Sialk Cemetery A and B and 
Darrous periods.76 A vessel with a half-open spout 
and flat base, found at Pile Kouh,77 and another with 
a similar shape and additional animal decoration, 
found at Marabou in the highlands of Gilan,78 are 
dated by Dubiner to 1000-500 B.C. Vessels similar to 
579 were also found at Shah Tepe II b, in north
eastern Iran.79 

POTS WITH SPOUTS AND HANDLES 
(582-584) 

582 Spouted Pot 
1043 M PI. 110 
About 22.0 cm high and 14.5 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in one of the deeper graves of Gheshlagh. 

It is made of red pottery with a coat of soil sediment 
covering the polished surface and is closely similar in 
general shape to 578 except that opposite the spout 
is a loop handle connected at the rim and shoulder. 
Five impressed slanting lines encircle the closed neck 
of the spout. 

583 Spouted Pot 
930 M PI. 110 
Partly broken when found and later restored, 

about 12.5 cm high and 5.5 cm in diameter at the 
rim, found near the surface of grid XII G. It is made 
of light red pottery with a polished surface covered 
by a coat of soil sediment. It has a globular body with 
a round base, on which three projecting knobs equal
ly spaced form a stand, and an almost uplifted neck 
with concave sides reaching to an outward rim. The 
partly open spout, closed near its base, is attached to 
the shoulder of the vessel opposite a handle formed 
of a curved pottery stick with a flattish straight end, 
roughly similar in shape to a horse's neck and head. 
Impressed parallel straight lines decorate the area of 
the handle. 

584 Spouted Pot 
1341 M PI. 110 
About 15.0 cm high and 6.0 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in the tomb of Ali Karam Bagh. It is made 
of dark gray pottery with a smooth slip and a bur
nished surface, and is not very similar to the others of 
this subtype except for its oval body combined with a 
projecting flat base. A diagonal pottery pipe spout is 
located at the shoulder, with an opposing loop 
handle connected to the rim and shoulder. 

COMMENTS 

A pot with a spout and loop handle from 
Kalardasht, similar to 582, is dated by Vanden Berghe 
to 1000-800 B.C.,80 and an almost identical vessel with 
a similar spout and handle from Khurvin is described 
by Vanden Berghe as parallel to examples from Sialk 
Cemetery A and B, Giyan I B and C, and Hasanlu, 
with a suggested date around the end of the eleventh 
century B.C.81 Stylized decoration similar to that seen 
on 583 appears on a vessel from Kalardasht.82 

Bowls (585-617) 

BOWLS WITH DECORATION (585-586) 

The large bowls in this group were made with great 
care from well-levigated clay with sand temper and 
are well fired with a very fine thin slip that has been 
scratched or scraped in a geometric pattern. The 
bowls have a rather small flat base, a rounded body, 

and even convexity from the base to the convex 
curved rim, which is beveled outward. Surrounding 
the rim is a wide cross-hatching band, with each line 
formed of several parallel fine lines. 

585 Decorated Bowl 
1030 M Fig. 26; PI. 110 
Found broken in many pieces and later reas-
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sembled and restored, about 20.0 cm high and 34.0 
cm in diameter at the rim, found in Tomb 52 
(Trench XXIII G). It is made of pottery from fine 
sand-tempered clay with excellent even firing and a 
burnished slip. It has a small flat base and round 
body, with even convexity of the sides reaching to a 
smoothly turned beveled rim with a sharp angular 
edge. The rim is encircled by a thick band of cross-
hatching, of which each line is formed of several 
parallel fine lines. 

586 Decorated Bowls 
1031 M and 1242 M Fig. 26; PI. 110 
Both very similar to 585 except that 1242 M has a 

decorative band of cross-hatching made of single 
lines: 1031 M, about 25.0 cm high and 36.5 cm in 
diameter at the rim, made of grayish brown pottery, 
found in Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E); and 1242 M, 
incomplete with the lower part missing, about 36.0 
cm in diameter at the rim, made of gray-brown 
pottery and found in Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C). 

BOWL WITH TRIPOD BASE (587) 

587 Bowl with Tripod Base 
975 M PI. Ill 
About 10.0 cm high and 13.0 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in Tomb 52 (Trench XXIII G). It is made 
of light red pottery from fine levigated clay, with a 
cream-colored coat of soil sediment. The bowl has a 
round base, an angular carinated body, and a flat, 
horizontal outward rim. Three rather long diagonal 
legs, with tips bent outward like a foot, are equally 
spaced around the bottom of the bowl, forming a 
stand. 
Tripod vessels from other sites, including several 

examples, are discussed in the "Comments and 
Comparisons" section on page 221. 

PLAIN BOWLS (588-599) 

PLAIN BOWLS WITH ROUND BASES 
(588-589) 

588 Plain Bowl 
1333 M Fig. 26; PI. Ill 
Found broken in many pieces and later re

assembled and restored, about 18.5 cm high and 27.0 
cm in diameter at the rim, found in Tomb 52 
(Trench XXIII G). It is made of light gray pottery 
from solid clay with a very thin slip that is covered 
and partly affected by soil sediment. It has a rounded 

base and body and a convex curved rim with a 
slightly outward bevel. 

589 Plain Bowl 
1339 M PI. Ill 
About 17.0 cm high and 29.0 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in Tomb 21 (Trench XV F). It is made of 
gray pottery and is very similar in shape to 588. 

PLAIN BOWLS WITH FLAT BASES 
(590-592) 

These plain pottery bowls are similar in shape to 
those in the previous subtype except for having a flat 
base. 

590 Plain Bowl 
1248 M PI. Ill 
About 20.0 cm high and 30.0 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in Tomb 19 (Trench XIV E). It is made of 
well-fired clay with a very thin slip affected by soil 
sediment, and has a flat base, a rounded body, and a 
flat rim with a soft angle at the edge. 

591 Plain Bowls 
1285 M, 1286 M, 1348 M, 1350 M, 1385 M, and 1340 
M Fig. 26 
The following bowls are all similar in shape to 590: 
1285 M, incomplete with only the lower section 

and the flat base remaining, about 8.0 cm in diam
eter at the base, gray ware, Tomb 8 (Trench IX D); 
1286 M, incomplete with the upper part missing, 

about 7.5 cm in diameter at the base, dark red ware, 
Tomb 13 (Trench XII G); 
1348 M, incomplete with the lower part of the ves

sel remaining, about 11.0 cm in diameter at the base, 
reddish brown ware, Tomb 52 (Trench XXIII G); 
1350 M, about 17.0 cm high and 26.0 cm in diam

eter at the rim, reddish brown ware, Tomb 41 
(Trench XIX K); 
1385 M, about 16.5 cm high and 24.0 cm in diam

eter at the rim, reddish brown ware, Tomb 41 
(Trench XIX K); 
1340 M, about 18.0 cm high and 28.0 cm in diam

eter at the rim, grayish brown ware, tomb of Ali 
Karam Bagh. 
1350 M has a curved inward-slanting rim, and 1385 

M has a slanting inward-beveled rim. 

592 Plain Bowl 
1223 M Fig. 26; PI. Ill 
About 15.0 cm high and 15.5 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in Tomb 18 (Trench XIV D). It is made 
of brick red pottery and has a flat base, convex 
slanting sides, and a slanting inward-beveled rim. 
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SHALLOW BOWLS (593-596) 

These shallow pottery bowls are usually large with a 
flat, concave, or sometimes projecting base and may 
have vertical or horizontal handles. They have a 
smooth slip and sometimes have a burnished surface. 

593 Shallow Bowl 
1535 M PL 111 
Shallow bowl, broken in some parts and restored, 

about 16.5 cm in diameter at the rim, found near the 
surface in grid XXIV A. It is made of dark gray 
pottery covered by a cream-colored coat of soil 
sediment. It has a very small flat base that curves 
gradually to the body in an angular turn, concave 
side walls, and an outward rim. 
A similar pottery bowl from Tulu in Russian Talish 

is dated by Schaeffer to Talyche Recent 3 and Fer 1, 
around 1350-1000 B.C.83 H e dates another similar 
example from Beshtasheni in Caucasia to the end of 
the Bronze and beginning of the Iron Age, around 
1200-1000 B.C.84 

594 Shallow Bowl 
984M PL 111 
Shallow bowl, broken with some pieces missing, 

about 10.0 cm high and 15.3 cm in diameter at the 
rim, found near the surface of Trench XXIV H. 
Made of brick red pottery with a thin slip, it has a flat 
base and rounded convex sides with a simple, slightly 
turned-out rim. 

595 Shallow Bowls 
1307 M and 1337 M Fig. 26; PL 111 
Two shallow bowls, 1307 M, about 9.0 cm high and 

29.0 cm in diameter at the rim, made of gray pottery, 
and 1337 M, about 8.0 cm high and 27.0 cm in 
diameter at the rim, made of olive gray pottery, both 
found in T o m b 52 (Trench XXIII G ) . They are 
similar in shape to 594 except that they are much 
shallower in proportion to their size and 1337 M has 
a beveled rim. 

596 Shallow Bowl 
1225 M Fig. 26 

About 4.2 cm high and 32.5 cm in diameter at the 
rim, found in Tomb 18 (Trench XTV D). It is made 
of dark brick red pottery and has a flat base, concave 
sides, and a wide brim with a diagonal straight rim. 

SHALLOW BOWLS WITH A 
DISTINGUISHED BASE (597-599) 

These shallow pottery bowls have a rather distin
guished flat, ring, or concave base. 

597 Shallow Bowl 
681 M Fig. 27; PL 112 
Shallow bowl, broken when found and later 

reassembled, about 5.5 cm high and 36.0 cm in 
diameter at the rim, found in T o m b 5 (Trench VIII 
D). Made of gray pottery, it has a flat ring base and 
convex sides with a plain rounded rim. 

598 Shallow Bowl 
1381 M Fig. 27 

Shallow bowl, about 8.0 cm high and 33.0 cm in 
diameter at the rim, found in T o m b 17 (Trench XTV 
C). Made of gray pottery, it has a projecting flat base 
with concave-convex slanting sides and a beveled rim 
encircled by an impressed groove. 

599 Shallow Bowl 
1369 M Fig. 27 

About 10.5 cm high and 27.0 cm in diameter at the 
rim, found in the upper tomb of Gheshlagh. Made of 
light gray pottery, it has a concave base and convex 
body extending to a concave neck with a simple out
ward rim. 

BOWLS WITH HANDLES (600-605) 

PLAIN BOWLS WITH LOW HANDLES 
(600-601) 

These bowls are similar in shape to the other plain 
bowls except that they have a rather unusual handle 
located on the lower part of the body, providing an 
easy and practical way to lift and balance the vessel. 

600 Plain Bowl 
173 M Fig. 27; PL 112 
About 18.0 cm high and 25.0 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 25 (Trench XVI F). It is made of 
brick red pottery with a rather thin slip, and has a flat 
base, a round body, an outward-beveled rim, and a 
vertical loop handle attached to the lower part of the 
vessel. 

601 Plain Bowls 
760 M, 1382 M, and 1222 M Fig. 27; PL 112 
The following bowls are all similar to 600: 760 M, 

about 12.2 cm high and 17.5 cm in diameter at the 
rim, made of brown pottery, and 1382 M, about 23.5 
cm high and 25.0 cm in diameter at the rim, made of 
gray pottery, both found in Tomb 40 (Trench XVIII 
N ) ; and 1222 M, about 18.5 cm high and 27.5 cm in 
diameter at the rim, made of dark red pottery, found 
in T o m b 18 (Trench XIV D). O n 1222 M and 1382 M 
the handle is placed lower on the body than on the 
other examples. 
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C O M M E N T S 

A bowl with a handle, similar to these examples 
from Marlik, was found at Ghalekuti I in the 
Dailaman region of Gilan. Fukai dates this piece to 
the end of the Bronze and beginning of the Iron 
Age.85 

SHALLOW BOWLS WITH HANDLES 
(602-605) 

These shallow bowls are similar to the shallow 
bowls discussed previously but are distinguished by 
the addition of different types of handles. 

602 Shallow Bowl 
1336 M Fig. 27; PL 112 
Found broken in many pieces and later reassem

bled and restored, about 5.0 cm high and 24.0 cm in 
diameter at the rim, found in T o m b 18 (Trench XIV 
D ) . It is made from well-levigated clay with sand 
temper and a very thin slip. It has a flat base, slanting 
convex sides, and a rim almost vertically beveled on 
the outside but beveled slightly inward on the inside. 
A vertical loop handle is located on one side, 
attached below the rim and to the body. 

603 Shallow Bowl 
1329 M Fig. 27 
About 8.0 cm high and 28.0 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 18 (Trench XIV D). Made of 
brick red pottery, it has a flat base, convex slanting 
sides, a rounded simple rim, and a horizontal loop 
handle attached below the rim on one side. 

604 Shallow Bowl 
1224 M Fig. 27; PL 112 
Incomplete, about 5.5 cm high and 31.5 cm in 

diameter at the rim, found in T o m b 17 (Trench XIV 
C). It is made of brick red pottery and has a flat base, 
slanting straight sides, and a rounded plain rim. 
Located below the rim on one side is a horizontal 
flat, pierced handle. 

605 Shallow Bowl 
1108 M Fig. 27; PL 112 
About 10.5 cm high and 25.5 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found at Gheshlagh. Made of brick red pottery, 
it has a projecting flat base and convex sides, which 
are more vertical in an angular bend inward and 
extend upward to a plain thin rim. Three vertical 
loop handles with gear dentation are equally spaced 
around the rim. 

COMMENTS 

A shallow bowl with a horizontal handle from 
Khurvin, similar to 603, is dated by Vanden Berghe 
to the late second and early first millennium B.C.86 

Another similar bowl with a horizontal handle was 

found at Ghalekuti, T o m b B-III, in the Dailaman 
region of Gilan.87 

BOWLS WITH SPOUTS (606-617) 

BOWLS WITH OPEN SPOUTS (606-608) 

This type includes pottery bowls with a flat base, 
rounded body, and open spout at one side of the 
beveled rim. A large number of these spouted bowls 
were found at Marlik, including complete restored 
examples from Tombs 13, 15, 18, 19, 24, 26, 29, 44, 
47, and 52. A few examples are given here to illus
trate the variety of this shape. 

B O W L S WITH WIDE OPEN SPOUTS (606-607) 

This group includes round bowls with a small flat 
base and a wide-open spout. Some are decorated by 
simple geometric designs, but most have a plain 
burnished surface. 

606 Spouted Bowl 
969 M PL 112 
Found broken in many pieces and later reassem

bled and restored, about 9.5 cm high and 15.5 cm in 
diameter at the rim, found in T o m b 52 (Trench 
XXIII G). It is made of reddish brown pottery of very 
fine levigated clay with a fine slip and a well-
burnished surface. The body is hemispherical with a 
small flat base and an outer convex beveled rim, 
which turns inward inside the bowl. Parallel bands of 
short, elongated impressed dots surround the base of 
the spout. 

607 Spouted Bowls 
1302 M, 580 M, 1311 M, 1314 M, 764 M, 1246 M, and 
144 M Fig. 28; PL 113 
These bowls are all very similar in shape to 606: 
1302 M, about 9.0 cm high and 15.0 cm in diam

eter at the rim, brick red ware, Tomb 13 (Trench XII 
G); 
580 M, about 7.0 cm high and 11.0 cm in diameter 

at the rim, light gray ware, Tomb 26 (Trench XVII 

B); 
1311 M, about 10.0 cm high and 14.0 cm in diam

eter at the rim, reddish brown ware, Tomb 44 
(Trench X X N); 
1314 M, about 10.0 cm high and 19.0 cm in diam

eter at the rim, dark gray ware, Tomb 29 (Trench 
XVI H); 
764 M, about 10.5 cm high and 18.0 cm in diam

eter at the rim, gray ware, Tomb 47 (Trench XXII 

E); 
1246 M, about 13.0 cm high and 18.0 cm in diam-
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eter at the rim, light reddish ware, Tomb 19 (Trench 

XIVE); 
144 M, about 11.0 cm high and 21.5 cm in diam

eter at the rim, gray ware, Tomb 24 (Trench X V E). 

BOWL WITH NARROW OPEN SPOUT (608) 

This group includes pottery bowls with a rounded 
body, flat base, thin rim, and narrow spout. Only one 
example is given below. 

608 Spouted Bowl 
1306 M Fig. 28; PL 113 
About 8.5 cm high and 10.0 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 15 (Trench XIII C). It has a 
rather large flat base, a rounded body, a thin, nar
row, slightly inward rim, and a narrow open spout, 
which slants upward. 

PEDESTAL-BASED BOWL WITH SPOUT 
(609) 

609 Spouted Bowl 
1231 M Fig. 28; PL 113 
Broken and partly missing at the spout, about 14.0 

cm high and 11.0 cm in diameter at the rim, found 
in Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C). It is made of dark 
gray pottery with a smooth slip and a highly 
burnished surface. It has a rather tall, large, hollow 
conical base with slightly concave sides and a 
hemispherical body with a beveled rim. The rim ex
hibits a slight convexity on the top of the outer side, 
while it is turned inward inside. At one side of the 
rim is a slightly curving open spout. This vessel is 
similar in shape to 616 and 617 except that it lacks a 
handle. 

BOWLS WITH SPOUTS AND HANDLES 
(610-617) 

FLAT-BASED BOWLS WITH SPOUTS AND 
HANDLES (610-611) 

These pottery bowls have a flat base, a globular 
body, and an open, slightly curved spout with an 
opposing loop handle. Two examples are given 
below. 

610 Spouted Bowl 
1331 M Fig. 28 

About 7.0 cm high and 12.0 cm in diameter at the 
rim, found in the deep tomb of Gheshlagh. Made of 
reddish pottery with a burnished surface, it has a 

rather large flat base, a globular body, a rounded, 
slightly outward rim, an open spout, and an opposing 
vertical loop handle placed below the rim. 

611 Spouted Bowl 
1356 M not illustrated 
About 11.0 cm high and 13.5 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in the Gheshlagh wheat field. It is made 
of dark red pottery and is very similar in shape to 610 
except that the loop handle is proportionately larger. 

COMMENTS 

A pottery bowl with a very small stand and a large 
open spout, found at Khurvin, is dated by Vanden 
Berghe to the late second to early first millennium 
B.C.88 Several similar examples with a flat base and a 
large open spout were found at Ghalekuti in the 
Dailaman region of Gilan.89 Similar pottery bowls 
with large open spouts were found at Hissar in Levels 
III A and B, while examples in metal were found in 
III C.90 Rather similar globular pottery bowls with a 
flat base, open spout, and loop handle were found 
also at Sialk Cemetery B.91 

RING-BASED BOWLS WITH SPOUTS AND 
HANDLES (612-615) 

This group includes pottery bowls with a ring base, 
open spout, and opposing small vertical pierced or 
loop handles. They are rather finely made. Several 
examples are described. 

612 Spouted Bowl 
626 M PL 113 
Broken when found and later reassembled and 

restored, about 5.0 cm high and 8.0 cm in diameter 
at the rim, found in Tomb 4 (Trench VIII A +). It is 
made of dark red pottery with a fairly thick slip and a 
burnished surface. It has a pronounced ring base, a 
hemispherical body that extends on one side to a 
rather large, diagonally uplifted, open spout with 
convex edges, and an opposing vertical loop handle. 
The rounded rim is outward beveled, distinguished 
from the body by an impressed line. 

613 Spouted Bowl 
1023 M PL 113 
About 7.5 cm high and 11.5 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found near the surface of Trench X X V K, which 
did not contain any tombs. It is made of dark gray 
pottery with a burnished surface and is rather similar 
in shape and decoration to 612 except that the 
handle and spout are larger in comparison to the 
body. 

614 Spouted Bowl 
1088 M Fig. 28; PL 113 
About 8.0 cm high and 14.0 cm in diameter at the 
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rim, found in To m b 29 (Trench XVI H ) . It is made 
of dark gray pottery and is very similar in shape and 
decoration to 613 except that the loop handle has an 
angular corner on top. 

615 Spouted Bowl 
1296 M not illustrated 
About 8.0 cm high and 14.5 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 13 (Trench XII G). It is made of 
dark red pottery and is closely similar in shape to 
614. 

COMMENTS 

Vessels comparable to these Marlik examples have 
been found at other sites. One example with an open 
spout and handle, similar to 613, was found at 
Garmabak in Mazanderan in northern Iran.92 From 
Sialk Cemetery B in the Central Plateau come exam
ple with an open spout and vertical loop handle in 
the shape of an animal head.93 Several other vessels 
comparable in general shape with an open spout and 
opposing vertical handles, from Khurvin, are dated 
by Vanden Berghe to the late second and early first 
millennium B.C.94 From western Iran comes an 
example with a long spout and a loop handle, found 
at Level I B of Tepe Giyan, dated by Contenau and 
Ghirshman to around 1400-1100 B.C.95 

PEDESTAL-BASED BOWLS WITH SPOUTS 
AND HANDLES (616-617) 

616 Spouted Bowl 
577 M Fig. 25 
Broken when found and later reassembled and re-

Basins 

These vessels have a central container bowl sur
rounded by a very wide brim and may have been 
used as milk or wash basins just as similar metal 
vessels were used up to the last century. These basins, 
which are made from solid heavy pottery and are 
similar in general shape, are divided into three 
subtypes according to minor decorative details. 
Basins were found in many tombs, indicating their 
importance as objects of domestic or religious use, 
with complete or partly restored examples found in 
Tombs 5, 12, 13, 19, 21, 25, 44, and 47. 

BASINS WITH SLOT-CUT PROJECTING 
RIDGES (618-619) 

These large and small basins have a projecting 

stored, about 14.5 cm high and 9.5 cm in diameter at 
the rim, found in T o m b 30 (Trench XVI L). It is 
made of dark red pottery from fine clay with a 
smooth slip and a highly burnished surface. Its shape 
is closely similar to 609 except that the base is more 
vertical and the open spout rather straighter. A 
vertical flat flap handle with a hole in the center is 
located near the rim at a ninety-degree angle to the 
spout. 

617 Spouted Bowl 
1539 M PL 113 
About 12.0 cm high and 8.0 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in Tomb 30 (Trench XVI L). It is made of 
red pottery from fine clay with a smooth slip and 
burnished surface. In general shape it is closely 
similar to 609 except for an additional vertical flat 
handle with a suspension hole in the center, located 
near the rim at a ninety-degree angle to the spout. A 
simple burnished pattern of parallel horizontal lines 
encircles the rim, extending to the outer sides of the 
open spout, while parallel vertical burnished lines 
cover the rest of the surface. 

COMMENTS 

A pottery vessel with a loop handle on one side 
with a pedestal base, comparable to 616, was found at 
Sialk Cemetery B.96 From Khurvin comes another 
example similar in general shape with an open spout 
and opposing loop handle,97 while a comparable 
vessel was found in Level I of Tepe Giyan in western 
Iran.98 Another vessel, from Level IV of Hasanlu, is 
similar to 615 and 616 in general shape, with an 
open spout.99 

(618-622) 

ridge spaced with slot cuts distinguishing the brim 
from the central container. The brim is very wide 
and the container small. 

618 Basin 
676 M Fig. 29; PL 114 
Small basin, found broken in several pieces and 

later reassembled, about 5.0 cm high and 15.5 cm in 
diameter at the basin, found in Tomb 12 (Trench 
XII E). It is made of reddish brown pottery from an 
almost solid coarse clay with a slip that is not quite 
smooth. The central container, with a flat base and 
convex sides, is surrounded by a wide brim slanting 
upward toward a beveled outward rim. A projecting 
ridge distinguishes the container from the brim, with 
four slot cuts equally spaced around the ridge to 
allow liquid to drain into the central container. A 
suspension hole pierces the brim. 
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619 Basin 
238 M PL 114 
Wash or milk basin, broken when found and later 

restored, about 11.5 cm high and 38.5 c m in 
diameter at the brim, found in T o m b 25 (Trench 
XVI F). It is made of reddish brown pottery from 
well-levigated clay with a fine slip and a smooth 
polished and burnished surface, affected by soil 
sediment. The central container, with a flat base and 
convex walls, is surrounded by a flat, upward-slanting 
brim edged by a fine projecting upward ring. A 
projecting ridge with four equally shaped cuts 
distinguishes the container from the brim. A suspen
sion hole with a raised edge pierces the brim. 

BASINS WITH A DECORATIVE 
GROOVE (620-621) 

These basins are closely similar in general shape to 
the previous examples, with the addition of a deco
rative groove, which encircles the edge of the central 
container. 

620 Basin 
583 M Fig. 29; PL 114 
About 10.0 cm high and 39.0 cm in diameter at the 

brim, found in Tomb 13 (Trench XII G). It is made 
of reddish brown pottery from fine levigated clay 
with a smooth burnished slip, now affected by soil 
sediment. The central container, with a flat base and 
convex walls, is surrounded by a wide brim that slants 
upward to a vertical flat rim. A groove and a thin 
projecting ridge encircle the top of the central 
container, distinguishing it from the brim. 

621 Basins 
1122 M, 1215 M, and 1247 M Fig. 29; PL 114 
The following basins are all closely similar in shape 

to 620: 1122 M, about 13.0 cm high and 42.0 cm in 
diameter at the brim, found in T o m b 44 (Trench 
XXI N ) , made of brick red pottery; 1215 M, about 

Plates 

PLATE WITH TRIPOD BASE (623) 

623 Plate 
1537 M PL 114 

Found broken in many pieces and later restored 
and reassembled, about 32.0 cm in diameter and 6.5 
cm high, found in Gheshlagh. Made of brownish gray 
pottery, it has a rather deep body with thick walls and 
a smooth beveled rim. A diagonal stick handle, 
pierced in the center, is located on one side of the 

10.5 cm high and 42.0 cm in diameter at the brim, 
found in T o m b 45 (Trench XXII H ) , made of brick 
red pottery; and 1247 M, about 13.0 cm high and 
37.0 cm in diameter at the brim, found in Tomb 19 
(Trench XIV E), made of reddish brown pottery. On 
1122 M a small raised ridge borders the edge of the 
brim; on 1215 M two deep and one shallow parallel 
impressed grooves encircle the central container and 
form three parallel raised ridges on the surface of 
the brim; and on 1247 M two parallel impressed 
grooves encircle the top of the central container, 
forming two parallel raised rounded ridges on the 
brim. 

PLAIN BASIN (622) 

The plain basins are similar in general shape to 
types 1 and 2 but have no decoration. 

622 Basin 
1121 M Fig. 29; PL 114 
About 13.0 cm high and 44.0 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 44 (Trench XXI M ) . It is made 
of reddish brown pottery from solid levigated clay 
with a thin slip now badly affected by soil sediment 
and mostly deteriorated. The central container, with 
a flat base and convex side walls, is surrounded by a 
wide brim that slants upward to a plain rounded 
edge. 

COMMENTS 

Pottery basins similar to 618, with a small con
tainer, a large wide brim with central ridges, and a 
suspension hole, were found at Ghalekuti in the 
Dailaman region of Gilan.100 Apparently this type of 
pottery basin was a local product of Gilan, since its 
distribution is restricted to this region. This suggests 
that its use must have been connected with the life of 
the people of the highlands of the Elburz Mountains 
in Gilan. 

(623-630) 

plate a little below the rim. Three conical short legs 
are equally spaced around the bottom of the plate. 

PLATE WITH RING BASE (624) 

624 Plate 
1014 M PL 115 
Found broken in many pieces and later reassem-
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bled and restored, about 4.5 cm high and 19.0 cm in 
diameter at the rim, found in Grave 5 of Zeinab 
Bejar. Made of brick red pottery with a thin slip, it 
has a projecting ring base and convex sides with a 
plain rounded rim, below which on one side is a half 
handle. A rather similar example of a projecting half 
handle was found at Tell Ras-El-Ain in Palestine, 
dated by Bossert to the middle of the Bronze Age.101 

PLAIN PLATES (625̂ 630) 

Included here are solid pottery plates, mostly 
plain, with a simple common shape, made with a very 
light thin slip in red, gray, and olive. 

625 Plate 
1543 M PL 115 
About 5.0 cm high and 34.0 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 21 (Trench X V G). It is made of 
olive-gray pottery from a well-levigated and well-fired 
clay with a solid slip. It has a large flat bottom with 
standing side walls and a flat, undulating festoon rim. 
Two concentric bands encircle the center of the 
plate, and a zigzag impressed band extends around 
the inner side wall. 

626 Plate 
980 M PL 115 
About 4.0 cm high and 17.0 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found near the surface of Trench X X V L. Made 
of light brick red pottery, it has a flat bottom and 
short vertical side walls with a flat horizontal rim. 

Miscellaneous 

VASES (631-635) 

631 Vase 
576 M Color Plate X X X B 
Three-branched flower vase, about 25.5 cm high, 

7.3 cm in diameter at each mouth, and 10.0 cm in 
diameter at the base, found in T o m b 36 (Trench 
XVIII C) . It is made of gray pottery covered by a 
cream-colored coat of soil sediment. The vase, which 
was broken into several pieces, has been reassem
bled, with only minor parts missing from the rim of 
one of the containers. The trifurcated shape consists 
of three rather elegant containers, each in a stylized 
pomegranate shape with an enlargement and 
emphasis of the neck and crown. These three con
tainers, connected to one another at the inner side, 
are joined to the hollow conical base by three gently 
curved solid pottery rods with a fourth rod in the 
center. 

627 Plate 
1544 M PL 115 
Broken with the central part missing, about 32.5 

c m in diameter at the rim, found in T o m b 18 
(Trench XIV D). Made of dark brick red pottery, it is 
flat and plain with an impressed line encircling the 
plate near the edge. 

628 Plate 
336 M PL 115 
About 7.0 cm high and 39.0 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 40 (Trench X X E) in the first 
test trench. It is made of light gray pottery and has a 
flat bottom and convex sides with a plain rim. 

629 Plate 
1303 M Fig. 29; PL 115 
About 4.0 cm high and 23.0 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 13 (Trench XII G ) . Made of 
reddish pottery, it has a flat bottom, convex sides, 
and a curved beveled rim. 

630 Plate 
707 M PL 115 
About 6.0 cm high and 38.0 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 3 (Trench VI A ) . Made of 
reddish pottery, it has a flat bottom with convex sides 
and a plain rounded rim. 

COMMENTS 

A plain pottery plate, similar to 630, was found at 
Sialk Cemetery B, assigned to the beginning of the 
Iron Age.102 

Vessels (631-637) 

This flower vase is highly decorative in shape and is 
the only known example of its kind. The pome
granate is a favorite motif at Marlik, where it was 
used in gold beads and pendants as well as in bronze 
bells, and its reproduction here reflects the unity of 
Marlik art. Although no really similar pottery vessels 
have been found at other sites, a vessel with several 
containers was found at Sialk Cemetery B,103 and a 
trifurcated pottery vase, similar in concept but not in 
shape, was found at Troy Excavation Level II-V.104 

VASE WITH SPOUT (632) 

632 Vase 
722 M Fig. 30; PL 116, Color Plate X X X C 
Found broken in many pieces and later re-assem

bled, about 17.3 cm high and 13.0 cm in diameter at 
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the rim, found in T o m b 12 (Trench XII E). It is 
ma d e of brownish olive pottery with a highly 
polished and burnished surface. The body has a 
conical shape, resting on its point, with graceful 
convex sides joining a round, flat base in a gentle 
curve. The turned-in rim has a wide, flat surface 
decorated by two parallel concentric impressed 
bands forming three concentric rings. The very long 
open spout curves slightly downward toward the end, 
and opposite the spout is a half-tab handle with a 
downward tip. This very decorative and elegant vase 
was obviously not designed for practical use, since 
the long spout overbalances the vessel so that it tips 
over easily. It must have been specially made as a 
decorative funerary object. 
A vessel from Hasanlu, similar only in the base, is 

classified to the button-base phase of gray pottery, 
dated, according to carbon 14 analysis, to 1125 ±122 
or 1042 ±120 B.C.105 Examples of button base vessels, 
similar only in the base but not in the body, spout, or 
handle, are also found among the Middle Elamite 
pottery of Haft Tepe and Susa.106 Two similar vessels 
with a button base, long open spout, and opposing 
symmetrical half handle on one and loop handle on 
the other were found at the Ghalekuti excavation in 
the Dailaman area of Gilan.107 A similar example with 
a long open spout, symmetrical loop handle, and 
round button base was found in northern Iran.108 

VASES WITH LONG BENT SPOUTS 
(633-635) 

These vessels have a tall body with a curving half-
closed, half-open spout and a vertical ridge opposite 
the spout. Many broken examples of this type were 
found. The long spout combined with the tall body 
produces a vessel that is elegant but unstable. Its 
proportions make it impractical for daily use, and it 
seems likely that these vessels were made solely as 
decorative funerary objects. A few examples illustrate 
this type. 

633 Vase 

578 M Fig. 30; PL 116, Color Plate X X X D 

Broken when found and later reassembled and 
partly restored, about 25.5 cm high and 7.5 cm in 
diameter at the rim, found in T o m b 26 (Trench XVII 
B). It is made of olive-gray pottery of extraordinarily 
fine clay with a very fine slip and a burnished and 
polished surface. Its general outline is very similar to 
that of a crane. It has a flat base; a rather tall body 
with convex sides extending to an inward-turned rim, 
which is surrounded by a projecting soft rounded 
ring distinguished by a single impressed line; and a 
half-closed, half-open spout connected just above the 
middle of the body. Swelling at the base, the spout 
curves upward to a narrower neck, which curves in 

back to a pointed crest from which the now open 
spout extends in a horizontal line. Opposite the 
spout is a projecting vertical ridge extending from 
the rim down to the middle of the body. A projecting 
ring band decorated by an impressed band covers 
the junction of the swelling spout and the body of 
the pitcher, and two parallel concentric bands of im
pressed elongated dotted lines encircle the base of 
the spout. The horizontal neck is circled by ten paral
lel slanting rib bands; the topmost one is distin
guished by a higher projection and ornamented by a 
band of impressed short diagonal straight lines, with 
a line of impressed dots filling the groove between 
the next-lower rib band. 

634 Vase 
1536 M PL 116 
About 21.0 cm high and 9.0 c m in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 27 (Trench XVII D ) . It is made 
of olive-brown pottery of very fine clay with a pol
ished and burnished surface and is closely similar in 
shape to 633 but slightly different in decoration. 
Below the rim are two parallel bands of impressed 
elongated dots. The junction between the body and 
the swelling spout is covered by a projecting flat band 
decorated by an impressed dotted line, and the neck 
of the spout is encircled by six parallel slanting im
pressed lines. 

635 Vase 
1241 M Fig. 30 

Partly broken and missing the upper part of the 
body, about 8.0 cm in diameter at the base, found in 
T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C ) . It is made of brown 
pottery with a burnished surface, and is closely 
similar in shape to 633 except that the base is slightly 
concave. A projecting ring with an impressed elon
gated dotted line covers the junction between the 
body and the swelling base of the spout. The neck of 
the spout is encircled by four parallel slanting pro
jecting bands with an additional decoration of paral
lel diagonal short straight lines on the topmost band. 

SIEVE (636) 

Several pottery bowls are pierced on one side to 
filter or strain some material, either liquid or 
ground. These pierced bowls could have been set on 
another vessel to catch the material filtered. One 
example illustrates the complete shape. 

636 Sieve 

1304 M Fig. 30; PL 116 
Filter or sieve, found broken in several pieces and 

later restored, about 12.0 cm high and 10.5 cm in 
diameter at the rim, found in T o m b 13 (Trench XII 
G) . It is made of red pottery from fine clay with a 
very thin slip that is slightly polished and burnished. 
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The sieve has a round base and globular body, with a 
neck that slants outward to a plain rim. The body is 
pierced on one side by many small round holes. The 
vessel is decorated by very fine parallel impressed 
horizontal lines produced by a pottery wheel. 

COMMENTS AND COMPARISONS 

Pottery sieves found at other sites include a similar 
example with horizontal handles from Khurvin, 
dated by Vanden Berghe to the late second and early 
first millennium B.C.;109 a pottery sieve from Sialk 
Cemetery B, dated by Ghirshman to the beginning of 
the Iron Age;110 and pottery sieves found at Darouse 
in northern Tehran.111 Pottery sieves or filters from 
Sialk Cemetery B, Darouse, and Khurvin are all 
presently in the Tehran Archaeological Museum 
(Muzeh Iran Bastan).112 

LAMP (637) 

637 Lamp 
1533 M PL 116 
Made of two parts, a platelike base and a pierced 

These funerary and domestic pottery vessels from 
Marlik apparently belong to a particular culture of 
northern, central, and western Iran whose remains 
are reflected at such sites as Dailaman, Gheytarieh, 
Sialk, and Hissar. This area also has produced certain 
types of bronze tools, utensils, and vessels com
parable and in some cases almost identical to one 
another, dating to the late second and early first 
millennium B.C. The distribution map for this type of 
pottery clearly indicates an authentic cultural assem-

cylindrical shade, together measuring about 27.0 cm 
in diameter and 18.0 cm high, found broken in many 
pieces in T o m b 3 (Trench VI A) and was later 
reassembled. It is made of light brick red pottery with 
a thick body. The platelike base has a small flat 
bottom and a slanting beveled flat rim. In the center 
is a circular cavity with an uplifted rim, which held a 
candle or oil; the area around the rim of this cavity is 
black from soot. The pierced cylindrical shade, 
thickened at the upper and lower edges, fits the 
inner side rim of the plate base. Around the shade 
are two rows of pierced hanging triangles through 
which the light could shine. 
This type of pottery lamp shade and base occurs 

infrequently at other sites. An example with an oil 
burner, stand, and pierced shade was found at Haft 
Tepe in southern Iran, which, although not similar 
in detail to the Marlik lamp, indicates a connection 
in technology between Marlik and Haft Tepe during 
the middle part of the second half of the second 
millennium B.C.113 A pierced, tall perfume burner jar, 
which was probably used for the same purpose, was 
found at Ay in Palestine. It is dated by Bossert to Iron 
Age 1, around 1200-1050 B.C.114 

blage that is distinctive to the region and does not 
occur with such coherence elsewhere. 
A close similarity can be seen between the pottery 

vessels discovered in the Marlik tombs and those 
uncovered during the excavation of the graves of 
Gheytarieh.115 This site is located north of Tehran on 
the slopes of the Elburz Mountains and is associated 
with the early Medes and with Raga, one of the great 
centers in the early first millennium B.C. 

Conclusions 
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Table 11. Specifications of Pottery Vessels 

Cat. 
No. 
491 
492 
493 
494 
495 
496 
497 
498 
499 
500 
501 
502 
503 
504 
505 
506 
507 
508 
509 
510 
511 
512 
513 
514 
515 
516 
517 
518 
519 
520 
521 
521 
522 
523 
524 
525 
526 
526 
526 
526 
526 
527 

528 
528 
529 
530 
530 
530 
530 
531 
532 
533 
534 
535 
536 

Description 
Bottle 
Botde 
Bottle 
Bottle 
Jar w/handle (burnished design) 
Jar w/handle (burnished design) 
Jar (burnished design) 
Jar (tripod base) 
Jar (tripod base) 

Jar 
Jar 
Jar 
Jar 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 

Jar 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 
Jar with handle 
Double jar 
Double jar 
Cubic jar 
Cubic jar 

Exc. 
No. 
994 M 
1532 M 
1300 M 
1110M 
1261 M 
1282 M 
1287 M 
1106 M 
1015 M 
1534 M 
673 M 
1328 M 
1338 M 
118M 
618 M 
500 M 
152 M 
148 M 
147 M 
288 M 
60 M 
142 M 
283 M 
766 M 
1315 M 
1375 M 
51 M 
286 M 
96 M 
763 M 
1342 M 
1349 M 
1133 M 
1105 M 
1319 M 
1249 M 
1100 M 
1378 M 
1305 M 
672 M 
1101 M 
1351 M 
1346 M 
678 M 
153 M 
623 M 
284 M 
285 M 
1324 M 
1299 M 
456 M 
1218 M 
611 M 
454 M 
597 M 

Mus. 
No. 
14675 
31 
31 
25394 
31 
31 
31 
25190 
57 
31 
25395 
31 
31 
25362 
25136 
25142 
25137 
25145 
25363 
14602 
25276 
25287 
14601 
25285 
31 
31 
25286 
25277 
25194 
57 
31 
31 
25400 
25275 
31 
31 
25147 
31 
31 
25344 
25139 
31 
31 
57 
32 
57 
25278 
25279 
31 
31 
14581 
31 
14619 
14580 
14596 

Tomb 
No. 
47 
47 
5 

20 
10 
15 

1 

3 

27 
13 
19 
32 
27 
27 
33 
24 
24 
33 
47 
52 
47 
26 
32 
50 
47 
52 
52 

52 
19 

47 

5 

41 

23 

13 
33 
33 
44 
17 

36 
18 

44 

Trench 
No. 
XXII 
XXII 
VIII 

XTV 
XI 
XIII 

XXV 
VI 

XVII 
XII 
xrv 
XVII 
XVII 
XVII 
XVIII 
XV 
XV 
XVIII 
XXII 
XXIII 
XXII 
XVII 
XVII 
XXII 
XXII 
XXIII 
XXIII 

XXIII 
XTV 

XXII 
XVIII 
VIII 

XIX 

XV 
XVII 
XII 
XVIII 
XVIII 
XX 
XTV 
XVIII 
XVIII 
XTV 
XVIII 
XX 

Material 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
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Table 11 continued 

Cat. 

No. 
537 
538 
539 
539 
539 
539 
539 
540 
541 
542 
543 
544 
545 
546 
547 
548 
549 
550 
551 
552 
553 
554 
555 
556 
557 
557 
558 
559 
560 
561 
562 
563 
563 
563 
563 
564 
565 
566 
566 
566 
567 
568 
568 
569 
570 
571 
571 
571 
571 
572 
573 
574 
575 
576 
577 

Description 

Cubic jar 

Pitcher (small) 

Pitcher (small) 

Pitcher (small) 

Pitcher (small) 

Pitcher (small) 

Pitcher (small) 

Pitcher (elongated) 

Pitcher (elongated) 

Pitcher (trefoil rim) 

Pitcher (trefoil rim) 

Pitcher (trefoil rim) 

Pitcher (trefoil rim) 

Pitcher (trefoil rim) 

Beaker 

Chalice 

Chalice 

Mug 
Mug 
Mug 
Mug 
Cup 
Cup 
Cup 
Cup 
Cup 
Cup 
Pot (w/ incised design) 

Pot (w/ incised design) 

Pot (w/ incised design) 

Pot 
Pot 
Pot 
Pot 
Pot 
Pot 
Pot 
Pot 
Pot 
Pot 
Pot 
Pot 
Pot 
Pot 
Pot (dizie) 

Pot (dizie) 

Pot (dizie) 

Pot (dizie) 

Pot (dizie) 

Pot (with spout) 

Pot (with spout) 

Pot (with spout) 

Pot (with spout) 

Pot (with spout) 

Pot (with spout) 

Exc. 

No. 
616 M 

765 M 

1358 M 

198 M 
677 M 
1354 M 
675 M 
455 M 
627 M 
579 M 
582 M 
976 M 
977 M 
1541 M 
1313 M 
1538 M 
1221 M 
1042 M 
1332 M 
1344 M 
1041 M 
629 M 
424 M 
149 M 
1269 M 
287 M 
1162 M 
1265 M 
1266 M 
1267 M 
1308 M 
1327 M 
1240 M 
1274 M 
1309 M 
1291 M 
993 M 
1219 M 
1542 M 
1364 M 
1352 M 
1038 M 
522 M 
829 M 
1355 M 
1025 M 
1039 M 
521 M 
1321 M 
1312 M 
1323 M 
816 M 
1297 M 
1102 M 
1377 M 

Mus. 
No. 
25392 
25284 
31 
25021 
14623 
31 
58 
14587 
25326 
14597 
11 
3105 
3107 
31 
31 
31 
31 
58 
31 
31 
59 
59 
14606 
25282 
31 
25283 
25411 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
56 
31 
31 
31 
31 
59 
28 
25333 
31 
56 
56 
14603 
31 
31 
31 
25417 
31 
25290 
31 

Tomb 
No. 
5 
47 
52 
50 
15 
50 
15 

13 

25 
29 
36 

4 
36 
27 
5 
33 
27 
20 
20 
20 
52 

36 
5 
52 
13 

36 

30 

50 
47 
50 

50 
52 
41 
27 
52 
2 
2 
47 

Trench 
No. 
VIII 

XXII 

XXIII 

XXI 
XIII 

XXI 
XIII 

XVIII 

XII 
XXV 
XXII 

XXV 
XXV 
XXV 
XVI 
XVI 
XVIII 

VIII 

XVIII 

XVII 

VIII 

XVIII 

XVII 

XIV 
XTV 
XTV 
XXIII 

XVIII 

VIII 

XXIII 

XII 
XXII 

XVIII 

XVI 

XXI 
XXII 

XXI 

XXI 
XXIII 

XIX 
XVII 

XXIII 

VI 

XXII 

Material 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 
pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 
pottery 
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Table 1 

Cat. 

No. 
578 
579 
580 
581 
582 
583 
584 
585 
586 
586 
587 
588 
589 
590 
591 
591 
591 
591 
591 
591 
592 
593 
594 
595 
595 
596 
597 
598 
599 
600 
601 
601 
601 
602 
603 
604 
605 
606 
607 
607 
607 
607 
607 
607 
607 
608 
609 
610 
611 
612 
613 
614 
615 
616 
617 

Description 

Pot (with spout) 

Pot (with spout) 

Pot (with spout) 

Pot (with spout) 

Pot (w/spout & handle) 

Pot (w/ spout & handle) 

Pot (w/ spout & handle) 

Bowl (decorated) 

Bowl (decorated) 

Bowl (decorated) 

Bowl (tripod base) 

Bowl 

Bowl 

Bowl 

Bowl 

Bowl 

Bowl 

Bowl 

Bowl 

Bowl 

Bowl 

Bowl (shallow) 

Bowl (shallow) 

Bowl (shallow) 

Bowl (shallow) 

Bowl (shallow) 

Bowl (shallow) 

Bowl (shallow) 

Bowl (shallow) 

Bowl (w/ handle) 

Bowl (w/ handle) 

Bowl (w/ handle) 

Bowl (w/ handle) 

Bowl (shallow w/ handle) 

Bowl (shallow w/ handle) 

Bowl (shallow w/handle) 

Bowl (shallow w/handle) 

Bowl (with spout) 

Bowl (with spout) 

Bowl (with spout) 

Bowl (with spout) 

Bowl (with spout) 

Bowl (with spout) 

Bowl (with spout) 

Bowl (with spout) 

Bowl (with spout) 

Bowl (with spout & handle) 

Bowl (with spout & handle) 

Bowl (with spout & handle) 

Bowl (with spout & handle) 

Bowl (with spout & handle) 

Bowl (with spout & handle) 

Bowl (with spout & handle) 

Bowl (with spout 8c handle) 

Bowl (with spout 8c handle) 

Exc. 

No. 
1298 M 

1288 M 

1279 M 

1237 M 

1043 M 

930 M 
1341 M 
1030 M 
1031 M 
1242 M 
975 M 
1333 M 
1339 M 
1248 M 
1285 M 
1286 M 
1348 M 
1350 M 
1385 M 
1340 M 
1223 M 
1535 M 
984 M 
1307 M 
1337 M 
1225 M 
681 M 
1381 M 
1369 M 
173 M 
760 M 
1222 M 
1382 M 
1336 M 
1329 M 
1224 M 
1108 M 
969 M 
1302 M 
580 M 
1311 M 
1314 M 
764 M 
1246 M 
144 M 
1306 M 
1231 M 
1331 M 
1356 M 
626 M 
1023 M 
1088 M 
1296 M 
577 M 
1539 M 

continued 

Mus. 
No. 
31 
31 
31 
31 
56 
56 
31 
25240 
25212 
31 
3122 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
1 
31 
31 
14617 
31 
31 
25289 
14613 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
25195 
25416 
31 
25281 
31 
31 
25292 
31 
25293 
31 
31 
31 
31 
59 
59 
29 
31 
25294 
31 

Tomb 
No. 
13 
17 
11 
36 

52 
47 
36 
52 
52 
21 
19 
8 
13 
52 
41 
41 

18 

52 
52 
18 
5 
17 

25 
40 
18 
40 
18 
18 
17 

52 
13 
26 
44 
29 
47 
19 
24 
15 
36 

4 

29 
13 
30 
30 

Trench 
No. 
XII 

xrv 
X 
XVIII 

XII 

XXIII 

XXII 

XVIII 

XXIII 

XXIII 

XV 

xrv 
IX 
XII 
XXIII 

XIX 
XIX 

xrv 
xxrv 
xxrv 
XXIII 

XXIII 

xrv 
VIII 

xrv 

XVI 
XVIII 

xrv 
XVIII 

xrv 
xrv 
xrv 

XXIII 

XII 
XVII 

XX 
XVI 
XXII 

xrv 
XV 
XIII 

XVIII 

VIII 

XXV 
XVI 
XII 
XVI 
XVI 

Material 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 
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Table 11 continued 

Cat. 

No. 
618 
619 
620 
621 
621 
621 
622 
623 
624 
625 
626 
627 
628 
629 
630 
631 
632 
633 
634 
635 
636 
637 

Description 
Basin 

Basin 

Basin 

Basin 

Basin 

Basin 

Basin 

Plate (tripod base) 

Plate (with handle) 

Plate 

Plate 

Plate 

Plate 

Plate 

Plate 

Vase (three-branched) 

Vase (with spout) 

Vase (w/ spout) 

Vase (with spout) 

Vase (with spout) 

Sieve 

Lamp 

Vessel 

Jar fragments 

Jar fragments 

Vessel 

Vessel 

Vessel 

Vessel 

Vessel 

Vessel 

Vessel 
Jar fragments 

Vessel 

Vessel 

Vessel 

Vessel 

Vessel 

Vessel 

Vessel 

Vessel 

Vessel 

Vessel 

Vessel 

Vessel 

Vessel 

Vessel 

Vessel 

Vessel 

Vessel 

Vessel 

Vessel 

Vessel 

Vessel 

Vessel 

Exc. 

No. 
676 M 

238 M 

583 M 

1215 M 

1247 M 

1122 M 
1121 M 
1537 M 
1014 M 
1543 M 
980 M 
1544 M 
336 M 
1303 M 
707 M 
576 M 
722 M 
578 M 
1536 M 
1241 M 
1304 M 
1533 M 
674 M 
1263 M 
1262 M 
1260 M 
1280 M 
1257 M 
1253 M 
1258 M 
671 M 
1275 M 
1264 M 
1277 M 
1276 M 
1228 M 
1270 M 
1272 M 
1271 M 
1273 M 
1233 M 
1236 M 
1235 M 
1234 M 
1255 M 
1256 M 
1230 M 
1229 M 
1232 M 
1251 M 
1238 M 
1254 M 
971 M 
1283 M 
1239 M 

Mus. 
No. 
14622 
14599 
14579 
25470 
31 
25193 
25192 
31 
59 
31 
3123 
31 
29 
31 
59 
25117 
25291 
26 
27 
31 
31 
31 
15 
20 
20 
24 
10 
24 
24 
24 
5 
5 
20 
5 
5 
18 
5 
5 
5 
5 
36 
36 
36 
36 
24 
24 
18 
18 
36 
19 
36 
24 
52 
10 
36 

Tomb 
No. 
12 
25 
13 
45 
19 
44 
44 

5 
21 

18 
40 
13 
3 
38 
12 

36 
13 
3 

Trench 
No. 
XII 
XVI 
XII 
XXII 

xrv 
XXI 
XXI 

XV 

xxv 
xrv 
xx 
XII 
VI 
XVIII 

XII 
XVII 

XVII 

XVIII 

XII 
VI 

Material 

pottery 

pottery 
pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 
pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 
pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 
pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 

pottery 
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Table 11 continued 

Cat. 
No. Description 

Vessel 
Vessel 
Vessel 
Vessel 
Vessel 
Vessel 
Vessel 
Vessel 
Vessel 
Vessel 
Vessel 
Jar (broken) 
Vessel 
Vessel 
Vessel 
Vessel 
Vessel 
Vessel 
Vessel 
Vessel 
Vessel 
Vessel 
Vessel 
Vessel 
Vessel 
Vessel 
Vessel 
Vessel 
Vessel 
Vessel 
Vessel 
Vessel 
Vessel 
Vessel 

Vessel 
Vessel 
Vessel 
Vessel 

Exc. 
No. 
1244 M 
1243 M 
1245 M 
1227 M 
1361 M 
985 M 
1374 M 
982 M 
1376 M 
970 M 
1363 M 
1289 M 
1362 M 
1373 M 
987 M 
986 M 
1380 M 
1220 M 
1360 M 
52 M 
95 M 
1003 M 
1226 M 
1284 M 
1320 M 
1290 M 
1292 M 
1293 M 
1334 M 
1294 M 
1347 M 
1301 M 
1316 M 
1317 M 
1318 M 
1295 M 
1322 M 
1259 M 

Mus. Tomb 
No. No. 
36 
36 
36 
18 
52 
52 
47 
52 
47 
52 
52 
17 
52 
47 
52 
52 
47 
36 
52 
26 
50 
47 
18 
10 
52 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
52 
13 
52 
52 
52 
13 
44 
24 

Trench 

No. Material 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
pottery 
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Chapter IX Notes 

9. 
10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 

18. 

19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 

27. 

28. 
29. 
30. 

31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 

35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 

39. 
40. 
41. 

42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
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Weapons and Military 
Equipment 

The tombs of Marlik contained a large number 
and wide variety of weapons, primarily made of 
bronze but also including a few of iron, stone, bone, 
copper, and gold. The number of various kinds of 
weapons in some of the tombs was astounding. In 
addition to ritual vessels, animal figurines, jewelry, 
and equipment for cooking and for personal use, 
Tomb 26 contained eleven maceheads; three swords; 
fourteen spearheads; twenty-five daggers; two axes; 
several hundred arrowheads; various items of protec
tive equipment including two helmets, three protec
tive belts, and a protective wristband; and many bro
ken pieces and fragments of arms. These items were 
all buried alongside the deceased in an elaborate 
funerary ritual. 
The large number of weapons placed in some of 

the tombs seems to indicate that the deceased was a 
formidable warrior. The inclusion of extremely large 
heavy swords, spearheads, and maceheads in certain 
cases suggests that the tomb's occupant was a warrior 
of great physical strength. Some of the weapons, such 
as the many bronze arrowheads of various types and 
sizes, could also have been used for hunting, and 

Twenty-one bronze and seven stone maceheads 
were found in the tombs of Marlik, along with one 
weapon possibly representing a halberd.1 The mace
heads thus form one of the few groups of Marlik 
weapons in which a sizable number of nonbronze 
examples were found. It is likely that the stone 
maceheads, as well as many of the bronze ones, had a 
purely ceremonial function. 

their inclusion along with pottery and bronze fig
urines of wild game suggests that the occupant of the 
tomb was an outstanding hunter. 
The bronze weapons found at Marlik illustrate the 

very advanced and flourishing bronze industry of the 
northern highlands of Iran in the late second and 
early first millennium B.C. Of several thousand fairly 
complete weapons found in the Marlik tombs, fewer 
than forty were made of some material other than 
bronze, including about twenty-five weapons of stone 
and a lesser number of iron. This suggests that by the 
beginning of the Marlik period the use of stone for 
weapons was already outdated, and by the end of the 
Marlik occupation iron was just beginning to be 
introduced, although it was still far from being in 
common use. 
Many of the descriptions in the following pages 

have been condensed. For a complete discussion 
representing the variety of different categories of 
weapons discovered in the Marlik excavation, readers 
are referred to the volume Weapons from Marlik, 
Archaologische Mitteilungen aus Iran, Ergan-
zungsbiinde, Band 16, 1995. 

BRONZE MACEHEADS AND HALBERDS 
(638-659) 

The twenty-two examples in this category were 
made in a wide variety of shapes and designs in
cluding short and spherical, pear-shaped or ovoid, 
and long and narrow. They may have a plain surface, 

Maceheads and Halberds (638-666) 
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or be spiked, knobbed, or elaborately decorated with 
human and animal heads. Two of the examples have 
hammer heads and may actually have been used as 
sledgehammers; a third example may have served as 
a halberd. All the bronze maceheads have hollow 
interiors in which a wooden handle could have been 
inserted, and several have holes by which the handle 
could have been nailed or riveted in place. The 
bronze of which they are made is now deteriorated, 
with a rusted or corroded surface, and consequently 
some are crumbling and pardy broken. 
Dr. Vatandoost-Haghighi has analyzed the compo

sition and technology of several of the bronze 
maceheads, as discussed below. 

638 Bronze Macehead in Form of Stylized Human 
Head 
80 M Fig. 31; PI. 117, Color Plate XXXIA 
About 8.5 cm long and 4.7 cm across at the 

broadest part, found in Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). It 
is covered by a coat of rust, granulated in many 
places. The dome-shaped head has deeply molded 
elongated diamond-shaped and triangular protu
berances, alternately spaced and incised with double 
concentric circles filled with a white material, 
producing the effect of a stylized human head that 
repeats itself as the macehead is rotated. The plain 
cylindrical neck, encircled at the end by a thick, 
wide, flat rim, is hollow with an inner diameter of 1.2 
cm at the neck end. The composition and tech
nology of this macehead have been analyzed by 
Vatandoost-Haghighi.2 

COMMENTS 

Similar bronze maceheads are in the Brockelschen 
Collection3 and the Ashmolean Museum.4 There is 
also a Luristan bronze5 and a similar bronze 
macehead from Tchogha Zanbil.6 An example with 
two zones of four larger protuberances, each with an 
eye inlaid in its small circular surface, is from Giyan, 
Nihavand.7 A hematite example is in the Adam 
Collection.8 

639 Bronze Macehead with Nine Projecting Human 
Heads 
164 M Fig. 31; PI. 117, Color Plate XXXI B 
About 14.3 cm long and 6.0 cm across the broadest 

part, found in Tomb 45 (Trench XXII H). The metal 
now in a bad state of preservation. The basic shape of 
the macehead is tubular, and it is hollow all the way 
through with an inside diameter of 2.7 cm. The body 
of the macehead is decorated with three rows of 
human heads alternately spaced, with three heads in 
each row. In the lowest row the heads are upside 
down, while in the upper two rows they are right side 
up. On each head, which projects well outward from 
the body of the macehead, ears, a large nose, mouth, 
eyebrows, and forehead creases are clearly detailed. 
The eyes are inlaid with bone, with a central depres

sion that had been filled with a black material 
representing the pupil, now missing in most cases. 
Around the top of the hollow macehead is a molding 
band or ring, and more molding bands encircle the 
top and bottom of the short neck. 

COMMENTS 

A macehead with six projecting human heads fac
ing downward and six triangular cutouts interspersed 
between the heads is in the Norbert Schimmel Col
lection.9 The decorative technique may be related to 
the animal head decoration in the round that ap
pears on some of the metal vessels of Marlik.10 

640 Bronze Macehead with Reclining Rams 
78 M PI. 117 
About 11.7 cm long and 7.2 cm in diameter at the 

broadest part, found in Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). It 
is now heavily corroded. The spherical head is cov
ered by parallel vertical ribbed bands, which reach to 
a small impressed ring encircling the top of the 
macehead. Below this ribbed banding, as the head 
curves inward to the cylindrical neck, is a projecting 
molding ring, and another raised ring encircles the 
neck itself. Spaced at equal intervals around the base 
of the neck are three reclining rams with loop-
crescent horns, facing downward (Fig. 4). The 
hollow macehead has an inner diameter of about 2.0 
cm. Below the raised ring encircling the neck is a 
hole by which its wooden handle could be fastened. 

COMMENTS 

A similar bronze macehead without the ram 
decoration on the neck rim was found in the vicinity 
of Nihavand, Luristan.11 

641 Bronze Macehead with Mountain Goat Heads 
76 M PI. 117 
About 17.5 cm long and 3.5 cm in diameter at the 

broadest part, found in Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). It 
is badly corroded, particularly at the edges of the 
projecting bands that cover the surface. It has a long 
narrow truncheon shape divided into two sections by 
different types of decorating ridges. Spiral-twisted 
bands surround the upper two-thirds of the mace
head, ending in a projecting ring around the conical 
top. The bottom third is encircled by horizontal 
bands down to the neck edge, where two opposing 
mountain goat heads face upward, each with a finely 
detailed muzzle, eyes, nose, and crescent horns. The 
hollow macehead has an inner diameter of about 1.8 
cm. 

COMMENTS 

Bronze maceheads with mountain goat heads, 
differing somewhat in composition and detail, are in 
the Ashmolean Museum12 and The University 
Museum of the University of Pennsylvania.13 
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642 Bronze Macehead with Spikes 
77 M PI. 117, Color Plate XXXI C 
About 10.5 cm long and 7.0 cm in diameter at its 

broadest part, found in Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). It 
is now covered by a thick coat of rust. The globular 
head with four rows of projecting spikes directly 
above one another is set on a long cylindrical neck. A 
thickened projecting rim at the neck edge surrounds 
the hollow interior, 1.9 cm in diameter, while a-
nother thickened projecting rim surrounds the 
interior hole at the head end. 

COMMENTS 

Similar spiked bronze macehead with a cuneiform 
inscription: Luristan (Dossin and Ghirshman 1962: 
PI. XXVI, No. 16, pp. 149 ff.).14 

643 Bronze Macehead with Knobs 
120 M Fig. 31; PI. 117 
About 9.0 cm long and 5.0 cm in diameter at the 

broadest part, found in Tomb 24 (Trench XV E). It 
has a heavily corroded surface and is ovoid in shape 
with extensions at the top and bottom. It is sur
rounded by four rows of horizontal knobs, arranged 
direcdy above one another. It tapers to an encircling 
ridge below which is a cylindrical neck, thickened 
and slighdy flared at the base. An inner hole, 1.7 cm 
in diameter, pierces the macehead. A high circular 
projecting rim encircles the hollow interior at the 
top of the macehead. 

644 Bronze Macehead with Knobs 
109 M PI. 117 
About 7.5 cm long and 6.7 cm in diameter at the 

broadest part, found in Tomb 44 (Trench X X N). 
Similar in general shape to 643, it has two rows of 
elongated oval projecting knobs encircling the head 
in an alternating pattern. The macehead is hollow, 
with an inner diameter of 2.1 cm at the base. Thick 
projecting rings may be found at the neck edge and 
at the top of the head. 

COMMENTS 

A similar macehead was found in Beshtasheni, 
Safarharab, Tomb 13, Caucasus.15 

645 Bronze Macehead with Knobs 
771 M Fig. 31; PI. 117, Color Plate XXXI D 
About 18.0 cm long and 4.8 cm in diameter at its 

broadest part, found in Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E). 
Now covered with a heavy coat of rust, it has a long 
truncheon shape and is covered with projecting 
knobs arranged in vertical lines reaching to the plain 
flat top of the head. Below these projecting knobs is 
a short, narrow neck encircled at the middle by a 
projecting ridge. The neck edge, which is thickened 
and projected outward, extends downward in two 
triangular points, each with a hole in the center. The 
inner diameter of the hollow macehead is about 2.8 
cm. A wooden handle could have been nailed into 

place through the holes in the projecting points. 

COMMENTS 

Similar knobbed maceheads are in the David-Weill 
Collection.16 There are similar examples from Ur, 
Susa, and Luristan.17 

646 Bronze Macehead with Conical Knobs 
770 M PL 117, Color Plate XXXI D 
Truncheon-shaped macehead, 20.0 cm long and 

4.7 cm in diameter at its broadest part, also found in 
Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E; Fig. 11). Similar in most 
respects to 645, it differs from the previous example 
in only having projecting knobs on the upper part. 
Below this, a pronounced vertical band separates the 
head from the long plain neck. 

COMMENTS 

See 645 and also Nagel18; De Mequenem19; 
Potratz.20 

647 Bronze Macehead with Corncob Pattern 
953 M PI. 118 
About 22.5 cm long and 3.0 cm in diameter at its 

broadest part, found in Tomb 52 (Trench XXIII G). 
Now completely covered by a thick coat of rust, it has 
the long narrow shape of a truncheon, enlarging very 
slightly from the neck to the head end. The 
macehead is divided by four projecting lengthwise 
bands into four sections, which are divided in turn 
into several parallel bands of rectangular segments, 
forming a woven pattern very similar to a corncob. A 
thick impressed band separates this corncob pattern 
from the plain rounded top. The neck end is en
circled by ten parallel molding bands. A hole, about 
2.4 cm across the neck end, pierces the macehead 
lengthwise. Three additional examples (see below), 
all very similar to 953 M, were found at Marlik. 

COMMENTS 

There are similar maceheads with corncob deco
ration from Luristan21; an unprovenanced example, 
possibly from Luristan22; Group 8 examples from 
Luristan23; and those at The University Museum of 
the University of Pennsylvania.24 A macehead similar 
in shape but with chevron decoration comes from 
Susa, early Larsa period level.25 An elongated mace
head with low projecting knob decoration was found 
at Sirchavande-Ballukaja.26 

648 Bronze Macehead with Corncob Pattern 
954 M PL 118 
23.5 cm long and 2.7 cm in diameter at its broadest 

part, Tomb 52 (Trench XXIII G). Similar to 647. 

649 Bronze Macehead with Corncob Pattern 
955 M Fig. 31 
22.0 cm long and 2.8 cm in diameter at its broadest 

part, Tomb 52 (Trench XXIII G). Similar to 647. 
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650 Bronze Macehead with Corncob Pattern 
956 M not illustrated 
21.0 cm long and 3.0 cm in diameter at its broadest 

part, Tomb 52 (Trench XXIII G). Similar to 647. 

651 Heavy Elongated Bronze Macehead 
33 M Fig. 31; PI. 118 
About 34.0 cm long and 4.8 cm in diameter at its 

broadest part, found in Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). It 
has a heavily rusted surface. This long, narrow mace
head, shaped like a truncheon or baseball bat, is the 
largest found at Marlik, weighing about 1200 grams. 
The long tapering head, rounded at the top, is plain, 
with eleven parallel molding rings around the neck 
end. The hollow macehead has an inner diameter at 
the handle end of 2.9 cm. A nail hole is located just 
above the molding rings, with another hole above, 
halfway up the macehead. 

COMMENTS 

A similar elongated macehead without molding 
rings is from Sirchavande-Ballukaja.27 

652 Bronze Macehead with Decorative Moldings 
79 M Fig. 31; PI. 118 
About 15.5 cm long and 5.0 cm in diameter at its 

broadest part, found in Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). It 
has a badly rusted surface. The macehead has a long 
tubular or truncheon shape, broadest at the rounded 
top. Elongated U-shaped moldings, a smaller one 
right side up inside larger ones upside down, are 
repeated several times around the head. Below, two 
parallel projecting molding bands encircle the top, 
and three the bottom of the neck. The hollow mace
head has an interior diameter of 2.4 cm at the neck 
end. 

653 Bronze Globular Macehead 
75 M PI. 118 
About 18.5 cm long and 8.7 cm in diameter at its 

broadest part, found in Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). It 
has a surface that is badly corroded, particularly 
around the handle end. The head is spherical and 
solid, sitting on a long tubular neck. Three parallel 
projecting molding bands encircle the neck near the 
head, with another projecting ring near the handle 
end, which is thickened and turned outward. The 
hollow interior is about 3.5 cm across at the neck 
end. Two similar examples are illustrated below. 
They differ from 75 M in having no handles. 

COMMENTS 

Similar maceheads with decorative molding are in 
the Brockelschen Collection,28 and were found at 
Sialk Cemetery B29 and Luristan.30 

654 Bronze Globular Macehead 
113 M not illustrated 

6.5 cm long and 5.7 cm in diameter at its broadest 
part, Tomb 50 (Trench XXII L). Similar to 653 but 
missing the handle. 

COMMENTS 

Similar macehead with small knobs encircling the 
head in two registers: Luristan (Herzfeld 1941: Fig. 
240 [right], p. 124). 

655 Bronze Globular Macehead 
114 M not illustrated 
6.0 cm long and 4.1 cm in diameter at its broadest 

part, Tomb 50 (Trench XXII L). Similar to 653 but 
without the handle. 

656 Bronze Macehead with Ovoid Head 
34 M PI. 118 
About 20.0 cm long and 4.0 cm in diameter at its 

broadest part, found in Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). It 
is badly corroded, with some parts of the long neck 
crumbling and broken. The ovoid head is set on a 
long tubular neck, which broadens slightly from the 
rim of the neck to the head. This long neck is hollow 
with an inner diameter of 2.5 cm at the neck edge. 

657 Bronze Macehead or Sledgehammer 
82 M Fig. 31; PI. 118, Color Plate XXXII A 
About 8.0 cm long and 9.0 cm across the hammer 

head, found in Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). It has a 
heavily corroded surface. It is shaped like a 
sledgehammer and may actually have been used as 
such. The hammer head, set on a long tubular neck, 
divides along a central projecting ridge into wings 
that taper outward to broad, slightly curved ends. A 
hole 2.5 cm across pierces the macehead lengthwise. 
The composition and technology of this macehead 
have been analyzed by Vatandoost-Haghighi.31 

658 Bronze Macehead or Sledgehammer 
83 M PL 118 
8.5 cm long and 9.0 cm across, found in Tomb 26 

(Trench XVII B). This example is very similar to 657 
in shape but has a slight conical projection at the top 
of the head surrounding the interior hole. 

659 Bronze Halberd 
45 M Fig. 31; PL 118, Color Plate XXXII B 
Halberd,32 about 35.2 cm long and 8.0 cm across 

its widest part, found in Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). 
Now covered by a thick coat of rust, it has a long 
pointed bowstring-shaped blade with a parallel comb-
decorated handle shaft set approximately opposite 
the center of the blade. One end of the long blade 
seems to have an applied stylized animal head 
decoration. The handle shaft, which is ribbed with 
nine butt spikes, is pierced by a hole 1.9 cm across in 
which a wooden handle could be inserted parallel to 
the head of the halberd. Vatandoost-Haghighi has 
analyzed the composition and technology of this 
piece.33 

COMMENTS 

Similar bronze objects were found at Khurvin34; 
Luristan, Giyan Level 135; and Luristan.36 There is an 
unprovenanced example, assigned to Luristan37; and 
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one in the Brockelschen Collection38; the Audouin 
Collection39; and the Ashmolean Museum.40 

STONE MACEHEADS (660-666) 

Seven stone maceheads, of limestone, marble, 
hematite, and basalt, were found at Marlik. They are 
all globular or pear shaped with one exception, a 
flattened basalt macehead shaped like an adze. Of 
the six somewhat similar maceheads, 660 differs in 
having a more globular shape and almost no neck. 
The other examples are more pear shaped and have 
short necks. Each of the maceheads is pierced 
lengthwise by a hole through which a handle could 
have been inserted. 
Because the bronze industry was so highly devel

oped in this area in the late second and early first 
millennium B.C., the stone maceheads may have been 
only ceremonial in nature. Not all of the examples 
included below are described in detail. For a com
plete discussion of the stone maceheads, the reader 
is referred to Negahban 1992. 

660 Limestone Macehead 
81 M not illustrated 
6.0 cm long and 7.2 cm in diameter at the broadest 

part, Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). 

661 Limestone Macehead 
119 M PI. 119 
9.0 cm long and 6.8 cm in diameter at the broadest 

part, Tomb 27 (Trench XVII D). 

662 Marble Macehead 
143 M PI. 119 
6.0 cm long and 5.7 cm in diameter at the broadest 

part, Tomb 44 (Trench X X N). 

663 Limestone Macehead 
108 M not illustrated 
10.5 cm long and 8.0 cm in diameter at the 

broadest part, Tomb 44 (Trench X X N). 

664 Limestone Macehead 
115 M not illustrated 
8.0 cm long and 5.8 cm in diameter at the broadest 

part, Tomb 50 (Trench XXII L). 

665 Hematite Macehead 
196 M PI. 119 
About 6.1 cm in length and 4.5 cm in diameter at 

the broadest part, found in Tom b 16 (Trench XIII 
F). It is made of hematite with a well-polished sur
face, with some cracks and dentation indicating use. 
It is ellipsoid in shape, tapering to a short neck, 
which flares slightly outward at the handle end. 
Around the head are three large incised circles 
spaced equally. A hole about 1.0 cm across pierces 
the macehead lengthwise. 

666 Basalt Adze-shaped Macehead 
607 M PI. 119 
About 6.0 cm across, 5.0 cm wide, and 2.1 cm 

thick, found in Tomb 50 (Trench XXII L). It is made 
of black basalt with a well-polished surface and is 
quite different in shape from the rest of the stone 
maceheads, having the form of an adze (flattened, 
broad at one end and slightly tapering at the other, 
much larger horizontally than vertically). The 
corners of the head are well polished to a very 
smooth curvature. A hole 1.7 cm across, surrounded 
by a projecting ring at one end, pierces the body of 
the macehead. This may have been a hammer or 
pounding tool, although it was more likely ceremo
nial in nature. 

COMMENTS 

Simple stone maceheads comparable to 660 were 
found at Gozlii Kuli, Section A, Tarsus,41 and at 
Assur.42 

There are stone maceheads similar to 661 at the 
Temples of Gal and Kiririsha, Tchogha Zanbil43; 
Tepe Giyan, Nihavand44; and Assur.45 

A macehead similar in shape to 662 was found at 
Tepe Giyan, Nihavand.46 A hematite macehead 
similar to 665 was found at Kiririsha Temple, 
Tchogha Zanbil.47 A hematite macehead, ellipsoid in 
shape but less elongated than 665, with an almost 
square top and incised circles at each corner is in the 
Ashmolean Museum.48 

CONCLUSIONS 

The presence of large numbers of weapons, and 
most particularly of maceheads, in some of the tombs 
seems to identify them as belonging to warriors or 
warrior kings. Maceheads were found in only nine of 
the fifty-three tombs at Marlik, suggesting that these 
nine tombs apparently belonged to persons who, 
apart from their probable royal rank, were notable 
warriors. 
Tomb 26, which contained eleven maceheads and 

a halberd, must certainly have belonged to a warrior 
of the highest rank and most outstanding reputation, 
probably a warrior king. The twelve examples found 
there, 638, 640-642, 651-653, and 656-660, many of 
them extremely unusual and interesting, constitute 
more than one-third of all the maceheads found at 
Marlik. These examples, along with other objects 
found in the tomb including Marlik Gold Bowl 8, 
with winged bulls in relief, and a wide variety of 
weapons, serve to reinforce the impression of the 
high position and martial reputation of its owners.49 

Other tombs contained a smaller number of 
maceheads. T o m b 50 had four maceheads, two of 
stone and two of bronze, 654-655, 664, and 666; 
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Table 12. Comparative Chronology of Maceheads from Marlik 
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T o m b 52 contained four maceheads, all of them 
bronze, 647-650; T o m b 44 had three maceheads, two 
in stone (662 and 663) and one in bronze (644); 
T o m b 47 had two bronze maceheads, 645 and 646; 
and four tombs each held one macehead: Tomb 16 a 
hematite macehead (665); T o m b 24 a bronze mace
head (643); T o m b 27 a stone macehead (661); and 
T o m b 45 a most decorative and unusual bronze 
macehead (639). 
Not only did T o m b 26 contain by far the largest 

number of maceheads, but it also contained the 
widest possible variety, including some types not 
found elsewhere. The other tombs containing mul
tiple maceheads were more likely to have maceheads 
of only one particular type. Thus the maceheads in 
T o m b 50 are simple and globular; T o m b 44 con
tained long truncheon-shaped maceheads with a 
corncob pattern; and T o m b 47 held two truncheon-
shaped maceheads covered with spikes. 

Of the many complete or reasonably complete 
examples of daggers and swords with bronze blades 
found in the tombs of Marlik,50 fifty-nine are des
cribed below. In addition, a number of small, 
broken, and incomplete pieces of such weapons were 
found, which, because they are so extensively dam
aged and in any case represent repeated types, are 
not included in the discussion which follows. These 
hand weapons with a hilt and a sharp blade have 
been divided into three types with a number of 
subtypes. Some are decorated with engraved geo
metric designs, have a handle, pommel, or blade 
shaped with projecting bands or additional ending or 
extensions to the guard, or have varied shaping of 
the pommel or guard with added decoration. Among 
the unusual and unique examples included in Type I 
are some with decorative handles ornamented with 
gold, lapis lazuli, and inlaid stone mosaic. Most of 
these hand weapons are made of cast bronze, but 
several examples have iron blades. 

TYPE I: UNIQUE DECORATIVE 
EXAMPLES (667-674) 

These items are grouped together because of the 
richness and individuality of their decoration, rather 
than for any similarity of design or form. 

667 Bronze Dagger with Gold and Marble Handle 
165 M Fig. 31; PI. 119 
About 48.0 cm long, found in T o m b 45 (Trench 

W h e n these maceheads, particularly the bronze 
ones, are compared with the limited number of 
similar maceheads found elsewhere in the ancient 
world, it can be seen that the latter come from sites 
in northern and western Iran and surrounding areas, 
including Tepe Giyan, Luristan, Tepe Sialk, Khurvin, 
Susa, Tchogha Zanbil, Beshtasheni in Talish, 
Sarchauande in the Caucuses, Ur and Assur in 
Mesopotamia, and Gozlii Kuli and Tarsus in Ana
tolia. For the most part, these comparable mace
heads have been assigned a date around the second 
half of the second millennium B.C., more often the 
latter part of this period (Table 12). The shape, style, 
type, and workmanship of the maceheads discovered 
at Marlik, when compared with the examples found 
elsewhere, suggest that bronze workshops through
out the whole area were in contact and shared a com
mon tradition in composition, ideas, and technology. 

XXII H ) . It has a cast bronze blade, broken and 
partly missing, and an attached marble hilt. This hilt, 
which is rather small in proportion to the blade, is 
cylindrical, enlarging to a circular pommel, with a 
very smooth and polished surface. The lower half 
near the guard is covered by a wide gold band that 
borders the blade on one side and on the other by a 
projecting double gold molding band. Each half is 
decorated by reverse parallel diagonal engraved 
hatching, which forms a rather elaborate 
herringbone band. The gold cover is attached to the 
blade by small double tangs on each side, made in 
one piece with the cover. The hilt is attached to the 
blade by long overlapping metal tangs passing 
through a hole that extends along the total length of 
the hilt and pommel. The circular center hole on the 
pommel housing the blade tangs is camouflaged by a 
geometric rosette of four almond-shaped petals 
radiating from a circular core, with each petal of 
greenish stone inlaid in a narrow vertical gold band 
that borders the central circular core. The bronze 
blade, completely covered with rust, has parallel 
projecting ribs, with straight sides tapering toward a 
sharp point, the midrib wider than the side ribs. A 
penannular rib decorates the top of the midrib near 
the guard. The immediate side ribs converge near 
the top to form ribs that extend in curves to join the 
side ribs near the top, encircling the penannular rib. 
Grooves near the top of the blade in the midrib 
guard and side ribs are inlaid with lapis lazuli,51 most 
of which is still in situ. The tapering triangular blade 
has rectangular shoulders. 

Daggers and Swords (667-728) 
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668 Bronze Dagger with Ax Handle 
91 M PI. 119 
Covered with rust , made from cast bronze, found 

in T o m b 26 (Trench XVII B). The blade is broken 
and incomplete, with the part remaining measuring 
about 36.0 cm long. The hilt, cast onto the blade, has 
four parallel ridges, one above the other, and a 
curved cylindrical grip with empty housing for inlay. 
The end of the hilt is an elaborately modeled double-
headed ax with crescent blades. The guard is rec
tangular and slightly convex on the lower side next 
to the blade, which is broken, with damaged edges 
on the remaining parts. Two parallel low projecting 
flat ribs extend lengthwise down the middle of the 
blade. This piece, combining a dagger with an ax, is a 
unique product of the Marlik artisans. 

669 Bronze Sword 
740 M PI. 119 
Found in T o m b 1 (Trench III D + ) , has a broken 

blade; the remaining part measures about 41.5 cm 
long. It is made of bronze, with different alloys 
apparently having been used for the blade and hilt, 
since the blade is covered with a thick coat of rust 
while the hilt is clean. The grip is cylindrical, with a 
rather high projecting ridge in the middle enlarging 
toward the end to form a circular pommel having a 
flat top attached by an additional flat circular plaque. 
The guard has an elongated horseshoe shape en
closing and pinching in the top of the blade, which is 
rectangular with straight sides, slightly thicker in the 
middle but without a pronounced midrib. The blade 
tapers slightly toward the end, which is broken with 
the point missing. 

670 Bronze Sword 
1503 M Fig. 31 
Broken, covered with rust, with part of the blade 

near the point missing, about 59.0 cm long, found in 
T o m b 26 (Trench XVII B). The hilt has a crescent 
pommel, a rounded grip flanged to receive inlays, 
which enlarges to a rectangular cubic shape near the 
end. A double-molding ring decorates the juncture 
of the cubic end of the grip and the guard, which is 
enlarged in width and decorated by engraved paral
lel lines with an inward slit at the lower side near the 
blade. The long straight blade, which is slightly wider 
at the top, is broken off at the end. 

671 Bronze Sword 
751 M PI. 119 

About 42.0 cm long, found in T o m b 1 (Trench III 
D + ) . It is very similar to 669 except for minor 
differences in the hilt, which is flanged for a wood or 
other inlay and has a crescent-shaped pommel. 

COMMENTS 

Swords with a similar reinforced guard were found 
at southern Phoenicia,52 as was a northwest Persian 
type.53 A dagger with a similar elongated reinforced 

guard hemming in the blade comes from Agha Evlar, 
Iranian Talish.54 A n iron dagger with a similar 
reinforcement of the guard, but with straight horns, 
was found at Hasanlu IV.55 

672 Bronze Sword with Iron Blade 
228 M Fig. 31; PI. 119 
Broken and incomplete, about 44.0 c m long 

overall, found in T o m b 25 (Trench XVI F). It has a 
bronze hilt approximately 24.0 cm long and an iron 
blade, now incomplete, measuring about 20.0 cm 
long. The hilt is composed of several parts including 
a concave-sided plain grip with an edge flanged to 
receive an inlay, a crescent-shaped guard, and a 
decorative cylindrical pommel with three separate 
reels, one above the other, and a rectangular tang at 
the top, probably originally covered by a decorative 
pommel top. The narrow, straight iron blade, very 
severely oxidized, has only a few pieces remaining. 

COMMENTS 

Swords with a similar combination of bronze 
handle and iron blade were found at Chagoula 
Derre, Persian Talish56; others are in the Ashmolean 
Museum.57 A dirk with a bronze handle and iron 
blade was found in Sialk Cemetery B.58 See also Note 
65. 

673 Bronze Sword Hilt 
1490 M Fig. 31 
About 15.0 cm long, found in T o m b 7 (Trench IX 

B). Covered with a thick coat of rust, it contains 
traces of oxidized iron at the guard, indicating that it 
probably had an iron blade. The hilt has an almost 
cylindrical grip, gradually becoming more like a cube 
at the lower end, which is decorated by engraved 
parallel diagonal lines. The hilt is hollow, with metal 
strips in the middle that housed an inlay, possibly of 
wood or another more decorative material. It ends in 
a crescent-shaped pommel with a flat base, which is 
also flanged to hold an inlay. The guard is rectan
gular, with three extensive horns to grip the blade, 
and is decorated by triangular or epsilon-shaped 
depressions originally inlaid with lapis lazuli, of 
which traces remain in situ. Across the back are zig
zag ridges extending from one side to the other. 

COMMENTS 

Similar examples with horned guards were found 
in Tsalka, Kushi, Caucasia59; Ani Mohart, Caucasia60; 
Chagoula Derre, Persian Talish61; Sialk Cemetery B62; 
and some are in the Ashmolean Museum.63 There is 
also an unprovenanced example.64 

The two swords with bronze hilts and iron or 
possibly steel blades (672 and 673) found at Marlik 
suggest a technology dating to the end of the Bronze 
and beginning of the Iron Age in northern and 
northwestern Iran, Persian and Russian Talish, Ar
menia, and Caucasia.65 This subject has been discus-
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sed by Moorey, Schaeffer, and Maxwell-Hyslop. The 
parallel examples from Marlik now provide more 
support for this technology, showing that some of the 
Marlik tombs, particularly the ones with iron 
specimens, belong to the Late Bronze and beginning 
of the Iron Age. However, it should be remembered 
that among thousands of bronze objects recovered 
from Marlik, there were only six almost complete 
iron blades and a few broken pieces of iron. This 
proportion of bronze to iron suggests that iron was in 
a very early stage of use and still very rare, valuable, 
and difficult to obtain. The generally accepted date 
for these combined bronze and iron swords corre
lates with the later stage of the Marlik cemetery, 
about the twelfth to eleventh centuries B.C. 

674 Gold and Bronze Handle 
289 M PI. 120 
About 7.0 cm long, found in T o m b 33 (Trench 

XVIII F). It is made of bronze, with a gold sheath 
cover over part of it that has parallel impressed 
decoration on one side near the edge. It seems to be 
the handle of a knife or other object from which the 
blade has broken off. 

TYPE II: EXAMPLES WITH A HILT CAST 
ONTO THE BLADE, CRESCENT POMMEL, 

CYLINDRICAL OR OCCASIONALLY 
ALMOST CUBIC HAND GRIP, MOST 

OFTEN A RECTANGULAR GUARD, AND A 
TAPERING TRIANGULAR BLADE 

(675-711) 

The examples in this group have a similar shape 
and method of construction, with minor differences 
of decoration. The hilt is cast onto the blade, and the 
pommel is crescent shaped with ridge or rib 
decoration across the top and openings on the front 
and back for inlays, through which the tip of the 
blade tang often can be seen. Usually the grip is 
cylindrical and variously decorated with encircling 
ribs and ridges, with openings for inlays in which 
traces of wood may still remain. The guard is most 
often rectangular and may have a slightly convex 
angular bend on the lower edge. In one group the 
guard is very narrow and does not completely encase 
the top of the blade. The elongated triangular blades 
have a square or angular shoulder, slightly rounded 
in one group, and a softer or more pronounced 
midrib. Some blades show a slight concavity on the 
edges, probably owing to frequent sharpening. Most 
of these examples are covered by a heavy coat of rust, 
and on many of them the blade was broken into two 
or more pieces when found. The technology of 
similar weapons from northwestern Iran has been 
studied by Moorey,66 Hodges,67 and Maxwell-Hyslop 

and Hodges.68 

Many of the bronze daggers described below are 
not discussed in detail. For a complete discussion of 
these pieces, the reader is referred to Negahban 
1992. 

SUBTYPE A: SOLID DAGGERS WITH MANY 
PARALLEL ENCIRCLING RIBS ON THE GRIP 
(675-687) 

675 Bronze Dagger 
1492 M Fig 31 
About 48.0 cm long, found in Tomb 47 (Trench 

XXII E). It has a hilt cast onto the blade. The 
crescent-shaped pommel with a raised rib across the 
top is open in the front and back revealing the tip of 
the blade tang rising from the cylindrical grip, which 
has sixteen parallel encircling ribs. The angular 
guard is bent downward in the middle and is 
decorated with a chevron or arrowhead band 
bordered by parallel straight lines. The blade, which 
has square shoulders and a tapering triangular form 
with a broad, low midrib, is partly broken, with pieces 
missing. 
Several of the Marlik daggers are closely similar in 

design and workmanship, differing only slightly in 
decoration (see below). Certain of these have 
openings for inlays in either the grip or pommel; 
traces of wood remain in situ in 677, 678, 681, 684, 
and 687. 

676 Bronze Dagger 
1493 M Fig. 31 
49.0 cm long, Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E). 

677 Bronze Dagger 
53a M PI. 120 
43.0 cm long, Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). 

678 Bronze Dagger 
88 M Fig. 32 
82.0 cm long, Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). 

679 Bronze Dagger 
39 M not illustrated 
Broken, about 49.0 cm long, T o m b 26 (Trench 

XVII B). Accompanied by three similar broken 
daggers. 

680 Bronze Dagger 
46 M not illustrated 
Broken with part of the blade missing, 33.0 cm 

long, T o m b 26 (Trench XVII B). Accompanied by 
two similar broken and incomplete daggers. 

681 Bronze Dagger 
146 M Fig. 32 
Broken into several pieces, 48.0 cm long after 

repair, Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). Accompanied by 
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seven other broken and incomplete examples very 
similar in design and workmanship. 

682 Bronze Dagger 
331 M not illustrated 
41.5 cm long, Tomb 33 (Trench XVIII F). 

683 Bronze Dagger 
775 M PI. 120 
47.5 cm long, Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E). 

684 Bronze Dagger 
1494 M Fig. 32 
Broken and later repaired, 48.0 cm long, Tomb 47 

(Trench XXII E). 

685 Bronze Dagger 
1495 M Fig. 32 
Broken, the remaining part about 36.0 cm long, 

Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E). Accompanied by another 
similar dagger. 

686 Bronze Dagger 
1496 M Fig. 32 
Broken, the remaining part about 25.0 cm long, 

Tomb 52 (Trench XXIII G). 

687 Bronze Dagger 
1497 M Fig. 32 
Broken, the remaining part about 24.0 cm long, 

Tomb 52 (Trench XXIII G). 

SUBTYPE B: SOLID DAGGERS WITH SEPARATE 
SETS OF ENCIRCLING RIBS ON THE GRIP 
(688-695) 

These bronze daggers are very similar to those in 
Group A except for the encircling ribs on the grip, 
which are not continuous but are separated into two 
or more sets. In addition, the crescent-shaped pom
mel is usually smaller than in the first group and may 
be more curved. Traces of wood remain in situ in five 
of these examples (688, 690-692, 695). 
There are several rather complete examples of the 

Subtype B daggers, with many more broken pieces. 

688 Bronze Dagger 
53b M PI. 120 

Broken, 50.0 cm long, Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). 

689 Bronze Dagger 
141 M not illustrated 
46.0 cm long, Tomb 27 (Trench XVII D). 

690 Bronze Dagger 
780 M PI. 12069 

49.5 cm long, Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E). 

691 Bronze Dagger 
1060 M not illustrated 
Broken in two places with parts missing, about 48.0 

cm long, Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E). 

692 Bronze Dagger Hilt 
1498 M Fig. 32 
Broken, the remaining part about 19.0 cm long, 

Tomb 33 (Trench XVIII F). 

693 Bronze Dagger 
466 M PI. 120 
43.0 cm long, Tomb 29 (Trench XVI H). 

694 Bronze Dagger 
58a M Fig. 32 
Broken into two pieces and repaired,70 about 50.0 

cm long, Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). One of three 
daggers given the same excavation number (see also 
695 below). 

695 Bronze Dagger 
58b M Fig. 32 
Broken and repaired, 44.0 cm long, Tomb 26 

(Trench XVII B). 

SUBTYPE C: DAGGERS WITH THREE RAISED 
PARALLEL RIDGES ON THE HILT (696-701) 

These daggers are similar to those in the previous 
subtypes except for the decoration of the hilt, which 
is flanged to hold wood inlay and is encircled by 
three raised parallel ridges that form a finger grip. 
Several examples illustrate this subtype. 

696 Bronze Dagger 
324 M PI. 120 
38.5 cm long, Tomb 33 (Trench XVIII F). 

697 Bronze Dagger 
160 M not illustrated 
43.0 cm long, Tomb 27 (Trench XVII D). 

698 Bronze Dagger 
161 M not illustrated 
32.0 cm long, Tomb 27 (Trench XVII D). 

699 Bronze Dagger 
464 M not illustrated 
38.0 cm long, Tomb 29 (Trench XVI H). 

700 Bronze Dagger 
695 M not illustrated 
42.5 cm long, Tomb 16 (Trench XIII F). 

701 Bronze Dagger Hilt 
1499 M Fig. 32 
16.0 cm long, Tomb 16 (Trench XIII F). The blade 

is broken off and missing. 
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SUBTYPE D: SOLID DAGGERS WITH A FINGER 
GRIP ON THE FLANGED HILT, NARROW GUARD, 
AND ELONGATED BLADE (702-708) 

The solid bronze daggers in this subtype have the 
same triple-ridged finger grip on a flanged hilt of the 
previous group combined with a very narrow guard 
that does not completely encase the top of the blade. 
Although this type of guard would appear to be too 
weak to protect the blade, the tang of the blade runs 
completely through the length of the hilt, forming a 
quite strong whole. The blades of this group have 
angular or rounded shoulders, often with a very long 
narrow blade with a long sharp point. Several ex
amples illustrate this subtype. 

702 Bronze Dagger 
232 M not illustrated 
48.0 cm long, Tomb 45 (Trench XXI H). 

703 Bronze Dagger 
233 M PI. 120 
46.1 cm long, Tomb 25 (Trench XVI F). 

704 Bronze Dagger 
511 M PI. 121 
44.0 cm long, Tomb 25 (Trench XVI F). 

705 Bronze Dagger 
513 M not illustrated 
44.0 cm long, Tomb 18 (Trench XTV D). 

706 Bronze Dagger 
514 M not illustrated 
46.0 cm long, Tomb 18 (Trench XIV D). 

707 Bronze Dagger 
727 M not illustrated 
43.5 cm long, Tomb 13 (Trench XII G). 

708 Bronze Dagger 
724 M not illustrated 
41.5 cm long, Tomb 30 (Trench XVI L). Unlike 

the other examples in this subtype, this dagger has 
only two raised ridges for the finger grip instead of 
three. 

SUBTYPE E: SWORDS WITH FLANGED GRIP AND 
POMMEL, RECTANGULAR GUARD, AND LONG 
BLADE (709-711) 

The three examples in this subtype are classified as 
swords rather than daggers based on the length of 
their blades. They have a simple shape with a flanged 
grip that tapers slightly outward toward the rectan
gular guard and the crescent-shaped flanged 
pommel. Only the first example (709) retains its 
complete blade. This has square shoulders, with a 
rounded wide midrib on the upper part which 

becomes a distinguished central line on the lower 
part. The edges of the blade are markedly concave at 
the top and then extend almost parallel and straight 
until they reach the tip, which gently tapers to a 
round point. Traces of textile can be seen on the 
grip. 

709 Bronze Sword 
86 M not illustrated71 

59.3 cm long, Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). 

710 Bronze Sword 
330 M not illustrated 
Broken, the remaining part about 28.5 cm long, 

Tomb 33 (Trench XVIII F). 

711 Bronze Sword 
742 M not illustrated 
Broken, the remaining part about 41.5 cm long, 

Tombl (Trench III D +). 

COMMENTS 

Daggers similar to those in Subtype A, with parallel 
encircling ribs on the grip were found at north
western Iran;72 Agha Evlar, Persian Talish;73 Veri, 
Russian Talish;74 Djonu, Russian Talish.75 Examples 
are also in the Brockelschen Collection,76 the Ash
molean Museum,77 and the Louvre.78 

Daggers similar to those in Subtype B, with sepa
rate sets of encircling ribs on the grip, were found at 
Hiveri, Russian Talish,79 and in the vicinity of 
Lahijan.80 There are also examples in the Broc
kelschen Collection.81 

Daggers similar to Subtype C, with raised ridges 
(usually three) on the hilt to form a finger grip are in 
the Ashmolean Museum.82 One example is from 
"Amlash,"83 and another is in the possession of Pro
fessor Amandry.84 A dagger with a closely similar hilt, 
a crescent-shaped pommel, flanges curved over to 
form a cylindrical grip, and three ridges spacing the 
fingers, combined with a dagger blade with a penan
nular cast on the guard that is different from the 
blades of Type II but similar to those of Type III, is 
classified as the Kalardasht type,85 and is in the 
Brockelschen Collection. 
Dirks or daggers similar to those of Subtype D, with 

a triple-ridged finger grip and hilt flanged to hold an 
inlay but with a very narrow guard that does not 
completely enclose the top of the blade, were found 
in northwest Persia.86 One is in the Museum fur Vor-
und Fruhgeschichte, Berlin.87 The famous gold 
dagger of Kalardasht also has a very closely similar 
hilt with curved-over flanges to take inlays, three in
terspersed raised ridges on the grip, and a crescent-
shaped pommel, but it differs in other details.88 

An example similar to those in Subtype E, with a 
flanged hilt, rectangular guard, and a broad low 
rectangular midrib, was found in Khurvin.89 
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TYPE III: BRONZE DAGGERS WITH AN 
OPEN OR CLOSED CYLINDRICAL GRIP, 
CRESCENT POMMEL, PENANNULAR 
GUARD, AND TAPERING TRIANGULAR 

BLADE (712-726) 

These daggers share a common workmanship and 
form, with minor differences of detail and size. They 
are made in cast bronze, with the blade and hilt usu
ally cast in one piece. The hilt is completely outlined 
by flanges to hold inlays, probably of wood, which 
could form a soft cylindrical grip. The crescent-
shaped pommel is formed in one piece with the grip. 
A rather heavy penannular ring band, cast onto the 
junction of the hilt and blade, hems in between its 
open ends the top of the well-pronounced projecting 
thick midrib of the blade. The blade usually has an 
elongated, tapering triangular shape with uplifted 
sharp shoulders and a slight convexity at the side 
edges reaching to a long sharp point. The rectan
gular sectioned midrib is thicker at the top of the 
blade, tapering to a very narrow line at the point. 
The metal is often covered by a thick coat of rust 
mixed with soil particles, and in some cases traces of 
textile can be seen on the hilt. The technology of a 
closely similar dagger was studied by Maxwell-Hyslop 
and Hodges, who state that "Blade, flanged handle 
and pommel are a single casting while the closed 
crescent [guard] has been cast on afterwards as a 
completely non-functional embellishment."90 

SUBTYPE A: DAGGERS WITH AN OPEN FLANGED 
HILT AND PENANNULAR GUARD (712-721) 

The daggers in this group are all very similar to 
each other. For this reason, only one example (712) 
will be discussed in full. 

712 Bronze Dagger 
342 M PL 121 

About 39.0 cm long, found in T o m b 44 (Trench 
XXI N). It has a hilt and blade cast in a single piece, 
with a penannular guard or rib cast on afterward. 
The grip and pommel are flanged to take inlays. The 
grip curves gently outward toward the crescent-
shaped pommel, which has a raised ridge on the top. 
The penannular guard or rib covers and protects the 
lower part of the hilt and the upper part of the blade, 
curving to nearly touch the midrib between its open 
ends. The elongated, tapering triangular blade dis
plays sharp, angular, uplifted shoulders, a well-pro
nounced projecting midrib with a rectangular sec
tion, and a slight convexity of the edges, extending to 
a sharp point. Traces of textile can be seen on the 
handle near the pommel. 

713 Bronze Dagger 
343 M not illustrated 
43.0 cm long, T o m b 44 (Trench XXI N ) . 

714 Bronze Dagger 
736 M not illustrated 
47.8 cm long, T o m b 2 (Trench VI B +). 

715 Bronze Dagger 
743 M not illustrated 
Damaged, 42.0 cm long, T o m b 13 (Trench XII G). 

716 Bronze Dagger 
719 M PL 121 
46.5 cm long, T o m b 3 (Trench VI A). 

717 Bronze Dagger 
726 M not illustrated 
46.5 cm long, T o m b 13 (Trench XII G). 

718 Bronze Dagger 
1501 M Fig. 32 
Incomplete, the remaining part about 26.0 cm 

long, T o m b 3 (Trench VI A). 

719 Bronze Dagger 
738 M not illustrated 
41.0 cm long, T o m b 1 (Trench III D + ) . 

720 Bronze Dagger 
750 M PL 121 
Damaged, 40.0 cm long, T o m b 1 (Trench III D +). 

721 Bronze Dagger 
752 M not illustrated 
Damaged, 37.5 cm long, T o m b 1 (Trench III D +). 

SUBTYPE B: DAGGERS WITH A CLOSED 
CYLINDRICAL GRIP, AN OPENING FOR INLAY 
NEAR THE CRESCENT POMMEL, AND A 
PENANNULAR GUARD (722-726) 

Like the examples in the previous group, the Sub
type B daggers are quite similar. Only one example 
(722) will be discussed in full below. 

722 Bronze Dagger Hilt 
1528 M Fig. 32 
This bronze dagger hilt, the remaining part about 

17.0 cm long, found in Tomb 2 (Trench VI B +), has 
a cylindrical grip decorated by two registers of 
parallel zigzag bands separated by a thick band of 
four parallel horizontal lines. The upper register is 
bordered by a band of four parallel horizontal lines, 
and the lower register by a band of three parallel 
horizontal lines. The upper part of the hilt, 
spreading to the crescent-shaped pommel with a 
ridge on top, is flanged to take an inlay. The guard is 
penannular, gripping and partly overlapping the 
midrib of the blade between its open ends, which 
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have small cuts as though suggesting hands gripping 
the midrib. The remaining part of the broken blade 
has square uplifted shoulders, partly damaged, and a 
projecting rectangular midrib. 

723 Bronze Dagger Hilt 
1491 M Fig. 32 
18.0 cm long, Tomb 2 (Trench VI B+). Part of the 

blade is still attached. 

724 Bronze Dagger 
739 M not illustrated 
44.0 cm long, Tomb 1 (Trench III D +). 

725 Bronze Dagger 
1502 M Fig. 32 
Broken, the remaining part about 23.0 cm long, 

Tomb 2 (Trench VI B+). Traces of the original wood 
can be seen in the opening of the hilt and pommel. 

726 Bronze Dagger 
1500 M Fig. 32 
Broken, the remaining part about 31.0 cm long, 

Tomb 5 (Trench VIII D). 

COMMENTS 

Examples parallel to the Marlik daggers of Type 
III, Subtype A, with the blade and hilt cast in one 
piece, a flanged hilt with crescent pommel, and a 
penannular guard, were found at Agha Evlar, Persian 
Talish;91 Tchila-Kaane, Persian Talish;92 Hassan Zami-
ni, Persian Talish;93 and Veri, Russian Talish.94 Addi
tional examples are from Veri;95 Chagoula-Derre, 
Persian Talish;96 northwest Persian type;97 Talish 
type;98 Ghalekuti II, Area D, Dailaman;99 Kalar
dasht;100 and Khurvin.101 There are also examples in 
the Ashmolean Museum102 and The University 
Museum of The University of Pennsylvania.103 A 
similar dagger can be seen in the narrative scene of 
the Hasanlu Gold Bowl.104 

Daggers similar to Subtype B, with a closed hilt 
decorated with engraved lines and a pommel with an 
open top to take an inlay are in the Adam 
Collection;105 and were found at Tulu, Russian 
Talish.106 An example similar to 726, with a split 
upper part and a middle molding on the cylindrical 
grip, a different pommel, and a slightly different 
penannular grip, is classified as belonging to the 
Luristan Bronze Group.107 

The number of daggers comparable to Type III 
found in other excavations shows that this type of 
dagger must have been in production for a long 
period of time during the second half of the second 
millennium B.C., and in very common use in the last 
quarter, possibly continuing into the early part of the 
first millennium B.C. 

BRONZE AND IRON BLADES (727-728) 

Several simple bronze and iron blades were found 
at Marlik (discussed below and under the category 
"Iron Spearheads").108 Iron objects were very rare 
there, and only six iron blades were found among 
several thousand metal objects.109 This suggests that 
Marlik ceased to be used as a cemetery as early as the 
beginning of the Iron Age. 

727 Iron Blade 
188 M PL 121 
Blade, possibly belonging to a dagger, about 22.0 

cm long, found on the surface in the area of the first 
test trench, near Trench XX F. It is still complete, 
although the metal is very heavily oxidized and 
corroded. The blade has a tapering triangular shape 
with a rounded midrib, pointed square shoulders, 
and a small flat tang with a riveting hole at the end. 

728 Bronze Blade 
333 M PL 121 
Small sword, about 29.0 cm long, found in Tomb 

33 (Trench XVIII F). It is made of cast bronze, now 
covered by a heavy coat of rust. The blade has 
rounded shoulders, a long swordlike shape almost 
parallel in width to the gently curving point, and a 
small square-sectioned bar tang. 

CONCLUSIONS 

About seventy-four daggers and swords were found 
at Marlik complete enough to be registered indivi
dually by the Tehran Archaeological Museum, in ad
dition to many small broken pieces of no particular 
identity. Of these seventy-four registered items, sixty-
two, representing the complete variety of types, 
designs, and technology, have been described (Table 
13). These examples come from eighteen of the fifty-
three Marlik tombs, apparently being concentrated 
in those tombs belonging to warriors and warrior 
kings. 
The largest number of daggers, twenty-four, were 

found in Tomb 26, including two examples of Type I 
(Elaborate Decorative Daggers) and twenty-two 
examples of Type II (Daggers with a Hilt Cast onto 
the Blade, Cylindrical Grip, Crescent Pommel, 
Rectangular Guard, and Tapering Triangular Blade). 
Tomb 47 contained eight examples of Type II; Tomb 
1 seven examples, two of Type I, one of Type II, and 
four of Type III (Daggers with a Cylindrical Grip and 
Penannular Guard); Tomb 33 five examples, one of 
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Table 13. Daggers, Dirks, and Siuords 

Tomb 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
5 
7 
13 
16 
18 
25 
26 
27 
29 
30 
33 
44 
45 
47 
52 

I 
2 

1 

1 
2 

1 

1 

IIA 

17 

1 

6 
2 

II B II C 
TYPES 
II D HE III A III B 

Total 
No. 
7 
4 
2 
1 
1 
3 
2 
2 
3 
24 
3 
2 
1 
5 
2 
2 

Table 14. Comparative Chronology of Swords and Daggers from Marlik 
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Type I and four of Type II; T o m b 2 four examples of 
Type III; T o m b 13 three examples of Type II; and 
T o m b 25 three examples, one of Type I and two of 
Type II. Seven tombs each produced two daggers: 
T o m b 3 two examples of Type III; T o m b 16 two 
examples of Type II; T o m b 18 two examples of Type 
II; Tomb 29 two examples of Type II; T o m b 44 two 
examples of Type III; T o m b 45 two examples, one of 
Type I and one of Type II; and T o m b 52 two 
examples of Type II. T o m b 5 had one example of 
Type III; T o m b 7 one example of Type I; and Tomb 
30 one example of Type II (Chart 30). 
Type I groups together unusual decorative exam

ples without any particular common pattern, but in 
Types II and III are items quite closely similar, in 
some cases so similar that they are almost identical. 
Twelve tombs, 26, 47, 1, 33, 13, 25, 27, 16, 18, 29, 52, 
and 30, produced daggers of Type II. Of these, T o m b 
26, by far the most productive tomb of Marlik in 
terms of weapons, produced twenty-two Type II dag
gers. T omb 47 was also very productive in weapons, 
producing eight Type II daggers, and Tomb 52, also 
productive, produced two Type II daggers. Type II 

A very large number of spearheads with various 
shapes of blade and handles in different sizes were 
discovered in the tombs of Marlik. Except for the 
arrowheads, spearheads form the largest category of 
weapons found in the excavation. The large number 
of spearheads found in the Marlik tombs suggests 
they were a popular weapon much favored by the 
Marlik warriors, possibly as a particularly handy 
weapon to use in the forested mountainous region. 
Nearly 119 complete spearheads were found as well 
as many broken fragments. A well-balanced selection 
of complete and partly broken spearheads repre
senting the variety of shapes and sizes found at 
Marlik is described here, presenting a comprehen
sive picture of the Marlik spearheads. They are 
divided according to composition (bronze vs. iron); 
the bronze spearheads are further divided according 
to shape and decoration into nine major types, some 
with a number of subtypes. 
Where possible, the descriptions of the bronze 

spearheads have been condensed. For a complete 
discussion of the spearheads from Marlik, the reader 
is referred to Negahban 1992. 

daggers, with a hilt cast onto the blade, cylindrical 
grip, crescent pommel, rectangular guard, and 
tapering triangular blade, are the predominant type 
at Marlik. 
Type III daggers, with a cylindrical grip and penan

nular guard, were found in six tombs—1, 2, 3, 5, 13, 
and 44—with T o m b 1 containing four examples 
along with Type I and II daggers; Tomb 2 also con
taining four examples of Type III; T o m b 13 con
taining two examples of Type III along with one of 
Type II; T o m b 3 containing two examples of Type 
III; T o m b 44 containing two examples of Type III; 
and Tomb 5 containing one example of Type III. 
It seems probable that tombs producing the same 

type of dagger were reasonably contemporaneous. 
Two tombs, 1 and 13, contain examples of both Type 
II and III daggers, suggesting that there was a period 
when these two types of daggers overlapped in use. 
The many bronze daggers and swords found in the 
tombs of Marlik point to the flourishing state of the 
bronze industry in northern Iran during the latter 
part of the second millennium B.C. (Table 14). 

BRONZE SPEARHEADS (729-818) 

TYPE I: UNUSUAL AND DECORATIVE 
SPEARHEADS (729-735) 

729 Bronze Spearhead 
1482 M Fig. 29 
Broken spearhead, the remaining part about 11.6 

cm long, found in Tomb 2 (Trench VI B +). It could 
have been used as a dagger. It has a cylindrical shaft 
with a finely traced parallel chevron hatching pattern 
with two long rectangular openings, possibly for 
inlays, ending in a plain, solid cylindrical tang, which 
is broken at the tip. A decorative guard has a wide 
horizontal band on top with elongated shallow oval 
holes that had an inlay of lapis lazuli, of which small 
traces remain in situ, connected to three hanging 
joined penannular horns enclosing the blade ribs. 
The remaining part of the broken blade reveals an 
elongated triangular shape with square shoulders 
and a wide rectangular midrib with angular side 
corners and narrower projecting ribs on either side, 

Spearheads (729-823) 
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forming stylized, emphasized blood channels. The 
edges of the blades are serrated and badly damaged. 

730 Bronze Spearhead 
90 M Fig. 33 
About 48.0 cm long, found in T o m b 26 (Trench 

XVII B). It is made of cast bronze, now completely 
covered by a coat of rust. The rectangular sectioned 
tang is solid and long, with its lower part covered by a 
cylindrical thick socket or shaft with a hole in the 
middle decorated by twelve parallel connected nar
row ribs. This shaft is joined to a flat-based semicir
cular guard decorated by two files of engraved 
circles. The elongated triangular blade has round 
shoulders and a sharp triangular projecting midrib, 
forming an angular central line. 

731 Bronze Spearhead 
1484 M Fig. 33 
Blade broken with parts missing, about 49.0 cm 

long, found in T o m b 47 (Trench XXII E). It is made 
of cast bronze, the surface covered with a coat of 
rust. The broken tang is narrow and flat with a 
rectangular section. It connects to a rather wide 
triangular blade tapering with a gentle curve to a 
sharp point. The blade has curved shoulders on top 
turning to an angle at the side edges. The round 
projecting midrib has five parallel fine tracelines of 
blood channels on either side, extending toward the 
point. Beginning from the outside, the lines end in 
turn until only the inner one near the midrib con
tinues to the point. 

COMMENTS 

Similar bronze spearheads with decorative parallel 
blood channels were found at Beshtasheni, Cau
casia110; Kourgane XXIX, Trialeti, Caucasia111; and 
Kvemo-Sasireth, Caucasia.112 There is also one of un
known provenance, from Caucasia.113 

732 Bronze Spearhead 
1485 M Fig. 33 
Broken at the tang, with the remaining part about 

23.0 cm long, found in T o m b 47 (Trench XXII E). It 
is made from cast bronze, now covered with a coat of 
rust. The narrow flat tang has a rectangular section. 
It joins an elongated ovate blade with round 
shoulders and a narrow projected midrib, which is 
hemmed in by two long impressed shallow channels 
with a round wide base that taper toward the blade 
point. 

733 Bronze Spearhead 
169 M PL 121 

About 42.5 cm long, found in T o m b 24 (Trench 
X V E). Made from cast bronze, it has a rather small 
rectangular sectioned narrow tang, a semicircular 
reinforced guard with a shallow round hole in the 
center, and a crescent-shaped base. The elongated 
triangular blade has round shoulders and a pro
jecting midrib. 

734 Bronze Spearhead 
1481 M Fig. 33 
Small spearhead, about 21.0 c m long, found in 

T o m b 26 (Trench XVII B). It is made of cast bronze, 
the metal covered by a heavy coat of rust. It has a 
rather unusual shape among the Marlik spearheads. 
The blade is an elongated, tapering pyramidal 
square-sectioned shape extending to a sharp point. 
The spearhead has a hollow cylindrical socket decor
ated with six interspersed projected moldings. 

735 Bronze Spearhead 
1160 M Fig. 33 
About 52.0 c m long, found in the tomb of Ali 

Karam Bagh, Trench II. It is made in one piece from 
cast bronze now covered by a coat of rust. The blade 
has an elongated, tapering triangular form rounded 
at the point with concave crescent-shaped shoulders, 
which together have a penannular outline, an angu
lar projecting midrib with an emphasized central line 
tapering slightly to the point, and concave edges, 
possibly caused by frequent sharpening. The flat 
rectangular-sectioned tang is partly broken at the 
end. 

COMMENTS 

Similar bronze spearheads with penannular 
shoulders were found at Chir-Chir, Persian Talish.114 

Other examples of this shape may be seen among the 
bronze arrowheads at Marlik (see 828, PL 126). 

TYPE II: SPEARHEADS WITH 
TRIANGULAR BLADES (736-751) 

The spearheads with triangular blades are divided 
into two subdivisions according to the size and 
proportions of the blade, shaft, and tang. Subtype A 
has a rather short blade and shaft with a long tang, 
the total length of the blade less than that of shaft 
and tang together. Subtype B has a much longer 
blade with a short shaft and tang, with the length of 
blade surpassing that of the shaft and tang together. 

SUBTYPE A: LIGHT SPEARHEADS (736-738) 

These three rather light spearheads were probably 
very practical for mountain fighting. They have an 
ovate blade with smoothly curved shoulders and a 
midrib that may be rectangular-sectioned on the 
lower part of the blade and more rounded on the 
upper part. The cylindrical shaft broadens toward 
the tang and may be decorated with parallel grooves. 
The thick flat rat-tang may be bent near its button 

end. 
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736 Bronze Spearhead 
341 M not illustrated 
44.0 cm long, Tomb 44 (Trench XXI N). 

737 Bronze Spearhead 
339 M PL 121 
51.0 cm long, Tomb 44 (Trench XXI N). 

738 Bronze Spearhead 
1486 M not illustrated 
Broken, the remaining part about 35.0 cm long, 

Gheshlagh, Trench II. 

COMMENTS 

736 and 737 were both found in the same tomb 
and are remarkably similar, except for a slight 
difference in size. They were undoubtedly produced 
in the same workshop. 

SUBTYPE B: LIGHT SPEARHEADS WITH LONGER 
BLADES (739-751) 

Many more examples of Type II B than of II A 
were found at Marlik, all made of cast bronze, often 
with a very heavy coat of rust mixed with soil 
particles. They are similar in general shape and 
technology to Subtype II A except that the blade is 
proportionately much longer in relation to the shaft 
and tang, often longer than the total length of the 
shaft and tang together. These blades have an 
elongated tapering form often with slightly concave 
edges, angular rounded or gently curved shoulders, 
and a projecting rectangular-sectioned midrib. They 
ha^e a shaft that is usually cylindrical but sometimes 
square-sectioned with rounded corners, occasionally 
decorated with engraved geometric patterns (see 739 
below). There may be an additional thick metal 
reinforcement at the base bordering the brim, 
hemming in the tang, which is rectangular-sectioned 
(sometimes thicker or flatter), with a sharp bend 
near its plain or button end. 

739 Bronze Spearhead 
666 M PL 122 
55.0 cm long, Tomb 5 (Trench VTII D). 

740 Bronze Spearhead 
667 M not illustrated 
49.0 cm long, Tomb 5 (Trench VIII D). 

741 Bronze Spearhead 
111 M not illustrated 
60.0 cm long, Tomb 50 (Trench XXII K). 

742 Bronze Spearhead 
745 M not illustrated 
46.8 cm long, Tomb 13 (Trench XII G). 

743 Bronze Spearhead 
756 M PL 122 

41.5 cm long, Tomb 1 (Trench III D +). 

744 Bronze Spearhead 
757 M not illustrated 
58.3 cm long, Tomb 1 (Trench III D +). 

COMMENTS 

Bronze spearheads 740-744 show a close similarity 
of shape and technology, with slight differences of 
size, suggesting that they may well have been made in 
the same workshop and possibly by the same 
craftsman. This indicates a connection of time or 
tradition between the tombs in which they were 
found. At the very least, I am inclined to suggest that 
they share a closer time range with one another than 
with the remaining tombs of Marlik. 

745 Bronze Spearhead 
716 M not illustrated 
45.0 cm long, Tomb 3 (Trench VI A). 

746 Bronze Spearhead 
717 M not illustrated 
Broken at its tang with the remaining part about 

38.0 cm long, Tomb 3 (Trench VI A). 

747 Bronze Spearhead 
718 M PL 122 
44.5 cm long, Tomb 3 (Trench VI A). 

748 Bronze Spearhead 
737 M not illustrated 
48.0 cm long, Tomb 2 (Trench VI B+). 

COMMENTS 

The similarity of these spearheads found in Tombs 
2 and 3 suggests that these tombs may have been 
closely related in time. 

749 Bronze Spearhead 
697 M not illustrated 
35.0 cm long, Tomb 15 (Trench XIII C). 

750 Bronze Spearhead 
512 M not illustrated 
42.0 cm long, Tomb 18 (Trench XTV D). 

751 Bronze Spearhead 
701 M PL 122 
46.0 cm long, Tomb 15 (Trench XIII C). 

COMMENTS 

Bronze spearheads 749-751 differ from the others 
in this subtype in the shape of their blades, which are 
ovate rather than having an elongated tapering form. 
They are closely similar to each other, suggesting 
that they may have been produced in the same 
workshop. This suggests a closely related time range 
for Tombs 15 and 18 in which they were found. 
Spearheads similar to Subtype A, with an ovate 

blade, a long rectangular-sectioned handle, and a 
tang with bent end, were found at Tepe Giyan, Tomb 
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112;"6 Level IV, Tell Brak, Syria;117 Kara Hassan, 
Syria;118 Tarsus, Asia Minor;119 Section A, Gozlu Kuli, 
Tarsus;120 Soli, Asia Minor;121 and Ras Shamra 
(Ugarit), Syria.122 These parallel examples, having a 
common general shape and only minor differences 
in proportions and workmanship, suggest that the 
production of this type of spearhead was concen
trated in Anatolia as well as in the Eastern Mediter
ranean. 
Similar examples from neighboring areas are from 

Georgia, Caucasia;123 northwest Persia;124 and Tureng 
Tepe, near Asterabad.125 They are also in The Univer
sity Museum of the University of Pennsylvania.126 

Spearheads comparable to Subtype II B, showing 
similar proportions of the blade, shaft, and tang, 
were found at Kara Hasan, Syria;127 Luristan;128 Ras 
Shamra, Syria;129 and Turan Tepe, near Asterabad;130 

also in the Museum fur Vor-und Fruhgeschichte, 
Berlin.131 A spearhead similar in shape but made of 
copper was found at Treasure Hill of Hissar, Hoard I 
of Hissar IIIC.132 

TYPE III: LONG SPEARHEADS (752-762) 

Type III includes fairly long bronze spearheads, 
which, except for some minor differences of size and 
detail, are all closely similar. These spearheads are 
made in one piece of cast bronze that is now covered 
by a thick coat of rust mixed with soil particles. The 
elongated, tapering triangular blade has a projected 
midrib which may be rather broad with a triangular 
or rectangular section, and in some examples there is 
a sharp, angular center line. The shoulders of the 
blade may slant down toward sharp corners with 
reinforced ridges at the brim or extend horizontally 
with no reinforcement, curving slightly at the cor
ners. The edges of the blade usually have some con
cavity of both sides, probably caused by frequent 
sharpening. 

SUBTYPE A: LONG SPEARHEADS WITH MORE-
ROUNDED CORNERS (752-760) 

The Type III A spearheads are characterized by a 
long, square-sectioned tang that tapers toward a 
sharply bent end. This may be plain on some 
examples, but others have a slight button end. Traces 
of textile remain on the tang on some of these 
examples (752, 758, 760). This suggests that the tang 
was originally set into a long, probably wooden 
handle. 

752 Bronze Spearhead 
504 M PL 122 

64.0 cm long, Tomb 27 (Trench XVII D). 

753 Bronze Spearhead 
235 M not illustrated 
78 cm long, T o m b 25 (Trench XVI F). 

754 Bronze Spearhead 
234 M not illustrated 
69.0 cm long, T o m b 25 (Trench XVI F). 

755 Bronze Spearhead 
694 M PL 122 
55.0 cm long, T o m b 16 (Trench XIII F). 

756 Bronze Spearhead 
744 M PL 122 
57.5 cm long, T o m b 13 (Trench XII G). 

757 Bronze Spearhead 
158 M not illustrated 
76.0 cm long, T o m b 27 (Trench XVII D). 

758 Bronze Spearhead 
664 M PL 122133 

47.0 cm long, T o m b 5 (Trench VIII D). 

759 Bronze Spearhead 
663 M not illustrated 
Broken, the total length of two parts about 69.7 

cm, Tomb 5 (Trench VIII D). 

760 Bronze Spearhead 
171 M Color Plate XXXII C134 

50.0 cm long, Tomb 24 (Trench XV E). 

COMMENTS 

In addition to the bronze examples discussed 
above, one of the iron spearheads (822) has a similar 
shape. 

SUBTYPE B: LONG SPEARHEADS WITH A 
SHORTER TANG (761-762) 

The spearheads in this subtype differ from those in 
Type III A primarily in terms of their length. They 
tend to have a shorter tang, which gives them a 
shorter overall length. The two examples in this 
subtype are closely similar, suggesting the possibility 
of a closely related time range for Tombs 5 and 1 in 
which they were found. 

761 Bronze Spearhead 
668 M PL 122 
45.3 cm long, T o m b 5 (Trench VIII D). 

762 Bronze Spearhead 
755 M not illustrated 
53.5 cm long, T o m b 1 (Trench III D + ) . 

COMMENTS 

Spearheads closely similar to Type III A with very 
long tangs, commonly found at Marlik, are rare in 
other excavation sites of the immediate neighboring 
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regions of northern and northwestern Iran and at 
more distant sites. This particular type may have 
been a special product of Marlik. 
Spearheads similar to Type III B are an unpro-

venanced example;135 and one from Ghalekuti I, 
Dailaman.136 A n example in copper with a similar 
general shape, a blade that is convex on the upper 
part, concave in the middle, and convex again near 
the point, was found at Tepe Hissar III C.137 

TYPE TV: SPEARHEADS WITH OVATE 
BLADES (763-771) 

Several examples of this type of spearhead are 
discussed below; they are similar in general shape but 
show some variation in the proportions of the parts 
and in their total length. These spearheads are made 
from cast bronze in one piece, and most are covered 
with a heavy coat of rust often mixed with soil par
ticles. Sometimes pieces of textile wrapping remain 
on the tang. The blade is ovate, with round shoulders 
and varying degrees of curvature. Most examples 
have a broad low midrib tapering toward the point, 
while the tang is usually long and rectangular-
sectioned, tapering toward the sharply bent end, 
forming a strong fastening to its probably wooden 
handle. 

SUBTYPE A: SPEARHEADS WITH OVATE BLADES 
WITH ROUNDED SHOULDERS (763-766) 

The examples in this subtype are characterized by 
an ovate blade with round shoulders, a broad low 
midrib, and a rectangular-sectioned bronze tang that 
tapers toward the sharply bent end. Traces of textile 
or cord wrapping were found on the tangs of certain 
examples (763, 766). 

763 Bronze Spearhead 
54 M not illustrated 
Four examples, average dimensions about 37.0 cm 

long, Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B).138 

764 Bronze Spearhead 
170 M PL 123)139 

49.0 cm long, T o m b 24 (Trench X V E). 

765 Bronze Spearhead 
290 M PL 123140 

39.0 cm long, T o m b 33 (Trench XVIII F). 

766 Bronze Spearhead 
332 M not illustrated141 

36.0 cm long, T o m b 33 (Trench XVIII F). 

SUBTYPE B: SPEARHEADS WITH OVATE BLADES 
WITH SLANTING SHOULDERS (767-768) 

The two spearheads in this group are similar to 
those in the previous subtype except for the shoul
der, which slants slightly on the baseline extending 
to curved corners. Both examples have traces of 
textile wrapping on their long tangs. 

767 Bronze Spearhead 
463 M PL 123 
39.5 cm long, Tomb 29 (Trench XVI H ) . 

768 Bronze Spearhead 
698 M not illustrated 
35.0 cm long, Tomb 15 (Trench XIII C). 

SUBTYPE C: SPEARHEADS WITH OVATE BLADES 
WITH STRAIGHT TANGS (769-771) 

The examples in this subtype are all closely similar 
to 763 except for having a straight tang. Note, 
however, that 771 has angular rather than rounded 
shoulders. 

769 Bronze Spearhead 
89 M not illustrated 
48.0 cm long, Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). 

770 Bronze Spearhead 
1488 M not illustrated 
49.0 cm long, Tomb 24 (Trench X V E). 

771 Bronze Spearhead 
134 M PL 123, Color Plate XXXII C 
62.5 cm long, Tomb 32 (Trench XVII E). 

COMMENTS 

Spearheads similar to Type IV were found at Me-
giddu, Palestine142; Tamadjan, Gilan143; and a 
Luristan Bronze.144 

TYPE V: HEAVY SPEARHEADS (772-785) 

Many heavy spearheads were found at Marlik, 
mostly intact and well preserved. They are cast in one 
piece and have a coat of rust now covering the 
surface. They have an ovate blade with rounded, 
gently curved shoulders and a rounded midrib near 
the tang that becomes a more pronounced central 
line toward the sharp point. The tang is a flat rectan
gular-sectioned bar tapering toward the sharply bent 
end, which is usually plain but sometimes button-
ended. Traces of textile can be seen on some of the 

tangs. 
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772 Bronze Spearhead 
772 M PL 123'45 

55.0 cm long, Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E). 

773 Bronze Spearhead 
773 M not illustrated 
55.0 cm long, Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E). 

774 Bronze Spearhead 
774 M PL 123146 

Damaged on one edge of the blade, 52.0 cm long, 
Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E). 

775 Bronze Spearhead 
776 M not illustrated 
48.5 cm long, Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E). 

776 Bronze Spearhead 
777 M not illustrated 
55.0 cm long, Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E). 

777 Bronze Spearhead 
778 M not illustrated 
55.0 cm long, Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E). 

778 Bronze Spearhead 
779 M PL 123147 

47.5 cm long, Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E). 

779 Bronze Spearhead 
781 M not illustrated 
52.5 cm long, Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E). 

780 Bronze Spearhead 
782 M PL 123 
51.5 cm long, Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E). 

781 Bronze Spearhead 
783 M not illustrated 
55.0 cm long, Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E). 

782 Bronze Spearhead 
823 M PL 123 

40.0 cm long, Tomb 52 (Trench XXIII G). Traces 
of parallel blood channels can be seen on each side 
of the midrib. 

783 Bronze Spearhead 
824 M not illustrated148 

47.0 cm long, Tomb 52 (Trench XXIII G). 

784 Bronze Spearhead 
825 M PL 123 

Broken at the end of the tang, 52.0 cm long, Tomb 
52 (Trench XXniG). 

785 Bronze Spearhead 
168 M not illustrated 
40.0 cm long, Tomb 24 (Trench XV E). 

COMMENTS 

These Type V spearheads were found in three 
tombs of Marlik. Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E) had ten 

examples, while Tomb 52 (Trench XXIII G) had 
three examples and Tomb 24 (Trench XV E) had 
only one example. The close similarity of these 
spearheads would suggest that they were made in the 
same workshop, and consequently that these three 
tombs may be closely related in time. 
Similar bronze spearheads with an ovate blade, a 

rather broad projecting midrib, and bent-button 
tang were found at Tureng Tepe, near Asterabad;149 

an example is in the Tehran Archaeological 
Museum.150 

TYPE VI: SPEARHEADS WITH A LONG 
BLADE AND SHORT TANG (786-792) 

Type VI spearheads, which have relatively long 
blades with very short tangs, may have been used as 
spearheads or lances, or possibly even as daggers or 
swords because the handle is completely missing. 
Cast of bronze in one piece, they are covered with a 
rather thick coat of rust mixed with soil particles. 
The blades have a long tapering shape with curved 
shoulders and a gentle curve near the point. The 
midrib is usually rounded with a slightly pronounced 
central line on some examples. The tang is usually 
small and flat with a riveting hole near the base. 
Riveting nails may still be in situ, one on each side 
near the shoulder. 

786 Bronze Spearhead 
683 M PL 124 
35.5 cm long, Tomb 12 (Trench XII E). 

787 Bronze Spearhead 
684 M PL 124 

49.0 cm long, Tomb 12 (Trench XII E). 

788 Bronze Spearhead 
685 M not illustrated 
29.0 cm long, Tomb 12 (Trench XII E). 

789 Bronze Spearhead 
699 M not illustrated 
40.0 cm long, Tomb 15 (Trench XIII C). 

790 Bronze Spearhead 
693 M PL 124 
54.0 cm long, Tomb 15 (Trench XIII C). 

COMMENTS 

The fact that these five Type VIII examples were 
found in two tombs, Tomb 12 (Trench XII E) and 
Tomb 15 (Trench XIII C), suggests the possibility of 
a close relationship in time between these tombs. 

791 Bronze Spearhead 
1052 M not illustrated 
40.0 cm long, Gheshlagh. 
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792 Bronze Spearhead 
1051 M PL 124 
47.0 cm long, Gheshlagh. 

COMMENTS 

Comparable spearheads with a riveting hole on the 
shoulder and a short, small tang were found in 
Building II, Temple of Byblos, Lebanon;151 Kizil 
Wank, Caucasia;152 Veri, Russian Talish;153 Tchila-
Khane, Persian Talish;154 Hovil, Russian Talish;155 and 
the Caucasian region.156 Comparable examples with 
the addition of blood channels on the blade were 
found at Beshtasheni, Caucasia;157 and Esery, 
Caucasia.158 

Similar bronze spearheads with holes and some 
riveting nails were found at Ghalekuti I and II, 
Dailaman;159 and Tepe Giyan Level I.160 Bronze 
spearheads or daggers with a short small tang and a 
riveting hole were found in Sialk Cemetery B.161 

TYPE VII: SPEARHEADS WITH LARGE 
BLADES (793-800) 

The Type VII spearheads are all very closely similar 
in shape and workmanship. They are cast in one 
piece of bronze, with a rather thick coat of rust now 
on the surface. The blade is rather large and broad, 
in a tapering triangular shape, often with a convex 
crescent-shaped shoulder baseline and angular 
corners. The edges taper sharply near the point. A 
well-pronounced midrib has slight concavities on 
each side. The rectangular-sectioned tang is small 
and narrow, tapering to a very small sharp or 
rounded point. 

SUBTYPE A: SPEARHEADS WITH LARGE 
TAPERING TRIANGULAR BLADES (793-799) 

The Type VII A spearheads follow the type 
description, differing from those in Subtype B in not 
having riveting nails on the shoulder. 

793 Bronze Spearhead 
1053 M PL 124 
43.0 cm long, Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E). 

794 Bronze Spearhead 
1054 M not illustrated 
38.5 cm long, Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E). 

795 Bronze Spearhead 
1055 M not illustrated 
44.0 cm long, Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E). 

796 Bronze Spearhead 
1056 M PL 124 
40.0 cm long, Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E). 

797 Bronze Spearhead 
1057 M not illustrated 
Partly deformed and bent at the tang, 41.5 cm 

long, Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E). 

798 Bronze Spearhead 
1058 M not illustrated 
41.0 cm long, Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E). 

799 Bronze Spearhead 
1059 M not illustrated 
43.0 cm long, Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E). 

COMMENTS: 

These Type VII spearheads from Tomb 47 (Trench 
XXII E) had all been laid under the body of the 
deceased in a rather arranged and organized 
manner, obviously as part of the funeral ceremony. 

SUBTYPE B: SPEARHEADS WITH LARGE 
TAPERING TRIANGULAR BLADES WITH 
RIVETING NAILS ON THE SHOULDERS (800) 

Only one example of this subtype was found, very 
similar in general shape to Subtype A except for a 
smaller tang and the addition of riveting nails on the 
sides of the shoulder by which it could be fastened to 
a shaft handle, probably of wood. 

800 Bronze Spearhead 
713 M PL 124 
40.0 cm long, Tomb 3 (Trench VI A). 

COMMENTS 

Examples comparable to Subtype A were found at 
Tchila Khane, Persian Talish;162 Beshtasheni, Tombs 
20-21, Caucasia;163 and Esery, Caucasia.164 Spear
heads in a similar shape with riveting holes near the 
end of the tang were found at Khurvin165; and Tepe 
Giyan, Level I, Luristan.166 Three similar dirks or 
daggers, unprovenanced, were possibly from 
Luristan.167 

Examples with riveting nails or holes on the 
shoulder of the blade comparable to Subtype B were 
found at Chir-Chir, Persian Talish;168 Mistan, Russian 
Talish169; Beshtasheni, Caucasia;170 and Kourgane 
XV, Trialeti, Caucasia.171 A similar spearhead with 
parallel projecting lines on the midrib, a small tang, 
and no riveting nails or holes except on the end of 
the tang was found at Ghalekuti I, Dailaman.172 

TYPE VIII: SPEARHEADS WITH WELL-
PROJECTING MIDRIBS AND LONG 

FOLDED SOCKETS (801-814) 

These rather large heavy spearheads are cast of 
bronze in one piece, the surface now covered with 
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rust often mixed with soil particles. They have ovate, 
elongated triangular, or leaf-shaped blades with well-
projecting midribs continuing to the long folded 
socket, the distinguishing characteristic of Type VIII. 

SUBTYPE A: SPEARHEADS WITH OVATE BLADES 
(801-802) 

Two examples of Subtype A, both closely similar 
and found in the same tomb, are discussed below. 
Made of cast bronze, they are covered by a heavy coat 
of rust mixed with soil particles. These spearheads 
have ovate blades with curved shoulders, a well-
projecting rectangular-sectioned midrib tapering 
toward the point, and a very long folded socket. 

801 Bronze Spearhead 
340 M PL 124 
46.5 cm long, Tomb 44 (Trench XXIN). 

802 Bronze Spearhead 
346 M not illustrated 
51.8 cm long, Tomb 44 (Trench XXI N). 

SUBTYPE B: SPEARHEADS WITH TRIANGULAR 
BLADES (803-811) 

Subtype B includes rather large heavy bronze 
spearheads, the metal covered with rust often mixed 
with soil particles. They have a triangular blade with 
a convex shoulder line and often angular, but some
times round or gently curved, corners and a well-
projecting midrib with a rectangular section near the 
shoulder continuing in elongated triangular form 
and tapering gradually to a narrow line near the 
sharp point. The edges may be slightly convex, 
straight, or concave, the last probably caused by 
frequent sharpening. The heavy long socket is folded 
for most of its length. Riveting holes can be seen 
near the base on some examples. 

803 Bronze Spearhead 
714 M PL 125 
45.0 cm long, Tomb 3 (Trench VI A). 

804 Bronze Spearhead 
741 M not illustrated 
60.0 cm long, Tomb 1 (Trench III D +). 

805 Bronze Spearhead 
746 M PL 125 

63.0 cm long, Tomb 1 (Trench III D +). 

806 Bronze Spearhead 
747 M not illustrated 
65.0 cm long, Tomb 1 (Trench III D +). 

807 Bronze Spearhead 
748 M not illustrated 
54.5 cm long, Tomb 1 (Trench III D +). 

808 Bronze Spearhead 
749 M not illustrated 
55.0 cm long, Tomb 1 (Trench III D +). 

809 Bronze Spearhead 
754 M not illustrated 
43.0 cm, Tomb 1 (Trench III D +). 

810 Bronze Spearhead 
665 M not illustrated 
53.5 cm long, Tomb 5 (Trench VIII D). 

811 Bronze Spearhead 
669 M PL 125 
59.0 cm long, Tomb 5 (Trench VIII D). 

COMMENTS 

The close similarity of these nine bronze spear
heads found in Tombs 1, 3, and 5 suggests that they 
were made in the same workshop, possibly by the 
same craftsman. There was likely, therefore, a close 
relationship in time between these three tombs. 

SUBTYPE C: LEAF-SHAPED BLADES (812-814) 

Spearheads of Subtype C have a leaf-shaped blade 
and a short hollow socket. 

812 Bronze Spearhead 
1489 M Fig. 33 
Broken, the remaining part about 35.0 cm long, 

Tomb 44 (Trench XXI N). 

813 Bronze Spearhead 
1545 M not illustrated 
32.0 cm long, Tomb 27 (Trench XVII D). 

814 Bronze Spearhead 
467 M PL 125 
Damaged on the shoulders and on one edge, 46.0 

cm long, Tomb 29 (Trench XVI H). 

COMMENTS 

Spearheads comparable to Type VIII A, with an 
ovate blade, were found at Chagar Bazar, Syria;173 

Alishar Huyiik II, Asia Minor;174 Esery, Caucasia;175 

Beshtasheni, Caucasia;176 Tamadjan, Gilan;177 

Khurvin;178 and Sialk Cemetery B.179 

Other examples similar in general shape and 
workmanship with only minor differences, par
ticularly in the proportions of the blade and socket, 
were found in Caucasia;180 Tach-Korpu, Persian 
Talish;181 Chir-Chir, Persian Talish;182 Hassan Zamini, 
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Persian Talish;183 Djonu, Russian Talish;184 

Beshtasheni, Caucasia185; Samtavro186; Luristan;187 

and in the Ashmolean Museum.188 A closely similar 
spearhead also appears on a relief of Ashurbanipal 
(669-633 B.C.) Palace, Room C, probably rep
resenting a later usage of this type of spearhead.189 

Examples comparable to Type VIII B, with a 
tapering triangular blade, were found at Chagar 
Bazar, Syria;190 Djonu, Russian Talish;191 Beshtasheni, 
Tomb 600, Caucasia192; Ghalekuti II, Dailaman;193 

Sialk Cemetery B;194 and are in the Ashmolean 
Museum.195 

Spearheads similar to Type VIII C, with a leaf-
shaped blade and short hollow socket, were found at 
Chagar Bazar, Syria;196 Razgour, Russian Talish197; 
and Djonu, Russian Talish.198 Other examples are in 
the Ashmolean Museum;199 and one is a Luristan 
Bronze.200 A similar spearhead with a short socket 
and decorative blood channels on the blade was 
found at Agha Evlar, Persian Talish.201 Examples 
similar to 814 are in the Ashmolean Museum.202 

TYPE IX: SMALL SPEARHEADS (815-818) 

The spearheads of Type IX, although not identical 
in all details, are grouped together because of their 
short, small size. 

815 Bronze Spearhead 
325 M not illustrated 
Small spearhead, about 22.5 cm long, found in 

Tomb 33 (Trench XVIII F). It has a tapering 
triangular blade with rounded shoulders and a wide 
midrib. The rectangular-sectioned tang has a bent 
end. 

816 Bronze Spearhead 
40 M PL 125 
Small spearhead, very similar to 815, about 21.5 cm 

long, found in Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B) in 
association with another, smaller example. The 
composition and technology of this spearhead have 
been analyzed by Vatandoost-Haghighi.203 

817 Bronze Spearhead 
349 M Fig. 33 
Small spearhead, about 25.0 cm long, found in 

Tomb 44 (Trench XXI N). It has an ovate blade with 
a rounded midrib and a rectangular-sectioned tang. 
Several other spearheads found together in the same 
tomb were given the same excavation number. All 
are similar, with some having a rather small circular-
sectioned stem. 

818 Bronze Spearhead 
692 M PL 125 
About 28.5 cm long, found in Tomb 15 (Trench 

XIII C). It has a willow leaf blade with a rounded 

midrib and a small, rather flat rectangular-sectioned 
tang. 

COMMENTS 

A closely similar bronze spearhead with a willow 
leaf blade and small narrow tang was found at 
Khurvin.204 

IRON SPEARHEADS (819-823) 

Several iron spearheads were found at Marlik, 
many of them heavily oxidized. Some of these exam
ples are broken into pieces. 

819 Iron Spearhead 
696 M PL 125 
About 19.0 cm long, found in Tomb 16 (Trench 

XIII F). It is covered by a heavy coat of rust. The 
tapering, elongated triangular blade has square 
shoulders and a rounded midrib. The tapering tang 
is broken. 

820 Iron Spearhead 
670 M PL 125 
Broken, with the length of the two remaining 

pieces measuring about 43.0 cm, found in Tomb 5 
(Trench VIII D). It is badly corroded. 

821 Iron Spearhead 
991 M PL 125 
About 14.0 cm long, found in Tomb 41 (Trench 

XIX K). Heavily corroded, it has a leaf-shaped blade 
with a high rounded midrib and a folded socket. 

822 Iron Spearhead 
1487 M PL 125 
Remaining pieces together measuring about 54.0 

cm long, found in Tomb 18 (Trench XIV D). It is 
deteriorated and peeling from corrosion and broken 
into several pieces. It has a tapering elongated blade 
with midrib and pointed shoulders. Its tapering 
rounded-section tang is also broken into pieces and 
badly corroded. This spearhead is comparable in 
shape to the bronze spearheads of Type III, Subtype A. 

823 Iron Spearhead 
1520 M not illustrated 
About 14.0 cm long, found in Tomb 41 (Trench 

XIX K). It is heavily corroded on the surface. The 
leaf-shaped blade has a high rounded midrib and a 
folded socket. This spearhead has been studied by R. 
F. Tylecote,205 as was another spearhead. 

COMMENTS 

During the last quarter of the second millennium 
B.C. iron was used in making some blades to which 
bronze handles were often attached.206 As iron 
gradually became more common, spearheads and 
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other objects of iron increased in quantity until, by 
the first millennium B.C., iron played an important 
role in many types of objects. Maxwell-Hyslop and 
Hodges discuss the origins of iron working in Luri
stan.207 

Iron spearheads similar to 821 were found at 
Ghalekuti I208; and Chagoula-Derre, Persian Talish.209 

CONCLUSIONS 

Bronze spearheads were apparently among the 
favorite weapons of the Marlik people, and a large 
number were found in the tombs. Nearly 119 of 
these spearheads were reasonably complete, with 
many broken pieces in addition. The spearheads fall 
into three main groups: large bronze spearheads in a 
variety of shapes, classified as Types II to VTII; rather 
small, short bronze spearheads, classified as Type IX; 
and iron spearheads (Table 15). Spearheads were 
found in only twenty of the fifty-three Marlik tombs, 
with, additionally, one example found near the 
surface in Grid XXV L, three examples found in 
Gheshlagh, which is about 1 km distant from Marlik 
on the opposite side of the Gohar Rud, and one 
example found in the tomb of Ali Karam Bagh, 

Many arrowheads were found at Marlik, with some 
tombs holding several hundred in a variety of shapes 
and sizes. From the large collection of more than 
one thousand arrowheads found at Marlik, a few 
examples of each type (only one or two from each 
tomb) are illustrated (Table 17). All these arrow
heads, except for a few of bone and flint, are made of 
cast bronze, now covered by a coat of rust often 
mixed with soil particles. 
Whenever possible, the descriptions of the arrow

heads (see below) have been condensed. For a com
plete discussion, the reader is referred to Negahban 
1992. 

TYPE I: DECORATIVE ARROWHEADS OR 
ARROWS (824-825) 

Type I arrowheads are decorative and seem not to 
have been made for any functional use. 

824 Bronze Arrowhead 
56 M PL 126 
Damaged on the edges of the tang, about 19.0 cm 

located in an olive grove about 0.5 km southwest of 
Marlik. 
The twenty tombs at Marlik that produced the 

major bulk of this collection did not hold equal 
numbers of spearheads. Tomb 47 held nineteen 
examples; Tomb 44 held fifteen examples; Tomb 26 
and Tomb 1 each held nine examples; Tomb 5 held 
eight examples; Tomb 15 held six examples; and 
Tomb 3 and Tomb 24 each held five examples. 
Tombs with lesser numbers of spearheads include 
Tomb 12, Tomb 27, Tomb 33, and Tomb 52, each 
with three examples; Tomb 2, Tomb 13, Tomb 16, 
and Tomb 18, Tomb 25, Tomb 29, and Tomb 41, 
which each held two examples; and Tomb 32 and 
Tomb 50 each held one example. 
Some of these tombs contained only one type of 

spearhead. Tomb 47 contained only Type VII, 
Subtype A, spearheads with tapering triangular 
blades. Type VIII, Subtype A, spearheads with ovate 
blades were found only in Tomb 44. Possibly these 
particular group types were made specially for the 
owner of the tomb by a particular workshop and 
were not again produced in an identical form. Other 
tombs contained several types of spearheads togeth
er, indicating a close time range for the types (Table 
16). 

long, found in Tomb 24 (Trench XV E). Made in 
cast bronze now covered by a coat of rust, it has an 
elongated triangular point with slanting shoulders 
and slightly concave sides. A high rounded midrib 
gradually narrows and submerges toward the point. 
The stem is a twisted spiral bar widening toward the 
tang, which is flat and wide with slanting shoulders, 
much larger than the point of the arrowhead. The 
flat oval-shaped tang has a well-rounded high midrib 
gradually becoming thinner toward the end, where it 
is completely submerged into the flat surface. The 
edges of the tang are badly damaged on both sides, 
with missing pieces. 
Although this is shaped like an arrowhead, its fun

ctional use is questionable. It seems more likely to 
have been a decorative model of an arrow, repre
senting not only the arrowhead but also the wooden 
stem and feathered shaft. 

825 Bronze Arrowhead 
1522 M Fig. 33 
Broken, with the remaining part about 18.0 cm 

long, found in Tomb 15 (Trench XIII C). It is very 
similar to 824 except that the stem is more twisted. 

Arrowheads (824-864) 
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TYPE II: ARROWHEADS WITH DOUBLE 
POINTS (826) 

Type II arrowheads are unique, made in cast 
bronze with a double point with stems and a tang, 
located one above the other and positioned at right 
angles to each other. Many arrowheads of similar 
shape, in various sizes, were found at Marlik, mainly 
in Tomb 26 (Trench XVTI B). Some are decorated 
with traced geometric designs. One example is 
described here. 

826 Bronze Arrowhead 
41 a M PL 126 
About 15.0 cm long, found in Tomb 26 (Trench 

XVII B) along with a number of other arrowheads 
grouped together under the same excavation 
number (see also 827, 828, 830, 835, 841, 854, and 
859 below). It is made in one piece from cast bronze, 
now covered by a coat of rust. Its shape is rather 
unusual, having two points at right angles, one be
hind the other, each with a stem and tang. The end 
point is triangular with convex sides, a sharp point, 
downward-slanting shoulders, and a projected 
angular midrib near the stem that gradually tapers 
down to vanish near the point. It has a rather angular 
square-sectioned stem, decorated with a wide band of 
rectangular panels extending diagonally around the 
stem, and a short, thick tang immediately connected 
to the top of the second point, which is similar in 
shape but much smaller and set at right angles to the 
first point. This second point is also triangular with 
convex sides, sharp downward-slanting shoulders, 
and a highly projected angular midrib that gradually 
tapers near the point, which is submerged in the 
thick tang of the first arrowhead. The square-
sectioned stem of the second point is decorated by a 
diagonal band of simple meanders. The tapering 
tang, which is round near the stem, gradually be
comes square-sectioned and narrower toward the 
sharp pointed end. 
This type of arrowhead is almost unique to Marlik 

and has not been found at other sites. It may be that 
having two arrowheads at a 90° angle to each other 
produces a sharp straight flight toward the target. 

TYPE III: ELONGATED PYRAMIDAL 
ARROWHEADS (827) 

Type III arrowheads with an elongated tapering 
pyramidal shape are solidly made in various sizes. 
Only one example is discussed below. 

827 Bronze Arrowhead 
4lbM PL 126 
About 7.5 cm long, found in Tomb 26 (Trench 

XVII B). Made of cast bronze, it is covered now with 
a thick coat of rust mixed with soil particles. It has an 
elongated pyramidal shape with a square base, a 
shallow elongated triangular groove down each side, 
and a projecting short stem connected to a square-
sectioned tang, which gradually becomes circular 
with a rounded end. 

COMMENTS 

Similar pyramidal arrowheads were found at Bit-
Sorkh Spring, near Kermanshah210; and some are in 
the Ashmolean Museum.211 Similar pyramidal bronze 
arrowheads without stems are from Khurvin.212 

Pyramidal arrowheads with a tang or socket were 
found at Ghalekuti I, Area D, Dailaman;213 and less 
elongated pyramidal arrowheads at Sialk Cemetery 
B.214 This type of elongated pyramidal arrowhead was 
apparently produced in western and northern Iran 
during the latter part of the second millennium B.C., 
continuing into the early first millennium B.C., 
developing also into some socketed types. 

TYPE TV: ARROWHEADS WITH JETLIKE 
WINGS (828-831) 

Bronze arrowheads with a winged or jetlike shape 
were found in various sizes. Three of these example 
(828-830) are described as having a stylized flying 
bird shape. The fourth (831) is similar to the others 
of this type but is much cruder in its workmanship. 
Only one example will be described in detail below. 

828 Bronze Arrowhead 
41 cM PL 126 
About 8.0 cm long,' found in Tomb 26 (Trench 

XVII B). It has a rather unusual shape, like a stylized 
flying bird such as a swallow. The point is wide, 
extending to stretched out backward rings that have 
rounded ends with curved sides. The projecting 
midrib thickens gradually toward the rounded point. 
The solid rectangular-sectioned tang tapers to a 
rounded end. 

829 Bronze Arrowhead 
328a M Fig. 33 
Broken on one wing, about 7.0 cm long, Tomb 24 

(Trench XV E). One of a group of arrowheads found 
in Tomb 24 and given the same excavation number 
(see also 837, 844, 850, and 857, below). 

830 Bronze Arrowhead 
41dM PL 126 
9.0 cm long, Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). 

831 Bronze Arrowhead 
1524 M Fig. 33 
6.5 cm long, Tomb 15 (Trench XIII C). 
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COMMENTS 

Winged arrowheads comparable to those of Type 
IV were found at Agha Evlar, Persian Talish;215 Veri, 
Russian Talish2i6; Kalakent, Caucasian? Sialk 
Cemetery A;2is and an unprovenanced example from 
Caucasia.219 Winged arrowheads, one with a twisted 
tang, comes from Beshtasheni, Caucasia.220 A winged 
arrowhead or javelin head of similar shape, with 
outstretched curved wings, was found at Bit-Sorkh 
Spring, near Kermanshah.221 

Most of the parallel examples seem to have a date 
in the middle of the second half of the second 
millennium B.C. Relying on existing knowledge, it 
seems that this type of arrowhead was little produced 
in the first millennium B.C. but was more common in 
the latter part of the second millennium B.C. 

TYPE V: TRIANGULAR ARROWHEADS 
WITH ROUNDED OR ANGULAR MIDRIBS 

(832-847) 

Triangular arrowheads with rounded or angular 
midribs, stems, and solid tangs make up Type V. 
Included in Subtypes A and B are smaller arrow
heads, A with barbed and B with rounded shoulders. 
Much larger arrow or javelin heads are found in 
Subtypes C and D, C with barbed and D with 
rounded shoulders. 

SUBTYPE A: SMALL TRIANGULAR ARROWHEADS 
WITH BARBED SHOULDERS (832̂ 834) 

The arrowheads in this subtype have a barbed 
deltoid shape with a rather rounded projecting mid
rib tapering toward the point, a cylindrical stem, and 
a rectangular-sectioned tang tapering to a sharp 
point. 

832 Bronze Arrowhead 
177 M Fig. 33 
7.0 cm long, Tomb 44 (Trench X X N). Found in 

association with five other arrowheads, all grouped 
together under the same excavation number. 

833 Bronze Arrowhead 
237a M not illustrated 
7.5 cm long, Tomb 25 (Trench XVI F). One of a 

group of nineteen arrowheads found in Tomb 25 
and grouped together under the same excavation 
number (see also 849 below). 

834 Bronze Arrowhead 
112 a M not illustrated 
8.0 cm long, Tomb 50 (Trench XXII L). One of a 

group of arrowheads found in Tomb 50 and given 
the same excavation number (see also 839 below). 

SUBTYPE B: SMALL TRIANGULAR ARROWHEADS 
WITH ROUNDED SHOULDERS (835-839) 

The arrowheads in this subtype are triangular with 
rounded shoulders and a rounded projecting midrib, 
a cylindrical stem, and a rectangular-sectioned tang 
tapering to a rounded end. 

835 Bronze Arrowhead 
41 e M not illustrated 
7.0 cm long, Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). 

836 Bronze Arrowhead 
636 M PL 126 
8.5 cm long, Tomb 6 (Trench X A +). 

837 Bronze Arrowhead 
3286 M not illustrated 
7.0 cm long, Tomb 24 (Trench XV E). 

838 Bronze Arrowhead 
1181 a M not illustrated 
6.5 cm long, Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). One of 

eighty-one arrowheads found in Tomb 26 and given 
the same excavation number (see also 843 and 847 
below). 

839 Bronze Arrowhead 
1126 M Fig. 33 
7.0 cm long, Tomb 50 (Trench XXII L). 

SUBTYPE C: LARGER TRIANGULAR 
ARROWHEADS WITH BARBED SHOULDERS 
(840-S44) 

The examples in this subtype have a triangular 
shape with barbed shoulders, convex sides, and a 
raised midrib with a sharp central line gradually 
disappearing near its point. The stems are lozenge-
sectioned with a molded edge, and the tangs are also 
lozenge-sectioned, tapering toward a sharp end. 

840 Bronze Arrowhead 
769a M PL 126 
9.5 cm long, Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E). One of a 

group of 103 arrowheads found in Tomb 47 and 
given the same excavation number (see also 853 
below). 

841 Bronze Arrowhead 
41/M PL 126 
18.0 cm long, Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). 

842 Bronze Arrowhead 
951 a M not illustrated 
9.5 cm long, Tomb 52 (Trench XXIII G). One of a 

group of arrowheads found in Tomb 52 and given 
the same excavation number (see also 860 below). 

843 Bronze Arrowhead 
11816M not illustrated 
10.5 cm long, Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). 
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844 Bronze Arrowhead 
328c M not illustrated 
10.0 cm long, Tomb 24 (Trench XV E). 

COMMENTS 

841, which may be a javelin head, is much larger 
than the others and the metal is better preserved. 
844 has a stem decorated by a chased band of two 
parallel straight lines forming two lozenges. 

SUBTYPE D: LARGER ARROWHEADS WITH 
LANCEOLATE HEADS AND ROUNDED 
SHOULDERS (845-847) 

These arrowheads have a lanceolate blade with 
rounded shoulders and a raised midrib with a sharp 
central line gradually disappearing near the point. 
The stem is lozenge-sectioned, and the tang rectan
gular-sectioned, tapering to a sharp end. Some of the 
larger examples may be javelin heads. 

845 Bronze Arrowhead 
328rf M not illustrated 
10.5 cm long, Tomb 24 (Trench XV E). 

846 Bronze Arrowhead 
326a M Fig. 33 
11.0 cm long, Tomb 33 (Trench XVIII F). One of a 

group of 86 arrowheads found in Tomb 33 and 
grouped together under the same excavation 
number (see also 852 below). This arrowhead differs 
from the others in this subtype in having a wider 
rounded midrib and a circular-sectioned tang. 

847 Bronze Arrowhead 
1181cM Fig. 33 
17.0 cm long, Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). 

COMMENTS 

Small triangular arrowheads with barbed 
shoulders, stem, and tang, similar to Subtype A, were 
found at Agha Evlar, Persian Talish;222 Tak-Kilisi, 
Caucasia;223 Central Plateau of Iran;22* Chapel of the 
Inshushinak Temple A, Tchogha Zanbil;22^ and 
Bogazkoy III, Anatolia.226 This type of arrowhead 
seems to belong to the second half of the second mil
lennium B.C. 

Small triangular arrowheads with rounded 
shoulders, stem, and tang, comparable to Subtype B, 
were found at Khurvin;22? Bit Sorkh Spring, near 
Kermanshah;228 Tepe Giyan, Level I;229 and War 
Kabud, Luristan.230 

Arrowheads similar to Subtype C, with rather large 
triangular arrow or javelin heads with barbed shoul
ders, stem, and tang, were found at Khurvin;231 and 
Bit Sorkh Spring, near Kermanshah.232 

Arrow or javelin heads similar to Subtype D, which 
are rather large and have rounded shoulders, stem, 

and tang, were found at Bogazkoy, Level IV, 
Anatolia;233 Sialk Cemetery B;234 Central Persia and 
Luristan;235 a nd the Treasure of Sakkiz, Ziwiye.

236 

Another is in the National Museum of Copen-
hagen.237 

TYPE VI: TRILOBE ARROWHEADS (848) 

These simple arrowheads have a trilobe head with 
convex sides and slanting shoulders, partly convex at 
the base. Only one of the arrowheads has a stem. On 
the other two, the base extends to a simple tapering 
cylindrical tang. 

848 Bronze Arrowheads 
1523 M PL 126 
Three examples, the largest about 6.0 cm long, 

Tomb 7 (Trench IX B). 

COMMENTS 

The trilobed arrowheads found at Marlik, which 
are not of the socketed type and have a tang made in 
one piece with the head, represent earlier examples 
of this type of trilobed arrowhead, which was later 
developed into the socketed type commonly pro
duced in northern and western Persia and neigh
boring areas. Sulimirski has demonstrated that this 
socketed version did not appear before about 750 
B.C. and, as he indicates, cannot be attributed exclu
sively to the Scythians.238 It seems apparent that the 
Scythians were under the influence of the Marlik 
culture, which dominated this area during the late 
second and early first millennium B.C., and whose 
achievements continued into subsequent cultural 
periods.239 

Socketed trilobed arrowheads were found at 
Persian Village I, Susa; Ziwiye; Hasanlu III B or later; 
Zendan, Karmir Blur; Toprake Kale240; Zendan 
Suleiman; Hasanlu; Ziwiye; the area outside the 
graves of Sialk Cemetery B; Susa (various contexts); 
Baba Jan in eastern Luristan; and Hamadan.241 

Moorey describes similar arrowheads from Amlash, 
which are possibly not all of the socketed type, as 
probably representing the earliest examples from 
Persia. 

TYPE VII: BARBED DELTOID 
ARROWHEADS (849-853) 

These few arrowheads are very simple, having a 
barbed deltoid head with convex sides and a raised 
rounded midrib. They have a rectangular-sectioned 

tang but no stem. 
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849 Bronze Arrowhead 
2376 M Fig. 33 
8.0 cm long, Tomb 25 (Trench XVI F). 

850 Bronze Arrowhead 
328e M not illustrated 
7.5 cm long, Tomb 24 (Trench XV E). 

851 Bronze Arrowhead 
181 M Fig. 33 
10.0 cm long, Tomb 27 (Trench XVII D). Found in 

association with a number of other arrowheads (not 
illustrated), all grouped together under the same 
excavation number. 

852 Bronze Arrowhead 
3266 M Fig. 33 
9.5 cm long, Tomb 33 (Trench XVIII F). 

853 Bronze Arrowhead 
769b M not illustrated 
Broken, with the sides damaged and part of tang 

missing, about 7.5 cm long, found in Tomb 47 
(Trench XXII E). This arrowhead could possibly 
have had a stem, with the break occurring at the 
junction of the tang and stem. 

COMMENTS 

Arrowheads similar to Type VII were found at 
Khurvin;242 Tomb 74, Sialk Cemetery B;243 Agha 
Evlar, Persian Talish;244 Veri, Russian Talish;245 

Beshtasheni, Tomb 114, Caucasia;246 Tsalka, Cau
casia;247 and Kizil Wank, Caucasia;248 others are in the 
Ashmolean Museum.249 

TYPE VIII: SIMPLE OVATE ARROWHEADS 
(854-861) 

Included here are very simple arrowheads of con
ventional shape. These are usually ovate with a 
rectangular-sectioned tang, but no stem. They vary 
somewhat in size, shape, and workmanship. 

854 Bronze Arrowhead 
41gM Fig. 33 
9.0 cm long, Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). 

855 Bronze Arrowhead 
402 M Fig. 33 
12.0 cm long, Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C). 

856 Bronze Arrowhead 
1526 M Fig. 33 
9.0 cm long, Tomb 12 (Trench XII E). This arrow

head has a more leaf-shaped head than the other 
examples in this subtype. 

857 Bronze Arrowhead 
328/M Fig. 33 
9.5 cm long, Tomb 24 (Trench XV E). 

858 Bronze Arrowhead 
1527 M not illustrated 
8.0 cm long, Tomb 15 (Trench XIII C). 

859 Bronze Arrowhead 
41 h M not illustrated 
7.0 cm long, Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). 

860 Bronze Arrowhead 
9516 M not illustrated 
3.5 cm long, Tomb 52 (Trench XXIII G). This 

piece has been analyzed by R. F. Tylecote, of the 
University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne.250 

861 Bronze Arrowhead 
1521 M not illustrated 
4.0 cm long, Tomb 12 (Trench XII E). 

COMMENTS 

Simple ovate arrowheads similar to Type VIII were 
found at Khurvin;251 Sialk Cemetery A and B;252 

Talish;253 Amlash;254 Giyan Level II;255 War Kabud, 
Luristan;256 Tchogha Zanbil257; and Haft Tepe;258 
some are in the Ashmolean Museum.259 

TYPE IX: DOUBLE-WINGED ARROWHEAD 
(862) 

The arrowheads in this type have an unusual 
shape, looking rather like two superimposed 
arrowheads. The end one has a deltoid, slightly 
barbed, shape that continues to the barbed shoulders 
of the second arrowhead, together forming a double-
barbed deltoid arrowhead, with a high, rounded, 
rather broad midrib and a thick square-sectioned 
tang that gradually tapers to a rounded end. 
The fairly unusual double-barbed deltoid arrow

head seems to be unique to Marlik. One example of 
this type is illustrated below. 

862 Bronze Arrowhead 
1525 M not illustrated 
7.0 cm long, Tomb 2 (Trench VI B+). 

TYPE X: BONE ARROWHEADS (863) 

863 Bone Arrowheads 
179 M PL 127 
Seven arrowheads, the largest about 5.0 cm long, 

found in Tomb 27 (Trench XVII D). They are in a 
good state of preservation, and each has an 
elongated pyramidal shape with a very sharp point. 

COMMENTS 

Similar bone arrowheads were found at Ghalekuti, 
Area C, Dailaman.260 
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TYPE XI: STONE AND FLINT 
ARROWHEADS (864) 

Only a few stone and flint arrowheads were found 
at Marlik, and these not at the mound of Marlik itself 
but in a tomb in Ali Karam Bagh, an olive grove 
about 300 m southwest of Marlik. These stone and 
flint arrowheads were apparently made at a time 
when the bronze industry was in full development, 
and they were found in association with bronze dag
gers and spearheads described in earlier chapters. 

864 Flint Arrowheads 
1217 M PL 127 
Of slightly different sizes averaging about 4.0 cm 

long, found in the tomb of Ali Karam Bagh. They are 
finely made from flint and have an ovate shape with 
dentated edges and an oval cavity on the base made 

In addition to the weapons, various items of mili
tary equipment were found in the tombs of Marlik, 
including a small model of a bow, shields, helmets, 
quivers, and protective belts, all made of bronze.266 

Like the bronze weapons, they testify to the high 
state of development of the bronze industry in the 
highlands of northern Iran during the late second 
and early first millennium B.C. (Table 19). 

BRONZE BOW (865) 

865 Bronze Model of Bow 
157 M PL 127 

About 31.0 cm long, found in T o m b 27 (Trench 
XVII D). It is made of cast bronze, now covered by a 
coat of rust, and has a curved double-crescent in the 
shape of an eyebrow. Made of a circular-sectioned 
bronze bar, it is thickest in the middle of the crescent 
and tapering toward the ends; these are bent out
ward to hold the fastening of the bowstring in place. 
Few examples of bows have been found at other 

sites, probably because they are normally made of 
wood, which disintegrated. The bow found at Marlik 
is a small model and probably did not have a prac
tical use. 

to house a possibly w o o d e n shaft. Producing 
arrowheads of such perfect workmanship probably 
was a skilled specialty, and it seems to represent the 
last phase of this long tradition. 

COMMENTS 

Although bronze was in common use during the 
second half of the second millennium B.C., some 
stone arrowheads, maceheads, hammers, and pos
sibly other stone weapons were still being produced. 
Traces of this still-active stone industry have been 
found in several excavations, particularly in the Cau
casian region. 
Similar flint arrowheads were found at Kizil 

Wank;261 Trialeti, Kurgane XV, Caucasia;262 and 
Kalakent, Caucasia.263 Stone silex arrowheads, similar 
in material but not in shape, were found at East 
Kiririsha Temple, Tchogha Zanbil, Khuzistan;264 and 
the Southwest Wall, Tchogha Zanbil.265 

BRONZE SHIELDS (866-867) 

Two cast bronze shields were found at Marlik, each 
with a large central boss surrounded by decorative 
bands. They probably originally formed the rein
forced center of a larger leather shield. One of these 
bronze shields is a single large piece, and the other 
has additional appendages at the edge. Both are 
damaged and broken on some parts. 

866 Bronze Shield 
337 M PL 128 
Damaged and broken, diameter 22.5 cm for the 

central piece, found in T o m b 44 (Trench XXI N). It 
is made of sheet bronze. A large central disk has four 
additional small circular extensions, all made in one 
piece. The large round disk has a prominent wide 
conoid boss circled by an impressed line and a wide 
projecting well-distinguished flange, which in turn is 
surrounded by a rather deep groove hemmed in by a 
wide flat brim. The flanged band is decorated by a 
file of embossed knobs. The wide brim has two 
parallel bands of single embossed small knobs 
around the edge, which is bordered by a traced 
zigzag band. The four small round connected disks, 
broken and damaged with one missing, not quite 
equally spaced around the larger disk, have a decora
tion similar to that of the main piece. A wide conoid 

Military Equipment (865-891) 
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boss in the center is surrounded by a groove extend
ing to a flanged wide band decorated by a single file 
of embossed knobs. The central disk as well as the 
appendages are pierced at the brim for attachment 
to the original background of the shield, which was 
probably leather. This whole bronze unit seems to 
have served as the central part of a large leather 
shield. 

867 Bronze Shield 
647 M PL 128 
About 37.0 c m in diameter, found in T o m b 5 

(Trench VIII D ) . It is made from sheet bronze, now 
covered by a coat of rust. The larger circular shield 
has a highly projected central conoid boss with 
convex sides surrounded by three interspersed con
centric molding rings, which in turn are hemmed in 
by a wide brim. The molding bands are each deco
rated on top by a single file of small embossed knobs, 
with a single file of larger embossed knobs filling the 
empty spaces between the bands. The wide brim has 
a single file of large embossed knobs with a vertical 
row of two smaller embossed knobs between two of 
the larger knobs. The shield has pierced holes 
through which it was attached to the center of a 
larger base, which was probably leather. 

QUIVERS (868-873) 

Several bronze quivers were found at Marlik in a 
tapering, roughly triangular shape; they are for the 
most part broken and incomplete. O n e of these 
examples (869) is plain, but the others all have a 
simple decoration on the front part of the quiver. 
868 is plain except for a single file of repousse knobs 
near the upper edge. 870 and 871 are both 
decorated with parallel files of repousse circular 
knobs with dotted lines between the files and may 
actually be two pieces of the same quiver. 872 has a 
vertical file of large embossed knobs extending down 
the center of the piece. 873 is the most highly 
decorated and will be discussed separately below. 
Each of these examples has pierced holes near the 

top by which the quiver may have been attached to a 
strap or leather case. In one case (868), remains of 
the cover were found in association with the quiver 
itself. 
Where possible, the following descriptions have 

been condensed. For a complete discussion of these 
objects, the reader is referred to Negahban 1992. 

868 Bronze Quiver and Remains of Quiver Cover 
1026 M and 1530 M PL 128 
Quiver (1026 M ) in fragmentary state, the re

maining part about 38.0 cm long, found in T o m b 52 
(Trench XXIII G ) . Remains of very small pieces of 
the leather cover (1530 M ) were found in association 

with the quiver; they were attached to decorative 
four- and six-rayed shell and bone star-shaped but
tons connected to very small bronze pins. In addi
tion, fragments of textile with round knobs and 
bronze connecting pins were also found in T o m b 52. 

869 Bronze Quiver 
1514 M PL 128 
Broken and incomplete, its remaining part about 

32.5 cm long, T o m b 27 (Trench XVII D). 

870 Bronze Quiver 
1515 M Fig. 34 
Broken, the remaining part about 34.0 cm long, 

T o m b 50 (Trench XXII L). 

871 Bronze Quiver 
1516 M Fig. 34 
37.0 cm long, T o m b 50 (Trench XXII L). 

872 Bronze Quiver 
1517 M Fig. 34 
Broken and incomplete, its remaining part about 

35.0 cm long, found in T o m b 26 (Trench XVII B). 
The sides of this example are turned or flanged to 
provide space for holding arrows or other light 
weapons. 

873 Bronze Quiver 
1518 M Fig. 34 
Broken, with its remaining part about 39.0 cm 

long, found in T o m b 47 (Trench XXII E). It is made 
from sheet bronze, now partly damaged and covered 
with a coat of rust. It has a tapering, roughly 
triangular shape with flanged sides. This piece has 
more decoration than the other quivers of Marlik, 
with two rather large circular bosses encircled by 
dotted lines, one above the other, at the lower end 
and six similar bosses circled by dotted lines forming 
hanging triangles on the upper end. Above these 
bosses is a repousse wavy band outlined by dotted 
lines, which extends from one side to the other, and 
at the top are three almost equally spaced short 
vertical repousse bands, with the upper edge 
bordered by a fine dotted line. O n either side near 
the top are pierced holes. 

COMMENTS 

The Marlik quivers, with their roughly triangular 
rather than rectangular shape and their simple geo
metric decoration of repousse bosses, with projecting 
straight, wavy, and dotted lines, are apparently earlier 
than those with narrative and stylized panel deco
ration, a type belonging to the first quarter of the 
first millennium B.C. Only the quivers reported to be 
from Amlash and another found in War Kabud in 
Luristan are similar to the Marlik examples. Because 
most of the remaining quivers (except for the one 
from War Kabud) were not found during systematic 
excavation and documented evidence, even of their 
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places of discovery, is rare, the Marlik quivers may 
prove to be key prototypes for the quivers of the late 
second and early first millennium B.C. in northern 

Iran. 
Examples comparable to the Marlik quivers were 

found at Amlash;267 and War Kabud, Luristan.268 One 
is also in the Brockelschen Collection.269 This 
example combines the earlier simplified embossed 
decoration seen on the Marlik quivers with more 
sophisticated designs such as winged gods. 
Decorative quivers from Luristan with several 

panels, each with a traditional narrative or stylized 
design, are in the Brockelschen Collection;270 Tehran 
Archaeological Museum;271 Foroughi Collection;2^ 
Graeffe Collection;273 Metropolitan Museum of 
Art;274 Jean Paul Barbier Collection;275 Borowski 
Collection;276 and Nasli M. Heermaneck Collection 
in the Los Angeles County Museum of Art.277 Other 
bronze quivers with narrative panel decoration were 
found at Gilan-i-Gharb;278 and Harsin, near 
Kermanshah;279 and also in the Norbert Schimmel 
Collection.280 

BRONZE BELTS (874̂ 887) 

In the tombs apparently belonging to warriors at 
Marlik were a number of bronze belts made from 
strips of sheet bronze hammered into shape, with 
such simple decorations as bands of dotted lines, 
repousse bosses, and files of projecting knobs. Most 
of these belts have a double-spiral fastening at each 
end with holes in the centers of the spirals. Some of 
the belts are broken, some into many pieces, and 
many incomplete fragments were found. Warriors 
wearing protective belts of this type appear on some 
of the decorative vessels of Marlik, such as Silver 
Beaker 19 and Silver and Gold Pot 21, and on 
Cylinder Seals 474 and 475. 
Where possible, the following descriptions have 

been condensed. For a complete discussion of the 
bronze belts, the reader is referred to Negahban 
1992. 

SUBTYPE A: SIMPLE BRONZE BELTS WITH 
DOUBLE-SPIRAL TERMINALS (874-881) 

The belts in this subtype are made from sheet 
bronze hammered into a curved shape with repousse 
knobs decorating the edges and extending into the 
double-spiral terminals at each end. They could have 
been fastened by a leather, textile, or wired cord 
through a large hole in the center of the double 
spirals. 

874 Bronze Belt 
133 M PL 129 
Broken and incomplete, the remaining part about 

31.0 cm long, T o m b 32 (Trench XVII E). 

875 Bronze Belt 
200 M PL 129 
Broken into many pieces, together measuring 

about 47 cm long, T o m b 26 (Trench XVII B). A 
margin of small repousse dots in single file decorates 
the upper and lower edges. 

876 Bronze Belt 
1504 M Fig. 34 
46.0 c m long, T o m b 26 (Trench XVII B). 

Decorated by a single file of simple geometric 
rosettes down the center and bordered by decorative 
bands of parallel vertical dotted lines. 

877 Bronze Belt 
1505 M not illustrated 
48 cm long, T o m b 47 (Trench XXII E). 

878 Bronze Belt 
1506 M Fig. 34 
Broken with small parts missing, 46.5 cm long, 

T o m b 47 (Trench XXII E). 

879 Bronze Belt 
1509 M not illustrated 
Broken with one spiral missing, T o m b 52 (Trench 

XXIII G). 

880 Bronze Belt 
1510 M not illustrated 
43.0 cm long, T o m b 52 (Trench XXIII G). 

881 Bronze Belt 
1508 M Fig. 34 
46.0 cm long, T o m b 52 (Trench XXIII G). At the 

upper and lower edges are bands formed of short 
vertical lines of three small repousse knobs in a row, 
with horizontal lines of four small knobs at the ends. 

SUBTYPE B: BRONZE BELTS WITH SUSPENSIONS 
(882-883) 

These bronze belts have connected suspensions, 
made in one piece with the belt itself. Although they 
are included with the bronze belts, it is also possible 
that they formed part of a set of horse trappings, as 
protective bands across the chest, back, or rump. 
They must have had either leather or textile linings, 
for pierced holes for attachment are spaced along 
the borders of the main belt piece. 

882 Bronze Belt 
1184 M PL 129 
About 45.0 cm long, found in T o m b 26 (Trench 
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XVII B). It is made from a strip of sheet bronze, now 
covered by a coat of rust. Four equally spaced 
suspension parts are made in one piece with the 
main belt. Decorating the main strip are four large 
conical bosses, one above each suspension part, with 
vertical files of smaller repousse knobs filling the 
empty space and a single file of fine repousse knobs 
bordering the strip. Each suspension part consists of 
a wide connecting band ending in a large conical 
boss with a wide brim encircled down the center by a 
single file of medium-size repousse knobs. The brim 
and connected band are bordered by a single file of 
smaller repousse knobs. At each terminal is a turned-
over flanged tang loop by which the belt could be 
fastened. The belt could be attached or sewn onto a 
leather or textile lining by pairs of pierced holes near 
the edge. The belt is damaged, and one suspension 
part and the tops of some conical bosses are broken 
and missing. 

883 Bronze Belt 
1507 M PL 129 
Broken into several pieces, the remaining parts 

together measuring about 47.0 cm long, found in 
To m b 44 (Trench XXI N ) . It is made of a strip of 
hammered sheet bronze with suspension parts. The 
assemblage shown may not be correct, particularly in 
the drawing, which has two fewer pieces and one 
more suspension part. The main strip is decorated by 
a file of larger and smaller shallow conical bosses 
with pointed tops, each surrounded by a projecting 
band that is decorated on top by a single file of 
smaller repousse knobs. A single file of fine knobs 
also decorates the borders of this main strip. Bands 
decorated with knobs connect each suspension part; 
these have a rather large, shallow conical boss with a 
pointed top and a wide brim. One of these conical 
bosses has a projecting band near the base decorated 
by a single file of fine repousse knobs, with the brims 
decorated by a single file of small knobs. Two pierced 
holes at each end of the belt provide for fastening, 
and a smaller pair of holes on the upper border 
probably connected the bronze strip to a leather or 
fabric lining. 

SUBTYPE C: BROKEN PIECES OF BRONZE BELTS 
(884-887) 

884 Bronze Belt 
1511 M not illustrated 
Broken piece, about 19.0 cm long, found in T o m b 

25 (Trench XVI F). It consists of a wide strip of sheet 
bronze, decorated by a double file of small knobs 
near the upper and lower borders. At one end are 
long flanged tangs for fastening. 

885 Bronze Belt 
1512 M not illustrated 
Broken, incomplete part of a bronze belt, about 

14.0 cm long, found in T o m b 5 (Trench VIII D). A 
wide strip of sheet bronze, now badly corroded, it is 
decorated by a single file of large bosses down the 
middle, with two single files of smaller repousse 
knobs crossing the belt between the large knobs, and 
a single file of fine knobs bordering the belt. The 
terminals are missing, so the fastening device is 
unknown. 

886 Bronze Belt 
1513 M not illustrated 
Broken strip, about 12.0 cm long, found in Tomb 

47 (Trench XXII E). It is made from sheet bronze, 
the metal now badly deteriorated, and is decorated 
by a single file of interspersed large bosses with a file 
of smaller repousse knobs at the top and bottom 
edges. 

887 Bronze Belt 
1519 M Fig. 34 
Broken piece, badly damaged and deteriorated, 

about 13.09 cm long, found in T o m b 52 (Trench 
XXIII G). It is made from a strip of sheet bronze 
decorated down the middle by a single file of simple 
geometric rosettes formed of many small knobs. At 
the bottom edges are triple parallel files of small 
repousse knobs. 

COMMENTS 

Bronze belts similar to Subtype A, with double-
spiral ends were found at Khurvin;281 Luristan 
Bronze;282 and are in Ashmolean Museum.283 

Decorative rectangular sheet belts with geometric 
designs were found at Chagoula Derre, Persian 
Talish;284 and Ghalekuti Tomb C-l, Dailaman;285 an 
unprovenanced example similar to the Marlik and 
Dailaman examples is in the Bamford Collection.286 

A plain rectangular sheet belt was found at 
Beshtashni-Safarharab, T o m b No. 11, Caucasia.287 

Rectangular bronze sheet belts with narrative scenes 
were found at T o m b 5, Maral Deseri, Caucasia;288 and 
Akthala, Armenia;289 an incomplete example is from 
Akthala, Armenia;290 and an incomplete example 
with a dotted decoration of stylized geometric ani
mals possibly came from Kazbek or Kuban, Cau

casia.291 

Decorative bronze belts with narrative scenes from 
the Luristan region in western Iran were from 
Kiklavand;292 also, a Luristan Bronze example293 and 
another Luristan Bronze example294 

There are later bronze, gold, and silver belts with 
highly sophisticated designs, belonging mostly to the 
first half of the first millennium B.C.: a bronze rectan
gular strip belt with hunting scenes from Luristan;295 

a belt with narrative scenes in the David-Weill Col-
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lection;296 and a gold belt with narrative scenes 
reported to be from Luristan.297 Highly decorated 
belt pieces in sheet gold with stylized designs are in 
the Tehran Archaeological Museum;298 The Univer
sity Museum of The University of Pennsylvania;299 

and a private collection in New York.300 Decorative 
bronze belts attributed to the Urartian culture 
include a fragment found in Karmir Blur;301 and a 
complete belt with repousse hunting scenes in the 
Norbert Schimmel Collection.302 

Protective bronze belts with suspension parts simi
lar to Subtype B include two broken and incomplete 
pieces in the Ashmolean Museum.303 These two 
examples are similar not only in shape but also in 
their decoration of bosses and repousse knobs to the 
Marlik examples. Although Moorey originally clas
sified them as objects of unknown function, it is now 
clear that they are either protective belts or parts of 
horse trappings (i.e., bands for the chest, back, or 
rump). The close similarity of the pieces in the 
Ashmolean to the two examples from Marlik, in the 
absence of similar examples from other excavations, 
suggests that the Ashmolean pieces probably came 
from Marlik. Apparently this type of protective 
bronze belt was produced only in the workshops of 
the Marlik people. 

BRONZE PROTECTIVE WRISTBAND (888) 

A single bronze protective wristband was found at 
Marlik and it seems to be unique, for no similar item 
is reported from other excavations. Although only 
one actual wristband was found, several of the 
decorative vessels from Marlik show individuals who 
may be wearing such a wristband, including the 
warrior subjugating leopards on Silver Beaker 19, the 
man holding an animal carcass on Bronze Vessel 54, 
and a torso and hand on a fragment of Bronze Vessel 
59. In each of these cases the band is shown simply 
by two straight lines at the wrist with no indication of 
the details and fastening of the actual wristband. 

888 Bronze Wristband 
93 M Fig. 34; PL 129 

Damaged at one end, about 13.5 cm long, found in 
Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). Made from a thick 
bronze sheet, now covered by a coat of rust, it is a 
lengthwise piece curved to allow free movement of 
the wrist, with two curving side parts to hold the 
band in place. Engraved lines, spreading slightly in 
the middle, curve around the wristband and divide it 

into two main sections, each section engraved with 
almost parallel lines with the plain areas filled with 
dotted lines. A zigzag line bordered on the inner side 
by a plain line extends around the band and the 
lengthwise piece, which is decorated by a repousse 
boss at one end near a damaged part that is broken 
off. At each end of the curving side sections are 
pierced holes by which the wristband could be fas
tened by leather thongs, cord, or wire. 

BRONZE HELMETS (889-891) 

Two conical bronze helmets were found at Marlik, 
each plain and carrying the indentation of a heavy 
blow. In addition, one example resembling the 
cymbals discussed in Chapter XI, except for having a 
rather narrow brim, may have been used as a helmet. 
This example is described below (891). 

889 Bronze Helmet 
92 M PL 129 

Broken with the lower part including the rim base 
missing, about 20.0 cm in diameter, Tomb 26 
(Trench XVII B). 

890 Bronze Helmet 
145 M Fig. 34; PL 129 

Broken with the upper part mostly missing, about 
20.0 cm in diameter, Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). 

891 Bronze Helmet (?) 
826 M PL 129 

About 24.0 cm in total diameter, found in Tomb 
52 (Trench XXIII G). It is made of sheet bronze, 
now heavily rusted, and may have served as either a 
helmet or a cymbal (see discussion in Chapter 11). It 
has a hemispherical boss surrounded by a narrow 
brim with traces of textile on the surface. 

COMMENTS 

Conical helmets with more elaborate decoration 
were found at Luris.tan304; and at Luristan and 
Kermanshah.305 Conical bronze helmets with very 
fine decoration belonging to the Urartian King 
Argistis I were found at Karmir Blur306; and a second 
example is from Karmir Blur307; one is also in the 
Armenian Historical Museum of Erevan.308 Conical 
helmets of Marlik type include unprovenanced 
examples.309 A hemispherical helmet is in the 
Ashmolean Museum.310 A hemispherical bronze 
helmet with gold and silver foil over bitumen was 
found in the Sefid Rud area of Gilan.311 
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Conclusions 

Several categories of weapons found in the tombs 
of Marlik have been described in the preceding 
pages with comments and comparisons at the end of 
each type, subtype, and section. These detailed com
ments will not be repeated here, but some more 
general remarks can be made. 
Weapons form the largest group of objects found 

in the tombs of Marlik, including such items as 
maceheads, daggers, swords, spearheads, and arrow
heads, along with items of military equipment. The 
value assigned to weapons at Marlik can be seen in 
the prominence they were given in the burial cere
mony, during which they were placed around and 
alongside the body when it was put in the tomb. 
These weapons are overwhelmingly m a d e of 

bronze, with a few examples of iron, bone, stone, and 
flint. The number and variety of bronze weapons, 
along with the analysis of their composition and 
technology, point to the excellence of the bronze 
workshops of Marlik, and the existence of a limited 
number of stone, flint, and iron weapons supports 
the dating of the Marlik tombs to a period that began 
when stone had been almost completely replaced by 
bronze and ended when iron first appeared on the 
horizon. This coordinates well with the dating of the 
Royal Cemetery of Marlik from a careful study of all 
the objects in the tombs and their relation to 
comparable material of the ancient world, which 
yields a date in the late second to early first millen
nium B.C. 
The greatest bulk of material comparable to the 

Marlik weapons comes from the neighboring areas in 
the highlands of the Elburz Mountains, which are 
comparable in time to Marlik and can be considered 

to reflect the extensions of the Marlik culture. A 
second group of comparable objects comes from the 
southern part of the Caspian Zone including Iranian 
and Russian Talish, East Azerbaijan, and Caucasia. 
The close similarity in quality and quantity of the 
weapons from Marlik and from these regions of the 
southern part of the Caspian Zone suggests a fairly 
cohesive culture that covered the whole area of the 
southern and western part of the Caspian Basin 
during the late second and early first millennium B.C. 
(Table 19). Apparently, from the comparable exam
ples of later date, this bronze industry lasted much 
longer in these more distant regions, after the Marlik 
people had moved on or disappeared from their 
homeland. 
The third group of comparable examples comes 

from the Zagros Mountains and are usually described 
as Luristan Bronzes. The Luristan Bronzes have been 
studied by Vanden Berghe (1971) who performed 
systematic excavations in the Luristan area. It is the 
second group of his classification, which he dates to 
the second half of the second millennium B.C., that is 
most comparable to the Marlik bronze weapons. 
Although these Marlik and Luristan bronze weapons 
seem closely related, there are regional differences. 
Because a long background exists for the bronze 
industry in Luristan, which is lacking at Marlik, the 
possibility is raised that Marlik received much of its 
technology from Luristan. At Marlik, with the 
presence of both metal ore and abundant fuel in the 
forested mountainous area, this bronze industry took 
hold and flourished, spreading from Marlik to a 
wider area of the Caspian Basin. 

Table 19. Comparative Chronology of Military Equipment from Marlik 
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Cat. 

No. 
638 
639 
640 
641 
642 
643 
644 
645 
646 
647 
648 
649 
650 
651 
652 
653 
654 
655 
656 
657 
658 
659 
660 
661 
662 
663 
664 
665 
667 
668 
669 
670 
671 
672 
673 
674 
675 
676 
677 
678 
679 
680 
681 
682 
683 
684 
685 
686 
687 
688 
689 
690 
691 
692 
693 

Description 

macehead (stylized head) 

macehead (projecting heads) 

macehead (reclining rams) 

macehead (mt. goat heads) 

macehead (w/ spikes) 

macehead (w/knobs) 

macehead (w/ knobs) 

macehead (w/ knobs) 

macehead (w/ knobs) 

macehead (corncob pattern) 

macehead (corncob pattern) 

macehead (corncob pattern) 

macehead (corncob pattern) 

macehead (truncheon shaped) 

macehead (w/decorative moldings) 

macehead (globular) 

macehead (globular) 

macehead (globular) 

macehead 

macehead or sledgehammer 

macehead or sledgehammer 

halberd 

macehead 

macehead 

macehead 

macehead 

macehead 

macehead 

dagger (with gold band) 

dagger-axe (incomplete) 

sword (broken) 

sword (broken) 

sword 

sword (incomplete) 

sword hilt (with iron blade?) 

handle (to a knife?) 

dagger (incomplete) 

dagger (incomplete) 
dagger 

dagger(broken) 

dagger (4/ broken) 

dagger (3/incomplete) 

dagger (8/incomplete) 
dagger 

dagger 

dagger (incomplete) 

dagger (2/incomplete) 

dagger (incomplete) 

dagger (incomplete) 

dagger (incomplete) 
dagger 

dagger (damaged) 

dagger (incomplete) 

dagger hilt (incomplete) 
dagger 

Table 2C 

Exc. 

No. 
80 M 
164 M 
78 M 
76 M 
77 M 
120 M 
109 M 
771 M 
770 M 
953 M 
954 M 
955 M 
956 M 
33 M 
79 M 
75 M 
113M 
114M 
34 M 
82 M 
83 M 
45 M 
81 M 
119M 
143 M 
108 M 
115M 
196 M 
165 M 
91 M 
740 M 
1503 M 
751 M 
228 M 
1490 M 
289 M 
1492 M 
1493 M 
53a M 
88 M 
39 M 
46 M 
146 M 
331 M 
775 M 
1494 M 
1495 M 
1496 M 
1497 M 
53b M 
H I M 
780 M 
1060 M 
1498 M 
466 M 

». Weapons 

Mus. 
No. 
25118 
25119 
14652 
14649 
14661 
14659 
14650 
14648 
14660 
25428 
25429 
25430 
25431 
25201 
25028 
14657 

55 
25317 
14662 
14646 
25268 
25316 
14653 
25287 
14656 
14651 
14654 
14815 
25366 
25313 
31 
64 
72 
31 
25031 
31 
31 
46 
25197 
41 
42 
39 
19 
25221 
31 
31 
31 
31 
46 
40 
25220 
25386 
31 
25231 

Tomb 
No. 
26 
45 
26 
26 
26 
24 
44 
47 
47 
52 
52 
52 
52 
26 
26 
26 
50 
50 
26 
26 
26 
26 
26 
27 
44 
44 
50 
16 
45 
26 
1 
26 
1 
25 
7 
33 
47 
47 
26 
26 
26 
26 
26 
33 
47 
47 
47 
52 
52 
26 
27 
47 
47 
33 
29 

Trench 
No. 
XVII B 
XXII H 
XVII B 
XVII B 
XVII B 
XV E 
XX N 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XVII B 
XVII B 
XVII B 
XXII L 
XXII L 
XVII B 
XVII B 
XVII B 
XVII B 
XVII B 
XVII D 
XX N 
XX N 
XXII L 
XIII F 

XXII H 

XVII B 

IIID+ 

XVII B 

IIID+ 

XVI F 

IX B 

XVIII F 

XXII E 

XXII E 

XVII B 

XVII B 

XVII B 

XVII B 

XVII B 

XVIII F 

XXII E 

XXII E 

XXII E 

XXIII G 

XXIII G 

XVII B 

XVII D 

XXII E 

XXII E 

XVIII F 

XVI H 

Material 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

limestone 

limestone 

marble 

limestone 

limestone 

hematite 

bronze, marble 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze, iron 

bronze 

gold, bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 
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Table 20 continued 

Cat. 

No. Description 
Exc. 
No. 
58a M 
58b M 
324 M 
160 M 
161 M 
464 M 
695 M 
1499 M 
232 M 
233 M 
511 M 
513 M 
514M 
727 M 
724 M 
86 M 
330 M 
742 M 
342 M 
343 M 
736 M 
743 M 
719 M 
726 M 
1501 M 
738 M 
750 M 
752 M 
1528 M 
1491 M 
739 M 
1502 M 
1500 M 
188 M 
333 M 
1482 M 
90 M 
1484 M 
1485 M 
169 M 
1481 M 
1160 M 
341 M 
339 M 
1486 M 
666 M 
667 M 
111M 
745 M 
757 M 
716 M 
717 M 
718 M 
737 M 
697 M 

Mus. 
No. 
70 
70 
25311 
25363 
40 
14582 
25232 
31 
25304 
25306 
19 
19 
19 
14612 
38 
25302 
19 
64 
25219 
14645 
25217 
33 
14635 
14618 
31 
25207 
33 
33 
31 
31 
25208 
31 
31 

19 
31 
25324 
31 
31 
25378 
31 
79 
14630 
25311 
31 
14663 
14625 
25350 
14624 
14641 
25215 
34 
14634 
14616 
14628 

Tomb 
No. 
26 
26 
33 
27 
27 
29 
16 
16 
45 
25 
25 
18 
18 
13 
30 
26 
33 
1 
44 
44 
2 
13 
3 
13 
3 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
5 

33 
2 
26 
47 
47 
24 
26 
AKB 
44 
44 
GH. II 
5 
5 
50 
13 
1 
3 
3 
3 
2 
15 

Trench 
No. 
XVII B 
XVII B 
XVIII F 
XVII D 
XVII D 
XVI H 
XIII F 
XIII F 
XXI H 
XVI F 
XVI F 
XIVD 
XIVD 
XII G 
XVI L 
XVII B 
XVIII F 
IIID+ 
XXI N 
XXI N 
VI B+ 
XII G 
VIA 
XII G 
VIA 
IIID+ 
III D+ 
IIID+ 
VI B+ 
VI B+ 
IIID+ 
VI B+ 
VIII D 

XVIII F 
VI B+ 
XVII B 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XV E 
XVII B 

XXI N 
XXI N 

VIII D 
VIII D 
XXII K 
XII G 
IIID+ 
VIA 
VIA 
VIA 
VI B+ 
XIII C 

Material 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
iron 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 

694 dagger(broken) 

695 dagger(broken) 

696 dagger 

697 dagger 

698 dagger 

699 dagger 

700 dagger 

701 dagger hilt 

702 dagger 

703 dagger 

704 dagger 

705 dagger 

706 dagger 

707 dagger (broken) 

708 dagger 

709 sword 

710 sword (incomplete) 

711 sword (incomplete) 

712 dagger 

713 dagger 

714 dagger 

715 dagger (damaged) 

716 dagger 

717 dagger 
718 dagger (incomplete) 

719 dagger 

720 dagger (damaged) 

721 dagger (damaged) 

722 dagger hilt 

723 dagger hilt 

724 dagger 

725 dagger (incomplete) 

726 dagger (incomplete) 

727 blade (dagger?) 

728 blade (sword?) 
729 spearhead (incomplete) 

730 spearhead 

731 spearhead (broken) 

732 spearhead (broken) 

733 spearhead 

734 spearhead 

735 spearhead (incomplete) 

736 spearhead 

737 spearhead 

738 spearhead (incomplete) 

739 spearhead 

740 spearhead 

741 spearhead 

742 spearhead 

744 spearhead 

745 spearhead 

746 spearhead (incomplete) 

747 spearhead 

748 spearhead 

749 spearhead 
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Table 20 continued 

Cat. 
No. Description 

750 spearhead 

751 spearhead 

752 spearhead 

753 spearhead (broken) 

754 spearhead (incomplete) 

755 spearhead 

756 spearhead 

757 spearhead 

758 spearhead 

759 spearhead 

760 spearhead 

761 spearhead 

762 spearhead 

763 spearhead (4) 

764 spearhead 

765 spearhead 

766 spearhead 

767 spearhead 

768 spearhead 

769 spearhead 

770 spearhead 

771 spearhead 

772 spearhead 

773 spearhead 

774 spearhead 

775 spearhead 

776 spearhead 

777 spearhead 

778 spearhead 

779 spearhead 

780 spearhead 

781 spearhead 

782 spearhead 

783 spearhead 

784 spearhead 

785 spearhead 

786 spearhead 

787 spearhead 

788 spearhead 

789 spearhead 

790 spearhead 

791 spearhead 

792 spearhead 

793 spearhead 

794 spearhead 

795 spearhead 

796 spearhead 

797 spearhead 

798 spearhead 

799 spearhead 

800 spearhead 

801 spearhead 

802 spearhead 

803 spearhead 

804 spearhead 

Exc. 
No. 
512 M 
701 M 
504 M 
235 M 
234 M 
694 M 
744 M 
158 M 
664 M 
663 M 
171 M 
668 M 
755 M 
54 M 
170 M 
290 M 
332 M 
463 M 
698 M 
89 M 
1488 M 
134 M 
772 M 
773 M 
774 M 
776 M 
777 M 
778 M 
779 M 
781 M 
782 M 
783 M 
823 M 
824 M 
825 M 
168 M 
683 M 
684 M 
685 M 
699 M 
693 M 
1052 M 
1051 M 
1053 M 
1054 M 
1055 M 
1056 M 
1057 M 
1058 M 
1059 M 
713 M 
340 M 
346 M 
714 M 
741 M 

Mus. 
No. 
19 
14632 
27 
16 
16 
25232 
14621 
25369 
25408 
34 
25358 
25196 
25308 
25402 
25372 
25272 
25409 
14584 
25301 
35 
31 
25353 
14644 
25206 
25300 
25205 
14631 
14640 
25299 
14642 
14636 
25425 
25426 
25414 
25424 
47 
25312 
25322 
62 
25327 
25323 
25384 
25383 
25382 
25382 
25382 
25382 
25382 
25382 
25382 
25356 
14643 
14637 
25307 
14639 

Tomb 
No. 
18 
15 

25 
25 
16 
13 
27 
5 
5 
24 
5 
1 
26 
24 
33 
33 
29 
15 
26 
24 
32 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
52 
52 
52 
24 
12 
12 
12 
15 
15 
GH 
GH 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
3 
44 
44 
3 
1 

Trench 
No. 
XIVD 
XIII c 
XVII D 
XVI F 
XVI F 
XIII F 
XII G 
XVII D 
VIII D 
VIII D 
XV E 
VIII D 
IIID+ 
XVII B 
XVE 
XVIII F 
XVIII F 
XVI H 
XIII C 
XVII B 
XVE 
XVII E 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XVE 
XII E 
XII E 
XII E 
XIII C 
XIII C 

XXII E 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXII 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXII E 
VIA 
XXI N 
XXI N 
VIA 
IIID+ 

Material 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
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Table 20 continued 

Cat. 

No. 
805 
806 
807 
808 
809 
810 
811 
812 
813 
814 
815 
816 
817 
818 
819 
820 
821 
822 
823 
824 
825 
826 
827 
828 
829 
830 
831 
832 
833 
834 
835 
836 
837 
838 
839 
840 
841 
842 
843 
844 
845 
846 
847 
848 
849 
850 
851 
852 
853 
854 
855 
856 
857 
858 
859 

Description 

spearhead 

spearhead 

spearhead 

spearhead 

spearhead 

spearhead 

spearhead 

spearhead (incomplete) 

spearhead 

spearhead 

spearhead (small) 

spearhead (2/small) 

spearhead (small/10) 

spearhead (small) 

spearhead (incomplete) 

spearhead (broken) 

spearhead 

spearhead (broken) 

spearhead (steel) 

arrowhead (decorative/damaged) 

arrowhead (decorative/incomplete) 

arrowhead (double point) 

arrowhead (pyramidal) 

arrowhead (winged) 

arrowhead (winged) 

arrowhead (winged) 

arrowhead (winged) 

arrowhead (triangular/6) 

arrowhead (20/triangular) 

arrowhead (triangular) 

arrowhead (triangular) 

arrowhead (triangular) 

arrowhead (triangular) 

arrowhead (triangular) 

arrowhead (triangular) 

arrowhead (triangular) 

arrowhead (triangular) 

arrowhead (triangular) 

arrowhead (triangular) 

arrowhead (triangular) 

arrowhead (triangular) 

arrowhead (triangular) 

arrowhead (triangular) 

arrowhead (trilobal/3) 

arrowhead (barbed deltoid) 

arrowhead (barbed deltoid) 

arrowhead (barbed beltoid/1 bag) 

arrowhead (barbed deltoid) 

arrowhead (barbed deltoid) 

arrowhead (simple ovate) 

arrowhead (simple ovate) 

arrowhead (simple ovate) 

arrowhead (simple ovate) 

arrowhead (simple ovate) 

arrowhead (simple ovate) 

Exc. 

No. 
746 M 

747 M 

748 M 

749 M 

754 M 

665 M 

669 M 

1489 M 

1545 M 

467 M 

325 M 

40 M 
349 M 
692 M 
696 M 
670 M 
991 M 
1487 M 
1520 M 
56 M 
1522 M 
41a M 
41b M 
41c M 
328a M 
41dM 
1524 M 
177 M 
237a M 
112a M 
41eM 
636 M 
328b M 
1181aM 
112b M 
769a M 
41fM 
951a M 
1181bM 
328c M 
328dM 
326a M 
1181cM 
1523 M 
237b M 
328eM 
181 M 
326b M 
769b M 
41gM 
402 M 
1526 M 
328fM 
1527 M 
41h 

Mus. 
No. 
25229 
14637 
25228 
25230 
14611 
25227 
14631 
31 
31 
14583 
19 
25370 
20 
62 
25396 
69 
3130 
31 
31 
55 
31 
44 
44 
44 
20 
44 
31 
54 
18 
50 
44 
14986 
20 
25436 
49 
25335 
44 
25337 
25436 
20 
20 
25162 
25436 
31 
18 
20 
45 
25162 
25335 
44 
20 
31 
20 
31 
44 

Tomb 
No. 

5 
5 
44 
27 
29 
33 
26 
44 
15 
16 
5 
41 
18 
41 
24 
15 
26 
26 
26 
24 
26 
15 
44 
25 

26 
6 
24 
26 
50 
47 
26 
52 
26 
24 
24 
33 
26 
7 
25 
24 
27 
33 
47 
26 
36 
12 
24 
15 
26 

Trench 
No. 
IIID+ 
III D+ 

III D+ 

IIID+ 

IIID+ 

VIII D 

VIII D 

XXI N 
XVII D 
XVI H 
XVIII F 
XVII B 
XXI N 
XIII C 
XIII F 
VIII D 
XIX K 
XIVD 
XIX K 

XVE 
XIII C 

XVII B 

XVII B 

XVII B 

XVE 
XVII B 

XIII C 

XX N 
XVI F 
XXII L 
XVII B 
XA+ 
XVE 
XVII B 
XXII L 
XXII E 
XVII B 
XXIII G 
XVII B 
XVE 
XVE 
XVIII F 

XVII B 

IX B 

XVIF 

XVE 
XVII D 

XVIII F 
XXII E 

XVII B 

XVIIIC 

XII E 

XVE 
XIII C 

XVII B 

Material 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

iron 

iron 

iron 

iron 

iron 

bronze 
bronze 

bronze 

bronze 
bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 
bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 
bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 
bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 
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Table 20 continued 

Cat. 
No. 
860 
861 
862 
863 
864 
865 
866 
867 
868 

869 
870 
871 
872 
873 
874 
875 
876 
877 
878 
879 
880 
881 
882 
883 
884 
885 
886 
887 
888 
889 
890 
891 

Description 
arrowhead (simple ovate) 
arrowhead (simple ovate) 
arrowhead (double winged) 
arrowhead (7) 
arrowhead (19) 
bow (model) 
shield 
shield 
decorative attachments 
quiver (incomplete) 
connecting pins 
quiver (incomplete) 
quiver (incomplete) 
quiver (incomplete) 
quiver (incomplete) 
quiver (incomplete) 
belt (simple/incomplete) 
belt (simple/incomplete) 
belt (simple/broken) 
belt (simple/broken) 
belt (simple/broken) 
belt (simple/incomplete) 
belt (simple/incomplete) 
belt (simple/incomplete) 
belt w/suspensions (broken) 
belt w/suspensions (broken) 
belt (broken) 
belt (broken) 
belt (broken) 
belt (broken) 
wristband (broken) 
helmet (incomplete) 
helmet (incomplete) 
helmet (or cymbal/2) 

Exc. 
No. 
951b M 
1521 M 
1525 M 
179 M 
1217M 
157 M 
337 M 
647 M 
1530a M 
1026 M 
1530b M 
1514M 
1515 M 
1516 M 
1517M 
1518 M 
133 M 
200 M 
1504 M 
1505 M 
1506 M 
1509 M 
1510 M 
1508 M 
1184 M 
1507 M 
1511 M 
1512 M 
1513 M 
1519 M 
93 M 
92 M 
145 M 
826 M 

Mus. 
No. 
25357 
31 
31 
14953 
25472 
25375 
14604 
14655 

25422 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
25007 
2 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
25440 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
25198 
25200 
25199 
25477 

Tomb 
No. 
52 
12 
2 
27 
AKB 
27 
44 
5 
52 
52 
52 
27 
50 
50 
26 
47 
32 
26 
26 
47 
47 
52 
52 
52 
26 
44 
25 
5 
47 
52 
26 
26 
26 
52 

Trench 
No. 
XXIII G 
XII E 
VI B+ 
XVII D 

XVII D 
XXI N 
VIII D 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XVII D 
XXII L 
XXII L 
XVII B 
XXII E 
XVII E 
XVII B 
XVII B 
XXII E 
XXII E 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XXIII G 
XVII B 
XXI N 
XVI F 
VIII D 
XXII E 
XXIII G 
XVII B 
XVII B 
XVII B 
XXIII G 

Material 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bone 
flint 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
shell, bone 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
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Chapter X Notes 

1. This example (659) is cataloged as a bronze macehead or 
halberd in Negahban 1992. 

2. This macehead has been studied by Vatandoost-Haghighi 
(1977). His analysis is Cu:90.27; Sn:8.50; Pb:0.13; As:0.50; 
Sb:0.067; Ni:0.041; Co:0.051; Fe:0.087; Bi:0.03; Zn:n.d.; 
Ag:0.012; Au:n.d. He says: "The mace-head is a one-piece 
hollow casting with the composition of average tin 
bronzes, 7-8% tin which makes it quite hard appropriate 
to its use" (p. 114). 

3. Calmeyer 1964: PI. 6, Nos. 12-13, pp. 11-12; Calmeyer 
1969: pp. 55-57, 187. See also Wetzel (1957: PI. 42 i, p. 
38) regarding a similar macehead in green stone with an 
inscription of Ulamburiash, a member of the Kassite royal 
family who may have remained in the Zagros Mountains. 

4. Moorey 1971: PI. 9, No. 90, p. 90. This example is 
comparable to a diorite or serpentine example with an 
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embedded in bronze. A section was cut from the broken 
end . . . and it was seen that the ferrous part was lozenge 
shaped. . . The blade had been made out of a carbon 
steel, containing between 0.1 and 0.2% carbon. It has 
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137. Schmidt 1931-33: PL L H.2024, H.3582, p. 201. 
138. This spearhead has been analyzed by Vatandoost-

Haghighi (1977). His analysis is Cu:89.41; Sn:10.21; 
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XI 

Tools and Equipment 

Included in this chapter are stone and metal trappings, personal equipment, and miscellaneous 
implements that may be classified as tools, horse equipment. 

Stone Implements (892-915) 

A few roughly made vessels and implements of 
stone were found at Marlik, including mortars and 
pestles, pounders, and small grinders. In addition, 
whetstones and several miscellaneous stone objects 
were also recovered from the site. By the time of 
Marlik, however, there was little need for many stone 
vessels and tools because the production of bronze 
had already reached a high standard of quality and 
quantity. 

WHETSTONES (892-899) 

Several whetstones were found at Marlik. Most are 
simple, but a few are decorated by the shaping of one 
end into an animal form. 

892 Whetstone 
620 M PI. 130 
About 25.5 cm long, Tomb 2 (Trench VI B+). It is 

made from rather dark brick red stone. It has gently 
curved sides and ends. 

893 Whetstones 
648 M, 649 M, 657 M, and 630 M PI. 130 
The following whetstones, all made from gray 

stone, are long with rounded ends: 648 M, about 16.5 
cm long, found in Tomb 24 (Trench XV E); 649 M, 
about 19.5 cm long, found in Tomb 40 (Trench 
XVIII N); 657 M, about 15.5 cm long, found in Tomb 
6 (Trench X A +); and 630 M, about 13.5 cm long, 
found in Tomb 4 (Trench VIII A +). 630 M is a flat, 
almost rectangular plaque pierced near one corner. 

894 Whetstone 
655 M not illustrated 
About 9.0 cm long, Tomb 40 (Trench XVIII N). It 

is made from a well-polished greenish stone in a 
rectangular shape. 

895 Whetstone 
656 M PI. 130 
About 16.5 cm long, found in Tomb 40 (Trench 

XVIII N). It is made of gray stone. It is a flat oval 
plaque with rounded edges. 

896 Whetstone 
621 M PL 130 
About 22.5 cm long and 5.0 cm wide, found in 

Tomb 2 (Trench VI B ). It is made of light cream-
colored stone and is rectangular in shape. One end 
has been formed into a ram's head, with round 
horns encircling the eyes and a rather round pointed 
muzzle. 

897 Whetstone 
43 M PI. 130 
About 16.5 cm long, found in Tomb 26 (Trench 

XVII B). It is made of cream-colored stone and is 
rectangular in shape, gently narrowing to one flat 
end. The opposite end, which is pointed toward one 
side, possibly represents the muzzle of an animal. 

898 Whetstones 
622 M, 503 M, 174 M, and 711 M PI. 130 
The following whetstones, all made from well-

polished gray stone, are rectangular in shape with 
flattened ends: 622 M, about 26.0 cm long, found in 
Tomb 5 (Trench VIII D); 503 M, about 17.5 cm long, 
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found in Tomb 18 (Trench XIV D); 174 M, about 
18.5 cm long, found in Tomb 42 (Trench X X F); and 
711 M, about 21.5 cm long, found in T o m b 3 

(Trench VI A). 

899 Whetstone 
350 M PI. 130 
About 15.0 cm long, found in Tomb 44 (Trench 

XXI N). It is made from yellowish stone and has a 
long rectangular shape tapering from a wider to a 
narrower end. One end is curved and has a suspen
sion hole, but the opposite end is flatter. 

MORTARS AND PESTLES (890-907) 

Several stone mortars with accompanying pestles, 
as well as several individual pestles, were found at 
Marlik, usually made from coarse stone in rather 
crude workmanship. These mortars consist of an al
most solid container with a long spout connected 
through a hole or openly to the body. They might 
have been used not only for grinding but also for 
squeezing juice or oil from such produce as pome
granates or olives, both of which are still widely 
grown in the area today. 

900 Stone Mortar and Pestle 
575 M PI. 131; Color Plate XXXII D 
Mortar, about 11.5 cm high and 13.5 c m in 

diameter at the rim, found in Tomb 27 (Trench XVII 
D ) , made of rather coarse stone. The cylindrical 
mortar has a flat base and slightly convex sides with a 
thick flat rim. At one side is an open spout con
nected through a hole to the container. A rather 
large heavy pestle with a rounded knob at the end 
accompanies the mortar. 

901 Stone Mortar and Pesde 
710 M PI. 131 
Mortar, about 21.0 cm and 19.0 cm in length of 

body at rim and spout together, was found in Tomb 1 
(Trench III D +). It is similar to 900 except that the 
spout is open all the way to the container and the 
pestle has a much more rounded and thicker end. 

902 Stone Mortar and Pesde 
604 M PI. 131 

Rough stone mortar, broken and with the spout 
missing, about 18.0 cm high and 16.5 cm in diameter 
at the rim. It was found in Tomb 19 (Trench XIV F) 
and is similar in general shape to 900. It is accom
panied by an ovoid pestle. 

903 Stone Mortar 
708 M PI. 131 

About 12.0 cm high and 18.5 cm in diameter at the 
rim, found in Tomb 3 (Trench VI A). It is cylindrical 
with a flat base and is similar in general shape to 900 
except that the spout is open all the way to the top of 

the container. 

904 Stone Mortar 
709 M PI. 131 
About 17.5 cm high and 18.5 cm in diameter at the 

rim, found in T o m b 2 (Trench VI B ). It is made 
from rough stone and is very similar in shape to 903. 

905 Stone Pestle 
614 M PI. 131 
About 21.0 cm long and 9.5 cm wide, found in 

Tomb 3 (Trench VI A). It is made from rough stone 
with a rounded flat end. 

906 Stone Pestle 
651 M PL 131 
About 15.0 cm long and 8.0 cm wide, found in 

Tomb 40 (Trench XVIII N). It is made in a roughly 
cylindrical shape. 

907 Stone Pestle 
652 M PI. 131 
About 22.0 cm long and 9.0 cm wide at its larger 

end, found in T o m b 40 (Trench XVIII N ) . It is 
almost conical with rounded ends. 

GRINDING SETS (908-910) 

These grinding sets consist of a rather small rectan
gular stone platter with a round pounder. They 
could have been used for grinding fairly small quan
tities of medicines or spices. 

908 Stone-Grinding Set 
706 M PI. 131 
Base about 13.5 cm long and 11.0 cm wide, set 

found in T o m b 3 (Trench VI A). It is rectangular 
with raised edges and is accompanied by a round 
pounder. 

909 Stone-Grinding Set 
185 M PI. 131 
Found in Test Trench 1 located near the surface in 

grid X X E. It contains a stone bowl measuring 5.6 cm 
in diameter at the rim and a spherical pounder. 

910 Stone-Grinding Set 
473 M PI. 132 
About 8.0 cm square, found in Tomb 19 (Trench 

XIV F). It has raised projecting edges. 

POUNDERS (911-913) 

911 Stone Pounder 
650 M PL 132 
About 7.0 cm long and 7.0 cm high, found in 

T o m b 40 (Trench XVIII N ) . It is narrow in the 
middle. 
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912 Stone Pounder 
653 M PI. 132 

About 8.8 cm long and 2.5 cm thick at the heavier 
end, found in Tomb 40 (Trench XVIII N). It is 
conical with rounded ends. 

913 Stone Pounder 
654 M PI. 132 
About 7.3 cm long and 3.2 cm thick, found in 

Tomb 40 (Trench XVIII N). It is narrow in the 
middle with rounded ends. 

MISCELLANEOUS STONE 
IMPLEMENTS (914-915) 

914 Stone Pipe Stick with Gold Bands 
323 M PL 132 
Tube of purplish blue stone, about 15.0 cm long, 

A number of bronze implements were found at 
Marlik, including blades, hooks, skewers, ladles, 
spindles, gears, etc. While the purpose of some of 
these objects is easily determined, the function of 
others remains unknown. 

BRONZE BLADES (916) 

916 Bronze Blade 
1011 M PL 132 
This blade, broken and partly missing, the 

remaining part measuring about 13.5 cm long, was 
found in Tomb 8 (Trench IX D). It is made of cast 
bronze, now covered by a heavy coat of granulated 
rust. It is very similar in shape to a straight-edge 
razor, with a sharp blade on one side and a thick flat 
edge on the back. At one side is a flat, narrow, back
ward-bent tang. 
A blade with a handle, similar to this example, was 

found at Veri in Russian Talish. It is classified by 
Schaeffer to Talyche Recent 2-3, around 1450-1200 
B.C.1 

BRONZE HOOKS (917-920) 

Several bronze hooks were found at Marlik, each 
rather different in shape. 

found in Tomb 47 (Trench XXI E). It has a gold 
cover band at each end. The cylindrical hollow stone 
pipe has a round head with a wide, rather thick, 
pierced gold band below, a file of perforations along 
the side, and a solid gold band at the end. Similar 
implements made of bronze are discussed below (see 
923 and 924). 

915 Flint Saw 
1531 M PI. 132 
About 6.0 cm long, found in the olive grove of Ali 

Karam Bagh. It is well made with a file of saw teeth 
along the straight edge and a curved back. 

917 Bronze Hook 
469 M PL 132 
About 6.5 cm long, found in Tomb 19 (Trench 

XIV F). It is made of hammered bronze, now covered 
by a coat of rust, and has a sharp point and a large 
folded socket with holes on either side for riveting it 
to a wooden handle. 

918 Bronze Hook 
600 M PI. 132 
About 40.2 cm in length, found in Tomb 19 

(Trench XIV F). It is made from hammered bronze, 
now covered by a heavy coat of rust partly mixed with 
soil particles. Near the top the metal is turned back, 
then bent and extended forward to a rather empha
sized hook with a sharp point. The long shank of 
rolled and turned-over metal gradually enlarges 
toward the end to form a socket for the handle, 
which was probably originally made of wood. The 
end is reinforced by rolling, and a riveting hole is 
located near the edge of the socket. 

919 Bronze Hook 
632 M PI. 132 
About 9.0 cm high, found in Tomb 6 (Trench X 

A ). Rather elaborate, it is made from bronze wire 
hammered into shape. The crescent-shaped hook has 
a sharp point extending from a coil handle formed 
by twisting the wire. On the back of the handle near 
the beginning of the hook is a suspension loop. 

Metal Implements (916-939) 
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920 Bronze Hook 
633 M PI. 132 
About 5.2 cm long, found in Tomb 4 (Trench VIII 

A + ) . It is made from rather heavy bronze wire 
hammered into the shape of a question mark and 
has a projecting conical thick point. An almost rect
angular sectioned bar at the end is shaped into a 
large rectangular hole through which it could have 
been fastened to a leather or textile strip. This small 
hook was probably part of a buckle for a belt or a 
leather strip for fastening a horse or mule load. 

COMMENTS 

Bronze hooks comparable to 917 were found at 
Agha Evlar in Persian Talish, dated by Schaeffer to 
Talyche Recent 2, around 1450-1350 B.C.2 Another 
similar example was found at Esery, Dolman 4, in 
Caucasia, dated by Schaeffer to the fifteenth to 
fourteenth centuries B.C.3 A hook similar to 918, with 
a narrow long handle, was found at Khurvin. It is 
dated by Vanden Berghe to the late second and early 
first millennium B.C.4 

BRONZE SPINDLE (921) 

921 Bronze Spindle 
735 M PI. 132 
About 26.0 cm long, found in Tomb 41 (Trench 

XIX K). It is made from cast bronze, now covered by 
a coat of rust, and is rather simple in shape, with a 
long cylindrical shaft tapering gradually to a narrow 
round bar. This ends in a rather rounded small 
point, which is attached through a central hole to a 
convex circular disk. 
Although circular disks of frit and shell with a 

central shaft hole were found at Marlik, no other 
bronze spindles similar to this appeared. 

BRONZE SPATULA (922) 

922 Bronze Spatula 
965 M PI. 132 

About 19.5 cm long, found in Tomb 52 (Trench 
XXIII G). It is made from cast bronze, now covered 
by a coat of rust, and has a flat, almost triangular 
blade with convex sides, an almost straight working 
edge, and a circular-sectioned bar handle. Damage 
has caused dentation at the sides and on the edge of 
the spatula. 

A similar bronze spatula from Sialk Cemetery A 
(Sialk V) is dated by Ghirshman to the end of the 
Bronze period.5 Another rather similar example, 
made of copper, was found at Tepe Hissar, Hissar III! 
Schmidt suggests that this may have been used as a 
spoon or "stirrer."6 

PIPE STICKS (923-924) 

Several examples of an object called here a "pipe 
stick," whose exact function is not very clear, were 
found at Marlik (see also 914, above). These are 
hollow pipes with punched holes through which 
particles could have been strained, perhaps from 
some liquid beverage such as pomegranate juice. 

923 Bronze Pipe Stick 
329 M PI. 133 
This pipe stick, about 16.5 cm long, found in 

T o m b 33 (Trench XVIII F). Made of bronze, now 
covered by a coat of rust mixed with soil sediment, it 
is a plain cylinder tapering slightly toward one end. 
At the larger end, covering about one-sixth of the 
total length, are rows of fine punched holes. 

924 Bronze Pipe Stick(?) 
35 M PI. 133 
About 22.5 cm long, found in T o m b 26 (Trench 

XVII B). Made from bronze, now covered by a coat 
of rust, it is a hollow pipe stick, bent near one end 
with two parallel moldings at the bend and one near 
the opposite end, and a lengthwise opening slot 
along the body of the stick. The function of this 
object is not clear. 

BRONZE LADLES (925-926) 

Several bronze ladles with long handles and bowl-
shaped containers were found at Marlik. 

925 Bronze Ladle 
397 M PI. 133 
About 82.0 cm long, found in T o m b 36 (Trench 

XVIII C). It is made from bronze, now covered by a 
coat of rust, and consists of a long bar handle, twisted 
for added strength, fastened by riveting nails to a 
bowl-shaped container of sheet bronze. 

926 Bronze Ladles 
949 M, 166 M, and 584 M PI. 133 
The following bronze ladles all have long handles 

riveted to bowl-shaped containers, similar to 397 M: 
949 M, about 90.0 cm long, found in T o m b 52 
(Trench XXIII G); 166 M, about 68.0 cm long, found 
in T o m b 24 (Trench X V E); and 584 M, about 79.0 
cm long, found in T o m b 26 (Trench XVII B). The 
hook at the end of the handle of 166 M has a slightly 
different shape. 

COMMENTS 

A similar ladle made of copper with a plain handle, 
probably earlier in date, was found in Level III of 
Tepe Hissar.7 Other similar bronze ladles were found 
in the Central Plateau of Iran, including a ladle with 
a long twisted handle and a hook-shaped end from 
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Sialk Cemetery B (Sialk VI), dated by Ghirshman to 
the tenth to ninth centuries B.C.8; a bronze ladle with 
a different style handle, from Khurvin, dated by 
Vanden Berghe to the late second and early first mil
lennium B.C.9; and a ladle with a straight handle 
found at Hasanlu.10 

BRONZE SKEWERS (927-930) 

Several double bronze barbecue sticks were found 
at Marlik, some plain and simple, and others more 
convoluted and decorated. 

PLAIN BRONZE SKEWERS (927-928) 

927 Bronze Skewers 
50 M not illustrated 
Two skewers, one broken and the other complete, 

about 72.5 cm long, found in T o m b 26 (Trench XVII 
B). They are made from hammered cast bronze and 
have two long straight prongs curved to join a long 
socket handle reinforced by rolling at the end. 

928 Bronze Skewers 
55 M, 97 M, 334 M, 335 M, 434 M, 753 M, and 950 M 
PL 133 
The following bronze skewers are all closely similar 

to 927: 55 M, about 61.0 cm long, found in T o m b 24 
(Trench X V E); 97 M, two skewers, the larger about 
60.0 cm long, found in Tom b 50 (Trench XXII L); 
334 M, about 67.0 cm long and 335 M, about 66.0 cm 
long, both found in Tomb 33 (Trench XVIII F); 434 
M, about 55.0 cm long, found in Tomb 36 (Trench 
XVIII C); 753 M, about 59.0 cm long, found in Tomb 
1 (Trench III D + ) ; and 950 M, about 72.0 cm long, 
found in Tomb 52 (Trench XXIII G). 

DECORATIVE BRONZE SKEWERS 
(929-930) 

929 Bronze Skewer 
351 M PL 133 
Broken and incomplete, with its remaining part 

measuring about 22.0 cm long, found in T o m b 44 
(Trench XXI N). It is made from cast bronze worked 
into shape by hammering. The prongs, which are 
partly broken and missing, still reveal the complete, 
highly decorative shape, curving down, upward, and 
sideways, and then toward the points. The socket 
handle has two parallel fine projecting bands around 
the lower part and a reinforced rolled edge. 

930 Bronze Skewer 
598 M Fig. 35 
Broken into several pieces, with a total length of 

about 74.0 cm, found in Tomb 45 (Trench XXII H ) . 
It is made from cast bronze hammered into shape 
and has prongs curved in a decorative form similar to 
929. The socket handle is reinforced by rolling at the 
end. 

COMMENTS 

Similar examples of simple bident skewers have 
been found fairly frequently in various regions. O n 
the Central Plateau, an example from Khurvin with a 
similar shape and handle is dated by Vanden Berghe 
to the late second and early first millennium B.C.,1' 
and many closely similar examples were found in 
various tombs of Sialk Cemetery B, dated by Ghirsh
man to the tenth to ninth centuries B.C.12 Examples 
were also found in the Hissar III level of Tepe 
Hissar.13 A closely similar skewer is mentioned by 
Herzfeld as having been found in Luristan in western 
Iran.14 In the Caucasian region a closely similar 
skewer was found at Kalakent, classified by Hancar to 
the Gandsa-Karabagh culture, around the late 
second and early first millennium B.C.,15 and another 
at Tak-Kilisi, dated by Schaeffer to 1250-1100 B.C.16 

Similar examples from further distances include a 
bident skewer with a solid handle found at Megiddo 
in Palestine, dated by Schaeffer to 1365-1200 B.C.17 A-
nother similar example, in the Ashmolean Museum, 
is dated by Moorey to the early part of the first mil
lennium B.C.18 

Examples comparable to the more elaborate skew
ers of Type II are rarer, with one reported by Herz
feld to be from Luristan.19 

BRONZE GEARS (931-932) 

931 Bronze Gears(?) 
1079 M PL 134 
Circular objects, with an average inside diameter of 

2.5 cm, found in Tomb 5 (Trench VIII D). They are 
made from cast bronze, now covered by a coat of 
rust, and have the appearance of gears. Their exact 
function is obscure. 

932 Bronze Gear(?) 
944 M Fig. 59; PL 134 
Outside diameter about 6.5 cm, found in Tomb 52 

(Trench XXIII G ) . Made from cast bronze, now 
covered by a coat of rust, it has the shape of a round 
gear with unequal dentations. Like 931, its function 
is obscure. 
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BRONZE CHISELS (933-937) 

Several chisels of different shapes and sizes were 
found at Marlik, made of cast bronze. 

933 Bronze Chisel 
189 M PL 134 
About 6.5 cm long and 2.3 cm wide, found in 

Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). Made from cast bronze, it 
is triangular in shape, with a widened section in the 
middle. The blade, which has a slightly curved 
cutting edge, tapers at the back to a rounded point 
that may have been set into a wooden handle. 

934 Bronze Chisel 
640 M PL 134 
About 16.0 cm long, found in Tomb 2 (Trench VI 

B ). It is made from cast bronze, now covered by a 
thick coat of rust mixed with soil sediment, and is 
flat, with a wide cutting edge and a narrow flat tang. 

935 Bronze Chisel 
638 M PL 134 
About 15.5 cm long, found in T o m b 45 (Trench 

XXI G). Made from cast bronze, now covered by a 
coat of rust mixed with soil sediment, it is long and 
narrow with a curved cutting edge and an open-sided 
shaft hole at the end. 

936 Bronze Chisel 
1163 M PL 134 
About 16.0 cm long, found in the tomb of Ali 

Karam Bagh. Made from cast bronze, now covered by 
a heavy coat of rust mixed with soil particles, it has a 
curved cutting edge and an open-sided shaft hole at 
the end. 

937 Bronze Chisel 
1028 M PL 134 

About 19.5 cm long, found in T o m b 10 (Trench 
XI B). It is made from cast bronze, now covered by a 
thick coat of rust mixed with soil particles, and has a 
tapering triangular shape with a slightly curving wide 
cutting edge and a narrow tang that may have been 
set in a wooden handle. 

COMMENTS 

Comparable bronze chisels have been found in 
other parts of Iran and elsewhere. One, similar to 
933, found at Khodja-Daoud-Kopru in Persian Talish, 
is dated by Schaeffer to Talyche Recent 1, around 
1550-1450 B.C.20 Maxwell-Hyslop, in discussing some 
of these long bronze-lugged adzes found in the 
Talish area, suggests that varieties of this type have 
been found in many excavations from the beginning 
to the end of the second millennium B.C.21 Another 
similar example, found at Amarat in Russian Talish 
is classified by Schaeffer to Talyche Recent 1-2' 
around 1500-1400 B.C.22 A bronze chisel similar to 
933 was found at Tarsus, dated by Schaeffer to Mid-

Bronze of Tarsus II, around the seventeenth to 
sixteenth centuries B.C.,23 while another, found at 
Bogazkoy in Asia Minor, is dated by him to the 
middle of the second millennium B.C.24 A similar 
chisel was also found in the Kiririsha Temple of 
Tchogha Zanbil, dated by Ghirshman to 1250 B.C.,25 

and another rather similar example is in The Univer
sity Museum of Philadelphia.26 

Bronze chisels rather similar to 936 and 935 have 
also been found. One, from Zekari in Caucasia, is 
dated by Schaeffer to 1600-1500 B.C.,27 while he 
assigns another found at Byblos Building II to the 
Mid-Empire period, with a suggested date around the 
early second millennium B.C.28 A somewhat similar 
chisel, found at Alishar Hiiyuk in Alishar Level II, is 
dated by Schaeffer to the early second millennium 
B.C.29 A similar chisel from Amarat in neighboring 
Russian Talish is classified by Schaeffer to Talyche 
Recent 1-2, around 1500-1400 B.C.30 A similar hafted 
chisel of copper, found at Yortan Tepe in Nuzi, is 
dated by Starr to around the middle of the second 
millennium B.C.31 

Several chisels similar to 937 have also been found. 
A bronze chisel from Hissarlik in Troy is dated by 
Schaeffer to the late third millennium B.C.32; a com
parable example from Tarsus is classified by 
Schaeffer to the level of Mid-Bronze of Tarsus II, 
around the seventeenth to sixteenth centuries B.C.33; 
and a third chisel, from Soli in Asia Minor, is dated 
by Schaeffer to the early second millennium B.C.34 

BRONZE SLEDGEHAMMERS 

Two possible bronze sledgehammers (657 and 
658) are described in Chapter X under the 
macehead category. 

BRONZE DOUBLE-HEADED AXES 
(938-939) 

A rather large number of double-headed or adze-
axes of cast bronze were found in several of the 
Marlik tombs, similar in shape but varying in size. 
These usually have a shaft hole sufficiently long to 
provide a good grip to the probably wooden handle. 

938 Bronze Adze-Axe 
102 M PL 134 

Double-axe head, about 16.0 cm long, found in the 
surface layer of the second Test Trench located in 
the area of T o m b 50 (Trench XXII L). It is made of 
cast bronze and has a curved convex cutting edge at 
each end of the head, one edge at right angles to the 
other, and a rather short shaft hole. 
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939 Bronze Adze-Axes 

106 M, 110 M, 121 M, 184 M, 485 M, 596 M, 641 M, 
and 700 M Fig. 35; PL 134 

The following bronze double-axe heads are similar 
to 938: 106 M, about 15.5 cm long, and 596 M, and 
21.5 cm long, both found in Tomb 44 (Trench XX 
N); 110 M, about 21.5 cm long, found in Tomb 50 
(Trench XXII K); 121 M, about 16.5 cm long, found 
in Tomb 24 (Trench XV E); 184 M, about 6.5 cm 
long, found near the surface in the area of Tomb 26 
(Trench XVII B); 485 M, about 16.0 cm long, found 
in Tomb 19 (Trench XIV F); 641 M, about 10.3 cm 
long, found in Tomb 2 (Trench VI B+); and 700 M, 
about 11.0 cm long, found in Tomb 15 (Trench XIII 
C). On 184 M, the smallest of the axe heads, one of 

Horses played a significant role in the life of the 
Marlik people. In the Royal Cemetery of Marlik, 
among the tombs of important and prominent 
people, were three horse burials (Tombs 49, 51, and 
53), each connected to a nearby tomb. In each of 
these small tombs were found a horse neckbone, 
horse teeth, and a few items of horse trappings 
including cheekpieces and bits. Additional horse 
trappings found at Marlik include cage bells with a 
suspension loop on top, and spools, which may have 
been used on horse and chariot straps. 

BRONZE HORSE BITS (940-941) 

Two bronze horse bits, one highly decorated with 
horse-shaped cheekpieces and the other simple and 
functional, were found at Marlik in tombs whose 
contents consisted of a set of horse teeth and bronze 
loops in addition to the horse bits. 

940 Bronze Horse Cheekpieces 
538 M PL 135 
The two bronze horses of this pair, each about 7.0 

cm long and 5.5 c m high, found in T o m b 53 
(Trench XXTV H ) , consist of flat plaques with a loop 
welded on the back of the bodies so they can be 
fastened together to form the cheekpieces of a horse 
bit. The two horses are very similar, and only one will 
be described. A long head ends in a rounded muzzle 
that droops downward. Projecting hemispheres form 
the eyes, and the upright ears are leaf shaped. The 
raised neck has a projecting thick band at the throat 
just under the muzzle, apparently forming part of a 
halter. The naturally proportioned body is outlined 
at the shoulder and haunch. Because the animal is 

the cutting edges is much smaller than the other. 

COMMENTS 

The origins and development of the adze-axe have 
been discussed by Jean Deshayes.35 An early example 
of an adze-axe of copper was found at Tepe Hissar, 
Level III,36 dated by Schaeffer to the late third and 
early second millennium B.C.37 Similar bronze adze-
axes were found at Ghalekuti I in the Dailaman 
region of Gilan, assigned by Fukai to the end of the 
Bronze and beginning of the Iron Age,38 and similar 
but more decorative adze-axes in the Ashmolean 
Museum are dated by Moorey to the late second and 
early first millennium B.C.39 

walking, all four legs appear, with detailed joints, 
hocks, and hooves. Each horse is attached to a thick 
band of metal that represents the ground and serves 
to strengthen the bit. The horses are well modeled, 
displaying a natural walking movement. 

COMMENTS 

Similar bronze cheekpieces can be seen in many 
museums and collections. Horse bits with cheek
pieces adorned with natural, stylized, or imaginary 
figures were common in various parts of the Iranian 
Plateau, particularly the Zagros and Elburz regions, 
during the second half of the second millennium 
B.C., when the bronze industry flourished and horses 
and horsemanship were an important concern. In 
classifying horse harnesses, Moorey suggests a date of 
1500-1200 B.C. for the earliest horse burials, found at 
Godin Tepe near H a m a d a n in western Persia. 
Subsequently these burials became more common, 
occurring at Marlik in the late second and early first 
millennium B.C., in Gilan during Iron Age I, at 
Hasanlu in Azerbaijan during Iron Age II, at Baba 
Jan in Luristan during Iron Age III, and at Tepe 
Giyan in Luristan and Tepe Sialk on the plateau 
from about the ninth to eighth centuries B.C.40 

Anderson discusses a bronze bit found in Luristan 
dated to the early first millennium B.C. that is similar 
to the Marlik example in having two horses on the 
cheekpieces. He suggests that the change in Greek 
art that took place about 700 B.C. is the result of 
contact with the Orient. There the great empires, 
such as the Assyrian Empire, had strong military 
forces based on a cavalry with extensive use of 
coaches for transport, which, he suggests, may have 
been stimulated by influence from mounted nomads 
from the north penetrating Iran.41 However, it 
should be noted that the people of the Iranian 

Horse Trappings (940-960) 
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Plateau were already well acquainted with horses and 
horsemanship long before 1000 B.C. Representations 
of horses appear on the pottery of Qabrestan in the 
Qazvin plain by the early fourth millennium B.C.,42 so 
horses could not have been introduced to Iran as late 
as the early first millennium B.C. with the influx of 
nomads from the north. 
A number of parallel examples contain naturalistic 

representations of horses, sometimes with more 
detailed workmanship. From this group are several 
bronze cheekpieces, some with suspension loops on 
the back of the animal as well as holes in the middle 
of the body for the insertion of the bit, four of which 
are dated by Calmeyer to the latter part of the 
second millennium B.C.43 Another example with two 
suspension loops on the back of each horse is clas
sified by A. Godard as Luristan Bronze, dating to 
1200 B.C.44 A bronze horse cheekpiece with two 
suspension loops on the nape, one on the seat, and a 
large hole in the middle was found at Tepe Giyan.45 

Another cheekpiece from Luristan with two sus
pension holes on the back and another on the shoul
der is dated by Y. Godard to around 1000 B.C.,46 and 
an example with two suspension loops on the back 
and a large hole in the middle is dated to the eighth 
to seventh centuries B.C.47 This is similar to cheek
pieces on reliefs of Sennacherib (704-681 B.C.) and 
Ashurbanipal (669-627 B.C.). 

Parallel examples with more detailed workmanship 
and decoration include one with suspension loops 
on the nape and rump, a large hole in the middle, 
and an engraved geometric rosette on the leg48; 
another with suspension holes on the head and 
rump and a large hole on the shoulder49; and a third 
with suspension holes and a large harness, all dated 
by Legrain to around the twelfth century B.C.50 A n 
example with more detailed workmanship, a hole in 
the middle of the body, and suspension loops on the 
shoulder and rump has been classified by Godard to 
Luristan Bronze, dated to 1500-1200 B.C.,51 and a 
final example with more detailed workmanship, 
suspension holes on the back, and a large hole in the 
body has been dated to the eighth to seventh cen
turies B.C.52 

Another group of bronze horse cheekpieces is 
more geometricized in style. The body of the horse is 
made of two triangles connected at the points to 
form a butterfly shape, with a large hole in the 
middle of the body at the connecting points. One 
example of this type is classified as Group 38 by 
Calmeyer, dating to around the end of the second 
millennium B.C.53; two more have been classified by 
A. Godard as Luristan Bronzes54; and another has 
been dated to the ninth to eighth centuries B.C.55 

A third group of bronze cheekpieces is adorned 
with winged animals. A winged horse of very 
decorative and detailed workmanship with suspen
sion holes in the nape and rump and a large hole in 

the middle of the body is classified by Y. Godard as 
Luristan Bronze, dated to the eighth to seventh cen
turies B.C.56 T w o cheekpieces from Luristan with 
winged mountain goats are assigned by Schaeffer to 
Luristan Recent Period with an approximate date of 
1500-1200 B.C.57 A rather interesting example con
sisting of the front half of a two-headed horse with a 
human rider holding the horse necks is dated by 
Parrot to the early first millennium B.C.58 A bronze 
cheekpiece in the form of a winged ram with a 
curving horn, a suspension loop on the back, and a 
hole in the middle of the body is dated by Porada to 
the Transitional to Achaemenian period, around the 
seventh to sixth centuries B.C.,59 and a cheekpiece in 
the shape of a winged antelope with a suckling kid is 
dated by Ghirshman to the eighth to seventh cen
turies B.C.60 

Another group of bronze cheekpieces with various 
compound and imaginary animals, although not 
closely similar to the bronze cheekpieces of Marlik, 
still served the same function of decorating the horse 
bit. Examples of this type include a cheekpiece with a 
human-headed winged bull, classified by Talbot Rice 
as pre-Scythian Luristan Bronze with the suggestion 
of possible Cimmerian influence61; another in the 
form of a winged human-headed animal classified by 
Moorey as Luristan Bronze with a suggested date of 
the eighth to seventh centuries B.C.62; one containing 
a horned winged animal with the head of a woman, 
in rather detailed workmanship, classified by Y. 
Godard as Luristan Bronze, dated to about 1000 
B.C.63; and a cheekpiece in the form of a winged 
human-headed animal with a crescent horn classified 
by Bussagli as Luristan Bronze with a suggested date 
of the fourteenth to ninth centuries B.C.64 

Potratz discussed a number of horse bits adorned 
with various animals, both natural and imaginary, 
including narrative scenes, imaginary figures, and 
mountain goats with and without wings.65 Bronze 
horse bits with various types of cheekpieces in the 
collection of David-Weill in Paris are dated to the 
ninth to eighth centuries B.C.66 A n especially deco
rative example with a chariot rider is dated by A. 
Godard to about 1200 B.C.67 and by Ghirshman to the 
eighth to seventh centuries B.C.68 Other examples are 
in the collection of Sir Frank Savery in the Ashmo
lean,69 in Kunsthandel, Frankfort, Besitz Prof. Sarre, 
dated by Potratz to the ninth to eighth centuries 
B.C.,70 and in the British Museum, dated by Moorey to 
the late second to early first millennium B.C.71 

941 Bronze Horse Bit 
327 M Fig. 34; PL 135 

S o m e small parts missing, found in T o m b 49 
(Trench XXII K). It is made from cast bronze, now 
covered by a coat of rust. Cylindrical bars are joined 
together by open loops, with the ends hammered 
together so that the bit would not open in use. Each 
mouthpiece, with a closed loop at its outer end 
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through which the rein passed, goes through a hole 
in the middle of the cheekpiece bar so that all parts 
of the bit are connected. 

COMMENTS 

The simple type of horse bit exemplified in 941 
was rather c o m m o n and has been found in several 
neighboring excavations as well as at more distant 
sites. Caucasia has produced a number of examples 
including one very similar horse bit with large side 
loops for rein straps, from Kalakent in the Trans-
caucasian region, classified by Hancar to the Gandsa-
Karabagh culture, dated to around the late second 
and early first millennium B.C.,72 and by Bossert to 
around 1375-1200 B.C.73 Apparently this type of 
simple bronze horse bit belongs to the earlier part of 
the Gandsa-Karabagh culture, making it contem
porary with the Marlik example. A similar horse bit 
was also found at Tak-Kilisi74 and another at 
Beshtasheni Safarharab T o m b 4, both dated by 
Schaeffer to 1250-1100 B.C.75 

A similar horse bit found at Luristan is classified by 
Schaeffer to Luristan Recent Period, around 
1500-1200 B.C.,76 and a similar example from Tepe 
Giyan is dated to the second half of the second 
millennium B.C.77 O n the central plateau similar 
examples of more advanced shape were found in 
many tombs of Sialk Cemetery B, dated by Ghirsh
man to the early part of the first millennium B.C.,78 

with the abundance of this type of horse bit there re
flecting its c o m m o n use. A similar horse bit with 
smaller side loops, reported to be from Assur, is 
dated by Hancar to the ninth century B.C.,79 and he 
dates a very simple bronze horse bit with no side 
loops, belonging to the early nomads of the Altai 
tribes, to 700-600 B.C.80 This latter horse bit, al
though not as close to the Marlik example as the 
others, may represent a continuation of these simple 
bronze horse bits in the region. 
Other horse bits of this type of less certain origin 

can be seen in various museums and collections. A 
horse bit with a complete mouthpiece consisting of a 
circular section and a cannon terminal through 
which a circular rein ring passes, which is modeled as 
a h u m a n hand with a slightly arched plain bar 
cheekpiece with an upright loop toward each end for 
cheekstrips, is dated by Moorey to the ninth to 
eighth centuries B.C.,81 and he dates three similar but 
more decorative examples to the eighth to seventh 
centuries B.C.82 Similar simple bronze horse bits are 
classified by Nagel to Sialk Cemetery B type, dated by 
him to 1250-1100 B.C.83 and by Ghirshman to the 
tenth to ninth centuries B.C. Another similar example 
is in the Louvre84; a plain bronze horse bit with 
simple cheekpieces and side loops for rein straps is 
dated to the ninth to eighth centuries B.C.85 Many 
more examples can be seen in other collections,86 

and it seems clear that this simple type of horse bit 

was very c o m m o n in Iran and neighboring areas 
during the later part of the second millennium B.C. 
and continued in use into the first half of the next. 

BRONZE BELLS (942-957) 

A number of bronze bells in the shape of a cage 
were found at Marlik; these are usually spherical, 
although flat and double-conoid cage bells were also 
found. Some of these cage bells still have their solid 
jingling ball inside. 

SPHERICAL CAGE BELLS (942-950) 

PLAIN SPHERICAL CAGE BELL (942) 

A single plain spherical cage bell was found at 
Marlik. 

942 Bronze Bell 
338 M PL 136 
About 7.0 cm high, found in T o m b 44 (Trench 

XXI N ) . Made from cast bronze, now covered by a 
heavy coat of rust, it has a spherical cage shape 
surrounded by two rows of pierced triangles, the 
lower row reversed. Smaller pierced triangles sur
round the bottom of the bell, and a simple suspen
sion loop is located at the top. 

POMEGRANATE CAGE BELLS (943-946) 

The most common type of bell found at Marlik is 
the pomegranate-shaped spherical cage bell, re
peating the pomegranate motif much favored by the 
Marlik people. 

943 Bronze Pomegranate Bells 
239 M PL 136 
Three pomegranate-shaped bells, respectively 

measuring 7.0, 7.0, and 8.0 cm high, were found in 
T o m b 47 (Trench XXI E). They are made from cast 
bronze, now covered by a thick coat of rust that is in 
part granulated and mixed with soil sediment. All are 
very similar in shape, and only one will be described. 
The bell has a globular cage shape with a parallel row 
of elongated pierced oval holes around the sphere, 
joining at the neck, which is encircled by a row of 
pierced triangles and topped by a pomegranate 
crown pierced by suspension holes opposite each 
other. These bells are gracefully proportioned and 
beautifully made. 

944 Bronze Pomegranate Bell 
729 M PL 136 
About 6.8 cm high, found in T o m b 44 (Trench X X 
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N). It is made from cast bronze that is heavily oxi
dized on the surface and is covered on some parts by 
soil sediment. It has a spherical cage body with paral
lel narrow pierced vertical slots topped by a pome
granate crown neck. 

945 Bronze Pomegranate Bell 
498 M PL 136 
About 6.5 cm high, found in T o m b 18 (Trench 

XIV D). It is made from cast bronze, now covered by 
rust on the surface, and has a globular cage body 
surrounded by parallel almond-shaped vertical 
pierced slots and a long cylindrical neck with large 
suspension holes on either side, ending in a serrated 
pomegranate crown. Inside the bell is a bronze ball. 

946 Bronze Pomegranate Bells 
499 M, 933 M, 686 M, and 937 M PL 136 
The following bronze bells, all made from cast 

bronze with heavy rust now covering the surface, are 
similar to 945: 499 M, about 5.0 cm high, found in 
Tomb 18 (Trench XTV D); 933 M, about 5.0 cm high, 
found in Tomb 13 (Trench XII G); 686 M, about 6.5 
cm long, found in T o m b 30 (Trench XVI L), and 
937 M, about 5.0 cm long, found in Trench 1 of 
Gheshlagh. 937 M has a U-shaped rather than 
dentated crown; the dentation on 686 M is bent 
somewhat inward; and 933 M has less dentation than 
the other examples, with that present bent slightly 
outward. 

SPHERICAL CAGE BELLS TOPPED BY AN 
ANIMAL FIGURE (947-950) 

Several of the spherical cage bells are topped by 
animal figures, one by a mountain goat and three by 
birds. 

947 Bronze Bell with Mountain Goat 
938 M PL 136 

About 9.5 cm high, found in the Gheshlagh wheat 
field. It is made from cast bronze, now covered by a 
thick coat of rust, and has a spherical cage body 
surrounded by two rows of triangular openings, the 
lower ones reversed. The bell has a cylindrical handle 
with a conical base and crown topped by a small 
figure of a mountain goat with a large stylized hump. 
The goat's triangular head has a round pointed 
muzzle and short conical vertical horns. Projecting 
from the middle of the nape is a tall h u m p with a 
backward-bent tip. A short body rises to a rounded 
hump with a short tail. The cylindrical legs attach to 
the bell handle. 

A similar cage-shaped bronze bell topped by a 
mountain goat with a large suspension loop on its 
back is classified by Moorey as a Luristan Bronze 
object, dated to the early first millennium B.c 87 as is 

another bronze bell with an animal on the handle.88 

Similar figurines of mountain goats were found at 
Byblos Level II.89 A mountain goat at the end of a 
bronze pin, from Megiddo, is dated by Schaeffer to 
the early second millennium B.C.90 

948 Bronze Bell with Bird 
403 M PL 136 
About 7.0 cm high, found in T o m b 36 (Trench 

XVIII C). It is made from cast bronze, now covered 
by a coat of rust, and has a spherical cage body 
formed of parallel bronze bands curving from top to 
bottom. Its flat handle is crowned by a small bird, 
possibly a pigeon. 
A similar bronze cage-shaped bell topped with a 

bird figure is classified by Moorey as Luristan Bronze, 
dated to around the early first millennium B.C.91 

Another similar bronze bell topped with four ducks, 
found in the Pir Kouh region of Gilan, is dated by 
Porada to the twelfth century B.C.92 A bell with a bird 
figure on the back and a suspension loop is dated to 
the eighth to seventh centuries B.C.93 

949 Bronze Bell with Bird 
382 M PL 136 
About 6.0 cm high, found in T o m b 36 (Trench 

XVIII C). It is made from cast bronze, now covered 
by a thick coat of rust that is granulated in part and 
mixed with soil particles. Fairly similar to 948, it has a 
spherical cage body formed of parallel bronze bars 
curving from top to bottom and a flat vertical handle 
with a suspension hole in the middle crowned by the 
figure of a bird, possibly a duck. Inside the cage is a 
solid bronze ball. 

950 Bronze Bell with Bird 
1127 M PL 136 

About 7.5 cm high, found in Gheshlagh. It is made 
from cast bronze, now covered by a thick coat of rust, 
and has the figure of a bird on top. 

FLAT CAGE BELLS 

Two bronze bells or possibly pendants in a flat cage 
shape were found in T o m b 6. They seem to have 
been primarily decorative in purpose and are dis
cussed in full in Chapter VII (see 269 and 270). 

DOUBLE-CONOID CAGE BELLS 

Several bronze bells in the shape of a double 
conoid connected at the bases were found at 
Marlik—two simple ones in T o m b 5 and five more 
decorative ones in T o m b 6. 
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SIMPLE DOUBLE-CONOID CAGE BELLS 
(951-952) 

951 Bronze Bell 
1080 M PL 136 
About 4.0 cm high, found in T o m b 5 (Trench VIII 

D). Made from cast bronze, now covered by a coat of 
rust mixed with soil sediment, it has a truncated 
double-conoid shape with very simple narrow bronze 
bars extending from top to bottom, separating 
toward the middle, which is surrounded by a narrow 
band. 

952 Bronze Bell 
1081 M PL 136 
About 3.2 cm high, found in Tomb 5 (Trench VIII 

D). It is made of cast bronze and is very similar to 
951. 

DECORATIVE DOUBLE-CONOID CAGE BELLS 
(953-957) 

953 Bronze Bell 
1016 M PL 137 
About 7.5 cm high, found in T o m b 6 (Trench X 

A ). It is made from cast bronze, now covered by a 
coat of rust, in a double-conoid cage shape. It 
consists of rather narrow, equally spaced bronze bars 
extending from the upper to the lower end, gradu
ally expanding toward the middle of the cage, which 
has the largest diameter. Decorative connected 
circular bands are soldered at the middle of the bell 
in between each two bars. The upper end of the bell 
turns into a suspension loop, while the lower end is a 
globular pendant knob. 

954 Bronze Bell 
1032 M PL 137 
About 7.5 cm high, found in T o m b 6 (Trench X 

A ). Shaped rather like a double pyramid, it is made 
from cast bronze, now covered by a thick coat of rust 
that hides some decorative elements. The main body 
of the cage consists of equally spaced twisted bronze 
bars, which extend from top to bottom and gradually 
open outward toward the middle of the cage. A 
reinforcing bronze band connects these twisted bars 
at the middle. The top of the bell is formed into a 
rather large suspension loop, and the bottom is a 
globular knob. 

955 Bronze Bell 
1017 M PL 137 
About 7.5 cm high, found in T o m b 6 (Trench X 

A ). It is made from cast bronze, now covered by a 
coat of rust, in a double-conoid or oval cage shape. 
The body of the bell consists of rows of pierced 
triangles alternating upward and downward, sepa
rated by a band around the middle. Additional 

attached knobs are spaced on the surface of the bell. 
The top is formed into a suspension loop, and the 
bottom is decorated by a molding band above a 
suspended globular knob. 

956 Bronze Bell 
1019 M PL 137 
About 7.5 cm high, found in Tomb 6 (Trench X 

A ). It is made from cast bronze, now covered by a 
thick coat of rust, in a double-conoid shape. The 
body is formed of interspersed bronze bands 
extending from top to bottom, gradually separating 
toward the middle, which is surrounded by a hori
zontal band. The top of the cage bell turns to a 
suspension loop, and the bottom is decorated by a 
projecting reel band extending to a small knob. 

957 Bronze Bell 
1020 M PL 137 
About 7.5 cm high, found in Tomb 6 (Trench X 

A ). It is made from cast bronze, the metal now cov
ered by a thick coat of rust, and has a double-conoid 
cage shape very similar to 955. 

COMMENTS 

The bronze bells found at Marlik are grouped in 
certain tombs, with each individual tomb containing 
bells similar to each other but different from those 
found in other tombs, possibly indicating that they 
were produced especially for the owner of the tomb 
in a particular workshop and at different times, 
which may have been a generation or two apart. The 
many bells found in T o m b 6 may indicate that its 
owner was a herdsman or dealt with horses or mules 
in some other connection. 
Bronze pomegranate cage bells, which are the 

most common type at Marlik, have also been found 
at several other sites. From the Caspian Zone comes a 
similar bronze bell with triangular pierced holes, 
found at Redkin-Lager in the Caucasus, dated by 
Schaeffer to 1300-1100 B.C.94 The Central Plateau of 
Iran has also produced bells of this type. A bronze 
cage-shaped pomegranate bell with simple handle 
knobs at the base, found at Khurvin, is dated by 
Vanden Berghe to the late second to early first 
millennium B.C.95 Another similar pomegranate cage 
bell, found at Sialk Cemetery B, is classified by 
Ghirshman to the beginning of the Iron Age,96 and a 
cage-shaped bell with a suspension loop, said to be 
from Luristan, is dated by Ghirshman to the eighth 
to seventh centuries B.C.97 Additional examples from 
Luristan are reported by Herzfeld.98 A bell that is 
similar in shape but not in detail, with a suspension 
loop in the base, is dated by Moorey to the early first 
millennium B.C.99 A similar spherical cage bell with 
parallel bands, a solid jingling ball, and a vertical 
pierced handle, modeled as an open flower with four 
petals, is attributed by Moorey to Iron Age I-II, 
around 1200-800 B.C.100 
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Examples comparable to the cage-shaped spherical 
bells with animal decoration at the end of the 
suspension handle are not so frequent. Three bells of 
this type, one with a horned animal and the others 
with a bird at the top of the handle, are dated by 
Moorey to the early first millennium B.C.101 

Double-conoid bells are less common. A somewhat 
similar bell with a loop at each end and a striped 
band body, made of copper, was found at Nuzi, Nuzi 
City, Temple E. It is dated by Starr to around the 
middle of the second millennium B.C.102 

MISCELLANEOUS HORSE 
TRAPPINGS (958-960) 

958 Frit Chariot Knob 
628 M PL 137 
About 7.0 cm high and 5.3 cm in diameter at the 

base, found in Tomb 4 (Trench VIII A + ) . It is made 
of frit with a surface glaze that is somewhat 
deteriorated. The conical knob has a concave body 
and a flat base encircled by two shallow parallel 
grooves. A central hole extends from top to base. 

A number of small tools for use in personal care 
and hygiene were found at Marlik. These are made 
of gold and bronze and include fingernail cleaners, 
ear cleaners, needles, a mirror, a comb, and tweezers. 

FINGERNAIL CLEANERS (961) 

Both gold and bronze fingernail cleaners were 
found in the form of small pins with a decorated top 
and a tapering or flattened blade point. 

961 Bronze Fingernail Cleaners 
404 M, 140 M, 72b M, and 345 M Fig. 34; PL 137 
All have cage-shaped bells on top: 404 M, about 4.0 

cm long, found in Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C); 140 
M, about 4.0 cm long, found in Tomb 27 (Trench 
XVII D); 72b M, about 5.5 cm long, found in Tomb 
26 (Trench XVII B); and 345 M, about 6.5 cm long, 
found in T o m b 44 (Trench XXI N ) . 404 M has a 
pear-shaped cage bell and a wide point; 140 M a 
round cage-shaped bell and a sharp point; 72 b M a 
pear-shaped cage bell and a sharp point; and 345 M 
an oval cage-shaped bell with a sharp point. 

A similar type of frit knob was found at Haft Tepe, 
dated by the author to the second half of the second 
millennium B.C.103 

959 Bronze Spool 
430 M PL 137 
About 2.0 cm long, found in T o m b 36 (Trench 

XVIII C). It is made from cast bronze, now covered 
by a coat of rust, and is cylindrical, with three 
parallel, equally spaced projecting reels. It was 
probably used for the same purpose as 960. 
Rather similar spools are identified by Herzfeld as 

toggles for fastening the headstall of a bridle. 
Examples have been found at Tepe Giyan in Luri
stan, at Persepolis, and in the Inshushinak deposit at 
Susa.104 

960 Bronze Spool 
429 M PL 137 
About 3.9 cm long, found in T o m b 36 (Trench 

XVIII C). It is made of cast bronze, now heavily 
rusted on the surface, and has six parallel, almost 
equally spaced projecting reels. Although its purpose 
is not certain, it may have been a roller for a horse or 
chariot strap. 

EAR CLEANERS (962-967) 

One gold and six bronze ear cleaners were found 
at Marlik. All are made in a simple shape, with one 
end in the form of a very small spoon for cleaning 
the ear and the other end rolled for suspension, 
tapered to a sharp point, or also formed as a small 
spoon. 

962 Gold Ear Cleaner 
294 M PL 137 
About 7.8 cm long, found in T o m b 47 (Trench 

X X I E). It is made from rather thick gold wire 
slightly bent in the middle, with one end formed in 
the shape of a small spoon and the other end turned 
to a flat band, which is rolled into a loop for suspen
sion. 

963 Bronze Ear Cleaner 
42 M PL 137 
Two ear cleaners, the metal covered with rust, 

found in T o m b 26 (Trench XVII B); the larger one 
measures about 18.5 cm long. They are made of four-
sided bronze bars tapering at one end to a round bar 
ending in a very small spoon. The other end tapers 

Personal Equipment (961-973) 
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to a short flat bladepoint on one ear cleaner but is 
broken and missing from the other. 

964 Bronze Ear Cleaner 
187M PL 137 

About 8.0 cm long and covered with rust, found in 
Tomb 26 (Trench XVII B). It is made of thick wire 
with a small spoon at one end; the other end is 
broken and missing. 

965 Bronze Ear Cleaner 
431 M not illustrated 
About 15.0 cm long and covered with rust, found 

in Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C). It is made of a thick 
round bar, with one end formed into a small spoon 
and the other pierced for suspension. 

966 Bronze Ear Cleaner 
1006 M not illustrated 
About 21.0 cm long and covered with rust. It was 

found in Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E) and consists of a 
round bar, with one end formed into a small spoon 
and the other turned to a four-sided bar that tapers 
to a sharp point. 

967 Bronze Ear Cleaner 
1024 M PL 137 
About 26.6 cm long and covered with rust. It was 

found in Tomb 12 (Trench XII E) and is made of a 
thick round bar, with each end formed into a small 
spoon. 

NEEDLES (968-970) 

Many needles were found at Marlik, made of both 
gold and bronze. Some are intact and in a good state 
of preservation, but others are rusted and broken. 

968 Gold Needle 
413 M PL 138 
About 5.0 cm long, found in Tomb 36 (Trench 

XVIII C). It is simple in shape, with the head end 
flattened and rolled to a hollow cylinder and then 
extended to a narrow wire. This is turned back in an 
oval loop for the eye, with the point of the wire 
turned and inserted into the hollow cylindrical 
shank. The opposite end tapers to a sharp point. 

969 Gold Needles 
372a M PL 138 
Four needles, the largest about 8.5 cm long, found 

in Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C). They are closely 
similar to 968. 

970 Bronze Needles 
87 M, 129 M, and 3726 M PL 138 
These bronze needles all follow the same pattern 

as the gold needles, with a hole in the head and the 
end tapering to a point: 87 M, three needles covered 
with rust and broken, with the largest incomplete 
one about 8.5 cm long, found in Tomb 26 (Trench 
XVII B); 129 M, nine needles, covered with rust with 
some partly broken, the largest about 11.0 cm long, 
found in Tomb 32 (Trench XVII E); and 3726 M, ten 
needles, covered with rust and some broken, with the 
largest one about 7.0 cm long, found in Tomb 36 
(Trench XVIII C) along with the gold needles. 

COMMENTS 

An earlier example of a bronze needle, somewhat 
different in workmanship, with the eye composed of 
two sides overlapping at the end, was found in Tomb 
93, Level III, of Tepe Giyan,105 while more closely 
similar bronze needles were found in Level I, Tomb 
54 106 x w o sets 0f chatelaines from Giyan also 
included bronze needles.107 Similar bronze needles 
from Beshtasheni in Caucasia are dated by Schaeffer 
to 1250-1100 B.C.,108 whereas other similar bronze 
needles from Khurvin are dated by Vanden Berghe 
to the late second to early first millennium B.C.109 A 
group of bronze needles made in a twisted tech
nique, found at Tchoga Zanbil, are dated by Ghirsh
man to 1250 B.C.110 

BRONZE MIRROR (971) 

971 Bronze Mirror 
1029 M PL 139 
About 17.0 cm in diameter, found in Tomb 10 

(Trench XI B). It is made from sheet bronze, now 
covered by a heavy coat of rust, in part granulated 
and mixed with soil particles. The round flat mirror 
has a rather small, narrow band tang with a flat 
rounded end pierced by a hole with a riveting nail in 
situ, by which it was originally fastened to a decora
tive handle, possibly of wood. 

COMMENTS 

A similar mirror of copper was found at Nuzi, Nuzi 
City, Zigi 34, dated by Starr to around the middle of 
the second millennium B.C.111 Another mirror of 
similar shape with a short tang was found in an 
Assyrian tomb of Mari, dated to the time of Rameses 
II (about 1292-1225 B.C.) by an inscribed scarab.112 

Similar mirrors have also been found in areas closer 
to Marlik. One example with a riveting hole at the 
tang, from Khurvin, is dated by Vanden Berghe to 
the late second and early first millennium B.C.,113 and 
another, similar bronze mirror with a stick handle 
was found in Sialk Cemetery B (Sialk VI), assigned by 
Ghirshman to the beginning of the Iron Age.114 
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BRONZE COMB (972) 

972 Bronze Comb(?) 
660 M PL 139 
About 5.5 cm long and 4.2 cm wide, found in 

Tomb 40 (Trench XVIII N) . It is made from sheet 
bronze, the metal covered by a heavy coat of rust 
mixed with soil sediment. It is almost rectangular in 
shape, with one end, slightly wider, separated into 
spikes, now filled with rust. In the narrower handle 
end is a suspension hole. Although this object 
resembles a wooden comb in shape, its exact use is 
not known. 
A somewhat similar object from Samthavro, T 583, 

in Caucasia, is classified by Schaeffer to the begin
ning of the Iron Age, around 1200-1100 B.C.115 

Miscellaneous 

BRONZE INGOTS (974-976) 

A number of bronze ingots were found in the 
tombs of Marlik, possibly placed there because they 
were considered a sign of wealth and a useful re
source in the hereafter. These ingots have a common 
crescent or open circular shape, thicker in the 
middle and narrowing toward the ends, which may 
be decorated by engraved chevrons, zigzags, or 
triangles (Color Plate XXXII E). 

974 Bronze Ingots 
230 M PL 139 
Two ingots, each about 8.3 cm in outer diameter, 

found in Tomb 25 (Trench XVI F). They are made 
from solid cast bronze, now covered by a very heavy 
coat of rust mixed with soil sediment. Both have a 
very similar open loop shape with the middle much 
thicker, gradually narrowing toward the ends, which 
are decorated by parallel engraved zigzag bands. 

975 Bronze Ingot 
416 M PL 139 

About 14.0 cm in outer diameter, found in T o m b 
36 (Trench XVIII C). It is very similar to 974 except 
that it is proportionately thicker in the middle and is 
decorated with parallel engraved chevrons at the 
ends. 

976 Bronze Ingots 

417 M, 418 M, 419 M, 420 M, 421 M, 422 M, 423 M 
730 M, and 732 M PL 139 

The following bronze ingots are all similar to 975: 
417 M, about 14.4 cm in outer diameter, 418 M, 
about 15.5 cm in outer diameter, 419 M, about 16.5 
cm in outer diameter, 420 M, about 14.0 cm in outer 

BRONZE TWEEZERS (973) 

973 Bronze Tweezers 
61 M Fig. 35; PL 139 
These bronze tweezers, about 14.2 cm long, were 

found in T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C). They are made 
of two rather flat bars tapering toward a sharp point 
at each end, pressed together from one end to the 
middle, with the separated ends forming the 
tweezers. At the middle are three globular moldings 
next to one another. 
Similar tweezers were found at Tepe Giyan, dated 

to 1500-1200 B.C. by Herzfeld, w h o also makes 
reference to the examples found at the Royal Ceme
tery of Ur.116 

Items (974-988) 

diameter, 421 M, about 15.5 cm in outer diameter, 
422 M, about 13.5 cm in outer diameter, and 423 M, 
about 14.5 cm in outer diameter, all found in Tomb 
36 (Trench XVIII C); and 730 M, about 13.2 cm in 
outer diameter, and 732 M, about 12.5 cm in outer 
diameter, both found in T o m b 40 (Trench XVIII N). 
418 M, 419 M, and 421 M have engraved triangular 
decoration at each end, and 730 M and 732 M have 
ends that are narrower and closer to each other than 
the rest of the ingots. 

COMMENTS 

Bronze ingots were found at Marlik in only three 
tombs, Tombs 25 and 40, each with two examples, 
and Tomb 36, with eight examples. These ingots may 
have been placed in the tombs for a specific reason. 
Tomb 36, in particular, which is a very small tomb, 
was packed with valuable objects of gold, bronze, and 
pottery including toys and gaming pieces, indicating 
that it may have belonged to a young prince. Possibly 
the eight large bronze ingots were placed in this 
tomb to be used for making more objects, including 
weapons, in the future. 

BRONZE PLAQUES (977-978) 

977 Bronze Plaques 
1214 M not illustrated 
Four plaques, each about 7.0 cm long, found in 

T o m b 36 (Trench XVIII C). They are made from 
sheet bronze, now covered by a coat of rust and 
granulated in some parts. They are very similar in 
shape and apparently served a similar function. Each 
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plaque is rectangular with convex curved sides and a 
slighdy concave body, resembling a small saucer, and 
possibly was intended to hold some substance. 

978 Bronze Plaques 
1012 M PL 139 
Two plaques, each about 8.5 cm long, found in 

Tomb 44 (Trench X X N), along with some pieces of 
textile. They are made from sheet bronze, now 
covered by a thick coat of rust mixed with soil 
sediment, and are very similar in shape. 

BRONZE CYMBALS (979-986) 

A number of bronze cymbals were found at Marlik 
(Chart 39). Many are now covered by a coat of rust, 
with some examples more deeply corroded. They are 
made from a circular sheet of hammered bronze 
with a hemispherical embossed center and, most 
often, a wide flat brim. The umbo is pierced in the 
center, and pieces of textile thong may remain in the 
hole. On the brim of some cymbals, such as 981 (400 
M) , an additional piece of metal shaped like an 
arrowhead is soldered. Pieces of textile and textile 
bands are often extant on the brim, as in 980 (167 
M). A few of these cymbals have very narrow brims 
and look very much like round helmets. One exam
ple of this type, 891, is included among the helmets. 

979 Bronze Cymbals 
36 M PL 140 
Three cymbals, corroded and broken with parts of 

the brim missing, an overall diameter 18.0 cm, found 
in Tomb 26. They are made from sheet bronze from 
which the central umbo is hammered out. In the 
center of the umbo is a pierced hole, and pieces of 
textile are extant on the brim. 

980 Bronze Cymbals 
167 M and 662 M PL 140 
Pair of cymbals, 167 M, overall diameter 23.0 cm at 

the rim, and 662 M, about 18.5 cm at the rim, both 
found in Tomb 24 (Trench XV E). They are very 
similar in shape and workmanship to 36 M except 
that they are better preserved. Pieces of textile are 
extant on the brims of these cymbals. 

981 Bronze Cymbals 
398 M, 399 M, 400 M, and 401 M PL 140 
The following bronze cymbals are all very similar in 

shape and workmanship to 979: 398 M and 399 M, 
about 23.0 cm in diameter; 400 M, a pair about 28.5 
cm in diameter; and 401 M, about 27.5 cm in 
diameter, all found in Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C). 
399 M is decorated at the brim by equally spaced 
small embossed knobs; 398 M, in addition to similar 
embossed knobs, has bands of beads and extant 
pieces of textile; and 400 M has additional soldered 

pieces of metal shaped like arrowheads on the brim, 
possibly to provide for a better grip. 

982 Bronze Cymbals 
409 M not illustrated 
Pair of small cymbals, the larger one about 11.0 cm 

in diameter, found in Tomb 36 (Trench XVIII C). 
These cymbals are similar in general shape to the 
other examples except that the central umbo is not 
sharply distinguished from the brim, to which it joins 
in a smooth rounded curve. The brim is decorated 
near the edge by a single file of small embossed 
knobs. The larger cymbal is pierced in the center of 
the umbo, whereas the smaller one has holes at the 
brim, possibly for attachment to cloth or leather, 
indicating that it may not have been intended for use 
as a cymbal but for some other decorative or protec
tive purpose. 

983 Bronze Cymbals 
524 M, 525 M, and 605 M PL 140 
524 M and 525 M, each about 10.4 cm in diameter, 

and 605 M, a pair about 20.0 cm in diameter, all 
found in Tomb 50 (Trenches XXI L and XXII L). 
They are similar in shape and workmanship to the 
other cymbals found at Marlik except for having a 
rather gentler curve from central umbo to brim. 
Pieces of textile are extant on the brim of 525 M. 

984 Bronze Cymbals 
612 M and 613 M not illustrated 
Two cymbals, 612 M, about 17.0 cm in diameter, 

and 613 M, about 16.5 cm in diameter, both found in 
Tomb 13 (Trench XII G). They are very similar in 
shape and workmanship to 979. Each is decorated by 
bunches of five embossed knobs spaced around the 
brim. 

985 Bronze Cymbal 
734 M PL 140 
About 18.0 cm in diameter, found in Tomb 41 

(Trench XIX K). Similar in shape and workmanship 
to 979, it is decorated by a single file of small 
embossed knobs bordering the rim. Pieces of textile 
band are extant in the central hole. 

986 Bronze Cymbals 
768 M not illustrated 
Pair of cymbals, each about 27.5 cm in diameter, 

found in Tomb 47 (Trench XXII E). They are very 
similar in shape and workmanship to 979. Pieces of 
textile are extant on the brims. The composition and 
technology of one of these cymbals have been 
studied by Vatandoost-Haghighi.117 

COMMENTS 

Cymbals of various kinds have been found in Iran 
and neighboring regions, but not many are similar to 
the Marlik cymbals. Several smaller examples with 
more geometric decoration, in the Ashmolean Muse
um, are discussed by Moorey, who describes one as 
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similar to the Marlik type and suggests a date of the 
late second to early first millennium B.C.118 H e refers 
to other cymbals reported to be from Amlash.119 

Similar cymbals, but smaller and more decorative, 
are attributed to Luristan in western Persia, dated 
around the late second to early first millennium 
B.C.120 

TEXTILE FRAGMENTS (987-988) 

987 Textile Fragments 
57 M PL 140 
Fragments of textile including textile bands and 

different types of knots in cord were found in some 
tombs along with the skeleton, indicating that the 
body had been clothed at the time of burial. Most of 
this original clothing has perished except for some 
fragments of textile placed in more compact soil on 
top of the stone slab in such a way that they were 
somewhat protected and were preserved (although 
in a fragile condition). The variety of weaving seems 
to point to a fairly developed textile industry. 

988 Textile Fragments 
1529 M PL 140 

These fragments of textile were discovered with 
the body of a warrior in T o m b 52 (Trench XXIII G), 
along with some frit and bronze buttons. 
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Table 21. Tools 

Cat. 

No. 

892 

893 

894 

895 

896 

897 

898 

899 

900 

901 

902 

903 

904 

905 

906 

907 

908 

909 

910 

911 

912 
913 

914 

stone 

915 

917 

918 

919 

920 

921 

922 

923 

924 

925 

926 

927 

928 

929 

930 

931 

932 

Description 

whetstone 

whetstone 

whetstone 

whetstone 

whetstone 

whetstone 

whetstone 

whetstone 

whetstone 

whetstone 

whetstone 

whetstone 

whetstone 

whetstone 

mortar & pestle 

mortar & pestle 

mortar & pestle 

mortar 

mortar 

pestle 

pestle 

pestle 

grinder (small) 

grinder (small) 

grinder (small) 

pounder 

pounder 

pounder 

pipe stick 

saw blade 

hook 

hook (long) 

hook 

hook 

spindle whorl 

spatula 

pipe stick 

pipe stick? 

ladle 

ladle 

ladle 

ladle 

skewer (2) 

skewer (2) 

skewer 

skewer 

skewer 

skewer 

skewer 

skewer 

skewer (incomplete) 

skewer (broken) 

gears? (3) 

gear? 

Exc. 

No. 

620 M 

630 M 

649 M 

657 M 

648 M 

655 M 

656 M 

621 M 

43 M 

711 M 

174 M 

503 M 

622 M 

350 M 

575 M 

710 M 

604 1 

708 M 

709 M 

614 M 

651 M 

652 M 

706 M 

185 M 

473 M 

650 M 

653 M 

654 M 

323 M 

1531 M 

469 M 

600 M 

632 M 

633 M 

735 M 

965 M 

329 M 

35 M 

397 M 

166 M 

584 M 

949 M 

50 M 

97 M 

334 M 

55 M 

950 M 

753 M 

335 M 

434 M 

351 M 

598 M 

1079 M 

944 M 

Mus. 

No. 

25155 

36 STO 

36 STO 

36 STO 

37 STO 

36 STO 

36 STO 

25154 

43 STO 

25159 

25160 

25158 

25156 

26 STO 

14598 

25328 

25332 
25330 

25331 

25329 

36 STO 

36 STO 

25151 

25152 

25153 

36 STO 

36 STO 

37 STO 

14858 

31 STO 

25343 

25214 

14984 

14985 

25148 

14992 
25004 

25368 

25296 

25218 

25223 

25415 

25381 

25381 

25381 

25216 

25413 

14620 

25298 

25297 

17 STO 

25318 

25347 

25341 

Tomb 

No. 

2 
4 

40 

6 

24 

40 

40 

2 
26 

3 

42 

18 

5 

44 

27 

1 

19 

3 

2 
3 

40 

40 

3 

sur 

19 

40 

40 

40 

47 

AKB 

19 

19 

6 

4 

41 

52 

33 

26 

36 

24 

26 

52 

26 

50 

33 

24 

52 

1 

33 

36 

44 

45 

5 

52 

Trench 

No. 

VI B+ 

VIII A+ 

XVIII N 

XA+ 

XVE 

XVIII N 

XVIII N 

VI B+ 

XVII B 

VIA 

XX F 

XIVD 
VIII D 

XXI N 

XVII D 

IIID+ 

XIVF 
VIA 

VI B+ 

VTA 

XVIII N 

XVIII N 

VIA 

XX E 

XIVF 
XVIII N 

XVIII N 

XVIII N 

XXI E 

XIVF 
XIVF 
XA+ 

VIIIA+ 

XIX K 

XXIII G 

XVIII F 

XVII B 

XVIIIC 

XVE 

XVII B 

XXIII G 

XVII B 

XXII L 

XVIII F 

XVE 

XXIII G 

IIID+ 

XVIII F 

XVIIIC 

XXI N 

XXII H 

VIII D 

XXIII G 

L. 

cm. 

25.5 

13.5 

19.5 

15.5 

16.5 

9.0 

16.5 

22.5 

16.5 

21.5 

18.5 

17.5 

26.0 

15.0 

21.0 

15.0 

22.0 

13.5 

8.0 

8.8 

7.3 
15.0 

6.0 
6.5 

40.2 

26.0 

19.5 

16.5 

22.5 

82.0 

68.0 

79.0 

90.0 

72.5 

60.0 

67.0 

61.0 

72.0 

59.5 

66.0 

55.0 

22.0 

74.0 

W. 

cm. 

9.5 

8.0 

9.0 

11.0 

8.0 

7.0 

2.5 

3.2 

Diam. 

cm. 

13.5 

16.5 

18.5 

18.5 

5.6 

2.5 

6.5 

cm. 

11.5 

18.0 

12.0 

17.5 

7.0 

9.0 
5.2 

H. 

Material 

stone 

stone 

stone 

stone 

stone 

stone 

stone 

stone 

stone 

stone 

stone 

stone 

stone 

stone 

stone 

stone 

stone 

stone 

stone 
stone 

stone 

stone 

stone 

stone 

stone 

stone 

stone 

stone 

gold, 

flint 
bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 
bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 
bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 

bronze 
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Cat. 
No. 
933 
934 
935 
936 
937 
938 
939 

940 

941 
942 
943 
944 
945 
946 

947 
948 
949 
950 
951 
952 
953 
954 
955 
956 
957 
958 
959 
960 
961 

962 
963 

964 
965 
966 
967 
968 
969 
970 

C71 
y /1 

Description 
chisel 
chisel 
chisel 
chisel 
chisel 
adze-axe 
adze-axe 
adze-axe 
adze-axe 
adze-axe 
adze-axe 
adze-axe 
adze-axe 
adze-axe 
horse bit (2 horse-
shaped plaques) 
horse bit 
bell 
bell (3) 
bell 
bell 
bell 
bell 
bell 
bell 
bell (w/ mt. goat) 
bell (w/ bird) 
bell (w/ bird) 
bell (w/ bird) 
bell 
bell 
bell 
bell 
bell 
bell 
bell 
knob (chariot rad) 
spool 
spool 
fingernail cleaner 
fingernail cleaner 
fingernail cleaner 
fingernail cleaner 
ear cleaner 
ear cleaner (2) 
ear cleaner 
ear cleaner 
ear cleaner 
ear cleaner 
needle 
needle (4) 
needle (3) 
needle (9) 

needle (10) 
mirror 

Exc. 
No. 
189 M 
640 M 
638 M 
1163 M 
1028 M 
102 M 
110M 
641 M 
596 M 
106 M 
121 M 
184 M 
485 M 
700 M 
538 M 

327 M 
338 M 
239 M 
729 M 
498 M 
937 M 
686 M 
933 M 
499 M 
938 M 
403 M 
382 M 
1127 M 
1080 M 
1081 M 
1016 M 
1032 M 
1017 M 
1019 M 
1020 M 
628 M 
430 M 
429 M 
404 M 
72b M 
345 M 
140 M 
294 M 
42 M 
187 M 
431 M 
1006 M 
1024 M 
413 M 
372a M 
87 M 
129 M 
372b M 
1029 M 

Mus. 
No. 
14960 
25397 
68 STO 
25412 
25346 
25349 
25202 
67 STO 
25273 
25270 
25269 
25315 
25314 
25344 
25036 

14 STO 
25357 
25256 
25260 
25258 
14976 
14974 
14977 
25259 
25261 
14590 
25255 
25387 
25266 
25266 
25264 
25265 
25262 
31 STO 
25263 
25354 
25342 
25342 
25131 
25352 
25008 
25129 
14873 
25365 
14887 
14972 
14988 
25018 
14874 
14880 
25025 
14932 
14880 
25385 

Table 21. 

Tomb 
No. 
26 
2 
45 
AKB 
10 
50 
50 
2 
44 
44 
24 
sur 
19 
15 
53 

49 
44 
47 
44 
18 
GHI 
30 
13 
18 
GH 
36 
36 
GH 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
4 
36 
36 
36 
26 
44 
27 
47 
26 
26 
36 
47 
12 
36 
36 
26 
32 
36 
10 

Tools 

Trench 
No. 
XVII B 
VI B+ 
XXI G 

XI B 
XXII L 
XXII K 
VI B+ 
XX N 
XX N 
XVE 
XVII B 
XIVF 
XIII c 
XXIVH 

XXII K 
XXI N 
XXI E 
XX N 
XIVD 

XVI L 
XII G 
XIVD 

XVIIIC 
XVIIIC 

VIII D 
VIII D 
XA+ 
XA+ 
XA+ 
XA+ 
XA+ 
VIIIA+ 
XVIIIC 
XVIIIC 
XVIIIC 
XVII B 
XXI N 
XVII D 
XXI E 
XVII B 
XVII B 
XVIIIC 
XXII E 
XII E 
XVIIIC 
XVIIIC 
XVII B 
XVII E 
XVIIIC 
XI B 

L. W. 
cm. cm. 
6.5 2.3 
16.0 3.1 
15.5 3.0 
16.0 3.2 
19.5 4.0 
16.0 
21.0 
10.3 
21.5 
15.5 
16.5 
6.5 
16.0 
11.0 
7.0 

2.0 
3.8 
4.0 
5.5 
6.5 
4.0 
7.8 
18.5 
8.0 
15.0 
21.0 
26.6 
5.0 
8.5 
8.5 
11.0 
7.0 

Diam. 
cm. cm. 

5.5 

7.0 
8.0 
6.8 
6.5 
5.0 
6.5 
5.0 
5.0 
9.5 
7.0 
6.0 
7.5 
4.0 
3.2 
7.5 
7.5 
7.5 
7.5 
7.5 

5.3 7.0 

17.0 

H. 
Material 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 

bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
frit 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
gold 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
gold 
gold 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
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Cat. 
No. 
972 
973 
974 
975 
976 

977 
978 
979 
980 

981 

982 
983 

984 

985 
986 
987 
988 

Description 
comb? 
tweezers 
ingot (2) 
ingot 
ingot 
ingot 
ingot 
ingot 
ingot 
ingot 
ingot 
ingot 
ingot 
plaques (4) 
plaques (2) 
cymbal (3) 
cymbal 
cymbal (2) 
cymbal 
cymbal 
cymbal 
cymbal or helmet 
cymbal (2) 
cymbal 
cymbal 
cymbal (2) 
cymbal 
cymbal 
cymbal 
cymbal (2) 
clothing (pieces) 
clothing? (pieces) 

Exc. 
No. 
660 M 
61 M 
230 M 
416 M 
422 M 
421 M 
730 M 
732 M 
423 M 
419 M 
418 M 
417 M 
420 M 
1214 M 
1012 M 
36 M 
662 M 
167 M 
399 M 
401 M 
400 M 
398 M 
409 M 
524 M 
525 M 
605 M 
613 M 
612 M 
734 M 
768 M 
57 M 
1529 M 

Mus. 
No. 
14948 
25407 
25005 
25235 
25236 
25241 
25234 
60 STO 
25239 
25240 
25242 
25238 
25237 
25469 
78 STO 
38 STO 
25319 
25367 
14595 
25267 
25222 
14594 
14591 
25026 
25027 
1STO 
25320 
25320 
25225 
25203 
74 STO 
31 STO 

Table 21. 

Tomb 
No. 
40 
36 
25 
36 
36 
36 
40 
40 
36 
36 
36 
36 
36 
36 
44 
26 
24 
24 
36 
36 
36 
36 
36 
50 
50 
50 
13 
13 
41 
47 
26 
52 

Tools 

Trench 
No. 
XVIII N 
XVIIIC 
XVI F 
XVIIIC 
XVIIIC 
XVIIIC 
XVIII N 
XVIII N 
XVIIIC 
XVIIIC 
XVIIIC 
XVIIIC 
XVIIIC 
XVIIIC 
XX N 
XVII B 
XVE 
XVE 
XVIIIC 
XVIIIC 
XVIIIC 
XVIIIC 
XVIIIC 
XXI L 
XXI L 

L. W. 
cm. cm. 
5.5 4.2 
14.2 

7.0 
8.5 

XXI/XXII L 
XII G 
XII G 
XIX K 
XXII E 
XVII B 
XXIII G 

Diam. 
cm. 

8.3 
14.0 
13.5 
15.5 
13.2 
12.5 
14.5 
16.5 
15.5 
15.5 
14.0 

18.0 
18.5 
23.0 
23.0 
27.5 
28.5 
23.0 
11.0 
10.7 
10.7 

16.5 
17.0 
18.0 
27.5 

H. 
cm. Material 

bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 

20.0 bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
bronze 
textile 
textile 
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Conclusion 

Derivation of the Site Name 

The mound we excavated was called both Cheragh-
Ali and Marlik Tepe by the inhabitants of the Gohar 
Rud Valley. The name Cheragh-Ali (Ali of the Lamp) 
refers to the last owner of the mound, who died four 
years before our excavation began. Marlik is a more 
complicated and more thought-provoking name. 
The natives consider it a name compounded from 
mar, meaning "snake" in Persian, and lik, meaning 
"place for" in the local Gilaki dialect. Thus Marlik 
would mean "Snake Place" or "Place of Snakes," a 
meaning that the villagers connect to the circum
stance that, with the change of seasons from cold 
winter to hot summer, many large snakes emerge 
from cracks in the rock of the mound with conse
quent danger to passersby. Our expedition team 
witnessed this proliferation of snakes on the mound 
with the coming of warm weather, but fortunately we 
had experienced snake catchers among our workers, 
for there were days when half a dozen snakes were 
caught and killed, the largest more than 2 m long. 
When a more historical meaning for the origin of 

the name Marlik is sought, other possibilities can be 
found. It seems certain that, as the villagers say, the 
suffix lik or lak comes from the local Gilaki dialect 
and means "place for." This construction can be 
found in present-day geographic names such as Gi-lik 
for the inhabitants of Gilan province and Gi-lak-i for 
their local dialect. The Persian historian Jahangir 
Sartippour suggests that Ska-lik, the name of another 
district in this region, is derived from Sakkaha 
(Scythians) joined with lik, the complete name 
probably originating from the time of Scythian 
settlement.1 Sartippour also suggests that the name 

Mar-lik means "Place for Marda or Amarda," and he 
finds this same root in the name of the Amar-lou 
district, which covers the highlands of Rahmatabad 
of Gilan where Marlik is located, with Amar repre
senting Amard or Mard, the same people represented 
at Marlik.2 

Other Persian historians support the hypothesis 
that the first part of Mar-lik refers to the Marda or 
Amarda. Moshir-ed-Douleh Pirnia writes that in 
ancient times the inhabitants of Gilan Province were 
the Kaducians and those of Mazanderan Province the 
Petrucians, and that living among them was the tribe 
of Mard or Amard, with the Sefid Rud being called 
Amarda at this time.3 The Greek historian Strabo 
mentions the name Mardi several times in connec
tion with the southern shores of the Caspian Sea. 
Referring to the peoples living on the northern 
slopes of the mountain range south of the Caspian, 
he says, "In the northerly part of the range dwell first 
the Gelae and Cadusii and Amardi, as I have said, 
and certain of the Hyrcanians, after them the tribes 
of the Parthians."4 This seems to indicate that the 
Mardi or Marda were living east of the Cadusians (in 
Gilan) and west of the Hyrcanians (in Mazanderan), 
a location in accord with the site of Marlik. O n his 
m a p Strabo specifically assigns the region of the 
Sefid Rud to the "Amardi."5 Ali Hakemi, w h o 
excavated Kaluraz near the river of the same name in 
the Sefid Rud Valley, a site not very far from Marlik 
Tepe, also assigns that part of the country to the 
"Mardi," based on the ancient records of Herodotus 
Ctesias.6 
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The Origin and Cultural Background of Marlik 

The northern part of Iran, covering the southern 
shores of the Caspian Sea and extending to the 
highlands of the northern slopes of the Elburz 
Mountains, including the provinces of Gilan and 
Mazanderan, has its own particular environmental 
character resulting from its abundant precipitation. 
The area is well forested, and when properly man
aged and developed is agriculturally productive. M a n 
has been attracted to this region from very early 
times. In the Belt and Hotu caves at the southeastern 
end of the Caspian, about 2 k m west of Behshahr, 
remains of cave dwellers who were living here by the 
late Paleolithic period have been found.7 

The eastern and western ends of this geographic 
band along the southern shores of the Caspian were 
influenced by the prehistoric cultures that developed 
on the adjacent plains of Turkmenia to the east and 
eastern Azerbaijan to the west, but the central part of 
this zone, particularly the highlands of the Elburz 
Mountains, was quite isolated for a long period. 
Apparently the rugged and inaccessible highlands 
prevented cultural contact from the plateau into this 
region, a contact that in any case the cave-dwelling 
inhabitants did not welcome. 
Because this part of the highlands has been sub

jected to little systematic archaeological excavation in 
contrast to the amount of clandestine digging that 
has taken place over the last three decades, infor
mation about the identity and activities of its inhab
itants has been limited, particularly since there are 
few records from ancient times of this always rather 
remote area. As a result of the lack of material on the 
region, it is very difficult to document in any detail 
hypotheses about the development of the pre- and 
protohistoric periods there. Nevertheless, the results 
of several systematic excavations, a study of the 
material produced by clandestine digging (much of 
which has found its way into museums and collec
tions) , and the findings of a few archaeological sur
veys in the area, when combined with certain clues 
left in the ancient literature of the early inhabitants 
of the Iranian Plateau, may provide at least a very 
sketchy picture of the early history of this region. 
A little light has been thrown on this problem by a 

survey sponsored by the Institute of Archaeology of 
the University of Tehran, directed by the author and 
carried out in the summer months of 1975 and 1976. 
This survey covered one of the mountainous areas of 
the Caspian Zone, which is bordered by the small 
town of Marzanabad (located about 25 k m south of 
Chalus), and included the valleys of Kalardasht and 
Sarbad Rud (Cold Water River) as well as the 
summits of Takht-i Suleiman and Alam Kuh. This 
valley, from Marzanabad to the mountain of Alam 
Kuh, with the small plain of Hissar-Chal at its base, is 

about 60 k m long and varies in width from 2 to 10 
km. In our two seasons of work there more than 200 
archaeological sites, including caves, mounds, burial 
grounds, and both deserted and still-used monu
ments, were surveyed and identified according to the 
surface archaeological debris and the architectural 
remains. These 200 sites can be divided into several 
groups. 

CAVES 

Evidence of ancient cave-dwelling sites was 
recovered from several valleys where natural caves 
were abundant. Our survey located a group of 12 
caves near a riverbank in the plain of Kalardasht, 
behind the village of Moka. Each contained con
siderable debris at the mouth consisting of stone 
blades and crude implements, all made from the 
local stone, which was not of good quality. Stone 
blades of better quality, as long as 16.5 cm, with well-
prepared edges, were found at the mountain foot of 
Alam Kuh in the plain of Hissar-Chal. Fine stone 
blades of flint and obsidian made with good work
manship were not found anywhere in the region, 
however, indicating that the natives were dependent 
upon the use of local stone and had little contact 
with other parts of the ancient world. Apparently the 
cave-dwelling inhabitants in the valley of Sardab Rud 
lived in isolation and continued their cave-dwelling 
style of life into the later stages of prehistory, when 
the inhabitants of other parts of the ancient world 
had already passed through the Neolithic and settled 
village farming stages into the Chalcolithic period. 

MOUNDS 

Several groups of mounds belonging to the 
prehistoric and historic periods were also identified. 

1. The oldest group of mounds produced on their 
surface dark gray and reddish brown pottery, often 
burnished, with geometric designs. The shape of 
these wares, as seen in the body, spout, handle, and 
base, suggests a relationship to the pottery found in 
northern Iran belonging to the second half of the 
second millennium B.C. or the beginning of the first 
millennium B.C. There were many more of these 
mounds than of the following two groups, indicating 
that the period of the late second and early first 
millennium B.C. was very active in this area. 

2. A second group of mounds, limited in number, 
produced a type of brick red pottery comparable to 
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pottery of the first millennium B.C. O n some mounds 
only one particular type of this brick red pottery, 
belonging to the first half of the first millennium 
B.C., was found, and on others there were several 
different types of the same group, representing 
different periods of the second half of the first 
millennium B.C. 

3. A third group of mounds, fairly large in number, 
produced surface pottery belonging to the fifth- to 
eighth-century Hejira (llth-14th cent. A.D.). This 
apparently was also a period of particularly active 
development in this region. 

MONUMENTS 

The monuments found in this region include the 
ruins of fortified castles or strongholds that are 
mainly contemporary with the third group of 
mounds, dated to the fifth- to eighth-century Hejira 
(llth-14th cent, A.D.) according to surface pottery 
finds. There were also shrines and mosques built in 
later Islamic times that are still in use. 
The earliest village farming sites in this area 

contain surface material dating to the second millen
nium B.C. Our survey did not recover a single pottery 
sherd comparable to the early prehistoric pottery of 
village farming communities on the Iranian Plateau 
dating prior to the second millen-nium B.C. This 
absence has also been noted in other systematic but 
limited excavations in this zone, including the 
Japanese excavations at Dailaman and the Iranian 
excavations at Kalardasht, Garmabak, Kaluraz, and so 
on. The many clandestine excava-tions in the Elburz 
highlands during the last three decades also have 
not, as far as is known, produced any pottery 
comparable to the painted pottery of the prehistoric 
period on the Iranian Plateau. 
Thus, as far as is known, the inhabitants of the 

Elburz highlands remained divorced from the cul
tural and technological developments on the Iranian 
Plateau for a long time, possibly from the sixth to the 
second millennium B.C. For a much longer time than 
on the plateau they continued to live in isolated 
conditions that perpetrated the way of life of their 
Stone Age cave-dwelling ancestors. It was not until 
the second millennium B.C. that a strong culture 
characterized by gray and reddish-brown burnished 
pottery penetrated the region and changed the life 
of its inhabitants. Although our survey covered only 
one of the major valleys of this region, similar con
ditions have been found in excavations elsewhere, 
and the vast bulk of material uncovered by clandes
tine digging also suggests a similar picture through
out the highlands. 
It seems likely that the people who introduced gray 

and reddish-brown pottery into the area in the 

second millennium B.C. were Indo-Iranians, the first 
outside group able forcibly to penetrate the region. 
The possibility that Indo-Iranians were the first 
successful invaders of this region is supported by the 
ancient Indo-Iranian literature describing their early 
developments and movements. In the Shahnameh of 
Ferdowsi, which relates the history of the early 
Iranian kings, verses concerned with this invasion 
appear. Ferdowsi, in composing his epic, based his 
work on older manuscripts in the Pahlavi language of 
the Sassanian period, between the second and sixth 
centuries A.D., and in all likelihood the Pahlavi manu
scripts were in turn based on earlier Indo-Iranian 
traditions. 
In the Shahnameh King Keu-Marth (or Geo-

Marth) tries for the first time to invade this moun
tainous area in the province of Mazanderan; his son 
Siamak is killed in the wars with the inhabitants of 
this region, who live in caves and forests and are 
termed "Demons" (Dieve). Later King Keykavous 
decides to invade again and carry out the task that 
his ancestor Keu-Marth was unable to accomplish. 
The elderly Sagas and other wise persons try to 
convince the king not to undertake this campaign 
into the land of the "Demons,'' reminding him that it 
has never been successfully invaded by any ruler. The 
headstrong King Keykavous does not follow this 
advice. H e carries out his attack, is defeated by the 
"Demons," and is taken captive. Then the hero of the 
Shahnameh, Rostam, penetrates the region to rescue 
the king. H e kills the "White Demon," frees King 
Keykavous, and annexes the area. 
It is certainly interesting that this story related by 

Ferdowsi conforms very closely to the archaeological 
evidence from the region, which indicates that it was 
not influenced by the surrounding prehistoric cul
tures of the plateau. This may have resulted from the 
vigorous defense of this rugged mountainous area by 
the inhabitants termed "demons," whose cave-
dwelling way of life continued until the area was 
invaded by a group of people, possibly Indo-Iranians, 
whose remains (a series of mounds belonging to the 
second millennium B.C.) dot the region. Although 
the Shahnameh cannot be absolutely documented, it 
incorporates traditions from earlier sources and tells 
a story that conforms in this case to the archaeolog
ical evidence. The same pattern seen in the valleys of 
Kalardasht and Sardab Rud may well apply to the 
valley of the Gohar Rud where Marlik is located, 
since it seems that the people who settled there dur
ing the second millennium B.C. with their well-devel
oped art and technology were not descended from 
the already existing, apparently Stone Age, culture of 
the area. 
Typologically, the Marlik objects seem to belong to 

the late second and early first millennium B.C. A 
carbon 14 analysis of samples collected from the 
excavation produced a date of 3425 ±55 years ago,8 a 
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date that supports the typological evidence. Because 
there is no evidence of continuity with the original 
culture of the region, I would suggest that an 
invading force, probably the Marda or Mardi, a 
group of Indo-Iranians already partly exposed to a 
developed technology, entered the area at the begin
ning of this period. Once established, their culture 
developed and expanded, inspired by the rich 
natural resources and varied flora and fauna of the 
region. 
Records left by the Assyrians and the Greeks iden

tify the inhabitants of the Elburz highlands during 
the second half of the second millennium B.C. with 
the Indo-Iranians. At this time the region of the Sefid 
Rud was known as the home of the Marda, and the 
river itself was called Amarda. Huarts suggests that 
the Medes, who were Indo-Iranians, were not well 
established in Iran by the end of the second millen
nium B.C., but that by the dawn of the first millen
nium B.C. they had gradually penetrated northern 
Iran.9 Mention of the Medes, their towns, and their 
wealth during the reign of Samshi Adad IV (824-812 
B.C.) indicates that by this time they were already well 
established and prosperous.10 Later Assyrian kings, 
such as Adad-Niruri III (810 B.C.), carried out 
military campaigns into Median lands, as did 
Tiglathpileser III, w h o took more than 60,000 
captives along with many thousand cattle, mules, and 
sheep as one of his generals moved toward Mount 
Bikni (thought to be Mount Demavand, northeast of 
Tehran), where he held an audience with the 
chieftain of the region.11 

Frankfort reports that around 1000 B.C. some Indo-
European speakers from Central Asia moved into the 
Iranian Plateau, with Indo-Iranian names being 
mentioned for the first time by Shalmaneser III, in 
the year 836 B.C.12 The migration of these tribes and 
evidence of their battles can be seen, according to 
Ghirshman, in Sialk Cemetery dating to the tenth to 
ninth centuries B.C.13 Dyson suggests that Indo-
European invaders with their well-known art and 
technology entered the Iranian Plateau around the 
early first millennium B.C.; that is, this movement 
gradually took place between 1200 and 900 B.C., with 
the tribes being unified around the ninth century 
B.C. under the guidance of the Medes.14 Cameron 
feels that the earliest wave of Indo-Europeans may 
have occurred around the beginning of the second 
millennium B.C.,15 adding that, although the invaders 
may not have been very influential politically in Iran 
at first, traces of their existence can be seen in the 
appearance of the names of their gods, such as Surya 
the Sun God, Marut the Plague God, and Burya the 
Storm God, in Kassite records. These Indo-Euro
peans were described as experienced horsemen, a 
trait soon adopted by the Kassites. Cameron notes 
that, in their early migrations, the Indo-Iranians 
gradually passed through the northern part of the 

Iranian Plateau without settling and turned west
ward. There, some settled in the Khabur Valley at the 
headwaters of the Euphrates and formed the 
Mitannian Empire (which, after a century, was finally 
defeated by the Hittites), while the eastern branch 
entered the Indus Valley by the middle of the second 
millennium B.C.16 The existence of Iranian names in 
the records left by Shalmaneser III of his campaign 
to Mannean country in 839 B.C. shows that by the 
ninth century B.C. Indo-Iranians had already pene
trated well into the region and settled as a ruling 
class in northwestern Iran.17 Streck suggests that the 
Medes left their homeland around the middle of the 
second millennium B.C. and after a long period of 
wandering finally settled south and southwest of the 
Caspian Sea, gradually extending their control south
west as well. H e argues that undoubtedly the Indo-
Iranians (Medes) must have lived together with the 
original ruling class, generally considered to be of 
Caucasian stock, and that this coexistence possibly 
resulted in the use of Indo-Iranian personal names 
by the rulers of the region.18 

Reacting to the c o m m o n danger confronting them 
from the west, where they faced numerous military 
campaigns from the more established powers (par
ticularly the Assyrians), as well as for other reasons, 
the Indo-Iranians of the region south of the Caspian 
Sea and of other regions of the Iranian Plateau 
began to coalesce in order to form a fairly unified 
power under the direction of the Medes. Shal
maneser III, around 835 B.C., recorded that twenty-
three leaders of Parsua presented him with gifts on 
defeating the Medean city of Missi, the first time that 
the Medes were specifically mentioned. It seems 
likely that if the Medes and other Indo-Iranian tribes 
merged in Parsua in western Iran during the ninth 
century B.C., they must have been established much 
earlier on the Iranian Plateau, gradually becoming 
organized and extending their domination westward 
until they were recognized as a considerable power 
by the Assyrians. Assyrian records of the next two 
centuries mention many conflicts with the Indo-
Iranians, mostly under the leadership of the Medes. 
At first the Assyrians were the dominant power, but 
gradually the Medes began to obtain the upper hand 
until finally they were able to defeat the Assyrians 
and end their empire. 
Although the first specific mention of the Medes 

occurred in 835 B.C., similar or related names were 
recorded much earlier. Tukulti-Ninurta (1250 B.C.) 
relates that he defeated forty-three rulers, including 
those in the area of the Madani, in one of his military 
campaigns to the Nairi region. If Madani refers to 
the Medes, this would be the first time they were 
mentioned.19 Tiglathpileser I (ca. 1100 B.C.) des
cribes the defeat of twenty-three rulers in his third 
military campaign to Nairi in the mountainous 
region of Elama and Amadan.20 In referring to the 
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land of Nairi, east of the land of the Manneans, he 
mentions the Upper Sea (which Luckenbill suggests 
may be the Caspian or Mazanderan Sea), stating that 
he had captured about 120 chariots from the people 
of this area.21 Adad-Niruri II (911-891 B.C.) says that 
in the region of Nairi there are stags, mountain 
goats, leopards, and bears, some of which he had 
hunted,22 and all of these animals are still native to 
the Elburz highlands. 
Unquestionably, the land of Nairi, which was 

repeatedly mentioned, was very important to the 
Assyrians. The land of Gilzanu was often mentioned 
in association with Nairi, and they may have been 
neighboring regions. Tukulti-Ninurta II recorded 
that he captured 2,720 horses from these two lands,23 

while Ashurnasirpal wrote that he obtained there 
many chariots, horses, mules, sheep, and goats to
gether with a large quantity of silver, gold, copper 
vessels, and wine.24 Both in ancient and modern 
times these may all be found in Azerbaijan, Gilan, 
and the Western Plateau. Luckenbill suggests that 
the sites of Madara, located east of Nairi and 
mentioned in a stele of Ashurnasirpal, and Matiate 
may also possibly be related to the Medes.25 Samshi-
Adad V (823-811 B.C.) says that after defeating the 
Manneans he entered Gizil-Bunda and the region of 
the Matai, which may be the land of the Medes.26 

The many references to the Medes in records of 
Assyrian military campaigns seem to indicate that 
they controlled a very large region east of the land of 
the Manneans. However, since the Assyrians were 
attacking the Medes from the west, how far Medean 
land extended toward the east was unknown to them. 
Tiglathpileser III (745-727 B.C.), in a record of a 
campaign to the east against the Medes, refers to the 
mountains Abiruz (possibly Elburz) and Mount Bikni 
(possibly Mt. Demavand), with the city of Zakruti, 
belonging to the "Mighty Medes," as in the area east 
of Mount Bikni.27 Records related to the geographic 
location of the Medes have been left by Sargon II (ca. 
714 B.C.)28 and by Sennacherib (704-681 B.C.), who 
refers to the "Far Distant Medes."29 It is certain that 
the Medes, the leaders of a large group of Indo-
Iranian tribes, were in control of not only western 
Iran but also of northern and northeastern Iran. 
Diakanov suggests that the Medes gradually moved 
toward the west, occupying the eastern slopes of the 
Zagros Mountains,30 and Barnett refers to their influ
ence on the Luristan Bronzes of the tenth to eighth 
centuries B.C.31 

Several points can be mentioned in connection 
with the Medes, their appearance in Iran, the lands 
they controlled, and their ultimate power and 
strength. In almost all the Assyrian records, including 
those of Sargon II's eighth campaign of 714 B.C., 
which is the most detailed geographically, the area 
east of the Manneans, including Gizil-Bunda, Andia 
farther north, and Zirkirtu, with all the area east, is 

described as belonging to the Medes, who were also 
referred to as Madai, Matai, and Amadai (a point 
mentioned by Dyson32). According to the Assyrian 
records, the Medes controlled a large part of the 
Iranian Plateau as early as the ninth century B.C. 
Their land probably extended to Tabriz on the 
north, to the Solduz Plain (the land of the Man
neans) on the west, and to Elam on the south, with 
their eastern border uncertain because the Assyrians 
never penetrated far enough to ascertain it, although 
a few hints can be found. 
Tiglathpileser III (745-727 B.C.) refers to the 

mountains of Abiruz and Bikni in the country of the 
Medes. Esarhaddon describes his military campaign 
to the edge of the Salt Desert near the Lapis Lazuli, 
or Blue Mountain, of Demavand with snow-capped 
summit, where he received gifts from Iranian rulers, 
indicating that this region is the center of the ter
ritory of the "Far Distant Medes."33 Sennacherib also 
mentions the "Far Distant Medes."34 If the area near 
Demavand was the center of the land of the "Far 
Distant Medes" (bearing in mind that the Assyrian 
concept of "Far Distant" would be affected by the 
distance they had already traveled from Assyria to 
De m a v a n d ) , one can suggest that the eastern 
extension of the Medes' territory probably covered 
the whole region of northeastern Iran, if not a larger 
area. Olmstead, in his map of Achaemenian satrapies 
or provinces, assigned the northern and southern 
slopes of the Elburz Mountains, Azerbaijan, Kurdi
stan, Gilan, Mazanderan, and the central part of the 
Iranian Plateau as far as Kashan to Median terri
tory.35 This rather large region represents only a part 
of their territory in earlier times when they ruled 
almost the whole northern part of the Iranian Pla
teau, before the Indo-Iranian tribes were unified into 
the confederation of the Median Empire. 
According to records left by Greek, Roman, and 

later historians, the region of the Sefid Rud Valley, 
where Marlik is located, was home to the Mardi and 
Marda tribe, a group of Indo-Iranians who had set
tled there and established a kingdom covering a 
large part of the Southern Zone of the Caspian Sea 
or, at the very least, brought this large area under 
their cultural and technological influence. Remains 
of this unified culture are scattered from Russian 
Talish, circling east to the southeastern corner of the 
Caspian Sea and covering the northern slopes of the 
Elburz Mountains from the highlands to the shore
line. These archaeological remains, mostly tombs 
and graves, belong to the second half of the second 
millennium B.C. and especially to the last quarter of 
the second millennium, which represents the zenith 
of this culture, a culture that some scholars have 
suggested should be called the Marlik Culture. 
The influence or possibly the extension of this 

culture can be seen in the north-central, northeast 
central, and northwest central areas of the Iranian 
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Plateau and their peripheral regions. Comparable 
objects found from the eastern Mediterranean shores 
to the Indus Valley indicate that there was consid
erable cultural and technological contact between 
this Marlik Culture and other areas of the ancient 
world. There is a special similarity between some 
items found at Marlik and some at Haft Tepe in 
Khuzistan, and it seems possible that Elamite 
influences, based on the prehistoric cultures of the 
Susa Plain (which flourished for several millennia in 

the southern alluvial plain of Khuzistan), reached as 
far north as the kingdom of Marlik. The Marlik 
artists and craftsmen w h o m a d e these beautiful 
artifacts were fully aware of the cultural patterns, 
traditional forms, and technological development of 
the Elamites and of other cultures of the ancient 
world, and with their talent and vigorous creativity 
made use of these in producing a most vital and 
outstanding school of art. 
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199 M 
200 M 
201 M 
202 M 
203 M 
204 M 
205 M 
206 M 
207 M 
208 M 
209 M 
210 M 
211 M 
212 M 
213 M 
214 M 
215 M 
216 M 
217 M 
218 M 
219 M 
220 M 
221 M 
222 M 
223 M 
224 M 
225 M 
226 M 
227 M 
228 M 

Cat. # 

22 
600 
898 
30 
23 
832 
55 
863 
434 
851 
84 
442 
939 
909 
32 
964 
727 
933 
464 
245 
212 
222 
206 
665 
384 
539 
231 
875 
9 
19 
353 

417 

414 
416 
423 
423 
423 
423 
417 
412 
412 
412 
409 
384 
221 
227 
243 
249 
229 
159 
226 
218 
132 
672 

Description 

Bronze Cooking Pot 
Plain Bowl 
Whetstone 
Bronze Tumbler 
Bronze Cooking Pot 
Bronze Arrowhead 
Bronze Pot 
Bone Arrowheads 
Bronze Button 
Bronze Arrowhead 
Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
Frit Buttons 
Bronze Adze-Ax 
Stone-Grinding Set 
Bronze Plate 
Bronze Ear Cleaner 
Iron Blade 
Bronze Chisel 
Bronze Pin 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Gold and Carnelian Necklace 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Gold and Frit Necklace 
Hematite Macehead 
Gold Earrings 
Pitcher 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Bronze Belt 
Gold Beaker 
Silver Beaker 
Gold Bracelet 
Silver Bracelet 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Earrings 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Gold Necklace 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Gold and Clay Bead Necklace 
Bronze Model of Oxen 
Bronze Sword with Iron Blade 

Marlik # 

229 M 
230 M 
231 M 
232 M 
233 M 
234 M 
235 M 
236 M 
237a M 
2376 M 
238 M 
239 M 
240 M 
241 M 
242 M 
243 M 
244 M 
245 M 
246 M 
247 M 
248 M 
249 M 
250 M 
251 M 
252 M 
253 M 
254 M 
255 M 
256 M 
257 M 
258 M 
259 M 
260 M 
261 M 
262 M 
263 M 
264 M 
265 M 
266 M 
267 M 
268 M 
269M 
270 M 
271 M 
272 M 
273 M 
274 M 
275 M 
276 M 
277 M 
278 M 
279 M 
280 M 
281 M 
282 M 
283 M 

Cat.# 

35 
974 
355 
702 
703 
754 
753 

833 
849 
619 
943 
119 
120 
139 
138 
413 
413 

413 
413 
413 
413 

413 
413 
422 
422 
422 
422 
422 
413 

165 
97 
98 
168 
182 
209 
353 
170 
360 
420 
420 
420 
420 
349 
349 
352 
21 
420 
420 
420 
420 
420 
513 

Description 

Bronze Cup 
Bronze Ingot 
Bronze Bracelet 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Arrowhead 
Bronze Arrowhead 
Basin 
Bronze Pomegranate Bells 
Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 
Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 
Bronze Stag Figurine 
Bronze Stag Figurine 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Necklace 
Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
Gold Necklace 
Gold Pendant 
Gold and Carnelian Necklace 
Gold Bracelet 
Gold Pendant 
Gold Earring 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Bracelet 
Gold Bracelet 
Gold Bracelet 
Silver Pot with Gold Spout 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 

J^ 



342 MARLIK 

Mai lik # Cat. # Description Marlik # Cat. # Description 

284 M 
285 M 
286 M 
287 M 
288 M 
289 M 
290 M 
291 M 
292 M 
293 M 
294 M 
295 M 
296 M 
297 M 
298 M 
299 M 
300 M 
301 M 
302 M 
303 M 
304 M 
305 M 
306 M 
307 M 
308 M 
309 M 
310 M 
311 M 
312 M 
313 M 
314 M 
315 M 
316 M 
317 M 
318 M 
319aM 
3196M 
319cM 
320 M 
321 M 
322 M 
323 M 
324 M 
325 M 
326a M 
3266 M 
327 M 
328a M 
3286 M 
328 cM 
328a" M 
328eM 
328/M 
329 M 
330 M 
331 M 

530 
530 
518 
557 
510 
674 
765 
163 
353 

962 
361 
311 
425 
210 
205 
321 
321 
326 
326 
404 

377 
377 
190 
405 
199 
418 
219 
418 
195 
418 
402 
373 
254 
329 
330 
333 
392 
5 

450 
914 
696 
815 
846 
852 
941 
829 
837 
844 
845 
850 
857 
923 
710 
682 

Jar 
Jar 
Jar 
Cup 
Jar 
Gold and Bronze Handle 
Bronze Spearhead 
Gold Necklace 
Gold Bracelet 
Gold Bracelet 
Gold Ear Cleaner 
Gold Earring 
Gold Centerpiece 
Gold Button 
Gold and Carnelian Necklace 
Gold and Carnelian Necklace 
Black Gold-Capped Center Bead 
Black Gold-Capped Center Bead 
Gold Pomegranate Beads 
Gold Pomegranate Beads 
Gold Hair Binder 
Gold Hair Binder 
Gold Earrings 
Gold Earrings 
Gold Pendant 
Gold Hair Binder 
Gold Pendants 
Gold Button 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Gold Button 
Gold Pendant 
Gold Button 
Gold Diadem 
Gold Earring 
Gold-Capped Carnelian Necklace 
Gold Vertical-Ribbed Bead 
Gold Four-Sided Bead 
Gold Globular Beads 
Gold Rings 
Gold Cup 
Gold and Bronze Pins 
Stone Pipe Stick 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Arrowhead 
Bronze Arrowhead 
Bronze Horse Bit 

Bronze Arrowhead 
Bronze Arrowhead 
Bronze Arrowhead 
Bronze Arrowhead 
Bronze Arrowhead 
Bronze Arrowhead 
Bronze Pipe Stick 
Bronze Sword 

Bronze Dagger 

332 M 
333 M 
334 M 
335 M 
336 M 
337 M 
338 M 
339 M 
340 M 
341 M 
342 M 
343 M 
344 M 
345 M 
346 M 
347 M 
348 M 
349 M 
350 M 
351 M 
352 M 
353 M 
354 M 
355 M 
356 M 
357 M 
358 M 
359 M 
360 M 
361 M 
362 M 
363 M 
364 M 
365 M 
366 M 
367 M 
368 M 
369 M 
370 M 
371 M 
372a M 
3726 M 
373 M 
374 M 
375 M 
376 M 
377 M 
378 M 
379 M 
380 M 
381 M 
382 M 
383 M 
384 M 
385 M 
386 M 

766 
728 
928 
928 
628 
866 
942 
737 
801 
736 
712 
713 
452 
961 
802 

367 
817 
899 
929 
10 
11 
6 
12 
82 
344 
164 
175 
388 
390 
390 
391 
364 
362 
173 
142 
142 
142 
142 
142 
969 
970 
265 
279 
322 
156 
103 
73 
72 
79 
78 
949 
230 
459 
455 
115 

Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Blade 
Bronze Skewer 
Bronze Skewer 
Plate 
Bronze Shield 
Bronze Bell 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Pin 
Bronze Fingernail Cleaner 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Vessel 
Gold Earring 
Bronze Spearhead 
Whetstone 
Bronze Skewer 
Gold Cup 
Gold Bowl 
Gold Cup 
Gold Beaker 
Gold Bust 
Gold Lion Head Bracelet 
Gold Necklace 
Gold Pendant 
Gold Ring 
Gold Ring 
Gold Ring 
Gold Ring 
Gold Earring 
Gold Earring 
Gold Pendant 
Bronze Antlers 
Bronze Antlers 
Bronze Antlers 
Bronze Antlers 
Bronze Antlers 
Gold Needles 
Bronze Needles 
Silver Chain 
Black Stone Pendant 
Gold Lion Head Bead 
Ram Figurine 
Pottery Stag Figurine 
Pottery Male Figurine 
Pottery Female Figurine 
Bronze Female Figurine 
Bronze Female Figurine 
Bronze Bell 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Bronze Pin 
Bronze Pins with Gold Covers 
Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 



CONCORDANCE OF MARLIK NUMBERS 343 

Marlik # Cat. # Description Marlik # Cat. # Description 

387 M 
388 M 
389 M 
390 M 
391 M 
392 M 
393 M 
394 M 
395 M 
396 M 
397 M 
398 M 
399 M 
400 M 
401 M 
402 M 
403 M 
404 M 
405 M 
406 M 
407a M 
4076 M 
408 a M 
408b M 
409 M 
410 M 
411 M 
412 M 
413 M 
414 M 
415 M 
416 M 
417 M 
418 M 
419 M 
420 M 
421 M 
422 M 
423 M 
424 M 
425 M 
426 M 
427 M 
428 M 
429 M 
430 M 
431 M 
432 M 
433 M 
434 M 
435 M 
436 M 
437 M 
438 M 
439 M 
440 M 

116 
117 
143 
134 
144 
145 
149 

925 
981 
981 
981 
981 
855 
948 
961 
486 
302 
281 
294 
273 

982 
459 
464 
27 
968 
356 
274 
975 
976 
976 
976 
976 
976 
976 
976 
555 
356 
280 

408 
960 
959 
965 
441 
271 
928 
194 
194 
194 
432 
432 
432 

Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 
Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 
Bronze Mountain Goat Figurine 
Bronze Stag Figurine 
Bronze Mountain Goat Figurine 
Bronze Mountain Goat Figurine 
Bronze Ram Figurine 
Bronze Animal Figurine 
Bronze Models of Oxen 
Bronze Model of Oxen 
Bronze Ladle 
Bronze Cymbal 
Bronze Cymbal 
Bronze Cymbals 
Bronze Cymbal 
Bronze Arrowhead 
Bronze Bell 
Bronze Fingernail Cleaner 
Stamp Seal 
Gypsum Pendant 
Black Material Pendant 
Frit Pendant 
Bronze Pendants 
Bronze Beads 
Bronze Cymbals 
Bronze Pin 
Bronze Pin 
Bronze Bowl 
Gold Needle 
Bronze Bracelet 
Bronze Pendant 
Bronze Ingot 
Bronze Ingot 
Bronze Ingot 
Bronze Ingot 
Bronze Ingot 
Bronze Ingot 
Bronze Ingot 
Bronze Ingot 

Cup 
Bronze Bracelet 
Black Stone Pendant 
Bronze Ring 
Bronze Hair Binder 
Bronze Spool 
Bronze Spool 
Bronze Ear Cleaner 
Frit Button 
Bronze Pendant 
Bronze Skewer 
Gold Pendant 
Gold Pendant 
Gold Pendant 
Gold Object 
Gold Object 
Gold Object 

441 M 328 Gold Spiral Bead 
442 M 384 Gold Earrings 
443 M 194 Gold Pendant 
444 M 263 Red Carnelian Necklace 
445 M 327 Gold Pomegranate Beads 
446 M 162 Gold Necklace 
447 M 255 Gold and Carnelian Necklace 
448 M 185 Gold Pendant 
449 M 376 Gold Earring 
450a M 316 Gold Center Bead 
4506 M 332 Gold Spiral Bead 
451M 380 Gold Earrings 
452 M 381 Gold Earring 
453 M 398 Gold Diadem 
454 M 535 Cubic Jar 
455 M 540 Elongated Pitcher 
456 M 532 Jar 
457 M 207 Gold and Red Carnelian 

Necklace 
458 M 346 Silver Animal Head Bracelet 
459 M 246 Red Carnelian Necklace 
460 M 353 Gold Bracelet 
461 M 370 Gold Earring 
462 M 167 Gold Necklace 
463 M 767 Bronze Spearhead 
464 M 699 Bronze Dagger 
465 M Bronze Spearhead 
466 M 693 Bronze Dagger 
467 M 814 Bronze Spearhead 
468 M 394 Bronze Rings 
469 M 917 Bronze Hook 
472 M 247 Red Carnelian Necklace 
473 M 910 Stone-Grinding Set 
474 M 166 Gold Necklace 
475 M 464 Bronze Pin 
476 M 464 Bronze Pin 
477 M 260 Carnelian and Stone Necklace 
478 M 204 Gold and Carnelian Necklace 
479 M 211 Gold, Agate and Red Carnelian 

Necklace 
480 M 304 Lime Necklace 
481 M 278 Hematite Necklace 
482 M 374 Gold Earring 
483 M 384 Gold Earrings 
484 M 343 Agate Bead 
485 M 939 Bronze Adze-Ax 
486 M 213 Gold and Carnelian Necklace 
487 M 133 Bronze Model of Oxen 
488 M 259 Carnelian and Stone Necklace 

490 M 431 Gold Button 
491 M 85 Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
492 M 356 Bronze Bracelet 
493 M 86 Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
494 M 87 Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
495 M 88 Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
496 M 89 Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 



344 MARLIK 

Marlik # Cat. # Description Marlik # Cat. # Description 

498 M 
499 M 
500 M 
501 M 
502 M 
503 M 
504 M 
505 M 
506 M 
508 M 
509 M 
510 M 
511 M 
512 M 
513 M 
514 M 
515 M 
516 M 
517 M 
518 M 
519 M 
520 M 
521 M 
522 M 
523 M 
524 M 
525 M 
526 M 
527 M 
528 M 
529 M 
530 M 
531 M 
532 M 
533 M 
534 M 
535 M 
536 M 
537 M 
538 M 
539 M 
540 M 
541 M 
542 M 
543 M 
544 M 
545 M 
546 M 
547 M 
548 M 
549 M 
550 M 
551 M 
552 M 
553 M 
554 M 

945 
946 
506 
90 
96 
898 
752 
101 
106 
26 

704 
750 
705 
706 
13 
99 
91 
74 
77 

571 
568 
355 
983 
983 
369 
370 
370 
188 
464 
399 
350 
351 
370 
368 
370 
220 
940 
135 
136 
137 
225 

292 
233 
20 
313 
189 
331 
382 
379 
467 
197 
187 

Bronze Pomegranate Bell 
Bronze Pomegranate Bell 
Jar 
Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
Whetstone 
Bronze Spearhead 
Pottery Stag Figurine 
Pottery Ram Figurine 
Bronze Pot Handle 
Bronze Lids 
Bronze Loops 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Dagger 
Gold Bowl 
Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
Pottery Male Figurine 
Pottery Charioteer Figurine 
Whetstone 
Dizies 
Round Pot 
Bronze Bracelet 
Bronze Cymbal 
Bronze Cymbal 
Gold Earrings 
Gold Earring 
Gold Earring 
Gold Pendants 
Bronze Pin 
Gold Diadem 
Gold Bracelet 
Gold Bracelet 
Gold Earrings 
Gold Earring 
Gold Earring 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Bronze Horse Cheekpieces 
Bronze Stag Figurine 
Bronze Stag Figurine 
Bronze Stag Figurine 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Fossil 
Frit Necklace 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Silver Cup 

Gold Centerpiece Beads 
Gold Pendant 
Gold Flat Discoid Beads 
Gold Earrings 
Gold Earring 
Gold Sheet 

Gold and Lapis Lazuli Pendant 
Gold Pendant 

555 M 
556a M 
5566 M 
557 M 
558 M 
559 M 
560 M 
561 M 
562 M 
563 M 
564 M 
565 M 
566 M 
567 M 
568 M 
569 M 
570 M 
571 M 
572 M 
573 M 
574 M 
575 M 
576 M 
577 M 
578 M 
579 M 
580 M 
582 M 
583 M 
584 M 
593 M 
594 M 
595 M 
596 M 
597 M 
598 M 
600 M 
601 M 
603 M 
604 M 
605 M 
606 M 
607 M 
608 M 
609 M 
610 M 
611 M 
612 M 
613 M 
614 M 
616 M 
617 M 
618 M 
619 M 
620 M 
621 M 

314 
317 
329 
379 
379 
400 
397 
405 
445 
401 
191 
389 
445 
160 
248 
457 
453 
228 
232 
308 
298 
900 
631 
616 
633 
542 
607 
543 
620 
926 

939 
536 
930 
918 
488 

902 
983 

666 
345 
447 
14 
534 
984 
984 
905 
537 
92 
505 
37 
892 
896 

Gold Spacer Bead 
Gold Center Bead 
Gold Vertical-Ribbed Bead 
Gold Earring 
Gold Earring 
Gold Diadem 
Gold Diadem 
Gold Hair Binder 
Gold Leaves 
Gold Diadem 
Gold Pendant 
Gold Rings 
Gold Leaves 
Gold Necklace 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Gold Pin 
Gold Pin 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Shell Necklaces 
Gypsum Necklace 
Stone Mortar and Pestle 
Vase 
Spouted Bowl 
Vase 
Pitcher 
Spouted Bowl 
Pitcher 
Basin 
Bronze Ladle 
Bronze Needles 
Whetstone 
Bronze Pins 
Bronze Adze-Ax 
Cubic Jar 
Bronze Skewer 
Bronze Hook 
Stamp Seal 
Stone Macehead 
Stone Mortar and Pestle 
Bronze Cymbals 
Gold Button 
Basalt Macehead 
Gold Horse Head Bracelet 
Gold Inlaid Belt Buckle 
Gold Beaker 
Double Jar 
Bronze Cymbal 
Bronze Cymbal 
Stone Pestle 
Cubic Jar 
Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 

Jar 
Bronze Jar 
Whetstone 
Whetstone 



CONCORDANCE OF MARLIK NUMBERS 

Marlik # Cat. # Description Marlik # Cat. # Description 

622 M 898 Whetstone 682 M 224 
623 M 530 Jar 6 8 3 M 7 8 6 

626 M 612 Spouted Bowl 684 M 787 
627 M 541 Elongated Pitcher 685 M 788 
628 M 958 Frit Chariot Knob 686 M 946 
629 M 554 Cup 688 M 357 
630 M 893 Whetstone 689 M 356 
631M 29 Bronze Bowl 690 M 356 
632 M 919 Bronze Hook 691 M 356 
633 M 920 Bronze Hook 692 M 818 
634 M 269 Bronze Pendant 693 M 790 
635 M Bronze Arrowheads 694 M 755 
636 M 836 Bronze Arrowhead 695 M 700 
637 M Bronze Arrowheads 696 M 819 
638 M 935 Bronze Chisel 697 M 749 
640 M 934 Bronze Chisel 698 M 768 
641 M 939 Bronze Adze-Ax 699 M 789 
642 M 356 Bronze Bracelet 700 M 939 
643 M Bronze Beads 701M 751 
644 M 196 Gold Pendants 702 M 465 
646 M 347 Gold and Bronze Animal Head 703 M 462 

Bracelet 704 M 
647 M 867 Bronze Shield 706 M 908 
648 M 893 Whetstone 707 M 630 
649 M 893 Whetstone 708 M 903 
650 M 911 Stone Pounder 709 M 904 
651 M 906 Stone Pestle 710 M 901 
652 M 907 Stone Pestler 711M 898 
653 M 912 Stone Pounder 712 M 47 
654 M 913 Stone Pounder 713 M 800 
655 M 894 Whetstone 714 M 803 
656 M 895 Whetstone 715 M 358 
657 M 893 Whetstone 716 M 745 
658 M 28 Bronze Bowl 717 M 746 
660 M 972 Bronze Comb (?) 718 M 747 
661 M 31 Bronze Plate 719 M 716 
662 M 980 Bronze Cymbal 720 M 356 
663 M 759 Bronze Spearhead 721M 356 
664 M 758 Bronze Spearhead 722 M 632 
665 M 810 Bronze Spearhead 723 M 33 
666 M 739 Bronze Spearhead 724 M 708 
667 M 740 Bronze Spearhead 726 M 717 
668 M 761 Bronze Spearhead 727 M 707 
669 M 811 Bronze Spearhead 728 M 31 
670 M 820 Iron Spearhead 729 M 944 
671 M Pottery Vessel 730 M 976 
672 M 526 Jar 731M 356 
673 M 501 Jar 732 M 976 
674 M Pottery Vessel 734 M 985 
675 M 539 Pitcher 735 M 921 
676 M 618 Basin 736 M 714 
677 M 539 Pitcher 737 M 748 
678 M 528 Jar 738 M 719 
679 M 487 Stamp Seal 739 M 724 
680 M 435 Bronze Button 740 M 669 
681 M 597 Shallow Bowl 741 M 804 

Red Carnelian Necklace 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Pomegranate Bell 
Bronze Circlet 
Bronze Bracelets 
Bronze Bracelet 
Bronze Bracelets 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Dagger 
Iron Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Adze-Ax 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Pin 
Bronze Pin 
Silver Pin 
Stone-Grinding Set 
Plate 
Stone Mortar 
Stone Mortar 
Stone Mortar and Pestle 
Whetstone 
Bronze Vase Fragment 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Bracelet 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Bracelet 
Bronze Bracelet 
Vase 
Bronze Plate 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Tumbler 
Bronze Pomegranate Bell 
Bronze Ingot 
Bronze Bracelets 
Bronze Ingot 
Bronze Cymbal 
Bronze Spindle 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Sword 
Bronze Spearhead 



346 MARLIK 

Marlik # 

742 M 
743 M 
744 M 
745 M 
746 M 
747 M 
748 M 
749 M 
750 M 
751 M 
752 M 
753 M 
754 M 
755 M 
756 M 
757 M 
758 M 
759 M 
760 M 
761 M 
762 M 
763 M 
764 M 
765 M 
766 M 
767 M 
768 M 
769a M 
7696 M 
770 M 
771 M 
772 M 
773 M 
774 M 
775 M 
776 M 
777 M 
778 M 
779 M 
780 M 
781 M 
782 M 
783 M 
784 M 
785 M 
786 M 
787 M 
788 M 
789 M 
790 M 
791 M 
792 M 
793 M 
794 M 
795 M 
796 M 

Cat. # 

711 
715 
756 
742 
805 
806 
807 
808 
720 
671 
721 
928 
809 
762 
743 
744 
356 
110 
601 
3 
15 
520 
607 
538 
514 
130 
986 
840 
853 
646 
645 
772 
773 
774 
683 
775 
776 
777 
778 
690 
779 
780 
781 
285 
286 
148 
148 
151 
151 
151 
151 
152 
152 
140 
150 
150 

Description 

Bronze Sword 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Sword 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Skewer 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Bracelet 
Pottery Ram Figurine 
Plain Bowl 
Gold Beaker 
Gold Bowl 

Jar 
Spouted Bowl 
Pitcher 

Jar 
Bronze Model of Oxen 
Bronze Cymbals 
Bronze Arrowhead 
Bronze Arrowhead 
Bronze Macehead 
Bronze Macehead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Glass Necklace 
Glass Necklace 
Bronze Horse Figurine 
Bronze Horse Figurine 
Bronze Dog Figurine 
Bronze Dog Figurine 
Bronze Dog Figurine 
Bronze Dog Figurine 
Bronze Boar Figurine 
Bronze Boar Figurine 
Bronze Stag Figurine 
Bronze Leopard Figurine 
Bronze Leopard Figurine 

Marlik # 

797 M 
798 M 
799 M 
800 M 

801 M 
802 M 
803 M 
804 M 
805 M 
806 M 
807 M 
808 M 
809 M 
810 M 
811 M 
812 M 
813 M 
814 M 
815 M 
816 M 
817 M 
818 M 
819 M 
820 M 
821 M 
822 M 
823 M 
824 M 
825 M 
826 M 
829 M 
830 M 
831 M 
832 M 
833 M 
835 M 
836 M 
837 M 
838 M 
839 M 
840 M 
841 M 
842 M 
843 M 
844 M 
845 M 
846 M 
847 M 
848 M 
849 M 
850 M 
851 M 
852 M 
853 M 
854 M 
855 M 

Cat.# 

150 
148 
140 
140 

157 
372 
372 
372 
124 
124 
124 
124 
148 
150 
152 
152 
140 
114 
574 
131 
93 
102 
100 
76 
45 
782 
783 
784 
891 
569 

404 
171 

383 

426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 

Description 

Bronze Leopard Figurine 

Bronze Horse Figurine 
Bronze Stag Figurine 
Bronze Stag Figurine 
Gold Hair Binder 
Gold Necklace 
Gold Earring 
Gold Earring 
Gold Earring 
Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 
Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 
Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 
Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 
Bronze Horse Figurine 
Bronze Leopard Figurine 
Bronze Boar Figurine 
Bronze Boar Figurine 
Bronze Stag Figurine 
Pottery Dog Figurine 
Spouted Pot 
Bronze Model of Oxen 
Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
Pottery Stag Figurine 
Pottery Stag Figurine 
Pottery Male Figurine of Archer 
Bronze Pot with Spout 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Helmet (?) 
Round Pot 
Gold Tiger Heads 
Gold Tiger Heads 
Gold Hair Binder 
Gold Pendant 
Gold Ram's Head Bead 
Gold Earrings 
Bronze Bracelet 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
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Marlik # Cat.# Description Marlik # Cat. # Description 

856 M 
857 M 
858 M 
859 M 
860 M 
861 M 
862 M 
863 M 
864 M 
865 M 
866 M 
867 M 
868 M 
869 M 
870 M 
871 M 
872 M 
873 M 
874 M 
875 M 
876 M 
877 M 
878 M 
879 M 
880 M 
881 M 
882 M 
883 M 
884 M 
885 M 
886 M 
887 M 
888 M 
889 M 
890 M 
891 M 
892 M 
893 M 
894 M 
895 M 
896 M 
897 M 
898 M 
899 M 
900 M 
901 M 
902 M 
903 M 
904 M 
905 M 
906 M 
907 M 
908 M 
909 M 
910 M 
911 M 

426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 

Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 

912 M 
913 M 
914 M 
915 M 
916 M 
917 M 
918 M 
919 M 
920 M 
921 M 
922 M 
923 M 
924 M 
925 M 
926 M 
927 M 
928 M 
929 M 
930 M 
931 M 

932 M 
933 M 
934 M 
936 M 
937 M 
938 M 
939 M 
940 M 
941 M 
942 M 
943 M 
944 M 
945 M 
946 M 
947 M 
948 M 
949 M 
950 M 
951aM 
9516M 
952 M 
953 M 
954 M 
955 M 
956 M 
957 M 
958 M 
959 M 
960 M 
961 M 
962 M 
964 M 
965 M 
966 M 
969 M 

427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 

427 
427 
427 

583 
80 

81 
946 
445 
356 
946 
947 
275 
141 
126 
125 
465 
932 
465 
465 
465 
436 
926 
928 
842 
860 

647 
648 
649 
650 
458 
458 
415 
365 
375 
384 
366 
922 

606 

Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Spouted Pot 
Bronze Figurine of Mule and 
Rider 
Bronze Male Figurine 
Bronze Pomegranate Bell 
Gold Leaves 
Bronze Bracelets 
Bronze Pomegranate Bell 
Bronze Bell 
Bronze Pendant 
Bronze Stag Figurine 
Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 
Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 
Bronze Pin 
Bronze Gear(?) 
Bronze Pin 
Bronze Pin 
Bronze Pin 
Bronze Buttons 
Bronze Ladle 
Bronze Skewer 
Bronze Arrowhead 
Bronze Arrowhead 
Gold Buttons 
Bronze Macehead 
Bronze Macehead 
Bronze Macehead 
Bronze Macehead 
Gold Pin 
Gold Pin 
Gold Button 
Gold and Lapis Lazuli Earrings 
Gold Earring 
Gold Earrings 
Gold Earring 
Bronze Spatula 
Bronze Beads 
Spouted Bowl 



348 MARLIK 

Marlik # 

970 M 
971 M 
975 M 
976 M 
977 M 
980 M 
982 M 
984 M 
985 M 
986 M 
987 M 
991 M 
992 M 
993 M 
994 M 
995 M 
1003 M 
1004 M 
1005 M 
1006 M 
1007 M 
1008 M 
1009 M 
1010 M 
1011 M 
1012 M 
1014 M 
1015 M 
1016 M 
1017 M 
1018 M 
1019 M 
1020 M 
1021 M 
1023 M 
1024 M 
1025 M 
1026 M 
1027 M 
1028 M 
1029 M 
1030 M 
1031 M 
1032 M 
1033 M 
1034 M 
1035 M 
1036 M 
1038 M 
1039 M 
1041 M 
1042 M 
1043 M 
1048 M 
1049 M 
1051 M 

Cat. # 

587 
544 
545 
626 

594 

821 
46 
565 
491 
437 

460 
460 
966 
396 
356 
356 
356 
916 
978 
624 
499 
953 
955 
270 
956 
957 
356 
613 
967 
571 
868 
463 
937 
971 
585 
586 
954 

418 

568 
571 
553 
550 
582 
359 
356 
792 

Description 

Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Bowl with Tripod Base 
Pitcher 
Pitcher 
Plate 
Pottery Vessel 
Shallow Bowl 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Iron Spearhead 
Bronze Situla 
Round Pot 
Bottle 
Bronze Buttons 
Pottery Vessel 
Bronze Pin 
Bronze Pin 
Bronze Ear Cleaner 
Bronze Rings 
Bronze Bracelets 
Bronze Bracelets 
Bronze Bracelet 
Bronze Blade 
Bronze Plaques 
Plate 
Jar 
Bronze Bell 
Bronze Bell 
Bronze Pendant 
Bronze Bell 
Bronze Bell 
Bronze Bracelets 
Spouted Bowl 
Bronze Ear Cleaner 
Dizie 
Bronze Quiver 
Bronze Pins 
Bronze Chisel 
Bronze Mirror 
Decorated Bowl 
Decorated Bowl 
Bronze Bell 
Gold Bracelet 
Gold Button 
Gold Button 
Gold Buttons 
Round Pot 
Dizie 
Mug 
Mug 
Spouted Pot 
Bronze Bracelets 
Bronze Bracelets 
Bronze Spearhead 

Marlik # Cat. # Description 

1052 M 
1053 M 
1054 M 
1055 M 
1056 M 
1057 M 
1058 M 
1059 M 
1060 M 
1061 M 
1062 M 
1063 M 
1064 M 
1065 M 
1066 M 
1067 M 
1068 M 
1069 M 
1070 M 
1071 M 
1072 M 
1073 M 
1075 M 
1076 M 
1077 M 
1078 M 
1079 M 
1080 M 
1081 M 
1082aM 
10826M 
1083 M 
1084 M 
1085 M 
1086 M 
1087 M 
1088 M 
1089 M 
1090 M 
1091 M 
1092 M 
1093 M 
1094 M 
1095 M 
1096 M 
1097 M 
1098 M 
1099 M 
1100 M 
1101 M 
1102 M 
1105 M 
1106 M 
1108 M 
1110M 
H U M 

791 
793 
794 
795 
796 
797 
798 
799 
691 
24 
25 
25 
186 
371 
371 
371 
371 
320 
319 

404 
262 
121 
122 
306 

931 
951 
952 
387 
407 
306 

68 
69 
614 
470 
474 
473 
472 
471 
469 
475 
476 
483 
484 
485 
526 
526 
576 
523 
498 
605 
494 
104 

Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Cooking Pot 
Bronze Cooking Pot 
Bronze Cooking Pot 
Gold Pendant 
Gold Earring 
Gold Earrings 
Gold Earrings 
Gold Earrings 
Gold-Capped Agate Center Bead 
Gold-Capped Agate Center Bead 
Gold Forehead Band 
Gold Hair Binder 
Carnelian and Agate Necklace 
Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 
Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 
Fired Clay Necklace 
Gold Necklace 
Bronze Gears (?) 
Bronze Bell 
Bronze Bell 
Bronze Earrings 
Bronze Hair Binder 
Fired Clay Necklace 
Gold Forehead Band 
Gold Forehead Band 
Frit Jar 
Frit Jar 
Spouted Bowl 
Cylinder Seal 
Cylinder Seal 
Cylinder Seal 
Cylinder Seal 
Cylinder Seal 
Cylinder Seal 
Cylinder Seal 
Cylinder Seal 
Cylinder Seal 
Cylinder Seal 
Cylinder Seal 

Jar 
Jar 
Spouted Pot 

Jar 
Jar 
Shallow Bowl 
Bottle 
Pottery Mule Figurine 
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Marlik # Cat. # Description Marlik # Cat. # Description 

1112 M 
1113M 
1114M 
1115 M 
1116M 
1117M 
1118M 
1119M 
1120 M 
1121 M 
1122 M 
1123 M 
1124 M 
1125 M 
1127 M 
1128 M 
1129 M 
1130 M 
1131 M 
1132 M 
1133 M 
1137 M 
1160 M 
1161 M 
1162 M 
1163 M 
1165 M 
1166 M 
1167 M 
1168 M 
1169 M 
1170 M 
1175aM 
11756M 
1177 M 

1178 M 
1179 M 
1180 M 

1181aM 
11816M 
1181cM 
1183 M 

1184 M 
1185 M 
1186 M 
1187aM 
11876M 
1188aM 
11886M 
1189 M 
1190 M 
1192aM 
11926M 

112 
75 
62 
63 
64 
71 
107 
113 
70 
622 
621 
108 
105 
109 
950 
127 
147 
128 

7 
522 

735 
36 
558 
936 
479 
480 
477 
478 
481 
490 
402 
446 
214 

244 
305 
256 

838 
843 
847 

882 
48 
155 
384 
385 
348 
406 

421 
331 
332 

Pottery Bear Figurine 
Pottery Male Figurine 
Mosaic Vase 
Mosaic Beaker 
Mosaic Chalice 
Pottery Female Figurine 
Pottery Ram Figurine 
Pottery Leopard Figurine 
Pottery Female Figurine 
Basin 
Basin 
Pottery Ram Figurine 
Pottery Mule Figurine 
Pottery Ram Figurine 
Bronze Bell 
Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 
Bronze Horse Figurine 
Bronze Humped Bull Figurine 
Pottery Animal Figurine 
Gold Cup 
Jar 
Red Carnelian and Agate Beads 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Cup 
Cup 
Bronze Chisel 
Cylinder Seal 
Cylinder Seal 
Cylinder Seal 
Cylinder Seal 
Cylinder Seal 
Stamp Seal 
Gold Diadem 
Gold Leaves 
Gold, Agate and Carnelian 
Necklace 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Lime Necklace 
Carnelian, Agate and Stone 
Necklace 
Bronze Arrowhead 
Bronze Arrowhead 
Bronze Arrowhead 
Carnelian, Agate, and Glass 
Necklace 
Bronze Belt 
Bronze Cup 
Bronze Bird Figurine 
Gold Earrings 
Silver Earring 
Silver Animal Head Bracelet 
Silver Hair Binder 
Bronze Pendant 
Gold Button 
Gold Flat Discoid Bead 
Gold Spiral Beads 

1192 c M 334 Gold Wide Ring-Shaped Bead 
1193 M 454 Gold Pin 
1194 M 257 Red Carnelian and Transparent 

Stone Necklace 
1195 M 324 Gold Lion and Mountain Goat 

Head Beads 
1196 M 312 Gold Centerpiece 
1197aM 393 Gold Ring 
11976M 402 Gold Diadem 
1197cM 468 Gold Piece 
1198 M 181 Gold Pendants 
1199aM 176 Gold Pendant 
11996 M 328 Gold Spiral Bead 
1199c M 336 Gold Truncated Conical Beads 
1200a M 323 Gold Lion Head Beads 
12006 M 449 Gold Pins 
1201a M 327 Gold Pomegranate Beads 
12016 M 330 Gold Four-Sided Beads 
1201 cM 335 Gold Olive-Shaped Beads 
1201 d M 440 Gold and Bone Buttons 
1202 M 217 Gold and Black Bead Necklace 
1203a M 370 Gold Earrings 
12036 M 468 Gold Piece 
1204a M 384 Gold Earring 
12046 M 403 Gold Diadem 
1204c M 468 Gold Piece 
1205 M 161 Gold Necklace 
1206a M 333 Gold Globular Beads 
12066 M 337 Gold Three-Ring Reel Beads 
1206 c M 468 Gold Piece 
1207a M 402 Gold Diadem 
12076 M 468 Gold Piece 
1208a M 402 Gold Diadem 
12086 M 468 Gold Piece 
1210a M 172 Gold Pendant 
12106 M 180 Gold Pendant 
1211aM 315 Gold Spacer Bead 
12116M 331 Gold Flat Discoid Beads 
1211 c M 334 Gold Wide Ring-Shaped Bead 
1211 d M 335 Gold Olive-Shaped Beads 
121 leM 402 Gold Diadem 
1211/M 468 Gold Piece 
1212 M 466 Gold Sheet 
1213 M 49 Bronze Vase 
1213aM 50 Bronze Vessel Fragment 
1214 M 977 Bronze Plaques 
1215 M 621 Basin 
1216 M 468 Gold Piece 
1217 M 864 Flint Arrowheads 
1218 M 533 Double Jar 
1219 M 566 Round Pot 
1220 M Pottery Vessel 
1221M 549 Chalice 
1222 M 601 Plain Bowl 
1223 M 592 Plain Bowl 
1224 M 604 Shallow Bowl 



350 MARLIK 

Description 

Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Spouted Bowl 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Spouted Pot Fragment 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Cooking Pot 
Vase 
Decorated Bowl 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Spouted Bowl 
Basin 
Plain Bowl 

Jar 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 

Jar 
Jar Fragments 
Jar Fragments 

Jar Fragments 
Pot 
Pot 
Pot 
Cup 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Cooking Pot 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Humped Bull Figurine 
Spouted Pot 
Pottery Vessel 

Jar 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 

Marlik # 

1285 M 
1286 M 
1287 M 
1288 M 
1289 M 
1290 M 
1291 M 
1292 M 
1293 M 
1294 M 
1295 M 
1296 M 
1297 M 
1298 M 
1299 M 
1300 M 
1301 M 
1302 M 
1303 M 
1304 M 
1305 M 
1306 M 
1307 M 
1308 M 
1309 M 
1311 M 
1312 M 
1313 M 
1314 M 
1315 M 
1316 M 
1317 M 
1318 M 
1319 M 
1320 M 
1321 M 
1322 M 
1323 M 
1324 M 
1325 M 
1327 M 
1328 M 
1329 M 
1331 M 
1332 M 
1333 M 
1334 M 
1336 M 
1337 M 
1338 M 
1339 M 
1340 M 
1341 M 
1342 M 
1344 M 
1346 M 

Cat.# 

591 
591 
497 
579 

564 

615 
575 
578 
531 
493 

607 
629 
636 
526 
608 
595 
562 
563 
607 
572 
547 
607 
515 

524 

571 

573 
530 
56 
563 
502 
603 
610 
551 
588 

602 
595 
503 
589 
591 
584 
521 
552 
528 

Description 

Plain Bowl 
Plain Bowl 

Jar 
Spouted Pot 

Jar 
Pottery Vessel 
Cooking Pot 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Spouted Bowl 
Spouted Pot 
Spouted Pot 

Jar 
Bottle 
Pottery Vessel 
Spouted Bowl 
Plate 
Sieve 
Jar 
Spouted Bowl 
Shallow Bowl 
Cooking Pot 
Cooking Pot 
Spouted Bowl 
Spouted Pot 
Beaker 
Spouted Bowl 
Jar 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Jar 
Pottery Vessel 
Dizie 
Pottery Vessel 
Spouted Pot 
Jar 
Bronze Chalice 
Cooking Pot 

Jar 
Shallow Bowl 
Spouted Bowl 
Mug 
Plain Bowl 
Pottery Vessel 
Shallow Bowl 
Shallow Bowl 

Jar 
Plain Bowl 
Plain Bowl 
Spouted Pot 

Jar 
Mug 
Jar 

1226 M 
1227 M 
1228 M 
1229 M 
1230 M 
1231 M 
1232 M 
1233 M 
1234 M 
1235 M 
1236 M 
1237 M 
1238 M 
1239 M 
1240 M 
1241 M 
1242 M 
1243 M 
1244 M 
1245 M 
1246 M 
1247 M 
1248 M 
1249 M 
1251 M 
1252 M 
1253 M 
1254 M 
1255 M 
1256 M 
1257 M 
1258 M 
1259 M 
1260 M 
1261 M 
1262 M 
1263 M 
1264 M 
1265 M 
1266 M 
1267 M 
1269 M 
1270 M 
1271 M 
1272 M 
1273 M 
1274 M 
1275 M 
1276 M 
1277 M 
1278 M 
1279 M 
1280 M 
1282 M 
1283 M 
1284 M 

609 

581 

563 
635 
586 

607 
621 
590 
525 

94 

495 

559 
560 
561 
557 

563 

95 
580 

496 
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Marlik # 

1347 M 

1348 M 
1349 M 
1350 M 
1351 M 
1352 M 
1354 M 
1355 M 
1356 M 
1358 M 
1360 M 
1361 M 
1362 M 
1363 M 
1364 M 
1369 M 
1373 M 
1374 M 
1375 M 
1376 M 
1377 M 
1378 M 
1380 M 
1381 M 
1382 M 
1385 M 
1389 M 
1390 M 
1391 M 
1392 M 
1393 M 
1394 M 
1395 M 
1396 M 
1397 M 
1398 M 
1399 M 
1400 M 
1401 M 
1402 M 
1403 M 
1404 M 

1405 M 
1406 M 
1407 M 
1408 M 
1409 M 
1410 M 
1411 M 
1412 M 
1415 M 
1416 M 
1417 M 
1418 M 
1419 M 

Cat. # 

591 
521 
591 
527 
567 
539 
570 
611 
539 

566 
599 

516 

577 
526 

598 
601 
591 

489 
57 
51 
52 
58 
59 
60 
53 
61 
38 
40 
41 
42 
44 
215 

223 
234 
235 
261 

236 
309 
237 
250 
309 
251 
238 
309 

Description 

Pottery Vessel 
Plain Bowl 

Jar 
Plain Bowl 

Jar 
Round Pot 
Pitcher 
Dizie 
Spouted Bowl 
Pitcher 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Round Pot 
Shallow Bowl 
Pottery Vessel 
Pottery Vessel 
Jar 
Pottery Vessel 
Spouted Pot 

Jar 
Pottery Vessel 
Shallow Bowl 
Plain Bowl 
Plain Bowl 
Bronze Vessel 
Stamp Seal 
Bronze Vessel 
Bronze Vessel Base 
Bronze Vessel Base 
Bronze Vessel 
Bronze Vessel Fragments 
Bronze Vessel Fragments 
Bronze Vessel Fragments 
Bronze Vessel 
Bronze Jar 
BronzeJar 
Bronze Pot with Spout 
Bronze Pot with Spout 
Bronze Pot with Spout 
Gold, Agate and Red Carnelian 
Necklace 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Carnelian and Stone Necklace 
Frit Necklace 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Shell and Bone Necklace 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Shell and Bone Necklace 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Shell and Bone Necklace 

Marlik # 

1420 M 
1421 M 
1422 M 
1423 M 
1424 M 
1425 M 
1426 M 
1427 M 
1428 M 
1429 M 
1430 M 
1431 M 
1432 M 
1433 M 
1434 M 
1435 M 
1436 M 

1437 M 
1438 M 
1439 M 
1440 M 
1441 M 
1442 M 
1443 M 
1444 M 
1445 M 
1446 M 
1447 M 
1448 M 
1449 M 
1450 M 
1451 M 
1454 M 
1455 M 
1456 M 
1457 M 
1458 M 
1459 M 
1460 M 
1461 M 
1462aM 
1462b M 
1463 M 
1464 M 
1465 M 
1466 M 
1467 M 
1468 M 
1469 M 
1470 M 
1471 M 
1472 M 
1473 M 
1474 M 
1475 M 

Cat.# 

239 
240 
258 
309 

252 

241 
253 
287 
287 

242 
277 
216 

289 
303 
307 
296 
295 
297 
264 
291 
299 
300 

268 
267 
266 
309 
444 
309 
309 
276 
301 
282 
272 
396 
396 

395 
396 
395 
408 
438 
439 
408 
386 
387 
448 
463 
465 
456 

Description 

Shell and Bone Necklace 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Carnelian and Stone Necklace 
Shell and Bone Necklace 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Frit Beads 
Stone Beads 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Glass Necklace 
Glass Necklace 
Bone Button 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Transparent Stone Necklace 
Gold, Agate and Carnelian 
Necklace 
Frit Necklace 
Lime Necklace 
Fired Clay and Gypsum Necklace 
Frit, Lime, and Clay Necklace 
Frit and Lime Necklace 
Gypsum Necklace 
Carnelian and Glass Necklace 
Frit Necklace 
Gypsum Necklace 
Gypsum Necklace 
Red Carnelian Necklace 
Bronze Necklace 
Bronze Necklace 
Bronze Necklace 
Shell and Bone Necklace 
Shell Button 
Shell and Bone Necklace 
Shell and Bone Necklace 
Bronze Pendants 
Gypsum Pendant 
Black Material Pendant 
Bronze Pendant 
Bronze Rings 
Bronze Rings 
Bronze Buttons 
Bronze Ring 
Bronze Rings 
Bronze Ring 
Bronze Hair Binder 
Bronze Button 
Bronze Buttons 
Bronze Hair Binder 
Bronze Earrings 
Bronze Earrings 
Bronze Fibula 
Bronze Pins 
Bronze Pin 
Bronze Pin 



352 MARLIK 

Marlik # Cat. # Description Marlik # Cat. # Description 

1475 M 
1476 M 
1477 M 
1478 M 
1479 M 
1480 M 
1481 M 
1482 M 
1483 M 
1484 M 
1485 M 
1486 M 
1487 M 
1488 M 
1489 M 
1490 M 
1491 M 
1492 M 
1493 M 
1494 M 
1495 M 
1496 M 
1497 M 
1498 M 
1499 M 
1500 M 
1501 M 
1502 M 
1503 M 
1504 M 
1505 M 
1506 M 
1507 M 
1508 M 
1509 M 

456 
339 
340 
342 
327 
203 
734 
729 

731 
732 
738 
822 
770 
812 
673 
723 
675 
676 
684 
685 
686 
687 
692 
701 
726 
718 
725 
670 
876 
877 
878 
883 
881 
879 

Bronze Pin 
Red Carnelian Beads 
Glass Frit Bead 
Fired Clay Beads 
Gold Pomegranate Bead 
Gold Pendant 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Iron Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Spearhead 
Bronze Sword Hilt 
Bronze Dagger Hilt 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Dagger Hilt 
Bronze Dagger Hilt 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Dagger 
Bronze Sword 
Bronze Belt 
Bronze Belt 
Bronze Belt 
Bronze Belt 
Bronze Belt 
Bronze Belt 

1510 M 
1511 M 
1512 M 
1513 M 
1514 M 
1515 M 
1516 M 
1517 M 
1518 M 
1519 M 
1520 M 
1521 M 
1522 M 
1523 M 
1524 M 
1525 M 
1526 M 
1527 M 
1528 M 
1529 M 
1530 M 
1531 M 
1532 M 
1533 M 
1534 M 
1535 M 
1536 M 
1537 M 
1538 M 
1539 M 
1541 M 
1542 M 
1543 M 
1544 M 
1545 M 

880 
884 
885 
886 
869 
870 
871 
872 
873 
887 
823 
861 
825 
848 
831 
862 
856 
858 
722 
988 
868 
915 
492 
637 
500 
593 
634 
623 
548 
617 
546 
566 
625 
627 
813 

Bronze Belt 
Bronze Belt 
Bronze Belt 
Bronze Belt 
Bronze Quiver 
Bronze Quiver 
Bronze Quiver 
Bronze Quiver 
Bronze Quiver 
Bronze Belt 
Iron Spearhead 
Bronze Arrowhead 
Bronze Arrowhead 
Bronze Arrowhead 
Bronze Arrowhead 
Bronze Arrowhead 
Bronze Arrowhead 
Bronze Arrowhead 
Bronze Dagger Hilt 
Textile Fragments 
Remains of Quiver Cover 
Flint Saw 
Bottle 
Lamp 
Jar 
Shallow Bowl 
Vase 
Plate 
Chalice 
Spouted Bowl 
Pitcher 
Round Pot 
Plate 
Plate 
Bronze Spearhead 



Concordance of Museum 
Numbers (1-79 Storage Numbers) 

am# 

1 
1 
2 
4 
5 
7 
8 
9 
11 
14 
15 
16 
16 
17 
18 
18 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
22 
22 
26 

Cat.# 

595 
983 
875 
441 
408 
280 
356 
356 
543 
941 
35 
753 
754 
929 
833 
849 
682 
704 
705 
706 
710 
728 
750 
815 
817 
829 
837 
844 
845 
850 
855 
857 
281 
294 
899 

Marlik # 

1307 M 
605 M 
200 M 
432 M 
428 M 
426 M 
425 M 
414 M 
582 M 
327 M 
229 M 
235 M 
234 M 
351 M 
237a M 
237b M 
331 M 
511 M 
513 M 
514 M 
330 M 
333 M 
512 M 
325 M 
349 M 
328a M 
328b M 
328c M 
328dM 
328eM 
402 M 
328fM 
407a M 
407b M 
350 M 

Museum # 

28 
29 
29 
30 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 

Cat.# 

568 
614 
628 
69 
38 
40 
42 
44 
203 
215 
216 
223 
234 
235 
236 
237 
238 
239 
240 
241 
242 
250 
251 
252 
253 
261 
264 
266 
267 
268 
269 
272 
276 
277 
282 

Marlik # 

522 M 
1088 M 
336 M 
1087 M 
1399 M 
1400 M 
1402 M 
1403 M 
1480 M 
1404 M 
1436 M 
1405 M 
1406 M 
1407 M 
1410 M 
1412 M 
1418 M 
1421 M 
1422 M 
1429 M 
1434 M 
1415 M 
1417 M 
1426 M 
1430 M 
1408 M 
1443 M 
1450 M 
1449 M 
1448 M 
634 M 
1460 M 
1457 M 
1435 M 
1459 M 



MARLIK 

Cat. # Marlik # Museum # Cat. # Marlik # 

287 
289 
291 
295 
296 
297 
299 
300 
301 
303 
307 
309 
309 
309 
309 
309 
309 
309 
327 
339 
340 
342 
387 
395 
395 
396 
396 
396 
408 
408 
438 
439 
444 
448 
463 
465 
489 
492 
493 
495 
496 
497 
500 
502 
503 
515 
516 
521 
521 
524 
525 
526 
526 
527 
528 
530 

1432 M 
1437 M 
1444 M 
1441 M 
1440 M 
1442 M 
1445 M 
1446 M 
1458 M 
1438 M 
1439 M 
1411 M 
1416 M 
1419 M 
1424 M 
1451 M 
1455 M 
1456 M 
1479 M 
1476 M 
1477 M 
1478 M 
1471 M 
1463 M 
1465 M 
1461 M 
1462a M 
1464 M 
1466 M 
1469 M 
1467 M 
1468 M 
1454 M 
1472 M 
1473 M 
1474 M 
1390 M 
1532 M 
1300 M 
1261 M 
1282 M 
1287 M 
1534 M 
1328 M 
1338 M 
1315 M 
1375 M 
1342 M 
1349 M 
1319 M 
1249 M 
1305 M 
1378 M 
1351 M 
1346 M 
1324 M 

31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 

531 
533 
539 
539 
546 
547 
548 
549 
551 
552 
557 
559 
560 
561 
562 
563 
563 
563 
563 
564 
566 
566 
566 
567 
570 
571 
572 
573 
575 
577 
578 
579 
580 
581 
584 
586 
588 
589 
590 
591 
591 
591 
591 
591 
591 
592 
593 
594 
595 
596 
598 
599 
601 
601 
602 
603 

1299 M 
1218 M 
1354 M 
1358 M 
1541 M 
1313 M 
1538 M 
1221 M 
1332 M 
1344 M 
1269 M 
1265 M 
1266 M 
1267 M 
1308 M 
1240 M 
1274 M 
1309 M 
1327 M 
1291 M 
1219 M 
1364 M 
1542 M 
1352 M 
1355 M 
1321 M 
1312 M 
1323 M 
1297 M 
1377 M 
1298 M 
1288 M 
1279 M 
1237 M 
1341 M 
1031 M 
1333 M 
1339 M 
1248 M 
1285 M 
1286 M 
1340 M 
1348 M 
1350 M 
1385 M 
1223 M 
1535 M 
984 M 
1337 M 
1225 M 
1381 M 
1369 M 
1222 M 
1382 M 
1336 M 
1329 M 



CONCORDANCE OF MUSEUM NUMBERS 

Museum # Cat. # Marlik # 

31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 

604 
607 
607 
607 
607 
608 
609 
610 
611 
615 
617 
621 
623 
625 
627 
629 
635 
636 
637 
670 
673 
675 
676 
684 
685 
686 
687 
692 
701 
718 
722 
723 
725 
726 
729 
731 
732 
734 
738 
770 
812 
813 
822 
823 
825 
831 
848 
856 
858 
861 
862 
868 
869 
870 
871 
872 

1224 M 
1246 M 
1302 M 
1311 M 
1314 M 
1306 M 
1231 M 
1331 M 
1356 M 
1296 M 
1539 M 
1247 M 
1537 M 
1543 M 
1544 M 
1303 M 
1241 M 
1304 M 
1533 M 
1503 M 
1490 M 
1492 M 
1493 M 
1494 M 
1495 M 
1496 M 
1497 M 
1498 M 
1499 M 
1501 M 
1528 M 
1491 M 
1502 M 
1500 M 
1482 M 
1484 M 
1485 M 
1481 M 
1486 M 
1488 M 
1489 M 
1545 M 
1487 M 
1520 M 
1522 M 
1524 M 
1523 M 
1526 M 
1527 M 
1521 M 
1525 M 
1530 M 
1514 M 
1515 M 
1516 M 
1517 M 

Museum # Cat. # Marlik # 

31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
33 
33 
33 
34 
34 
35 
36 
36 
36 
36 
36 
36 
36 
36 
36 
37 
37 
38 
38 
38 
38 
38 
38 
39 
40 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
45 
46 
46 
47 
49 

873 
876 
877 
878 
879 
880 
881 
883 
884 
885 
886 
887 
915 
956 
715 
720 
721 
746 
759 
769 
893 
893 
893 
894 
895 
906 
907 
911 
912 
893 
913 
23 
33 
41 
43 
708 
979 
681 
689 
698 
679 
680 
897 
826 
827 
828 
830 
835 
841 
854 
859 
851 
677 
688 
785 
839 

1518 M 
1504 M 
1505 M 
1506 M 
1509 M 
1510 M 
1508 M 
1507 M 
1511 M 
1512 M 
1513 M 
1519 M 
1531 M 
1019 M 
743 M 
750 M 
752 M 
717 M 
663 M 
89 M 
630 M 
649 M 
657 M 
655 M 
656 M 
651 M 
652 M 
650 M 
653 M 
648 M 
654 M 
176 M 
723 M 
1401 M 
154 M 
724 M 
36 M 
146 M 
141 M 
161 M 
39 M 
46 M 
43 M 
41a M 
41b M 
41c M 
41dM 
41eM 
41fM 
41gM 
41hM 
181 M 
53a M 
53b M 
168 M 
112b M 



356 

Museum # 

53 
54 
55 
55 
55 
56 
56 
56 
56 
56 
57 
57 
57 
57 
58 
58 
59 
59 
59 
59 
59 
59 
59 
60 
61 
61 
61 
62 
62 
64 
64 
67 
68 
69 
70 
70 
71 
72 
74 
77 
77 
78 
79 

2377 
2378 
2379 
2380 
2381 
2382 
2383 
2384 
2385 
2386 
2387 
2388 
2389 

Cat.# 

54 
832 
356 
655 
824 
565 
571 
571 
582 
583 
499 
520 
528 
530 
539 
550 
553 
554 
568 
612 
613 
624 
630 
976 
356 
356 
356 
788 
818 
671 
711 
939 
935 
820 
694 
695 
29 
672 
987 
25 
25 
978 
735 
479 
480 
485 
473 
475 
470 
474 
483 
471 
472 
484 
476 
469 

Marlik * 

98 M 
177 M 
720 M 
114M 
56 M 
993 M 
1025 M 
1039 M 
1043 M 
930 M 
1015 M 
763 M 
678 M 
623 M 
675 M 
1042 M 
1041 M 
629 M 
1038 M 
626 M 
1023 M 
1014 M 
707 M 
732 M 
642 M 
721 M 
758 M 
685 M 
692 M 
751 M 
742 M 
641 M 
638 M 
670 M 
58a M 
58b M 
631 M 
228 M 
57 M 

1062 M 
1063 M 
1012 M 
1160 M 
1165 M 
1166 M 
1099 M 
1091 M 
1095 M 
1089 M 
1090 M 
1097 M 
1093 M 
1092 M 
1098 M 
1096 M 
1094 M 

MARLIK 

Museum # 

2390 
2391 
2393 
2394 
2395 
2396 
2396 
2892 
3101 
3105 
3107 
3122 
3123 
3130 
14579 
14580 
14581 
14582 
14583 
14584 
14585 
14586 
14587 
14588 
14589 
14590 
14591 
14592 
14593 
14594 
14595 
14596 
14597 
14598 
14599 
14601 
14602 
14603 
14604 
14605 
14606 
14607 
14608 
14611 
14612 
14613 
14614 
14616 
14617 
14618 
14618 
14619 
14619 
14620 
14621 
14622 

Cat.# 

477 
478 
488 
490 
486 
288 
482 
481 
383 
544 
545 
587 
626 
821 
620 
535 
532 
699 
814 
767 
346 
302 
540 
271 
34 
948 
982 
274 
464 
981 
981 
536 
542 
900 
619 
513 
510 
571 
866 
452 
555 
27 
47 
809 
707 
601 
46 
748 
597 
401 
717 
37 
534 
928 
756 
618 

Marlik i 

1167 M 
1168 M 
601 M 
1170 M 
405 M 
130a M 
130b M 
1169 M 
836 M 
976 M 
977 M 
975 M 
980 M 
991 M 
583 M 
454 M 
456 M 
464 M 
467 M 
463 M 
458 M 
406 M 
455 M 
433 M 
151 M 
403 M 
409 M 
415 M 
411 M 
398 M 
399 M 
597 M 
579 M 
575 M 
238 M 
283 M 
288 M 
521 M 
337 M 
344 M 
424 M 
412 M 
712 M 
754 M 
727 M 
760 M 
992 M 
737 M 
681 M 
563 M 
726 M 
619 M 
611 M 
753 M 
744 M 
676 M 



CONCORDANCE OF MUSEUM NUMBERS 

Museum # Cat. # Marlik # 

14623 
14624 
14625 
14628 
14630 
14631 
14631 
14632 
14634 
14635 
14636 
14637 
14637 
14639 
14640 
14641 
14642 
14643 
14644 
14645 
14646 
14648 
14649 
14650 
14651 
14652 
14653 
14654 
14655 
14656 
14657 
14659 
14660 
14661 
14662 
14663 
14666 
14670 
14671 
14675 
14677 
14682 
14683 
14684 
14685 
14686 
14687 
14688 
14689 
14690 
14691 
14692 
14692 
14693 
14695 
14696 

539 
742 
740 
749 
736 
776 
811 
751 
747 
716 
780 
802 
806 
804 
777 
744 
779 
801 
772 
713 
658 
645 
641 
644 
664 
640 
661 
665 
867 
663 
653 
643 
646 
642 
657 
739 
73 
77 
76 
491 
72 
118 
140 
148 
150 
150 
148 
151 
202 
175 
154 
82 
178 
153 
431 
62 

677 M 
745 M 
667 M 
697 M 
341 M 
777 M 
669 M 
701 M 
718 M 
719 M 
782 M 
346 M 
747 M 
741 M 
778 M 
757 M 
781 M 
340 M 
772 M 
343 M 
83 M 
771 M 
76 M 
109 M 
115M 
78 M 
119M 
196 M 
647 M 
108 M 
75 M 
120 M 
770 M 
77 M 
82 M 
666 M 
378 M 
519 M 
821 M 
994 M 
379 M 
15 M 
814 M 
810 M 
811 M 
796 M 
786 M 
788 M 
19 M 
359 M 
2M 

356 M 
17 M 
20 M 
490 M 
1114M 

Museum # Cat. # Marlik # 

14697 
14698 
14699 
14700 
14701 
14702 
14703 
14704 
14705 
14706 
14707 
14708 
14709 
14710 
14711 
14712 
14713 
14714 
14715 
14716 
14717 
14718 
14719 
14720 
14721 
14722 
14723 
14724 
14725 
14726 
14727 
14728 
14729 
14730 
14732 
14733 
14734 
14735 
14736 
14737 
14738 
14739 
14740 
14741 
14742 
14743 
14744 
14745 
14746 
14748 
14749 
14750 
14752 
14753 
14754 
14756 

447 
9 
14 
4 
11 
13 
21 
6 

163 
209 
206 
8 

182 
184 
197 
190 
189 
191 
187 
186 
164 
183 
63 
64 
404 
353 
371 
377 
389 
360 
390 
391 
326 
405 
371 
405 
370 
365 
374 
379 
363 
326 
366 
376 
364 
382 
379 
369 
373 
349 
353 
353 
353 
353 
349 
352 

609 M 
201 M 
610 M 
13 M 
353 M 
515 M 
277 M 
354 M 
291 M 
266 M 
195 M 
29 M 
265 M 
63 M 
553 M 
308 M 
548 M 
564 M 
554 M 
1064 M 
358 M 
62 M 

1115M 
1116M 
304 M 
460 M 
1066 M 
307 M 
565 M 
269 M 
361 M 
363 M 
303 M 
309 M 
1067 M 
123 M 
534 M 
960 M 
482 M 
557 M 
122 M 
302 M 
964 M 
449 M 
364 M 
550 M 
551 M 
526 M 
317 M 
274 M 
267 M 
203 M 
4M 

292 M 
275 M 
276 M 



358 MARLIK 

Museum # Cat. # Marlik# Museum* Cat. # Marlik* 

14757 
14758 
14760 
14761 
14762 
14763 
14764 
14766 
14767 
14768 
14769 
14770 
14771 
14772 
14773 
14774 
14775 
14776 
14777 
14778 
14779 
14782 
14784 
14786 
14787 
14788 
14789 
14790 
14791 
14792 
14793 
14794 
14795 
14797 
14798 
14799 
14800 
14801 
14802 
14803 
14804 
14805 
14806 
14807 
14808 
14809 
14810 
14811 
14812 
14813 
14815 
14816 
14818 
14819 
14820 
14821 

351 
413 
424 
413 
413 
417 
416 
414 
409 
412 
412 
423 
419 
423 
417 
422 
422 
422 
413 
419 
422 
419 
425 
418 
420 
412 
422 
410 
411 
413 
413 
413 
413 
413 
420 
420 
420 
420 
420 
420 
420 
420 
423 
423 
418 
418 
10 
12 
15 
3 

667 
344 
458 
457 
165 
162 

533 M 
248 M 
138 M 
245 M 
244 M 
205 M 
208 M 
207 M 
217 M 
216 M 
214 M 
209 M 
6M 

211 M 
213 M 
254 M 
255 M 
257 M 
259 M 
7M 

256 M 
18 M 
297 M 
311 M 
270 M 
215 M 
258 M 
64 M 
23 M 
247 M 
250 M 
252 M 
249 M 
253 M 
279 M 
278 M 
280 M 
281 M 
282 M 
271 M 
272 M 
273 M 
210 M 
212 M 
313 M 
315 M 
352 M 
355 M 
762 M 
761 M 
165 M 
357 M 
958 M 
569 M 
261 M 
446 M 

14822 
14824 
14825 
14826 
14827 
14828 
14829 
14831 
14832 
14834 
14835 
14837 
14838 
14838 
14843 
14843 
14844 
14845 
14846 
14847 
14848 
14849 
14850 
14851 
14852 
14853 
14854 
14855 
14856 
14857 
14858 
14859 
14859 
14862 
14863 
14864 
14866 
14867 
14868 
14869 
14870 
14871 
14872 
14873 
14874 
14875 
14876 
14877 
14878 
14880 
14880 
14881 
14882 
14883 
14884 
14885 

168 
159 
361 
160 
169 
320 
319 
210 
388 
19 

404 
205 
173 
311 
174 
198 
199 
415 
185 
170 
362 
211 
207 
166 
167 
218 
20 
445 
445 
345 
914 
397 
400 
398 
399 
354 
432 
432 
432 
313 
404 
321 
321 
962 
968 
426 
426 
426 
427 
969 
970 
171 
157 
372 
372 
384 

264 M 
224 M 
295 M 
567 M 
3M 

1069 M 
1070 M 
298 M 
360 M 
202 M 
832 M 
299 M 
366 M 
296 M 
laM 
lbM 
310 M 
959 M 
448 M 
268 M 
365 M 
479 M 
457 M 
474 M 
462 M 
226 M 
546 M 
566 M 
562 M 
608 M 
323 M 
560 M 
559 M 
453 M 
531 M 
5M 

438 M 
439 M 
440 M 
547 M 
1072 M 
300 M 
301 M 
294 M 
413 M 
854 M 
858 M 
861 M 
892 M 
372a M 
372b M 
833 M 
802 M 
803 M 
804 M 
962 M 



CONCORDANCE OF MUSEUM NUMBERS 

Museum # Cat. # Marlik # 

14887 
14888 
14889 
14890 
14891 
14892 
14892 
14892 
14892 
14892 
14893 
14893 
14893 
14894 
14894 
14894 
14894 
14894 
14895 
14895 
14896 
14896 
14897 
14897 
14898 
14898 
14899 
14899 
14899 
14899 
14900 
14900 
14900 
14900 
14900 
14900 
14901 
14901 
14902 
14903 
14904 
14905 
14906 
14907 
14908 
14909 
14911 
14912 
14913 
14916 
14917 
14917 
14917 
14917 
14917 
14918 

964 
375 
427 
427 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
427 
427 
427 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
426 
427 
427 
427 
427 
426 
426 
426 
427 
368 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
18 
371 
371 
377 
450 
384 
380 
381 
370 
370 
370 
372 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 

187 M 
961 M 
897 M 
884 M 
857 M 
838 M 
839 M 
840 M 
841 M 
842 M 
900 M 
901 M 
902 M 
849 M 
850 M 
851 M 
852 M 
853 M 
855 M 
856 M 
859 M 
860 M 
912 M 
913 M 
881 M 
882 M 
844 M 
846 M 
848 M 
866 M 
535 M 
871 M 
877 M 
879 M 
895 M 
898 M 
917 M 
922 M 
14 M 

1068 M 
1065 M 
306 M 
322 M 
197 M 
451 M 
452 M 
536 M 
527 M 
528 M 
805 M 
903 M 
904 M 
905 M 
906 M 
907 M 
908 M 

Museum # Cat. # Marlik # 

14918 
14918 
14918 
14919 
14919 
14919 
14919 
14919 
14919 
14920 
14920 
14920 
14920 
14921 
14921 
14922 
14922 
14922 
14922 
14922 
14922 
14923 
14923 
14923 
14923 
14923 
14924 
14924 
14924 
14924 
14924 
14925 
14925 
14925 
14925 
14925 
14926 
14926 
14926 
14926 
14927 
14927 
14928 
14928 
14928 
14931 
14932 
14933 
14934 
14935 
14936 
14937 
14938 
14938 
14940 
14940 

427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
427 
426 
426 
426 
1 

970 
390 
392 
453 
279 
356 
387 
407 
194 
194 

909 M 
910 M 
911 M 
914 M 
915 M 
916 M 
918 M 
919 M 
920 M 
921 M 
923 M 
924 M 
926 M 
927 M 
928 M 
890 M 
891 M 
893 M 
894 M 
896 M 
899 M 
885 M 
886 M 
887 M 
888 M 
889 M 
872 M 
873 M 
874 M 
875 M 
876 M 
867 M 
868 M 
869 M 
870 M 
883 M 
862 M 
863 M 
864 M 
865 M 
878 M 
880 M 
843 M 
845 M 
847 M 
31 M 
129 M 
362 M 
320 M 
570 M 
374 M 
1049 M 
1082a M 
1082b M 
435 M 
436 M 



360 MARL^ 

Museum* Cat.* Marlik* Museum* Cat.* Marlik* 

14940 
14941 
14943 
14944 
14946 
14947 
14948 
14949 
14949 
14950 
14953 
14954 
14957 
14958 
14959 
14960 
14961 
14963 
14964 
14965 
14966 
14967 
14968 
14969 
14969 
14970 
14972 
14972 
14973 
14974 
14975 
14976 
14977 
14978 
14981 
14984 
14986 
14987 
14987 
14988 
14989 
14990 
14991 
14992 
14993 
14994 
14994 
14994 
14994 
14995 
14996 
14996 
14997 
14998 
15000 
15000 

194 
194 
195 
418 
445 
224 
972 
275 
347 
196 
863 
265 
455 
213 
384 
933 
384 
327 
384 
328 
229 
298 
243 
316 
332 
428 
192 
965 
355 
946 
487 
946 
946 
356 
357 
919 
836 
460 
460 
966 
270 
435 
436 
922 
356 
356 
356 
356 
396 
356 
465 
465 
465 
463 
462 
465 

437 M 
443 M 
314M 
1035 M 
934 M 
682 M 
660 M 
939 M 
646 M 
644 M 
179 M 
373 M 
385 M 
486 M 
483 M 
189 M 
218 M 
445 M 
442 M 
441 M 
223 M 
574 M 
221 M 
450a M 
450b M 

8M 
125 M 
431 M 
523 M 
686 M 
679 M 
937 M 
933 M 
689 M 
688 M 
632 M 
636 M 
1004 M 
1005 M 
1006 M 
1018 M 
680 M 
948 M 
965 M 
1021 M 
1008 M 
1009 M 
1010 M 
1007 M 
936 M 
946 M 
947 M 
943 M 
1027 M 
703 M 
702 M 

22447 
24680 
25001 
25002 
25002 
25004 
25005 
25006 
25007 
25008 
25009 
25010 
25011 
25012 
25013 
25014 
25016 
25017 
25018 
25019 
25020 
25021 
25022 
25023 
25025 
25026 
25027 
25028 
25029 
25030 
25031 
25032 
25033 
25034 
25035 
25036 
25037 
25039 
25039 
25040 
25043 
25044 
25045 
25046 
25047 
25048 
25049 
25050 
25050 
25051 
25052 
25053 
25054 
25055 
25056 
25057 

332 
146 
356 
142 
142 
923 
974 
355 
874 
961 
370 
356 
394 
304 
204 
32 
150 
26 
967 
402 
30 
539 
5 

208 
970 
983 
983 
652 
467 
350 
674 
314 
379 
188 
331 
940 
232 
317 
329 
405 
193 
200 
378 
158 
429 
310 
338 
141 
284 
419 
333 
201 
430 
177 
318 
201 

1192b M 
32 M 
691 M 
367 M 
371 M 
329 M 
230 M 
231 M 
133 M 
345 M 
461 M 
492 M 
468 M 
480 M 
478 M 
186 M 
797 M 
508 M 
1024 M 
316 M 
175 M 
198 M 
321 M 
116M 
87 M 
524 M 
525 M 
79 M 
552 M 
532 M 
289 M 
555 M 
558 M 
529 M 
549 M 
538 M 
572 M 
556a M 
556b M 
561 M 
9M 
10 M 
11M 
12 M 
21 M 
22 M 
24 M 
940 M 
25 M 
26 M 
27 M 
28 M 
65 M 
66 M 
67 M 
68 M 



CONCORDANCE OF MUSEUM NUMBERS 

Museum # Cat. # Marlik # 

25058 
25059 
25060 
25061 
25062 
25062 
25063 
25064 
25065 
25065 
25065 
25066 
25068 
25069 
25070 
25071 
25072 
25073 
25074 
25075 
25075 
25076 
25079 
25081 
25082 
25083 
25084 
25085 
25086 
25087 
25088 
25089 
25090 
25091 
25092 
25093 
25094 
25095 
25096 
25097 
25097 
25098 
25099 
25100 
25101 
25102 
25103 
25104 
25105 
25106 
25107 
25110 
25111 
25111 
25112 
25115 

333 
327 
179 
325 
333 
335 
341 
336 
329 
330 
333 
322 
2 
79 
78 
129 
138 
119 
139 
81 
120 
80 
125 
140 
124 
150 
140 
124 
124 
124 
152 
152 
151 
151 
151 
152 
152 
140 
148 
402 
446 
137 
135 
136 
115 
116 
117 
143 
134 
144 
145 
123 
121 
122 
133 
359 

69 M 
124 M 
126 M 
127 M 
128a M 
128b M 
135 M 
137 M 
319a M 
319b M 
319c M 
375 M 
150 M 
380 M 
381 M 
59 M 
243 M 
240 M 
242 M 
932 M 
241 M 
931 M 
942 M 
800 M 
806 M 
795 M 
799 M 
807 M 
808 M 
809 M 
812 M 
813 M 
789 M 
790 M 
791 M 
792 M 
793 M 
794 M 
787 M 

1175aM 
1175b M 
541 M 
539 M 
540 M 
386 M 
387 M 
388 M 
389 M 
390 M 
391 M 
392 M 
85 M 

1075 M 
1076 M 
487 M 
1048 M 

Museum # Cat. # Marlik # 

25116 
25117 
25118 
25119 
25120 
25121 
25121 
25122 
25123 
25124 
25125 
25126 
25127 
25128 
25129 
25130 
25131 
25132 
25136 
25137 
25138 
25139 
25140 
25142 
25145 
25146 
25147 
25148 
25149 
25150 
25151 
25152 
25153 
25154 
25155 
25156 
25158 
25158 
25159 
25160 
25162 
25162 
25163 
25164 
25165 
25166 
25167 
25168 
25169 
25170 
25171 
25173 
25174 
25175 
25176 
25177 

68 
631 
638 
639 
130 
131 
283 
451 
464 
461 
465 
464 
464 
464 
961 
459 
961 
459 
505 
507 
74 
526 
71 
506 
508 
22 
526 
921 
70 
356 
908 
909 
910 
896 
892 
898 
149 
898 
898 
898 
846 
852 
254 
230 
219 
228 
225 
220 
248 
233 
259 
263 
247 
255 
260 
246 

1086 M 
576 M 
80 M 
164 M 
767 M 
817 M 
70 M 
71 M 
190 M 
37 M 
945 M 
476 M 
475 M 
530 M 
140 M 
384 M 
404 M 
410 M 
618 M 
152 M 
518 M 
1101 M 
1117M 
500 M 
148 M 
172 M 
1100 M 
735 M 
1120 M 
731 M 
706 M 
185 M 
473 M 
621 M 
620 M 
622 M 
393 M 
503 M 
711 M 
174 M 
326a M 
326b M 
318 M 
383 M 
312 M 
571 M 
542 M 
537 M 
568 M 
545 M 
488 M 
444 M 
472 M 
447 M 
477 M 
459 M 



369 MARLIK 

Museum* Cat.* Marlik* Museum* Cat.* Marlik* 

25178 
25179 
25180 
25181 
25182 
25183 
25184 
25185 
25186 
25190 
25192 
25193 
25194 
25195 
25196 
25197 
25198 
25199 
25200 
25201 
25202 
25203 
25205 
25206 
25207 
25208 
25210 
25211 
25212 
25214 
25215 
25216 
25217 
25218 
25219 
25220 
25221 
25222 
25223 
25224 
25225 
25227 
25228 
25229 
25230 
25231 
25232 
25232 
25234 
25235 
25236 
25237 
25238 
25239 
25240 
25240 

227 
226 
221 
245 
222 
231 
249 
212 
262 
498 
622 
621 
519 
605 
761 
678 
888 
890 
889 
651 
939 
986 
775 
773 
719 
724 
65 
66 
586 
918 
745 
928 
714 
926 
712 
690 
683 
981 
926 
31 
985 
810 
807 
805 
808 
693 
700 
755 
976 
975 
976 
976 
976 
976 
585 
976 

220 M 
225 M 
219 M 
191 M 
193 M 
199 M 
222 M 
192 M 
1073 M 
1106M 
1121 M 
1122 M 
96a M 
1108 M 
668 M 
88 M 
93 M 
145 M 
92 M 
33 M 
110M 
768 M 
776 M 
773 M 
738 M 
739 M 
30 M 
94 M 

1242 M 
600 M 
716 M 
55 M 
736 M 
166 M 
342 M 
780 M 
775 M 
400 M 
584 M 
728 M 
734 M 
665 M 
748 M 
746 M 
749 M 
466 M 
695 M 
694 M 
730 M 
416 M 
422 M 
420 M 
417 M 
423 M 
1030 M 
419 M 

25241 
25242 
25243 
25245 
25246 
25247 
25248 
25250 
25251 
25252 
25253 
25254 
25255 
25256 
25258 
25259 
25260 
25261 
25262 
25263 
25264 
25265 
25266 
25266 
25267 
25268 
25269 
25270 
25272 
25273 
25275 
25276 
25277 
25278 
25279 
25281 
25282 
25283 
25284 
25285 
25286 
25287 
25287 
25289 
25290 
25291 
25292 
25293 
25294 
25296 
25297 
25298 
25299 
25300 
25301 
25302 

976 
976 
292 
286 
285 
306 
293 
290 
308 
306 
278 
343 
949 
943 
945 
946 
944 
947 
955 
957 
953 
954 
951 
952 
981 
659 
939 
939 
765 
939 
523 
511 
518 
530 
530 
607 
556 
557 
538 
514 
517 
512 
662 
600 
576 
632 
607 
607 
616 
925 
928 
928 
778 
774 
768 
709 

421 M 
418 M 
544 M 
785 M 
784 M 
1083 M 
117M 
132 M 
573 M 
1077 M 
481 M 
484 M 
382 M 
239 M 
498 M 
499 M 
729 M 
938 M 
1017 M 
1020 M 
1016 M 
1032 M 
1080 M 
1081 M 
401 M 
45 M 
121 M 
106 M 
290 M 
596 M 
1105 M 
60 M 
286 M 
284 M 
285 M 
580 M 
149 M 
287 M 
765 M 
766 M 
51 M 
142 M 
143 M 
173 M 
1102 M 
722 M 
764 M 
144 M 
577 M 
397 M 
434 M 
335 M 
779 M 
774 M 
698 M 
86 M 



CONCORDANCE OF MUSEUM NUMBERS 

Museum # Cat. # Marlik # 

25304 
25306 
25307 
25308 
25311 
25311 
25312 
25313 
25314 
25315 
25316 
25317 
25318 
25319 
25319 
25320 
25320 
25321 
25322 
25323 
25324 
25325 
25326 
25327 
25328 
25330 
25331 
25332 
25333 
25335 
25335 
25336 
25337 
25337 
25337 
25340 
25341 
25342 
25342 
25343 
25344 
25344 
25346 
25347 
25348 
25349 
25350 
25351 
25352 
25352 
25353 
25354 
25355 
25356 
25357 
25357 

702 
703 
803 
762 
696 
737 
786 
669 
939 
939 
660 
656 
930 
31 
980 
984 
984 
358 
787 
790 
730 
356 
541 
789 
901 
903 
904 
902 
569 
840 
853 
16 
17 

442 
842 
273 
932 
959 
960 
917 
526 
939 
937 
931 
444 
938 
741 
357 
461 
961 
771 
958 
28 
800 
860 
942 

232 M 
233 M 
714 M 
755 M 
324 M 
339 M 
683 M 
740 M 
485 M 
184 M 
81 M 
34 M 
598 M 
661 M 
662 M 
612 M 
613 M 
715 M 
684 M 
693 M 
90 M 
690 M 
627 M 
699 M 
710 M 
708 M 
709 M 
604 M 
829 M 
769a M 
769b M 
162 M 
163 M 
183 M 
951a M 
408a M 
944 M 
430 M 
429 M 
469 M 
672 M 
700 M 
1028 M 
1079 M 
16 M 
102 M 
111M 
99 M 
72a M 
72b M 
134 M 
628 M 
658 M 
713 M 
951b M 
338 M 

Museum # Cat. # Marlik # 

25358 
25360 
25361 
25362 
25363 
25363 
25365 
25366 
25367 
25368 
25369 
25370 
25372 
25375 
25376 
25377 
25377 
25378 
25381 
25381 
25381 
25382 
25382 
25382 
25382 
25382 
25382 
25382 
25383 
25384 
25385 
25386 
25387 
25388 
25389 
25390 
25391 
25392 
25394 
25395 
25396 
25397 
25399 
25400 
25402 
25407 
25408 
25409 
25410 
25411 
25412 
25413 
25414 
25415 
25416 
25417 

760 
443 
67 
504 
509 
697 
963 
668 
980 
924 
757 
816 
764 
865 
437 
433 
434 
733 
927 
928 
928 
793 
794 
795 
796 
797 
798 
799 
792 
791 
971 
691 
950 
127 
147 
128 
132 
537 
494 
501 
819 
934 
7 

522 
763 
973 
758 
766 
36 
558 
936 
928 
783 
926 
606 
574 

171 M 
136 M 
103 M 
118 M 
147 M 
160 M 
42 M 
91 M 
167 M 
35 M 
158 M 
40 M 
170 M 
157 M 
995 M 
139 M 
180 M 
169 M 
50 M 
334 M 
97 M 

1053 M 
1054 M 
1055 M 
1056 M 
1057 M 
1058 M 
1059 M 
1051 M 
1052 M 
1029 M 
1060 M 
1127 M 
1128 M 
1129 M 
1130 M 
227 M 
616 M 
1110M 
673 M 
696 M 
640 M 
1132 M 
1133 M 
54 M 
61 M 
664 M 
332 M 
1161 M 
1162 M 
1163 M 
950 M 
824 M 
949 M 
969 M 
816 M 



364 MARLIK 

Museum* Cat.* Marlik* Museum* Cat.* Marlik* 

25421 
25422 
25423 
25424 
25425 
25426 
25428 
25429 
25430 
25431 
25432 
25433 
25434 
25435 
25436 
25436 
25436 
25440 
25441 
25442 
25443 
25443 
25444 
25444 
25446 
25446 
25447 
25447 
25448 
25449 
25451 
25452 
25452 
25452 
25453 
25454 
25454 
25454 
25455 
25455 
25456 
25456 
25456 
25456 
25457 
25458 
25458 
25459 
25459 
25459 
25460 
25461 
25461 
25461 
25462 
25462 

45 
868 
24 
784 
781 
782 
647 
648 
649 
650 
214 
244 
305 
256 
838 
843 
847 
882 
48 
155 
384 
385 
348 
406 
334 
421 
331 
334 
454 
257 
312 
393 
402 
468 
181 
176 
328 
336 
323 
449 
327 
330 
335 
440 
217 
370 
468 
384 
403 
468 
161 
333 
337 
468 
402 
468 

822 M 
1026 M 
1061 M 
825 M 
783 M 
823 M 
953 M 
954 M 
955 M 
956 M 
1177 M 
1178 M 
1179 M 
1180 M 
1181aM 
1181b M 
1181c M 
1184 M 
1185 M 
1186 M 
1187aM 
1187b M 
1188aM 
1188b M 
1211cM 
1190 M 
1192aM 
1192cM 
1193 M 
1194M 
1196 M 
1197aM 
1197b M 
1197cM 
1198 M 
1199aM 
1199b M 
1199cM 
1200a M 
1200b M 
1201aM 
1201b M 
1201cM 
1201dM 
1202 M 
1203a M 
1203b M 
1204a M 
1204b M 
1204c M 
1205 M 
1206a M 
1206b M 
1206c M 
1207a M 
1207b M 

25463 
25465 
25465 
25466 
25466 
25466 
25466 
25466 
25467 
25468 
25468 

questions 
25469 
25470 
25471 
25472 
25477 

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
. 
. 
. 
_ 
. 
_ 
. 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
. 
_ 
. 

_ 

402 
172 
180 
315 
331 
335 
402 
468 
466 
49 
50 

977 
621 
468 
864 
891 
39 
51 
52 
53 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
75 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 

1208aM 
1210aM 
1210b M 
1211aM 
1211bM 
1211dM 
1211eM 
1211fM 
1212 M 
1213 M 
1912 M 

1214 M 
1215 M 
1216 M 
1217 M 
826 M 
44 M 

1392 M 
1393 M 
1397 M 
178 M 
1325 M 
1391 M 
1394 M 
1395 M 
1396 M 
1398 M 
1113M 
156 M 
182 M 
491 M 
493 M 
494 M 
495 M 
496 M 
501 M 
517 M 
617 M 
818 M 
1252 M 
1278 M 
502 M 
262 M 
263 M 
516 M 
820 M 
505 M 
819 M 
377 M 
HUM 
1124 M 
506 M 
1118M 
1123 M 
1125 M 



CONCORDANCE OF MUSEUM NUMBERS 

Museum* Cat.* Marlik* Museum* Cat.* Marlik* 

110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
126 
142 
142 
142 
148 
156 
258 
287 
324 
367 
386 
456 
458 
468 
529 
633 
634 
654 
666 
727 
743 
752 
834 
905 
916 
920 
988 

. 

. 

. 

759 M 
155 M 
1112M 
1119M 
815 M 
941 M 
368 M 
369 M 
370 M 
798 M 
376 M 
1423 M 
1431 M 
1195 M 
348 M 
1470 M 
1475 M 
957 M 

1208b M 
153 M 
578 M 
1536 M 
113M 
607 M 
188 M 
756 M 
504 M 
112aM 
614 M 
1011 M 
633 M 
1529 M 
131 M 
1071 M 
1425 M 
1427 M 
1428 M 
643 M 
1033 M 
1034 M 
671 M 
1270 M 
1271 M 
1272 M 
1273 M 
1275 M 
1276 M 
1277 M 
1389 M 
1420 M 
1447 M 
635 M 
637 M 
1183 M 
1280 M 
1283 M 

1284 M 
1084 M 
1085 M 
1290 M 
1292 M 
1293 M 
1294 M 
1295 M 
1301 M 
1334 M 
674 M 
1289 M 
1226 M 
1227 M 
1228 M 
1229 M 
1230 M 
603 M 
1251 M 
1262 M 
1263 M 
1264 M 
509 M 
510 M 
1253 M 
1254 M 
1255 M 
1256 M 
1257 M 
1258 M 
1259 M 
1260 M 
236 M 
38 M 
47 M 
48 M 
49 M 
52 M 
73 M 
74 M 
84 M 
159 M 
465 M 
394 M 
395 M 
396 M 
427 M 
520 M 
704 M 
1036 M 
1131 M 
1137 M 
1220 M 
1232 M 
1233 M 
1234 M 



366 MARLIK 

Museum # Cat. # Marlik # Museum # Cat. # Marlik # 

1235 M 
1236 M 
1238 M 
1239 M 
1243 M 
1244 M 
1245 M 
1462b M 
1078 M 
107 M 
347 M 
595 M 
594 M 
593 M 
1322 M 
1409 M 
204 M 
206 M 
246 M 
251 M 
260 M 
293 M 
408b M 
830 M 
831 M 
835 M 
837 M 
1003 M 
1373 M 
1374 M 
1376 M 
1380 M 
1433 M 
1483 M 
95 M 
305 M 
543 M 
606 M 
801 M 
925 M 
929 M 
952 M 
966 M 
970 M 
971 M 
982 M 
985 M 
986 M 
987 M 
1189 M 
1316M 
1317 M 
1318 M 
1320 M 
1347 M 
1360 M 

1361 M 
1362 M 
1363 M 



C>^i <—»jJ*» ^ j - ^ v>*^" v-,,4sr j^ J «^>*j I-SJ? lj 4flh:»^jl ̂ jLutlj Jt'iU <u Luii j c*Pj—» £*»£&>• jljja 

AIJ_5I J CO»J-^>- J_<I ^UOIJIJ J J*5^fcw»l ^1^ A5"IJJ&S JUi>-l j jl&»l .C—l eJui oijlif ^L j^^i 

AP 



jl ̂ UJLS 4*1— j ̂ j l ^ C>JUJ **-*»>- J J-^ «-* £rb err- •C~J •** -us~* t^W J ̂  f'J81 

^_>uiJL3 jl jljJGjL, j j*^ >L* ^>" j ^la-U lit- jl jl ^ .Cwl .xft o*b J-^u uU^jl 

^u-„ ^jl; iiU ^jy. j^» j* .c—I -ci/jlji ^jy. ij^ t^^-1 J t^iJ^ t^jl; jl J~J iS^jj* 

;j jl ^jU" tftjiL-b j ^JV ^^^ tr-1*^ JU-il ^ cr*^" ^JiJ J oU^tl -o jlj XjL j j^Lf 

JLJtv jlj-.! jl^«-^ ^Ubjj-ii" ^b^Jb-L, eijlJU. j JUbl^i U uU^?l jt\ {J~~> .Cwl o-bAj/ab^J 

.Cwl eJL-i 4-^JLL. 4wL*jjL>- j ^jijijjU- *ikj> ji jbu-L ^Lb ^ j^kj j jJ^a ^LM.1 J ^J^I^. 

jl .Cwl oJb^dt^JLj jyljkj l$3l t^'j-*^" •J.P' ^-^—J J ^^ ^J-* C^Ji 4J C~~J ij^» yjj* jSj^zkj 

ji jl jl^?v»A jl»lj» ji4ij-iX»jUI U t^JjU ^JJJ'JL- jL-j-Sja oj-i^»jUI ^jjj j 4^,11* £*>• J^U-

a^L* jl ji-u Jjl ejlj-ft JJIjl L" /»ji ojljjb jJ-ljl ji jjJI JL>- *iij JU-i ^U^b oUliJjl j jj^>>w oj^p-

jjj'jpu ifij^r tjj*" J^^» PUJ j* '-^-b^ jL«& j 4»-jL& i&Aji j jJ-»J *£ss^ijA JgLuu.»l tj^i>- ^—* 

JLJ»- 4i£j ^jj I oUlirjl IJ Uji ^1^5" Ja3- jl j jjp- ^>u ^j-i v>^" ^^ ^ VJ** *>* **~OJ ^^ ajJ^ jl 

.Owl 4Jwli Jl Ji*~J 

jl ifAjj* *-» <4J> jjj' *^ .Ujb jl jj cJ'ib (^^^ t^iJ^ ^J^y t5j1-L» ^j*ij>-AA j ^^-b^JU^U cSjlJm 

oi^i UbijUl U U*ijL» ejji /^l ^5^5 JU^-I 4J ^jLiljJ«jf j ^P«JIJ\J cSjlJU» jjlij J -u-ib (ji*j ^yljjl j •Ai* P^' 

jl 4^JL>- ^IJJI J «Ai* ojj%,ji) .c—l oX&ijA eJGl^- <^ijU pU ^;o^> jL*-U ^Lji ji j\j ijjJijL- 4jl>-ijj 45* 

lj (J&IJ& j <Jjj>* t^ij j^—». L$J^* J ^••'-^> ftL-il iijj^ Jgljjwl t-CJjU /^J^^L- jb—j-5 ji 4*f£S*» j\5\ 

iljA^M.1 u ^»l^; tjt>»jj—»^I jojjjj j oUI^>- cjULi jjjj-» j LJJ J^-i ja^jjl& j 4ah; a jil^tjj c^i* 

»XJjU ^l^l^ljl ji jl ^UJI^AU 4i" JiJijjI i^-^j lj ^loJLijjl j Vlj ^j^ft s-^51. i>> jrr^^ J ^^" 

<*~>y jj^ t^"'^ J^ <3*J)i J*~o J <i>* ^ij-^t V^ Oi' J^^ ^ ^ .Jb ij^jl^T JL- jljlj^ jl J-J 

J-I^-^A j ^i»- ijj eji I; 4wljii x. ^U ji J*J£ ^U^l^ jl JL-.U ^Lii 4^ ji j^ijj 4J jl JtAl^i j «i^>J 

VLi^l j Vj** s^>- jl *S j£t~. j *^jj^ ^UjLsi j o^U> du jJui j»\ *£ Ju-j,y» j^. &&; 

00 



jL£*il ^ifjjj JiL-j j oljil j jljjl I£J~£ ilJi*j «-£Jjb> jL-j-3 *-; ̂ \^XS^\j\ ^jbi^ jj-w? ji 

^.i J0k^*i^^.(t?"*^ *—"ii^-* iS^ojjZj* J-*** (V.' j^ ^jHJ^J <—ij-^aj* f-^j (T-b-ljj tb-il jl 4AJT> JJI.Juijj 

(p$l*4j^XJj c4J^*J Ji i_*»-l i^j&* (^Ub^lAi J^»bi e^bS" ^ji* ji *>-Jj-i^» L5^*J^.' J Oljil ^IA4JJ^J 

J^J*-.^ t^Ji tAJj^J V <J?'j£j> s£&±>- J i^Jj3 I.4JJAJ V 4jjijj JJ*t* <JM>'JJJ Ob-jjJ C4JJ^J Y ^ if&jJL* 

^bb4i^L> l4Jj*j «^J ^-PjjLo 4J^3 t4Jj*J <-£j LJ
%^ J iT***"' *^£ 44Jj*J u& ^-PyL* <SJSJ& l4j^gj l£j ^Pji» 

\ 4JLJ j jjr b ^pjjL» J— JS j-J i4j^*i f jSyjjs^ Sc^» t4jj*j c& ^j** JJJI IAJ^ Y ^j** jb4jljji 

4Jj*_5 JU->- jljJ J 4-»-jL> ObJaS I4JJ*J Y ^^" tJ&T tAJ^gJ Y ^jA* *«^ t4Jj*J 0 \J*j*-* J^* t4j^*j 

4-j5'.Cw.l eJLi eib £j-i jl ^^ujb j (^^ 4JyL- j 4^J ^^UPIJ^-j *-^J^ f^ '«^i' s-jbS" J-^a3 jjjl ji 

Of 



9^ *»V J~> 

j ^ l̂ l&ljf jl ̂  ji^ J^ oUb b Ju */jlSwl JJjL <ijbb* ji Jl5L,j- c^b j jL-. AI^J 

pJip L>^ jjl jl. JJ^. oib jly .Uftl j,> olj^i uik~ JlSwl b j u^b~ tfU.jl.Ul 4. jl5w idP ^ 

r^. j vb*sl A;^ j* ^ cl&.ljl yt jl j ^ JLI»- j^yt jl JS** cJls^i5l|5l^^^^iJ»ji-l^ 

j^b^ JU^ ^u- b j jly^-l jl * *JLP J^r J^s-^. ^^i-r- Oi1 «~* r-jb^<^ iH<>-,j4 ^' 

ob^-j b J*>~ e&j jl tfl*/* *i W** W &* ^^ Jii ^ ^b -^ ci*i J oXi ^U t/* jl 4=i-

.JjleJLi* tf JUJAJLk 

JUPI ojj-f OAJLI ** jly^ l|iT J&* j-Uly. lj ^JjU jjb^ ji Aij-i£* t5^^i j- I$UAJ^ 

^r* li^^ij- f>- °^/ ^^ t$^^j~- f J* ej/ lcr^>" cS^^,j~- JJ! ej/ -^ iS^i^ 

pi* ojj t4jLJ J*-j ji «-*,« jlji b UslC^r. f*H tj^ t J*~ c^r c^^j- fJW^ ^' Ji> J*~ 

ej/ cCJ-ji J>. JSw <* tf l^lSww ^Jb ej/ i j£-i Isb tfl^tf^j- ^i* ej/ C0jj O A^J b 1*31%^ 

.JjU» JL- tfl^lSwj- ^Aijb ojjJ*t^il^pci-l tflgjlSL^ ^fti c^ie^to* XiuJ b l^^ww ^i 

cJs>bjL>- J^UJ *S J&* <y»jj Oljil «»Jui oib "'iLS jl tfUAJ^J ^.A AS <_^^r tf U£>L- JJ OJ*>U 

tU^p- 0*^ tUj— jl JOJJLP <yjj Oljil ^JJI .Cwl oJL»l Cw.Jb c£Jjb (^jli>- ji Aiij^ jl£j jljj-la*L-

i/^Jj *i LS*JJ Oljil ^1 .ij-J 4J byy* Oljil jjb- j ^^li^bi^ ^UJiljI*-i j UJUjj^S" tU jbj-J tU»l~-

j3-ljl ji jljjl Jbw ^Jb-jb^" Aijjj» jkbj» j^l ji t^jjl^isr j ij-J AJ by.y M^** *$ JJjb jl jl Cul^>-

^jS\jj^ j^U^L- j Oljil J ei^j jbj^>-jj {j^>' CwiJbl jl 7e«»«» i^-»>» jl ji-i Jjl ejlj^ Jib' J PJ* °jl/* 

ij-^JJ oljil j jlj-jl j L*4jj^j J_JI jl ^^JA-J rj—i A_I l?tijl ji .c**-l eJjijS^ J^^J jljj*ili j^4^" (^'jH 

ji ^jA* ^Uj— tiJip ^ jUi"Ajj^j J»bi oJui oib r^i v^bS' JJ»15" j^» ji Ai"^jj oljil il-U* 

t^*jj (iUJUjj-*^ tiJLP ji-i jbj-J b jiij-J tiJLP oij^b ^ji* t£\* 76-~> t^J^ *-»- ^jA* *j>- 0%te tiAP 

or 
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SAUJIJjU tfJjtj j ojJi jl ol&ljT ̂ ^ U * *£ ijb jl jt cJ^i j c-J jj Jb jlsOl C J ^ - J j i U iljil ̂ Ijj 

tf Uejl Jul j £l^l 4j Js,^ tf I^ISL, r ^^a^. j U^^L- ji) £\y\ jl ^^u .Cwl oi^ jbj^jj <yL—ar 

j OjJ \J>J jLfajjj j obl^ jl5w tfly. "^fUiP-l ^^^ LJjb^. j* «j^U j oJii Asi-L, f>ii, j - ^l-^-

bJ JuUi I^AI^AIJI ji t^b>^ obl^>- ^jL* j JbL- j U<LW>CJI jabjlji .JLilAiij^ jl& 4^Jl^ik^. 

Cwl ei^ jU tfj^U <y>-J^w el^iljl u-^-b^ tS Jwb sJUa* ^1 J^JL, Ui J oi^ 4jjJaJ jj,| Jb£* tflojl Jjl 

.(XIA^j^Lb) 

AP- ji C3-L- jjJp j C*JL£jaJ jl Jbb^j oJui eib jlji vXJjb* tf l^l^ljf JA AS"lp-^- IPJ^J^ JJ! 

Jib' J fj* ej'j^>-b' J* OljjJ Jbw Aik^ ^J <yu^* (j\^\£j\S iS Cwl jl jl ^U- j oi^ ^b JL~J 

J oij-J ^j-^ J^r-J J^^fi j& j' jj^J JL-jlj\A V AjJlP- ji j^ji CJJLIU J £-—* i*iby» jl jji-J Jjl ejljV* 

.Jjloij^j <^y b Lf&ry Ji^* J^—** c5j^ tfUoijjIji 

jb~«J il Jbu iaii JJ Jb Aj/ <*JLZS »XJjb» tflgjfcl&iljl ji Ai" (^JUli" j *J L- bjjij tfU^-^L- jIjA JUL>- jl 

AJLP YO J*L£ ajju_* ilJuJ ^1 .Jbb^j eJw AI^-L- f'jjL' j^w iSj^t^ *\y> j' *•** J^r ijJL»" ji tfajJuu* 

j A A^ Jbfci^A jbiJ ^JJ^SJ C*.»«-stfJ /jj I .A^J ^jlj^bwl Cjljil J tf^Vji AJLJ i JLP JCL>- J (JL»J>t>- (J>Jw jl£j w 

^yasxj j jis 4j lj i^>- tfbf j e Ju A jj cSj jJu» bijifr iS^T i£ U^^L-i j£>-b*> tfljJ «Jxw jl edbLwl jljji jl 

.Cwl 0 J j^j jl j£ IJ AW b ^bj JJ*J 4j. ^ fj^ "M 

J oJbijJ tf JlljAAJg 4Jwi JU»> AJ l^jl P'^J ^jwLxljj *-^Jjb> tfjbL?- ji eJu>l CWJL» tfU^L* 4S-y*>u> 

. Jiwj JLAI^- Pj&** jli JUJl^- jiali J-<<** jji' J^ AJLb jA jl ^JUAJ^J 

/».:.....a_J ^^i— tfL*jjijw j t^j** (jUjjijw ojji ji AJ c^Jjb> tfjbl*- ji oJ^I CW.JJ tfUjjij— 

.JLiib^ j^w tfUj jijw jl 4JJ-«J V J ^j^ tfUj jijw jl 4j^*j Y Y 4^ SSjf^ 

JI) jl 45 JU Jb ij^jl5wT \4*\iL»ljI ji U4.J j Ujj»*i> tUj.^^0..,.. J^ bi jb4jw ^ U^L- tfib j il J*; 

ojj-f j>.u JL^I ojji o AW jb4jw tf u^^L- jjj .jjieJJU ^b ^JL- j j^ir i^f iJ^ or SJJ^ A^j^^ 

b jb tfl4j|^U-l tf U4JU-i b ^ji^ tf UJJ^IP- ejjf 14JLJ b -Ui^jf v_JU Awi b UA^5 oj^jf <>J~?y~ tfUAj^J 

.JuloJbij^tf JJJAAJP AI^J 

Jbij^ui^lfftl^ljfji^bj Ai-Jw tfUAvj^J tfj^jIJi^ j^li'tfUejJj— iJj>>^ ijJ^-ji 

iljbJ UojJjw OjJ J£ Ji .JbleJw tfJLjA^J? JUI OJjf Oi AJ A—i b AJW J5w ^wljj 1$J1 jl tf Alj*J 4^ 

.Cwb *y*-j j-J 4J^J jb^>- J*w (J^\ tfUojJjw tfijJww 

OY 



Oib jlji Jwi^. j^b^frl^jl jl A ^ ^ j j Oljil J A^Jwl gjyS *S>y*3%J> «j£Jjb» jbwj-3 tf LfA l£j» Ij I ji 

cA-ftl jl A5* ,<J»jj J^bwj tf AJJU»J» jb—J ilJbu iaju J Jb^>l «Jw AO>-w PJ-A* jl Uj^P U^^L-< Ji) ,$JJ eJui 

jl j^Ow jA i£ ^JAJJ tf U^^L*» J JJ L-J AIJUU .Jb Ajj jlx-il j\J Jbb^t oJw 41^ L* JJfi J (J~J> t jl^pcJwl tOsw 

elxjiljl jA .JbAjJ^ ^j>fc>J C»pb *£ Sj* ibj tfjJby JbA^j oJw eib jlji ol£j»ljl y_*9-b^ elj^j l^jtl5s»ljl jjjl 

Ail^-jwl Jjb-j j C»ljJ*l^3»- tObl^*^ tf U4-g-«j»«j» t^-JbJu» ^jbLj-iJ <—9jji? (jj^b j iljbu jj oj^U Y? ojL-i 

4j--Lw AJtP A— Oj^J-- iJlP 0ij^i J*'^ ijJL^-ji J^bi <yjj tfUf-^L- tfjJLS'jb-.j ilJbo tj^sA^fcJ. JJwJ J 

J~^*A J jlis-jj*- AJj> JLM? JCL>- tjjiJj-J b J-J AJLP ji tA»gi j j^*^ iJb> ^j j C~~J tojJjw AJb> eijl$»" 

tr^^" <y-b •^.g* iJhP *^t J J^^**- c^-> J^jj-J iJ^ Aw t^p-o^ AJb> JA Juib» ^J^JA ^jj OIJA! 

OJUI Vb jA Ai" Jftfj jJL- tfU^^L- ^J jj ej^U Ai" Jbbj Alifb .Jbb^. oJuOj^^A ol&»ljT ji oijj. OIJ^J 

,-UiJ.b *J>-J JwA^i eJw Ai«Jx£ ^^jj Ob*l J U^*jL-jj tfj^iljUu ol&»ljl J±\ ji JbAj/ 

••*idJ-^i>" ol^ljl w^Utf olj^j l^fcl&ljj' j,| jl cr*« ji AS JL*? tfU£>L- jl ^jy, Ifiy&A 

V^b' tr^*-! J* .J-Jloajj Jjj_. jljj.t,-H.L,., j jljbj^, jl Igjl jU>U? A^ *jb j»\ jl C-1&?- "VU^I 

L^il j| eibLwl Ai"oJw oib jlji Jj^ ^UcjJj- j Ujjijw tUj~U-S JUJU C^JL- j Jjjj jb-j tfU^iL-

0> 



4Jwi J t ^ w tf^JjU jJ J»I-L* JJî j oJw Ai5-w J.L*- tflojljbl b" *S ̂ ^ w L_9jjJ* tfijJbu* iljiai 

** Oljji Jl I Ji Ai" Cwl JSJJ AJ pV 4jJ| . JJ Jwijf jl5wl JLijU tfjU*- Ji Ujb- c&w tU V^ ^w tb^jT 

J jttl AJ tfib j ^Ll^-I JuijJ^ A-J^I ^Ll AJ VJXJJU J^*!^ tflfrA^jlS'ji ^ji* ^y^u J Jy\i £^*> 

Utf b-»<JX— J j^&w tfU jjU Jwj^ jJiij OijJ jbi ijjj» t£ j^Xw cLwl l^J J Aiilju \p"J j^^w oljil 

.Jbloi^j 

•.^^JL- cil^jU - vJiJl 

\_jl .JbJbij—i jbJX-il t^JjL» tfjLi^ ji Jbijj eJw Ai^-L- j£*>" b»j-»J> 45" ^Xw jjU AJj^J JJJ>-

,iij5^» JaJT jj» Aiaji^bA J>*b AJ ^>-IJ^W ALW.J AJ 4^ Cwl ^JLlL AJ^J J p£*tZ*~j* <dajL?t* J* w iS^-* i£ ^JjU 

4£»-w lj^» jjU 4wi bJU .ijli il JUJ»I 4Jajbcj» J^"'* ^ J A—Jl^ AJ jl jjU jb Jj AJ^J UAJJ^J jl ^*u ji 

j JL L-vJXw iJb> A iljbu J itfljl 4wi J jjU iJlP^ ilJbJ bw*>- .Cwl eJUl CwJb tfjli*-ji jl olj-o-gJ. J ©Jw 

. Jo iji*jl5wl tf jU?- ji j^w tf UAJ^S* 

0» 



oJb*lw»lgJbjL- 4PJ^>L* ji l$&j JJJ «J-J" b J J-ijj jjjil J JbleJu ij/ Jjy tf ji~J>U- J tf lo^S tj>i ji c&j 

^k- PUJ" ji JL-& j C^-I^j j^Jaj e&j VJXJ JaiJ Jji? jA ji ^ j^k 45" ij*J ojbil Ju b ^j **J^j* 

.1 oJbij/jJy jl Aj^i" j 'jjf&j^j9' **TJ* J^-5 J>^^>^ ji *^ijb i^p-J LJJJ? 

JlL* fdz+4 c++iS 

.Cwl eJbi^i fUul jei^UI JL~J C-J^J? b J ifij*" •—*i^ ji JU«» xk** jij^j JjJw^> J C*£-bjJ AjLijk 

b»jo P jl^^j *uil J ej^P .Cwl eJLJLJi^j Ijj) lj (—JjjJ? **».« ,<5ju j jl^«A JLMJ 4J J b Ljiw AJ CXJ b»j^P 

CJIJJI .Cwl oij^j IJLJ le-^>" ^..^jvji j oJbijj jljtpli UAJJ^W jii-o ji j oJw eili Jjiw? ^b<»lS'JbL- ~k • 

^k— |»UJ LJ*J> .Cwl jbUj fjiy^i lfr»«-«i <_$-*»*{ Ji ^y^sxj Jbw 9tkw tfjj jj jij^J jljlpli tfbbb j 

lj l^il ^k- jl J%pb ,_w JJb* ^^iJ *-*JjJ* j' tfijJbuA il Jbw ji Jj eJb ij^jl JLpb oiL- j CJ-l^i£j jjJaj JbL-

jl ojj^^i .JbloJuiji* jjjj" oij^i b j oJi5" JijJaj oiL- ^JJA ^^iJ b jJ cijjJ? jl ^ .Cwl ei^*j ^y. 

eJw eJwj-iljj" b j oJw eili J>\j>- cjjj* tfjj jj *S ^ JUA ^^ii jl^J b Jbib^ tfijJbw iljbw Jj»U 45'l^bw 

.XleJuij^^j^Jjj Cwl 

j&jp~~£: c^b*>. ojji* ^ ^ 4» jyj j J£j, ^L-ljj c£Jjb» tfjbb- ji 4*^.15^ JbL- cijjJ? 4Pj^>w. 

jl JJi oUa^w* j CJU^JWI .^j_jb^^ 6JJy> jl 4jj^5 JJ^ £^ j ^_LJ 4J ki* J*ai jA j* j Jble Jb i/ 

eili £j_i J*a3 ^1 ji 4* Jl^Jbw 4, k^, ijl^p ^L- j tfjbi^ ji ^JJU J^. ,Jij tibol tejljbl jJaJ 

.(Jbw wU*w^ Cwj^i JjJ^) Cwl eJji/.Lj Jwb^ J^ai tfl^il ji ^uU^, JjJb*-ji JbleJLi 

Ji> J^.JJ *Jjl li JU-, ^J> pi ej/t4J^ > \ ilj* ^y tfl^Jbw Jjl 0JJ J^U ej/^ ^jj 

C4J^ > ^ jbjj 4J^J b JIJW tfU-wlT^l^ ej/t4j^J0 ilJbw JbL- tfU>b- fy* ojJ.AJy^ \f iljjj 

Y A?i ^^ C5^" ^ ojj^yj \9 Jbw tfl^j ^JLft ej/t4j^j ^ . JbL- tfl^Ucii ^ ej/ 

tfLfej^l ^i ojjj^y^ ? JbL- tfUej^^ ej/44j^ ^ Jj}i Jbw tfl^j r-A ej/t4:^ 

t4^ U Jbw tfU^l^^ijIji 6J/t4j^ Y- Jbw tfUtf^ j 1^* ^Aijb ej/t4J^ ^ d^yi 

L, JJ-rli ^Aijjb ej/ t4^ P JLL. ^^^ ^^i^ 0JJ ,^^^ j^^S tf U-wlS" ^i^w e^/ 

4- Jbw ^j> ^^ ej/t4^ 0 4i> 4- LJ b Jbw tf bfej^l ^AijjU ej/c-G^ A ^ ^^a. 

J jljJ>b J.y* b Jbw uij> ^ij^ eJJ ^y* r JSw v-^X. Jbw cJj> ^Jb^t ej/ t4J^ f 4,b 

.JJwb^-^J 4jj*»j ^ eJw' Jijjij 

f̂  



4̂ *3 ̂ ĉ bu jljji Ji) ji J^pT iij^/<^ e JLfcbiLa I-X3J b JijiL* t—9jjk eS\Jjb» JbL* cjjji? Afiy*2*u» ji 

ji ^J* U Jbw Ai" ili j5Jb Jb b A^Jl .Cwl oi^j e Jb ijj ^j—JJ» JLx» jiA ^JJ I T*^—-0 i^L* jl -r—i f Ji «jljA pji 

ejbji jlA /jjl JwlS'tJXjiijJ ji i^Lw jbwj-3 Jub*b» jljjl /^"'jj j' ^g^'-i ji i^L* jl ,ji>-i Jjl »jlj^ Jj' A-«-J 

»JsJjb» jJbgJ jljioli— .Jbijiji eJL*Lw» {J&J J& b jSjJL* tflflJbw tfijJbu* ilJbu J Aiib uL> -^J^" 

JbL- ?J3_- jij^J JJL^ j jlJb>b j ej^ji Ojlj^- ijs-*^ fjj tLj tflji^-i ji lj (-rij>* ilJjCwl j cii j Jjji 

.Jb'leijj jlS^j IgJlL- tfjj jj jl Jipb J*y& J~J?*A j 

.Jbij-j ei^*_» J*?L>- JLL- <JtJj& <j-Z>-L- 4i-j»j ji tfibj Cij-^-J J JjJ <-^Jjb» JJUJ jlj^Jljw 

^jL Jo j j^J JL~J L-b» b j j-i b j eJw 4^-L- eJw eili jjj "*&*[!* <£J\*- ji Ciljk C-JI$3 ji JIL- Oj-^3-

pbj*jl j^JLL- JLJ^-I ji Cii j ^.y^-i *jjf ji J^— dab CJJI>>- .wwl eJjij^kjLk* tfjj Jj_J^i tfljj 

jj JJi JbL- *kiL» Oi-ljlSCj <J*j j eJLal i>>-jj jl «j^>- J JU*- tfljj <>^-ljJ *•& ^J ^* O^Hi J cJ±*j* 

4w AJ JbL- <-ijjJ* JS'jjkj 4Iflj^jJj .Cwl 4wli jbjJJ- 0Jj5"ji JlS" tfljA J fjlj^ Ojlj^- 4* Cwl jl 

fA 



^L-ljj JljJ*^ lj «-£Jjb> jJ?}L- jbwj~£ ji <3yi£j> ijlAjl^wl tfUj^j* 4PJ*J»U» .JLwb JUb jij5ej^» Cwl 

\A\S JZ* ji Igjl ,J-3i Tj>* *$ ij-*J *•*<•«& ejjJ (jiw AJ U4i?W J jkbj» t/«^ Ol& tC^-L- CXw j .jwjj 

.Cwl eJU»l c-^lii' 

Jjb fcfjbL i^k iljj> jl j JLwb^ iJb? eJbU fj IAJI^WI tf UJ^J» ilJbu j iJLP *Lb 9«kw» tf UJ^J* iljbu 

.JJleJw 41^-L* t^*t«k j^j j 4^BJ Ji i^^ti^w tjljJI ujik^cj* tflg&w tJbJL>- »Jcw <, ;»> 

TV 



tfl4Jl^wl^ ijp eiĵ U j £k~* J$A î p gb jl juijbp c£JjU JJP^L- jlwjJ ji 4i>iJx* tfUj^ 

4^ 1^1 C-SJ ji 4 jij-w jljbjl tfljj tfl4wi Lj^P j eJw 4ip-L- fryL jl «kw tfUj^A . JL- j "" < '-• 

jl tfl4J^I tfUJ4* .JJleJw 4*S-L- jlfJJjj b OUIJ-P- J^ *i lf3l Ji £k~» C^Uj^ 4wi .Cwl oJbi/ 

^IJJ- 4Jl^wl J^J* C^>- ji j** k*-j Lj** j JJleJLi 4I*-L- Vk j ^^ Jjb tvJxw JjJ jl < g.1.7.^ jl^ 

jj'1 JJ 4$" JJleJw 4I3-L- ^j*. Jjj jl eJUil CWJJ tfl4ilj^M.I tfUj4* jii^ .ijli i^p-j ^ jijuj jljjjf tfljj 

*&#. J^LaiJ j obljJa^»l 4JbL-bji Jwb^ j4* jiii tfjU 4* j^ J Jb ^k-. wUl L'il ji jb»j Cw If 

^^ *^jU tJjlA c--wO ji 45* JLwl JJL- b j eijj ^U? jl tfl4-wU- tfljli Uj4* ji I jl ^j .Cwl eJb»I 

C-AIW J I£JZ*LA 45f J Jb'loJweili CJbj b> j^P *>U? j^bJjj ^w'U b IgJl j^ajw ^UjUb jij^ej^>» Jjjb» eJbij^ 

LJ^P ^gSei J t^-^" <J-*< L$Uj^ .Cwl e Jw 42>-L- ^k jl tf l4jlji-»l tf UJ^J» JJ I jl ^^ .Jbjli {j^\>' Iklj j 

tfjiiLii j (-iijk Jijij tfljb JbleJw 4I>-L- JJC^CM- ilj» jl ^^UJ^J) Jj 4wbjj ji tf^JeiL- tflgJiJij 

Cib 4Pj«*pfc« JJI J^ ji Cwl (j^aSb J 4£*«JW l^il jl j^U—i *£ ^jiuJ* k*- b JJJL>» tflAjlj***! J^J» ji .JLU...A 

»XJJUI tfjU>- ji l$jl jl ^gfjlii* jlJbL» 4i"Ujuj jiji't/*j57 Jjb tfUej^>» 4j Uj^» JJI jl iJb> 4— .iijij» 

jS*+* jLl^l eJb ijJ JJ j*aJ Igjl tf jj jj 4^LwJuA eiL- ^yy^ CJbu j Jbjli tf ib j CAIW Cwl e Jb>l CwJu 
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«Jsw tfjjL tJljJl tfbj£w t4£?u jf t^yw-kjJI iJJi iij^p-V vJ&«- t jL-Jw < ^ w t^c^ Jju ' J ^ C0J^ 

.JjloJw 4I>-L- L—d t»Xw J UiJUrf? C jlj^wl i«oLi '^ff^*' <-i\w C4_JLW OJw tJb JL> 

(.^y^asxA OJ$A »-5sj i JLP 0 ^ ilJbw tj^jl J JJb jij/ i JLP > ?f ilJbw C»LJj\»- £jw ^LS" J^lS" ji* ji 

iJb> \ • ilJbw 4JJb JW-J iJLP > \ ilJbw tjiiJxJl iJLP \T ilJbw tejIj-i^fiJlP f 9 ilJbw uLU^O iJb>rV iljbu" 

il Jbw t JLiS JU«i- i JLP »-& il Jbw i JLbj^S'^'te t-S\ji t J^U? J*jj i JLP f il Jbw t4-Ji i JLP > 00 il Jbw t JUjtfjj. 

J-—i i JLP t-Sw CA^>> 4-w Jjw i JLP C$\J t*>U? 43jj i JLP ^ il Jbw ttf jb tjfy* i JLP r il Jbw ij^L) J)b>fcw i JLP Y^ 

*JXJ> t^jjL CJI i JLP vJ& t jjj~- i JLP 0 il Jbw t^ji'o'b J*y% i JLP ^ il Jbw t^S'o'b j^-b i JLP 0 il Jbw t jjjd>-

.Cwl eJ^I ^ji* J^y* iJj> <-& J (jPjA* 4jbi iJLP 

f0 



J ^ j - 3 J J ^ " ^*^ Ji tfiJ*^. tfjwjAlj^ j^U^? jTljj. ̂ w i*>L* jl J L J p i ejljJb ijJu>- ji 

J J-^-i iC-P-bw ^Jj 4*w>j ji lj JL j tfjiA tf Ujl&*w J eijj *JXJ> OljAljJ>- jjjj" tjZj** 4jLy.jjl> 

j 4^ib i^p-j oLJjL 4iki* ji 'JSSJA JI) jl ^& JLwJ(y jJaij .Jbij^j JLJJJ" OVIJJJJ J OljAl^ Ciljk 

ji bjjl jlp-L* b elj^A jjbLj^ Jj** b v1^* <>-' tr*1^ <j»UjliCfbbi AS elf, 15" jj I CJIJJJ; j U4^J-L-

Ol fll«V t, gl,?S«_« frlpl b jl&j^ ^^-AJL- JbbtP (j-L-ljj jtw jJ ji) ji .JjleJbij/J3i vJ*Jjb» tflfrfbl&ljf 

4Pj-**«^ vJxJjL jbwj-3 tfjbL>- J-w» ji .JJJLi^ ei^w tJ>Uw Jb ij^y» j*»JLf Igjl Jijifc jl L^P 45" i^p-

ILAJUJ ji^jf pjjjl J*lw 45" lgAl&»lj1 JJI jlp-L? Lr^aiw OIJAIJJ* J C/JMJJJJ jl ^y^fi J eJJjjl JLJ 

jl^-il Jwb^ l£j&i* ftbwl J ^^bJjj tfbjSUtw tL^LJjj tfU4^ii tUejljJij5 tUj^JLxJl tUjLUwi tUjbjl 

fji-A tejjLj i^k JLJb» tfilj^» jl •JL«.'Ufl fji^» tfU^jj b j t. il,;^ Jl&J-l 4J iS'y&y* j»\ tLwl .JJJjijS 

*.-.*£> jj 4,.£..w j ic^^ Jjb t.Jb>_Jw cXw t JJ-JLp JLwb» tf JJSJ i i1jj» J 9 y^-* ic**-^ ***-*> (Jylg>*«-- b j c Jw 4X>>L-

Jj eJLj»l CwJU oij_j jbjj A_» {yj£-J> "VL^-I 45* Jb£ftl&»ljl ji OljAljJ*- JJI J^-~J .JbleJuijJ J-JJJ J 

tfU- eijj jlSw JJL-J b J ic*jj J Lg>Jb>- tfU^^L- Ijjl C>bji>u> j^-~y. 4^ jlij^» elS^ljl ji j*J ^JUAJJ^J 

.JJijj eJw eili 

t^U? JLJU tfiljj» jl Cwl oJw eili^jw t^LS" JJI ji jl 4JJ*JOP? ilJbw Ai'vJxJjL OljAljJf AS>y&y, 

U 



cJjkjl 3%X Cn.,1 Ji 4$LJU4*~~. .Cwl A^j^y j\& j i / jl>.jl i$1>. "VLi^l 4* Jwib^ ̂ b j ~ 

jl yj-i>- JL-»- J JLijb Ji>*J O'j-ij' (i'j-J *—»*• w-H J* tfl4iU JJIOJ^T CWJJ ijj jAj/4iUiJj 

.JbleJw 41^-L- CXJJL jUu^y 

joJLi 4IJ-L- ^U- Cii b s-wLu. j jjjjj* JL-J JbleJw I CwJw JJjU 4*7 ji A£ J Ji tf l*4wu 

eJLj»T CwJU J^LiSji 45" > >TA^ ojL-i jlf 4.». .-** .J*wb^ tfji* ^-wC* Oi' ^j-~r* ^^-^ j' c^j-w 

j cJ*w jL-^ 9j** jl jl Ji 45" Jbjb^ jl^l jUJJ .Cwl eJb*J J^UjT Cwji J*j j£* tf 151 4bwjj 

JpJU tfl4Jlf IJL>- tfl4ilp- ^y wJlS 4JLWJJ C-SJ 4iL>- J eJw tfJ-JA-JLJ ^y-* 4-LWJJ J oijj ^J-^S^L* 

.Cwl oJbi »i 

e JU»T ^LS" JJ»15" ji* ji bpl Jb kjjjj» J*aS ji l$J1 rj-i 4^ oblj*^- tfj^ 4,o .-H^ CJL» J ib^A il Jbw 

»J>sJjb» Lj Jj.bLi ji iJJj*J^«ji <—»jkil A£ (J^Lii 4k^Pw» ji j&i iJ«P 4J j oLJjL el£*ljl oijjbi ji bwp> 

AlJl^jAjifO jff tf > tf * tYO t>A tY tfbjAl^j»ljl J-»bilfftl^j»ljl JJI jl iJLPCbU .JbleJbsl CwJb Jwb^ 

elJUljl J«w 45" Cwli ij>*J (JjZJLg (JUWAH j^ii el^lj' CbU ji .Cwli jlji tf jJi 4,».».->t^» *JXJ kid 

elxjtljl tAJj^jj (jiw ilJbw 19 ejbw el>u»ljl <.AJy*J jb^ ilJbw Yf ejLw el>L*lj1 t43j*oJ J^4^ ilJbw ^ ejbw 

0 * ejbw el>L«ljl j AJJAJ 9%XJ ilJbw f V ojbw el»L*ljl i4ij*j jbj>- ilJbw rY ejbgw el>w»ljl <.AJj*j A** iljbw YV 

etxj»ljl jl OJLP AS j>ji elx>»ljf Ji ji C*blj^»> tfjii ^Uiwy ilJbw JJJZ*1*J ,JLwb,_/» 4Jj^Jjb^>- ilJbw 

rjJ- .Cwl eJbij5jl£J*l Jlwb^-o 4JJ^J CJU J CW*J ilJbw OY ojbw el>w»ljl j Ajj^j v-""w,.rf ilJbw r^ ojbw 

oJb»l <^\z£ L>\S JZJ* ji Uu^ JJI J*l£ 

?r 



.JbleJbiji J*JJi" jlS'oJw'twib j lX& 

obJlj^- .J-ib^ b^l jir. ej-Lwl j ^iL- UJ*P JUJL JbL- ^UA^^. JUI OU^ 

J Jjl tf bp-bi j eijj oiL- J sS^ytj^ tf Ijb Lj^P Jbjli jj ji lj sJxJjL ^Uu-jy jii-j il Jbw 45'jli^U 

ji 4$Li"jy-p ji jL^i>- .Cwl eJ-w eili jlji J*JjJ^ ejjj b j jbjj AJJJ tf JJ J- J J- tf'ifU ji LjiT Jj>. 

tfbpj^tfljli UA.O-.JH.^J^S'I .JbleJw eili JLJUJ vJx^j^tfUeyji wjj^a, LJIP JLwb eJw eili jwJ 4»_^ 

^k jl ^^jS <ul>- Ojj-*aj 45" ojlj-i/ ijl^p ^fjvu ji J e Jw fljj— Igj? Jjf UU j eijj Ai^jj j Sj*yt 

.ijli ijJ>-J ^ijf Ji jjiA Jwb^ 

iJ-P 4_«- j ^ 4j X»\ CwJj «XJjb> jJ»*>L- jtwjj ji 4$" Oblj^ Jbw tfU4o .">w» 4J5" iljjw 

.Cwl eJ^»l S.JLS' Jjili' jz* ji bjil jLJj; j jL^>-w OLJJJ»- J^tSVj-i A^ JL.;^ 

jl^-il ijj jAj^eji ji jl J-iljkl b J *JxJjb» jbwj-3 ji Ai'Cjbl^**- ^ jjL» J J*Ai> 4«.„ ..-^a ^f iljbw 

t£j3 Lt-bjS ji t JjjJ 4jlJbUj5jO JCjb» ^Jblj^ A^M^CJ) J*w *J jbjj^-A Igj! ^j-i AJ J-^ai JJI ji J Jbi/ 

JJLAi.-* JLJLJ IJ jl^*^ j Jb PLJ Jj»Vi jjkj 4i ^U<UM»>U> Jil jj ej^U . Jwb,_/> Ow j yS tOCk IUMHI 

(•Jlv-iro tfUjIjjl J oljil b (jji uijjk ji tf^f J»U jljixj jljf>- 6 Jb jl {J^^-i kii 4$" J^Svji (jbbAjj^J 

. JJle Jb i/ LJLJ> 1$AIS\J»1J I JJ I ji jJ 413 j jl£j 

lj Cvblj*^ .JL»~J»- ^jwk oLtf^.A> Jj JbleJLi 4£^L» eiL- jb—J 4XjijJf J b A-g—J>t* Ji'jl cr>^
l*J. 

eJbiji^jjj^jk *JX-—» j ejJLwl Jijkj ^lejljbl b" Uu-^ jl j^i ^jj ji j eili J^JLJ ^^J Jij^i AJ 

J JLJib £w b j jU/ JLJb» eijj Jlj->- ^^ C«:.k j^ai-bi jii-J *S <Jlj-^- JJJ c5^"o..,i jl ^^OJW ji j 

Jbw ^-JLPI ,jji jU< •>» Ji< .JbleJLi eili jbib jJ«-fj>. ^ys** "^KA\S jjkj j oJjij^ (j5>^~y. J« J*-SJ 

Ij3 lj 4^-i^. *ia- v^Jj jl t5jjk5 4j*i( ^yklf j eijoJj Cwjkj j jb»j jjj^» yl ji bpl ^kw kii j eJbL Jb 

J!J-»AU J j£± J 4ili 4jli «kw ji eij^J rj—j jii ji j~{ oij Ojj AJ_^ JJJ A£ ijl^p J^^AJ ji J e J-JUJJ_ 

jj I ji JLSL. b^u-J ^^^^w ji 4i£l Jb c^U^ jl Jc>- jii 45" ^j-L J-'JW^U j jjli <-sjjk ji .Cwl • JJ_*J 

.Cwl eJJU Jb b^jf jl jbJaS kii ^if j 4j~iw uijjk JJJ j 4iij j*i jl j eJ^WJJ *JxJj 

j eJw eili JJLJ eib~J CJU« j^-i-j l*Awy Jjl .JbleJw 4£>L- ^>/ L^*P ^jii t$U4*~^> 

^U4lu. ^jj jj j^ji ^b" 4w j ^>-jl4>- <J;JJ JJ LfriT jl ^L. Jwib^ UAJ^ ji>^j>. 45"iJp jl^ jbiwb 

^Ijli ji/b 4^^KJ. OJw ji JbleJw t$jbb- «JxJjL 4-J ji 45"^ jJLd ^U4^-^. ji-i^ .JbleJwi/v-^aj" J jii 
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ĵl J A & Jlj, l ^ P J OJw 4 ^ L- c J j ^ 4*Oblj^ JbL- 4 W ~ / J i OjLw b J 0Jw 4^L- O U I ^ 

JJbU lj >Jb~ wblj-^ fjjil 4* Jb i/jlSwl Jb Jw^ eili ^U- o^b' J' ^ ^ J* wT^ *=^> 

A*y^ J.1 Ji .Jbij^^ JjJ- X- J ^JL, l^> CWwl C>15 C£J3 cJj/^/>. CjUbU/jtf 

JS^L, 1*1 jl i JIP o JbU ij J^ ji ^ib j AIJUJ JJ Jul Cw i, JJjU ^jbU- ji AS JbL, oblj^ JUA^^ 

ji t>u ^...^ ji ^/>. i. jj/<~~~ j^r ^y <—~ £H
 A^ ->' J*u ^•'** j'jju/jif 

^i1 ji 'J*** .J^.<y W-1 ^. *^/tfc^- "^ -^ JUbf ^ ^--^ ^ **~** ^- J ^>^ **-^ 

JJJL* jlj--^" J-JJ wU*j^a>- jf ji. •j'** teJw 4£>-w wblj^ jJ_L- jl j^-Lu jb-i jlf JU4^^HJ> ilJjw" 

gj* j jjj^ J^U j&_i oblje- J1 cr*~. J* °-^ 'U^L- °' ^~H ->* ^A"* *i •J^-1 J ^J>. JW~4 ^u/ 

^jAbk uU>4> J~*> i$ljb *Jp- c^-t^ J^ J* CJLi»- Ji wblj-^ Jil 4^JJJ^P ji eJw eili ^U 

. JLwb.~«j 

j ^jlJbL^ JU- J-P ji j eJw 4^J-w JLw. b ejJLwl "^UtfoL*-i ^JjU JuL- jU^.,..x« JJJ 

JU£ji Oblj->- J eJw 42P-L- JJJJJ* jb-~J UA^-^«J» JJJ .ij-i^ «J-i ^' Ji ^U- c^^J <3JJ* J °J"^ 

^UAJJ^J JijJ"5U' i>»- frji ji jlJbU/^Ujlf ^j-^aiw Igjl jl ^Juj .JJleJw eili jbij C>^L- j ^JJ^jjJ 

(j^L^- cgbA4.J->' j.«t.j-> Ow J ij*j->' t«-^k JJbL j&i Oblj->- jl (^Ow .JCAi^ ^piUj lj ej*Lw1 ji* 

.JiAi^» jijbgJ lj ^jjeiw t5U4Jj^J j eij^j i^J** b ^-^bs^ 

j cijJ>o» IgJl jl iJLP ji j ^~< ijJL>- ji Jul CwJb tJxJjb* I£J\JL>- ji 45* JbL- <+~~>u> 4*- j ^^ jl 

^IAJJJ J^-i* (J?'Oji (Jjb'^ d ** •—"^* J C....:tijJLy ji <-ij^» JUAWU) ej/ JJ I jl j e Jw 41>L- JU-JJ 

4I*WJ Jji jL-l 4J JLCi Jlijb ejjj jJijk jl Uu^x* JJ! JJb Ji (JyJm Obwb» AS JLwb^ Jijk J jbjj 

JJL_» 4-t Aw* Jwb^ ji/ jL> ji <^IAJJJ (^Ijli e Jw 4i>-L- cXlb J£~1J 45" Uu«-y jl JSJ .Cwl 0 Jw^ 

ji Jlj->" jb jUi 45" JLwb^ e Jb jj# j-w kj/«j» J^-IJ t^'
6^ (jjb'^ *• «.»-'*«•'» J^4>" .ijb kbi*jl Jlj->" ^-Jj^V 

b^jl jl ^/J ASe Jw 4^9-L-jjjj A^^TCJ) iJLP Ji kiS .ijli kbjjl A.».>M.-H^ 'Jj^V <JJb 4J J AZijtj\J ojy i£jJL>-

. JiAi^ J»iLJ lj *-^>-/ £J3 «-^i J C/p- J t£jb JU- ji lj j^/--

<i^j J^ t^J^ J LT^^ jkj jl b^Jl oJj j eJw 4I>-L- iSj>-\ JAji Obj 4J JbL- jUu^M ji^w 

4J UAWW JJ I jl i jp ci*. JUJ U;^ Jj*« b iS\*y$ iS^j* s*j* ^ jA?j <Jj>-' yy j' JU4WJ*J j 4wb 

jl Jj>li j (-JL* J jlj^A ",jU\i' Uj^P 4,o -->«J» «ia*- . Jble Jw 4iP-L- (jjlej^S 4J JJ U IJJZ-SU- b ^j^-JJ U- tJXJj 

b j jlJpb )Jiii *^w 4J. UAWC JJI jl ijtp JH>. *k«. .ijb ^^U- Ji--^ j ^>- C*wbj» j-»4t J
 6j*l*A* 
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n-wl tjkLS (.xyi t J j / ijlJbU/jlf JJbb> Obljp- frljjl j jLJl JJ»bi <-$\Jjb» JbL. ̂ Uu.,.^ 

jl ^-k*J 4Jj*J j J Ju» jj I jj ej^U . Jble Jbw eili £jj> J^ai JJI ji bpl jl <^il Jbw j JJwb^ Ow j *JXib <.{J"J>-

.ijj *U lj Ajji/ JjU j Ajj*j JljJ^ JbL. ^Uu^jyjj AJLpul jl 4^ JJloJw 4iP-L- U^jy Ojj^aj c-lwl 

jLJl 4w^ Uj^P JbL, (^UA^pw JJbU j e Jw eili JIJLJ jUS jlwl ^Uu»y (^jli ^UAWUI ji 

ji JLL- (^LA4^Mp«j» JjbL* juJ j\_wl ^5jJLi ^U4.«-p«j» ji .Cwl OJLW 4i£-L- obl^p- u»x< ^.y^H 

JjLftJ ji JCJ»j^Jt J-I^-A—A .JlJleJlw 4I^bw "-JJJ—'. J oJbij_S Jb JwJ J JbJ> b jLJl jjb (jjjjjb jl^U.J 

jU4».«X« ji ijj e Jw J-*P Oblj^- JbL- ^U^WM ji A^^j^bb Oblj^ A..,rt•>».»* CibL* J uUtf^^> 

JJwb,-* 4,,/a-H.na CibLtf JJI j$fo» 45* jJu ^gb^U-wi j! ^gjajw j ei/ <jjj*> Cib jb»A jl jJ C»bljp- <j}jli 

J jAl JO Ajj^j J oJbi/4**jw (^jli ^UA^MPCJ* ji jJ frbwl AJj^J J Jju» .Cwl e Jw 4I>-L- ^iU Jl*- j! JJOJJJ 

C£JJU ^j*+ g\jk<*«.M> .ijJ# /»b jljjjy lj \sA~* cSJ^. VW <J>UAJJ*J J;Jb>-*A J jlilf J 9y_ J ji**" 

tjl/fcJL- cv-wl t^jS t^/j^ tjj/tjIJbU/jlf tjlfjbjj iJJbU JlfjbjJ J Oblj^ f-ljjl J jb-Jl JJ»W 

.JLwb.-* j-w j J-J IOOJJ 

rV^ (» t> W f t\ > Y • P <J?jU*- ^UejL-i AJ jj Jbw 4*-p«j» i JLP 4— J* w jbjl JbL, ^UA^pt* 

.JwiL^ 0>^ f j AY^ #» t\ N >V J» tO>A f tfVA f ^jLb- ^UejU-i 4_, ij_* JbL- <*. •>» ij> ^ j 

*^i J ^ ^ t^r > |» XA • fttA > f t5jbb- ^UejUi AJ ^yL 4^-p^. J bj»- J* U jLJl &Ji JUA.>..,.>» 

. Jwb^ rOf f (J?J"U- ojbw 4J *>U> 4f<wJ>6* 

jLJl ^Ul,., .-** ijj Jbi/^jbb- ebCljf 4w J eUwb ijJ>- ji oLijU J*1?^L- jw-j-5 ji 4>-/l 

jl iJ* Jw AS ijj rf ejUi eot.ljl JLJ ol&ljT 4- Jil jl .Jbi/jl5wl LJAI&IJT JJI jl iAP 4- ji k£ 

-vb *JX» J jLJl igPjA* At T*JS °'j-Hi 45"Cwli jJ Jilj eJb»l CWJJ JbL- t5U4^-p6J> AS>y&x* iJj> C....T.A 

ebt.ljl J^ Jul CwJb jLJl JbL- 4^-p*J> bjjl ji AS &A-* e^b' J* • *Sy. ell.ljl J-*A ji JLjl 4iS 

Iww Ji jl ji AS \r ejL-i ebt.ljl JA-* J J,JJW 'j'*0U^ j-ji" JbL- <wy jl Ji 4^ ijj OY ejLw 

.Jbi/jbwT 41««iJ CJUw jbJl ^JJL S^jS 

jl j^ftu ji j ij-j Jj-*iw jbwb ^Ui ji jbjj i jl obl^ Iwy J^ *i JU,M' '-•^ tj^^-

.Cwl eJb i/jbwl bjil jl ^^j^j ^^.b-ijbwb jb^ijbi^ 

JoLi 4J AS JZ$ <-3jJ* 9y ji» jl iJLP 4i j ^ ijJL^ ji oLijU j^k^L- Jbwj-S ^Vl^ljl ji 

f» 



ol&lj. J± ji AS Jk±* *LA1 4JLS* c^LS" olSjl jii-j j^ .JJleJw 4S3-U ̂ p ^U4i>*i ji 4>- j JbL, 

ji tJbjb ui^J-l j CijbL" eJUl CwJb ^/jiel&lj! ji4S" JLil^P^pw- c-jJ/b jS'jjkj Jbjb jlji 

JjJ . JJJU-A /i JX 4JIW» J^ jkj jl J JJb U^ (iJj-i lj Jjl* J±*\{* j ^b ^ w. ^t t^Jj^i ***jyo 

JJUjiA j ibwl vJXi 4JLWJJ eliCljI jA ji eJw 4^-L- tLil "VU2>-I 4* Cwl 4I& JJJ /JL A A; J ^~**J 

ebiib JJJ Jlf Jbj jljji ji 45" lj ^U- jtfilw! C£J b j ^j^u otfjtf cSsi Ol J-JjJ J 0 Jw 4i> L- ^U 

ebt/»lji J*w» ^IjJ jjJ 4-b jiwJb* jtwjJ> J 4-j JJI by> 4&j1 Cwl ^L~» 4^j! . JUJLJ^ JjJW» 45—J j^ 

ij3- 4JJ1J f IJLS'JA jljli'ibw! J jl JJJ»jiA JtjZ+i Jb ijJ J Ow jj Jb 4jj/jlji eiblwl ijj^> 4JLJL- JJI jJ?^L-

j eij*J JJJJ eJbi/J3i j£y j»btiA ji jl «lj-^i 45* lj ^jbl j ftbwl '"ilL^-l ebiib jA C.:iiL., jljji ji 

J CJjbtT e Jw 4£>-L- (Jj/i i JJJ»j^A 4JLWJJ 45* Jbwl ej/ b Cibjj>- J Ji^i JaJ jl AS Cwl Jiki* "^KA\S 

. JJbLj^ (£jjz>. b i£y* v*^* i °J**' A c£j^' J «—>*l< ^JJ^i *^^" J* JLwb. 4jwb jU^i£-l 

tji' (Jj'jJ. (_r^U- CW*AI J Jjjl <<--*«Jb» jkj jl eji JJ I b J 4-J JJI Jb i/ejbil j^ "^L5 A^jjkiLA IjAlk 

,-+$» Sji I Jw! ji "VL^^I .Cwl 4^3/jlji OibLwl ijjjt J-k^L- jbw j-J d\y\>u C*wbj» J;Q$» J 4wli *ljSl 

ji eiljjU- ilji! 4-JL kUJ J~*-fo J eJbi/J3i A-J Jil ji .-JAJJ» **» iji b J eiljjU- ,r»lj b J AJLJLW JJJU 

jbwb <jjLii ji Ai'CwwJj JJ! AJJ^J .JbleJbi/jii Uul ji j eij^J (j7jj-i C^JUfij JJI jl jj Juw ^bjJLj 

OJALLA jj^U- J^» <-^i ji ij»" AJLJL, J*- jl (jjjj-i AJ AJLJL-JA jJ?^L- fljAl b J eO\j»lj1 ji Cwl eijj JJ*JW» 

-j jli pJ>Akl Ai"jjkiLA J eijj JjiLtf <jjij JL>- b jJ Jljji J JJ1A AIJJI ijjj» ji C*-JW»J Jj I ^fyj&u .ii/-« 

ijj-* ^^-iwiL^A Jtk'5
iw jl (jJiLj ilJbw ^LjAbt^ljl J*«j» j1ji*j *Jwj J^ii A~" °/^i J f^** •/*** 

.Cwl AjijSj\jl Oibtwl 

J eJwi 4i>-L- jLbl b J jljp- J^-i 4i b»j^P oLJjb» ^U4< .y 4Pj^p*j» Jbi/ejwl 45"jjkjLA 

.JjleJ-w 4i>-L«. jb—Jl ^bAA^pfc* jl jjb-j j J jJ Jjjj-* J jJ*-w.bjwi JL^- CiLiljp- A.»..p«.<» 43J^JJj 

t^jjjb C.0....1 JjiLiji tS^bj JjJ-iJ j j/b UUj eJweili Jj UJ 41*jj1 j jbjJ> UJ^J* jLbl ^UAWU 

jk^j J JwL^ jL. LgJl jUi J eJw 4I»-L- 4-3jJ»«J» Uj^P jLJl t5U4*-p«j. JjI .Cwl oJbi/ jlwl JJJ 

Uj-*P j e Jw 4ii-L, jJvTwtwi j jiOjjy* Uy>* Obljp- cgU4o.»j>Bj» . JjjIjJ-^ Iji lj <j5j^ ibji b Jwj^ 

J?t^ ji JJ J—SJ j j/b" j JJj jLl3-L- *^»j ji ^JPO lj Jljp- j^tw» j oJbjIjj CJU- j C*i^» JJJ»jiA 

cijjw* J AJj^j Ai" jljp- jU/C^-J jlf ^U4^pu. Sjy* ji "^L. .Cwl eili JJUJ J J^J lj jl ^\± 

^Oljp- JJJ A^L^..^ CJL* 4JLM,J JJ Jb j eJb i/ JU JuiJ ^yw-k Jb- jl £jU- cfjjU jlw Jwb^ jljp- uj Ji 

.«Cw! eJw eili jbij Jbo^Cjb^J ji twl OjJi j ^JCJ»jjJ 

r^ 



<ArJ ^ L$ ̂  **~*>tA 

j wbljp- ^UA.^.pc-0 ^/jjj 4P^pcji 4lpwl jl AS Jb»I CwJb c£i^j jUI J^»^ Jlwj-5 (ijli*- Ji 

OJJ^O-J U4».,jy JJI j! ,^^-kiw . JbijJ. eJw 4I>-L- CJ\W J JbL- t£jjL t^k JJbb» JLPW» ilj-» jl 45" jLbl 

<• •>* ^jj-<»i <Jljp- j JJ jl ^o i k£i j 4iij jl& ftLil jj L- JJJJ ^Ijj /j i ^p-jj j JbleJLi 4i>L- J*^ 

• ib JJLW cijjj? jj--* J AJJ_j ji 4.1-p-jj Jjij Cjjytu jJb 4JL J oJw 4i£-L- 4i-p-jj j eJL*ljj "^talS" j 

jl jLJl b J eJbjJ b J'j->- j— J AZijS j\ji eibiw! ijjj» j/^» ^k t$b$»U- ji ^yj&u C^j JJI . Jble JW 

JJLJ 4.1..p-jj Jjti i^Jjy&i JJb AJL AS*Jjy0 ji e Jw 4I>-L- A.»..p«.< CJjj-^aj J eJb»! Jj »*J ^b»0* AU AJJb 

{j0y*ii.i*j j eijj t alr.^a Ciljii b J JbL- 4£5j jl& U<UpL» jjl j^-L- igljJ j-»*~y. A^^iljjt .Cwl eJw eili 

jli Jbjj b J (-JLpfc* Ciblj^p- b J jLJl J^J b»j-*P UA,»>pBj» JJ I . Jwb<(w* 9jA* bJU J«u' ^UA^—pc-t ji 

J JL>-lj Cib «j£j j oJw 4I>-L- »JxJjU iwwC/» iS*¥** J ffib J (J^U- c^w Igil j-^-~y> 4>-/l .JbleJw 4£>-w 

Jb^jli; A.A. ^. t^^^^j^r J Ji^ j^ J1 c^J •Xsi^5t/1 6* J** J oi>^ c**^ ^JJr^i b A*\f* 

b 4~J bL» AUL» ji ijli ijJJ-J el&j»lj! \SJ ji AS JLwl 4Pj.p«j» b J fttwl ji C-~*.J?J Ji! ^y^OPxj J 4w!i 

.Juib^ j-^J Jili J eJbi/4k>^U ijb jlji <i/ii obt*ljl ji A£ JLW! 4PJ*J>^ 

(j^U4Jj^J ji 4J>- jLJl LgU4.^pcj» jl jJJLJa J jJs-wLi* J jJ JjjjJ* Cibljjp- jU4W^ Aiij-ft^j Jj 

rA 



• <i * 

j jij*j 4p-jb «JXJ (̂Ijj u&ySj 0 ^ & w » 4wJbf ji b>j*P ĵ -p- Jjb J jlJbbJ uijjk Jl>-L- Jjkl* 4J 

jj-i ij JL.>• ji J Jb ijw* «_»j ^/JJLJXJ j£w» Jil b JC-w* Jjk IgJ JU .Cwl 4wli ij>-J JbL- fjjj ji V-JUJ 

. JJ i/ JbJjJ j! JbbJ JbL- <-ijjk 45" ijj i*yw> i*)L/> j! JLJ *AijJ W 

45* L^>* J Jb <_JU3 J ,c*p- J Jb tA-JLw vJx*jljjj» uijjk (JUAJJ^J ^jp-jj JjtS il JJW c$\Jjb» ^jbl^- ji 

AUL» ji Jj Jj^jibj ib j Jbp" 45" Jwj^*j jJaij iljbw JJI 4>> /I ,Jb i/jOwl JLwb^j» AJJ^J A ijJL>- ji 

jbw I lj ?t-—J» i^L* j! J-J Aji ejIjA Aji 4*J jljji J?** AJ kjjjj» Jbr*1' *^ A-* (jjU^jbU- b 4—jbL» 

^jLU- ji oJL-o! CwJb 4Pj^pt» teJbi/b jbw! ^IA.^I.W s-lwl Ajj*j ji b tJXi jl J«J AIJJ> JA ji J eij*J 

Jjb uJjk ju£>- I^IAJLW «J&Jljjj» AU- iJLP 4w t-S\Jjb> (jTjbU- ji . Jwb^ 4p-jj JJIS J Ojjj L*w »-£Jjb» 

^gU Jjjj JJ Lj ""ifU^-l j Cwl e Jb i/ 4n*.j.* "^IS" jl jl ^TQ.,,5 45" ^Itw tyLp- J Jb uijk C£J J j^p-

.Jbi/jbwl JAi^ lj (^IA-LW iJjjk AJJ! 

^jjjk J t^^^fA^t^^^^|»t^^^,f A ^UejL-s, jj.w^jbb-ji ejuf CwJb ^14-L-i tiwijjj. ji^u-

.Jjwb^ ^ *AV p t> »Af /»t> »r /»t^f /• tr» /» LSJU*- ^UejL-i J*bi ^^Lp- JJJ 

rv 



(jSWj* J -ij-^J9*-*. {jij*-3? A^'' * f̂-"** J Jji^\ J^T -̂̂ *̂--, (J»U4Juli A L J CJ»JSV>- Ji) J*jZ~£ .Jbleijjl 

jH JJ b oijJUjU j j^Li j jUubjil ^j^ c»-.J t jljji j 4wjj (^ilj*- Jcbb» j^-lji j AzijtSJ \j jljjjju 

*j*J-i b c^J>. <^J*^ J^J-^*". J t5j^ £^ /y ^-J O^J-r" <>J J* ^b^ f b5' O^J •c~-' ^J^S 

Jjw t5U4il/ ijJb>- b v_.»jJW» ji Cwijji j^p-lji Aj (^/ji (Jjk jl b J OjUu AJLWJJ jl CiljJjJ 45"eijjl 

4JlV<* ji lj p'ji! JJ! jiA J MU ijii .Cwl e Jj i/ Ji^U Jw- ijj eji b <Jj-w> C*p- ji J 4J!J^J Ju» t£^iJi 

j iU JJUJ ji I£J*S**L3* y>u AJ ^jfyj&u Igjl jl Jbw (jjlgiljji ^b^JJUJ ji J*i>-*A J jbwb (jjbii j! ^^r-J 

.ij*j eJL*lw» J !JJS~J J'jJ*^ j^-iJuUcA 

r? 



ol— j>y*±* JlSLil b ̂ y L ^ j > oj/ 4- 4i iji- J-U j Ĵ -i ̂ -L-IJJ CSVJU J.JL> LJJJ* 

two P i?n * ^OA r *T>r * C> .?r * * .?T * t> .^ p CO«A P tw? * C>VY P ^JUU- jUojUi j*u 

c>f^ .^fi\f.. fiTTf^mf^^ftU^ P4YY^PC\0> PIVYTPIM? ^9?\ P CVYAP 

P cV\Y P (ijbub- ^UejUJi JPU jljj j eiL- Jjii b ^j-L cJj> j AYY P c>f »r p t>0f pU* YP 

P jjbu- jUejUi j*u ^i> j ^J>- j.y* b ^> cjjjk J >nv P c>nr P t\m P C> Y>r P tu AO 

J^ji^j> jiiobjjp- j^j-i.juiejw jjjb4iLk \ru p tmo p ^m p t>n> pi>no p 4WAP ^A 

.Cwl eJUl w'lw' J*b* 

ji AS ^.Iw. Jbwb jb! b 4wbL. pbu ji ^JjL £)U uijjk 4* Cwb jbjkl JljJ^ <^j^iJj 

JjjiijJL?-ji jljjiji jUAjbl JJI 4S'Cwl4^J Jij/iLi lJJloJv»l CWJJ jbwb jlJi/iijb^ijbU-

J~L>-p-^ J CJ-lw jjJ? j £jJ 4WUP J^L-IJJ ^jli^jb" Jil .JJI4I3/jlji *%A jl J-J fAi b pAijw 

£j_jb" j e Jb i/ PUW! XV D 4wljj" ji Yr ejbw ebt»ljl jb I tfb Ub Jjj ji *£ \ f Ji/ J- Uj I b ^^A I ^A 

4*Jlk. b j~>»* j JbU^ j~*J (JL-00 i£w£u b AiU»l b) lj ^r- *^-* J1 J-4 J~ \ ?0V±00 ijJ^- ji 

^jLU- J_il ji eJUl CwJb £tkw» J ^IAJIJWI jUj*» 4i 4p-jJ b j0y<aj*i J »-£JjU ji 4ijJL5\P jbl AJLJ 

.Cw,l eJbi/ibjJbJLj 

ji l$Jl jb»^>-L-ji 413 j jl£» ij£w jJ j 4w1i ijJfJ vJxJjU ftbwl (J>JJ jJ *S ^j^yfc J U4?uLtf j! cffA«Jt 

jii-i J 0 JLi f\Jj-i *^JjU Jljji jl JJ *J Ji JL«J bpl jl uJ&u 4^-ip-j— j J-^l .Cwl 4wli ^Ijj ijH^J 4jiku 

J 4wli ^*li I <f£w (j^UAiPfc^ J JjAJ Ji'j' Ai'vjCJjU jljJUjiA 4JLWJJ Ai'lj JUJJIW J jJjLaJ f<jj L$Jl 

jtjJUjJLA AJLWJJ ^/Lti <j^\^j\.w J iJbO <jgU4JLgcstf tjjij JU- J^J? ji .JCAiLy» Jjbgj Jbl4.1..^ j\>Ja lj bjj! 

Jj I Mjy J Jj-*-M*3 . JLwb^jt IJXJJU jlA ji iji Ajj^^aPbU J oijj JjioJW* j^»P ^UlS* 4J* e Jw 4^>-L, <-XJjb> 

Aj CyJ (jjlejbil ^.J^w Jbl4I»/pb^)! j! jl b J eJw 4i^-L- iJxJjb» jlA iyL j./iVt'.A Cj\^fij./f>- b 45* Jbw! 

J;^^* . Jwb^ ?t?w» i^L* j! jLa_ *Ai b ^Aijw jj ji jljji ji <-i\Jjb» pljil ^«*,bw ijjii J ^-Jwl <• kL»J 

ji jl j! Lrj 4>-j ^^-Lw jlJUi! J OJL>-J jljji AOUA ji 4p- lj «-£JjU jiA ijjij J Jji«jf ^JJ^LWJ «kw ji 

.JLAi_j> JJLJ 4£9J J-J j! jt ^wLw jljwl J CiJb>-J 4^jb»j 

•JxJjU AIJ5I A£ Cwl 4wCj J uJLkp JJ I /Jcu cSvJjU t^jbU- ji 43j-iiU jU I ^jj jj U ^j^jji j 4Jlkj» 

J JbloJji/jtf7,„«> jjjl Jlp- 4iij CvUblJjl ji ?^—^» i*>Lp j' Jti f JA °JI>* f J^ **S* ^J^ J^ JbiJ JA 

jij^3 lijiw j cij-i-j 4J ^W>» i^Lj» jl J-j ^Ai b *Aijb^>- jj ji 4Ltfli ji jji JJp- ijJb- ji JJb» ^Ijj 

ij^rji Awikij* jjl ji lj t5JJUjjJ j jjebL. ^biib IJAII? PIJJI JJ! .Jw>-bjj 4iku JJJ ji ijp- n^^ J r* 

ro 



jijoJw4^Ueib^l^^Jj>Jj,^^ 

jl 4ij^ ji M^ ^± J^ Jljb b^l jl ^^ j e J^ ob ^U ^^ J ^ ^.^ ^f ^j^ 

ojL-i JUAJJ^ J, J ,j|, ij^j *M ^> ^j j, ^ <y J §JLft ^ ^ 4, A^ J5w b ej/jjJ 

^^'c^^U^Jj^i^AJ^jl/j,^^^ 

•^^^^CriMtfOjb^jijCwIeJji^^^ 

Ji lj *-ijJ> ^ Lj^P j eJwi/jjjj J^JJ j 6)jJ J 0,w ^ U ^ ^^ ^j. ^ ^ ^ 

.Cwl eJjij-T jj>- ^Jjjt oiL- jLw ^Ugjy b I4JI ^^j Jjleib CUjj ^JJA eiL, JJu b Jl*U~i 

^ ^i/ *i f J~ >*J .JJlo Jw eili Jj U J^i JJ I 0^ P j Y • Y P ^UejUi ^ J , eJ^ ^j ^^ 

Jil ji 4* Cwl 4i^ S kii ^Ijb eJw eili JJU jl ^jj ji ^ibj J-5JjeJw4^wcij>jt^J>-"^.b-

J oJji/J^U jU *i* jl ^l4)jj 45*L j ^le/i ci/ JJI .Cwl eJw eili ^ YVV f ejUi ui> C^J Vb^ 

^^i> J CT^>" JW—. J^ ^. ^^ jbi <JjJ ^. \ji* J OjiJ j ^ Jij jj Jb eiL- ^jjjk 4J 4^ jl J5w 

.Cwl e Ju i/ jjy JjloXi eij! JLf jlS* jl Jjj jj j e Jw <UP-L- ^k jl 

J !>U> i^V^ i'J-J j> J- 0 Jj i/^jbU- CSLJJL ^Uel^ljl ji Ai-^iJjj- j eiL- J>yL cij^k ilJbw" 

J e Jw 4*> L- ^p«J» j jjai bjjT JL*w1 ijj-o cJbw ^PyL <^jjk JjJ j! <^ib j il Jbw" Ap-/l . Jwib^. ijtu b 

J 4wb ^5*jb J c^ijk ^l4JJJ jV l^jl jl ^i!JJW" Jj Xi\Ajijty j\J eibLwl ijjj. -CUj^l ul>L>l ^Ijj 

<J"U J?*J JiJ J-5 lA C^,J^4 f "^ jj^p* ^ *»•**. </-3^ ^ ^'Z ^«. J Jble Jw 4SP-L- ,^-2 ji* ^ijjk jljijw 

u^J ^^^ JJ J ^J Je. jl J oJtr-jJ, t^i <>^>" <J»^U- <>J j' JU7» jj^j^J°ij ^j "^Utf t J^j^ ^-^ 

.Cwl eJJLJb bpl jl <y~bJal iaii iljj* (_ro»w ji j JLwb^ 4i~Sw j ^b LJAJ* ^JJL J~Zy i-ijjb 

^' <J»JJ y. iS^J* eJ-i oJblj Jjj-i J 4i«-?-jj Jjii J^>-L- J15UI Ciiw AS ^jA* jJiy ^lf»U ^j-,*>« 

4S"tijk4JJU b^il jiiji jij JJleJbi cwl jl5Uj jLj JPIJP Jjjjjljijii-i Jbleijj ^/jbjL-j eJJJb ^Ijb 

.Cwl e JbL-ib t_4S" b 4-J (-$tj ijj AJ kjjjjs JL^U—i kii J A^3j J^J j! eili^ J/^J lj <-iJ<> C-»->J Jij^jb' 

^^i*- J Cw Jb jl jl tjTjjl J 4I3j Jjjj jl JLS*J 4S*JL» eJw ijj>" b 4iwJ*w kii 4j 4JJb >-ijjk JJI jl ^JUM ji 

*-£ LJLS j 4_J jl Jb^u—i kii j Cwl oJw kjJU«j» j JLJXJ CS'U b j OJLWJJ J^i jV jl 41«JJW oUki 

. Jbjli ij*-J Jbleijj 0 Jw 4J^L- jJ/».pfc^ 

r? 



JIJJ .-ijjk jit. Jble Jw 4=». L, ̂  jl Jble Jb i/Ljwi*c5CJjL ̂ jbb- ji AS^Ji <-*jJ* j! jib j *' ^ 

Jjj_r <-iJb*-P ^UejIJb Iji PU- J 4^,15* t jljJ t^jji JJbU jli4)jJ cijjk tjU*ii J-J jl j/b/JUwl b 

ji jl J^jj *A j jl vJxij fA j eijj OJULP j <J1T-H« jUjUl jl uijjk Ji! ji 4I3j jl$Tj ^*>U? . Jble JJ i/ 

e Jw kjUw. *\y* j\ JbL. J o Jw 4^ 6jU&~ J CJw, jU! jl ^jjkjI^w.Jwb^P j/b/uiii^cijjk 

j Cwl eJw 4SP-L- yp^> ^jj* *iJb ejljii j .Jwb^P <jjj~i PISU^WI J (y^w jljli j eijj jl^j ")Ak b 

4SP-L, ^jJ^yaJU- £*& jl 45"/ji JJJJ cijjk .Jbl4wb tfj~i Cj»b£w1 eijlj ^Uj bii j objw» JbL. ji 

cJjf- b Cwl 4iwljj" JJUjIA j eJbi/^jii-j JJ»JJ (jjljb yb j eijj ji«5**>U? b /ji i!jj» kjl^i j eJw 

ejljj i j 4J Jb Jjb Ckw JU-J^J . JLAi JJ LJ <-iJ» tfjj ji \j <^JU- CiLJjM j e J^ljj j 4I~p-jj Jjij (jjj~j 

c5"L>- jbii j objJ» j Ciiljj»- JibL. ji jib j C*PI£WI jijj <-ijjk 4i/ JJJ jJi J^J j~>-p-» j ^jji> 

.Cwl eJuf ijlj b^jlJb jLJw? j eJLi eij-ii *A ji "*3U\5* jjtii JPIJP b j «-S"U- jbii jjl ji Uj-^P j 4wljJ 

lj uijjk Jil JJbljii ^^p-J JijHi 4< jlJJUjiA 45" Cwl eJw C*pb uijjk f-jj JJI J^Ak 4kp-*}U JJU JJ»JJ 

JU j uL jk jLw Lr
,y*J j CiLJjj" b j 4x£-L- J^S" L%>.J cJj^*- b ij3- AiJL- j Jiji Jntk* -i j^ ^JJ* j^t*i 

jbii jjl ji Uj^P Jijj <-ijjk JJI ji A^ij JISSJ J*>Ak ibj J^»jj JJI ji Jbi ejbil 45* jjkjboA .JLLJL>w CJbj 

OUJUtf bjjl j! .g JIOJ ^jgj.irt'Hi j e JLi eijJLi *A ji j 4»>«Sw> j eili Cwi j! lj ij^ J-^l J 4Jj! J5*w <J> U 

.(tiJM Aj J^b") JbMeJbi Jlj'ji 

J*>4k uijjk tej/ jbp- AJ Igil ji Aiij JISVJ obbujl ^j-L-ljj «J$*Jjb> JjbU- ji AJJJSJ* JIJJ <-ijjk 

JJL b "*& <-ijjk <.V9\ A <jjjbi>- ejL-i jp^4kiJ oLJji b <-ijjk t>0« P <X\ P ijj*>- (j;UejL-i eiL, 

*-*ij^ J tT^J1 uTJ^ ^. tJi-O '-'Jj^ J 4> >rY /» trOf P tfY \ P c>r P <ijbt»- ^UejU-i eiL- j jijj kjk>-

.jjieJw^jjb4iJ»v'>Y j»th« pto^OPtrooPtrorPtroY ^ro^n p ^jbu- ^Uejbw 

JJL<L ji ejii 4>-/l .Cwl eJUl CwJb <-5NJJL (^jbU- ji ^UjiJ t-Jjjk ^ijjL^u* Ljii* ilJbw kii 

jLJl j! JbleJJL-Sb 45" l^il JSIJb- j c5UjU j-^w ^ij/ Jj JLib^ *&> jl yyJb w.1 jUj j c>ilj^ 

JjiJ (j-'L-ljj jj j**--, ^i^Jff jjl.JJleJbLJb jJ JL- C... j 4J CJLP j**4i j 0Jbi 4a>-L- ^jJC^w-, j PJUJ» 

rr 



eijjl ijlj v-wwl bjjljb J^Jbl t-S'U- jbii j JbleJbL-ib 

4J u£j! jbgJ^-L- ji 413 j jlSsi j-w*- J eiU jkj j! Ijbjl «JXJJU JjbU- ji 43 jJLSsj* <-ijjk V_JL5* JJI ji 

ji j**^-"' J oJL>i (*-^*>JL JWU»A ^PJJL» <—ijjk j J^o-w (—ijjk t jijj <-ijjk jl OJLP A5*IJ>«J» J Ju«?! «j/ J^" 

.JbleJbi/(|w~ii AjLi? Jjp AJ Cib-jjj* JjJ J ^~& lf J' <.6yT*J JaJ j! AJO Ijp- ej/jA 

rY 



i.ij J^ ji ol5jl ̂ . j uL.j ̂  ji ̂ * J ̂ 1 4d/l> b J > Jl>l fU J* Uj^ .(VW 

^ ji j Cwl e Jw JI/J" uijjk jjibjji ji Ub ij Si ji jb J^ Jii Jw. kii ^tf. JJI. Jw eili JU LJ 

u a a « rfUJ, ij ji b*pb^ ̂ J jl ̂  ji .4!l4d/^ Iji b J > JJ^JJ' - ^ c * U ^ cJj/ 

JLJ 4i-,jtrj J-^lj^ J eijj /J JL<J J*5U ^J y> Uuijij J • Jw eili JJU jbwb S, ciL~ jl«i*~i 

.(^W JLJJ jkb) JLiAi^ JJU lj jbwb 

e JALw. jJijJ 4*- J oiL, 4>- LjiJb^P jU4i^^ fjjjl ji 45* crtiS j J^i5J ^ J*V jl ^/i 

j eJw eili jbii Ci> Jb* ji JVT 4^A .J-ib^P JjiJ jij-o JJj J sSjri J kjki- J^iJ J jbj *>Jif 

i (^Y . ^j jJbb) C-5> j J-p- JU ji bjij/ .Cwl e J-ii eili JJ U JjSL- cJU ji J~i b jp- gp 

ejUi ,/ij jLb) C-5> JU ji jj^w j jl Jjb jtf c( v> t «jU£ cA> jMO ^ °b J^ J- jl-^^ ^-1 

Fig. JSw) eij-SJ? jbjJb b jljjj JU ji VUP t ( Fig. 7 JSw) JU5" Jw^cJU ji ^j^Sw t(£>0 

j ci> jljb U4i^^ 4*A JLs"jjki j MM A ojL-i ^j jLb) ij>- 4*u ji/ Jjlji JU ji eiL JJ t( 9 

c^-" J1** fV1 J1 ^^ *W <K *=•-> ->^ t5UAJb>^ jl Jjl J-i* 4>-/l . Jble Jw eili JJU JpJ JU ji 

^•JL. ji j *^-j jl4iku ji jbwb jbbi ji ji+iJi j J-5 jb^iJ^j" ji jJ "*>U jl 4ibw» ijlj^ AS JJJ~A 

j&j*- j CJU b ^^w jU4jb« jil c5UjU JJ^A w^SU ji Jj Cwl e Jw 4ii/ jlStj j 4i^b ij^j Ji jk 

.ijb j5"CijbL" jki JJJ jl j eJLi eili JJU JJUJ Ji) 4* ^pj. •»-** J j-^»»iP J ojb" 

i-i j jk uiS* 4i SJ iji J~>-f-» J <-ijk AJ C^...,iji lj U4ww j Jjii UJ^P ^ JJA J~*'f ^U- ^J 

cijjk ji j (cjilt Y • A jLb) Juib^' g*i jU jijj £jjy*i. j4j> ^r^ &) ^j' r^A • ^iS^is* >J*** 

jLS\ .Cwl eJL-i 42S-L-, (ciil>r ejUi A-> ^) C& ^^ <J*Uojp«ij wjj-*aj 4-J.U JJI ^/^y jbw 

J"j Ojj-rfaj UJ^P uijjk ui5*ji 4iij jl5tj ^^bJjj Jii .JbloJji/JJJJ t-iS'ji J~Z'y Jil ^jj b. cijjk 

{J—>*«\ ji J (> A ejUi J5w) eijj eiL- ^w JJJfc ^jj" JJJ <-ijjk jl {J^a*j ji .Cwl e J-i |^Ja^" ^XA gijj" 

Jjii b ljJ»U jl JijJL>*i. j *5*ilJbw .Cwl eJbi//»-laij (_A>0 j^Stlj jJL»b) J^ji* J C-iljk C*ibji ji/ii 

eJLptJ *A ji Jii t(^tY ejL-i JS*w) cibj^wa*- Jii .JbleJLi J-JJi" <-ijk L-ftS*ji ^^-JJ-* ftjji }>u j/ii 

eJUi Vbp- ti-S"ji j-J ( Fig. 8 JSw) jVfjbjj jjJU Jii b j t(c>Y • ojL-i j5Li) ^5Lw» j^iLp 

b »JS"U jbii jjl ji 1$PU jl t^Jajw. . J-ib^ CijbL* jijj JL, j Jjl JLftlSsj jki jl b^»U C-JL5" J £-i»J 

jj JL- jlejIJbJl LJ jUJ (yda-J J eJLpI ji 4JL-5w obvki Ojj^aj. ^^ajw teJbi oi j-ii AA ji Jj5\Ji JPU 

1 - Coil band 

n 



Ji J Cwl e Jw eijl i£j\£ jtfjJjj j U JIJJHWI tfljSl ji j eJul C w JU J J L J / j JjlS J S U AIWJJ £ > l w . 

£--P i*p jl J^j ^i-i ojl>* jj-!jl 4i jUu j eJ^l CWJJ jljjj w**i ji Ji_jj%i Cwi ji 4plj 4J JjbU 

JjJ ji £L*> 4U*j ji jj^j jj| Cij-Jw ji cpw»lj JJi j eijj jLp-l Jil ^^JCWP jUjlSU W j! J-ib^. 

J; jjbU jw, ji jii Vji j jii »^w wjlp- AJLWJJ jii ^l/wwl jbi j Jjlju .JLib^ Jbwb jb^iljji 

CWJJ Jwj^ ^ i^L* j! J~j ^p«ij ejlj> /-Iji 4i jl Cj.Ji j Cwl eJw «Slj 0U/Jv.ijj ji 45*^^1 

Jjlj-P J jUI j-_J 4plj 4-T JJ^PJLS Y ji Jijji Cwi ji jbw jj 4-i JjbU jw» ji J~»-pA .Cwl eJuf 

*V Jl Jt-i f^, 8JI>*
 AJJ *•*-* **. -kay1 «*j< <-ii^** jU^JlS j jii w»ji AJ JJ Jj.bi AS Ji £IJ_P*WI 

.JUl CwJb 

ji eiU JJJ CW^AI Jji j jl jij^j Vji j jii tStw jib Ojlj^- &Jt> jl jii ^l/*wl jl ^ AU»li%. 

j ij Cwi SJSJ JJJ Cij-i-j jijj jjb4ijib cJUi 4J j-ij i JlfjJj JiL-j JJL- J oljil j jljji j£>-L, 

jjl 45* JI/TWI.,^ J jlJJUjiA .JJi/ jLbl oUUp-l j ^/JC-^ J^JJj ji iljp ji>Uf* jl J*J jii £»jJ£j 

*Jy JJ LpJ-irt'>ii gijJJb 4i Ijjl JJJj i^ JJS-WLA ij£- iljbCwl J jLA J^si" jljJ £~?' j* jl lj Jb Jp- eib» 

ji jii i^Lp jl J-i Aji OjIjA kwljl ji .Jbili jlji JbL- b J JIJ»LWI H-JJ*' Jj»" JiljP Jij^iU" (^LJJJ 

CJU«^ 4ipj ji iljP Jjj^gjjj* jl t/j J ijj 4iib ^Ijj 4iL» JjU J ^Oji JjU ji j-ij. jli Jbj ji <yywj ^k-

jl <j~*j* J^W* tj^y^H J cr^y *Uil j Ciljil j t^/i^r jU^-^L- IJIJJ.I j oljil j c*ijSj\J S~SJ~ J 

J ejii J ^k JuiL t_f>»-i j bj-il/ oljii. Jw 4i>-L, ejii j ^k JJjb> ^yio.i Ciljii J fjjL JuiL JJ.»JW» oljii 

jlwlji- jiLalSI j ^U- *4« /lj^» j oib jLw Jjljil lj kJ~?y <-ijjk j bjj>U Jjjl bjil JjUl ^^Jajw 

.JbJbi/j^jjj j IjJl/Jjii frb-il jJjj /p t Jbijj Jbj-il/ jbjJ>L» J~>» Jil 

b <-Jjjk i4—l5*tjU*ii J-J j! ' ilri.* JlSwl AJ J < fll?-H* jUejIJbl Ai jii jl eJui Aii-L, <-ijjk J L^PU 

(-ikp«j» jj CiLJj^ jki jl jjii <-ijjk 4i/ Jjl .JbJbi/^ jJji* wb J^Wi cT^J' LS^U" CJJJJAJJJ 

41pj ji .Cwl e JLi AZ>-L» b^il jbjAlfjlS* ji 4i«p-jj JjiJ b jJi jl jb—J <-ijjk b eiL, jb—J 9ji jl J eiji 

JjiJ j-p-^-A j e Jw" kjk»- teiL- jijj kjk>- t j->-4kii kjk>- J--3 jl j/b/ jUejj*i jJ wbJjj 

Jjl5"jSU 4JLWJJ ^U jjkj j Cwl JU bjiT Jp-li Uj^P 4S*eJj.ljj Jjii .Cwl eJ-i 4^/jlS*w. eJj>ljj 

JJJ ji .Cwl eijjT ijirji lj JjJai*5* JjiA jUjlSUbi j 4lij jlS"w jJ*$ JL-J JU^PU ji JJleJw 4^p-jj 

JLJleJw 4IP-L- 4i*p-jj "^UlS" j eJbi eJilj jjj-i ^Jjk jJb j Ji jl Lj^P Cibljp- w tejuljj CvbJjj" J^ji 

*-* j JiLp J eiL- jU4i*fc*i> *A J eijj (, aU-** fjjil jljb Cfi^f* U4i^w» J Jjii .(^V ^J J^.b") 

tritjj jLbJ) JLJleJw eili JJU cijjk JJJ ^JJ JJ Jlp jiJ^" ^. <>^>" -* A
S{^ ->W-i jU4^>w? 

r« 



<-$CJj La (Jjii ^Jjk 

J AJ£J) e JJ Jb JJI J JLwb Cwi Ciljii t fl.fo AJ 5«J JJJ AJ C*3JJLJ J JPISSJ JJLSSAJ ji Jj~£j. CjUUp-l 

ilJbCwl J Ci/jlJ jljJUjJJb eibiwl ijjJ» JbL- jUu ijj jbjj^-jj JjiJLj plji J CJ»J bL» j I 45* JbJp eiL 

.Cwl eij^j JUJ Jb Jp- eib» jj I JjJ jJ JJW«J jl JJUJJA 

jijj 4-Jjl j J^JU oUUp-l 45" (rtj Ji jj»t>-) A~* ^-Ji* ^bjJ jl c^1*" c^"- (HI^ <-rl tS^bj-5 j' 

Ijj.X*.. •> fljj! AJ C»y».J ^wsU CiLijJJsJ A-Jjl JI/L«JWM? ^ujJJ AJ JJij*i^j» eiLLwl OJw jl ijP- Ciljil /f^U, 

jjl ji j-ij A5*eijj CiLij^sJ JJI Jjk ji j Jbijjl CwJb t flLfrtj* Oljil J jljji Jl>-L- jijj b^il jl eibLwl jjk J 

ij^-J C<jwk ji 4Jj1 Ojj-,«aj A5" Oljii jlfrXTw frljjl AJ CW J^1> (ff*^l ^iJJb" 4» £"Li»-l J Cii t4pji 

CWJJ Cjljii Sc~> b ,_pU Jbwl jljiocw? jJ (JJ Jp- j>^>-) ^/i-ji jljji Jjk ji .ijjl CwJb Jw-ib 

Cwi 4J Igil j J-j/b j AJJ! J JlJJJI Jijki {yr^o Ciljii jl$stw jjl jl lj jii ^Ipwwl jjk £ij JJj. J oijjl 

jb! j bbL j eij^i cij-i-j jLw AJJ! jb^Jljji JLA ji jijj! Ljj-iS*ji jl jl eibLwl j jii rlp^u-l .JJijjl 

A_j jl C-J»Ji 45* jtwjj*- Cwi ji jljifti 4J jlgJjbU ji jij J5U b JJLJ/ AJLWJJ eJw ^Iptwl j~P 

.Cwl e Jo i/t tf.u5* JWJ*J> ^p i^p jl J-J *•*•*»» ejIjA iJ-L>-

jj-^P sJXl*- jl 45* <ywJ? ^^ cSU/jLw 4S"J <JXJ jl Igi I jLi>-L- 45" Jjii jU4£* Jl J-J.l J 4Jjl 4ij*J 

Y<\ 



jbw jj Jjl 45* Jljji A U ji SlAj J JJUJ Jjl 4S Cwl jl jj JJi i i / ^ eJAbij. UJAISIPIJI JJI jiJLi ji 

Jjl Obysn* A^J\ .Cwl 4wli 4plil Oj 4w b Ji ijJL> ji OJL- 4i jljji jijj 4^JiJ» jlji eibLwl ijjj» 

J 4ib-lp ji^o l^AlStplj! j! j/ji ilJbw" CibjlPtjo b jL^i" J JjiA uU>4> j-U-'jJ ^^ t$AlStj»lji 

4^il JUJJJJ .JJUJ^P ji-i-J Jljji Ji'Ji JjJvJXjiji jLj 4jL?li ji lj Igif kbjjl JLi>l J eijj 4wbL» JJU 

Jji-A iljj».w,-l J ijij J*i>-*-A J £iLj* 4lijJLj l£~5\J t^^LP j 4»-jb IJXJ uSviAji AS* Cwl Ji I Cwl JLW» 

J eij*J JL>*i ^fiy^i JJloJ-i eili jlji U$A\5SJ>IJI ji 45*bjjl JjiA j lyJ6**e jUjlSsAw ji wiSU JJI jlJCUj^A 

.JJJU^-P jlSwl lj ij»- eJJjjl J *i/lj Cil 

YA 



w^-L* ̂ pj^aJu* wwl jl JU-3 J b i b ^ jlji elStpljf ji 4S* J L w l JJ oj^P JJl4iili 45* ̂ U ^i* Cib 

Jp-U> eiblwl ijjj. jiti jbJi ji b" Jbij^J^ Ji JjwU/elStpljf ji jl olStpljl j\y>- ji jJ lj elStpljl 

ji s&jA 45*Or J 0> if ^ jUejUi JUu bjAlStpljl ji) jl 4ijJ 4w kii Jji/ejUl 45*jjkiLA .ij/jlji 

jlSwI JJij^J^ Jjjw. Ij jljlij- JJJ j^U ^wl elStpljf '"tfU^l j JJijj OY J 0 • if f jb^AlstpljT jljjj-

L j Jjjp jljbj- 4i kjjjj. tii>*P OY j f f ojUi jb^blltpljf <^jw bjil jbji elStpljl 4w JJJ jl .Jbi/ 

4ij*J Jw .Cwl eijj JJLUJJJJ 45*X» 4J kjjj^»0 * ejL-i ^^bw *y* elxpljl 4$sJU ji tJJijj JJJLP jUbiib 

.ij-i<y» eili rri jl «-J»j b pj&** jl5*JjJlj^- Jb-il jijj Utbl ji jU-l jbjAlx^ljl JJ I jl 

f* ojU-i olSs^ljl 

> kwji* JL>-J Jfij&jZJ* \ J^J^JZA \/& jljb eJw 4£»-w Jai*b jSLli 4St5U/'^U\5"el5tpljl JJI 

bj CJLJL>- ji j 4lij_fjlj-i 0* ejL-i e\5sj»ljl Jj->i JUi 4-i/jLS"ji XXII K 4JLiljJ ji j eijj J*P ji^ 

OJw o/w? JLp" AJU^li ji J-iU jLw el5sj>ljl jUjIjj i .Cwl eJbi/ ijlj olSsjtljl JJI 4J>J^W» ji jlejljbl 

t-Jjij j iwwl (J'jip 4iUi Jpbi 45*elS\plj1 JJI ObjlPiP .JbleJLi 4l£-L- Ji k^U j 4I~J**w c*Nw b cyu-k 

eL>j»ljl w^-Ls<? (j^y^tJ> i_wl 4J jJbw» el>Lljl Jjl 45* Cwl jl jl //U JLib.p wwl jljjiwwl j IflilJbi 

(PI. 14A JSw) Cwl eijj JIJJ»-^A 

if ^ 6jLw ot>Loljl Ob^>n 

:c»ljil j JIJJJ 

rYV p :<-wl (J-JJL 4iUi 

:4ijjLp 

S_wl ji/ jlj^fcwl 

v_wl jbplJJi 

JJle J^ijJ* jLSwl JjbU J*J, ji oLJjL jJ*^ jbwjj ji 45* ^bCljl 4- jeb^U J JJJ^JL" 

CWJJ Obys** ^L-ljj Jjj 4il5*1 Jp- CiUwii jJ ej/jA ji j eijj IgiT jU^-L- jjk j ejlJJl ^L-ljj IPJ^P 

**^\*~» &*X j> J ^^ olj^i 45* jl<wjbL Jj\S j 4~i frUil .Cwl eJbi/pUil bjAlstpljT JjJ ji eJuT 

YV 



j eLdji j_* j^is ̂  . jj_ib^ r\ ojUi j-u ij jbw. o b y**> b jî ist.iji j n j Y ̂  j^is^iji 

eJul t^jLS* JPIS" JiP ji bjjl Objl9u» 

i JaJLali J£-l> ^>-^5'c5LffeliCoijT > ^ J J 6 j ^ 

.JjleJw 4iS-w pJaipb JSL5J j JJJ^A oU/ej|jjl jJai jl L~i 4S" Jwb^ JbjAliOljT J,w oj/JJJ 

^plfj e Jw 4li-L- eJj i/ J^- <J 4J £JU jl 4S*otijijj JjJ jl*&w jl4la*-,>L Jjii jUbL b Lj^P Ujljji 

V. f ^ b f ? °jU-i elSt-lj! JIJJ"^P 4i j*j jijj .Cwl e Jbi/cilJo-l cStw 4ijjOl jl UJIJJ i jLiP-L- AU >J 

Lj-fcP v5U/ bjjii jb^AlStpljl Jjl Cibj^sj. .Cwl eJLi 4£*-L- OJJ ijj ^JJ vJXw b jl jUjIjji 4JLS"45" 

tSJj JH *W^I jV <j*\* J "^^t*^ * *L->«.* frLil jl eJLwjj elSt*ljl I-ASPU LI jii IgiT jl ^^-Japj. ji J eijj ^iP 

jH (J-5 ^^/t/ °>J-*^» olStj»ljl tiSji jj *Jxijijj Jjjj t-SCw 42*J ji b J*J CJISJI ^^ajw .JbleJLi 4wbi1 *A 

jLw CiUkS IjAVStpljl JJI jl LrJa*i ji .iji JJ ij>-j elst^ljl ji «.Lil jibjlji jijj ^U v^V J (J»* f-feJJ 

ejl JJl 4J *J^iJj ji Jj JJLwb ij^-J JJiji eJUL ji jijj j eJLwjj "^Ul5" Ojj-<flJ jjiA 45* jlj.'H.wl *-Sp>/ 

elSs-aljl ji ftUil b lj jl kbjjl b J Jbjjl ijifji JlSciSwl j JLp- P-J»j jl ^«pu JJbljiJ 45" JbijJ J^S 

0*jiw» "^Li^-I b j jbj t jlijj» jbpl5v»ljl 4J jJ oj/Jil 1$AISSJ»IJI J>-b C»b jiPu» .j-L-l jj .JJbU j->ijj 

.Cwl eJLi JJJb[»^...flT O\5\JHJI i_*^b^ uLw>> AJ 4pjj b 

c jLij jbjAL5\j>ljl i jlij-p JW^ALSSJ»IJI 4wi jbp- AJ Igil C>b jis*P ,j-< L-ljj j\J 1$AI$\J»IJI ej/ JJI 

Jj»bw jlij-P jlpLstj»ljl .JLJleJLw JJLliAjLk jljSCbCUtf j jlJJUjiA jl$Al5*L»ljl j (j*ap*w»b jl$A\5sj»ljl 

"^U^I jb^AistpijT j > ^ j Yf tr^ trY jbpist.iji jp w jbj jvist.iji j Y j u iYv ejUi jv^bi 

Jj»b-i jljiocbw? j jlJJUj^jb jljAbitpljT j \9 j o trr jl^Lstpljl Jb-i j\Jj 4_< b j jb^p 4i kjj^» 

.Cwl eJUl VLS J.IS jiP ji bjAlSt^ljl JJJ JplS^i .JLwb^ f j A cf WP if • j VlS^ljl 

4I3-L- O U / J U - J U J ^ P bjAlstpljl JJJ .Jbi/jlSLil v5L3jL j j b U ji elstpljl 9y ĵ J jl 4ijJ 4-

4,7-,ltSw cit^- b IPJ^P UJIJJ i J e Jw AiJ-L- cSCJjb jVlst-ljl ji.L- Aj A^-i jLi>L- jjk jki jl J e Jw 

i^wl jij-f jb^iljiciwl Jpb-i IPJ^-P VUtpljT ^ji JJJ wbj^P .JJleJji/OlJ^I Jj*k% j ^Ja> 

j,y***A vwl jijj IjJAiStpljl JjJ 45* ijli jl ji OjUl J eijj J^JJL jU4iU J J>j&* 4iUi ci-wl jl^il JJi 

j Jb UP j^L-ljj PIJSI JJ I 45" JWJ^P jkii .Jble JLi 4ii-L- Cwl 4wli elStpljl jl jlj*- ji 4S" ^l^lj I S-O-LJ 

Yf 



.Cwl eJLi eili jlji j\-i jbj el$tpljl ji 4*Jwl Jij JJW* 

fjjil Jwb 4i£b Jbw" e JJUJj jbjw J^k^w b j jljlij- 4J Jwj^p jJaij 45* b^lstpljl jl ej/ ji) ji 

jjii jUJJbj*5*j Uiji-e^Sil^ibj-j j J5*jJ 4Uj/w lUejJj- iUjp«i^ tU~W, JJbU bp-^L- c-ik^ 

45* jlfijj* j^bJ Jjj JJ Jibj ilJbw" 4J IJAU? ^bJjj" jU4«5*i .Cwl eJji/Ji J~p- elj-^j elStpljl ji ^jj 

4iwli ij>-J eijj. elj^jjj jUi ojlj-i/ iJJb ji/ JjL-iw-iStil j ijJw»fcP ilJjw" j 4wli ij^j JJl4i^li ji* jj 

jjJb j Jalj»jjki e-Lilb 4kiljji JLp- jibjlji JJ*P J tlwl j»-Jib~ ejj*i bjAlStpljl jjl jl iJo> JJp-ji.Cwl 

.ijj oJbL Jb i-jljkjjl 

J*Li jbj jb^Alstpljl j Y^ j fV cYO iff iY? iOY jUejUi J*bi jb^p jbjAl&ljT ej/ jil ji 

•j_A ji bjif Cibji^P j IjJAlStpljT JJI jl *5*J_JA Jp^5*rj-i 4lJl .JLwb^p >f J 0* ifO ejbw jbjAlStflljl 

.Cwl eJUl «_jb5* JPIS* 

/juT 4J C p - U .JbleJLi 4^-L- ĵwL*?jby»- JSv-ij j ejlJb'jJI la*-jlP 45" Cwl ^plXpljl Jpbi e j / JJ I 

Jjl jU^-L- . JJjl Jb /w JJXJ b J"ljl-il 4>-j /j i ijljj. ji bjil JjAUi> JSW jl J-JW Ifrfclstpljl JJ I A£ Cwl 

ijJTJ CJJW )aii Cwl JSLJ» "VL^-1 J eijj bjAl5sj»ljl Jjl «j/AJ 4*W 4lij jl5*j jLl>-L- *JLa» j el5w»lj1 

.JbleJLi 4^9-L- ,<PJL"» jl$^ Wij^ ^Jy^i ^iLaJ bp\5\j»ljl Jil A£ eijj 4-J jUo/t*0 J%^ ji J^ £tk»-

J jlj^A bjil JUb jUi kii J e JLi 4w^L» 4J 4J Jou J5*k}b» b 4.J (g<w.k cSCw 4£«5*w cLki jl UJIJJ i 

ji JijJbw* ilJbw AJ Lfr'U.-.i ^e-ku ji eJbi eijjl 4-J Tj\>- jl A5*(J>JJ ijj OJw Cibuai .Cwl oJw eJbp* eiL? 

eJL-i j^_» 4-5* eLxj>ljI jUxi-bw C--JL5* j JJAU? JSW |»JVJ JP .Jbl4^ij jlSw elstpljl jUjIjji jL^-L, 

jki jl 4>- J C%:JL5* jki jl 4>- j eijj jj Oj jj jbplStj»ljl ftbwl J CibjlP*J> jLp 4i lgAl5sj»1jl JJI CibjiPfc* 

'ilU^'l b j eijj jbj «A j jlij^j jbcw» *A Jb-j^* jkii b^AlSsj»ljl ej/ Jil .JbU^^J Jj^ljJ L^Jf b Cwj5* 

.tCwl eJbi/pUul b^il ji ijj» j jj <5JJLP J^JJ 

I jbj jbjAlSL»ljl t jlij^i jbjAbtpljl 4Jwi jbp- AJ bjil ji ijy*** «-b-il ^j-L-ljj j\J b^blstpljl oj/jil 

Jpb-i jlij_A jlfftbJXpljl .JbJleJ—i JJJbAi-J? ijJbwi jLw Cibj^iP b b^blstpljl j <£jZJu> jbjAlstpljl 

yuusSjLL* jb^bist-iji jYr j^o A* jUejLw ju jbj ji^is^iji jfY j \ i\r M <X jUejUi 

YO 



•jJ4* U-'U^-I 4JT jw ji c r ^ U J ^ j JJjb ij>-j 4J CJtb*, jl^U iji ̂AlStpljl l-iLpw fjjil 

eijj jUSb_ 4J eik^ klii ji cikp^ jUej/^ V^-bl £jy J Cwl e JLii eili ^AIS^IJ! JJJ jl ^U 

Ui-i I Ji .XJle JJ i/ £>pu, j ;5>^ 4-J JUi 4iku jUa-j C**-J ji wJAt&ljl jl JjiJLj il Jbw kii j 

£j-i ^ ^ ^ Lf*jJj* J1 J ••*•* J-^.f^ •j/j^ *i ^jt> JvJAl&ljT Jbi/ejwl 45*4ijSbLA 

JJ*J> lj JXJ 0*0 J -Cwb Obj^ j OUssVL. j> jki jl JS jb^b-i ^Jji^A .Cwl eJbi eili 

Jil ji oLJjL JJW 45* lj j i 4w b Ji ijj^ ji ^j|jji Jj ei>J /, JX L, ^j^A "*,lS*J bLii JJbU^ 

'Sj^M* j* JW*\stj»ljl jU4ij^j j!^ c*J»j JJJ .JJbU^. JJJW* p&jj j, Cwl 4iib jlj^wl 4iku 

A J1 t^Vj1" k J ^^ j> jki jl jSc-AUi O"J Cwl JSLP ej/yb jU4ij*; 45 JU ji j 4wb ij*-j 

JJi JJwb 4wli /j JJXi b jl OjjJ 4pji j jT w^-U> Co jA 4j kjjyi 4S"bjiT Ob y9i* b j jL^J-w jjk 

J-ftljPvi vJxJjU JJUJ jljji ji j i 4- b Ji Jjk ji Igif jbj*A CjbL" b J/J J5*J_ b b^il JJi jbj*A jijj 

•** 

4X>-L- Ja^bj J-5Lij j 4wljJ ̂ ^ U ^̂ -JJJb JSw j eijj Ojjj ejlJbl jki jl ej / JJI jbpl5tj»ljl 

b 1$A15O»IJI Jil J*J ALtf li j eJb i/ *ilj Ojjb OJw 4£*J Jjp- J^.L AjLtfli ji <5sjjA lf*lstj»ljl jjl . Jjle JLi 

A^-L- Ji k^U j 4."L».5*w OJw b UJIJJ i Jjl . JJ j j I ^gA ij^Ji lj e\5sj»ljl ijJt>- j eJbi/kjjj^» A^J JUjIjji 

j eJbi/j1j*A JUli jU ji J5*jl JijJJ b LJ*J? Ujljji (OY ejbw e\5t»ljl - PI. 15C JSw) JbleJw 

ji Lj*J> bplSOljl JJI lau*yJ> Jl>- .Cwl eJbL-ib jjiA bplxpljl jU4-i/jl ^JSM ji Ji ijJbl JJI jbbL 

ji 4S"f 0 ejbw elStpljl JuiU j? JJWJJJ jlfrfclSUljl Jj Awli J»jJ> J Jjk pj j JZA A—, ji JZA ^J ijj\>-

4_» jLw. Jwj^w* jkij lfftlSt>»ljl JJI .ii/^p eJAWJ» lj|il j-i ji ijb Jej* JZA ^b j Jjk jJ> ei ijJ^-

jljli JIJJ»I j j-tJ*J *Uj,! elj^i 4S"eijj JwJjjj j *{» jLp jU4SX» b j jbj—< jUbiib b Ojjj jljlij--, 

.JJleJbi/jjiJU jUjUlitpljl ji JbU^p J^>«-1P jlejIJJl b" jJ lj b^il tr^»t-i CJU*J*A>- Uj^P 4S*b^il 

JL. b^il jl Jib j Oljjl J O JLWJJ J JJbjjk 4J LjAlSt.ljT JJJ ji UCJ5L-! jb^ilj^wl \j>y>* ASo_ijJ>-j b 

ijj eJjU Jb iy± jU-ji Ijiljiewl jl Jb^U-i JlSejIJJl 4J IpljCljl JjJ jl iJj^ Ji ji Jj Cwl eJbU 

Lj^pl4A\5tjiljTj5tjiji.( PI. 16B J5Li)i>Jtpcr«a^ipel5tj»ljijilj J-p- jibjlji ej*«i jlejIJJlb"^ 

jl elSt.ljl ^o-L? ^yapc^J jijj tfjljw JJlji^ 4PJL-I OjSb djAljJr OjS jki jl l^lstpljl obj^ 

J ijJ^w-* ilJbw J 4wli iji- b Jl^lj*- >J Jbj- lj^^ 4SCwl /JJ 4. Cp-U 4lJl .Jwb Cv...-.y jki 

Yf 



4J "^L^l 45* Jj.i/̂ p 4k>% jl Jl̂ p-I Ji *-&*** jbplstpljl ji ju^JA * °*i*A *=*>-" V ^ b i 

iUiJ jtfiy. elj^A *LAI C-JLS* J Cw*S* ji ^y^u j bplst-ljl v^U OjJ J jlJ-l JljV OjbL" Cip 

JSw) ijj eJLi eili jlj eiyi JjU b Cwi ji Jjjj <-ijJ» J bpU- jlJwJjJ olitpljl ji "^1P .ijj oJji/ 

eJw eijIJlfj^i jL* J*>U> jbpU jUj JbL- uijjk JUWJV-UJJ Ji JiU ilpl JJJ ji Jj (pj. 13B 

.( PI. 5A J^) ij- »J-i CiUljj* jLo*j ji jA ji jp JJ" jjk 4jbw» oy>u j ijj 

ji Jbji-jbti Jj CwlJJ ijjrj oLJjb juplstpljl" jL^L, jijj ^U JSLi b j 4-iii O*J 4p./l 

jbjjjli; 4ij5tijl ^L-ljj 45* ijb ij*-j bplstj»ljl J»-b obji^w* j JSLi t jLi£-L- ^JLOP tejIJJl jki jl bjil 

jbpj/ji >J JLX ijljj* 45*4=Sw Ji Jb 4p-jj- b ej/jbj>- ji jl4il5*IJp- jbpj/ji lj bjil jlj* Jjbi JS 

Ji jijj jji 4— b Ji ij JL»- ji Jb jk O JU jbwj-5 JJ I IJAUS» 4SCJ I CJJW ,ij««J J JJb *-~JL~ ijli ij»-J ljpw» 

j JlijSw j cij-i-j jbjJljji /-ij U j uijjw* bplstpljl JJ I U.I » 4ii/jlji eiliwl ijj^» pljil ji I jlfip 

OlpjJl> 4S" JS*Cib J OJJJLA Ap-J OJ JUJJJJ J J JJLib^p JJUJ JJI JljiiJJ J^W J J^UfcW?! J~^+J> 

. JJAi^p JJU JbU,p j<<a9bL) lj oiiAji j JJUJ jil Cj».%k j 

JjbU ji Jbjli Jl^jjbJj CibjI^bP C~JL5* J CW*5*J JSw lejljbl jki jl 0*jjA 45*el>Lpljl 4~- j eUlt 

ji bjil jl Jj^-i-J ilJbw J 4li/ jlji 4*j Jjl j*- ji eJL5"ljj jjki bpl5*Lljl JJI .Jb i/jlSwl oLJjL jLwj-i 

jii 4<J JM- tcijfi" J iciy^? (—Sjk ji 4*1 C.Q-..J JJ JJ JW*J jj» A>~3JJ~0 ji e Jb i/ vpu 4*j Jj-i J JLw C-o-~J 

4^_Ssi JJ Jb jlejbil "jJL^-l Cwl jSU» jl jU41pli J 4Jj— Jj-i «-ijk ji bpl3L»ljl fUp-l Jil .Cwli 

eijj JbU^p fjk Cop- jl ji IJUJI JLW JJ>- 45*4*1* Jj-i C>u*.i ji JWJLJ bplStpljl iUul jijj JiU 45* JLi b 

^L-.ljj kii 4J jki Jjl JLi b J JjJ Jble Jb i/ iUjI bplSsj»ljl jJ /ji jl^U.».iji jjJ>- JUJ^I Jj Cwl 

^pj-i CwjAl 45" JJU 4ii5*b ,C—J jL-l jl5* J eijj JSs-ij» jLw 4*j Jj-i Cjp> ji b$Al5*L»ljl jii-J //** 

JJJ* gfH -* *-—?i J' LT* <-*^J* ^(^JJJ* cT^J115^*!"/ tS^J *,JLlJ Ji^* ^. flj5' Ji' J^*l JA -^JjU 

Jil 4S*4lSw JJ JJ 4^-JJ b JJb U^p JJ*J> lj JL-ijji- ^pj "VLi>l j e Jbi eili JJU 0*JJU ijJiji jbpU 

eJALi^ ^.J^w JJleJw eili jU J-iJj *wljj» ji bplStpljl ji j Aii-L- ^pJU JbUp jl PIJII b jjJ>- bpU 

***±A Oi' JUi>-l JUJ^J .JJU JLJ b" j Cwi" jlejIJJl b" lj Jji 4J jkj jJ C..p,^j JJI Cwl j$U» j eJb i/ 

jl JJ Vb ji 45" JJAlj-i b Jji/^ ^j—s^ jbi ^p JU JbUp Cib ji *jp JPU J J^LP OJ_ JljiPJ JLw jji-

.JLib(L««J J-JW Jbi/ejbil 

Yr 



^I Oij, iy b jj Jai j, otot.bT ̂ U C*,jA ̂ ^ ^ . j,U J b l«ii jl ̂ U f j ̂  ^ j, ̂ IStp.jl 

ji .Cwl eijj o"*, j b^lj ^^p^" ^J J4 ^ -V^|jf ^ ^ j ^^ ^^ ^ ^ ^_ 

J'y ^ jij j^ ,,^ j^ J ^b 4jw ^ jt_ ^^ ^ iLj ^^ ^ ^ j Vl^b( 

JiJ^ il±J Jj J^ ^U^ J^iS iljjw" 45 Jl^ljl ji ^^ j jbj el^ljl ij, e Jbi eili 

JJJU OljAlj^ ^ j, ^ 6bj. J^j^p ^ . Jjle Jj i/ ^^.^ j|^ ,£,,/ j|j^ Cwli jlji C^TJJJ j 

i^p 4, Jbo. ,5 Jj V J S* gp jj J, 4* Jl^ljl ji j Jbleij^ eibLwl JJb JJJ. b j ejlj^/j ^1 

>p Olj-Alj*. [j JJJ j| ^ j-U^ ^^ ^U^L- jl ,pj^j ib j iljjw" JU jl Ob J^J. j eijj 

liij»-j 

^y-> f J—J ^^ •** jLH Obljj kjjp ,Lil yj^ jbj b j jb^ el&ljT ji 45* JjJ ji oj>U 

4*- J jb^p 4J JJUP 4*- UelStpljl 4-iSji j e JJ i/^jj jl Jb jLX l^lS^ljl <UA ji 4SCwb ij*-j ^; 

c Jjii cij> j 4iU>ril j Jj^iT Ajljj JUJL JUil Jj UP J AJ_J JJ I ^Ujj .Cwl e Jb i/ JJjtj j I jl jbj 

JoLi) .r Jble Jw eili jlp elstpljl ji Cwl eijj > tf.l^o jUI JlP jl jJU. b^i I Jp-li Uj^P 45 (^stw j JbL-

"VL-^I 45 oblj^p- jSLij ^y uijjk ttr^j j JAI Obljp- JbL- j jjii jU4.,.,.,.>o (PI. 13c 

j~». **o\l} j jbjj» jjii j JbL, upi. t( Pl. 17C JSw) eijj vl^ b ^ JUL obw> ^JJA^ gS^ 

jjjjl vLjl L, j jLJj^- "VL^I j eJ-i jw b j Jb JLiJ b^il ^jjjl c~+Z ji j eJLi^ 4iJ-L- JbL- jl 

eili jlji ^j^a^p jUU ji bplSUljl ji jH*ij^ elj^j J^x JJbU^ Jjjw. lj Jjjjl b j JjpJUU 

. Jb JLi^p 

jU'ai J~-J Li jii* j eJji/ Ji eip elj^i *Ljll jjl jl Jj-iS 4P^p^ bplSt»ljl jjl jl j"uu ji 

ejU-i Jow) r JJl4wLbl j ili jlj-i ^A Jjj ji \j if] Lii Cj_ijJL?«j. Ckw j JLib^p jl jl jU. elstpljf 

.(JJI^ 

•^\f*^J eJui/i^jk^a elSt«ljl ji C**--J ^JI^L" "*>U15A5 jLbw J-iJb" -Jaij JJI ijljj. ^^Jajw ji 

Obljk*il Jl ji MVLi>-l 4S* ( P. 13D JSw) ijj ejulji ^---ilj— CJjy^i j r;U ^1 cJU jl elst»ljl 

.Jji/eJAbw» bplStplj I jl^^SJ- JJ Jil5 ilJbw ji Cp-i»J Jil .iji 4J^j;jfj3jj JpjC——lib J AJjJj JLJL J5 

OLiy&u> ji J^JJ^U jU-S*j "^UL5* jjk-i JtjiJU" Jal* Pyj J Cib JJI 45 Cwl /Jb" AJ Cp-U 

j* o^Tf** .JJ'J *J>-J »jl_y-i_pLjjl j.» j ajui ^IJJ—< U-i_^( «jLw (J^-i) -i-*-5^ (_r~j^»J h (^"^—• j' i«^i 45"^U» AJJ ^ 4.» ^a j^ ^L4 - \ 
.ju oJLi ajlj jl J Cjlpl *>• O^il OJ u i£±y> ̂J JJLxi* LJ—« 4i XXII E <uLjly f V fljLw sl>L«ljl 

,t_»a) oJjlo..<l) jl ji Ji>y (_5U}jl 4j>»i«-l J sJb iS jL-»Lj 

eJJjjl tLj.1 jl al^ljl (^Lai ̂ »Lj O-ilJJ (^jLj •! j _) ±y jT jLa' r^ ̂ /̂  J-5 ̂  Jj-ij>- J.i A^XVIII C 4-lily jJ T"̂  SjL»-i ol^ljl ji - X 

.iy sJui o b jly jl jj ̂jir-1 jJLp »^>->{ J I-^~-J.J-» Jj^-*" j* j *y. 8-1--, ̂  ij--^ 3 

YY 



4^- ji) juji ô iswi j*~ .Mi >. ejUi AJ J M ) >* °^JJ,^J2A *-W ̂  J ^ & - «**" 4>. 

jLli-L-ji OJw £ji JiJ jljJ 4* Cwl jl jl ,/U jiPjLSeijib ijJ^ ji (>U-ijJi 4Uli jl Jjji jl^w 

e JLw 4=^w Jo- £ji JJJ jl oliCljl jL^-L- 4SLiJJ^ ji J* \*y* -^I^JM J^ Lf*^ c^*1 V^bl 

.ijj e Jw eili jlp elsCljl uiS*ji JilJb>- b j ijj 4lij JIS"J jLiP-L- J^> ji jl jl 4*kS JJp- Jj ijj 

.<_-,- * jljjp- J ijli iy*J 4J Jil Ji *S A** C**^ " ^ * ^ U j V ^ ' j l J1 iS^J *,JjJ JJ 

JIJJL ^.>*-» jl&p CiSwl Jijjjbb J ijli ijJTJ JU J 4-i-j Jib j iljjw" l5*U C*J-S* JtJp-^J* J CwJ 

j eJuIji i/Ojj-^i J o Jbw JJ CiSwl J& Ljii" JJ-ib eJji/ Ji j-3 U>S jpj J Jj JJ 4^iL>-/l J eJiU 

jb^ilj^wl jl jloJLwjj CiUkS jjlA l^AlStpljl jl ^^IPJ ji jiljj ij>-j b .Cwl 4*ij j-i jl jl JijJTJ jbi 

4IPJ jl <»jiS*ji IJLJI 45^1^1^^! ji .Cwl eJJLJb JJb ""jLlS^J ji eJ-i ijji- j»A ji 4-p«*p- b CiSwl 

L j bjfcCiSwl Cww»j JUleij^J Ji b^stw 4->J JiJ Jjj ji lj jl5\p (J-w j eili jlji ,/JJJ jl$stw 

jilijlj CJU j C-J»..;»J jl Jjj-^aj" JJl>J 45* e JLi JjlJAlSti JVSejIJJb j eijj JJ^J jlJj JPJU jbjiljPwwl 

.ijL- «pu> o\5vj»ljl ji Jup-

jlejIJJl b" IgiT jii/jlji wjp- j elStpljl (.JIT-W* jUC.» Jiji eJJLJb CiUki bplstpljl J~i JJJ ji 

jlji Ji j jiS-wlp ji eip elj-^ jJ JLil bplStJjl ji CiSwl ji ej*>U .J-ib^p j-iJJ C~JW>J iJjJO 

4->-L> elitpljf CJtSji lj HJA IJJJ.I 45"eijj Jijj Jiljj 45jwJtp jkij J±J5 ^pj-*P jjk J ej^sj .JbleJw eili 

j JAlj-i .JJjblji-^p jlfc ji Uj^P eJbi eili jlj elStpljl (-i5*ji AS J/JJJ. Jjjk OJw 4->*J Jjj JJ b j eJw 

j ^JjJ jbAA-o5*i b jbLj-iJ J ^p—J jb^-Ll b lj J—p- LJAJ? A5 JAi^p jbiJ e*b»l CWJJ 45 JjlJj* 

tUejIj-i/tUj^-iStil jbj ijjJ»ji j^j-^aiw eip JJbji .( PI. 16B JSw) ^ Jbleij^ 0*UJ/ji O^bjiJ 

tUjj»fcb>- tUj*-l*vi JJbU ^A^T jbp-*>L- j^-i-j jbp ijjp ji j ,J*Zj* jb^SUi— j UJJbjwi IUJJJ ji/ 

t^pjj jjii jUjiij^StUij^-e^tU JSjJ JJbU/ji ^pjj oljil J Uj/j—, ib^lSLij— tUejJj— tU4-»i 

JJijj 4ii/jlji ciSL-l iSjjjj b j jjj ji WJLPI b^l/Ci'illCJjj ^l^j J>ii jU^w t<_^ikbU JUJJJ^P 

.(PL IIA J^i) 

jl ^^japp ji J^i ^i J JJiji ^J Jri jl J eJbwjJ JjJbL jlj^twl CiUki ^^I^- j CiSwl 45*Jbl CJJW 

AS'4J?.JL oLJai IgJl slĵ jk j j^, OJLJ. *X£\JJ c-i^-l ( J j j ^ " ^ tx^jr' (i^*4-^^ *•*•* '\*^i j' /-i-jXXIII G A-Lily j^0\ S J U J . »1>^>IJI 

y\ 



JS? Lf^ J*~ J* ** ̂ Jji jUe/w» jl jj elStpljl jUjIjj i JUJ-L, Jijj . Jbleiĵ i j*pj" lj elStpljI ̂ iS j 

b Ue/wp jjj ^U"jl b" Uj^ lj l^i I j^L <UU J eij*J eiUwl l«jl cJj* j jij*J UJU jj JJ t Jbib 4wb 

JSw C-p*J,j j^ ^Uljj j JJIeij^i J^ j <^L- Jb/jljji Ojj-Oi /k%. j OJw 4i~Sw obJai 

Jljli ijljj. J^J JJ Uj^P bjil jl 0*jjA j eJJLi 4*i/jki ji VlsUljl JUJ-L- ji jJ ^pU- j Cjb ^y* 

.( No. 5 4*tii) JLib^p elSt.ljl' JLA ^y*** Jaipb JSw 

jijj Cwl eili^p ojUl Jjjj jb^Sow 4£>J tptJ? C*MJ 45 JU J^ ji 45 Cwl /JJ 4J Cp-U 

jbplS*Uljl jlji^p JLP jljijw 4*pj jjl ji j e Jjij$ <yu- JSLi ^JJ^ j j/j^>- jbpl5t.ljl jUJ-L, 

j ejlJJ^I lu-ji* jb^Alst^ljl Jbi Uj^P eJw/i jbp\S*Uljl jjj .i^j Ab lj > • j >r j \b J Y\ j Yr ejbw 

jUoi ji LgiT jLi>L, jlSUl j 4wl JJ Ojjj^ Jjjj jLoi j J^. l$il jU^-L- jijj j eijj jwU/ b 

W—• J *JH tS^Wj ^l-tj"^ Jblj ^^jj-i jV^b^ -(v ^ °J*-»-i J^) c—'I ^* *yrs <JVJ^. 

<^—**-* ^U JSLi jljb UJ-»J> *ilb ji eJw eib £j-i C*JW»J cJUw JJbU^p Jj*-* IJ J>"«H* jbplstj»ljT 

|>-jk''-J* 4-_i jUe/w? (.ptJ-k **i»j jl C-p-J 4i bjil JSw J JbleJLi 4*£-L- OjbLu J JiLUb JSw AJ J eijj 

lj \f J YO lY? iY*\ irA if \ if Y iff ifO i0» lOY ejUi jbpblstpljl jlji Jjbi AJj*J JIJAM J Cwl eJUi/ 

.(IXB ^/ijjbb")^^ 

AJ J5* k*>U J 4*~Ow OJL- 4*>J jl 45 JUJIJJ i b Ue/fc^tf J*j jLoi JLi eili /Jb "*>LS 45 4Jj5siLA 

CiLt/j jl 45" 4*J J**> ,p_«k JV^V;.- jl j 15 JJI jljJ UJ^J> J e Jb i/ J./aT* eJw 4w»L- Ja*J>b J j£*>- jjfi 

i-ibj? j jlj^A JUli jU ji kii UJAP UJIJJ i .(r"0 ejbw JSw) Cwl eJbi eiUwl JLwb>Lp JAl CibUj— 

ji ej^U .(«p^ «jU-i JSw) JLibtpJ ^ /L-H n 4 ijJl^-jU jljb ijli jlji 4JT AJ A5b^il CJtj J JbleJLi Ai>L-

jl ^*Jaiu Cil J»>-l jijj jUi ^/ijijj lijj iSO*- f^ji tSw Cw,l eijj ij*-J^ 4*7 j*- ji A5 jLi^-L, ?JLOP JJ I 

jl JLwb^^gJ ij>->P 4*J ji 45 Ojjijj J AJ'J' jb^SCw Jil .Cwl eJLi 4*i/ JIS*J Ijil jl <yU~i b J bplst/>ljl 

j Hp*w1 jjku jj_Jb Jbjb ijj»-j 4*; b j^jLSeijJb 4L?Vi ji ijjj-»/ jU4««i>.j~, ji 45tiljkl jibw» 

jl 45ojjijj 4i^ J JjJ jbjSOw Jil .Cwl eJbi/J*P- J JjLiP bplStpljl jl ^^^flJW jLli-L- jijj 4*i w 4j 

Jil <>^AJu JbUp cib ji b ^U Cw>Al jljli Jwj^ jkii JJJ~A j\*Jj>-ji 6j~> ^j\** J flSowwl 

PLW" eijj ^ jLw ftUil jki jl b^il ObJIP^P 4S bplstpljl jl ^opj ji .JJleijj PISUWI jki jl b j pljil 

Jji*t-j Cii j\J elStpljl ij3- jLlP-L, ji j iji eJui 4ii-L- Ojjijj JjJ OJw £ji JiJ b elS^ljl jUUL-

f*>- j ejl JJI jiai jl Op-/jLw 4^-/1 45 eijj r? ojbw elSt»ljT bplstpljl JJJ jl Jw_ .iji o Jw eijj jlS"j 

CJ\J^ b >J ebtpljl c-iS* j ijj e Jw j^ ^A Jjj jj 4I*ibJl tr~ii *Lil b jl Ji-li 4l»j^p PU ijj e Jw 4*P-L-

Y» 



jLSwl ^iy^j jl jl Jbw 4p- j L. j j b U jljji jl JJ 4>- J U P J - P jl^juU jbbL b j O L A ^ L j l 

JJ-J j o"JjU 4*J>, ji ^p jbplStpljl jijj JL^P jlji*. eji JJJ PU 45* JwJcp Jali jUrfj . Jj.i/^p 

VUwJl "^L-P-l Jb w j Cwl e Jw *5!j eibLwl ij^p oLJjL j JUJ b jLpA Jljji ji eji £±~* 4*ii ji JiU 

.Cwl eili jlji ij3- jlfeijj. Ji jijj JiU iljil jki ijjP lj eji ^kw 4*ii jJOL- jbwjp jljiiw 4*; jjl 

JJ**J gijJJJ 45 Jbi/^^wii J eJJjjl ftb-il jJLi jAlk C-*b jf jbplStpljl j 4*J"JW ji JjbU 4j>lil 

.ij^i^p J-J b" Cwl eJLi 4=i/jlS*j PIJSI Jil jbMpSU b j J-**^w elStpljl jjkl*j 4*J" JjJ 4i5 4Slj wikp JjJ 

Jbl4**Jljj" jl 4JLWJJ j eijj jib j ^wlw c^jJi j ijii jljb j^»^- Ji' ^ij^*^ ^».tf ij^Tf* ftW^' t>J 

ji 4S* trrbiJ J e JJjjl jLw jbf f*jj* • JJ-*i jU jJ JJ PISOA ji ijj- jbpl5*Leljl ji lj ^yJ** djj J^ 

4-i-L- jyw-k jUe/w J^ ji <y-~U j JlJ-JI j>i Ijplstpljl JJJ ij^ iji eJw eli jlji bplStpljl jil 

JibJ jjwww. <^*4->- jl Jit-iJ ^*j~ri *i *J*" jV^ljl iU«J 4ipj ji PIJSI JJI 4S* ib^ jbiJ j eJ_i 

JJJ J ejj»«j Jj ijj eJLii 4*i/jlSw Jljlji Cii bplstpljl jb***-L* 4ipj ji 45siij>-j b . JJijj eJj i/i 

-»jk-» AU ji C**-1 eijj jbi J^AJLA JJUP ^L-IJJ 1U>) 4S* J^ j Jai* c*ib 45ijj jl jl (/U j*iJJ 

bjil OJUJ kii j eJji/JJJ-J JiU iljil JJJ ji 4p-j jjk^L- elSs^ljl ji 4>-j eJbi/Jjj-i jbi ^pUp-l 

iljil jj-i ji j eJLi eili jU JjJ -»pi tbwl J**S"L*P J jJJ»**P elSLljl ji 45 Cwl eijj tbwl CJL5jki jl 

J*~>- jbjiLl^L- JJI ijSfJ Cip .Cwl eJbi eili jlji 4JLLP .-pJU Cib jb»A ^L-ljj JjJu£i A5*LWI JiU 

Jpl Ji Jljlj-* VJ^ ^J^J CJjw 45 ij*J jgfc^p- AJ\z',A ^ywJg C«JW>J jjl ji Jljii Jbbi lj bplSs^ljl jljJ 

j oiySj (JLS-i-j jljL->- bpl LpJw JjUw» ejpu .JJSWJ* j\jjil*jUL- j Jjbu jU*>-L- jljJa JSop- (jkw» 

JU- jgfab vpj^r jl ijy*-** ^J^" J^b*>L J-L~J j\J J-JVU JU ji . Jjl4**il JJ jib j AJJJ>U A^pj JJI ji 

J*i»A AJ j-J cSwjU JJUJ ^iLwb pljil Jbbi .ijj^p jl^*J, b^il ji Jib j Jj^S\jj^ Cibpjj J ij-i^p 4w*w 

jLi>-L, ji kii j^*t*j C*PjbL» J plji b OJw jl J oiyj eibLwl ^JSWP JjLp JJLJW> jljJ *—»J>- jl C»._>.«.J?J 

.Jbl4**il JJ Jljjp- j^u bpl CilJl»-l ji J eijj eibLwl ij*- jbplSUljl 

b j 4.,tii jl elSspljl jA J*pi" jljJ 45 Cwl C*p-i»j JJI J5*WJU <WJJ«*- ji bp\5\j»ljl CilJL>-l J^*P if^Jji 

<pUlil ji jbi JUAIJ <<p-Mk jljpJw 4*P«J cJU j C%JW?J A5 Jwj^j* jJa*j j JJleij*JJ JJJ^J /^U Cib 

ejL-i JSw) Jbleij^J CilJL^-1 j eili jU lj Ijjl <ywk JjjU jUe/t-,tf J*»U 4jLtf\i ji j eijj bpl5L»lj1 JP*P 

Cp-J»j J**-A ^j-L-ljj j eijjl ij*-Ji b bplSUljl J»OJ> jlj^p j*i Ue/i^tf JJI AjLtfli ji 0*U J^P .(<p 0 

(JV**' jlj^ ̂ r-*^ ̂ J^^ *$ •*-*'Ĵ p jkij .ii/^p eJLfcbw* jiP 4*- b jiP i-Ssj J-J bjii ,jv*P ji Jib j Ojbij 

JL»P j eij-»J JjlijjO*U Cwl oib^p ojUl 4*J j^w-k 0*Jw jiw 4S*ejl Jbi jl jA j eiyij eVstpljl I^%A jijj 

*̂\ 



ji 45* 4*7 Jj I tC-,1 4wli ̂ ^A JJ» jki jl *A "^Li^-I J ̂ ywJ* jki jl *A 4*7 Jj I 45 j ^ U CW*AI CJUW, 

J jljlijw J jblj^SU Ji jjkiP 4J ijli ij>- jlj»s*A CJW.k b 4w bL» ji ^*<a>-bi J j^U nJ>J iJJjA/eji 

J <pl OJLPL*J> CJJW jbwb jbwjP JJI jbbL .C**-l 4*i/jlji eibLwl ijjJ* oLSjb jljji ji Ijpl eiljiU 

.ijj eJUi/jb^ii JSw J 4li/jlji ijj eJLi oJL-ijj {j^>'J jUl/j jfb "^U\5 45*4*7 «k- jjj ji iA*
Jt> 'j* 

4w JLf jU jljji 4J kjjjj* Jlg-il/ jbi 4*7 JJI Ji ji 45 ij*J Jj-pa7 jljJ i^pJ 4>-j>fcj^j Jjl jki ji ASsilp-

.ijli ijJfJ 

jbi jl ^j-il Ojj-jaj uiljkl fjlj-* 4» C***J jl fli7jl j (jjai-bi £~*iy CJUw 45 4*7 JJ I CJLi>- ji 

jL»j JjJ? ji j e Jb ij_f J-SLi7 jywk OJw jl 45 Jb i/ PJLP J~I ^Jji ji J-^^p oib JJ U jL*-b 

.Cwl eijjT *Alji 4*7 Ji ji JUejjU j bp-ljj— J b/jJ J e JJ»1 ji e J-i i/- Ojj-jaj bjStw j 4lib JjL-ji 

ji ^ofe-.pb j j-i*- jL**-L- «-^»JJ elStpljl 4- j eUwb Jbib^ e J~*3- j ,^0^ jlojl JJi b" 45 4*7 JJ I 4*3 ji 

opw? £tk~- ijl&rp* J t^*^L* •—**-**' t«/^k J Uj ejkl* .JJleJ-i eili jU ^^Xw Ojjj jUe/w» J^J*^ 

eibLwl jijj lj 4*7 JjJ J eili /J JJXJ CWJJ Cwi "VU^-I jL-i-L- jljJ 4i*Ow 0*Jw CiUki ij»-J J 4*7 jl 

eJbi «Slj 4*7 JJJ j~- ji ^iP jLw jbplStpljf 4^-/1 .Cwl eili jlji vU**il ijy J-k**- jlwj-3 jjk**j 

jbA4wlj-7 ji wJLla-j. jpl j eJwi oJL-ijj eJLiSljj j Ojil* jbplStpljf b jJ eji JiJ ^k-, 4*ii Jj JJijj 

U 



j*k^L- jbwjp ji AiySjt el5sj»ljl A~-jeUi*j J j b U ji .Cwl eJbLpb lijSw jljji JJI jl .pwjb j JjJLft 

ji tLwl J_jl 4wi J ej/p jl ^cJU J w.***I*P AS>y>ui A£ Jb i/ <-JL*5* i_ii*9bP ftLwl jIjA Jj JU>- 0*Jjb 

ji A5 jl4»wbL» LIS j Ajbiu JUAJJ^J b j\*i Jwjai jA ji A^jjJ^ji frb-il .Cwl eJLi eib ^J I^JLS" jjl Jj*^ai 

j->-l Jj*^ai ji .JbleJb i/ 4_wbL» e JUl CwJU j*J /w i jl^jjbU ji OJ ijj JjU J AJLPJJU /SJ i jbliJUJ 

jl jl ejkU jUj CwJii JLP ji 45eJJjj! jJUJ jil jJbL-bui j jij>Jj-ijj ojljji 45^jljki j CJISU t^Ls* 

JJI 4ji;p J J-^l ojbji <j-w<» .Jbwj JAIJ>- >j&*-* jliJuilj^- Jffjf1 4J ijj eJbi/yui jj j"ujb CiULtf 

JLbw j eJLi eili /Jb" ^y lS*J jbwb jbii b Ak>IJ ji jl Jj^*jfj ijii j jl^jl £jjb ji jl C^jtiy j JJL*7 

•(•"ij'^jicf* "^^u* °j^"l J-*-—° SJ\±A ASUil b »jb C»U*i*«9 jl jl jpw» J*i>-*A j 4*JU J jbb JL*>-I 

W 



b jUj^A Jljji otfiy b elĵ A *Uil ̂ L-ljj 45 Cwli ij^j ̂ L^J ̂  j j\*y AJ/* ji ̂ jyi pljjTp l«i1 

"^^^ J J*-* b o J^J" JJJ j-J-l jl^ljji j^J(^ j^ ^y ^ Ji9j ^^, ^.^ ^ ^jU 6JU; 

.Jji/jlSLil oLijU jljji b JLJ^A JLAl j| j, 45 Jbi/jjbU J^Lii jljpJJjfji jp JU/A-*JIJ 

cJji eist^iji ijii b iipi 4LWJJ 45Jl4^JJ-JJMJiJbp.l4ioVJLJJbu^rf^ Jwjpsb>ijiji 

CJSji 4JL*P OJUJ" J JUli j JJJ I ^p- j AJU±* jlfejbU OLLP ji Jj^wb 4S"CjkL- eiljiU jUaPl j 

Aby^A ji \j J*k}w jbwjp ^kw PU U JjbU Olp Lji7 PIJOA JjJ ji 4^/1 .Jbi/wiiji, JJJwb 

4*-J jL$i*_*3 j^ loLJjU 4*7 jU4ij>b JjJb Jjitii jU4i»j^. Jj ijj eJLiwj jbb AJ O"JJL 4*7 J-

jj*-U J 0 JJJTIJJ eji ^k- PU ji 45 Jib j Jbwb jbjitw^S J J/pjU J JU*J jji tjU-i v-Jb j c4*ii4Lj 

U Obp J C*i/J pUil t«il ji ^jbU J eJji/ojj" jU-b AJ JJijj 4p*b JjJ 4w JL? j JU7 jJai jl CW*A1 JUS 

OLUP iJptp £jj-i jijj jib j J^br iwiUijif JJW JL, jljji AU ji .ij*j c**i5jb jlj^7 jy, 4J jlp-l 4* 

JUAJUJJIJJ ji bjil Jwli jbwJ-*A j 4i**p jUf jlpJUli AJLPJJ IJ jb4*j»b oljjlp j eib AUil JjbU 

ji JJ i/jjp*P OJAji Ojljj lObijl/j Ujbii Jj I J\ ji e/-Vb j Aij*J JJ-5LJ_ Jib- OJAji j Jji«jfili 

.ijli »\j*\ oLijL Aiku AJ JjbU Aj»1il jl^j lj L Ob* CJxUa J*JjLw» pljl Cwp-

JJI ji AS Mjiyj 4k>-^U tijJ Cijib*j» iJJjA/ eji 4j jl5 f-Jj-i jljJ. L olp AS ^ISOA 4ibL»L» 

rbj*- (j*y^j^ J* <3^"^i JJU>- OIJLP Jl ji jj-ij AJ*J| JJJL eji JJI ^y^ AIW,A AU olp AJL-S*J cvp 

pbpsil Jjw* p_pJ Jjl jjl ji .Cwl 413 j Uw AJ J eJbi/ JjL>- jl .Jlwb jbi J «-L~-l J eJji/ 7"\jy 

jpj Awiii j tc^Jji (J^*^i J^l Vi/*" jk* jl b Aj?k. * pZtjS * no. ./J JA iy 4j>fcJj ^J JjbU <pip OULP 

JLpI AJ CJxlw J AJUSJJIJJ JjLw» CiUbL AJ IJ UJlp j eij*i 4*jj7 lj jUcj&jp jljbU AjL5*j ^^J/CJ CJLLP 

4Ja>-*>U U eji ^^—jjJ. Ji' ji .**i Jj'j^°JJb I ji AJIW» CJLLP jl JJ/JU jijj. jl«jU elj j*ib Jjjjl j 

Jpl J-PIJ-P AJbwjj eji «kw ji Jbwb ftLil Jlib jijj OU/J JJJJ 4JU jlj^ Ji jl jjUiP A5 ^J_ijJ 

j *5 jl <J^ai ej5Ui ji ij3- JJ jl/jlS" jl A5L.ISOA .Cwl eJb i/jjU «ji jil jl L j*ij jl ^ jbpJUli 

jpl AJLWJ_J /JL5 jiiJw?jL^>- ijJw- ji A-5 Jw-ib jl^l i^Jj.i/bjjr jjili LJ*>U OLLP jiJ wL5 

A_j Jbj£b iip Jj\SjA jijj 4iljjj OJSLJIJP- JljJ J JJleijj JJA*LP JjbU jlStj j PIJPWWI jlpJU-li 

OLJLP J_»l ji eJLi wLiS ftUil J^-J jJ "VL^-l .Cwl eJbi/^ Co-lijJ ej-ij j ^b J?fcP jbpjlJJlj 

.Cwl e Jw 4*i-jji jljliAj^j^cj. J Uejjj»4i J JbiJl jU*PjtjP Jjk jl JJ-W* jl ^jU AJ O^Ubw* jijj jJ JUlS 

OJJ-J») jljjp cr-L-*Jbwb ejjj. ji O*JJL olp JjbU ji 4ij-iJxp jbi APJ^^P iaii JOJJ jijjjbj 

JLiiw. 4Pj*pw. wStj jljiiw j eijj 0*JjL eJJjjl j Vlj ^JLfcji J O-UJ" Ji* J^i^. J J^\ cijjw. (jbwb jljjj 

^ 



J JL-bjw jy\±-A 4p ̂ U j l 4JLiljJ JJp- iji JJJV-1P iji- jl*J. O l p 0*JjU ji 45 J 1 * djlj-w 

.jj_i/jjbU ijjjj%/oji jil ji A-* jU-b jbi OJJA A A; 

4*7 JiJ .Jbi/pUil 4jwi4L*j gjy 4*7 ji ^J jlfcjU^ b ^Ujl jU4wljJ JiJ Jij^H* jl A-

olp 4*7 JJJ JjbU ji .Cwl 4*i/jlJ ijjj-*/^.> <*'/J* ^rb^ V Jr> ^rJtj^J^f* ^^ J* 

jbbL jl ji 4S* JbU jb 4*7 ^j* 41pli ji j*i jl4-iiljJ J eij^i JjbU lj 4*7 jliji C**~J ^LM, Jji/jijj> 

.Jb i/jlSLil /J. o*U JJJ b jljiwl 4JV eJbU ^A JJJ ji j~*f* j JJL*P jbi ^JU j Jjji A2A> 4*-

JJJW ijp i*-- jl JWJ Pji ejlj-A j-3-ljl b" Pji ejljj* JJJJI jl jl OpJi 45 Jljji fJ-U b" Jjl jU4i/>| 

ijj £*~-P i^p jl J-J Jjl ojIjA Ji Iji b" Pji ejIjA p-ljl jl Jljji JP w pAijw- b" ^LiA JUAJV . JJijJ^ 

Aji 4j"Lk jbLL 4-5 pAijib J *Aijl^>- jU4j^| .ijj oJjL 4-7 ji J-t^L- jbwj-S C*J>Ji b jbj\*>A 45 

4JV .Jw-ib JJ ji lj JL-L- JJUJ j oLijL JJUJ J*J> 4JL»li ijjj»- ji j>*Jz JJij^i^p Jy* \j jjUw> 

jbT j jAlj*i jjbb 4S*ijj ^lii Ajui O*J_ Jpbi j ijJ^p Jj** b V <>-' <J»JJ j^ iSJ^**-* **J* tji/"' (•**)* I*4 

4J*V .Cwli jlji JiSp *-"w b Pji jjji 4L?li ji jl C*PJi J iji jL-L- ejji 4J JPJU jl ji eJ*P1 CWJJ 

J 4-i/^ jlj eibLwl ijjP J e Jb i/jpjw ^p^L-1 jljji ji jL-L- 4*i5 jpj 45* iji jljji <-3J*P AA JJU 

4j»lil Ji^Lj* /»Aijb b ISJ9^ t^y* <JjJ ijJL>- b eJul CwJb jJbL, oUkS jjbb 4*id Jjl jl eibLwl £Jjb 

j o U L » ji jbpfcPj-p jLgjjbU jbi A5 jUik*.A ji (JxJjL 4*7 tfi.jf" ̂ y9: Ojp- ji ̂ jSiii 4*tiljJ 

JJ*3 jbbL j\J 4«*jljj JJI ji .Jbi/JjbU JLi^p eJblj>- *>b p/JU PL J J-i^ eJbi <-iljkl jUjIjpeijj 

frlwl .Cwli jlj jJ JJ iji eJbi OJLWJJ jlejIJbl b 45 Jb^*iSwl Igjl ji A5 Jbi/jlSwl ^JOLA j eJw 4*>-L» 

jJU-7 jljflT, ...I JIJWJI 4-J kjjy» bplStpljl JJI "VU*^-I 45 Cwli jl jl CJISU elStpljl JJI ji eJul CwJb 

. JJU^ JJ**\J J J^J jil £jj-i j JjU I jljji j ijj ^p-lji jiJ ji ^JjL 

AJUtfli b oJjU 4*7 Jj-i vpjip- C*^3f ji 45JU-J WJJj 4*7 J*j*b ji jJ ^p-wj J Ojjj Ljii 4*tJljj 

ftb-il .Jbi/jlSwl elStpljl jLl>-L, jjJb t£jyi jbbL 4wljJ JJI ji .Jbi/JjbU Cwli ij^TJ (_/iijJ 

J ijp oLijUi J*k'>L*- elStpljl b jLj*A jyi Jjl A5 ijli jl ji cJ'jIi jj-S Jjl ji jlfijj» olj*j£ eJw Ji 

.JUU^p JJ*P b JJUJ Jil>>-ljl jUejji "VLw*-l 

PL A5 jl4p-b ji oLJjL 4*7 JibL» cijk ji ijj jA/eji Jj-i jU4jw»b ji jJ ^^iiUjI 4-ijljJ ji 

4*7 kiUc^ jbpjl JJlj 4Lwjj j JJijjw^p jl5 j JiSUil ji jb JJ JJp- JUPj** jljbU j ij-i^ «JLpb J^L-i 

ji 45 Jji/jlSwl /^ <-5U Jjj b Jbwb 4j^ ji 4-iiljJ OJ ji .Jbi/JjbU Jbijj eJbi/jjjLu ^JjLijU 

\d 



LP~k A~ " ^ ^ V A Vc^Lrr V ^ * J ^ ^ ^.j^. &1 y. iĵ rj b. iĵ î pi jlSw I \ ejUi 

Ci/ ^^S olp JUrfj .Cwl e J^l iy,JJ ^jbl j .Uwl ^VLiil J JO jbwb Jl^iljji ji j I ji j eijj 

Ji JjbU JjJjJ.Li J JJU JjbU JlSjjkj lj JU^I^ 4*7 J54^ii JJJj£>i ^pL-ljj C*«~i JiJ ji AS 

j eJw 4^-4*^ ^UJJ 4*7 J15 jjbU ^ jl jl j Jbi/j^p LXXII j XXIII j KXXII jXXIII jU4wljj 

Jijjj. 4*7 J*P ui> JjbU J^, JJ .J^ 0>\> 0|4| ^p,;^ pku JUC*^J ji j e JJ i/^Jaii" jU4*iilJJ 

JJi/jlSLil jjljj j jl^. j,| ^^ ^i ji JSw JJa*w OJJ^J ^/jl**- JjSl~* jbi C^i JIJ ji 

JjJ ^kw . JJ i/^ J^ aj-^, jj_| JLw jijj i 4J jSw Jil JL-ici>j4*i/jlpjl JwriC^iji45 

eibLwl Jj>. jb|50w 4*i*7 jl jl JU^-L- ji j e JJ i/jlj^A 4**Ow jl^Sjw oLki b jliji Ct...i ji jSw 

JUI LS"*J jUU L- jbM j JAIJJ, j bbL ^jljj j jl^>. jj ^ J> JU*i 4-i/ji .(ui3l r ejUi JSw) ijj e Jw 

4SLPISOA .Jji/^ eJAbw ijj ol^l 4*JL ^iS jl /^b ^pJa- ji j ijj eJbUib jUi j j^SU jl ji AS 

.jjjji/^p jlSLil jj ^jbl j frb*il ^jjjjj Jji/^ olijj jljji jl^ jjj eiSAJ ^JU* c*^- ji jjbU 

J-^) *y. A^J*> cr- ^^ J* J> ^W* ft^l j** J^>- JpLi L JjbU ol—p PL-5OA J_JJ ji 

j Jjjwb ij*.j jui jJijj ei/ jlS jU^ J*P jljbU jijj jj ""jLi A5 jiljil jl/jlS* ji I jlp ji .(v r ojL-i 

b (j-t^* *W^' JJJl>*i l* JJiji oijJ OiU AU* C-jljp ji jpj JJL5 4J ^ijili jp jlgjjbU ji 45 iljil Jjl 

jUfc JJij^J^p ^JW JJijH Jjii ftU«-l J^ j-^ ftUi' <jj 4*k.'»* JJI ji bj^P j JJjjl CwJb jJ ijj 4>-jA 

jjL- J JbL, JJJU /wi jbi AJ J eij^J JjbU C»P w Cjb^i ji j eij^j AjLkj pUil L JjbU ji j*i P-J?J 

4jjJ>fcJ jljli JjbU jki jl iljl JJI Jbij-w^ JJ-*a7 45 jl/jl5 jjb- .JJJwljJ ^-jp-jj eJJjjl JLlLwt Ojljm 

ifiy^ Jl/jlS* JJAi jb-J ASOJI jljJ. J JJJU JjbU js«i JLJJJ JL***-lj>-Lp J eij^J Jjj-J b^il jl JJJU.A JlS" 

bJ Cwb iys^j ^7JLP U olp jijj JSWP jjl .JJijjil^p Jpj tyP <—ijk> j jl5"ji iy- OPJ«*J JL1%»>A 

^* jljH J-y*' J* J JbU,pJ JjbU eJJjjl «L*-1 J*3b_ jljJ. kid L olp 45*pU (*^A7 jl/j\5AJ A^JUJIJJ 

L b JL-i5 Jjk 1^7Ju» Jj .JLU*«A Jsjy^ji ^^U Jjji jl JJLJU> jbbL ^yyAPxi j ijli Jjji jJiib>A 

.*J JJPL IjplJb lj ij*- JISAJJ^J J jSOl J eij^J ISJ^J^T ftUil J-ib jijj IJ b^il jijj 4JU*P ej^-'jjb ^-JUjIjj 

J Ja*j> 4*p- *S*£ j Jbi/jiiw» "^U15 4*7 ji iaJai 4i JjbU J 4*>-jJjl 4)^^*7 41pj Jil ji d\jij\S -w_j JJJ 

.oi/ ijpw jlS 4»bjj jki jl ^p-J* j jiU 

jlSLj>rf> JL,j^b/-ljlb">rf • JL-jJb JiJjIjIpjIJUjjkjeLeijl^OJu jljjoLijL JjbU 

ry 454i*iP jUI jl j^pJaP 4Pj^pu» bgiT ji 45elStj»ljl iJLP 4-j eUvb ijJj»-ji OJJ> Ji< ji J ib obi iy-

.Jbi/jlSwf Cwl eJul w»l*5" JJI ji l$il jl J^-i 

U 



JJJL_>- CJ-lijJ J O l p Jjbl J>PI Ojlil J jl/jl5pljJtwl jy\ AJ W-JU-JJ b tfj\£+A J+J* ji J L £jj| 

.ij-oJ^p ^/j-wj j\J ObA /ji rjU* J Jl/jlS" 

ji j\*i IJJbl ji ASOJI CJJW J ili^p 4/>lil lj JLi j^^-ijLjl 4*tiljJ j-—.P jb»A 0*J ejLw ^^--jUjI 4-iJljj 

JU»lj-i b j JJLAP jbl4*pj ji jp j/ii OjlJu 45Jrwjtp jiaii ijj eJj»l CWJJ jleJJjjl jbi 4-iiljJ JpA 

jjbl 45 j JJLJW. JAIJJ, 4i jlji jUaiil ti^Ujj Jj .ii/jlSLil jl ji JLib JjbU JL^AIJ JJljii *SA.* 

\j Jub5*4ij^»j 4-5 '9j* * J JbL- 41—Sw oLki OjJJ 4J kii J Jbi/jlSwl jlS* Jjl jjj ji j/ji «-Lil 

. Jb i/ J j j I <*-*•>• Jbij-oJ^pJ ^paptwi 

JUJ AJ JjbU jjj <JXJ OJU c-ijk ji ijj eJLi 9 Jy 4*7 Jy ^-^—•^ ji 45 Y ejLw .-JijLjl 4*SJlj 

j JL*?! /w»J jl CJISU (^yCj J j ijj e JLi eijy- j eJLwjj jlejljjl b ASSJ ijj^-j b A5OJLWJ 4*7 (_p-J? oJw 

ji .Cwl Jb ^p^p jl JJp- ijj ^p^k JIAJ V A5 4i*k jjj jjj jj JjbU j ( pi. 3D J^-i) ij*J<y» V ^p^k 

jl J eili J*y**Ji ^fcJ? OJw AJ jf Jjl Jjj jJ Jbw C*jp* ji lj 4«*jljj Jjl 45 JLi 4*3/ ^0 ./li £*~JU0J Jjl 

Jjl ji ,JUj Jjbij3- ejb JAIJJ- jijjl CwJb b *A*i eJLi ij3- j eJLwjj OJw Aj^f jjl J>-li ji JjlSeJc5 

jl *wb <»;o./a7 Lji7 45*plSOA jl ji J JUbi CwJb Jjbl AijSUp JjbU Jjl jjj 4^- OJU ji j-J AJUlJ 

C^U jljJi jl jl4-i/ JL-j^« jkli 45 Jjbl jl jl 4*i/ji /*-JU JjbU j/ii C**wi ji J eij*>J <-J*ij*p lj 

.Jbi/jlSwl JAi^p JJU IJ 

.ijj PjU»b jeijj ^JOSXJ^A 4p-j>t*^j j *jjp jl jki/ji i^ijh J j ^ypxJ^A bjji7jljji Jj I cJ Jo *J*NJ 

^plii jijji jjk**w 45 Jwb (/«pJ' j jjki jijji jl Jj>- Co i jjl "ifl***-! 45 JLwj^ jk*j Jjl 4Lj ji 

L Jw/ Jj ij-w^p J-J b lj Jj-*a7 JJ! ijj e Jw *5lj 4*7 4*-iU ji jj>- ^yya^i J A^ijt^y \J \j 4*7 jji 

J**A jij^jjlSLil ji jjbU OLLP jiljjbb .ijj 4j»t**i jjju "*>H5jljji Jai JLi <-iy jij*J IJ-J JI^J 

Jji/^J—«U jijj j Jji/jlSLil jl jU jljiPji ijJL»-ji Jijjb J JLJleiliCij-i-j jT4pliljjljji(-3jk 

«•**—• j'j^r J^ ** JUUL- b j Jjlkl j3-b ji L JjbU j 4WJ-J 4*7 Lf>^ ojw 4J c-ij ji jljj_i JJJ 45 

^J* *ij!j Ji Jj^ii jljii ^. ^jljii Oi' ^J^ ^tJ-^t •C—' *^J^jlJ ijli */"" O'J". J eJ-i 4*i-L, ^ywJ? 

C*f>-ji JjbU .Jji/jlSLil ili^ JJU IJ JU>I b j 4kiptj. Li/j ijj eJbi/ J*aU> Jij^P j 4>ji 

^yA^T Vrij-5-" *^y^ Jy_* JJI A5 Jji/jlSw( £j_j JLb J JLi eib obi 4*7 «kw ji jljji jjl ijjLP- obi 

f^ Ujju. (5J«^- -^lil ji) -J-Ui^ jj^apc ijb ij^j JUcpk*j»b j( JL-i jb£u~i Lrijw ji 45 lj 

.(Jwb^p oUjL jJ?*>L- ( No. 5 4*tii) 0 • ejbw elStpljl 4J kjjp jljj_i JjJ 45 Jb i/ 

^b"" ^. b <>^jl ^>A^ Cy* ji j iji oJJi/j jlSwl JLil j^ ^Ujl 4wly jjj ji A^J\ 

\r 



J1 ̂ JJJ J-» JjU^ j!/jl5j eiĵ j Cii*^ Jj> JJJ, JI«JL5LJL5J x+J^ ^ u 4*i* Jjp- ijJU- Ji JJL, 

V V ijU b oi/^ AUJI JUJ Uo j5Ui ji 45 l*JLi AJ/ JJ I jl ^JU. jl^| JJX. | ^ jis ^ Le j5Ui 

JljJ l-iL^ jUej/j 4li/jlp 4^A 4^-JJ/p "%i J^ jUjp^ ^ 45jJJwbcp jl^l j JJjjl^ 

j JbjJ oUi ji 45,^ j ^iljiU jbjiib 4i orj7 b Jj Jwo^p rUil jljlp ^l^JLi b*il CJU>J WU 

A-*A ^. JijU j Pji JJPCJ eJJ^i Si ji jSb- iljil J^* Lji7 j ijli ij^j AIJSI J*J ji ^y*^ 

JJJ Jw 4Jbw«- Oli*J-l Jjjj JJp-jl ^ gjjjjj .Jwj^^b^jb jlSL! JS Jiljj" J-j 4J JJLWJ JJJ^A 

45 JJijj eJw P/^ eJJxAi Jap*, ji 4^j jjl JJ ^JJLL J X.| ^^ 0jS^i ijii b iljil jl ^yuu J*J ji 

ij>-J b .CwlJJ ij*-j jbi j! ^uu j\j, L Olp jijj jij^j ^Alp C^ljU J 4*7 4J 4*p-lp C~*J jLi 

J-jJji JJij-w^ <_p~- j eij^J LSJA b *jU jUUil j eij*i Ajp-lp 4*7 4j ejjj 4*A jjlA /i i ^p-jj jjjjj 

JjbU OLLP Vljkj»l C*Pb Uj^P JjbU )*^ ji j 4*7 w ji l«jf jj^ap- .JJjjl CwJb 43J-SJC jb! jl 

*i JiU^1" ••UJi*A** •**** jlS" Jji-lp 45 jl/jl5b jSt-jiij C^J ijlj Olijl ^^i*, AS y>ya*u. Jbi/^p 

OJw JjbU jUelS*jl5kpcP 4J 43JJLU ilpl ijjj jl JJ/JU ji 45pij*i 4-WJJJ bpjljjlj AJ V*^J jU"b 

if*** Oti JHlj^J* iy^i ^*^. Ji Cwl54*7 4J J^p-lp ilJbw jl gijJb" 4» C.p..j->j jil .JL*Ai ^pj J«p 

.Jbi/^p AIM-J JJ»OJ A5 Jbi/bpjIJJlj b Jbib^p ry*i Cp-L*- 45 jbi jl 

OJJ-IO-J 4*_7 uilj-kl ji jlejljbl b Aij-iSL jbi jl ^yy Cibji jijj Uil j Cwlj>-ji ip flujJJj 

AJLLJS- Jjj-i j Jbj->- j ^yyK-ij^ jjbi>- jl jlji jLJL- A5 JJJ»-IJJ»-L iljil kii j eij*J JSJJ ^yy** 

J*^l JJ! ^JJ J Jbijjl (»J*lji Olp jijj ^J^Sw) JU4*tii ^jk b AS Jjiyj^y if**"" "^Ji o Jb ip JJUeJJJJ 

jbp- ckbU jp- b j 43j*i5L e-Lwl jl jjlJAISW i-iy \j iy- Cij jl ^ju^i C-JIW" jb_>-bj olp 

.JbUb ij>- jL*apl 

t j ^ 6jU-Ji (SAU Ujl ^UAJLJIJ 

OLJLP C..<—...i Ji ji Cij-jf,<:o.,<i 7 Olp 4*7 *k«- ^yjji jl (j-J Jji/ojbil j*i "^Li 45jjkiLA 

OLJLP l^il jj-L-ljj cr*jUj( Liiljj ji jil ji ^/jlJu j JAlj*i JJJICWJJ jl ^y b JJU jjj-i lj jjbU 

jUAjU AJ 4*7 4**5 >»•.• J7 J 4*7 JJi 4-*JL A-iiljJ Ji Ji I ji jlS* 9jy Oljlj-»J . JAi 4j>lil J |»Jai7 lj JjbU 

4_wlj_j .JL-i eili 4-^.bl jjLU OLUP ji b^il jl JaiP JJJ^J j 4*7 i-ii-pw* klii JL-Li jijj ^psijk-i 

.Jbi/^p J^y^y J36plS
,4iJI(.g..., jlil 4iwjj ijj eJLi 9jy 4*7 JL-i 4ipli ji 45 \ ejUi ^.Ljl 

jlif j*-* ji .ijj Jlji/ij^^. jlil b o\ J^y^y J 9jy 4*i* Jj-i 4*^b ji f «jU-i ^Ljl A-iiljJ 

>Y 



b jbiil .^.Ub JLib J-J ji J**SWJ. Cwl j S w 45eJJjJ jijj j-i lj Jj^i ^"jJ jUbL" j eijj>i J5L*J" 

JJ I ji 45 JJU b ^J U jlji Jb b liUai! j Jbib JJISLA J OJIPUP 4i/4*A eJJ\J J 4*3JJ>T IJA eibijf JJJ 

Jjilijp OLLP jl jj/jU J olp j! CJLP- ji OJLPUP J jjlSlJi 4i/p JJJ jl JJijj jl*ijj ji C*«w 

jjl j! JUJJ JjbU fjj-i j! eU 4- ji jl J-J 4ibL-bu .JJij^JJ £ji jUp j** jl^jbU j 4i-iP jb6l AJ kjjp 

.Jbi/ijj jbjjp-jj jbijj AJIX. JLJL-J jl 45 olp jbj AJ JLW Jliiil JJJ j eJji/JiiiP 4ik*>» 

Jib j oU^kl 45 jl/jl5* jl jii Ji Jtlj^i ijj jA/eji ji jS^yjji. CC JljJ 4*7 4i C**t5jb jl y^ 

jjjLib jb-i-1 ji /J JJ>J b VgiT kl*7jl j 4iku ji j-SUL jb^JUi j OLUP C*"??* 3 °J* C.JW»J *J £>-IJ 

b^*wi jl ^OJW ji 45jbi/eJAwj> JS"(_wjjj Jjlji .fJij*i CJy eji oUbL"jl cijki J PijJ Oy lj 4*7 

iljil jl Jib j eJlP olijl yJ~i *j_iji JjbU P/W A5 Jbw jjj ji A- J* »dj'A *J*J ^U*^ jt-fejU*- jbi 

JjS^A Obp-ljJ» Jil J eij^j 4jp-lp Aiy£*A ftbwl jl JijJ. *4** 4i C....J ij>- jUil C*p-J*?J 4i ^/Jbwj jijj 

jl e JJb U jii JJp- 45 *JWIJ>- bjil jl obp-lp Jil JIJ5*J CJJW o/-*jjb . Jb i/^p JjbU jlS* tpljia*"?l Cj>b 

Igi! jii JJb U .JJJW jii ijjp jil ji c>,pfc*tf jijj wL> cij ji JJ.IJLJ c^fij ji j oiyj <pUiil ij>- i_ijk 

ji) c5*JU "*>LkP PI J5p*p A5*J ijj»-j li JJijJ. (J^ cA^ J' LA J L^ jl JU J5*J JU#L» jl JJ-J5jl OJLP 45 

Jj Jb ii/pUil JjbU jl ji Jbleijl JLSw J eij*J ckbU 4w J5 ji lj 4*7 jj>- A5 JL'JwIi Uil Jj JJijJ 4*7 

Ju^l tJxlb A5 Pij>oJ J-J?U f'^kl i—*iU*jI yjJiS JJu jl --J .ij-S* JPJ jbij Jb *bwl jl -p-fl— Jbb kUJ 

l Jlwb,p J-«J OJ J y^i ji jl OjLp A5JI AJ JJ ^Ui J eij^J Oji A5CWI eijj J*£>\j3* PI*J ^px^ 4*7 Jjl 

*!H JjJ J^ JjjjLLiCJlxi J C«*5jl J eij^Jb j~^-y 4wJl5ji 4*7 AJ jJ jb*jl A5 JLwb,p 4*7 JLJU OjL 

.JJijj eij^vi Uj ASJJZA £jjyaj lj jl J eij«gJ Jjbij>" AJwJo JL, JLp-ji 

4ij_-*5*w» ftb-il 4*15 jjji jlgijbU ji ^LiiwL ^j-J'jp ^pL-ljj pij-«J ejbil jJ "^Li 45jjkiLA 

jpj JjbU JPBJ» ASLjjy? ji .ijpJ/> JLw J>«j» vJxlL AJ Ojb*3- JljP»- ^SL&i J eJLi 4*»-bw CJL» 4i JJCU 

jpj» I-JL15*J Cjji jljJ jjili jp^i^A .ij*J JAIJ^- Cibji lj jl 4ibJL- ej^j < A* h jl O^JL JLib Jpljj 

J ij-i eili Jij5««i J e JJ i/jlj^A 4-Jjl Ojj-^a, JJ b ^Jjj* Jpj JjbU OLLp pbwVl jl J-J 45 Cwl ei/ 

4J JJ b 0*JL jl^i 4*JI Jj U Jjl JAISW jbwb J Ju yl SJ jljiiw lj J?tj. jl ij^JXj A...O.SU cJji 45w jyfi ji 

.ijj JAlji- ^y\H oy*- ^-bwjlSjii 4^- jl ^Sy jlp jkj oX» Jjji J*pj" jijj J ii/c*P-lijJ jl O^JL 

o^L Ojj-^ ji 12JHAS Jji/ jjijj 43j-*5L jbi jl ^ jbpju. jl^j vik» jjj gijJJb JJL* jl ^ 

45 JJJ^I^J ij^» ji b^iT J^LJ jiljjbb .ii/cJ-bjj cJji cijk jl bplJb jljL-J- Cwl jSU» JPCP jijj 

JA* Oi*** *b*' Oi' Of. ^^J •Jui^*i4 *jp- ^. Jb>bw» lj VJ^T J eij^J lj JbvPl>>- jlJJjji jki wJU Jj^cii 

>> 



cSJj y P U S > ^Ujl ^L^ly j,, c^j j i^ .Jji/j^w o V j p c^J ji fji JLJLJI 

.Jji/eiLI j.T ^+ jtf-r- JI/JIS45V15UA ^ j jui/^p*^ ^ jUwj 4Lwj, j jp. jpj 

f-JL- ^ jbfeJjjgij^ * J5 jjbU ^ lj V J .iJAi ^ v j, jUtfliii 45^/^^aj- Lrr-

oijjl /jl5>i J^i iji. dj^i j eij^i Cjp-lp ^Ui «j5Ui jl JJJU/ JLAW jlil PISOA JJ I ji .^JU 

jUI oLijU 4-7 jjbU Jlj^l ji>. j JJij^j jls^ fjji oJw j*p7 JLLJT ^L^wJljj ji ji 4JUI3*. 45ijj 

eij^J 4Ap.|^p uil>l jUeJJ>L»i j J^ eJ5Ui jl jl5 jl^j 45/jl5/i^ ijj^ ji JUw jjj jp .Jbi/ 

.JJJw eijLi jlS*j j ^*,j jipb JJijJ 

ejbl J5jj J-. &yu jlSI 4J lj JjbU £J-ri jbp* j 4*ij jbijj jy 4J 45 fjj ^ . Q.,^7 wiLwb! ^*w 

jil ji .^JL^J jbijj £>*kl 4J Ojjj-^ OJJ^> ji lj Olp b ^U ly~ j+± ji j ^i Jjl/^Lwlwb 

Jbwb jbi jl iji- py ^Jk ejbji jSoil jlkjb 4*7 4J>U ji 45 JU* J*l5L, J^JXJL jl jii JJp- PISJLA 

45^Lili jbjtl jb*j JJ Pijj jbijj L^jki ££y* JU ji jj>- Jj Xiiyi 4*p-lp Cp^ jijj JJijj eib~j_1 

JjbU jl545 JjJ J>«—P pj*j>j 0*J_ ji lj l^il b jSCij/Jjjk Jj Jb J JJJU 4jp-lp JjiwL* C~*jt ji I Jbw 

4p L*_J? .Pili jlj-i jp-b" SJJJP ji Jwb 4*i/jlji ^JLw. j eJLi 4*i-wi «-J>j ji j eiLil jbjJ>- 4J "^L15 

ji 45 JJjIi jbjtl J e Jj ijitj jbijj jUil ejbji Jy^Jti j C^^fi AijSt^A ijlj A5 Aiyj JjbL- JIJISLA 

JJLJ 4*- 4j JU jp ji .JJj-JXi ,jwU Lp?.„a JP iji- b Jbb J 4*«iljJ jjjlw* J jLUl 4ijSptp ijj*Jbl 

JJJL»J vr)jh,rt o lj JjLU JJLAljiu 45 Jiljil ijjj jl Aili /jj JJijj JjbU CkbU JJPL 45 ^jl Jblj 

.Jbi/ijlj 4*7 y ji JjbU jbpl5jl54j Jjb Olp ejUi b jlfjLUS Ajp-lp J 43jjLu iljil j oiyj £jj>y\9? 

ejlil Li ^LgJ JJJ*W»_> 4iL>-iJj jl jy-& jl ,j-J J eJwi J-J jlj-*- 4ib_>'ijj <>ijkj J fij-w <Sy \j 4*7 ,»*»**-

4,Ak<>.fl JJ-PJ I JJ I j /p jw> ji j iji Jlj-^J* 'b jib jljJ J9^* ijiy^t^y ^J^iJJ //fr^ *-'j^J /c-^bbiibwb 

b (T-U jljJ Jbb J Cwl 4**p JljJ^7 ki- A5 A Jb i/AJ»-J*J> jbijj ji .PijJ C-»JJJ> Cwli *y?J jy' J>) ji 

J5 ejlil b Jp*-P ji Oj-i-Vb .ij^>J jljijJ. kbJjl Cwli 4JL?li jZ*J*S C •_.! ijJL>- ji 45 Jp^U Jijk jl jljjj7 

Obp «JJ*OJI J Pij-«i fjj^ b 4*7 J*plp>- JjbU jjjJi jl ASpili f-^U?! J eij^ J-J?U ,j-,U ^—bbiilwb 

j! JjbU ejbj-l L:tfT..,» AI4*-*JIJJ 4JOJI jl ^Iwwl J5jj Ju JjP«i jlSI . Jwb<cp JjbU OLLP JJP-IP 

J5U» c^oy jJjl j^ <SJ^" ^^i.* iS^ji b <3b£jl CJUOJI .ijj eJbi/^pwcu "^UISPJJI C**-JJ AJUWJIJJ 

jl Jwjjjj ^A b" Pij-w 4-p-ljj. jbijj JjJ»jlJJlj /pJ «b j— Ji J-?^ jl C«-5jb PISOA ji .PijJ OjPi 

jlj j— ^-iL>- b J^-JV ji *A J eili 4jljl ijj e JLi 4-^7 \f\ j\ji *S JIJJJJ ji Jpjl JJlj jSyi lj 4ili«7jljj 4^»b 

ijj eili PUJI olp CkbU jjki^j CijiT b" 45 JUoL^CJUw jbijj jl j eJw bwl 4ikiP jil JJJ Ojbil 

»̂ 



^L, ̂ jki jj eJLi jji j SiS- jUjIjJbi j iJjjA/ pU J g-JjJv 4jl/ t jjlij jbjPb J%^ ji elj 

J^LS 4JJI^JLW jbil *j_ijj ei/ J? 4*7 i-ijki >ujLS" O*J ijJL*- ji LiyJ A5"JU ji .ijU^ ij*-* 

jbU jji jl ij^J^p J*>- *Jti v-V-ii ji lj jl 0*L- jl J- CWJV ji Ly**£ 4SLJU ji cwjjj olp C*-jip 

ji 45 jUup j A~*' ^^" ^^i' J^- J °jV?J* ijiJ^i Jj*** Cilijbw" j p^L- JiU jw» ji . JJ JJ i/ 

jLp-i jLdf ij-i- elj^-A PLSOA Jil ji JiHplS* jlif .J-ij^^ oJAwU JJIeijj JJJJJ jl b jjj JJp- jj! 

45JJ*SU/ jlp-i jliT .JLib^ jl el^pA j JaiU*P jljJbw jLL»l 45 Cwli jbjkl J eij-»J JJJV» \jjyS^jS 

j ijj J**plS" jlS? elj^i jjj OJu PU ji ijj J**+ jlj/jL-5" jl j Cwli e JJ jjj j Jjj>P "^UlS* ^y) JJi 

J?*P jCwb ij>-j Jj»*p 15" jl5fo*L-jij ijj eJLijlSwf j ui-15* jjbU 4*iJljj ji45lj tr^ 4ipp jttl 

fr^kl Ji*pl5 jlsl 4J 4U?li^b .ijJ^ J«^- i>> C**tj ji CwlJJ ij^-j l$il JjlJj*lsti jijj jli*J»l ijp 

4J Cpu? j«w» ji j Cwl eJLi jiU» jl5 jil jijj AjV AISUI j Cibji 4*7 JjbU ejUi 4il*i*riji- 4S*Aib 

JJij-» L jJa£U JU j Jlji/jb 151 ^yjji Obp j&i jJ*J Ji Ujl ji 45 4*7y AJ JiJjU J oili 4*lil elj 

.*iJwj 

JJLJ 4I«5*W jbjSsw jl 9ck*- j uiljkl ji AS ASJJLA J14*7 Ojj-^aj 4*7 Jbxplj^ JL, j! AISOA JJ! ji 

eJLwjj JL>-j JUAJ JJ j UjU b j! «k— j."^i.j j eJLi eJj5*ljj *JaP .^***k jbpJw 4*i*7 J^bV ji /pJJ 

Ji5 JJIJJL* jl j! jlA-i/ ji 45 jl4ij/«J) 4*wJ i5*i\k! OJ_ AJy Jy >^.—*>~i ji .JLwj^p jkli ijj eJLi 

JJI jl jji jljJLp* 4i JIAJL^U ji lyjji dip jljjLw! J J15 Jbj J^P J^^ .Cwli j Iji ijj eJbi ej*il *ujj 

J UAJJJ b Ljii 4*7 9ua*- 4*JL .ijj eJbi/bjj ijj Olp olj^A Pjljblj Aw jljiLwl J^«J* ASAIJJ&%JI 4*VJ OJJlkl 

C><*i «JXJ ji 4*7 JLw Ajuli ji tpljia*i?l j JjlSeJJJ** jbbL j jbi j eJbi eJLwjj Si»>- jUjU jbbL 

"•^i^/j^*" ^yjji dip AJLWJJ 45 Jtjbjl 4*tiljj ji jUjbL» j fij~» ^yjji <-"*"J j' (J-^ "^t^J^^f* «JL*b*j» 

jjji-* jbA4*wp«j. t^Lk jbA4»Ji jl Ojbp 45 lj 4*tiljJ ji AiyS^A J\J\ j e Jb i/ jbij I jiU Ji-li ijj 

j o^LSwj* rj—i 4J bpl jib jbii JA^O j pijJ £jU J-ij o*L- jl JJijj jl4ilji*-l jUjjp j obljp-

.Ji*i-bjj Cwl eJji/^Alji b^il jijj 4i**p ISTi* j jUfcP J-P jljbU i Jb»tP j-SJU AJLWJJ A5 Jl^jjLi/ 

A—iilj-J ji A_5 Jl/jl5 4i b *J ilwji JuAi eJLSUi AJ IJ jySs^jS jbp-i jliT Ojji jlAjapJ jjJb 

jl JJW ji .JJi/^U 4*7 j^- ji yfe> jl Jbw jjj JLA ji jlSf-jj-i jijj A5jAi f^kl JJijj ei/jlS^^iibjf 

^*-*J J^i jjr-J-ri J1 tTi J* f *J-w j^-jjJ b «-*»',•*" J ^iljkl 4*7 j*- ji jl5 J^jj-i JP^P jij-»J j-pJ jijj jj^k 

4-*Jli) Jjl j^Ljl 4wly Jj>fc* .n-JUb JjbU jlS*j J-jj-i 4*j" j— ji JLI\AJ\ 4-iiljJ Ji ji ^iJ^y^U AJ 

^^j* J5^ -^y Cy^ ^yjj*. ^^ cr^-^J^ ^'jJ <JLA 4pb! ji 4*7 JLw jU4jub J^P ji ( No. 5 

*\ 



4J O-jijj 4*7^ ji O l p 45 Cwli jb^l j .ib jbij y 4, C w i b jl*i-ji Ja*-j ji I j 4*Ji 4L j 4*7 J*PI^>-

. JJwb^p jiL w» J-x-J eJSsAi 

4SLP150A ji .ijj JJ±+ j j|JOjJb jl ^lj AS ijj JLCi J>jy~ J £*7p AJ (OLJJL) 4*7 J*P!J^-

45 iyl^yj jjk*. P>UJ 4^-J^J ^iw/j^ jjj| j JL,| b jl JL, j eiLw I 4*7 jil Jili, ji jb jjj! jijj 

^ISb j C*ij-i*j ji 1 J^HJOUJ j J*y%j± ji tC~ul ji j Oljkliu> ji j* ij^j jl Jljpwj/tf ftjp- 4*7 JJJ 

JJU43*>U jl Jp j eij^J lp>yl>Aj Jil yU> Jjl elSti JLA jl .ijj Jjblji- e JJb I ji J L- jl^JL- jly. 

0**SLij, j g\y jp>. b 4SOJ! j! elsUp ijif^ jbj j! jl JL, C~-J ijJL>- ji ojbl 4$*Jij*-j b j PJbi/ 

.pie JJ ijiti uLb A Jw 4p-1jj> Aibji 4*7 ^kw ji A Ji A5 JJ! AJ^J JLA jl JjbU jjj b Akjlj ji 45 Jjjb 

J UriJJ°jiri -*y» CJ* ^J*J»* (y^JJJ Ji ,j~*">* J Jbw j jjb! J15JJJ ji ^pjp j Ij^j jjh oLJjL jjbU 

J jj?-* ^jp jljji yA Jjj y J ijjl ij>-j-J. yA jl4ij_S- J ^wLwwxL jl^JJj ji ^^pJaP Oljklii* 

jistAj ji Cwl JJ ij>-j j*i e JJJ5 J-5 4kpJ S js- jl ji j ijj w-JU ijljj. jl JLP y\y AS jj*stj| jU^p 

l-3" AS ^wiJbwb Jijj! j JJI JIJ^JUS Cij-i-j j AJWJJ" ji jj J\jy y b oJjL JjbU .ib jlji y 

j eij^i <-ibj? j jlj^A b^JUi 4ij50j_l AUW! jly lj elj j eij*j Cwl JJ ijJ^J eij*~J> *Ja*- O"J ji L yS CijiT 

ijy jy^Syyi jbwb J?bu JjbU ji lj jijj 4*w t5U4j»bjj jlj-i 45 Jbi/C*pb JjbU JJI C-pip 

J <j'ji^ 4*v*tp-jw j ***J» JjbU jil .ib jlji jl jl JJW jbjJL, ji jS*JU» j jJji jJjlw, jl***--j j JLJ b 

JJI ji J ib jlji jL*i-l ji jljji (_wLwUwb AJWJJ J CijJLj 4*pj ji Igil *ij J O^SLi» L>- jljJ JJJUjj^J 

.Cwl eJb i/JjlijJOjj^j J Aid/ ilJuJwl jl jl 4wli Cjjjy9 ASolSsil JA Ujb JJJXAJ 

i-ij-k 4_i J 4;_...,.«J J"ibi ji ijj JLJL..- Ajbi-ijj jl jyS> jljJ 45 ijj jj^k Jlj*" 4J OJ_ iji wjj Ji7 ^$i 

4S jUlil JJLfw» b 4iUiJj jl jjp J*-J» Ji .*JijJ C*Sj>- Cwli jlji 4jUijj (-ijkil ji 450*^ 4iUej^3 

C.Tyu fjj-i iji Cwli jlj j! <-i!jkl ji 45 Jj*i j fji J 4Pjp J 4iUejj^3 (JisJL j»A J ijJ^p Jlj Jili ^A 

JleiljjU j iji-jl^JJj jljjjf jijj 45Cwlijb^i*»l jl .pJbi/bjj^4iku jU?jl j Jlfjjj £**?j jl J PijJ 

4_J j*Jj jijj JJIS jl jJuieiL jl J-J .JbU^p ejlil lj jljjLli J AjUejjjS JJP! J»A J JJJWJ> OPIJJ AJ ^A 

Cwli pb bb 45 J JJU J j-J J eJb jjj jlj>- PISOA jil ji .^Jwl/- JU*AIJ JjbU olp jljiwl J*J> J 4*7^*-

J+-* Ji JJJJ ^ iSj^>" dLfc jijj j! 45 Cwli jl$k! jwp ejjp- b j JJ ji ji*- 4* ijj jUlil JJ^W> JJjji j 

*-_Jili elj^4-j 4-5 lj <JUJ-J> 4i-j jl .i/ JAlji- JL**lj 4*7 y Ai \y J ei/jl5 ^.Ljl 4*tiljj- JjbU 

jljj jl Jbii AJ ^b Cwi ji lj iji- jwi UuS 4SUU ji jl w C~J ji jp j ibil olj j^rj^j Awby. 

A 



j ̂ _L-AIJ 4ipj ji' j * &*J ^J'JJ J er- 1-^ 1* J*e->bl U- (^-^ ^ U ^ , J *^SjA J *"**' Jijb 

,/»JU CJIJA 

jjp jbfcS*jij^ AJ 4SpJbi/43rjiP ijj eijj JJP-1P *y\> \y jlSol JL-P 4JJSOJJ C**~ 4S"JU ji 

jji jl Jbl4*i/lp lj jJp J-J AAy J uiljkl 45 j5jj JJT J ibl jl^iU^Sb" J ejp jl*pb ^Abw J *Jyj JiJji 

obl jb ijj i-ijkj iji- OjiL-p 4i A JLJ 4iU-^ <-ij^» j jjjji j«-i ji ^b/ciijJ jl j* .szj^y j-*U* 

ji Lj& 45 Ji Jji 4J jlj«7 eiU b jLil>p- £fj >i jl fA J Op/ jJai jl pA jbjij Aj JJ_JJJ e"iU .Pili 

.ijli JSojbL" Jbib^ CJ-ljJJXi J 4*i/jlji jjJl Jlp- AJwj ^jlS? jbfwi J!J*A 4JU 

ji j eili 4*1il iji- j-w» 4J jjJl jU4Juli ^J^T jUjjAU 4*7 ji ei^U JJJ JiJjS j^y jl jyS> jl ^y 

JUJJALP 4*-7 jpl ^-4— Cp-^" J* "X*JiS* oJb*^ JJ^1 jV-j- J^*eJJ J* ^J jUeJ5Ui elj uijk ji 

ji ^U Ojljk j JL j j eJLi eJL-ijj ^yfj jU4ijj j bjiS" jl IjA j v-jl jijj JJ?L*P C*bw eiU- t-ijkji 

CiliaJ j JLj CJI^J ji d\ c-iljkl j jJ/ <-ijjjw» 4ii/ ji eiU jjj <-iljk1 ji Cjwk ^j^a^j .ijb jj 

Cwl e Jwi «_5lj OiJj-5 A* ijA^*** £*&? J* J^A^LT- W/* *J•**" J* ^ **^r t>J •c*-' 8AJH LM" 

J jJb ji-ljl Jj-jai ji j ii/^p vi—*^ JJ^' <5W*/ ^L--*/ jlf"^ i <i iJjJ jljH j'OUj *» djj-^ai 

jl jj-^-F- j! jj .•_-- i *f Jb5wl jl Jii- Cwl eJLi eJLWJJ uijj b Olijl ji«*-j 45 4ii/ JJI jl jyS> jLw»j 

eij-oJ jjp jjJl oUbijjl jl o/-*j|b iyj^y jyS> Igil J*^.^ jl AJ Ji eiU 45 JL*~A/*U J »JjJ jU4ii/ 

ji JLJJIJLJ jiL j 4L?li /J J5SJ jl 45 Jps-j» j jbiji jUj^-i .*J JLi JJ jlj—< J*^u» j jbijj jjj*i <—ijkj j 

jlj_i jjjljji J iJjAbi jUijj jli*L ji JpOj» jjj-i ^pj-jaiu j JbleJLi ailj jjJl JL>- JL-i jU4Juli 

^yyp C**x~*9j 9UJJL*J JJW AJ J^&P Jil jl .Cwl eJbi 4*i-w 4iUijj Jlw ji ijj JLJL- JU- Uijl ji J 4*i/ 

jj^-i jl jyS> jl -«J . JJl4*i/ Iji '^U15 lj ijjJLJL- AjUijj j eiU <_i!jk! jyy jUeji j 4*ib j-Jw t-iljkl 

j ^LiibvL (£~>jy> ObA J*«^ jl J^> eJLXAi JJI ji .*J JLw j ibl<»Jwj eJJxAi AJ Jijjb jbijj »J*U/ 

JAMS 4J J eij^oJ C*«*5jb JZAJ*S 0*J ijJu>- ji Jbb 4*7 AJ J^ij jljJ. A5 JJJwi jb^l .A Jw b j>- 4*7 JbupljJ>-

.Pi/jL~Aj 4*7 i-ijk» j 4wJL5 AjUijj jl Jjii b Uil ji j 4lij Jwb#(p ijjJLuL- jLSji A5 jl4iU ej^3 

C*Sj>- 4iUej43 cSsjiji ji j ijj jA/ (wwaj» JjbL» ji 45 JU—i tijki J Pij^J CSy 4iUijj <—ijki JiljJ.Lj 

^jl*- Co iji kii 4iUijj j ijb ypy JZAJLS Si^ ijJU>-ji Co i JJI ji ijjJLwL- AjUijj j*p .PijJ 

J^'J^ JjJj. J »JxJii-jpj AiUijjuijkjj Iji 4^-/1 .JLJlb^*JX-ii-AjUijj jiw ji-i-i j ijli JbjJj- jl 

ji iJjJ^jL- 4j J Cwli jbp>- iJjjA/454jUijj 4JI/AU JJUP (-Jjk ji ijj 4iUiJj4il/Ojiji ji frjljU 

^»:" ^ jbA4*7 eji Ja*-j ji t<^>-ejjj3 ,ijj# jLi-ji j f\jljU jl eJLwjj j eijj Aj3- J j\w Cwj-i^p 4kii jil 

V 



? Jbjb rL*»-l 

tf^^J J* J*^ Ji J OijJ jiLp AJ J**\y~ JjbU jl^ ^S>- A^i% AStiyi UUU" wiUwl 

Cw JS\p v-w jl ^b Lji7 gy jjl JJ <SJUl JJi 4J .JJbLp jiL? L Olp cUaPl jijj lj JjbU CJJJ/L 

jLSI Jj^S- j b-jj ki- L. JjLU OLA jLjaPl CJJJ_,L jbp^jl tijj 4*ij 4iliwjljj ^jjj^L j 

4-j j Jw 4iijj ijj 4iU7jljj ji ^ cijil b" jji* 45 JJL- OJjbji Ojljj klki- j y_yyy- ,p-iL Jb 

45 JJJwIji- Jjljjjiii JJL~J> jl LJ, jbijj .Jbi eili jlp v"^Jj^ljiJJ^-jjiJJjlil V^LSUPI 
p 

J J-J b~ J C k b U Jijj ĵ bjf jbw! ji Ow>ji Ojljj jJjL** 4J J**^ j Jpjl JJlj JS ejlil 4J PJ^ ̂ y. 
" p 

.JJjjl pAlp O l p jl5 Oij-*^ JljJ lj AjV £j%y2 JJL- J eij*i 4*47 jjji ̂ jbU Olp Jil j! JLJ~JT 

J eJ^I Jjw. 4i 4ili«7ljjj jjbw. ^jyi, ySi ^151 j yjj J_i-ji JLO^P jlil vplp- jl /Lib" jl y^ yi\*y} 

.(•Jji/JjbU Js*/» AjU 4wjjf»ww 4u>-J jl (_r»-b Lji7 4ibw jb>A 

4j>Lijj j eij^J jSy^-A JJLJU ijj^ ji lj jlSUl 4wj PijJ^p ,/- Qj JJb n-w Ji ji elj Jjk ji 

"}L_i j JJjb jjLU jp! jl jij., ^y ejbji JUUil A5WL5 JJL- J JU* iljil b 4^-lj^ jijj j-ijj 

ji Sim 0*J JJL^P jlSol j j/b/Jjk .|»J_U pJa*7 JJleijjT ijsrji (Jj^- 4p!il jijj IJ JSLW Jijw*jjb 

OLLP 4L?li^b j\*>- jA jl JJ 4*7 AI ijjj Jas^oj **i/*--wa7 Oji-*}fb JJU jl ^J-J j ijJ^p JJ^>- PJ>U 

.*Ai jlj Jbjp- JU ji j eJLi £jj-i y* OJ JibL» ji lj jbpJU AJjSJbl jki JJI jl j eij*J fjj-i lj JjbU 

ji Jjji jb^ijbU ji iyy AJjSUp CJji jp«j ^j-JSUp jijj jljji ^wL-ijLfc-b oljjij* J J^ilji (j-'U
|bJ. 

CJji jLUl ji J Cwl Jljji CJu *y JJi/p ipjMM^cj* JL» jbi jl 45 43J-*5L JIJP! J Cwl eJwJ 4*i/jki 

9ty9y \S9-\y9 JjbU J^fli ji ^*-Lwbwb J ObLipsj J-Jlj3 iljP ji 4*S*J Jj I 45SJ ij3J-J b 4*J! .ij/J* j\J 

t£j£y\-2? jjJb Lji7 jjiy AjlJU jjkj Jjilijp jb^ijbU jiUu jbJL, A5CJI CJLU Jj Cwl eJui eili 

j ilj-il jpl jlj-J ^JjJJJ. ^y eJLi eili jlj^wl AjLiP j'if'jji j jU>»j-P jljbU 4JLWJJ cJji i^Je jl JJp-

Ij jl JJlj-j AS^j~Sy sp>-Lia7 4J JJljj^p 4J**P Jlpl JJI A5ijj eJUl iy^yjyJ j *Aj7 JJI Pip jl jleJj* 

AS JJijj eJbi/^buJ* JjJbL ijy JJI ji 4i**P jWi J jUtPj-P jljbU ^pj^aiw .ij/jlji eijjl CWJJ 

OLJUP jlj-gJU*-! j Olp JIJJLWI J Cwii" jjia->j JUjjji .JJijJ^p jj-ja7 JIJPI JJI O^JL J J-J^ IJ iji-

j eij-sJ Jjliiji- JIS*J fjj-i jlJJjl ji jlSLVI J>- oj/ JJJ b ^SJ4J^ jl *£ f*J f «•••#? v'^J (5JU»-

45j^-tw 4i/p j eij->J PIJLSI eJji/jj^P Olp jbjapl j wiUciil eJjpi jl CJJJJ>L 45 JjbU jlSL li w* 

p p " * 

JjbU CJJJJ»U kii 45olp OIJUP-I jl rjU lj jl ij*i 4*i/4ij-iSL tLil jl jijj ̂ y ijjp ji olp b 

P 
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Ojljj Pj^*-* C J J L P pbL» iSjji* JJ* ĵ S*i jl^l V^"*" *i tSJ^" CibLj-iJ P U J ! J ojU! >-•»—5* jljjt 

JU-?tP jlil spbp" C*PJii- Cwl jZfo Jbijj»ji jbijl oJjb 4*7 ji JjbU CW>AI ^j-i jl jj-J J 4*p-lp OJAji 

4*pj JJI ji lj jbijl jki J eij^i y0j& jbijl C*P J^ lj pi jbjJf J 4*ij OOAji Ojljj Pj**** pbL» JJj^ji 

j C*3i b jbijl J eili T j~> lj J^Li AJ ji—* Obb Jf 4*J5 iwJUjj 1 t jbijl »*3i AJ ijjj jl ,j*J .ApboJ jJ*t**-Jj-

jLUl ji jU^kl ib I C-o->-j Aflh'tfl AJ lyjji dip PIJ^PI AJ C....J wjU*il ,j--w J oili J/(_pU Ap-j7 

jb_$7lp ki_i 4_S 4w JLi i-i^Ujj JIjJI dip 0*J 4*7 JJU>!JJ>- ji Cwl AJ*J* ASOJ! C—«AI J eijl JLS jbijl 

j-w? ji j eili rj-i Jt^J-jJi" AJ jb*jl jijj ii/jlSw JjiLlp JJili^ PUJI IJ /p-U <»k:.P jlgjjbU ^pj-jU 

ji JJij^J JljL- jbib I . Jwb .p Jfiljp j JLPLJ* 9 y?y yj b ijy*jj jl jbij I jki AS Aiyj kLlwl Cpe*^ 

j j \j y\ Jbjp- .pleibwjii jbib I jljJ. Jjl/jj*5b AJj>U Cwl *Jp J Jjjj-s"» JL>" 9 yO y Jil A5S*7JJ-J? 

4p-ij_» jpb jki jl Jl/j CJJW JJ e JJ i/ 4*^7 45 C—,1 jjj Jjp- jbib! jijj Jjl/ Ji' 4S*Jb I 7"j-i J-W» 

jLijI fJyLkl 4J Cwl eJUi/t_43j*> ^LiiL-L jS"ejbl JSjjJu jiii ji j/ji Ji^i li JjU> rjlx^ 

/J jlil .^i>J Ot^^ b «J' ^^Ji ^Ij^tr* ^1 Jbij-w JljL- j eij*j jj i$jyi* yS$ jlil 4J jbijl .PJ-JWJ 

eL ji Jbj jIjA eUc*i jC-wjib" Cwji ijJb>-jilj JjbU ^JUJ» v^Uo I 45S*7JJ-J? ji JJili £—b \SJJA* 

p - ^ 

•^Lp" 0^*^ b <JI 4Ltflî j y jbijl *Ajj ̂  Jji ijjj» Jjl ji j eij*j ijJL?*J> pleiĵ J ijjIjJ. *>Ui AS 

0 
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*-•« i ji Jwb^p JJJ^-IP (Cwl eijj JL*pljj>- jl ijxJL Ab) 4*7 JAPIJ^ Ab 4J J*«J» ji 45oLijL 4*7 

Jjl jkj ji 4>-/l .Cwl e Jw £ilj Jwb<cp eji Joy JIPJLS ^ /0 ij Ju> ji 45 JPW. ji ijj JA/ eji jlk*-j 

jjj pjijjl AASC.OJ-*- ji J j JLib Jbwb jbbL JPU 4*7 jjj *li7jl ji*i*j Jbbi 45 Jbi/^p kLbwl jb>-

JJ <SyL* J Jy1 VJ**"*" *d*wi ji J/J A5 ijb ijsj-j 4i5 ji jl jNb ji 45eJul ij>*jj /pt-k oL-< jl 4*7 

k^U J 4*-*5w jbjSOw jl JL*ti- jjki 45 JbplSUljl iJtpOr 4*7 4*3 4t»j**j»ji .Jjl4*i/jlji 4*7 ^/.pjp-

ji ^y) jjp AIWJJ 4*7 J*j*b 4li .ijli ip>-j JbleJbi/OIJL>I 4*7y ^p—k Jjjb jLepw J*>LV ji JJ* 

ji 4*_7 4L5 A^y^A .JbU^p ipjj-ip lj 4*7 jU4*j>li Jjij jl^pb vpl Jj>" Jil A5 e Jb i/ j yO**J> <-iljkl 

.ijb ^.jiar - JU-i Joy y» A • ijJu>- ji j ^y - Jj-i JJ» jip >r0 ijJt^ ji <pl jlj^» jil J^li 

eijj jj'j'b 4*7 ciljkl <pl jlpv jl J^P > > ijJLP-jiijli ijj»-j ^jj^^pjp- Co. iji AS AJ ji %& y A\i 

.(r ejUi 4-iii) Cwl jJ'Vb «-pl jjp jl J2A A ij J^- ji ^oi Jy ^y^r *** J 

f 



eJALw. UeJLSUi Sijiji oy jb^pb j (i > ejLw JSw) jj*j jl*pb l«iT J-i> 4 U U ji 4S<£> ejUi 

jljb Vl b j ^j_i Jijki AS ijli PJJJ? j y 9jy 4* ,p»La*i-l eji iJ> ji ji jJ£*V Lf**Lf*^ '**JiS 

eji ji eJJjTIjj J JJJLP jjki AS J-ijj jl^Uji 4LWJJ UJ^P eji eijjiti Cwi ^Iji .iij^^ £jj J dw5 

Cf>- ji .Cwl eJLi eJrijJT Iji tr-^J JU4J"JJ elj^i Jwb#Lp ^15" CUji jl ^ji CUji JiJ J JJjb ij>-J 

e JAWJ. eJw eJL-iji eijj b jl jl JlfU-J JL- fbl jii-J A5 (o^jli) SL\i ^ijJ jJ 4iS eji Jil Jj-iJUi 

.(Y ojUi AJ jbb") ii/^ 

ej**P j JU U^ Jjji CJjkj jl iSjlJ>J ^JJ^H J •** (K^ J^i *JJ J* J*°J*J* &J\ JjiJ \*y>* 

Si j jLw Uj-^ ijjj^j^v^ CJLP <***•# -? "k^o^5 Jtr- ^JH Jwl *i ^Jj'c^ *J*Ji J^^.J^J ^ Ji 

ji . JbJcw» jji jbijj OJJ^-J bj-lo "> jl j^-k.j ji 4iUijj jiw Jbfc JJJJ J J-J jl jyS> ji j eijj ^JU» j 

jLA4*7 JilJbw" eji JJI ji .Jbleijjil eji JLj jJ bjjl J&L jb$Lf b jlj\J ObJaS AjUijj j~p jU4Jl/ 

. JLwb^p Jbwb jU4*7 AJ 4*--i jLw Jjl jkj ji A5 Jbl4*i/jlji JLwb^p JSw Jojy\+ A\A jljli AS^yJp 

^jj^C^wi ji .Jbleili jUlj Jjji-jl5*i JJ» j jJlji I jij 4*i/jlji Jbwb pljil eibLwl ijjP bjil jl ^yOM, 

j 4-*ib ^sti—->-jj JJUJ> j^p-ljj jl 45 Jbjli ijSfJ U4*7 JJI jl i JJ> £ij ijli Jji*t-J CPWJ 45 eji jU4ipli 

jl JJJJLP 4*7 ^b JJJ .( PL 2C JfCi) Cwl eJbi/4*i4i Jlwb jbi L*pT ji j JJLib^ j-aiwij. "}LIS 

•J/pjU j (Y i ejUi J£-i) 4*Ji AJL (Y ejL-i jSLi) JU*J jji IJU-J «wiiJ 'dwl Igil jij^jp 4So*Jjb 

J_JI ipl Jj-ij J Jpj JjpJLtfU iIjA JlJLlpI teji JJI jtfU- oljLul J CoiJ? jllP Obw "VU^-I 

jljji ji .Cwl eiji jljJ I Jbw jblj^SU jljJ Lpl5w b Jb bi j eijj PIJI JaJijy jbwb jb^iljji jl 4iku 

j jlji**-! J^CJ* *J"L^>-! J 4*i/jlji eibLwl ijy pljil Jil jbpoLljl J jyi A*** *Jljl*w eji JJI oLIjb jJLw 

Ji jljJ lj «jp jliip jbwb pljil jl /<x*apj 4>-/l .Cwl eijj jji J^cJ* Jil jl jlJL*>- jUi bjjl j-^-Lw jSy 

y+~y A5C_J1 Cbw .Cwl 4wljJ iy^J JiU J**5L- jljJ Cp^J?J JJ! JJ Jjiyj(y JJLJU Jib j oliL«A 

C**>AI Aflk'.a jjl jb5L- jijj ^^pJU jki jl eji JJI Ju-j^p jJa*j eJbi eJLwjj jbwb jyi j! eji JJ! ^k*-

*JJ-* J oiy^j vplw**i! eiljiU j iji- Ji jijj lj IJXJJU 4*7 AJLS jbi j-k^L- j jblj^SU j Ai*ib ^^-^U 

jlj-*-j 4ik'w» Jpl ji jjO*Lw> PIJSI J JUI AJLWJJ j\J eji 4-ij yjj J JIJIP JpA jj .Jbleili jlji eibLwl 

o-±t*jSjSj*ZA oLijL 4*7 4*3 j Vb Co....i ji L JjbU OLLP 4>-/l .Cwl 4*i/jlji eibLwl ijjj» jbwj-3 

eji ^p-ljj PLJ i*J_ijJ Sy lj 4iku jbp-l 4J L j Jji/t_fl5jiji JLbw U ObA JjbU 4Swl jl J*J Jj ijj 

Ijjil jjji ftb*il j JjbU jl JiUjjJ 4*15J eJbi/jljjj Jtwb J\J\ jlpJUli j JjJ IS j-P jlj bU 4JLw y 

.Jbi/Jjbp- jbiJbl J bjw 4J 

r 



*i t^5" ̂ ^ ^ jlAikiP obw? j**ai- j IJA j <J\ jki jl j 4*i/j1p ĵ bjf jbwl j j J 5 jjk o U j L 4*7 

jj*j jl jbwl JJ I ji jjJl Jlp- 4*«ij JL-i jU4*j>b 4J 45 jljlji Cjjkj cbw .ijb jU-l JJ I ^p-lji JJ L-

.Cwl e Jw e JLWJJ JSOp- jl J jyy fy^^y Jlj fJ-**"> l "^JiC* Jj*" 

.Cwl 4ii/jlJ iJbjjj^p ijj JLJL- 4J 45 Cwl c/>'/jUijj jl ^/j 45 ijj JA/ eji ji 0*Jjb 4*7 

4jUijj Jj-i *-ijk ji OyiJ jbijj jjj-i Jbw ji j^jLSeijbj*- ijJL>> ji jbijj iblc*>"j 4iku ji eji JJI 

45 ijli j Iji 4iUiJj JJI t^Jjp- uijk ji iJjJLjL- AJ JL-il J^fcP ji i Jjp>/W-J4J> .Cwl eJw *ilj ijjJuL-

ji j^ji/vJXj ijJL>- ji AS ijj jA/eji .JLib^ 4iUijj <-3jkil ji ibl^iwj oU/Ojjj-i J»bL> i-ijk ji 

<-ijk ji o*Jjb 4*7 .ijb Jjk jJUjiJiMO ijJL>-ji *pjiar ** JL-i Cp-ji J-ib^p jl jL$i l^o..,*i ^^-kpj 

4*tii) ijli 4L?li ijj JUL- 4* iJjjA/ Jl*a7l J^tP b *-J J j^ji/«JXi ijJj>- ji J eJw *Slj eji Jil VJ** 

eijj ijj jA/eji Jil ji eJJxAi JJ jwjjU 45 J-ib^p jLaI eJJjUi oLJjL 4*7 4J eJ5Ui jjjSwijj .(Y ejL-i 

.Cwl eJLi *51j oLJjL 4*7 *pj*p" ji J>u V• • ji Lji? j 

Jjl .ijli ijj>-j bjiT ciljkl jb^b J ^IjU J eJLSUi JJp- jf ji 45 Lj Cjbj-J Cwl jleji iJjjA/eji 

j! jiij-j jl" ^Lp- jLj-Jl ji eji £A7p jb£U~i J 4*i/jlji eji JJ jjiijl f5* jb^U-Jji bj*P Ue JSUi 

JSLi) eJLi eJL-ijj gjjj frjljj. b Uj->P eji *bL"j1 *5 jlfU—5 .(> ojUi AJ JA.^) CW' °^ '-^JK J**^ 

Y 



jt^J-i 

Jbfllp?- CpfljP-

l̂lStpljT- \ ^ * ^ & 

jjjj*-j|p- utfl 

l̂ lstpljlfljil- <p 

tSLJjLjjJi<Jj>- \^j\^^^ 

Jijj L > J > -

J*e-p L&jjpm 

JJ> J Jw j jl4JLi J <OW IjjNA (Jjji* . », ^^ ^& 

<o*JjL jU«u-pep- \te&J*i^s& 

jLJl jU^a^pcp. 

dUljvp JU-J jU«U-pte. 

*^ljV c$*J* jU<U*pu». 

^k«uj JUIJ^I^UJ>JP- \^*fe^& 

Ju-Jj>. \^4^ 
jljiljObjl- \ ^ = g » ^ \ i v ^ 



*UJ^J j J^LJJJ 

<AJJ k (jj ^^ 

jijj JAi^p J/-*J lj »pL5 JJI JlS j*» 45oJjL JjbU ejbji Jj-*a*i«j» A^p^U jjkj J*ai JJI ji 

.ii/^p jbijyO>- *J JJL J eJbi/A-jjj jjjj> jbkj*A j Jbjli ^Iwl <_wjli Jbj b A5 j1jJU43*>U eibL*-l 

ji A^S jlSsi 4*15 J Jilii AJ»U Jj!j*i yC^xA Jjl ji A5 JIA-JP^U *Ja*7 tCwl jl5J7 AJ C>-U 4*JI 

J AJL?J^- ji A5 Ui! b Jj .Cwli Jbblji- JL$*jL,jb JUb j eijj jL-l j JJJ—' jlS Jwb C*-l e Jul tpbS 

.iijt A^y w^LSt-JlT-H* Jj**ai jii/jki ji b A^?^i-jjkj J5 oU*>Akl eJbi/pL**! eijj jl C*ijk 

jljJLpI j eJUi/*Jai7 ^A jl Ijp- j Ji~—P A>Jufi JJp- ji ipl*5 J*jai jA jl jleJ-J*U JJO^A JJ JJ 

.ij/jlji jlJJ-oi^U eibLwl ijjj» 

dLg& 41)10^ 




















